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Preface

This book brings together the papers and proceedings of the Tenth
Pacific Trade and Development Conference, held at The Australian
National University in Canberra in March 1979.
When, in August 1977, the international steering committee of the
conference series selected the ASEAN theme for the Canberra
conference, in reflection of the growing importance of ASEAN to
international economic relations in the Pacific region, it could hardly
have foreseen how topical the theme would turn out to be. During the
week of the conference, Australian and ASEAN ministers were meeting
in Jakarta in an attempt to resolve a bitter dispute over Australia’s
international civil aviation policy. This coincidence meant that a strong
supporter of the conference, Australian Foreign Minister Andrew
Peacock, was unable to be with us, and that the arrival of Amado Castro
from the ASEAN Secretariat was delayed for several days, but it did add
spice to our Canberra deliberations.
The conference was planned by an organising committee at The
Australian National University, comprising Sir John Crawford, H. W.
Arndt, Peter Drysdale and the editor of this volume. The committee
received valuable support and advice from the international steering
committee of the conference series, comprising Kiyoshi Kojima
(Chairman) and Saburo Okita in Japan, Lawrence B. Krause and Hugh
Patrick in the United States, Narongchai Akrasanee in Thailand,
H. Edward English in Canada and Sir John Crawford and Peter
Drysdale in Australia.
The conference was made possible by large grants from the Australian
government and the Ford Foundation. Valuable support was also
received from The Australian National University, the Reserve Bank of
Australia, the Bank of New South Wales, Broken Hill Proprietary
Company, Colonial Sugar Refining Company, Conzinc Riotinto of
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Preface

Australia, Esso Australia, Utah Mining and the Asian Development
Bank.
At The Australian National University, 1 am grateful for the support
of the Vice Chancellor, Anthony Low, and the Director of the Research
School of Pacific Studies, Wang Gungwu, in the organisation of the
conference. Erica Harriss competently and cheerfully managed the huge
task of communicating with authors, typing and printing papers prior to
the conference, in addition to her normal duties as secretary of the
Department of Economics. Rodney Cole, as administrative secretary of
The Australian National University’s Development Studies Centre, and
Jennie Colman, carried major responsibility for the smooth running of
administrative aspects of the conference itself. The preparation of this
volume has also been assisted by Anne Capello, who transcribed tapes of
proceedings, and by the typing of the secretarial staff of the Department
of Economics, particularly Hilda Heidemanns. I am grateful for
editorial assistance from Audrey Edwards, Margaret Easton, Ann
Sibley, Kornualai Funston and, for work on the index, Simon Bell. Greg
Seow, Sally Borthwick, Chris Findlay, Nelin Romana, Mary Pangestu
and Mr Rajendran assisted participants during the conference. To the
support and good work of these people the success of the Canberra
conference and the present volume owe a great deal.
Canberra, November 1979

Ross Garnaut
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Introduction
ROSS GARNAUT

The five member countries of the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) have recently received increased international notice
for their relatively strong economic growth performance and for their
assertion of a collective approach to a range of foreign economic policy
issues. ASEAN was established in 1967 when Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand came together in a loose
association. The five countries have experienced strong growth in
industrial output and foreign trade since then, but this has owed little to
the regional organisation. Decisions taken since 1976 may increase the
importance of the ASEAN arrangements to economic growth and
development within the region.
All five ASEAN members have ambitions for continued strong
industrial growth, based partly on the expansion of manufactured
exports. This book is concerned mainly with the evaluation of these
prospects. It analyses the opportunities for and constraints upon growth
in each of the member countries and also examines the possible role of
ASEAN co-operation.
This book is based on the papers and proceedings of the Tenth Pacific
Trade and Development Conference, held at The Australian National
University in Canberra in 1979. It is mainly about the ASEAN countries’
industrialisation and foreign economic relations. These issues are
interesting in themselves, and are an important part of the context of any
discussion of wider development issues. Although the main focus is on
trade and industrial growth, there is some discussion of the connection
between these issues and more general questions of economic
development and income distribution. The question of equity between
and within countries is considered in various parts of the book, for
example in the discussion of the implications for ASEAN of recent
changes in China’s foreign economic policy (chapters 16 and 17).

2

Introductior

This introductory chapter first presents some general information on
each of the five ASEAN economies. This background material is
commonplace to the specialist, but may be helpful to readers who are not
familiar with the economy of the Southeast Asian region. The contents
of the book are then outlined under three main headings: the theory and
practice of regional economic co-operation among developing countries;
trade strategy and industrial development in each of the five member
states of ASEAN; and the ASEAN countries’ economic relations with
the wider Pacific and world economies. The concluding section of the
chapter draws attention to some of the major questions that are raised
and occasionally settled in the later chapters.
I THE Fl VE A SEA N ECONOMIES1

The five member countries of ASEAN are neighbouring states in
Southeast Asia. They have very different populations, histories, political
structures, economic organisations and cultures. Their economies have
been highly competitive rather than complementary although, as
demonstrated later in the book, intra-regional complementarity has
increased in the process of economic growth in the region.
Historically, the role of four of the five ASEAN members in the
international economy was to supply industrial raw materials and
foodstuffs. The fifth member, Singapore, was for long a service centre
for the British Empire in the Far East and for the foreign trade of its
Southeast Asian neighbours. Singapore, a British colony, was integrated
closely into the Dutch Indonesian, British Malayan and independent
Thai economies, and Thailand supplied food to the plantation and mine
workers of the region, particularly in Malaya. But otherwise the five
economies had relatively little contact with each other. The Philippines’
foreign economic relations were directed heavily towards the
metropolitan United States and those of the other four countries towards
Britain and Europe.
There have been important changes over the past decade, in particular
with rapid industrial growth in all five countries. Singapore has become a
modern manufacturing and financial centre supplying worldwide
markets. However, the entrepot trade in agricultural products remains
important to Singapore, while Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and
Thailand remain strongly specialised in the export of primary products
(Tables 1.1 and 1.2).
The share of manufactured goods in total exports has increased
considerably over the past decade in all ASEAN countries except
Indonesia, where it has always been negligibly small (Tables 1.1 and 1.2).
Singapore’s entrepot trade had always included a large component of
'The structure and content o f this section owe a great deal to Arndt and Garnaut (1979).
For more background on the economies o f the ASEAN countries see Wong (1979).
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manufactured goods from the advanced industrial countries en route to
Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines. These were joined by exports of
large amounts of domestically produced manufactured goods from the
mid-1960s. The period of rapid growth in manufactured exports began
later in Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand, commencing in the late
1960s and receiving impetus from the huge expansion of world trade in
the early 1970s until the worldwide recession of 1974-5. The share of
manufactured goods in total exports has continued to grow since 1974,
although at a more modest rate (Table 1.2).
The ASEAN countries span almost the whole range of living standards
and levels of development that are found within developing countries
(Table 1.3). Singapore is a very small island country of less than 2.5
million people, with the highest per capita income of the countries that
are usually described as ‘developing’. Indonesia is one of the most
populous (over 135 million) and poorest of the Asian developing
countries. Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand have intermediate
levels of population, per capita income and economic development.
Table 1.3

Summary of economic statistics of ASEAN countries

Population 1976 (millions)
GNP per capita ($)
Real GDP growth (average
annual growth per cent)
1960-70
1970-76
Industrial share of GDP
(current prices)
1967
1976
Exports ($ millions)
1976
Export volume (average
annual growth per cent)
1969-70
1970-76
Foreign trade (exports
and imports)
Share of GDP
1967
1976

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

135.2
240

12.7
860

43.3
410

2.3
2,700

43.0
380

3.5
8.3

6.5
7.8

5.1
6.3

8.8
8.9

8.2
6.5

7
9

10
16*

21
25

17
25

15
18

8,547

5,707

2,433

6,585

2,980

2.0
8.2

8.9
4.3

2.9
3.4

4.2
14.1

5.2
9.5

26
43

74
79

36
42

211
264

42
45

* 1975 data.
Sources: World Bank, World Development Indicators, Washington DC, June 1978.
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Pacific Basin Economic Indicators, Vol.
4, No. 1, March 1979. UN, Yearbook o f National Accounts Statistics 1977, New
York, 1978.

The five members of ASEAN have in common a recent record of
strong growth in industrial output, foreign trade and total production
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(Table 1.3). In each of the five countries real gross domestic product has
expanded on average by more than 6 per cent per annum since the mid1960s. Growth accelerated in the early 1970s and has remained high since
1974, despite the sluggishness of the advanced industrial economies and
of total world trade. The high foreign trade share of output in the
ASEAN economies has been generally maintained through the recent
period of rapid growth in output. The share of the manufacturing sector
in total output has grown considerably over the past decade in all five
countries.
All five countries have extensive links with a wide range of foreign
countries and especially with the advanced industrial economies (Table
1.4). Immediately after the colonial era the foreign trade of the
Philippines had been focused almost exclusively on the United States and
that of other ASEAN countries heavily on Europe. But by the 1970s
there had been considerable diversification of external economic links
and Japan was the region’s largest foreign trading partner. Apart from
the rise in importance of Japan, the most notable changes in the direction
of ASEAN trade have been the increase in the importance of other
Northeast Asian countries and of the centrally planned economies.
Intra-ASEAN trade has been relatively unimportant in total trade, and
its share in the total has declined slightly over the past decade. However,
the intensity of intra-ASEAN trade is generally high (Table 1.5): the low
total trade shares reflect only the ASEAN countries’ small shares in world
trade. The intensity indexes express partner countries’ trade shares as a
ratio of the latter’s share in total world trade (Drysdale and Garnaut,
1979). The ASEAN countries account for much higher proportions of
each other’s foreign trade than they do of total world trade.
The high shares of the industrial countries in the foreign trade of the
ASEAN members derives mainly from the former’s size in world trade
rather than from exceptionally close bilateral linkages. The main
exceptions occur in the high intensity of United States trade with the
Philippines and in the high intensity of Japanese trade with the whole
region (Table 1.5). The rise in the Japanese and other Northeast Asian
share of ASEAN trade over the past decade has reflected mainly these
economies’ increasing importance in total world trade, since there has
been no general tendency for intensity of trade to increase within these
bilateral trading relationships.
II REG IONA L ECONOMIC CO-OPERA TION A MONO
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Part I of the book contains five chapters on the theory and practice of
regional integration among developing countries. Krueger in chapter 2
examines the relative merits of outward-looking and import substitution
approaches to trade strategy and then applies her conclusions to regional
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Tabie i.5 Intensity of ASEAN countries’ export trade with majcr

partners, 1977a
Indonesia
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
(Total ASEAN)
Other Asian developing
Australia
Japan
Middle East
United States
EEC

—

90
289
932
10
(740)
113
43
560
8
161
15

Malaysia
53
—

310
1,607
326
(1,316)
167
132
285
26
105
34

Philippines

Singapore

123
437
—
210
66
(280)
85
151
325
11
209
28

1,100
6,709
357
—
645
(1,743)
362
380
133
74
90
24

Thailanl
1,022
2,473
87
637
—

(1,250
273
72
274
67
56
38

a100 indicates partner’s share in country’s trade equals partner’s share of world trade.

economic integration. In the three following chapters, Castro, Yasuba
and English describe steps that have been taken towards ASEAN
economic integration and comment upon their impact on economic
development within ASEAN and on third countries. Ffrench-Davis then
provides a comparative perspective on issues that have arisen in relation
to ASEAN in his discussion of the Latin American experience of
economic integration among developing countries.
Krueger analyses the recent evolution of economic thought on trade
strategy and industrial development. Import substitution (IS) policies
had strong intellectual appeal and compelling political appeal in
developing countries in the early postwar period. But the general
experience was that IS policies could support strong growth only for
relatively short periods. The export promotion (EP) strategies adopted
by several developing countries from the 1960s have been associated with
stronger and more sustained growth.
Krueger acknowledges that we do not understand fully the reasons
why EP strategies are so much more successful than the IS policies that
they replaced. The more efficient allocation of resources that is
emphasised by neo-classical economists explains some difference in levels
of incomes under EP and IS, but can account for only a small part of
observed differences in rates of growth. Krueger believes that one
important cause of the superior performance of EP policies derives from
the pressure they provide for better monetary and exchange rate policies
and for market-oriented domestic industrial and labour policies.
Applying these conclusions to ASEAN, Krueger argues that the main
opportunities for industrial expansion lie in worldwide rather than
regional markets. A few industries will be efficient suppliers of regional
markets while being uncompetitive in wider international markets. But
the main thrust of ASEAN co-operation on trade and industrialisation
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should be towards the strengthening of ASEAN suppliers in the markets
of third countries. Krueger comments that ASEAN to date has shown a
healthy attachment to outward-looking trade strategies.
The concluding pages of chapter 2 report some criticism of Krueger’s
analysis. It is argued that Krueger underestimates the degree of
complementarity and therefore the scope for profitable trade among the
ASEAN members. Some participants in the Conference comment that in
focusing attention on two extremes of trade policies, IS and EP, Krueger
neglects intermediate positions in which IS can play a useful if limited
role. Some doubts are expressed about whether the contemporary
international economy can support thoroughly outward-looking
industrial strategies in the ASEAN countries. Each of these issues is
taken up again in later chapters.
Castro describes how ASEAN has drawn its main impetus from
external events, in particular from developments in Indochina. He charts
the important decisions to date on economic co-operation, including in
the areas of regional trade preferences, ASEAN industrial projects, the
industrial complementation program, the collective approach to foreign
economic policy, and various measures of co-operation in provision of
infrastructure and services. Castro believes that there is a high degree of
support within the ASEAN members for the various initiatives in
economic co-operation, which will lead to the acceleration of progress in
regional trade liberalisation. Castro, like Krueger, believes that regional
trade policy has been outward-looking rather than protectionist.
Castro argues that ASEAN draws some of its strength from the
common commitment of its members to liberal capitalism. Chapter 3
reports some dissent on whether this commitment is present in some
ASEAN countries. The discussion on this issue is developed further in
later chapters, in particular in relation to Indonesian economic
development.
Yasuba takes a cool and careful look at how ASEAN economic co
operation as announced to date will affect exports from other Pacific
countries. The advanced Pacific economies and Northeast Asian
developing countries will bear most of the trade diversion within
ASEAN. This will have a negligible aggregate impact on the most
affected countries, although it may force significant adjustment within a
few export industries in Northeast Asia and Australia.
Yasuba believes that ASEAN’s impact on other Pacific countries will
be felt most strongly through the collective approach to foreign
economic policy. Japan and Australia will be affected most by collective
diplomatic pressures. ASEAN industrialisation in the longer run must
rely mainly on wider world markets for manufactures, and the collective
approach will be helpful in securing access to markets.
Chapter 5 by English commences with an appraisal of the United
Nations Report (1974) on ASEAN economic integration. The Report
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suggested three complementary approaches to regional trade
liberalisation: selective tariff reduction on a preferential basis; packages
of large-scale industrial projects; and complementation based on co
operation among firms in the private sectors of the five economies.
Chapter 5 focuses mainly on the complementation arrangements.
English notes that the ‘industry clubs’ would be viewed suspiciously as
cartels in North America, but he supports their use in the ASEAN
context. There is scope for increasing substantially the amount of intraASEAN trade without preferential trade policy, through improved
communications and understanding among businessmen in the five
countries. Chapter 5 concludes with some strong dissent from English’s
support for the industry clubs, on the grounds that they provide
opportunities for collusion against the public interest.
The Latin American experience with regional economic integration has
a much longer history than ASEAN. The association of Andean
countries, ANCOM, is broadly similar to ASEAN in membership, size
and level of economic development. The regional arrangements have led
to considerable expansion of trade among the ANCOM partners. The
regional trade expansion has been facilitated by special arrangements
which favour the least developed members, which could possibly be
relevant to the softening of Indonesian opposition to trade liberalisation
within ASEAN. The Latin American experience with the co-ordination
of foreign investment policies is also noted as being relevant to ASEAN.
Chapter 6 also brings out the limits to the usefulness of the Latin
American experience to ASEAN. The Latin American countries began
regional trade liberalisation with higher national levels of protection.
The ‘first best’ approach of multilateral trade liberalisation is thus more
obviously unrealistic in Latin America than in ASEAN, and it may be
more likely that trade creation will dominate trade diversion from
regional trade liberalisation. Nevertheless, the same general issues have
arisen in ANCOM and ASEAN, and the former’s experience is at least
helpful in the identification of problems that are likely to arise in the
latter.
Ill TRADE STRA TEG Y AND IND US TR IA L DE VEL OP MEN T IN
FIVE COUNTRIES

In Part II of the book, prominent economists from each of the five
ASEAN countries present chapters on trade strategy and industrial
development in their own countries. Each of these chapters assesses
generally the importance of ASEAN to the member country that it
discusses. Four chapters highlight one aspect of ASEAN economic co
operation: chapter 7 the regional trade preferences; chapter 9 the
common approach to foreign economic policy; chapter 10 the regional
industrial projects; and chapter 11 commodity issues.
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The five chapters together provide an authoritative account of the
general stance of trade and industrial strategy within ASEAN. Brief
histories of trade policies reveal that the Philippines and Thailand have
followed broadly similar historical paths in their trade policies, although
divergent tendencies have become apparent in recent years. Both
countries experienced a period of strong industrial growth induced by
high protection, the Philippines mainly in the 1950s and Thailand in the
1960s. Import substitution became more obviously costly over time.
Important steps in the direction of export promotion were taken in the
late 1960s and early 1970s and were rewarded in both countries by a
period of rapid growth in manufactured exports. However, Narongchai
now observes new tendencies towards import substitution in Thailand
and expects them to impede industrial growth.
Ariff reports that Malaysia’s trade policies have always been much less
protectionist than those of the Philippines or Thailand. Malaysia too
experienced a brief period of rapid industrial growth through import
substitution, in this case in the 1960s, before emphasising incentives to
manufactured exports at about the same time as the Philippines and
Thailand.
Arsjad describes Indonesia’s strong domestic-market-oriented
industrial growth under the Soeharto government since 1966. This has
occurred under pervasive protection which is now an important barrier
to Indonesia’s emergence as a competitive supplier of labour-intensive
manufactures onto world markets. In contrast, Singapore’s impressive
industrial growth since the mid-1960s has been strongly oriented towards
foreign markets and has occurred without protection from import
competition.
The wide range of trade and industrial policies employed in the five
ASEAN members constrains progress on regional economic co
operation. Bautista in chapter 7 argues for an ASEAN customs union by
1990. Bautista believes that the tendencies towards autarkic industrial
development within several ASEAN members makes multilateral free
trade an impossible ideal, and that trade diversion would be less
important than trade creation within an ASEAN customs union. Chia
comments that a customs union would be inappropriate for and
unacceptable to Singapore. Singapore’s cost structure and com
petitiveness in international markets would be damaged by membership
of a customs union with a substantial external tariff. But Chia supports
accelerated regional trade liberalisation leading to a free trade area. Ariff
and Narongchai in the chapters on Malaysia and Thailand support
functional integration through across-the-board tariff cuts. Arsjad
believes that ASEAN markets are of minor importance to Indonesia, and
his analysis suggests that Indonesia would by reluctant to move far
towards freer regional trade in the immediate future.
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Bautista’s account demonstrates that the Philippines trade strategy
and industrial development through the 1960s and 1970s followed close y
the typical pattern outlined by Krueger. The movement to more expor:oriented policies in the 1970s has contributed to significantly higher
growth in the economy as a whole. But Philippines policies still strong y
favour production for the domestic market, and this makes Bautista
optimistic that regional trade liberalisation will have positive net effect;.
Bautista is also concerned that the international economic environment
may not be able to support export-oriented growth in all ASEAN
countries.
Not all participants in the Conference accepted Bautista’s ‘second
best’ case for regional preferences, and some sceptical views are reported
in chapter 7.
Arsjad’s survey of the Indonesian economy’s recent performance
emphasises the role of natural resource exports in sustaining economic
growth. Arsjad is doubtful that the strong expansion in resource exports
can be maintained. If economic growth is to continue at the rates of the
past decade, it is now necessary to develop exports of labour-intensive
manufactures to sustain the balance of payments. Manufactured exports
seem to be necessary as well to provide employment directly for a rapidly
growing workforce. Arsjad, and commentators whose views are
published in chapter 8, believe that government intervention in the
industrial sector and other purely domestic constraints are probably the
major barrier to Indonesian manufactured exports.
The large increase in oil prices in the first half of 1979 has changed the
short-term outlook for the Indonesian economy since Arsjad’s chapter
was prepared. The balance of payments constraint on growth has been
loosened and it now seems likely that the large rupiah devaluation in
1978, discussed at some length in chapter 8, will have little long-term
impact on the international competitiveness of the Indonesian
manufacturing sector (Garnaut, 1979b).
Singapore’s industrial growth, as analysed by Chia in chapter 9, has
several unique features in the ASEAN context. Singapore’s general
labour skills were well developed and wage rates relatively high at the
onset of industrialisation, so that more capital-intensive and
technologically complex commodities have always represented an
important part of manufacturing production and exports. Singapore’s
strong growth since 1965 has led to labour scarcity and has forced
adjustment of industrial production further into specialisation in more
capital-intensive commodities, although these pressures have been
reduced somewhat by immigration of unskilled labour from other
ASEAN countries. Further adjustment towards specialisation in the
export of technologically sophisticated goods and services is necessary if
Singapore’s economic growth is to be maintained. Chia is concerned that
Singapore’s heavy reliance on foreign enterprise may inhibit this process.
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Chia’s description of experience with the collective approach to
foreign economic policy emphasises the growing strength of ASEAN
solidarity. Singapore has a strong interest in the collective attempts to
confront protectionism in the advanced industrial countries. The
maintenance of ASEAN solidarity requires Singapore to support the
joint approach on other issues of less direct relevance to herself, notably
the commodity issues.
Ariff sees Malaysia’s main interest in ASEAN economic co-operation
as deriving from the opportunities it provides to diversify exports, to
rationalise high-cost segments of the manufacturing sector and, through
the common approach on foreign economic relations, to improve the
terms upon which Malaysia relates to the international economy. Ariff
defends the concept of ASEAN industrial projects (although not the first
package of projects) on the grounds that regional free trade will lead to
better resource allocation than the real alternative: attempts to establish
similar industries on a national basis. Other comments reported in
chapter 10 are more sceptical about whether net gains are likely from
such attempts at agreed specialisation on a regional basis.
Chapter 10 reveals that the export of primary products has been and
will remain the mainstay of Malaysian economic development, despite
the important contribution made by the manufacturing sector through
the 1960s and 1970s.
Narongchai follows his account of Thai trade policies and
industrialisation with discussion of the agricultural export industries,
which he expects to remain an important source of economic growth.
Narongchai describes in some detail the instability in world market prices
for Thailand’s main agricultural exports. He sees commodity trade as
fruitful ground for ASEAN economic co-operation. He proposes a
regional compensatory finance facility to insulate the ASEAN economies
from export instability, preferring this to an externally guaranteed
STABEX scheme as currently proposed by ASEAN governments.
IV

A SEA N ’S EXTERNA L ECONOMIC RE LA TIONS

Part III includes six chapters covering major issues in ASEAN’s external
economic relations. Chapters 12 and 13 discuss the amenability of the
external economic environment to export-oriented growth in the ASEAN
countries. Hughes examines prospects in worldwide markets while
Garnaut and Anderson focus on the Western Pacific region. Sekiguchi
and Krause examine United States investment in the ASEAN countries,
highlighting links between direct investment and trade. Then in chapter
15, Ikema outlines the trade, aid and investment dimensions of Japan’s
massive relationship with the ASEAN members. Finally, Luo in chapter
16 and Wong in chapter 17 explore ASEAN members’ economic
relations with the Asian socialist countries, especially the People’s
Republic of China.
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Chapters 12 and 13 argue that external markets can support strong
ASEAN export expansion over the next few years. Although the
contemporary slow growth and protectionism in the advanced industrial
economies are unfavourable, Hughes is confident that there will te
continued growth in import demand for developing country manufac
tured goods. Garnaut and Anderson demonstrate that structural change
in the Northeast Asian economies is likely to expand substantially
ASEAN export opportunities, at least for several years.
Hughes observes that recent protectionist pressures in the industrial
countries have been strongest against developing country exports.
Nevertheless, the growth in developing country manufactured exports to
industrial countries has been greatest precisely in the recent years of
strongest protectionist pressure. It is dangerous to overstate the effects of
protectionism on developing countries’ export prospects: the effects are
severe, but their exaggeration leads to unjustified loss o f confidence in
outward-looking strategies in developing countries and to disillusion
ment amongst supporters o f liberal trade policies in the advanced
industrial countries.
Garnaut and Anderson analyse the changing patterns o f production
and export of manufactures that is apparent in Northeast Asia. Exportoriented industrialisation is based for some time on labour-intensive
manufactures, until rising incomes and labour scarcity cause export
specialisation to shift towards more capital-intensive and technologically
complex commodities. This change in export specialisation opens up
markets for new suppliers of simple manufactures, in the newly
industrialising country itself and in the third markets which it had once
supplied. The falling Japanese share in world exports o f labour-intensive
manufactures over the past decade has accommodated fully the massive
increase in exports from other Northeast Asian countries. The further
evolution o f Northeast Asian economic structures is likely to provide
similar opportunities for ASEAN exporters over the next few years.
Rapid industrial growth in Northeast Asia increases opportunities for
exports of agricultural and mineral raw materials and raw materials and
high quality foodstuffs from relatively natural resource abundant
neighbouring countries. This has prevented or slowed down the
emergence of large-scale manufactured exports from Indonesia and
Malaysia and from the Southwest Pacific.
Sekiguchi and Krause focus mainly on United States and Japanese
direct investment in the manufacturing sector o f the ASEAN economies,
although they note the importance of natural resource investments in
Indonesia and the Philippines. They examine the hypothesis that there is
a systematic tendency for Japanese investments to be more foreign tradeoriented than United States investments, and so to yield greater benefits
to the host country. The analysis tends to confirm that Japanese
investments are more export-oriented, often being motivated by Japan’s
recent loss of comparative advantage in labour-intensive industries.
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However, the policies of host countries are the main determinants of the
welfare effects of all direct investment, independently of the nationality
of investor and of whether the investment is directed primarily to
domestic or to foreign markets.
Ikema’s chapter demonstrates the dominance of natural resource
security in Japan’s interests in the ASEAN region. This is reflected in the
concentration of Japan’s economic interests in the resource sectors of the
Indonesian and to a lesser extent of the Philippines economies.
ASEAN accounts for a high proportion of total Japanese trade and
especially aid and overseas investment. The massive Japanese economic
presence has from time to time generated considerable tension in
bilateral relations with several ASEAN countries. In opening discussion
on Ikema’s contribution, Kojima argues that these tensions can be
managed most effectively within a wider regional organisation.
The People’s Republic of China is potentially important to ASEAN
economic development as a market for raw materials and as a competing
exporter of labour-intensive manufactures and some resource-based
commodities. Luo describes how China is to be more actively involved in
the international economy, especially through the importation of
technology, trade and possibly direct investment. The discussion of
Luo’s contribution in chapter 17 questions how far the internationalis
ation of China’s economy can proceed without corroding the present
politico-economic system and its relatively good performance on equit
able income distribution, employment and administrative integrity.
Chapters 16 and 17 suggest that there are good prospects for China’s
emergence as a major supplier of manufactured goods onto world
markets. This naturally causes uncertainty and anxiety within ASEAN,
because of the implications for competition in labour-intensive
manufactured goods. However, the size and diversity of the Chinese
economy will limit its involvement in foreign trade, and in any case
outward-looking economic growth would provide some offsetting
stimulus to world and regional demand for ASEAN products. China will
not be directly competitive with the established ASEAN exporters until
she has absorbed a great deal of knowledge about western consumer
preferences, and this will take time. It is unlikely that China’s modernis
ation drive will harm ASEAN economic growth in the next few years.
Further into the future it could possibly complicate problems associated
with Indonesia’s emergence as a large-scale exporter of labour-intensive
manufactures.
Wong notes that there is considerable economic advantage in close
relations between Vietnam and ASEAN, although there are powerful
political barriers to such co-operation. The development of a
constructive role in the region for Vietnam is of central importance to
long-term political stability.
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V GENERAL ISSUES

It remains to introduce the lines of analysis and general conclusions that
emerge from the book as a whole.
Corden brings out several of the major general issues in chapter 18. He
examines the choice between IS and EP strategies in ASEAN countries
and its implications for economic growth; the stance of ASEAN regional
trade policy; and the role of government intervention in resource
allocation within ASEAN. Corden also reviews discussion on ASEAN
economic relations with the United States, Japan and the People’s
Republic of China, highlighting the way in which a single country’s large
presence in another economy in itself generates problems, and stressing
the importance to small countries of their large trading partners
maintaining steady and predictable policies.
The analysis presented in this book suggests that there are favourable
prospects for continued strong economic growth in the ASEAN
countries, in several cases led by rapid expansion of manufactured
exports, at least for several years. Despite the downward revisions of
expectations of growth in the industrial economies following the mid1979 increase in oil prices, the external economic environment seems
capable of absorbing increasing quantities of ASEAN manufactured
exports, although temporary difficulties may arise due to recession in the
international economy during 1979-80.
It is less certain that domestic conditions in the ASEAN countries will
be favourable to continued strong growth. Current policies in Indonesia
seem to be inconsistent with the strong expansion of labour-intensive
exports that must sooner or later form part of any solution to
Indonesia’s poverty and unemployment problems. However, the recent
changes in world markets for petroleum and some other resource-based
commodities suggest that Indonesian growth on the recent pattern can
continue for a further limited period. The impetus to growth appears to
be strong within Singapore and Malaysia. Of all the ASEAN members,
domestic conditions in the Philippines and to a lesser extent Thailand are
closest to those in the Northeast Asian countries which have experienced
such strong export-oriented growth over the past two decades. However,
there are signs of ambivalence about trade policies in each of these
countries, and it is too early to be confident that these countries have
entered upon a long period of industrialisation and incomes growth on
the Northeast Asian pattern.
It emerges clearly from chapters 7 to 11 and chapter 13 that there is
considerable complementarity in resource endowments among the
ASEAN countries, and that divergent patterns of growth are causing this
complementarity to be reflected increasingly in patterns of trade
specialisation. Singapore’s skilled workforce and high wage level are
causing it to specialise in the more sophisticated products and the higher
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quality end of product ranges. Malaysia’s comparative advantage seems
likely to remain strongly in natural resource based commodities, and her
high wage levels will cause her manufactured exports to be concentrated
in more capital-intensive products than those of the three remaining
ASEAN members. It is unlikely that Indonesia will emerge as a largescale exporter of manufactured goods in the immediate future, and when
this does occur, it will need to emphasise the most labour-intensive
commodities. In the meantime, Indonesia is an efficient supplier of a
range of processed primary products. It is possible that there will be a
long period of export expansion from increasingly competitive labourintensive manufactures from the Philippines and perhaps Thailand, until
labour scarcity forces changes in industrial structure.
This considerable and increasing complementarity suggests that the
prospects for expansion of efficient intra-ASEAN trade are better than is
commonly supposed. There are at present two barriers to this regional
trade expansion: poor regional communications, transport and business
linkages between some ASEAN members; and high protection against
partners’ exports within four of the ASEAN members.
The first of these barriers is being broken down rapidly by ASEAN
itself, which has promoted awareness of intra-regional trade oppor
tunities and increased confidence in intra-regional business relationships.
The process has been assisted by ASEAN endeavours to improve the
regional transport and communications infrastructure, as outlined by
Castro in chapter 3. Developments in this general area must be judged a
large benefit of ASEAN economic co-operation to date.
The second barrier is being reduced by the regional trade preferences
and the ASEAN industrial projects. But progress to date has been of
negligible importance. It is difficult to imagine much progress towards a
regional free trade area or customs union, especially given the current
trade policy stance of Indonesia, the region’s most populous and
politically important country. Neither would such progress be
unambiguously beneficial to ASEAN economic development, given the
possibility of diversion of trade away from low-cost suppliers elsewhere
in the world. We could be more certain of large gains from expanded
intra-regional trade if it was achieved through general reductions in
protection in as many ASEAN members as were prepared to participate
in the process.
It is a theme of many contributions to this book that ASEAN has
become a major organisation from the viewpoint of its members’
relations with the rest of the world. ASEAN solidarity has been strong in
these external relations, and is strengthened by each success in collective
diplomacy. Other countries, and especially developed neighbours
Australia and Japan, must now consider carefully possible ASEAN
responses in pushing their own interests in bilateral relations with any
ASEAN member. It is likely that ASEAN’s collective approach to
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foreign economic diplomacy will secure some worthwhile improvement
in the terms of the region’s relations at least with Australia and Japan.
The motive for ASEAN’s establishment was mainly political: the need
to avoid conflict between neighbours who from time to time had been
close to war, especially in the uncertainty associated with developments
in Indochina. There are worthwhile opportunities for ASEAN economic
co-operation in support of these political objectives. The economic
prospects of the ASEAN partners are generally favourable and depend
little on ASEAN co-operation, but they can be helped along by
ASEAN’s efforts to reduce protectionism in overseas markets and by the
important improvements in awareness of trading opportunities within
the region.

PART I
REGIONAL ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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Regional and Global Approaches to Trade and
Development Strategy
ANNE O. KRUEGER*

I IN T R O D U C T IO N

Economic theory and trade policy in developing countries have
interacted in interesting ways in the years since World War IE Early
development policy toward trade issues was based essentially upon an
interpretation of simple comparative advantage models that, in
retrospect, appears to have represented something of a misapplication of
the theory. Experience with the resulting policies, however, resulted in a
modification and reinterpretation of the theory, basically along lines of
the Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson (HOS) factor proportions explanation
of trade. That model, when empirically tested, did not in its simpler form
appear to have sufficient validity to suggest strong and important links
between trade policy and economic growth.
As theorists were concluding that trade strategy was less important
than had earlier been thought, however, several developing countries
were adopting a trade strategy not dissimilar to those which would have
been advocated on the basis of the HOS model. Success with that
strategy has raised a number of questions for trade theorists, not all of
which have yet been answered satisfactorily.
In this paper, I propose to outline current understanding on the link
between trade strategy and development.
It seems simplest to do so by tracing the evolution of trade theory and
trade policies in developing countries. It is then relatively straight
forward to sketch the relationship between global and regional trade
strategies.
* I am indebted to the participants in the Tenth Pacific Trade and Development
Conference, especially Professors Heinz Arndt, Ronald Findlay, Richard Snape and Dr
Peter Lloyd, for helpful comments on the version of the paper presented there. The
research underlying this paper was financed in large part by the National Bureau of
Economic Research in two projects: Foreign Trade Regimes and Economic Development
and Alternative Trade Strategies and Employment. Both projects were financed by the US
Agency for International Development, which is not responsible for any of the views
expressed herein.
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II THE TWO-COMMODITY TRADE MODEL A N D TRA DE
STR A TEG IES

In its simplest and best known formulation, the notion of comparative
advantage, which is the basic concept upon which economists’ normative
evaluation of trade policies rests, is developed from a two-countrv, twocommodity model. Each country can produce each commodity at
constant marginal cost, due perhaps to the existence of only one factor of
production, such as labour. Each country’s transformation curve
between the two commodities, or production possibility set, is therefore
a straight line, that is, there is no diminishing marginal rate of trans
formation between the commodities as production of one commodity
expands or contracts.
In this simple set up, opportunities for gainful trade arise whenever the
slopes of the two countries’ transformation curves differ. The gains from
trade are obvious, as each country, by specialising in the good in which it
has a comparative advantage, is enabled to choose its consumption
bundle on a budget line unattainable in the closed economy. Equally
straightforward is the result that the normal outcome in a trading world
will be one in which each country specialises completely in the pro
duction of a single commodity. 1
In the simple world of the model, any intervention with free trade
reduces world welfare, and any country intervening in trade reduces its
own welfare unless it has monopoly power in trade. Even with monopoly
power, there is an optimal degree of intervention, and an inappropriate
degree of intervention may reduce welfare relative to that attainable with
free trade. However, for an individual country, optimal intervention
always yields a level of welfare above that of free trade, which in turn
always yields more welfare than autarky. The case for trade intervention,
even for a country unconcerned about retaliation or world welfare, is not
a case for an individual country rejecting the gains from trade.
A more realistic version of the comparative advantage model is one
incorporating the possibility of decreasing, as well as constant, returns to
scale in each industry. In that case, optimal trade policy does not
necessarily result in complete specialisation, even in a two-commodity
world. Rather, optimal resource allocation occurs when each country
produces each commodity until its domestic marginal rate of
transformation (DMRT) equals the international marginal rate of
transformation (IMRT) . 2 The IMRT = DMRT rule retains its general
1 As is well known, if demand conditions were such that there was excess demand for one
commodity with complete specialisation, one country might produce both commodities. In
this case, the Marge’ country would presumably produce both goods while the ‘small’
country would reap all the gains from trade.
2 The IMRT would usually equal the international price ratio, unless there w ere
monopoly power in trade. If there were, optimal policy would include an optimal tariff,
designed to have domestic producers and consumers confront the Urue’ terms at which
goods can be transformed internationally.
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validity in all trade models.3
However, that was not the interpretation placed upon the comparative
advantage model in the early years of conscious development policy
formulation. In its least sophisticated interpretation, the comparative
advantage model was taken to imply that developing countries would, if
following the normative interpretations of the model, be doomed forever
to specialise in the production of primary, especially agricultural,
commodities while the already developed countries would specialise in
manufactured products. Recognising the rapid growth rate of labour
forces in their countries, and also the apparent differences in per capita
incomes between agricultural and manufacturing countries, economists,
policy makers and politicians in developing countries quickly rejected the
arguments for a liberal trade policy emanating from the comparative
advantage model.
Bases for rejection were several-fold, some more valid than others.
There was Prebisch’s argument that producers of primary commodities
were always operating in competitive markets while manufacturers were
usually price setters. He believed that this difference enabled
manufacturers to capture most of the gains of technical progress and
higher productivity for themselves, regardless of whether productivity
gains originated in the manufacturing or agricultural countries. There
were also more domestic concerns, including especially the belief that the
establishment of a domestic industrial sector was essential for economic
development, and the fear that the demand for manufactures was priceelastic while that for primary commodities was price- and incomeinelastic.
Regardless of the reasons, adoption of the import substitution trade
and growth strategies of the late 1950s and 1960s was clearly based upon
rejection of the arguments emanating from the comparative advantage
model for free trade. In an important sense, the developing economies
adopting import substitution were rejecting the international economy
and becoming ‘inner oriented’. Of necessity, successful import
substitution policies implied that exports and imports would decrease
their share of GNP in the development process.
Before turning to experience with the import substitution strategy, it is
useful briefly to discuss the role of the two-commodity, two-factor HOS
model in all of this. In its simplest form the HOS model predicted that
each country would export the commodity which used intensively the

3 Even such ‘qualifications’ to the free trade rule as the infant industry argument are
based on assertions as to what the true DMRT is. The infant industry case can only be valid
when there are externalities that cannot be captured by individual producers. When
externalities are present, it is well known that market-determined prices do not reflect the
social MRT. For an analysis of the infant industry argument and where externalities might
arise, see Baldwin (1969).
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country’s relatively abundant factor of production. This could :>e
interpreted (correctly, as will be seen later, in a multiple factor model)
that developing countries have a comparative advantage in laboirintensive commodities, while developed countries’ comparati/e
advantage lies in capital-intensive commodities.
Several problems arose. Rigorous derivation of the HOS mocel
appeared to imply either complete specialisation or factor price
equalisation. The latter result appeared, to almost any casual observer af
the international economy, to be patently unrealistic and tended to
discredit the model . 4 Simultaneously, attempts to implement it
empirically by estimating the factor proportions involved in traded
commodities did not appear to support what might be regarded as a
‘reasonable’ prediction. The Leontief paradox, plus mixed findings from
other countries, also cast doubt on the two-commodity, two-factor HOS
model. In addition, there were many of the same concerns that
surrounded comparative advantage: if specialisation was implied, one
sort of specialisation for developing countries might be in agriculture. 5
To be sure, one might question whether this was a reasonable
interpretation of the policy implications of the HOS model. Indeed, it
will be seen below that it was not. But in the form in which it was then
understood, the HOS or comparative advantage case for an outeroriented trade policy was rejected.
One last point about the two-commodity models of trade should be
noted before discussing policy applications. Neither the simple
comparative advantage formulation, which assumes differences in cost
structure without attempting to ascertain reasons for them, nor the HOS
model, which attempts to develop hypotheses as to the source of cost
differences provides a satisfactory theory of the relationship between
trade and growth. Both versions imply that a country’s real income will
be higher at any time if free trade is followed (on the assumption that
there are no imperfections in domestic markets). But neither suggests a
close strong link between the trade strategy and the growth rate.
Not only is there no link with the growth rate, but the basic
comparative advantage model, devoid as it is of hypotheses as to why
relative costs differ, does not even provide a hint as to what will happen
over time.
The two-factor HOS model does enable predictions about the way
comparative advantage will change with growth, although there is no
indication as to how the rate of growth is affected by trade policy.
4 An important distinction is between the HOS model, which hypothesises that the
labour-intensive good will be the one in which the relatively labour abundant country has
comparative advantage, and the criterion for optimal resource allocation. Obviously, a
labour-abundant country with relatively cheap labour should use more labour-intensive
techniques in all industries than a more capital-abundant country.
5 Ironically, some rejected an outer-oriented strategy precisely because they believed the
naive HOS prediction that their countries would specialise in labour-intensive products.
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Consider the case of a small labour-abundant country (presumably
poor and developing) facing constant world prices over time. Since it is
the relative endowment of capital and labour that matters, it is simplest
to assume that the population is constant and that the country begins
saving and increasing its capital stock. Using the Rybczynski theorem
(Rybczynski, 1968) we know that as capital stock expands, output of the
capital-intensive good increases more than proportionately with the
increase in capital stock, while output of the labour-intensive good
decreases absolutely.6 Since, by assumption, the country was initially
exporting the labour-intensive good, its exports and imports decrease.
Thus in the initial stages of growth (unless demand was so biased toward
capital-intensive goods that labour-intensive goods were inferior), the
ratio of exports to output would fall: growth would result in a falling
share of output entering into international trade. Of course, if capital
accumulation continued (while there was no growth in the rest of the
world and world prices were given), there would come a point at which
the country’s output of the capital-intensive good would have increased
enough to satisfy home demand, and imports and exports would
(temporarily) cease. As capital accumulation proceeded still further, the
capital-intensive good would become the export and growth would then
be accompanied by an increasing share in trade, as exports of the capitalintensive good increased and imports of the labour-intensive good rose
(with continued declines in domestic production).
This simple story is difficult to generalise in a world where countries
are growing at different rates. Especially in the face of rapid growth of
population and labour forces in the developing countries, it is not
obvious what the simple HOS model predicts regarding changing
comparative advantage over time. The prediction would probably vary
with the country: for developing countries with rapid rates of growth of
capital and relatively slow growth of the labour force, one would
anticipate that the growth stages outlined above might hold. But for
other countries, with slower rates of capital accumulation and faster
population growth, realistic application of the model would appear to
imply increasing specialisation in labour-intensive goods.
Nonetheless, any attempt to apply the 2 x 2 model to the real world is
fraught with problems. While good theory by definition abstracts from
the numerous institutional details of reality, it does not abstract from so
much as to lose the essence of the problem at hand. For purposes of the
LDCs, with large agricultural sectors and growing labour forces, the
2 x 2 model appeared to do just that.

6 Of course, with the labour force growing, this extreme result can be modified. But as
long as capital stock grows more rapidly than the labour force, output of the labourintensive good will increase proportionately more slowly than the rate of growth o f the
labour force.
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III THE I MPOR T S UBS TI T U T ION S TR A TEG Y

Recognising the historical and analytic reality that economic growth
would entail reducing the relative importance of agriculture in the
economy, the import substitution (IS) strategy was proposed as a means
of generating rapid growth of the industrial sector. It was believed that
the industrial sector could be a leading growth sector, with output and
value-added rising more rapidly than GNP, both because the incomeelasticity of demand for manufactured goods was unity and because
manufacturing and industrial output could grow more rapidly than
demand by replacing previously imported items. Appeals were also made
to infant industry considerations, the export pessimism mentioned above
and the belief that the establishment of a domestic industrial sector
would be impossible in the face of import competition.
The theoretical arguments why the IS strategy was perhaps in
appropriate were not convincing. The arguments included obvious
analytical weaknesses, and opponents could point to the non-optimal
resource allocation and to the loss of real income in a static sense.
Proponents continued to emphasise the dynamic advantages, although
the analytical basis for them was no better spelled out than in the
comparative advantage-open economy case.
The weaknesses in the IS strategies became more apparent when
observing them in practice than they were in the theory . 7 It will be useful
to review some of the evidence because it is pertinent to the relationship
between regional and global approaches to trade and development.
It should be noted at the outset that there are two defences of the IS
strategy that cannot be rejected entirely despite the weight of experience.
The first defence is that IS was a good strategy, but that it was
implemented in ways that were undesirable. The second is that an IS
phase is probably warranted only for a certain period of time and that
difficulties arose only because the strategy was continued after it had
exhausted its usefulness. The second argument has some appeal,
although it is difficult to substantiate or refute it and in any event it
concedes that IS cannot sustain growth for long.
Whatever the analytical arguments, the problems that arose when the
strategy was followed for a considerable length of time were similar
regardless of the precise composition of the policy instruments which had
been used to implement the IS policies. Growth rates tapered off in
countries following IS strategies. There is no neat explanation of why
this was so, and a number of factors were of some importance.
The difficulties which arose with IS strategies can be analysed at two
levels. First, the proximate reasons why growth rates tapered off can be
described. Two factors were most clearly evident: the IS strategy came to
7 For an early declaration of this statement, see Economic Commission for Latin
America (ECLA) (1964).
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be associated with external payments problems, and opportunities for
‘easy’ import substitution were exhausted rapidly.
In relation to external payments, the growth rate of export earnings
(and earnings from other sources of foreign exchange) diminished in
most countries upon adoption of the IS strategy. This diminution in the
growth of foreign exchange receipts was partly the consciously
anticipated outcome of the IS strategy: dependence on trade was planned
to diminish. But it went beyond what had been planned, in response to
the high degree to which incentives were structured toward the sheltered
domestic market.
The difficulty was that the growth in demand for imports and foreign
services should have decelerated in line with the behaviour of foreign
exchange receipts. It did not. In fact, the demand for imports appeared
to grow as rapidly, if not more so, than had earlier been the case.
Ironically, attempts to grow via import substitution generated large
demands for capital goods imports. Moreover, even though consumer
goods industries were often quickly established to replace imports of
finished goods, these industries generally required imported intermediate
goods and raw materials. As such, ‘dependence’ upon imports for final
consumption goods was replaced with ‘dependence’ upon imports, not
only for growth via the availability of capital goods, but also for
employment and output, as the newly established factories could not
produce without needed imported commodities. The import substitution
strategy appeared to result in an economy even more dependent on trade
than had been the case under the earlier pattern of primary commodity
specialisation.
Increased dependence upon imports and laggard foreign exchange
earnings were reflected in most countries in periodic balance of payments
crises. These crises, in turn, were associated with intervals during which
import licensing became particularly stringent. These periods were
generally associated with slow or negative growth. Foreign exchange was
the proximate constraint upon the growth rate. Models of ‘foreign
exchange shortage’, most notably the two-gap model (Chenery and
Strout, 1966), were developed for IS economies dependent upon imports
for their intermediate and investment goods while simultaneously
experiencing slow growth of exports.
The second component of a description of the IS failure pertains to the
exhaustion of the ‘easy’ import substitution opportunities. Even in large
countries with sizable domestic markets such as Brazil, it quickly became
apparent that the domestic market was not sufficiently large to support
the development of industries at economic scales of production beyond
the few industries which catered to large numbers of relatively poor
consumers. After IS in industries such as textiles and shoes, where
imports w'ere sizable and outputs fairly standard, it appears that further
IS industries were established at an uneconomically small size. Once
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‘easy’ import substitution was over, the incremental capital output ratio
in the industrial sector rose alarmingly, and the rate of growth
decelerated in the ‘leading growth sector’.
Beyond the description of proximate causes of the failure of IS
strategies to generate sustained growth, one can analyse various causes of
failure, although it is difficult to quantify their contribution to the
outcome. There are both static and dynamic considerations. At the static
level, an obvious source of difficulty was that IS proceeded only with a
high and probably increasing variance in domestic resource costs among
activities. Rates of effective protection of several hundred per cent were
not infrequent; these were instances where the value of imports required
to produce domestically exceeded the value at international prices of the
final product; and high-cost low-quality output was visible to everyone.
It may be that this phenomenon is only an economist’s characterisation
of the ‘exhaustion of easy import substitution’, or it may be something
more fundamental. Either way, there was a tendency in almost all cases
for IS to become ‘indiscriminate’, with attendant high costs and low
growth rates. Once consumer goods were virtually removed from the
import list, each new import substitute implied increasing costs for some
domestic consumer goods industry. That, in turn, implied higher prices
and a lower rate of growth of domestic consumption. The probable size
of the domestic market was overestimated almost universally, both
because of general over-optimism and because entrepreneurs under
estimated the extent to which demand was price responsive.
The ‘indiscriminate’ high-cost pattern of import substitution may or
may not have been inevitable. In large part, it arose because policy
makers, confronted with ‘foreign exchange shortage’ as described above,
understandably wanted to allocate foreign exchange to capital goods and
inputs for existing plants. As such, incentives were almost always
provided to begin production domestically of anything that could be
produced; an extremely powerful incentive (and perhaps a necessary one
for some high-cost industries which would have had little or no hope of
becoming profitable even in the face of high tariff walls) was the
willingness of the authorities in most IS countries to prohibit the
importation of goods competing with domestic output. Once a domestic
plant was established, the producer was secure in the belief that
competing imports would not be permitted.
To accomplish this, it was of course necessary to impose quantitative
restrictions and licensing upon imports. It is arguable whether licensing
was the result of the desire to induce domestic production, or whether
instead it resulted from foreign exchange shortage, but the resolution of
this issue is not important for present purposes. What is important is
that, in addition to the high variance in incentives and in domestic
resource costs that resulted from import licensing, quantitative
restrictions and their administration imposed further costs on the
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economies. In particular, the licensing authorities were caught in a
dilemma: if licences were ‘fairly’ administered, all had to be given equal
access to them. Rules were set up for ‘fair’ allocation of valuable
licences. Those rules, in turn, established new rigidities in the system.
Some of these were dynamic, and will be discussed below. Others
affected static resource allocation. For example in many countries
licences were in one way or another pro-rated across applicants. Most
variants of this procedure implicitly accorded each producer his share of
the market; not only were there too few firms for competition, but each
producer was really provided with an ironclad assurance that his share
could not be eroded from the few other firms in the industry. This
phenomenon was undoubtedly at least partly responsible for the obvious
low quality of many of the products produced in IS industries.
There were also other costs of the rigid licensing systems. Firms were
not able easily to replace needed spare parts for machinery or to increase
stocks of raw' materials in an emergency. They could maintain very high
inventories if licensing conditions permitted, or else shut down when
supplies ran down. The exercise of either option increased costs.
There was also another dilemma confronting the authorities. In
general, they tended to want to preserve imports of ‘essential’
commodities. In doing so, they implicitly tended to permit (and subsidise
in so far as the exchange rate was overvalued) imports of ‘essential’
commodities, and provide incentives for domestic production of
‘inessential’ commodities. In addition to affecting the structure of the
economy toward greater ‘dependence’ upon trade for imports of
essentials, there was also a built-in tendency to encourage the use of
capital-intensive techniques for successful applicants for import licences
for capital goods. The desire to encourage investment generally caused
the authorities to avoid imposing significant tariffs or other surcharges
on imports of capital goods, and this combined with the availability of
loans at subsidised interest rates for individuals with import licences, to
create important distortions in factor markets.
At the dynamic level, there were also problems with the import
substitution strategy. Stated in its most general way, the regulation of
trade and payments by quantitative restrictions caused relative prices and
incentives to diverge increasingly over time from their optimum.
Currencies tended to become increasingly overvalued, with ever-fewer
incentives for exporters and ever-greater rewards for those able to obtain
import licences.
Simultaneously, the fact that competition was fairly well precluded for
the reasons indicated above meant that producers were not under strong
pressures to increase productivity, improve quality, or otherwise become
more efficient over time. Indeed, not only were incentives absent at the
firm level, but the necessity for ‘fairness’ on the part of the authorities
implied that the sorts of mechanisms which operate in market economies
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to enable the more productive firms to grow more rapidly were inhibited
in the IS countries. Successful low-cost producers were generally
awarded their share of import licences on the same basis as less
successful high-cost producers. Most of the competitive mechanisms for
weeding out the less efficient producers and therefore raising average
industry productivity over time were obviated by the regulations and
incentives established in support of the IS strategy.
One could analyse at some length the reasons why the IS strategy did
not have the hoped-for long-run success. For present purposes, however,
enough has been said to indicate that the problems were substantial, and
lay partly in the mechanisms through which incentives were provided
under the IS strategy and partly in the small size of the domestic market
which was protected by IS policies. These considerations are of
importance in considering the appropriate scope of global and regional
aspects of trade policy for LDCs in the 1980s.
Before turning to that, however, it is necessary to examine some of the
reasons why export promotion strategies have been more successful, how
that success has stimulated theory, and where questions still remain.
IV EX PO RT PROMOTION AND THE TWO-SECTOR, M ANYCOMMODITY MODEL

While trade theorists were occupied with refuting some of the arguments
for IS and exploring the implications of some of the marketimperfections defences of protection, a few countries began altering their
trade policies toward export promotion. Success with that strategy has
exceeded the expectations of most observers, stimulated further analysis
and raised some new questions.
At the outset, it must be emphasised that the term ‘export promotion’,
as used here, does not refer simply to any policy that encourages exports.
In the sense of doing something to encourage exports, every country has
a policy. Indeed, the more overvalued the exchange rate, and the more
biased the trade and payments regime toward import substitution, the
more ‘export promotion’ measures are usually introduced. These are ad
hoc partial offsets to the extreme bias against exports in the trade and
payments regime as a whole. The most frequent example of this occurs
when countries adopt ‘rebate’ systems under which exporters are
permitted to receive a refund, often only after delays and considerable
paperwork, on the duties paid on imports. Other examples include
special tax redemptions for exporters which only partially offset currency
overvaluation and other disincentives to export. Even more extreme are
those instances where all firms are required to export a certain percentage
of their output in order to be eligible for import licences for their in
termediate and capital goods.
Even though these, and other, measures are export promoting in the
sense of either inducing or forcing more exports than would be
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forthcoming in their absence, they do not make up an export-oriented
overall trade strategy. An export promotion trade strategy exists when
the incentives to earn a dollar of foreign exchange by selling abroad are
at least as great as they are to save a dollar of foreign exchange by
replacing imports in the home market. A regime is more biased toward
exports the greater the incentive to sell abroad relative to that to sell at
home, and it is more biased toward import substitution the greater the
differential incentive toward the home market.
To be sure, all IS regimes have some industries or sectors where
incentives to export are greater than for some other IS sectors to sell on
the home market, while all export-promotion regimes have some IS
industries which receive greater incentives than the least favoured export
industries. The terms IS and export promotion as generally understood
refer to the average differential in incentives in the regime, although it is
widely recognised that there are degrees of variation in incentives across
industries and firms under both sorts of trade and development
strategies. As will be seen below, there are some reasons for believing
that variations in incentives are likely to be less with export-oriented
strategies. One difference between the two strategies is that an IS policy
normally makes it more profitable for a firm to sell its products at
home than abroad, whereas incentives in a genuine export promotion
regime either are not differentiated by place of sale or provide greater
inducements to sell abroad than at home.
Perhaps the first lesson that was learned from the experience of the
successful exporters was that identification of industrialisation with the
development of new IS industries was fundamentally mistaken. For, in
all the countries that shifted toward export promotion, a most striking
feature of their success was the very rapid growth of manufactured
exports, often of new products. While it is obvious that a firm starting to
produce a product previously not manufactured in a country is very
likely to sell to the domestic market first, simply because of transport
cost differentials, experience demonstrates that such is not inevitably the
case. Indeed, one major way of starting new industries and new products
has been for firms within developing countries to subcontract with
foreign buyers to fabricate parts and components. The foreign buyer
provides technical specification in many instances, and sometimes
technical assistance in the establishment of the plant as well. The entire
output may be sold abroad initially in these cases, although they are the
exception rather than the rule (Bang Chul Suh, 1975).
This experience provided a two-fold lesson for it led to a reformulation
of the HOS model in terms of two-sectors, many-commodities within the
manufacturing sector, and three factors of production, land, labour and
capital. It also suggested that the basic criticism of the infant industry
argument for tariff protection — that one should subsidise the
production of a product rather than impose a tariff — was empirically
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very important, although perhaps for a different reason than initially
supposed. This latter consideration is closely related to some unanswered
questions about the relationship between exports and growth. Problems
and questions still remain. It is not evident why export promotion should
generate such increases in growth rates as in fact occur. Moreover, we
still know relatively little about the quantitative importance of the
several drawbacks of import substitution and advantages of export
promotion.
A more realistic HOS mode!

The basic 2 x 2 x 2 HOS model can be reformulated in a manner that
enables important predictions about trade patterns that do not emerge
from the simple model. In addition, the model appears to conform much
more closely to the experience of the developing countries and seems to
explain certain apparent paradoxes. This reformulation represents one
response to the experience of the export promotion countries, and thus
the last stage to date in the interaction between trade theory and trade
policy in developing countries.8
The two-sector (agriculture and industry) model of a developing
country can be combined with the HOS trade model by positing three
factors of production: land, used only in agriculture; capital, used only
in industry; and labour, used in both sectors. The fact that there can be
many agricultural commodities does not yield useful insights for
purposes of analysing trade policy, since the likely composition of output
will so obviously be dependent upon geography and climate. Thus it is
useful to aggregate over agricultural commodities and to regard
agricultural output as a single commodity. Within manufacturing,
however, it is important to recognise that there can be many
commodities, each produced with a different production function, the
factor intensities of various goods differing in accordance with the HOS
model.
In this context, countries will generally produce some agricultural and
some manufactured commodities. Whether they are net exporters of
agricultural or of industrial commodities will depend upon both their
land-man endowment and upon their capital stock per man. ‘Rich’ (i.e.
land-abundant) countries will remain net exporters of agricultural output
at relatively advanced stages of development, while ‘poor’ (i.e. land
scarce) countries will become net exporters of manufactured com
modities at an early stage of development. The real wage, applicable to
8 There has also been a vast literature which has emerged on the existence of product and
factor market distortions, and their implications, both positive and normative, for trade
patterns and trade policy. The insights derived from that literature are of great importance
in interpretation of phenomena in a number of developing countries. They do not,
however, lend insight into the subject of this paper: the relationship between regional and
global trade strategies under optimal circumstances. For a discussion of these issues, see
Corden (1975).
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both agriculture and industry, rises with the ratio of land to labour and
also with the ratio of capital to labour. Thus one can observe high-wage
land-abundant countries with small manufacturing sectors and also lowwage land-scarce countries with large industrial sectors.
Within the manufacturing sector, the range of commodities a country
will produce in the absence of protection or distortions will depend upon
its endowment of all three factors, with lower-wage countries (with
relatively poor endowments of land and capital per man) having a
comparative advantage in more labour-intensive commodities and
higher-wage countries having a comparative advantage in less labourintensive commodities.
Economic growth in this type of model results from capital
accumulation. If one country’s rate of capital accumulation per man
exceeds that of the rest of the world, its comparative advantage will shift
toward more capital-intensive goods and away from the more labourintensive goods previously produced.
An optimal trade strategy will generally entail the specialisation of
production in a limited number of manufactured commodities, the range
depending in part upon the height of transport costs (which provide
natural protection). In general, as capital stock per man rises, one would
expect new industries to start which would increase in relative and
absolute importance over time. Those industries would at first be
‘import-substituting’ in the sense of replacing imports. They would,
however, presumably become export industries as output continued to
increase. As the country’s real wage continued to rise, yet other
industries would expand, and old more labour-intensive industries would
begin to contract absolutely.
In this model, one would expect that the early stages of growth would
be accompanied by fairly rapid expansion in manufacturing employment
and output, with relatively slow growth of the real wage. As capital
accumulation continued, and the manufacturing sector increased in
relative size, real wages would increase more rapidly and the rate of
increase in employment would decelerate. Such a process would be quite
compatible with the increase in rural population, at least in the early
stages of growth, and it would of course be quite possible for capital
accumulation to proceed at a sufficiently slow rate to allow the industrial
sector’s share of the labour force to decline rather than to increase over
time. 9
This version of the HOS model, while seeming to come somewhat
closer to explaining the basis for trade and handling more realistically
some of the problems of trade strategy and development policy, does not
account entirely satisfactorily for differences in growth rates between
export-promotion and import-substituting countries. To be sure, the
9 For a systematic exposition of the model, see Krueger (1977).
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many-commodity two-sector model would forecast a rapid rate of in
dustrial employment growth and therefore of rural per capita incomes
growth under export promotion than under IS, the greater utilisation of
the capital of low-wage countries in more capital-intensive industries.
Such utilisation would, by the properties of the model, result in the
creation of fewer jobs within the industrial sector than would occur if
additional capital were instead allocated to the more labour-intensive
industries. Clearly, if the model is correct, there are strong links between
employment growth and trade strategy.10
Advantages o f export promotion
But there remain a number of interesting questions about determinants
of growth rates and differences between import substitution and export
promotion growth strategies. It is possible to identify some of the
missing links in the present state of knowledge, although it is impossible
to determine their relative importance.
First and foremost, there are considerations pertaining to the optimal
size of firms and of product runs, and the determinants of changes in
firm size and market share over time. While economic theory indicates
that export promotion and import substitution industries should each be
undertaken to the point where the marginal cost of earning a dollar of
foreign exchange is equated with the marginal cost of saving a dollar of
foreign exchange in all activities, that precept gives no hint as to the
likely optimum proportion of resources allocated respectively to importsubstituting and exporting industries. One factor of some importance in
yielding high-cost IS activities has been the very small size of plants. To
the extent that there are significant indivisibilities or scale economies in
industrial operations, the economic costs of failing to expand plants and
industries to sizes adequate to serve more than the domestic market are
significantly greater than consideration of the gains from trade implied
by the comparative advantage model would suggest. The lower are
transport costs between any country and its major trading partners, the
greater will be the advantages of longer production runs and optimal
sized plants relative to the proliferation of industries catering to the
home market. Conversely, the larger is the minimum efficient size of
plant, the greater will be the economic costs of selling only to the home
market." These considerations are of importance when considering the
role of regional trading arrangements and will be discussed further
below.
10 For more detail on that issue, see my forthcoming Alternative Trade Strategies and
Employment.
11 There are some fragments of evidence which tend to suggest that minimum efficient
size may be greater in more capital-intensive industries. That would further increase the
cost o f IS policies.
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The experience of the export promotion countries suggests that
optimal sizes of most plants may be considerably larger than their
domestic markets alone can support in any but the largest of developing
countries. Even a country as large as Brazil appears to have gained
considerably from a shift in the incentives structure toward exporting,
and much of the gain undoubtedly came from selective expansion of
existing industries to efficient size.12 The fact that domestic markets are
too small to support efficient sized plants makes the traditional criticism
of the infant industry argument for protection — that it imposes costs on
consumers and that a production subsidy would be preferable — even
more forceful than is apparent at first sight, since protection reduced the
size of the domestic market and simultaneously reduced the incentive to
seek the export markets that would actually be necessary to support
production on an optimum scale. An efficient industrialisation strategy
is one in which industries are started at a minimum efficient size and in
which incentives are based upon the origin and not the destination of the
output. A necessary ingredient of a successful export promotion trade
strategy is the provision of assistance to new industries in marketing
abroad. The experience of the successful exporters suggests that the
infant industry argument may have validity, but that to the extent that it
does it is an argument applicable more to an export promotion than to an
IS trade strategy.
To be sure, it is difficult to distinguish between the gains emanating
from export promotion because it permits expansion of plants and firms
to efficient size and gains from two related sources. First, export
promotion permits the rapid expansion of the most successful new firms
and industries, in addition to enabling initial entry at economically
efficient size. Second, it also provides competition for domestic firms.
Little is known about the dynamics of productivity increase: it is not at
all clear the extent to which increases in output per head are achieved
within existing plants, generated by new, higher productivity plants, or
caused by the increased shares of firms with above-average productivity
and reduced shares of firms with below-average productivity. Even if the
contribution of each of those sources of productivity increase were
known, the extent to which productivity gains of any sort were the result
of competition among firms would remain an open question. Thus, in a
monopolistic setting, it can with fairness be asserted that productivity
growth might be slow because of the absence of a competitive spur,
because the entrepreneurial skill of the management was poor, or for
other reasons.
While knowledge about these phenomena is of vital importance, it
seems clear from the earlier discussion of the mechanics of licensing
12 A minimum efficient size for a firm is at the point where average cost o f production in
a single plant starts rising with further increases in output. If there are intra-industry
externalities in production, there may also be a minimum efficient size for an industry.
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procedures that there are a number of built-in tendencies within an IS
strategy that probably reduce all three sources of productivity increase.
These tendencies are absent from an export promotion strategy and in
addition there may be factors within that strategy that accelerate
productivity advance.
Turning first to IS, it has been noted already that licensing of
individual IS firms’ requirements of intermediate goods imports results
in rigid market shares for individual import substitution firms and
industries. Profitable firms generally expand little or no more rapidly
than others, in part because they are unable to increase their share of
import licences. The small size of the domestic market, which has been
observed to lead to sub-economic size of firms, also causes the number of
firms in any particular industry to be small. Indeed, policy makers are
caught on the horns of a dilemma even if they perceive the difficulties
that the absence of competition can create: if there are enough firms to
permit a healthy degree of competition among them, it is highly likely
that the individual firm will be so small that industry costs will be high on
that account. If, on the other hand, monopoly is permitted in order to
avoid uneconomically small firms, a competitive spur to higher
productivity will be lacking. This consideration and the mechanics of
import licensing both tend to discourage the establishment of new firms
and plants in existing industries: the authorities are naturally reluctant to
permit scarce foreign exchange to be used to import capital goods to
expand an already ample productive capacity for a commodity.
All of these phenomena are absent under export promotion. The very
fact that firms are competing in international markets provides the
competition that the small size of the domestic market prevents under IS.
Moreover, whereas efficient firms are generally precluded from
expanding their output much more rapidly than the rate of growth of
domestic demand under IS, 13 under export promotion strategy an
efficient firm can expand as rapidly as allowed by its own managerial
capacity and the time required to install additional plant and equipment.
Thus both international competition and the removal of constraints on
successful firms’ rates of growth undoubtedly contribute to the much
more rapid growth of output observed under export promotion than
under import substitution.
Although there are many other differences between the two strategies
which might conceivably contribute to the differential in performance
observed between them, only one is of potential importance in terms of
the basic question at hand here. That is the fact that IS strategies seem to
13 Of course, an efficient firm under IS could expand its output and export. Usually,
however, an overvalued exchange rate combined with the large price differential between
the domestic and foreign market means that selling abroad is much less profitable than
selling at home. While some exports do occur, they are usually of the ‘excess capacity’
variety. It seldom pays to expand under IS simply to increase export sales.
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be accompanied by a very different set of other policies from export
promotion strategies. In general, export promotion strategies require
fairly realistic exchange rates, either with policies such as a sliding peg to
offset differentials between the country’s and the world’s rate of
inflation or by varying levels of export subsidy that fill the gap between
official devaluations between the rate of increase of domestic costs and
the rate of increase of world prices. Moreover, most successful export
promotion strategies have witnessed a relaxation, if not abandonment,
of a number of interventions in the domestic economy, and the adoption
of policies designed to improve the functioning of markets. Minimum
wage legislation has either been abandoned or its bite has been reduced;
interest rates have moved toward market-clearing levels and credit
rationing has generally decreased in importance as an allocative device;
and controls over various aspects of firms’ activities are relaxed or
dismantled.
By contrast, import substitution policies by their very nature tend to be
quickly implemented through the use of quantitative controls over all
aspects of economic activity. Regulations governing imports are the most
visible of these controls, but relatively high minimum wages, low interest
rates with credit rationing, investment licensing, price controls, and
other interventions abound. While it is of course impossible to quantify
the extent to which it is the nature of policy instruments which accounts
for differences in performance under the two strategies, it is not difficult
to identify numerous growth-inhibiting aspects of quantitative inter
ventions over economic activity.
To be sure, one could attempt an export promotion strategy with
quantitative interventions, but it is highly doubtful that such a strategy
would be successful. Moreover, the fact that exporters by definition face
an international market over which domestic policy makers have little if
any control constrains the degree to which an attempt can be made to
regulate quantitatively. By contrast, one could attempt to induce IS by
market incentives, but the fact is that most countries adopting an import
substitution policy have used numerous interventions in the market to
attempt to foster the development of new industries.
V REGIONAL AND GLOBAL APPROACHES TO TRADE
POLICY
We now have the ingredients necessary to consider the appropriate role
of regional and global approaches to trade policy. An understanding of
the determinants of comparative advantage indicates something of the
nature of the probable gains from trade. This, in turn, enables a
determination of the sorts of regional approach that are consistent with a
sound overall trade and development strategy. On the other hand, the
experience with an IS strategy permits predictions as to the limits of a
regional approach.
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Two firm statements can be made about regional approaches to trade
strategy: an optimal regional approach to trade and development is one
based upon an appropriate global trade strategy; and within that
strategy, the potential gains from co-ordinating regional interests can be
sizeable.
Turning to the first conclusion, a regional arrangement designed to
foster regional IS against the rest of the world is unlikely to prove
satisfactory, whether IS commences under the regional arrangement or
whether countries already embarking upon IS strategies try to pool their
domestic markets. Even in a grouping of developing countries with a
very large geographic area and population, the very fact that countries
have relatively low per capita incomes limits the effective sizes of their
markets. For all the reasons why IS is probably not an appropriate
strategy for an individual country, it is probably not appropriate for a
region. 14 Indeed, it can be argued that a region in which all countries
based their trade and development strategies upon a co-ordinated
approach to IS would be doomed to failure. IS presents difficulties
within individual countries which are likely to multiply in the context of a
regional arrangement. In particular, each country is very likely to view
other countries’ high cost IS industries suspiciously, and have groups
within the country protesting at the cutting off of low-cost high-quality
imports from one overseas market in order to import higher-cost lowerquality imports from the regional market. Whereas it is at least
administratively feasible to run an IS strategy within one country, the
difficulties of administering such a strategy over several countries are
likely to prove overwhelming. If, then, the overall IS strategy creates
disincentives to producing for export without inducing new IS industries,
the net result is certain to be stagnation or an unsatisfactorily low rate of
growth.
In this regard, it is of interest that the ASEAN group of countries is the
only regional arrangement to this author’s knowledge that is not based
implicitly or explicitly upon an IS strategy. Certainly the Latin American
Common Market was implicitly based upon the notion that each country
would develop certain industries for the region. Those countries whose
exports have grown rapidly and whose rate of growth of real GNP has
been rapid are those which have adopted export promotion strategies
toward the world as a whole. Interestingly enough, those same countries
are the ones whose shares of trade with other Latin American countries
have also risen most sharply. The East African Common Market seems
to have survived as long as the other two members were willing to let
Kenyan manufacturing industry grow behind their high tariff walls and
to substitute Kenyan products for European outputs. Even then, the rate
14 To be sure,.the smaller the area the greater will be the likely costs of any given degree
of IS. But even such sizeable markets as Brazil and India have apparently not been of
sufficient size for successful inner-oriented growth.
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of growth in Kenyan manufacturing diminished before the demise of the
East African community, with the same general symptoms as appeared
in individual countries following the IS strategy. The Central American
Common Market (CACM) appears never to have been launched
successfully, perhaps because the size of the internal market was so small
that it was not profitable to produce even with high levels of protection,
and perhaps because would-be investors did not believe that the CACM
was viable. At any event, ASEAN seems to be the only regional grouping
not founded upon the false hope of sharing an IS strategy.
A second major reason why IS strategies are no more likely to work in
a regional grouping of developing countries than they are in a single
country pertains to the basis of the gains from trade. In so far as some of
the gains originate because factor proportions differ by wide margins,
regional arrangements cannot provide opportunities for that sort of gain,
precisely because factor endowments are likely to be fairly similar. If
opportunities for specialisation are greatest when factor endowments are
most divergent, it is unlikely that a group of countries with similar per
capita incomes and factor proportions will have disparities insufficient to
provide the largest gains from trade. To state the matter another way,
while there is enormous potential for gaining through any sort of trade,
that international trade which capitalises upon differences in
endowments cannot be fully achieved in a regional grouping, and a
successful regional strategy will be one based upon the utilisation of
worldwide opportunities for trade, in addition to the opportunities
created by a larger and more assured domestic market in the regional
grouping. 15
The first point about a regional strategy therefore is that the region as
a whole must be outer-oriented and must participate in the international
trading community. This follows because the domestic market is likely to
be too small to support across the board import substitution, because
factor endowments within a regional grouping are likely to be similar,
and because large political difficulties are likely to arise if an effort is
made for member countries simply to share each other’s IS output.
Gains from regional co-operation

Once this fundamental outer-oriented stance of a regional arrangement is
accepted, potentials for gain within a regional arrangement can be
considerable. First, there is the obvious point that there will be some
industries for which the individual countries’ markets are too small to
permit efficient production but where, given transport costs to low-cost
foreign suppliers, a pooling of the market will permit efficient
15 For some preliminary evidence that intra-regional trade has been high-cost and had the
wrong factor proportions, see Krueger (1978). More evidence is available for individual
countries in Anne O. Krueger, Hal B. Lary, and Narongchai Akrasanee (eds),
(forthcoming).
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Figure 2.1

production.16 This possibility is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Hypothetical
average and marginal cost curves for an industry are drawn, with foreign
prices of op, abroad and op, which is the foreign price plus transport
costs of reaching the domestic market. If the largest domestic market in
the region were for the quantity oa, at price pjs, it is evident that an
import-substitution industry would be inefficient for any individual
country in the region. Obviously, the same would hold true for even
smaller domestic markets. If, however, the formation of a regional
market without internal trade barriers made available a larger market,
say of size ob (at price p,), the industry would be economic. It should be
observed, however, that as Figure 2.1 is drawn, the industry.can easily
expand output while lowering costs if it is economic at all. In the case
drawn here, if transport costs for export are of the same proportionate
height as those for importing from abroad, the regional grouping could
probably not compete on world markets, since foreign competitors can
ship and sell at the price p, whereas domestic firms would require a
higher price and would be confronted with the same transport costs. It
16 As a region or a country grows, the higher real income o f the area will result in a larger
market. Thus, some activities which are not economic at a particular time become so at a
later date when the domestic market has expanded (and when the country’s factor
endowment has altered). A correct construction o f the above propositions would recognise
this and all propositions would be formulated in terms of ‘speeding up the date’ at which
activities became economic. For expositional simplicity, this construction has not been
undertaken.
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would nonetheless be an economic IS industry. 17 These considerations
are more important the more distant are low-cost foreign sources and
therefore the higher are transport costs and the natural margin of
protection, and the greater are economies of size at the lower end of the
possible scales of production. This latter, in particular, is of unknown
importance: we simply do not have evidence on whether most activities
become economic in the sense of exhausting most indivisibilities in
market sizes of tens, hundreds, thousands, or millions. If economies due
to using up indivisibilities including those in management are largely
exhausted going from tens to hundreds, the gains from a regional
arrangement will be greater than if they are exhausted going from
thousands to millions. Since the probable economic size of activities
differs, it is likely that some will be economic in a regional market and
not in individual country markets.
A second major source of gain can arise from two other types of
benefits arising from combining existing markets: some uneconomically
small firms may be enabled to expand output and thus to reduce their
costs significantly; 18 and some industries in which there are few firms
within each national market may become significantly more competitive
within a larger market. As with the gains from establishing new
industries of economic size, it is impossible to judge how important these
gains are likely to be. If, however, the analysis of the reasons for the
failure of IS strategies is correct — that one important reason was a
consequence of uneconomically small size market — these gains may be
considerable.
In addition to the benefits emanating to a regional arrangement from
increasing the size of domestic market, there can be advantages in the
formulation of export promotion policies as well. Regional co
ordination of export promotion strategies will probably permit the
establishment of specialised facilities which would otherwise not be
economic within the region. Examples of this are financial institutions,
freight forwarders, specialised export marketing firms, trade journals
and associations, and so on, which might not be justified for a single
country but might be for a region.
Finally, some sorts of government inducements to export can probably
be handled more effectively through co-operation among a larger
number of countries than on an individual basis. An export promotion
strategy entails significant assistance to new exporters (the infant
industries of the export promotion scene) in marketing, in locating
foreign suppliers and buyers, in learning about foreign standards and
1 There would still be the usual problems of industry structure in this case, although the
availability of imports from abroad would leave a single regional firm with very limited
market power.
18 It should, however, be noted that gains will be greatest when other local producers
shut down and least when regional production replaces third-country imports.
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quality requirements, in arranging appropriate transport facilities, and
so on. These sorts of export promotion measures are probably subject to
increasing returns to additional expenditures within a significant range.
It is probable that a million dollars spent financing one regional export
promotion and information office in New York, with specialised
personnel in major export areas, is more effective than x offices, each
budgeted with 1/x million dollars. An agent specialised in the American
market for some product can probably provide information to all
regional exporters more readily than a single agent can provide
information about several industries. The same sorts of economies
probably also exist with respect to importing needed parts and supplies
from low-cost sources, handling, and other facilities.
Implementation o f regional co-operation

Each of the above-mentioned sources of gain is likely to result in greater
economies the closer and more tightly binding are the regional ties.
Nonetheless, there are likely to be political limits to the extent to which
individual governments can commit their resources to a common effort.
Judging the optimal degree of co-ordination and pooling of resources
and policies is therefore a political decision of considerable importance.
Ever since Jacob Viner first considered the subject (Viner, 1950),
economists have recognised that any integrative scheme would have farreaching implications. Even if all trade barriers between two countries
are removed, differential tax systems, exchange rate and monetary
policy, pricing policy for rail and truck transport, policies affecting
depressed regions, minimum wage legislation, and virtually all other
aspects of their internal policies are likely to have some repercussions for
the competitive positions of industries within each country relative to
their counterparts in the other ones. The closer the ties, and the greater
the interdependence between markets, the greater the need for
uniformity in these domestic matters. On the other hand, those matters
are often subject to domestic political constraints, and co-ordination can
be exceedingly difficult. It is a matter of judgment, therefore, how far
integration should go. On some issues, it is probably sufficient to have a
mechanism for discussion of issues that arise. On others, specific
arrangements and binding agreements are probably desirable. In what
follows, all that can be done is to indicate some of the areas where
questions of co-ordination are likely to arise, and the relative importance
of fairly close co-ordination.
The first thing to be said, however, is that a regional approach to trade
and development strategy is more likely to bring gains to the region the
more assurance is provided that the arrangements that are made will
endure. In so far as producers are to be induced to base their investment
and production plans upon a regional rather than a local market, it will
be because they believe strongly that the regional market is and will
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remain a unified market. If it appears that political strains and tensions
may result in a dissolution of the regional arrangement, few benefits will
result because entrepreneurs will be unwilling to invest in the sorts of
industries illustrated in Figure 2.1 unless protected by a domestic tariff
wall of considerable height. In order to achieve any gains from an
integrated market, producers must be assured that they will be permitted
continuing access to markets in all countries in the arrangement into the
indefinite future without competitive disadvantages relating to new
domestic potential entrants. There is considerable evidence that,
especially in the early stages of development of manufacturing industry,
this sort of assurance is of special importance: reduction of uncertainty
may be one of the primary inducements a government can offer to
promote new activities.
The importance of security in the regional market for domestic
producers points up the need for very close co-ordination of tariff policy
and other measures pertaining to the treatment of imports. If the
regional arrangement is within the context of an export promotion
strategy, tariffs in general will have to be fairly low, as incentives for
export have to equal or exceed those for selling in the region.
Nonetheless, as a fact of life, there are bound to be some existing indus
tries which individual governments believe cannot compete with imports
and which they are unwilling to expose to foreign competition. Even in
that case, a variety of assistance measures are preferable to tariffs as a
means of protecting the affected established industries. It goes without
saying that there should be a strong presumption against using such
policies for the establishment of new industries or even the expansion of
existing clearly uneconomic industries, and regional co-ordination of
policies is almost surely required in relation to established uneconomic
industries.
Whereas co-ordination of tariff policy is essential for a regional
approach, it seems inevitable that most export promotion measures will
be undertaken by individual governments and apply to firms in
individual countries. This follows for much the same reasons as high-cost
IS industries are generally sufficiently politically unpalatable that it is
infeasible for politicians in one country to support them in another
country. The same considerations hold for export promotion: the types
of inducements that have been used in successful export promotion
countries, such as Brazil and Korea, have been special exemptions from
taxes and customs duties, privileges when borrowing to finance imports,
and special income tax treatment for profits and sales from exports. It is
probably as politically infeasible for one country to subsidise another’s
exporters as it is to protect another’s high-cost IS industries.19
19 There is the practice of the EEC, which is instructive in this regard. Export credits and
other promotion measures are undertaken by the individual governments, and not by the
Community.
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This is not to say that such policies should not be co-ordinated: indeed,
regional co-operation is highly desirable. But such co-operation can
pertain to agreement upon such matters as ranges of rates for duty
exemption and tax rebates, rather than common financing and insistence
upon identical measures.
To say that most export incentive measures must be financed by
individual governments is not to deny that there is scope for common
incentive measures. As already pointed out, there is considerable scope
for significant assistance to new exporters and common export
promotion offices, common technical assistance teams, and so on.
Moreover, it is possible to finance most of these measures by levying a
small percentage tax on exporters’ proceeds. This avoids the difficulties
that would otherwise be encountered if one country’s exports grew either
more rapidly or more slowly than those of the rest of the region and
financing were shared by member governments without regard to
benefits.
The third area where co-ordination is required is perhaps the most
difficult. That relates to the ‘fairness’ of treatment of industries which
succeed in penetrating markets in other countries belonging to the
regional grouping. While it is almost certainly infeasible for members to
co-ordinate each and every aspect of economic policy, a mechanism
almost inevitably must be developed for handling instances of market
penetration in a manner which prevents individual governments from
either erecting trade barriers to protect their domestic industries or
providing undue incentive for their firms to penetrate the markets of
neighbour countries. Whether it is more desirable to handle such cases as
arise on an ad hoc basis, or to develop protocols for specific industries or
aspects of industrial promotion policy is a practical matter about which
economic theory offers little or no guidance.
VI CONCLUSIONS

ASEAN is the first regional trading arrangement based upon an overall
outward-looking trade strategy. The fact that ASEAN’s arrangement is
not inner-oriented provides the basis for hope that the grouping can be of
significant benefit for the region’s development. The probable
magnitude of the benefits that are likely to result is difficult to quantify,
but it seems unarguable that the more policies are co-ordinated, the
closer the regional arrangement can come to providing one integrated
market for entrepreneurs in all parts of the region. The more that occurs,
the greater are the potential gains from a regional arrangement, but the
more difficult it becomes to achieve the required degree of co-ordination.
As Gary Hufbauer and John Chilas have demonstrated convincingly
(Hufbauer and Chilas, 1974), even after the formation of the EEC and
years of common policies, the degree to which trade occurred between
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American regions vastly exceeded that among European countries. This
undoubtedly resulted largely because of the greater integration of the
American market. That gains from increased specialisation and trade
result therefrom can hardly be doubted.
DISCUSSION
RONALD FINDLAY opened the discussion: Krueger’s contribution is brisk,
forthright and insightful, leaving the reader in no doubt as to her
position on the questions at issue. It provides an excellent general
background to the later country-specific chapters.
Krueger begins with an examination of standard theories of
comparative advantage, in particular the popular two-factor version of
the Heckscher-Ohlin theory. Extension of this model to growth and
many commodities is discussed. The analysis here could perhaps be
elucidated by noting that for a ‘small open economy’ with given terms of
trade it is possible to aggregate any number of commodities into a
composite good that we may call ‘foreign exchange’. The technology of
the individual good and the pattern of given relative prices determines a
production function for ‘foreign exchange’ and if constant returns to
scale are assumed for the individual commodities the aggregate function
will have this property as well. This production function can then be
embedded into a simple neo-classicical growth model of the Solow-Swan
type to provide the simplest possible dynamic model of specialisation and
comparative advantage. At a low initial capital-labour ratio the country
specialises in labour-intensive direction, the upper limit being determined
by the capital-labour ratio prevailing in the long-run steady state, which
varies positively with the saving ratio and inversely with the growth rate
of labour force.
This approach can also be used for the analysis of the production cost
of tariffs, which appear in this framework as equivalent to technological
retrogression since they reduce the capacity of domestic factors to
generate income efficiently at world prices. The repercussions on capital
formation then indicate the extent to which the tariffs impede growth. 20
Krueger rightly feels that the simple two-factor model is too narrow to
be a useful guide for the consideration of relevant problems. She finds
the three-factor model which has capital specific to the manufacturing
sector, land specific to a primary sector and labour as the common
factor, a more appropriate concept. A dynamic extension is possible here
also, with the growth of foreign demand for the primary product, over
which the country may have some degree of monopoly power, appearing
as another key parameter in determining the balance of comparative
advantage between primary products and manufactures of different
20

For further details see Findlay (1973), particularly chs 5, 6 and 9.
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degrees of capital intensity. Imaginative use of precisely this model is
made by Garnaut and Anderson in their excellent paper in this volume.
Turning now to more immediate issues of trade and development
strategy Krueger discusses them in terms of the familiar dichotomy
between ‘export promotion’ and ‘import substitution’. The crimes and
follies of the latter are cited briefly, since they are familiar from her wellknown previous work for the NBER Project. She concentrates in the
present chapter on attempting to analyse why ‘export promotion’
appears as a more successful strategy. The hypothesis is advanced that
export-oriented sectors are more likely to exploit economies of scale and
to be more competitive in their market structure as a result of the fact
that export markets are more buoyant and expanding than domestic
markets. It would be interesting to see empirical research in connection
with this proposition, which prima facie appears highly plausible.
Krueger advocates ‘outward-looking’ policies not only for single
countries but also for regions such as ASEAN as well. She claims that
since these countries, with the exception of Singapore, have similar
capital-labour ratios the scope for intra-regional trade is limited, leading
to the view that the only basis for co-operation is in penetrating extraregional markets for labour-intensive manufactures. Here I feel that
Krueger falls back on the very two-factor model that she had criticised
earlier as narrow and misleading. Potential complementarities on the
basis of differences in natural resource endowment are neglected, as is
the possibility of extensive co-operation between Singapore and
Indonesia, for example, with the capital and organisation of the former
combined with the natural resources and abundant labour of the latter.
Her only positive suggestion is for a joint agency for exploring
opportunities in extra-regional markets, which would seem to be a non
starter in view of the obvious conflicts of interest between the parties in
this regard.
In conclusion, my basic reservation about Krueger’s otherwise
excellent paper is that it does not take sufficient account of the
possibilities of gains from intra-regional trade and factor movements
within ASEAN, and is perhaps overly influenced by the achievements of
the ‘Gang of Four’ in exporting to the OECD markets. Particularly with
the People’s Republic of China waiting in the wings it would seem
prudent not to recommend to the entire Third World that it seek to base
its development strategy on exports to these markets alone, in view of the
likelihood of a strong protectionist upsurge in the USA and Western
Europe. ‘Outward and onward’ is a slogan that is less relevant the greater
is the fraction of the globe to which it is applied.
RICARDO FFRENCH-DAVis continued the discussion: Krueger’s paper is
interesting and provocative. Throughout the paper she makes many
assertions related to errors and horrors committed in IS strategies. One
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cannot but fully agree with several of the specific points she makes. But
there is a long distance from these points to the main conclusions she
puts forward. This gap is not bridged by the empirical data to which she
refers. These comments draw on my Latin American experience arid
concentrate only on the IS/EP discussion in relation to actual trade
policy experience.
Krueger asserts that experience is convincing against the IS strategy (p.
26). She makes several qualifications, but she maintains throughout
the subsequent pages that IS is bad and EP is good and one gets the
impression that she assumes that there is nothing in between these two
extremes. In my view, this leads her to underestimate some positive
benefits of import substitution and to overestimate some costs, as
discussed below. IS strategies in Latin America did contribute to growth
in some countries for several years. In Brazil, Colombia, Chile and
Mexico, IS provided opportunities for investment, for training labour,
for expanding a middle class group in urban areas and for growth in
GNP. Later difficulties should not lead us to omit consideration of the
successful initial stages in many countries.
It is clear that by its own nature, IS cannot continue successfully
forever. But it must be recalled that in some cases it provided continued
growth for a longer period than has yet been experienced under the more
recent EP strategies. Furthermore, some countries that shifted from IS to
an EP strategy (though some of them retaining many of the features of
the former IS policies, a fact frequently overlooked) are turning again to
IS. But it is now directed more heavily toward vertical integration, as in
Brazil today.
Smaller countries such as the Central American nations began to foster
industrialisation quite recently. Despite the obstacles faced and the
shortcomings in the design of the common policies, for almost a decade
during the 1960s regional IS contributed an estimated one or two points
to the rate of annual growth of GNP. But since 1969 the degree of
integration has receded, mainly because of political disputes.
Krueger has also underestimated the support that IS can provide to
future exports. It is useful to distinguish between cases of continued
generalised outward-oriented strategies continued from free trade
policies, and outward-oriented strategies that emerge from an IS phase.
There are several ways in which IS can lend support to an export drive.
First, many IS strategies have led to excess installed capacity which,
although in itself a negative result, subsequently fostered exports. The
removal of policy obstacles to exports has often allowed a rapid increase
in exports of former import substitutes. Second, the IS phase provided
trained labour and industrial infrastructure that facilitated the
production of new exportables. Third, access to markets of fellow
members of regional integration schemes provides economies of scale
and also export marketing channels, both of which may facilitate exports
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to third markets. Finally, most IS policies in Latin America were
implemented when international markets were much less open than in the
last fifteen years or so. It should be obvious that the successful EP
experiences launched in the mid-1960s would not have achieved the same
result in the 1940s or 1950s.
Krueger has also exaggerated the importance of some of the negative
features of IS strategies. IS has been characterised by a lack of selectivity
in the provision of incentives. It has been common for levels of
protection to be arbitrary, and in particular to bear little relation to any
industry’s contribution to employment, and to be implemented through
many overlapping mechanisms, especially quantitative restrictions which
provide high rents to foreign investors. We can all agree that these
common features of IS strategies in practice are extremely inefficient and
undesirable.
However, we should not overlook the fact that some of these features
have been present in industrial policy even when there has been no
overall IS strategy. In some cases, there appear to have been
inefficiencies in the implementation of all economic policies, whatever
the general stance of trade policy. In others, balance of payments crises
and particular barriers to the effective use of across-the-board exchange
rate and tariff mechanisms led to emergency use of quantitative
restrictions, which subsequently were maintained under pressure from
vested interests. For example, Chilean governments committed strongly
to trade liberalisation imposed non-tariff restrictions in 1957 and 1962 in
response to balance of payments difficulties.
Second, faulty design of policies is probably not so crucial in the early
stages of IS as it is later on, and the same is probably true with respect to
the design of export incentives in the early stages of EP. Many EP
experiences have been successful although built on an incentives
structure that would be regarded as distorting by most economists. It
may be most important to commence IS or EP at the appropriate time,
with the specific policy design being only of secondary importance to
economic performance through the so-called ‘easy’ stages, with the
design of policies becoming more and more crucial, and a faulty design
increasingly costly, with progress in industrial development.
Admittedly, in practice, governments have had great difficulty in
making a timely shift from an emphasis on IS to EP. IS continued to
foster new activities that required progressively larger markets and so
could not produce efficiently for the domestic market alone.
Some responsibility for inefficient policy design must be attributed to
professional economists who have offered only a simplistic return to free
trade policies as an alternative to poorly designed protection. The
profession has devoted too little attention to the crucial transition from
IS to EP policies. It is likely that there would be a place for carefully
designed ‘second best’ policies in an efficient transition.
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Overall, the results of IS and EP have been more heterogeneous than
Krueger implies.The paper focuses on the success stories of EP and on
the worst features of IS strategies. A more balanced survey of LDC’s
experiences, even if restricted to the four major projects supervised by
Balassa, Little-Scott-Scitovsky, Bhagwati-Krueger and Krueger, in
dicates that these are EP strategies that have failed, and that several cases
of successful EP have been built on arbitrary, overlapping, non-optimal
incentives. In reality there are many alternative forms of each strategy
and generalisations may be misleading.
An approach that recognises only polar alternatives of IS and EP
obscures many important problems of economic policy in developing
countries. I doubt that many of us think of all ASEAN countries as being
perfectly competitive equilibrium economies. Thus there is ground to
dispute the hypothesis that a free trade policy suits them all. Research
directed to the definition of an optimal ‘second best’ structure of
protection (according to the respective gaps between social and market
costs of production), would be very useful. Within such a structure,
effective protection may differ among commodities, but would be
available equally for imports and exports of a given commodity.
Any protection is inefficient in a perfectly competitive world. It is the
presence of imperfections in the real world that introduces the possibility
of an efficient protective policy. That is true whether the protection is
available to production within a single market or within some regional
grouping of countries.
Krueger , in response to Findlay and Ffrench-Davis, clarified the
distinction she had in mind between IS and EP industries. It was true that
there were many mixed systems, often with export incentives grafted on
to an established system of protection. But there was a recognisable
general difference between strategies that emphasised mainly domestic
market opportunities and those that emphasised mainly export
opportunities, and the success record of the latter was clearly better.
Naturally there will be some increase over time in production for the
domestic market under EP strategies, but it is very important to
successful growth that import substitution in itself does not become a
significant objective.

The general discussion extended the debate over the relative merits of
import substitution and export promotion strategies. Several partici
pants, like Findlay and Ffrench-Davis, thought Krueger had drawn too
heavily the distinction between import substitution and export
promotion. This view was argued from several perspectives.
First, it was remarked that the strongest growth in exports of
manufactures had been achieved by two Northeast Asian countries,
Japan and Korea, which had simultaneously maintained high levels of
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protection. There was also the contrary case of Malaysia which had
stagnated under free trade in the 1950s and grew more rapidly with more
emphasis on import substitution in the 1960s. It was not argued that IS
was helpful to growth, but these cases did suggest that the relationship
between growth and the general stance of trade policy was more complex
than Krueger had allowed.
Second, some participants thought that it over-simplified the policy
making process to postulate a simple choice between IS and EP
strategies. The political pressures of the rent-seeking society (Krueger,
1974) were in the direction of import substitution in the early stages of
industrialisation. Countries which had adopted EP strategies had done
so under pressure of circumstance rather than through conscious choice
among alternative trade policies. In several important cases, exports
began to develop from highly protected industrial sectors with a history
of poor growth, before there had been any major trade liberalisation.
However, successful export growth generated pressures from other
countries towards trade liberalisation, and the dismantling of protection
in Japan in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and now in Korea, had been in
response to this international feedback.
Third, although there was an association between emphasis on
manufactured exports, once it was established for whatever reason, and
rapid growth, we could not be certain that the improved allocative
efficiency within an export-oriented trade policy was an important cause
of growth. Northeast Asian participants in particular thought that EP
policies were conducive to rapid growth for reasons other than allocative
efficiency: the dynamic effect on firms of selling in competitive world
markets rather than controlled domestic markets; the larger role of
foreign agents including multinational corporations; and the atmosphere
of ‘growthmanship’ that permeated society when growth depended
immediately on exploitation of a seemingly unlimited world market
rather than an obviously finite home market.
Fourth, there were some countries (for example, Indonesia as
discussed in chapter 8) in which the domestic environment was so
unfavourable that strong industrial growth could not be expected under
either IS or EP strategies. Growth-inhibiting arbitrary controls on
economic activity were so pervasive that commitment to import
substitution was a symptom of a general malaise rather than a cause of
poor performance.
There was also considerable support for Krueger’s general proposition
that once adopted EP strategies were more conducive to growth than IS
strategies. In this context, doubts were expressed about the form taken
by ASEAN economic co-operation to date and about Krueger’s
optimistic portrayal of ASEAN as ‘overall outward-looking’ (p. 44). One
participant saw more similarities with COMECON than the EEC in
ASEAN governments’ attempts to allocate large-scale projects amongst
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the five countries. ASEAN’s emphasis on intra-regional trade
preferences, complementation within industry cartels and regional
industrial projects raised fears that inward-looking aspects might
predominate. Such activities fostered the view that it was the role of the
modern state to grant commercial favours to particular interest groups,
which was antipathetic to growth, to equitable income distribution and
to long-run political stability.
Several participants took up the issue raised by Findlay, that many
countries’ simultaneous adoption of EP strategies would crowd out
opportunities in export markets. Developments in China (see chapters
13, 16 and 17) were crucial to any assessment of this possibility.
However, it was thought by many participants that the domestic political
constraints on adoption of EP were so strong that there was likely to be a
natural phasing in of new large-scale entrants to international markets,
and that the opportunities provided by the continued evolution of
Northeast Asian countries’ comparative advantage out of labourintensive manufactures might be utilised incompletely in the short and
medium term (chapter 13).
However, one ASEAN participant thought that with the uncertainties
of continued access to worldwide markets, with slow growth and
increased protectionist sentiment in the OECD countries, the deliberate
expansion of intra-ASEAN trade was worthwhile insurance, even at the
cost of some allocative inefficiency in the short term.
There were several comments on the links between trade strategies and
distributional equity. It was suggested that IS strategies may have been
more successful if income distribution had been more equitable in
countries in which the strategies were applied.
Finally, one participant corrected Findlay’s statement that in his third
model with perfectly mobile capital, the poorer countries of the world
would specialise in the production and export of standardised
manufactures. The model as it stands cannot explain the observed reality
that developing countries export standardised rather than differentiated
manufactured goods. The model requires some types of capital, notably
human skills, to be immobile alongside the internationally mobile
financial capital.
Krueger in reply accepted many of the points raised in discussion as
elaborations rather than contradictions of her argument. However, she
rejected the defence of IS as a means of nurturing industries that would
later become the export industries. Immediately after a change from IS
to EP there was a tendency for many industries to export, including the
highly protected capital-intensive industries. But within a few years,
most of these cease exporting as the country’s comparative advantage
asserts itself. An initial period of IS ahead of time contributes relatively
little to what become the major export industries, and carries the risk
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that it will create irresistible pressures to maintain an inappropriate
industrial structure.
In conclusion, Krueger commented that the success of the trade policy
seemed to be independent of the initial income distribution. Where
equitable income distribution was an objective, there were many more
efficient means of affecting income distribution than a change of trade
policy. However, to the extent that the choice between IS and EP did
affect income distribution, EP was much more favourable to employ
ment growth and to equitable income distribution. The reverse causation
seemed to be more important: where income distribution was very
unequal, and where wealth and political power were concentrated in the
hands of urban industrialists, bureaucrats and workers, it was more
likely that IS would be maintained.

3

ASEAN Economic Co-operation
AMADO A. CASTRO

I

IN T R O D U C T IO N

When on 8 August 1967 the Foreign Ministers of Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand affixed their signatures to what
has now become known as the Bangkok Declaration, it was hardly an
event of world-shaking significance.
ASEAN is not a political federation and even less a military alliance; it
is an organisation to promote social and economic development as well
as cultural co-operation. The statements of intent in the Bangkok
Declaration are modest. Its unpretentious beginning has been charac
teristic of the low-key style of ASEAN. ASEAN has been slow to
develop; the partners spent many years getting to know each other,
engaging in such activities as joint cultural endeavours, exchanges of
cultural groups, meetings of scientists, agriculturalists, postal authorities
and others, co-ordinated efforts in the United Nations and dialogues
with third country diplomats.
But while the ASEAN actors on the world stage had no intention of
manipulating world events, subsequent external developments have
played a part in shaping ASEAN. These external events have included
widening diplomatic recognition of the People’s Republic of China, the
fall of South Vietnam in April 1975, the rivalries among world powers,
especially the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China and in
recent months the tensions in Indochina.
Thus in the arena of politics and international diplomacy, ASEAN has
become more cohesive and distinct as a grouping of nations. ASEAN’s
political unity is evident in forums such as the United Nations and in the
dialogues which ASEAN has conducted with third countries. After the
five ASEAN heads of government held their second summit meeting in
Kuala Lumpur on 4-5 August 1977 to commemorate ten years of
ASEAN, they met with the heads of government of Australia, Japan and
New Zealand. In 1978, ASEAN held ministerial-level meetings with the
53
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United States and the European communities. The latest manifestation
of ASEAN unity was the special meeting of Foreign Ministers in
Bangkok on 12-13 January 1979 when the Foreign Ministers issued a
joint statement deploring the recent military events in Kampuchea.
But political co-operation is not one of the objectives set out in the
basic agreements of ASEAN. As stated, the areas of ASEAN co
operation are in economic, social and cultural fields and in science and
technology. Of these, economic co-operation is the most active and
developed.
II BACKGROUND OF ASEAN ECONOMIC CO-OPERA TION
In the period after August 1967 and before the Bali Summit of February
1976, economic co-operation was pursued under the aegis of the
diplomatic establishments of the member states. A structure evolved that
was built around permanent committees which were organised and began
to meet in 1970 in such areas as commerce and industry, tourism,
agriculture, shipping, civil air transportation and transportation and
telecommunications. The names of the permanent committees sometimes
changed over time. The range of interests was wide. In the Permanent
Committee on Commerce and Industry, for example, as early as 1971
there were already discussions of trade fairs and trade promotion, trade
liberalisation, harmonisation of trade statistics, industrial complemen
tation and other matters.
About this time too, in 1969, the Foreign Ministers commissioned a
study of economic co-operation in ASEAN to be conducted by the
Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations in
collaboration with the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East
(ECAFE), the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and
UNCTAD. The report of this mission, known variously as the Kansu
Report (after the leader of the mission) or the Robinson Report (after
Professor E. A. G. Robinson, the chief economic adviser), was
completed in 1972.' Both during and after the mission there were
numerous meetings to discuss the matters in the report. Unfortunately
the report, despite its many technical merits, was not widely circulated.
Nevertheless, it turned out to be a blueprint as it not only laid out
explicitly the theoretical underpinnings for ASEAN economic co
operation but also presented many ideas and proposals which have in
fact been adopted, including such suggestions as trade liberalisation
through selective or product-by-product tariff negotiations, packagedeal arrangements for large industrial projects and financial co
operation.
The private sector was not neglected. The federation of ASEAN
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASEAN-CCI) was formed in
1 The Report was published in 1974 (United Nations, 1974).
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Jakarta in 1971. Meanwhile the ideas regarding preferential trading
arrangements and industrial projects were being developed. Then on 2627 November 1975 the first meeting of ASEAN Economic and Planning
Ministers took place in Jakarta. In that month too, the Council of the
ASEAN-CCI at their fourth meeting in Manila adopted plans for
expanded private business co-operation and agreed to convene five
working groups on trade liberalisation, industrial complementation,
shipping, tourism and banking.
At this point the external political events of 1975 were moving the
actors on the ASEAN stage. South Vietnam fell in April 1975 and for six
months ASEAN was anxiously trying to divine the attitude of a united
Vietnam to ASEAN. Various soundings were conducted and feelers sent
out inviting Vietnam to join ASEAN but these were rebuffed. ASEAN
decided that greater cohesion was required. The first ASEAN Summit in
Bali on 23-24 February 1976 was staged and two new documents, the
Declaration of ASEAN Concord and the Treaty of Amity and Co
operation in Southeast Asia, emanated to join the Bangkok Declaration
as the basic documents of ASEAN. Since the Economic Planning
Ministers had just met, a large part of the contents of the two Bali
declarations involved economics. Furthermore, as a result of the Bali
Summit the ASEAN Economic Ministers were given their independence
from the Foreign Ministers; ASEAN economic co-operation is now
steered and conducted directly by the ASEAN Economic Ministers. This
independence was confirmed at the Second ASEAN Summit Meeting in
Kuala Lumpur on 4-5 August 1977.
The Declaration of ASEAN Concord states:
The elimination of poverty, hunger, disease and illiteracy is a primary
concern of member states. They shall therefore intensify cooperation
in economic and social development, with particular emphasis on the
promotion of social justice and on the improvement of the living
standards of their peoples.
The Treaty of Amity and Co-operation in Southeast Asia, in articles
six and seven, states respectively:
The High Contracting Parties shall collaborate for the acceleration of
the economic growth in the region in order to strengthen the
foundation for a prosperous and peaceful community of nations in
Southeast Asia. To this end, they shall promote the greater utilization
of their agriculture and industries, the expansion of their trade and the
improvement of their economic infrastructure for the mutual benefit
of their peoples. In this regard, they shall continue to explore all
avenues for close and beneficial cooperation with other States as well
as international and regional organizations outside the region.
The High Contracting Parties, in order to achieve social justice and to
raise the standards of living of the peoples of the region, shall
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intensify economic cooperation. For this purpose, they shall adopt
appropriate regional strategies for economic development and mutual
assistance.
Ill

MA CHIN ER Y OF A SEA N ECONOMIC CO-OPERA TION

The Declaration of ASEAN Concord sets forth the principles for
ASEAN co-operation under the headings of co-operation in basic
commodities, particularly food and energy; industrial co-operation; co
operation in trade; and joint approach to international commodity
problems and other world economic problems. Co-operation in social
development and cultural and information co-operation are also
discussed. The declaration of independence for the Economic Ministers
is in the discussion of the machinery for economic co-operation, which
provides for regular meetings of Economic Ministers.
After the Bali Summit, the Economic Ministers quickly set out to
reorganise the machinery for ASEAN economic co-operation on the
government side. As decided in Manila on 20-22 January 1977, there are
five economic committees. Each ASEAN country hosts one of the
committees — the chairman of the committee comes from the host
country, the technical secretariat of the committee is furnished by the
host country and meetings of the committee usually take place there. The
Committee on Trade and Tourism is hosted by Singapore; the
Committee on Industry, Minerals and Energy by the Philippines; the
Committee on Finance and Banking by Thailand; the Committee on
Food, Agriculture and Forestry by Indonesia and the Committee on
Transportation and Communications by Malaysia. The economic
committees meet from two to four times a year.
The committees are served by sub-committees, expert groups, ad hoc
working groups, working parties and similar subsidiary bodies. For
example, there is a Sub-Committee on Tourism of the Committee on
Trade and Tourism, as well as a Trade Preference Negotiating Group.
The Committee on Transportation and Communications has four sub
committees: Land Transportation; Shipping; Civil Aviation and Related
Services; and Posts and Telecommunications. As to ad hoc working
groups, as examples, in recent months there have been meetings of an ad
hoc Working Group on Minerals of the Committee on Industry,
Minerals and Energy as well as a Working Group on Programme and
Project Formulation of the Committee on Food, Agriculture and
Forestry.
ASEAN relations with third countries are an important part of
ASEAN activities, an area in which ASEAN has had singular success in
projecting itself. In fact these relations have been of longer standing than
ASEAN economic co-operation itself. For example, ASEAN-EEC
relations were institutionalised in 1972 with the establishment of the
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Special Coordinating Committee of ASEAN (SCCAN), which was
followed in 1975 by the establishment of the Joint Study Group (JSG)
between ASEAN and the EEC. The ASEAN-Australia Dialogue was
informally discussed between ASEAN Directors-General and officials of
Australia in Bangkok in January 1974 and was formalised at the first
ASEAN-Australia Dialogue in Canberra in April 1974. Following the
establishment of this first formal dialogue, similar relationships were
developed with six other countries, groups of countries or international
organisations: Canada, the European Communities, Japan, New
Zealand, the United States and UNDP/ESCAP.
The dialogue relationships give rise to the establishment of special
bodies to administer assistance programs. As an illustration, to
administer aspects of the Australian Assistance Programme there is a
Sub-Committee on Food Handling attached to the Committee on Food,
Agriculture and Forestry, and the sub-committee, which is actually a
project implementation group, is further subdivided into working groups
on grains, rice hulls, horticulture, livestock and fish.
There are also private sector institutions corresponding with various
elements of the government structure. Chief among these is the ASEAN
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (ASEAN-CCI) which has set up a
Working Group on Industrial Complementation (WGIC) as the private
sector counterpart of the Committee on Industry, Minerals and Energy
(COIME) and the Working Group on Preferential Trading Arrange
ments (WGPTA) as a counterpart of the Committee on Trade and
Tourism, among other working groups. The Working Group on
Industrial Complementation has organised industry clubs to examine
possibilities of industrial complementation in their respective areas.
Twelve have so far been formed in the automotive industry, chemicals,
cement, electrical and electronic products, rubber-based industry,
agricultural machinery, food processing, iron and steel, pulp and paper,
glass, textiles and furniture. Six are in the formative stage: leather-based
products, shipbuilding and ship repair, ceramics, cordage and related
products, non-electrical machinery and non-ferrous materials.
IV METHODS OF ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
ASEAN economic co-operation ranges over many fields, as is shown by
the fact that five economic committees are in operation. First, however,
three important measures of co-operation may be noted. These are the
preferential trading arrangements, the ASEAN industrial projects and
industrial complementation.
The agreement on ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTA)
was signed by the ASEAN Foreign Ministers in Manila on 24 February
1977, the first anniversary of the Bali Summit. Much work, dating as far
back as five years, had gone into the framing of the agreement. The
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instruments of preferential trade are long-term quantity contracts, trade
finance at preferential interest rates, preference in procurement by
government entities, extension of tariff preferences, liberalisation of
non-tariff measures on a preferential basis and other measures. The
ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangements have been approved by
GATT. The first batch of 71 trade preferences came into effect on
1 January 1978 and as of 15 March 1979, the trade preferences (con
sisting of tariff reductions, binding on tariffs and long-term purchase
contracts) covered 1,324 items.
The ASEAN industrial projects, in accordance with the package deal
concept of the Kansu Report, are large, government-sponsored and
mainly government-owned projects which will be showcase examples of
ASEAN co-operation. At the Bali Summit of 1976, it was agreed to study
the feasibility of five projects, one in each country. Subsequently at a
meeting of the Economic Ministers in Kuala Lumpur on 8-9 March 1976,
the five were identified: urea fertiliser plants in Indonesia and Malaysia,
a phosphate fertiliser plant in the Philippines, a diesel engine project in
Singapore and a rock salt-soda ash project in Thailand. To date the
feasibility studies of three projects have been carefully examined and
confirmed by expert groups and the Committee on Industry, Minerals
and Energy. These three projects have been accepted by the ASEAN
Economic Ministers and implementation is going forward at various
stages. The three so far approved are the urea fertiliser projects in
Indonesia and Malaysia and the rock salt-soda ash project in Thailand.
The Basic Agreement on ASEAN Industrial Projects and the
Supplementary Agreements on the Urea Projects in Indonesia and
Malaysia have been initialled by the Economic Ministers. The diesel
engine project in Singapore is being held in abeyance while the final pre
feasibility study for the phosphate fertiliser project in the Philippines is
being undertaken. Should the phosphate fertiliser project be found not
feasible, there are indications that the Philippines will propose a
newsprint project.
Industrial complementation is envisaged as a private sector endeavour;
it is the ideology of ASEAN to place great reliance on the private sector
for economic co-operation. Proposed guidelines for industrial com
plementation have been drawn up; they are being examined before
acceptance by the Economic Ministers. Meanwhile the ASEAN-CCI
Working Group on Industrial Complementation has designed the first
round of complementation in the production of automotive parts,
chemicals and processed foods.
It would not be doing justice to ASEAN economic co-operation to
conclude that since the progress in the above three areas has not been
spectacular, nothing significant is going on. Co-operation already spans
a wide area. For example, in the Committee on Transportation and
Communications, the joint efforts range from such arrangements as
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recognising each others’ drivers’ licences and issuing commemorative
stamps, to using the Indonesian Palapa communications satellite for
domestic communications in the other ASEAN countries and building a
system of submarine cables linking the five countries. So far the
Philippines-Singapore segment of the submarine cable system has been in
operation since August 1978, the Indonesia-Singapore segment is now
being laid and will be in service in April 1980 and the Singapore-Malaysia
and Malaysia-Indonesia segments are being negotiated. However, the
last and longest segment of the system, the Philippines-Thailand cable, is
being put off to the second half of the 1980s. Nevertheless the network
will be substantially complete by 1982 — about the same time that the
first ASEAN industrial project comes on stream. It is not generally
realised that the submarine cable network will cost more than any one of
the ASEAN industrial projects.
Similar examples of official co-operation — in agriculture, food
handling, finance and others — can be cited. The private sector efforts
should not be ignored either: the joint ventures, trade exchanges, joint
purchasing, financial co-operation and so on. It is not yet by any means a
wide-ranging and comprehensive integration of the five economies, but
the progress is steady and promising.
V FEA TU RES OE A SEA N ECONOMIC CO-OPERA TION

These promising prospects are promoted by certain features of ASEAN
economic co-operation, namely, the strong political will to co-operate,
the directness of the decision-making, the reliance on the private sector,
close collaboration with third countries and a limited role for the
ASEAN secretariat.
Since the Bali Summit of February 1976, there has been determination
from the highest official level downward that ASEAN economic co
operation be pursued to the fullest extent possible. Although the summit
meetings are not institutionalised, the two that have been held have given
strong impetus to the ongoing efforts. Furthermore the ASEAN heads of
government have made it a practice to consult each other on matters of
mutual concern. There is every evidence of good personal rapport among
the leaders and this imparts a spirit of co-operation down the line to all
levels.
The institutional relationship among the ASEAN Economic Ministers
reinforces the resolution of their leaders. The Economic Ministers meet
often — in 1977 no less than six times and in 1978 twice — and make
their decisions on questions brought up to them as well as issue directives
for action. The decision-making is direct.
Ideologically the ASEAN economies are private enterprise oriented.
The governments conceive of their role as guiding the businessmen and
providing the framework which will promote co-operation in the private
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sector. It is felt that in such a way economic rationality can be made to
prevail. To be sure, difficulties arise from the differing size and the
uneven development of the private business sectors in the five countries.
The governments are expected to recognise these and provide for them,
as for example in the PTA negotiations or in the industrial comple
mentation guidelines. The industrial complementation program is one
effective method of forcing the different countries to move towards the
same level of industrial development.
Another stimulus to industrial and economic development comes from
outside, that is, the dialogues and co-operative efforts with third
countries. Ideologically, ASEAN welcomes foreign investment which is
viewed as supplementary to indigenous resources. Industrial co
operation conferences have been held between ASEAN on one side and
Australia and the European Community on the other. Investment
missions have come from the United States, Canada, Japan, New
Zealand and individual European countries.
These relations with third countries point up yet another feature: that
ASEAN is outward-looking. In the words of one ASEAN Foreign
Minister, ASEAN wishes to be plugged into the world economy. There is
no ground for misgiving that ASEAN intends to be other than rational in
its economic co-operation. It is not a protectionist grouping and while by
its very nature an economic bloc has inward-looking manifestations, in
the case of ASEAN these are not at the expense of long-run economic
efficiency or welfare.
Finally, the ASEAN Secretariat has been established to assist in the
collective efforts, but it has been kept small and trim. There is no large
and unwieldy bureaucracy to impose another layer that will delay co
operation. The Secretariat is slowly being given responsibilities which
will facilitate co-operation and undoubtedly more tasks will be given to
it, but not in a manner that will impede implementation of programs.
Before going to an examination of some issues regarding ASEAN
economic co-operation, a look at the basic statistics may be helpful in
placing in perspective the collective activities.
VI

BA SIC FAC TS ON A SEA N

ASEAN in 1976 was a market of 236.5 million people, with total GNP
of $83.7 billion dollars and per capita GNP of about $354. The market
is roughly the combined size of Belgium, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands, with 23 million people, or Australia and New Zealand with
16 million. Clearly ASEAN belongs with the Group of 77. But within the
Group of 77 it is a leader, taking into account per capita GNP and more
important, growth, which has been at 6-9 per cent in real terms per year
over the last decade. The five countries of ASEAN have a larger total
GNP and foreign trade than the 42 African countries with which the
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Table 3.1

The ASEAN economies, 1976
Population
(millions)

Per capita
GNP ($)

GNP
($ billion)

Adjusted GNP
($ billion)3

Adjusted per
capita GNPa

Indonesia
Philippines
Thailand
Malaysia
Singapore

135.2
43.3
43.0
12.7
2.3

240
410
380
860
2700

32.4
17.7
16.3
10.9
6.2

21.5-17.9

159-134

Total

236.5

83.5

a Computed at Rps 625 and Rps 750 to $US 1.00 instead of Rps 415, to allow for
overvaluation of the rupiah.
Source: Based on World Bank Economic Indicators.

European Economic Community has preferential relations under the
Lome Convention.
In Table 3.1 the ASEAN economies have been ranked according to
size. For some purposes it is instructive to note that there are four
economies each of roughly equal size: Indonesia, the Philippines,
Thailand and Malaysia-Singapore. The last combination obviously
departs from the political reality of separation but takes into account the
still considerable economic linkages between the two countries. For other
purposes, of course, the combination is inappropriate.
The ranking does not take into account structural development: from
that point of view the ordering would be different.
VII POSSIBLE IMPEDIMENTS TO CO-OPERA TION

In the early years of ASEAN’s life, there was much scepticism about its
prospects. This attitude lingers to the present, especially outside
ASEAN. It was pointed out then that the ASEAN countries did not
know each other and had no history of co-operation among themselves;
geography separated them; their histories, cultural heritages, legal
systems differed; they were disparate economies at different stages of
development; they traded little with each other; they produced and
exported the same commodities and were therefore competitive rather
than complementary. The special economic characteristics of Singapore
raised further questions.
ASEAN did start out with historical and geographical handicaps and
the first nine years of the organisation were devoted largely to the
increase in mutual knowledge among the five members. The various
differences noted above suggest that the flow of people, goods and ideas
among the ASEAN member countries may never be as free and easy as
among contiguous territories such as in Europe. However, the negative
perceptions of critics and even friends are incomplete and therefore to a
significant extent misleading.
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There are considerable differences among the ASEAN economies
which provide a sound basis for profitable trade among them. They are
all located in the tropical zone, but they differ geographically and
geologically. Soils and topography vary. The mineral resources on the
western axis (Thailand, Malaysia, western Indonesia) are tin, bauxite and
similar metals, which- are distinctly different from those on the east
(Philippines, eastern Indonesia) where copper, silver, gold and
chromium are mined. Similarly the patterns of agricultural production
and exports are different.
There is in fact considerable complementarity in ASEAN, even at
present. For example, up to three years ago the preoccupation in ASEAN
was security in oil for the Philippines and Thailand and at that time an
agreement on emergency oil sharing was negotiated. Within a year,
however, the preoccupation shifted: Indonesia and to a lesser extent
Malaysia needed rice and Thailand and the Philippines were in a position
to meet a substantial part of their requirements. Within the last year
much effort has been devoted to setting up an ASEAN Emergency
Reserve (Rice). Again, when two years ago a coffee boom emerged, the
Philippines, lacking grading facilities and market connections, began to
ship her coffee to Singapore for export to world markets.
Even where several ASEAN members are specialised in the export of
the same commodity, as with tin, rubber and several others, there is
scope for co-operation in various aspects of marketing. In the face of
apathy by consuming nations, the rubber producing nations of Malaysia,
Indonesia and Thailand have seized the initiative of forming the
Association of Natural Rubber Producers. Similarly they have been the
prime movers behind the International Tin Agreement.
The theory and experience of economic integration also suggests that
there are considerable opportunities for fostering complementarity and
intra-industry trade amongst economies with similar income levels and
consumption patterns and at similar stages of economic development.
The economic development of Europe in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries confirms this. ASEAN is beginning to build
complementarity in manufacturing: for example, sheet glass from
Thailand is exchanged for sheet glass (of a different type) from the
Philippines. As mentioned earlier, complementation in chemicals is
being explored, as is complementation in automotive parts, processed
foods and other fields (see English, 1979). There must also be
opportunities for ASEAN members to undertake complementary
production of capital goods.
VIII

PR OGRESS IN TRA DE

Although the above considerations point to favourable long-run
prospects, the recent progress of intra-ASEAN trade is not impressive at
first sight. Table 1.4 indicates that intra-ASEAN trade has fallen as a
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proportion of total ASEAN trade. The share of intra-ASEAN trade in
the total trade of the five member countries reached a peak of 18.1 per
cent in 1969 and fell to 13.3 per cent in 1976 and 13.45 per cent in 1977.
This seems to indicate decreasing rather than increasing economic
integration.
Such a conclusion would be unwarranted. The figures cited above
cover the period 1967-1977 when the ASEAN Preferential Trading
Arrangements were not yet in operation; the first ASEAN trade
preferences came into effect on 1 January 1978. It might be said that the
ASEAN PTA was an effort to reverse the declining intra-ASEAN trade.
That, however, would be only half true, because the thrust behind the
ASEAN PTA was not to arrest a decline but to promote growth and
integration.
There is another reason for caution. The traditional character of intraASEAN trade has to be borne in mind: much of the trade is the
funnelling of Malaysian and Indonesian raw materials, such as rubber,
tin, coffee, even fish, to Singapore for re-export. Evidently, for various
reasons such as direct selling, the end of the commodity boom and the
collapse of raw material prices after 1973 and the rise in Singapore’s
petroleum exports to non-ASEAN countries, the traditional trade has
been falling, not in absolute terms, but in proportion to total ASEAN
trade. This it would seem is the main explanation for the relative decline
in intra-ASEAN trade.
It is instructive to consider more recent trends in non-traditional trade.
The figures for 1978 are not yet in and so it is possible to look only at
some indications of the trend. To take one country’s experience,
Philippines intra-ASEAN trade has been growing in the years that intraASEAN trade has been falling. The proportion of sales to ASEAN total
exports has risen from 1.8 per cent in 1971 to 2.6 per cent in 1975 and 3.9
per cent in 1977 (Custodio, 1978). Imports from ASEAN sources fell
from 4.3 per cent of total imports in 1971 to 3.5 per cent in 1975, but
have since risen to 6.5 per cent in 1977. The Philippines experience is
indicative because the Philippines has not been involved in the
traditional Southeast Asian trade revolving around Singapore. Apart
from exports of Philippine coffee to Singapore for re-export, most of the
Philippine exports to ASEAN are of manufactures such as cement,
coconut oil, paper products, processed foods and garments. Trade
officials in the Philippines have been regularly monitoring Philippine
export figures and those for 1978 apparently confirm the trends in
growth. The import side at present is not monitored systematically, but
there are signs of the increasing importance of ASEAN sources of
supply. For example, it is known that in 1978 one manufacturer of baby
foods shifted his sourcing for glass jars, amounting to quite significant
value, from his usual suppliers to Malaysia. Again in December the local
Kodak film processing chain had a big promotion for Voigtlander 110
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cameras; these cameras are made in Singapore and enjoy preferences
under the ASEAN PTA.
The ASEAN Economic Ministers have decreed that at each round of
negotiations under the ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangements, each
country will give 100 preferences; this is a doubling of an earlier directive
that each country give 50 preferences at each round. Trade preferences
negotiations take place every quarter; thus every year there should be
2,000 new preferences. That seems like a large number, except that
preferences are given at the 6- or 7-digit classification. Moreover the
concessions usually are for only 10 per cent discounts on the existing
tariffs. Businessmen rightly deride the exercise as more symbolic than
real. One Thai bureaucrat remarked, T never knew that there were so
many different kinds of Thai hardwood!’ In other words, many of the
concessions are merely cosmetic: who would ever export Thai hardwoods
to Thailand; or who would export to an ASEAN country a commodity
for which there is no trade at all, whether from an ASEAN or a nonASEAN country?
The process may become so patently inadequate that a redirection will
need to be ordered by the ASEAN Economic Ministers. They have
already decided to review the experience with the PTA in mid-1979, by
which time the 1978 data will be available. Based on experience, they can
direct preferences larger than 10 per cent, or accelerate the rate at which
concessions are granted.
IX

THE ROLE OF SING A PORE

At this point the position of Singapore in ASEAN economic co
operation programs should be considered, since it is a source of
scepticism about ASEAN. It is said that Singapore is different from the
other countries: it is small, it has hardly any agriculture and its interests
lie in trading, manufacturing and purveying services. It is an open
economy, very much oriented to the world at large. Ideologically it is
strongly for freedom in trade and investment and does not have an
inclination to protect local industry. Therefore, it is said, Singapore does
not share the rest of ASEAN’s interest in co-operation.
It is true that Singapore is different from the other countries but this
does not mean it is non-ASEAN. Singapore is located in the middle of
ASEAN and cannot escape that geography. In fact it takes advantage of
its geography. The bulk of its livelihood is still ASEAN-oriented; it
performs for Malaysia and Indonesia what, for example, Manila
performs for the rest of the Philippine archipelago, that is, it is a
distribution and financial centre. Singapore does need ASEAN and has a
stake in ASEAN economic co-operation.
Thus Singapore has a strong will to associate itself with ASEAN.
Singapore goes along with ASEAN even when it is not directly involved
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in a particular issue. In turn, the other countries provide support on
issues that concern Singapore as in the recent controversy about the new
Australian international civil aviation policy.
X A SEA N AND THE NE W INTER NA TIONA L ECONOMIC
ORDER
ASEAN is very interested in the new international economic order
discussion (it is said that it was a Filipino who coined the phrase). But
ASEAN’s concern with the new international economic order goes
beyond verbiage. Exports from ASEAN of the eighteen commodities
proposed to be included in the Common Fund are greater than from any
other region in the world. The ranking of individual countries exporting
the eighteen commodities shows Brazil first, Malaysia second, the
Philippines third, Indonesia seventh and Thailand nineteenth. ASEAN
has a vital stake in the Common Fund.
In the Group of 77, ASEAN is perceived as a moderate grouping and
now both the Group of 77 and the Group B (developed) countries are
looking to ASEAN for leadership in bridging various positions and
bringing the Common Fund to fruition and the concerns of the LDCs
with regard to the new international economic order to realisation.
ASEAN is determined that UNCTAD V be a success, the more so since
it is going to take place within ASEAN, in Manila.
XI

CONCLUSION

There has been some tendency outside ASEAN official circles to
overestimate the problems hampering ASEAN economic co-operation.
Such difficulties cannot be ignored, but they exist in every negotiation, in
greater or lesser extent, whether outside or within ASEAN, among
governments or private businessmen. It must be appreciated that much
time and effort are required to hammer out a basic agreement on
ASEAN industrial projects, as well as supplementary agreements, joint
venture agreements and articles of association/incorporation. The last
phrase includes a minor but nonetheless illustrative hurdle: because of
different ways of doing business and dissimilar legal systems, the same
basic document that is known in one country as articles of association is
called articles of incorporation in another.
And yet on many issues, agreement is refreshingly easy, such as in
agreements to avoid double taxation or on customs certification
procedures. There are conflicts of viewpoint and interests, but they are
ironed out. As time is taken to lay a firm foundation, a much smoother
way is paved for the future.
Of course much more remains to be done, for example there is a need
for harmonisation of statistics and foreign investment incentive laws.
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These areas have been cited because much work must be undertaken
outside ASEAN official circles to establish the facts, arouse a
recognition of the needs and mobilise pressure to bring about the
necessary change.
ASEAN economic co-operation is here to stay. It is a living thing, very
much a fact of life for those officials and businessmen who are involved
in it or touched by it. There can be no mistaking the deep resolve to co
operate and the firm commitment to keep it going. One hopes that the
public at large will more and more come to realise this, accept it and act
accordingly.
DISCUSSION
CHIA Slow yue opened the discussion: Castro’s paper provides a useful
background on ASEAN economic co-operation, providing as it does a
broad survey of ASEAN’s development, institutional arrangements and
the methods of co-operation agreed upon. As a member of the ASEAN
Secretariat he is in both an advantageous and disadvantageous position
to discuss ASEAN. He is very knowledgeable about the machinery and
processes of ASEAN economic co-operation, but his official position
may limit his ability to discuss critically some of the issues involved.
The statement that there is ‘no doubting the determination from the
highest official level downwards that ASEAN economic co-operation be
pursued to the fullest extent possible’ is not very convincing. It is not
fruitful to gloss over the difficulties and obstacles to ASEAN economic
co-operation. Where there is consensus on the beneficial effect of
economic co-operation there are different country perceptions of the
costs and benefits of such co-operation and thus of the forms and pace of
such co-operation. It is perhaps this talk of consensus that has con
strained the role of the ASEAN Secretariat, whose specific functions
have not been elucidated in the paper. Different country perceptions
have also delayed the emergence of substantive co-operative effort in the
economic sphere. Although ASEAN was formed in 1967 and discussions
on economic co-operation embarked on at least since 1969 with the
commissioning of the UN study on ASEAN economic co-operation, the
blueprint for ASEAN economic co-operation was endorsed only at the
Bali Summit in February 1976.
Castro rightly drew attention to the fact that matters outside trade
liberalisation and industrial complementation must be considered in any
evaluation of ASEAN economic co-operation. He highlighted some
areas where significant co-operation has taken place without much
fanfare, possibly because there were no areas of disagreement or con
troversy. Economists working in the area of regional economic in
tegration tend to measure the success or failure of integration efforts in
terms of the degree of trade liberalisation achieved, and overlook the
many other areas of less contentious but fruitful co-operation.
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However, Castro is insufficiently critical of the approaches to trade
liberalisation and industrial complementation adopted by ASEAN. With
regard to the Preferential Trading Arrangement he appears to be of two
minds. He lauds the progress in the PTA with the machinery established
for granting regional trade preferences to 2,000 new commodity items a
year, but at the same time regarded these as ‘cosmetic’ concessions. He
fails to point out the administrative burden of the product-by-product
approach, its impact on resource allocation and the uncertainty it creates
for the private sector. With regard to the ASEAN industrial projects, the
paper does not elucidate the process of project selection and country
allocation, nor the economic criteria adopted. It appears to accept
uncritically the AIP as ‘showcases’ and failed to discuss the costs and
benefits of these projects. Castro’s statement that the ASEAN govern
ments are committed to private sector participation appears to be at odds
with the degree of government participation in the selection, allocation,
financing and possibly management of the ASEAN industrial projects.
His acceptance and advocacy of regional import substitution in capital
goods is somewhat disturbing: given the relatively small size of ASEAN
it may be argued that an outward-looking approach is necessary.
ASEAN should not repeat the mistakes made in national import sub
stitution policies.
Finally, it is not clear why Castro found it useful to describe ASEAN
countries as four economies of roughly equal size. The ASEAN countries
are characterised by diversity, not the least of which is size, with In
donesia the largest and Singapore the smallest in terms of area,
population and GNP. It is hard to imagine why Singapore and Malaysia
should be treated as a single economy in ASEAN. It is equally hard to
imagine Indonesia as being of similar size (however defined) to, say,
Singapore or Malaysia.
DEREK HEALEY continued the discussion: There has been considerable
critical comment recently about the slow pace of progress in ASEAN
economic co-operation; I was thus very interested in reading his chapter
to see whether or not Castro was able to answer some of this criticism.
Castro cited quite a number of things, from commemorative stamps to
an ASEAN cable link, which he said were going on within ASEAN. His
chapter provides a useful summary of events since the decision to
establish ASEAN in 1967. However, that is a good twelve years ago, and
with the best will in the world one cannot as yet point to many tangible
economic results of the Bangkok Declaration.
Are the objectives of ASEAN crystal clear even at the present time?
We can certainly all agree with the laudable stated objectives (Castro,
1980:55). But it is more important to know what are the proximate
objectives, how ASEAN proposes to go about reaching those objectives,
and whether the members of ASEAN acting as a group have real
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prospects of achieving the objectives for the populations of those
countries — and more effectively than the individual nations could have
done. As far as the ‘how’ of ASEAN policy is concerned, Castro
comments on the following areas: the joint approach to international
commodity problems; the joint approach to ASEAN relations with third
countries (for instance the EEC and Australia); preferential trading
arrangements among ASEAN countries; ASEAN industrial projects;
industrial complementation; ASEAN co-operation with regard to the
nature and direction of capital inflows; regional import substitution; and
the collective approach to the ‘new international economic order’.
Let us examine each of these in turn. First, do all the ASEAN coun
tries really have a common interest in any particular commodity when
looked at in isolation from other commodities? If, for instance, the
example of the OPEC countries is followed and a rubber cartel is formed
between Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand, will Singapore be happy? It
is not at all obvious to me that there are commodity agreements which
will be acceptable to all the member countries of ASEAN.
The second point was the joint approach to third countries like the
EEC and Australia. Have any tangible benefits yet flowed from this?
Does ASEAN hope to gain better access to the EEC than is presently
provided for under the generalised system of preferences for the in
dividual ASEAN members? If ASEAN is attempting to use coun
tervailing power against the EEC, is that countervailing power really
strong enough when so many other countries have failed in attempts to
use countervailing powers against the EEC? Is it possible for ASEAN to
play off the EEC against, for example, the United States, when it comes
to importing from either area? It does not even seem to be easy to get
Australia to alter its airlines policy. The paper does not spell out what is
meant by ASEAN ‘confronting’ other groups in the world.
On preferences within ASEAN, Castro admits himself that the exercise
to date has been meaningless. The failure of the preference scheme is
interesting because a year or so ago some ASEAN enthusiasts were
pointing to the existence of the preference scheme as an indication that
ASEAN had really taken off.
We have been hearing about the five ASEAN industrial projects for
many years, since the Robinson Report in 1973. Castro says that of these
five only three are ‘going forward at various stages’, but progress on
some is imperceptible and on others might have occurred without
ASEAN.
On industrial complementation, private enterprise is apparently
guided by the ASEAN governments by their providing ‘the framework
which will promote co-operation in the private sector’. I do not un
derstand from the chapter what this means in practice. Does the
government of each country prevent businessmen from undertaking
some investment because it should be made in some other ASEAN
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country? If so, this is the ultimate in altruism. I do not believe that
altruism exists in ASEAN any more than elsewhere in the international
economic and political world. And if a government does prevent or
encourage these operations — how does it do so? Immediately we ask
this question we get into the issue of interventionism within the economy,
the weakness of which has been described by Krueger (1980).
On investment policy, ASEAN can certainly establish common
standards, but it is difficult to have countervailing power operating
against the supplier of capital in this sort of way without deterring in
vestment.
It is unlikely that regional import substitution will be any less
damaging than it has been in individual developing countries since 1945.
I really cannot find any signs at the moment of ASEAN’s outward
dynamism.
It is not clear which of the many aspects of the ‘new international
economic order’ are thought to be of benefit to ASEAN. Is the in
dustrialisation of ASEAN really served by a commodities policy, for
instance, which would increase the prices of certain commodities?
Perhaps they would be served better by the compensatory finance system
of the IMF.
Castro’s paper has stimulated many questions in my mind. I obviously
have not agreed with the general approach that he has adopted because I
cannot get to grips as an economist with the real directions and the
achievements of ASEAN. But his paper does frame the questions that it
is sensible to ask about ASEAN.
General discussion of Castro’s paper dealt mainly with two issues: the

nature of the political will that sustains ASEAN, and the closely related
questions of the objectives to which member governments reasonably
can aspire; and the role of the Secretariat. In addition, some points made
by Healey were disputed strongly.
On the first issue, participants observed that from a historical per
spective it was remarkable that ASEAN had emerged as a regional
grouping at all, given the tensions that had existed between various
member governments in the 1960s. The political will to establish and to
sustain a regional grouping of countries could derive from fear of outside
forces or from promise of gains from co-operation. In ASEAN’s case,
the fear of developments in Vietnam had been very important at two
crucial points — the establishment of ASEAN in 1967 and the agreement
on economic co-operation in 1975.
The political will now had to be sustained, and ASEAN would need to
hold out the prospect of real gains to its members.
Economic co-operation could possibly hold out this promise.
However, if economic co-operation was to contribute positively to
development, then progress must inevitably be slow, and it carried the
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risk of political conflict over distribution of costs and benefits. ASEAN
had political, social and cultural goals alongside the economic objectives,
and co-operation in these areas might hold more certain gains, and
earlier gains, although they may not be sufficient to maintain political
will without progress in economic matters.
Narongchai objected strongly to Healey’s negative evaluation of
ASEAN’s progress to date, saying it was based on a misconception of the
goals and the whole political basis of ASEAN:
If you talk with many of the politicians in ASEAN countries you learn
that all they desire is to live together peacefully. If you don’t think
that is important, I feel very sorry. They say that they are aiming at
something like the Scandinavian model — neighbouring countries that
live in harmony, consult among themselves, try to co-operate on
certain things, and if they cannot find productive avenues of practical
co-operation, just live together peacefully.
Other participants concurred in the view that political objectives were
very important, and on the whole more important to ASEAN than
narrowly economic objectives. This distinguished ASEAN from the
major schemes for economic integration in Latin America. Just as the
primary objectives of French and German officials in the establishment
of the EEC had been to ensure that their two countries would never fight
again, so the avoidance of conflicts between member countries was an
important part of the ASEAN rationale.
Another source of pressure towards ASEAN co-operation came from
the region’s businessmen. Increasingly they were identifying areas of
profitable intra-regional trade and investment and pointing to ways in
which official restrictions were frustrating their realisation. Much of the
momentum for further economic co-operation was likely to come from
this source.
The contact that ASEAN as a group had established with countries
outside the region was now an independent source of pressure towards
closer integration. Demands that ASEAN has made on Japan, the EEC
and Australia have required co-operative steps to be taken within the
region, and the latter have assumed the form of an international
obligation.
The pace of progress towards ASEAN’s objectives has been con
strained considerably by the scarcity of administrators and negotiators
who can operate on an international level. It must be recognised as well
that the diversion of talented personnel into ASEAN activities has
harmed some aspects of national administration in the five countries.
The limited progress to date resulted as much from this factor as from
any failure of political will.
ASEAN’s goals in the area of economic co-operation have been ar
ticulated in different ways by member governments, and what eventually
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might be achieved will depend upon the manner in which these dif
ferences are resolved. The differences between the Singapore and In
donesian approaches to economic management were so great that it
seemed unrealistic to expect much early progress on trade liberalisation
or industrial complementation or standardisation of investment policies,
despite the fact that the continued political solidarity of ASEAN was
very important to both countries.
Consideration of differences in approach to economic management
between Indonesia and other ASEAN countries (especially but not only
Singapore) led into discussion of whether ASEAN was an inward
looking group. ASEAN participants took issue with Healey’s charac
terisation of ASEAN as inward-looking. They observed that it had
always been easier for ASEAN to agree on extra-regional issues than on
intra-regional issues. In particular, attempts at regional import sub
stitution invariably ran into nationalist responses in one or other of the
members, and this reality of the situation was bound to maintain a
healthy outward-looking orientation. It is politically much easier for
ASEAN to seek freer access to external markets than to reduce barriers
to intra-regional trade.
However, economists who had studied closely the Indonesian
economy felt sceptical about whether any regional grouping to which
Indonesia belonged could have an outward-looking orientation. In
donesia was thoroughly protectionist and was likely to remain so for
some time. At the same time, Indonesia contained more than half of
ASEAN’s population and had political influence in the region. The
other four members may be oriented strongly towards worldwide
markets, and economists from those countries and from the Secretariat
may wish ASEAN to be outward-looking, but the sheer political weight
of Indonesia made it unlikely that their wishes would be heeded. Early
progress with ASEAN economic co-operation appeared to confirm this
view.
To sum up, there were important constraints on introverted, tradediverting approaches to economic co-operation. It was easier for
ASEAN governments to agree on a common approach to external
economic relations, but the largest and most influential member may
have little enthusiasm for this. This suggested that there would be only
modest progress on economic co-operation for some time which, given
the damage that poorly conceived integration schemes could inflict, was
not necessarily to be regretted.
On the role of the Secretariat, Castro explained further the limited
staffing (eight full-time staff plus local supporting staff, and in the
Economic Bureau, only the Director and an assistant), and the limited
and advisory role that it had played to date. It was a very trim
organisation, and perhaps too trim for even the limited duties that had
been placed upon it.
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There was general agreement that the Secretariat should be small, so as
to avoid placing undue strain on the region’s scarce administrative
resources and to avoid member governments seeing it as a threat to their
privacy on policy matters. For the same reasons it must be answerable to
a meeting of member governments and should not be independent in any
sense. There were big advantages in the Secretariat avoiding executive
responsibilities and confining itself to an advisory role.
On all of these points, the EEC Secretariat in Brussels was a model to
avoid. The OECD Secretariat, especially in the early years when it was a
forum for discussion of United States assistance under the Marshall
Plan, was a more appropriate model.
The EEC experience suggested that staff should be employed on a
temporary rather than a permanent basis, because the Secretariat was
likely to become a repository for dead wood from national adminis
trations if it made permanent appointments. It was important that career
progression of temporary personnel was maintained during periods of
secondment if work with the Secretariat was to be attractive to good
national administrators, as with French but not German officials
seconded to the EEC.
Castro added a further reason for keeping the Secretariat small: a big
Secretariat in one country is in danger of becoming isolated from the
other members. He endorsed comments to the effect that, since ASEAN
sensibly was not a military alliance, it needed some progress on economic
co-operation to sustain political will.
Castro defended the approach that had been taken by ASEAN o
industrial co-operation, saying that the package of projects at Bali had
been chosen on the basis of high quality economic analysis. The four
fertiliser projects, in Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand,
had been under consideration as national projects and made more sense
on a regional basis. The Indonesian project was one of a series of
national investments utilising natural gas resources. There had been no
criticism on economic grounds of the national projects, and it was not
helpful to be critical of ASEAN initiatives through applying different
and higher standards to them, than were applied to such initiatives
elsewhere.
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The Impact of ASEAN on the
Asia-Pacific Region
YASUKICHI YASUBA

I INTR OD UC TION TO A SEA N

ASEAN has a long history of preparation in which much lip service
rather than action was devoted to the cause of regional co-operation.
Despite the passage in the Bangkok Declaration (1967) to the effect that
‘the countries of the region [are] already bound together by ties of
history and culture’, (ASEAN, 1978) differences rather than common
elements in history and culture were large compared with groups of
countries such as those in Europe and Latin America which practised
regional co-operation at that time.
Moreover, except for Singapore the industrial structures of the
member countries were similar, with heavy reliance on the export of
primary commodities which tended to compete with each other. The
progress of inward-looking industrialisation in the 1960s, particularly in
Indonesia, the Philippines' and Thailand, was creating conditions
inimical to the successful promotion of intra-regional trade.
The Ministerial Conferences were held almost annually as planned.
Permanent, special and ad hoc committees were established to hold
meetings and draw up recommendations. A number of studies, including
the 1972 UN study (United Nations, 1974) which formed the basis for
later action, were made on various aspects of regional co-operation. Yet,
except in the fields of negotiation with outside nations, tourism and
communications, few concrete actions were taken. Outsiders tended to
look with sceptism at the concept of regional co-operation in this area.2
Two major changes in outside conditions altered all this and prompted
member nations to take a bolder stance towards regional co-operation.
The first and probably more important change was the fall of the
Indochinese states to Communism in the spring of 1975. The sense of
1 In the case of the Philippines import substitution was started in the 1950s.
2 See, for example, Toru Yano (1976).
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crisis was particularly strong in Thailand, but it was shared by other
countries in the region. Soon after the fall of Phnom Penh a proposal
was made to hold a summit meeting which materialised in Bali early in
the next year.
The second of the major changes in outside conditions was a series of
economic disruptions created by the oil crisis and the commodity boom
in 1973-74 and the subsequent recession in industrialised countries. Some
of the ASEAN countries were beneficiaries of the shortages of oil and
other primary commodities, but all suffered from acute inflation in 1973
and 1974.3 Growth of output was relatively little affected but in some
countries export volumes stagnated. This and the deterioration in the
terms of trade caused substantial losses in import capacity for all
countries other than Indonesia in 1975 (Table 4.1). Indonesia’s import
capacity was much higher than in 1973, yet it too suffered from a balance
of payments crisis caused by overly ambitious expenditure. This
economic difficulty is believed to have been another factor causing
ASEAN leaders to look for regional co-operation.
Table 4.1

A.

B.

C.

Indices of the quantity of exports, the terms of trade and
import capacity, 1972-5 (1972 = 100)
1972

1973

1974

1975

Exports
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

100
100
100
100
100

121
111
107
122
91

125
108
96
135
95

130
109
102
124
98

Terms of trade
Indonesia3
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

100
100
100
100
100

117
124
113
106
135

183
123
114
105
122

181
97
88
102
97

Import capacity6
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

100
100
100
100
100

142
138
122
130
110

228
133
110
141
116

235
105
89
126
95

3 Indonesia’s unit value of imports is assumed to be the same as that for ‘Other Less
Developed Areas’.
b Import capacity is defined as the product of the quantity of exports and the terms of
trade.
Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, Washington,
DC, various years.
3 See on this and the following points, Yasukichi Yasuba (1977).
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The Bali Summit Meeting in 1976 produced two important documents,
the Declaration of ASEAN Concord and the Treaty of Amity and Co
operation. These documents covered wide fields in which member
countries were supposed to co-operate. Four major fields were identified
in the economic sphere: basic commodities, industrial co-operation,
trade co-operation, and joint approach to world economic problems. In
later meetings, ASEAN states have agreed on a number of co-operative
projects, including action in each of these areas.4
By the end of 1978, nearly four years after the fall of the Indochinese
states, the political threat appeared to have subsided considerably and
the outlook for exports looked better. But permanent changes in the
nature of ASEAN seem to have been established. Despite some setbacks,
such as the virtual withdrawal of Singapore from the first round of
ASEAN Industrial Projects and the slow progress of the preferential
tariff scheme, the sense of cohesion remains strong enough for the
member countries to seek benefits from co-operation, at least in areas
where such action does not hurt the national interest of any one member.
II R E G I O N A L CO-OPERA TION O N T R A DE A N D I NDUST R Y

Intra-regional trade in the ASEAN area has never been terribly
important except for the entrepot trade of Singapore and the bilateral
trade between Singapore and Malaysia. Moreover, intra-regional trade
as a proportion of total ASEAN trade has tended to decline since 1960.
This overall picture, however, is somewhat misleading. In the first
place intra-ASEAN trade was considerably more important than
ASEAN’s trade with groups of Asian developing countries. This
difference becomes greater when the different size of total trade of
ASEAN and adjacent regions is considered. The high intensity of trade
amongst the ASEAN partners is demonstrated in chapter 1.
In the second place, the sharp decline of the relative importance of the
intra-ASEAN trade (from 22.1 per cent to 15.6 per cent in exports and
from 24.8 per cent to 15.5 per cent in imports between 1962 and 1975)
was caused to a large extent by the exceptionally rapid growth of Japan
and other Northeast Asian countries. The relative decline of the intraregional trade can be explained almost entirely by the expansion of
ASEAN exports to Northeast Asia (Table 1.4), especially for exports.
In the third place, while the ASEAN exports of manufactured goods
were still relatively minor even in 1975, there is an unmistakable upward
trend as evidenced by the rapid rise in the share of chemicals and other
manufactured goods (SITC 6 and 8) in ASEAN exports (Table 4.2, line
1). The proportions of ASEAN products in the manufactured imports
of ASEAN were also small (in the order of 6-8 per cent), but here too an
For a more detailed account see Arndt (1978) and Arndt and Garnaut (1979).
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upward trend can be observed for all three broad categories of manufac
tured goods, namely, chemicals, machinery and other manufactures
(Table 4.2, line 2). This suggests that there is scope for regional import
substitution for manufactured goods.
Table 4.2 ASEAN exports of manufactured goods, 1962 and 1975

(per cent)

Chemicals

Machinery3

Other
manufactured
goods'3

1962

1975

1962

1975

1962

1. Proportion of mentioned
exports in total ASEAN
exports

0.7

1.4

8.6

7.3

1.0

13.1

2. Proportion of ASEAN
exports in ASEAN
imports

4.4

6.5

2.1

7.1

4.9

8.3

1975

3 SITC 7, machinery including transport equipment.
b SITC 6 and 8.
Source: 1962: Economic Planning Agency (Japan), Institute for Economic Research,
Trade Flow Statistics, Vol. Ill, Trade Flow Matrices Based on Export Trade
Flow, 1974; 1975: ESCAP, Export Value by Commodity 1975, (Computer
printouts provided by the courtesy of ESCAP Secretariat) supplemented by
Taiwan, Statistical Department, Trade of China (Taiwan District) 1975, and
OECD, Trade by Commodities Jan.-Dec. 1975, Vol. I.

Selective trade liberalisation was formalised at the 1977 Manila
Meeting of Foreign Ministers in the form of the Agreement on ASEAN
Preferential Trading Arrangements. According to the Agreement, an
effective margin of tariff preference was to be accorded on a product-byproduct basis to all member countries (ASEAN, 1978:46; Castro, 1980;
Bautista, 1980).
The second technique, the complementarity or complementation
scheme, is the one in which the intra-regional division of labour for a
group of sub-industries is to be determined, based on private initiative
and subject to official approval, on the condition that special preference
is to be accorded on the importation of relevant products. The Manila
Meeting of the Committee on Industry (later to become Committee on
Industry, Minerals and Energy) in 1976 identified for possible ASEAN
complementation a number of sectors including motor vehicles, agri
cultural machinery, telecommunication equipment, electrical appliances,
petrochemical industries, newsprint, industrial and commercial paper
and pulp, steel, salt-based chemical industries, rubber products, fertiliser
and sewing machines (ASEAN, 1978:41). Progress in this area is
described by English (1980).
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The most publicised technique for regional co-operation was the
package deal through which different ASEAN projects were to be
allocated to member countries. As early as 1976, the Economic Ministers
meeting at Kuala Lumpur allocated five projects, namely, urea to
Indonesia and Malaysia, superphosphates to the Philippines, diesel
engines to Singapore and soda ash to Thailand. The meeting also
mentioned as additional candidates metal working machine tools,
fisheries, electronic tin plating, heavy duty rubber tyres and electronic
components. Some of the five projects have run into difficulties, as
described by Ariff (1980).
Ill THE IMPACT ON TRADE WITH OTHER ASIA-PACIFIC
COUNTRIES
What will be the impact of the various forms of regional co-operation in
industry and trade on ASEAN’s trade with other Asia-Pacific countries?
In this section I shall deal only with the impact of the four ASEAN
industrial projects that are likely to be implemented (Ariff, 1980), and
preferential tariffs.
First, the ASEAN industrial projects. According to the UN study a
regional plant was supposed to be viable for nitrogenous fertilisers
(urea), phosphatic fertilisers and soda ash even at an assumed oppor
tunity cost of capital of 15 per cent per annum (United Nations,
1974:123). It is not clear how the higher relative price of energy changed
the competitiveness of the projects, but the major merit of local
production and savings in transportation costs must have become even
more important, because long distance ocean transportation on which
alternative suppliers (non-ASEAN producers) have to rely heavily is
highly energy-intensive. Hence the projects are likely still to be
internationally competitive and conducive to an increase in world
efficiency.
The bilateral funding envisaged from Japan will involve tying, which
creates world inefficiency and means that part of the grant element of aid
provided for the projects will be lost to ASEAN. Of course, if it was
really impossible to secure untied aid the present solution would have to
be accepted as the best available.
Table 4.3 summarises the sources of ASEAN imports of urea, soda
ash and phosphatic fertilisers in 1975. It suffers from the lack of
correspondence of classification in the trade statistics of five countries,
but the overall picture is clear.5Japan was the most important supplier of
urea and soda ash, while the United States and the EEC provided most of
the phosphatic fertilisers. Two East European countries, Romania and
5 Another source of inadequacies is the incomplete listing of countries in local statistics,
but this should not be too serious, except in the case of a small country whose major ex
ports may not be listed.
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Table 4.3 Sources of supply of urea, soda ash and phosphatic fertilisers

to ASEAN countries, 1975
Urea3

Total
Japan
USA
EECd
Romania
Poland
Kuwait
Kenya
Mexico

Sodaashb

Value
($ ’000)

Share in
total
supply
(per cent)

307,191
85,619
36,932
52,040
36,888
28,325
23,542

100.0
27.9
12.0
16.9
12.0
9.2
7.7

—

—

—

—

Value
($ ’000)

Share in
total
supply
(percent)

19,811
9,028
3,449
1,927
246

Phosphatic fertilisers0
Value
($ ’000)

Share in
total
supply
(per cent)

100.0
45.6
17.4
9.7
1.2

168,882
3,677
62,866
51,971

100.0
2.2
37.2
30.8

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

4,868
—

24.6
—

13,260

7.9

3 Urea and/or nitrogenous fertilisers.
b Sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate.
e Superphosphate and phosphatic fertilisers.
d EEC’s figure may not be complete, since the supply from minor exporters is omitted.
Source: Indonesia, Biro Pusat Statistik, Impor 1975; Malaysia, Malaysia Annual
Statistics of External Trade 1975, Vol. II, Imports; Philippines, National Census
and Statistics Office, 1975 Foreign Trade Statistics of the Philippines; Singapore,
Department of Statistics, Singapore Half-Yearly Trade Statistics, Imports and
Exports, July to December 1975; and Thailand, Department of Customs, Foreign
Trade Statistics o f Thailand, December 1975.

Poland, and Kuwait were also important suppliers of urea. Kenya was
next only to Japan in the supply of soda ash, while Mexico was the third
largest supplier of phosphatic fertiliser.
In order to evaluate the impact of the ASEAN projects on other
countries, we require estimates of the size of the ASEAN-bound exports
in relation to production in Asia-Pacific countries in 1975. In most cases,
the importance of ASEAN-bound exports as a proportion of either total
exports or total production for each exporting country. Table 4.4 shows
the importance of ASEAN-bound exports was minor. Urea for Japan
(16.7 per cent) and phosphatic fertilisers for Mexico (11.8 per cent) were
exceptions. A large impact may be felt in a few outside countries, not
ably Kuwait for urea, Kenya for soda ash and Tunisia for phosphatic
fertilisers.
Among the interested parties, Japanese manufacturers of urea at least
seem to be ready to accept the burden by permanently or temporarily
reducing domestic capacity by 45 per cent (1.8 million tons per year) with
the costs of compensation to be borne by the industry according to
surviving capacity and exports {Asahi Shimbun, 24 Jan. 1979). The fer
tiliser industry is in any case experiencing difficulties, and so far as the
Japanese economy as a whole is concerned, a part of the loss will be
recovered by the export of plant. I do not have enough knowledge to
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Table4.4 Importance of ASEAN-bound exports in total production,

urea, soda ash and phosphatic fertilisers, Asia-Pacific
countries, 1975
0)
ASEAN-bound
exports
(’000 tons)
A. Urea
Japan
USA
Australia
(Kuwait)

259
90
1.2
(76)
832

Total
B. Soda ash
Japan
USA
Korea
(Kenya)

43
21
4
(44)
133

Total
C. Phosphatic fertilisers3
Japan
USA
Mexico
(Tunisia)

11
195
26
(42)
562

Total

(2)

(3)

Production
(’000 tons)

(1) / (2)

1,537
9,262
180
(259)
43,766
1,117
2,534
127
(95)
17,670
585
6,655
220
(145)
24,872

16.9
1.0
0.7
(29.3)
1.9
3.9
0.8
3.2
(46.3)
0.8
1.9
2.9
11.8
(29.0)
2.3

a Production is for 1975/76.
Source: Exports, same as in Table 4.3.
Production, UN, Statistical Yearbook 1976.

Table 4.5 Projected output and consumption of nitrogenous fertilisers,

1976/77-1980/81 (million tons)a
1976/77

1978/79

1980/81

Developed countries
output
consumption

22.1
19.1

24.2
21.2

26.1
23.4

Developing countries
output
consumption

6.4
9.0

9.0
11.1

12.2
13.6

Socialist countries
output
consumption

17.7
17.3

21.0
19.7

23.7
22.4

World
output
consumption

46.1
45.3

54.1
51.9

62.1
59.4

a In terms of nitrogen.
Source: MITI (Japan), 1977-nen-ban Tsusho Hakusho (White Paper on International
Trade, 1977), Vol. 1, pp.415-7, based on FAO data.
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evaluate the possible damage to other countries, but the relative
smallness of ASEAN imports in relation to world production and the
projected large increase in both output and consumption in the world
(see Table 4.5 in the case of nitrogenous fertilisers) seem to imply that the
disturbance coming from the ASEAN project (additional output of
about 1 million tons in the case of urea) will not be too serious.
Let us now turn to the impact of preferential tariffs. Most of my
comments here will be limited to the impact of the first two rounds of
concessions about which I have data.6 First, there are many cases in
which proposed concessions do not make much difference. This is
certainly the case where duty-free items are presented just for duty
binding. The case in which very low (0.5-3 per cent) tariff rates are cut by
10 per cent belongs to the same category. More than 200 ‘concessions’
are of this variety (figures in parentheses in Table 4.6). Even in other
cases the standard 10 per cent cut does not mean a substantial preference
margin except where the tariff is very high. In order to make the
preference effective, further cutting of the rate will be needed.
Second, concessions seem to be offered where there is no major
productive activity or where there is no immediate plan to produce.
Table 4.6, which shows the distribution of concessions by SITC
classification, reveals that, except for Singapore which is phasing out
some labour-intensive production, member countries offer few con
cessions in miscellaneous manufactures (SITC 8).
Table 4.6 The distribution of the first two batches of concessions,

ASEAN tariff preference, by SITC classification
SITC
0-4
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

28
57
42
53
83

(27)
(31)
(48)

SITC
5
40
28
45
8
49

(1)
(13)
(2)
(1)

SITC
6
39
17
23
15
25

(1)
(9)
(15)
(17)

SITC
7
51
55
31
4
8

(29)

SITC
8
11
9
21
89
1

(7)

Figures in parentheses mean low tariff rates of 3 per cent or less.
Source: Tables of the first batches of concessions provided by courtesy of the ASEAN
Secretariat in Jakarta.

Indonesia’s willingness to grant concessions in SITC 7 probably
reflects the likely absence of production in the foreseeable future. After
all, the Agreement on ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangements
provides a clear-cut safeguard clause for the suspension of preferences in
the case of ‘serious injury to sectors producing like or similar products’
(ASEAN, 1978:48). If injury to import-competing industries is to be
6 The lists of concessions were made available by the courtesy of the ASEAN Secretariat
in Jakarta.
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avoided, it would be wise not to grant concessions in the first place in
areas of possible collision.
Third, member countries seem almost to be trying to refrain from
giving meaningful concessions to other countries, particularly in the
second round of negotiations. To see whether this impression can be
supported by evidence, I have tried to identify the sources of major
imports in 1975 (exceeding $5 million) on which ‘meaningful’
concessions exceeding 0.5 percentage points were offered. For thirty-one
such items for which correspondence between tariff and trade statistics
can be broadly established, ASEAN imports from the five most
important suppliers are set out in Table 4.7 irrespective of their
importance.
Table4.7 Supply sources of thirty-one major imports3 for which

‘meaningful’ ASEAN preferential concessionsb were made
during the first two rounds, 1975c
(1)
Source
of supply
World total
USA
Japan
EEC
Australia
India
New Zealand
Korea
China (mainland)
ASEAN

(3)

(2)
Value of
imports affected
($ ’000)

Percentage
distribution

499,890
129,911
120,591
55,450
40,121
18,916
16,731
11,886
10,523

100.0
24.4
24.1
11.1
8.0
3.8
3.4
2.4
2.1

58,797

11.8

a Imports exceeding $5 million.
h Concessions resulting in a preference margin of more than 0.5 percentage points.
c 31 imports included are: Portland cement; cement clinker; electrical measuring, checking
instruments, etc.; antibiotics; nonfat milk powder; cane sugar refined; lubricating oils;
caustic soda (solid type); synthetic organic dyestuffs; polymerisation products
(polyethylene); polymerisation products, etc.; unwrought zinc; elevators; boring and
sinking machine for mining type; textile spinning and twisting machine; automatic data
processing machine; machine for welding; TV broadcasting receivers in CKD;
instruments for checking the flow, depth, etc. of liquids or gases (Indonesia); parts and
accessories of office machines, 3 items (Malaysia); meat or offal from bovine cattle;
maize; ball bearings; skimmed milk; telephone switching equipment (Philippines);
outergarments for women or girls; outergarments, other articles knitted or crocheted not
elastic; outergarments for men excluding sarongs and dhoties (Singapore); ball bearings;
synthetic organic dyestuffs and other insecticides, two items (Thailand).
Source: Country Trade Statistics mentioned in Table 4.3.

It is shown in Table 4.7 that in 1975 total intra-ASEAN trade in
commodities affected ‘meaningfully’ by the preferences was only 11.8
per cent of the total imports of $500 million. Moreover, a substantial
portion of this total is represented by the entrepot trade of Singapore.
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There were some cases in which non-ASEAN suppliers faced direct
competition with ASEAN countries, such as Hong Kong’s exports of
garments to Singapore, United States maize exports to the Philippines,
the EEC’s exports of antibiotics to Indonesia, Japan’s exports of
Portland cement to Indonesia and the United States, and exports of
insecticides to the Philippines. But more often they had no substantial
competition, as in the case of dairy products of Australia and New
Zealand, many of the machinery and chemicals from America, Japan
and the EEC, and textile machinery from India. This suggests that the
tariff preference is more likely to be trade-diverting than trade-creating.
As a means of obtaining a more realistic idea of the possible scale of
preference, imports receiving ‘meaningful’ preference with total value
exceeding $1 million and intra-ASEAN imports exceeding $100,000 were
examined.7 Imports from ten Asia-Pacific economies were tabulated to
show the possible impact of intra-regional import substitution on these
countries.
The result of the exercise is presented in a summary form in Table 4.8
with more detailed data shown in Appendix Table A.4.1. The
importance of ASEAN exports in total ASEAN imports of the thirty-six
included goods is now much larger at 21.4 per cent (column (3)). The
importance of Australia and New Zealand was drastically reduced due to
the exclusion of dairy products. The fall of the United States’ share
resulted from the exclusion of some technology-intensive products and
chemical products. In contrast the share of Northeast Asian countries
rose, indicating that their products were more directly competitive with
ASEAN products.
Some of the preferences, such as Thailand’s paraffin wax; Indonesia’s
oil products and cement; Singapore’s garments and other miscellaneous
manufactures; Malaysia’s rice noodles and Philippines’ maize appear to
be trade-creating as well as trade-diverting. Whether trade-creating or
not concessions will benefit a number of rising ASEAN exports including
Singapore’s oil products and light machinery, Thailand’s maize, salt,
handbags and garments, and other miscellaneous manufactured goods
from the Philippines and Malaysia.8
Northeast Asian nations other than Japan are likely to lose most in
trade with Singapore. Other important exports likely to be affected
include American office machine parts (to Malaysia), maize (to the
Philippines) and oil products and mining machinery (to Indonesia),
American and Japanese ball bearings (to the Philippines), Japanese
7 To identify the existence of direct competition, Singapore’s entrepot exports were
eliminated whenever identifiable from Singapore’s export statistics. This was done only
when Singapore was the leading ASEAN supplier, and hence some entrepot may still be
included.
8 Singapore’s offer of wood and rattan products which are likely to benefit Indonesia are
not mentioned because Singapore does not publish statistics on trade with Indonesia.
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Table 4.8 Supply source of thirty-six major imports3 with ‘meaningful’

ASEAN preference15 and actual competition0 from ASEAN
suppliers, 1975

Sources of supply

World total
Japan
USA
China (Mainland)
South Korea
Hong Kong
Australia
Taiwan
Canada
New Zealand
ASEAN

(2)
Value of imports
affected

(3)
Percentage
distribution

($ ’000)

(per cent)

(4)
Ratio to the total
exports of each
country
(per cent)

329,757
91,679
69,362
16,430
12,439
8637
6018
5603
1443
149

100.0
27.6
21.7
4.9
3.7
2.6
1.8
1.7
0.4
0.04

0.04
0.16
0.07
0.29
0.24
0.14
0.05
0.11
0.00
0.01

70,112

21.1

0.33

See Appendix Table for more detailed information.
a Imports exceeding $1 million.
b Preference margin of 0.5 per cent or larger.
c Imports from one of the ASEAN countries exceeding $100,000.
d Thirty-six imports included are: antibiotics; high grade refractory bricks; other salt (not
table salt); lubricating oils; other machine oils; other oils from bituminous minerals;
polymerisation products, pasty, etc.; polymerisation products, polyethylene; boring and
sinking machine for mining type; excavators; TV broadcasting receivers in CKD;
Portland cement; electrical measuring and controlling instruments, etc.; cement clinker
(Indonesia); vermicelli and noodles (rice); lentils and dhalls; other base metal fittings and
mountings for furniture, etc.; parts for electrical capacitors, fixed or variable; parts and
accessories of office machines, 3 items (Malaysia); paraffin wax; maize; ball bearings;
cuttlefish (canned); fireclay bricks (Philippines); sugar confectionery not containing
cocoa sweets; outergarments for women or girls (not knitted or crocheted); chairs and
other seats; biscuits, sweetened, not containing cocoa; handbags, purses, wallets, etc.;
undergarments, cotton, knitted or crocheted not elastic; outergarments for men
excluding sarongs and dhoties; outergarments, other articles knitted, crocheted not
elastic; handkerchiefs, cotton (Singapore); paraffin wax; and other insecticides, 2 items,
toluene (Thailand).
Source: Country trade statistics mentioned in Table 4.3, International Financial Statistics,
Direction of Trade, Annual 1970-76 and Statistical Yearbook for Asia and the
Pacific, 1976.

polymerisation products and television (to Indonesia), Japanese and
Korean Portland cement (to Indonesia) and Japanese and American
electrical instruments (to Indonesia).
The smallness of the number of commodities covered by the exercise
reduces the meaning of any international comparison of the potential
impact, but if any comparison is to be made, the ratio to the total exports
of each country (column (4)) should be observed. The People’s Republic
of China ranks first (0.29 per cent) followed by Korea (0.24 per cent),
Japan (0.16 per cent), Hong Kong (0.14 per cent) and Taiwan (0.11 per
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cent). Canada and New Zealand appear to be beyond the reach of the
present pattern of intra-regional import substitution.
In the third round of negotiations, the coverage of the concessions was
widened, and further widening as well as deepening may occur in the
future. In view of the low rates of tariff duties on most primary
products, these concessions will affect mostly industrial products. To see
the maximum possible impact on other countries, the importance of
ASEAN-bound exports of manufactured goods (SITC 5-8) was
examined for some Asia-Pacific economies.
Table 4.9 summarises the results of the exercise. Canada and the US
did not depend heavily on ASEAN-bound exports in any broad category
of manufactured goods (Panel A). The share of ASEAN-bound
machinery in total United States exports is not negligible (1.7 per cent in
Panel B), but due to the difference in technology, ASEAN products
should not be competitive with most of the American exports. The
dependence of Australia and New Zealand on ASEAN-bound
manufactured exports was often considerable, suggesting possibly
substantial impact on exporters of particular goods. However, because
of the relative unimportance of manufactured exports, impact on the
national economy should not be serious, as is suggested by the relatively
small share of relevant trade in total exports (Panel B).
It is again Northeast Asian economies that are likely to be most
affected, as shown in Panels A and B. According to the share of
relevant exports in total exports (Panel B), Japan, Mainland China
and Taiwan in basic manufactured goods (SITC 6), Hong Kong and
Taiwan in machinery, and Hong Kong in miscellaneous manufactured
goods (SITC 8) may be substantially affected (more than 2 per cent of
exports).
These ratios mean maximum possible impact which is unlikely to be
approached. Furthermore, the dynamism of the Northeast Asian
economies is such that any conceivable loss of markets in the process
of ASEAN integration will be accommodated relatively easily in the
process of growth. Some of the imports from Northeast Asia belong
to the category of labour-intensive manufactures in which these
countries are gradually losing comparative advantage due to a rapid
rise in real wages. Intra-regional import substitution in such a category
of goods will simply accelerate the natural process of structural
change.

IV EFFECTS ON FACTOR MOVEMENT

Some of the strategies of regional co-operation will induce capital
movement within ASEAN and also from the rest of the world. Each
of the four ASEAN projects is estimated to cost between $212 million
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Table 4.9 The importance of ASEAN-bound exports of Asia-Pacific

countries, 1975 (percent)

A. Proportion to the total
exports of the same
category
Japan
Hong Kong
Korea
China (Mainland)11
Taiwan
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
USA
B. Proportion to the total
exports of all
commodities
Japan
Hong Kong
Korea
China (Mainland)
Taiwan
Australia
New Zealand
Canada
USA

All
commodities

SITC5

SITC6

SITC7

SITC8

10.6
5.3
3.0
9.9
9.7
7.7
5.2
0.6
3.2

17.2
41.1
10.2
7.5
34.5
10.4
8.8
0.5
4.5

11.0
11.5
6.0
8.2
20.1
11.0
4.0
3.0
3.4

10.3
6.8
2.9
3.1
13.3
24.2
8.3
0.8
4.1

4.9
2.9
0.4
8.1
2.1
15.7
1.6
0.3
2.3

3.5
1.6
1.7
2.4
4.8
1.4
0.4
0.5
0.4

0.5
3.2
0.4
0.7
2.6
1.4
0.3
0.2
1.7

1.2
0.4
0.1
0.6
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.02
0.6

0.4
2.0
0.1
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.02
0.01
0.1

a 1964.
Source: ESCAP, Export Value by Commodity, 1975 and Import Value by Commodity,
1975 (Computer printouts), Taiwan Statistical Department, Trade o f China
(Taiwan District), 1975, OECD, Trade by Commodity Jan.-Dec. 1975, Vol. 1,
and Institute of Developing Economies, Foreign Trade o f China, 1974, Tokyo,
1978.

and $239 million.9 Most of the requirement will be met from $1 billion
of Japanese concessional loans and the equity capital is supposed to
be exchanged by the four host countries with Singapore contributing
one per cent to each project. So far as these projects are concerned
the Japanese concessional loans will be the only major capital
movements. However, engineers and other specialists will have to be
sent, and, given the nature of the funding, many of them are likely to
be Japanese.
The complementation scheme, if it is pushed ahead, will need
international co-operation on ASEAN industries and considerable
movement of capital and human resources. In most cases large
9 Nikkei Sangyö Shimbun, 24 Nov. 1978. According to the preliminary estimate, capital
costs for individual projects is as follows: urea (Indonesia), $329 million, urea (Malaysia),
$265 million, soda ash (Thailand), $231 million and superphosphates $212 million.
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multinational corporations will have to play important organisational
roles, since at present various related sub-industries in the proposed
fields in ASEAN countries are connected only through these
multinationals. Whether such movement will take place depends
on the feeling of ASEAN governments toward multinational
corporations.
The preferential trade scheme will probably have the largest
immediate impact on the international flow of capital and technology,
because many concessions were in areas where there was no significant
supply from ASEAN countries. Unlike the ASEAN industrial projects,
many of the industries to be created or expanded in response to trade
preferences are expected to increase employment and also facilitate the
transfer of technology.
In this connection, the national distribution of direct investment in
ASEAN countries should be observed. It is clear from Table 14.1 in
the Sekiguchi-Krause contribution to this volume that Japanese
investment is very large in all the countries of ASEAN and largest in
Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. Investment by other Asian
countries, particularly Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan, is also
substantial.
Since Kojima (1973:ch. 5) pointed out the small-scale, labourintensive and relatively export-oriented characteristics of Japan’s direct
investment in developing countries, a number of studies have come up
with similar findings, though often with different value judgments
(Yoshino (1976); Sekiguchi and Matsuba (1974); Kojima (1975:ch. 6);
Yoshihara (1978)). Ozawa (1974:89-91) states that labour intensity,
small scale and the technological transferability of Japanese ventures
in developing countries are based on Japan’s latecomer status, and if
this is so an even stronger case can be made for the suitability of
direct investment by firms from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea and also
Singapore.
Whether coming from Northeast Asia or the rest of the world, it is
clear that direct investment caused by tariff preference will be more
employment-creating and more efficient than investment caused by
further protection of the domestic industry. The former may also be
more likely than the latter to lead to the establishment of an
internationally competitive industry in the host country, thus creating
further opportunities for inter-regional trade. Since fast-growing
Northeast Asian economies and Singapore are unlikely to suffer from
the ‘export of jobs’ caused by investment abroad, the impact from
tariff preference may in this case prove to be beneficial to both
investing and host countries.
If the investing countries are the United States, Europe and
Australia, the ‘export of jobs’ argument may apply, and the impact
may not be socially welcome at home. It appears that Japan has not
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yet reached the stage of ‘maturity’ where these concerns are very
important. Complaints about the ‘boomerang effects’ are often heard,
and imports of labour-intensive manufactures have been increasing
rapidly. But so far the Japanese economy appears to have adjusted
itself to the changing external condition without great hardship.
V NEGOTIA TION WITH THE REST OF THE WORLD
The collective negotiations with the rest of the world is an area where
ASEAN appears to have been most effective. The first collective
negotiation was held as early as 1973 vis-a-vis Japan on the threat of
competition by synthetic rubber. To alleviate ASEAN fears, Japan
agreed to set up a Forum on Synthetic Rubber, through which various
arrangements for assistance in technical and marketing research on
natural rubber and rubber products were made. The Japanese
government also expressed its willingness in 1974 to ensure that the
development and expansion of the domestic production of synthetic
rubber would not unfavourably affect the market of natural rubber
(Gaimushö, 1976:102-4). For the Japanese government’s commitment
to have been effective, administrative guidance to the private sector
would have been needed, but the issue appears to have been shelved
for the moment due to changes in relative prices after the oil crisis, in
particular the increased cost of inputs into the manufacture of
synthetic rubber and the associated greater buoyancy in natural rubber
markets.
Even though major industrial countries agreed in principle to the
UNCTAD Common Fund for primary commodities, implementation
has not proceeded smoothly. In the meantime, the ASEAN countries
in 1977 requested a STABEX-type scheme for stabilising earnings
from exports of ASEAN primary commodities to Japan. Though the
final arrangement is yet to be made, the Japanese government appears
to be ready to accept the program (ASEAN, 1978:212). The program
is similar to one element of the Lome arrangements and as such
should be evaluated positively because of its minimal interferences
with market pricing. On the other hand, the bilateral nature of the
scheme is a drawback which could be criticised from the viewpoint of
Japan’s worldwide interests. According to an estimate by MITI, the
cost of the program would be about $500 million (Nihon Keizai
Shimbun, 29 Sept. 1978).
The most significant achievement of collective negotiation has
probably been in the field of tariff and trade preferences. The EEC
and Japan agreed to apply the group of origin principle for imports
from ASEAN falling under the Generalised Scheme of Preference
(GSP) (Ear Eastern Economic Review, 10 March 1978). The EEC,
Japan and Australia also took some steps towards the liberalisation of
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controls on the import of ASEAN products. The EEC agreed to
extend the GSP on a number of ASEAN exports including plywood,
canned pineapples, coconut oil and palm oil and removed quota
ceilings on these imports (Gaimushö, 1976:96). Japan agreed to lower
tariff rates unilaterally on five ASEAN exports: shrimp, bananas,
palm oil, coconut oil and canned pineapples. ASEAN also succeeded
in persuading Australia to modify the system of protection established
between 1974 and 1977 against the imports of labour-intensive
manufactures from the Philippines and Malaysia (Arndt and Garnaut,
1979). Though the Australian concession is said to include implicit
regional favours, most of these concessions meant general trade
liberalisation which tends to enhance efficiency in the world economy.
ASEAN was also successful in securing economic and technical
assistance from outsiders. The Japanese offer of a $1 billion loan to
finance five ASEAN industrial projects has been referred to in previous
sections. A sizable portion of Japan’s ODA, to be doubled in the next
three years, is expected to go to ASEAN member countries (ASEAN,
1978:212). Australia pledged to offer $A10 million to support joint
development projects under the ASEAN-Australia Economic Co
operation Program. At the same time it decided to increase the level of
bilateral aid to member countries from $A90 million to $A250 million
(ASEAN, 1978:205). Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and the
EEC also offered technical and marketing assistance in various forms
(ASEAN, 1978:221, 223-37). Some of the assistance mentioned may have
been forthcoming anyway on a bilateral basis, but the existence of
ASEAN could possibly have caused a substantial increase in the overall
amount of assistance as well as a change in the nature of assistance.
In shipping, ASEAN is said to have received some concession from the
powerful Far East Freight Conference in 1975 when the latter proposed
the revision of freight rates (Lim Chong Yah, 1976:180). In international
air transportation, ASEAN’s national airlines tended to offer rather
liberal discounts, embarrassing outside airlines belonging to the IATA,
the cartel of international airlines. The only known case of a concerted
action appears to be the recent protest against the proposed AustraliaBritain direct flight (‘Kangaroo Route’) with low fares and high
surcharges for stopovers in Singapore, and the outcome of that joint
intervention is not yet known.
It is difficult to believe that ASEAN can change drastically the foreign
economic policy of major countries outside the region. Plowever,
outsiders will be forced to move somewhat in the direction of more
enlightened self-interest. Such a change can already be observed in the
attitude of Japan, Australia and New Zealand, all of which have
relatively close ties with ASEAN countries. If ASEAN continues to
follow the present realistic course, this tendency is likely to be further
encouraged.
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VI OTHER FIELDS
At the time of the Bali Summit Meeting the memory of the oil crisis and
the shortage of rice was still fresh with the result that co-operation in
‘basic commodities, particularly food and energy’ was emphasised in the
Declaration of ASEAN Concord (ASEAN, 1978:112). There was
apparently some ad hoc co-operation in rice in 1977, and a long-term
contract was considered. Emergency help at a time of shortage as well as
oversupply was also discussed (ASEAN, 1978:40). So far the only
effective decision relates to the recent adoption of a small-scale (50,000
tons) buffer stock scheme {Far Eastern Economic Review, 29 Dec. 1978).
From the viewpoint of the outside world, the buffer stock scheme is
preferable to preferential trading at a time of shortage without the stock.
But unless the volume of the buffer stock is increased substantially in the
future, the scheme will have only a minor impact.
Member countries seem to be more interested at present in improving
food production techniques. Various programs for training and
information exchange in animal husbandry, vegetable development,
shrimp culture, forestry and food processing have been conducted, often
with external assistance (ASEAN, 1978:222). In rice, a program for
doubling production in Asia in fifteen years, taken up by the Trilateral
Commission, is attracting the attention of some ASEAN countries,
notably the Philippines and Thailand (Far Eastern Economic Review, 15
Dec. 1978). The plan, which calls for an annual expenditure of $3.6
billion, appears to be too ambitious, but ASEAN interest in increasing
production rather than in an exclusive trading arrangement should be
reassuring to poorer neighbours in South Asia.
Efforts to improve intra-regional communications and transportation
have been pushed forward via progress of intra-regional shipping,
promotion of ASEAN tourism and especially in improvement in intraregional telecommunication (ASEAN, 1978:34-5, 42-3). These efforts
could change the present pattern of tourism and also trade, but unlike
increased trade generated by preferences, this is likely to be ‘tradecreating’. Infrastructure in these fields used to be built mainly to improve
connections between industrial countries and individual ASEAN
countries. Improved intra-regional communication and transportation
will also strengthen social and cultural cohesion among ASEAN
countries. As such it may ultimately prove to be the most important
vehicle for furthering economic co-operation.
VII CONCLUSION
The manner in which ASEAN may help the economic development of
member countries has been described above. Such negative impacts as
these changes may have on other countries are likely to be borne mainly
by Northeast Asian countries, and to a lesser extent Australia.
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However, except for possible import liberalisation by industrial
countries in response to ASEAN collective negotiation, perhaps some of
the tariff preferences, and the joint efforts to improve the infrastructure
of intra-ASEAN trade, the contribution of the ASEAN program to
development is likely to be very modest. ASEAN Industrial Projects,
being too capital-intensive and having little spread effect, will
significantly contribute to wider development only if they generate large
profits which are then channelled into other productive investments.
Stabilisation of export earnings and other economic assistance may serve
a social objective, but, unless it is used to assist the development of
industries suited to the needs of the economy, will not have an important
impact.
Given the burden of increasing population pressure, the fast growth of
labour-intensive industries is a prerequisite for the fruits of economic
growth to reach the masses. And judging from the experience of
Northeast Asian economies, the expansion of the exports of labourintensive manufactures accompanied by rural development appears to be
the most promising approach.
As Arndt and Garnaut (1979) have demonstrated, there appears to be
an opportunity for this type of expansion in many of the ASEAN
member countries. Table 1.3 shows that there was remarkable growth of
manufactured exports other than basic metals in all ASEAN countries
except Indonesia between 1970 and 1975. Now that wages have risen
substantially in Northeast Asia, Southeast Asian countries with
improved management and labour may be able to export labourintensive manufactures to countries which used to accommodate such
exports from Northeast Asia. Expansion of exports of labour-intensive
manufactures to Singapore, taking advantage of tariff preference, will be
consistent with this strategy, but eventually ASEAN countries will have
to export to larger markets.
Foreign direct investment is forthcoming to promote this type of
transformation where a proper policy for encouraging such investment is
adopted. The response of Japanese-affiliated firms to the incentives
offered by Malaysia and the Philippines appears to endorse this thesis.
Table 4.10 shows that the average ratio of exports to total sales of
Japanese-affiliated manufacturing firms rose between 1973 and 1976
from 37.3 per cent to 48.2 per cent in Malaysia and from 29.0 per cent to
36.0 per cent in the Philippines. Considering that the comparable ratio in
1976 was 40.2 per cent in Singapore and 50.3 per cent in Taiwan, changes
that took place in Malaysia and the Philippines will have to be judged as
very significant.
In Thailand, which began to encourage the export of labour-intensive
manufactures later than Malaysia and the Philippines, the export ratio
was still low in 1976 but rising strongly in relatively labour-intensive
industries including foods, textiles and miscellaneous manufactures.
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Table 4.10 Proportion3 of exports in the total sales of Japanese-

affiliated manufacturing firms in selected countries, 1973
and 1976

All industries
1973
1976
Foods
1973
1976
Textiles
1973
1976b
Miscellaneous
1973
1976

Taiwan

Singapore

Malaysia

Philippines

Thailand

Indonesia

54.6
50.3

50.9
40.2

37.3
48.2

29.0
36.0

11.9
13.7

15.7
9.6

43.7
92.0

11.0
55.7

1.0
5.0

66.7
25.0

54.4
73.2

33.3
50.0

61.2
61.9

87.3
73.0

75.0
72.7

49.0
52.3

8.6
14.4

79.8
63.4

32.5
37.2

49.3

—

—

22.4

10.0
26.5

0.5
—

—

—

3 Simple average of proportions.
b Textiles including clothing.
Sources: MITI (Japan), Shöwa-50-nenban Wagakuni Kigyö no Kaigai Jigyö Katsudö
[Japanese Firms’ Business Activity Abroad, 1975], pp. 180-1 and Showa-52nenban Wagakuni Kigyö no Kaigai JigyÖKatsudö, pp. 197-8.

Indonesia’s failure to emerge as an exporter of labour-intensive
manufactures may have been caused by internal development and policy,
but to the extent that it was the result of a relatively high rate of inflation
under the fixed exchange rate, the recent devaluation of the rupiah may
bring about changes. Tariff reform, particularly the exemption of tariffs
on imported materials to be used for the production of exports, may also
help (Far Eastern Economic Review, 1 Dec. 1978). The prospect for
exports of manufactures from Thailand and Indonesia is not by any
means bright,10but the possibility is not closed.
Despite the past growth of exports, the shares of ASEAN exports in
the imports of manufactures in major world markets in 1975 were still
quite small except in Japan’s imports of basic manufactures (6.6 per
cent). But then Japan’s imports of manufactures themselves were rather
small, leaving much more room for expansion than in other countries. In
other markets, the possibility for replacing imports from Northeast Asia
including Japan was quite large. Table 4.11 shows that in miscellaneous
manufactures, which include many highly labour-intensive manufac
tures, ASEAN exports represent only a small fraction of exports from
Northeast Asian economies including Japan, implying the possibility of a
large-scale replacement (see figures in parentheses).
If ASEAN countries can grow in a healthy manner, other members of
Asia-Pacific regions may be rewarded in the long run in the form of
10 A recent World Bank report on Thailand predicted a grim course of development in
the absence of a drastic change in policy. (See Far Eastern Economic Review, 1 Dec. 1978.)
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Table 4.11 The importance of ASEAN exports of manufactures in

some major import markets, 1975

S1TC5
Chemicals

S1TC6
Basic
manufactures

SITC7
Machinery

A. ASEAN exports
($ million)
Japan
Australia
Canada
USA
EEC

51
4
1
7
17

241
44
12
354
417

62
14
21
395
233

42
39
15
259
198

(574)a
(658)
(477)
(3349)
(2940)

B. ASEAN shares
in the imports
of the
mentioned
category (%)
Japan
Australia
Canada
USA
EEC

3.0
0.5
0.1
0.2
0.8

6.6
2.6
0.3
2.4
0.6

2.0
0.4
0.1
1.6
0.4

2.1
3.2
0.5
2.8
0.8

(28.9)
(54.6)
(16.7)
(36.1)
(11.2)

SITC8
Miscellaneous
manufactures

a Exports of Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan and Japan.
Source: ESCAP, Export Value by Commodity, 1975 and Import Value by Commodity,
1975, and OECD, Trade by Commodities, Market Summaries: Imports, Jan.-Dec.
1975, Vol. 1.

expanded intra-regional trade and strengthened social viability of
ASEAN countries. While outsiders will have to bear the cost of
structural change, it should be possible to accommodate this without
excessive hardship. This is the more likely since fast-growing Northeast
Asian countries can accept the bulk of the burden by graduating out of
specialisation in production and export of labour-intensive manufactures
in the process of growth.
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Malaysia’s concessions

Total
Japan
Korea
Hong Kong
Taiwan
USA
Canada
Australia
New Zealand
China (Mainland)
Indonesia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

(2)
4051

(3)
2449

(4)
21201

(5)
3540

(6)
32542

0
2
166
0
95
33
1

14
3
462
61
2
2
10
2
3237

1039
0
195
30
61
3
101
18
66

520
0
380
35
15210
2
14
0
8

986
0
17
87
43
0
3

2559
3
1054
215
15482
7
224
54
3313

2

_

_

_

130

0
83
127

0
140
3

2
3833

(1)
1301
—
—

—

5
163

—

—

0

—

2154
19

132
2
6216
312

Commodity names and amount of preference: (1) lentils and dhalls; $9.84/tonne x.10 (2)
vermecilli and noodles (rice) [macaroni, spaghetti and similar products]; $6/cwt x.15 (3)
other base metal fittings and mountings for furniture, etc.; 20% x.10 (4) parts and
accessories of office machines, 3 items; 25% x.10 (5) parts for electrical capacitors, fixed or
variable; 25% x. 10 (6) Total.

Philippines’ concessions

Total
Japan
Korea
Hong Kong
Taiwan
USA'
Canada
Australia
New Zealand
China (Mainland)
Indonesia
Malaysia
Singapore
Thailand

(1)
17849

(2)
2297

—

303

—

—

—

12

—

—

(3)
1383
128

(4)
4212

(5)
12142

819

3955
48
156
159
4155
48
74
1

—

—

116

—

—

—

—

16

—

—

—

—

12

2738

8
92
1229
63
1
1
113

_

610

_

_

—

—

6597

_
—
—

11252

1499

—

151
—

139

—

—

144

—

344

—

149

—

926
1

(6)
37883
5205
48
292
251
13621
111
91
2
2863
610
139
1040
11746

Commodity names and amount of preference: (1) maize; 70% x.20 (2) cuttlefish (canned)
[cuttlefish and squid]; 20% x.10 (3) paraffin wax; 20% x.10 (4) fireclay bricks; 10% x.10
(5) ball bearings [ball, needle and roller bearings]; 10% x.10 (6) Total.
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Thailand’s concessions
(1)
1435

(2)
1855

(3)
5491

(4)
8781

Japan
Korea
Taiwan
USA

242

995
96

13

140

535
143
76
2022

1736
239
76
2175

Australia
China (Mainland)

0
141

159
—

_

159
141

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore

996
0

_

Total

—
—

—

24

—

—
—

658

—

_
154
418
15

997
155
418
697

Commodity names and amount of preference: (1) paraffin wax; 30%x. 10 (2) toluene
lO^ox.lO (3) other insecticides, 2 items; in aerosol tins 30%x.l0, other, 5%x.l0; (4) Total.
a Imports exceeding $1 million.
b Preference margin of 0.5 per cent or larger. Figures following each item mean the rate of
concessions, namely, the tariff rate multiplied by the margin of preference.
c Imports from one of the ASEAN countries exceeding $100 thousand. Commodity name
in square brackets means that the heading for trade statistics which mean a difference in
coverage.
Sources: Indonesia, Biro Pusat Statistik, Impor 1975; Malaysia, Malaysia Annual
Statistics o f External Trade 1975, Vol. II, Imports; Philippines, National Census
and Statistics Office, 1975 Foreign Trade Statistics o f the Philippines; Singapore,
Department of Statistics, Singapore Half-Yearly Trade Statistics, Imports and
Exports, July to December 1975; and Thailand, Department of Customs, Foreign
Trade Statistics o f Thailand, December 1975.

DISCUSSION
HUGH P a t r ic k opened the discussion; Yasuba’s very useful paper
focuses well on the assigned topic: an evaluation of the direct economic
impact of ASEAN on the rest of the Asian-Pacific region. It blends
empirical evidence and analysis. Yasuba is willing to interpret the
evidence and to make judgments in an objective, sceptical and dry
manner.
The main part of the paper examines the trade effects vis-a-vis the
other countries of the three programs of tariff preferences, the package
deal of major ASEAN industrial projects, and the complementation
scheme for industrial specialisation within ASEAN based on private
investment and preferential access to ASEAN markets. The major
questions are: How much will imports be diverted to intra-ASEAN trade
and away from other Asian-Pacific countries, in what commodities, and
how adverse an effect is the diversion likely to have? The summary
answer is that, on the.basis of actions and commitments to date, the
trade-diverting effects are likely to be very small. There are two reasons
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for this. First, the programs so far have been very modest. Second, these
economic policy programs of ASEAN are new, so are far from full
implementation; and they are presumably — though certainly not
inevitably — the precursor of more substantial policies to come.
For example, Yasuba demonstrates that the maximal diversions of
trade from other Asian-Pacific states as a result of tariff preferences is
quite small, especially relative to the total exports of each country af
fected by what Yasuba generously defines as ‘meaningful preferences’. (I
regard a tariff preference of one-half of one per cent as hardly
meaningful at all.) In dollar amounts the most affected countries are
Japan and the United States, but the maximum impact relative to
country total exports is miniscule in all cases. The most seriously af
fected, Korea, stands to lose a maximum of only one quarter of one per
cent of its exports as a result of ASEAN tariff preferences: China
probably faces approximately the same potential trade diversion. The
implication of the Yasuba analysis is that the ASEAN countries will have
to agree to much larger preferences and on more significant terms before
trade diversion is likely to be serious at all.
I was particularly interested in Yasuba’s assessment of the four major
ASEAN industrial projects, based on the UN feasibility studies. Ap
parently they are efficient projects by global criteria, thereby enhancing
the effectiveness of world as well as ASEAN resource allocation. I
assume this is in part due to relatively high transport costs. The trade loss
is not particularly large and will be borne mainly by Japan, the United
States, and Mexico. This can be seen simply as a consequence of evolving
comparative advantage — which the Japanese at least accept as moving
away from them — rather than any inefficient trade diversion.
Yasuba thinks the spread effects of these projects will be low. I wonder
if this is true. After all, the output will be an important input for in
creases in agricultural production and productivity.
One point that is raised but not stressed adequately is the distortive
effect of these projects being based on tied aid from Japan. Such tying
has led to serious distortions in both public and private capital flows in
the region, and Japan has been a main culprit (Drysdale, 1978).
Yasuba suggests that the main benefit of ASEAN as a regional
organisation has been through its enhanced ability in trade negotiations
with the rest of the world, particularly on matters of market access in
Japan, Australia and EEC. It also may have been a vehicle for enhancing
foreign aid flows, especially from Japan.
He provides several illustrative examples. However, if this is the main
benefit of ASEAN, and its main impact on other Asian-Pacific nations
— and I also think it is — then it would have been worthwhile for Yasuba
to analyse these impacts in more detail. To the extent that ASEAN
negotiates greater import liberalisation by the high income industrial
Pacific nations, then efficiency and welfare are enhanced in both
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ASEAN and the importing nations. However, if concessions are given
only to ASEAN, at the expense of other developing nations in Asia and
elsewhere, then they will suffer from trade diversions. Is this a serious
issue empirically for the Asia-Pacific region?
The concluding part of the paper raises the issue of market access of
ASEAN manufactured exports to the economically advanced countries
of the region and Europe. ASEAN export competition may cause ad
justment problems for domestic import-competing industries in the
advanced countries. More likely is the ASEAN replacement in third
markets of the labour-intensive exports of Japan — already losing out —
and those developing Asian countries — Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Singapore itself — whose wage rates are rising rapidly. Politically, it will
of course be easier to replace the imports of others than to compete
directly against import-competing industries.
Finally, it would be useful to know where the existence of ASEAN as a
group has had an economic impact different from that if each of the
countries acted individually. I suspect that while the negotiating
capability of the five nations is enhanced by forming the ASEAN group,
export performance is much more likely to be determined on the basis of
the policies of each nation individually. In general, analyses need to
separate out what can be attributed to ASEAN as a group, from what
can be attributed simply to be the behaviour of the five nations acting
separately.
narongchai akrasanee continued the discussion: Yasuba’s paper is
very precise in its presentation and realistic in its assessment of the
problems. It discusses the impact of ASEAN in many economic areas
such as trade and factor movements. The results of his calculations,
available for the first time, provide a very useful reference for those who
are interested in ASEAN economic co-operation.
The question implicitly asked by Yasuba throughout his paper is —
Does it make any difference to the Asian-Pacific region whether the
region is with or without ASEAN? The answer he has come up with is
. . . ‘not very much’.
While I am in full agreement with Yasuba’s approach as far as it goes,
it is based on static assumptions. We all know that when you measure the
income loss from protection or monopoly, it turns out to be a tiny
fraction of national income. And yet economists agree that, despite these
small static losses, protection and monopoly can cause huge losses in the
nature of growth forgone.
We should take a dynamic view of the impact of ASEAN. Perhaps we
should also ask questions about the impact of ASEAN on the system of
economic relations — especially in the context of the North-South
relations. To answer this kind of question one needs to use a different
methodology. For example, in addition to measuring the increase in the
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volume of trade, we should also study the nationality of traders. If the
formation of ASEAN has resulted in proportionately more trade being
handled by ASEAN countries, then one can say that ASEAN has had a
very important impact on the system of trade. Another area is factor
movement. In addition to measuring the amount of capital flow, we
should study the nature of the contractual (joint ventures) agreement. In
this case, admittedly, it is difficult to differentiate change due to ASEAN
from other changes. The short history of ASEAN’s effort in negotiating
with third countries makes the analysis more difficult at this time, but it
should become more manageable in future.
Yasuba’s paper dealt with many of the same issues as Castro in chapter
3, and the general discussion took up some similar themes.
There was further discussion of the divergent approaches to economic
management in the five member countries and how this would influence
ASEAN’s overall orientation in trade policy. A closer look at Singapore
and Indonesia raised doubts about whether the differences in philosophy
on government intervention was as marked as was suggested in chapter 3.
Well designed and effective intervention had been a feature of Singapore
economic policy under Lee Kuan Yew. And the state corporations of
Indonesia often had considerable autonomy in business decisions —
occasionally with unsavoury consequences. The clear difference was in
the greater consistency of intervention in Singapore, and while this
difference was important in practice in moving Indonesia deeply into
protectionism, to the extent that this consequence was unintended there
was more room for changes in future. One ASEAN participant took this
line of argument further, and suggested that all five countries had moved
towards more outward-looking trade and industrial strategies in the
1970s. Indonesia was a long way behind her ASEAN partners, but there
were signs of movement there as well. Indonesia’s need for exports of
manufactures had been reduced for a period by the oil boom but was
now once again apparent. The devaluation of November 1978 was a sign
of this change and might in itself lead to further movement towards
outward-looking policies. Indonesia’s protectionism would constrain the
trade policy orientation of ASEAN for some time, but not always to the
same extent as at present.
Tensions in bilateral relations between Singapore and Indonesia were a
fact of ASEAN life and to some extent weakened the group’s cohesion.
But their effects should not be exaggerated. Singapore was too small to
be a significant political ‘threat’ to Indonesia, and being so small, her
export specialism could not be strong over many of the products that
were important to Indonesia’s industrialisation. Structural changes in
Singapore arising out of specialisation in the export of labour-intensive
manufactures were increasing the potential complementarity of the two
countries. This would increase opportunities for profitable co-operation
and reduce the scope for conflict.
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Yäsuba documented the slow progress so far in the major economic
co-operation programs. To most participants, this reflected a healthy
caution rather than a weakness in ASEAN. ASEAN participants
criticised the selective approach to intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation and
saw it as the cause of the slow progress, favouring instead across-theboard ta riff reductions. But in addition to slowing trade liberalisation,
the selective approach introduced distortions through the avoidance of
trade-creating measures. Given the use of the selective approach to date,
the limited progress had reduced the cost of trade diversion. There was
general agreement that a rush into dramatic measures of economic co
operation would carry large costs that could be avoided by a more
cautious approach. One ASEAN participant observed that in some cases
failure to implement quickly announcements on economic co-operation
reflected the influence of member governments’ economists taking a cool
look at measures that had been selected for their political appeal. There
was general agreement that the slow progress so far did not suggest that
ASEAN cohesion was so weak that its continued viability was
threatened. ASEAN was here to stay, and the avoidance of costly errors
in economic co-operation was helpful to the longer term prospects.
Following Narongchai with different arguments, participants criticised
Yasuba’s analysis for its static approach. Losses from the diversion of
commodity trade from industrial countries outside the region would be
compensated partly by increased exports of services, notably financial
services, associated with the general increase in economic activity within
the ASEAN region. And even commodity trade itself was not a zero-sum
game: provided that any increase in intra-ASEAN trade contributed to
regional growth, there would be new opportunities for trade to com
pensate for any immediate loss.
To Patrick’s criticism that the definition of ‘ meaningful preferences’
was too generous, Yasuba responded that preferences once granted were
likely to be extended.
Yasuba had a fundamental objection to Narongchai’s particular
criticism of the neglect o f such dynamic considerations as the ownership
of trading enterprises. There was no dynamic gain from excluding
foreign enterprises. In the nineteenth century, when foreigners virtually
monopolised Japanese exports, the terms of trade moved sharply in
favour of Japan. There was an element of monopoly involved in this, but
the monopolistic margin became very small after ten or fifteen years.
Something similar is happening today in Southeast Asia: Japanese
traders must compete with other foreigners and monopolistic trading
profits do not survive for long.
The strong export growth of Korea in recent times had been possible
only because of the strong presence of Japanese and American traders.
There was criticism of this at first, but it has abated because the Koreans
themselves are now able to compete and are doing very well.
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ASEAN’s Quest for Allocative Efficiency in
Manufacturing: Perspectives on the Role of
Complementation and Trade Policies
H. EDWARD ENGLISH

/

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Regional co-operation among both developed and developing countries
has been seen by economists as a second best to multilateral trade
liberalisation, and the necessary empirical justification of a second best
has often been found wanting. This has been particularly true of ‘third
world’ regionalism where the internal market of the region has been too
small to support trade creation and where traditional trade flows of
member states have favoured developed countries, usually those having
former imperial authority. Among all third world regional groups to
date, ASEAN has a larger internal market than any except for LAFTA,
which has not become an economic reality, but ASEAN trade flows
nevertheless reflect the traditional north-south linkages of its member
states.
However, these evaluations can be criticised on several grounds of
which two are most important: the dynamic case for regional trade
liberalisation; and the political arguments, which are not without
economic significance.
The dynamic aspect of regional integration is usually related to
realisation of economies of scale for the plant or firm as a consequence
of achieving longer runs on particular product lines, more effective use
of materials and components in a larger organisation, and spreading the
costs of specialised non-plant functions such as quality control and
marketing. Related to these are the benefits of ‘learning by doing’ that
accrue to producers who concentrate on perfecting a particular
production line. Finally there are economies derived from exposure to
more competition when the larger regional market will support several
producers. This is a neglected factor, partly because it seems to run
against the rationale for specialisation and avoidance of duplication of
similar product lines; but in fact it can make specialisation possible
101
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without the monopoly consequence for those product lines where large
scale is not an overriding consideration. The extent to which internal
competition among efficient producers in a regional group is possible
depends very much on the size of the regional market. It is also affected
by the height of the protection applied against imports from outside the
region.
The political arguments for regionalism rest on the judgment that the
economic first best is not possible. Further, it is sometimes argued that
multilateral free trade might not even be desirable in the short run since
developing countries may require a measure of protection while their
industries and the labour and management skills that underpin them
catch up with those of more developed states. However, the political
argument goes well beyond the old infant industry case. In union there
may be strength in bargaining for better terms of access to developed
country markets for raw materials and possibly for processed and
manufactured goods. Perhaps more important, countries can learn to
specialise in certain lines of productive activity and develop the
confidence to compete with established industries rather than to rely
upon costly self-sufficiency or import substitution strategies. France had
little will to expose its industry to international competition until for
political reasons it went into the EEC and found that its manufacturing
sector was capable of adjusting to German competition. Regional co
operation can be a ‘learning by doing’ step toward greater willingness to
a high degree of integration in the world economy. Finally, it can be a
means of encouraging the development of regional services which in the
long run will be essential to overcoming any bias in trade flows that arises
out of the more advanced transport, commercial and financial services
that link industrial countries with particular members of a regional
group. The priority given to the development of such services by both
public and private enterprise could be raised by a commitment to
regional integration.
Perhaps the most fundamental challenge to those who espouse
regional integration in the third world is how to balance the inward and
outward-looking provisions of the arrangement. A wholly inward
looking approach seems likely to replace one form of protected
inefficiency by another. But an outward-looking approach is likely to
preserve traditional extra-regional trade flows unless the importing
countries provide increased access to their markets for those processed
and manufactured goods that members of the regional group have the
potential to supply. It may also delay development of infrastructure
needed to support increased intra-LDC trade.
The countries of Southeast Asia have many characteristics that favour
the success of economic integration. First, the internal market based on a
population of 240 million is relatively large. Second, the market is
growing rapidly with GDP expected to grow at six to seven per cent per
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annum in each of the five national economies over the next five years at
least, a condition that should encourage governments to face up to the
transition problems. Third, there is no dominant high-income partner.
Singapore, although wealthy, is clearly too small to generate such a large
expansion in production of a sufficiently wide range of goods as to
threaten its less-developed partners. Fourth, all members except
Singapore are well endowed with natural resources, including ASEAN’s
lowest income and most populous member, Indonesia. Fifth, there is
sufficient variety in the resource mix that the countries are
complementary in a number of ways, though competitive in others, a
situation not unlike that of the EEC. Finally, they have a common
political will to make co-operation succeed. As with Europe it is based on
a perceived external threat as well as experience with internal subversion
and evidence of both aggression and subversion on its borders. There is a
perception that economic strength and social progress can contribute to
political stability.
On the other hand a number of factors seem likely to make progress
slow. Certain of these are related to favourable factors mentioned.
During periods of high rates of economic growth countries tend to
neglect the consideration of substantial policy changes. Endowment with
natural resources can be a deterrent to industrialisation since the
relatively easy and large-scale export of such products results in an
exchange rate level that makes the development of internationally
competitive manufacturing difficult. This applies particularly to
Malaysia and, while the petroleum lasts, to Indonesia.
Other factors that make ASEAN integration slower or more difficult
include an important diversity of social values that may affect the
confidence of some ethnic groups to enter into full competition with
others, especially the Chinese, who have traditionally played a leadership
role in commerce. Variety in religious tradition does not seem to pose as
many problems, though different value systems may have some effect on
entrepreneurial motivation. Finally there is the problem of realising
those development opportunities that would be enhanced by freer access
to the markets of the developed world. Here the challenge is to determine
whether integration can be a means of encouraging increased access to
markets outside the region.
This chapter seeks to place the potentially important ASEAN
complementation programs in the perspective of ASEAN economic co
operation in general. It commences with a discussion of the Report of a
United Nations group of experts, the Robinson Report. It proceeds to
describe how the recommendations of the Robinson Report have been
applied in practice. It then examines in detail progress with complemen
tation arrangements. The chapter then concludes with a comment on the
need for wider international support for ASEAN economic co
operation.
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II

THE ECONOMIC EO UNDA TIONS OE A SEA N

The history of ASEAN up to 1976 has been recorded many times. As
often it has been noted how little attention was paid to economic co
operation. As with the EEC, the perceived need for economic strength as
a bulwark against subversion, if not aggression, has contributed much to
the political consensus in favour of regional integration on the part of
some countries or some political forces that might otherwise have been
expected to opt for economic nationalism or self-reliance. One important
question for this chapter is whether the means of regional co-operation
that find political support will lead to sufficient economic benefits to
avoid disillusionment.
Early in the life of ASEAN the members requested a study
encompassing ‘basic technical work that could provide the framework
for policies designed to accelerate the economic development of the
member countries through their cooperative efforts’. The resulting
report of a group of experts (United Nations, 1974) was made available
to governments and has proven to be unusually successful by the
criterion of acceptance of its recommendations. Although the recom
mendations were very comprehensive, it is nevertheless significant that
the main approaches proposed have been politically attractive, and for
the reasons anticipated, mainly because they called for a gradual and
varied approach. The report suggested several techniques be employed.
It decided against primary reliance upon the removal of trade barriers
and the allocation of resources based upon the international market
discipline that would then operate. Instead, it called for more directed
allocation based upon agreement by the governments concerning very
large scale projects in industries not previously present in the region, and
an institutional framework fo r initiatives by private enterprise in the
more established industries* where regional co-operation might facilitate
restructuring of manufacturing activities, with each producer becoming
more specialised in order to develop longer runs of particular product
lines, while giving up others. The presumption was that this would
require explicit agreements among rival firms and that governments
would, on request, assist by the removal or reduction of trade barriers
within the five nation group. The removal o f such barriers without prior
agreement by private enterprise* was considered possible for another
group of industries or of products for which restructuring of production
was likely to be less necessary, generally industries in which economies of
scale were less substantial. Even in the case of this latter more
conventional approach to regional co-operation or integration, the UN
team adopted a cautious approach, suggesting that there should be
‘gradual step-by-step and item-by-item agreements’ to reduce trade
restrictions.
Author’s emphasis.
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The three approaches were intended to be complementary. By taking
into account the difficult economic and political problems of industries
having varied technical characteristics, the UN team felt that there would
be a better chance that progress could be made toward some form of
‘limited free trade area’.
Events have not yet demonstrated this cautious approach to be
effective. However, it is evident that all three methods of working
toward regional industrial integration have been adopted in principle and
have to a degree been applied. It seems equally evident that had a simpler
more doctrinally-pure approach been proposed, the larger members of
the regional group could have found it much more difficult to
participate. The appeal of a fortified home market is always greater to
such countries and doubly so when they have clear disadvantages in
matching at the outset the infrastructure and skills of the other member
states. At least one of the smaller members, Malaysia, faces a problem in
achieving its industrialisation objectives under free trade. In addition to
the strength of the primary sector, its favoured position in traditional
commercial links with the developed world make it appear that industries
serving the local or regional market suffer an ‘artificial’ (historically or
institutionally-based) as well as a ‘natural’ comparative disadvantage,
relative to some of the resource industries (tin and rubber). The UN team
recognised that the best method of dealing with the infrastructure
disadvantages were more direct e.g. the improvement of regional
transport and other services. The gradualist approach in trade policy
thus finds some justification in the transition to a more balanced basis
for industrial development.
It is necessary to call attention to some of the shortcomings of the UN
team’s main prescription. Most generally, it is too heavily dependent on
a rather one-dimensional view of scale economies. On the one hand,
there are the possibilities of alternative, more labour-intensive
technologies, though for the main products seen as requiring large-scale
industrial projects, the potential for smaller-scale alternatives has proven
limited. On the other hand, the factors that affect the size of firms are
not always founded on economies of scale. Dominant or established
enterprises often succeed, by diversification of product lines or brand
differentiation, in making it difficult for newer rivals to attain scale
economies even if the leading firm is operating at output levels well
beyond those needed to exploit available economies of plant or firm size.
This does not alter the importance of access to the wider regional market.
It does, however, suggest that other factors may also reduce the
efficiency and competitiveness of that market.
In addition, the UN team places rather too much emphasis upon
national lists of items in which tariff concessions are offered. The report
states that this ‘would make it easy for countries to ask concessions in
those cases in which liberalisation by other countries would most benefit
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them and offer concessions in those cases in which other ASEAN
production would be most welcome’ (United Nations, 1974:55). There is
no guarantee, however, that this second group could have any relevance
to the partner states’ lists of requests for concessions. Furthermore, the
investment choice by each country’s industries could be much affected by
the cost of protected commodities that serve as inputs (e.g. primary
textiles). However, this fact can also expand and hasten negotiations for
removal of other trade barriers. The permissiveness of the report toward
quantitative barriers applied on a discriminatory basis within ASEAN
should also trouble the purist, but it becomes less worrisome if it is seen
only as a transitional device.
Among the candidates for consideration in early rounds of tariff
reduction are certain textiles, clothing, footwear, packaged foodstuffs,
certain chemical and pharmaceutical products, household electrical
equipment, and office equipment. This selection seems to neglect the
inference elsewhere in the report that activities requiring larger scale of
production units (e.g. household appliances and typewriters) would be
better suited to more explicit complementation arrangements. Also the
resistance to trade liberalisation affecting branded products would
appear to be overlooked in the inclusion of packaged foodstuffs,
pharmaceuticals and household appliances. The loss of production of
high-profile consumer products (including ‘basic needs’) is often difficult
to bear politically.
As it is particularly important for the topic stressed later in this paper,
it is desirable to examine in more detail the UN report’s description of
complementarity agreements (United Nations, 1974:57-8):
The essence of this technique is the holding of a series of meetings of
representatives of the private sector in a specific industry in each
participating country, so that they may work out together proposals
for specialisation and an exchange of products within the industry,
and also for any necessary fiscal or financial changes or incentives
necessary to permit this, for submission to their Governments. It is, in
effect, a system by which the specialised knowledge of the business
community is used to help Governments to develop means of co
operation that are most likely to prove practicable.
The report goes on to suggest a ‘legal framework’ for such
negotiations, specific protocols to be developed for particular industries,
approval of these protocols by ASEAN governments, and implemen
tation by the authorities of member countries. The reason why this tech
nique is thought well suited to ASEAN conditions are outlined as follows
(United Nations, 1974:58):
It is customary in most of the ASEAN countries to leave detailed
decisions about the allocation of resources in production and trade
mainly to the private sector. The complementarity approach permits
an ad hoc approach to trade liberalisation; it can be implemented
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progressively; it is highly flexible, with the possibility of a different
combination of commitments for each industry as well as freedom for
any country to accept or decline membership of any particular
industrial agreement; it involves a minimum of initial expected risk
and at the outset it commits Governments only to a process of
negotiation, rather than to outright obligations. At the same time, if
conditions permit, it can in a favourable political situation be turned
rapidly into a more ambitious form of co-operation. If properly
negotiated with that consideration clearly in mind, the complemen
tarity approach can also be made to secure a reasonably balanced
distribution of benefits and trade flows between the contracting
parties, thus automatically resolving one of the main drawbacks of
other techniques for regional co-operation.
It is not clear how the techniques can ensure balance, or whether the
priorities that emerge from private proposals will reflect adequately
those of governments with five-year plans. However, as the report does
stress, a prior problem is whether there would be much interest shown by
industry. The authors might have added some concern over whether the
industry voice would be representative. Weaker firms can use fear of
unemployment, no matter how small their workforce, to exert political
pressure to counter those who are willing to see trade liberalised.
The UN report took great pains to spell out the methods by which
private enterprise could arrive at complementation arrangements and
obtain government support in the form of tariff changes and other
incentives. It stresses the necessity for close government-industry
consultation and government attendance at meetings where the
agreements are negotiated. In this respect the UN experts’ concern seems
excessive. The scope of the proposed agreements is also very broad —
including possible common external tariffs at even higher than previous
rates in the affected commodities, common policies on foreign
investment, and agreed import policies respecting raw materials and
components. The need for common standards, joint ventures, and
guaranteed delivery of components is also noted.
The proposals of the UN team become most questionable when they
suggest that ‘Government must be satisfied that they [the com
plementation agreements] provide a reasonably fair distribution of the
benefits of co-operation and will have effects on balance of payments
and revenues that are acceptable’ (United Nations, 1974:62). It is dif
ficult to imagine any sound economic criteria for judging any individual
industry agreement on balance of payments grounds. It is the essence of
even the most sophisticated version of dynamic comparative advantage
theory that some sectors should experience positive and some negative
balances between any pair of countries.
The enthusiasm of the UN team for a dirigist approach to Southeast
Asian co-operation really takes hold in their discussion of package deals.
In the final analysis, it is not clear why direct government participation is
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needed in all the particular sectors deemed appropriate to package deals.
Financial need and the participation by government through joint
ventures would not necessarily require a lead role for government, even
in the products requiring the largest scale of production units. Much
depends on the attractiveness of such projects to private investors. But
this comment may already reflect the benefit of a hindsight enlightened
by ASEAN experience with the first package. In any case, the UN team
may be commended for indicating quite explicitly that there are different
means of bringing about effective co-operation and that they may be
complementary because the circumstances of different sectors of in
dustry differ so much.
Ill

THE A PPLICA TION OF THE UN RECOMMENDA TIONS

There has been progress towards increased intra-ASEAN trade through
each of the three approaches suggested by the United Nations group.
Since the initiative of governments was necessary to signal the com
mencement of economic co-operation at Bali, the ‘package deal’ and
step-by-step tariff removal approaches were stressed in the early months.
Ministers agreed to the now famous five-part package of new projects
which reflected both the UN team’s suggestions, and the preoccupation
in 1975-6 (in the wake of food and fuel crises) with the importance of
chemical fertilisers and fuel-saving motors. So much has been written
about the package deal (Ariff, 1980; Bautista, 1980; Arndt, 1978) that
there is little point in dwelling long on them here. The main problems
with such packages include not only the haste and topicality con
siderations that politics sometimes imposes on the selection of such
projects, but also the danger that if something unexpected affects the
forecast of demand or price of raw materials, the deal becomes un
balanced, if not unpackaged, very quickly. And failure is very obvious to
all observers.
The advantage of tariff removal is that it provides wider scope and
greater flexibility in investment based on regional co-operation. The
result may be less spectacular evidence of the co-operative effort and
there may be less certainty of the short-term balance of benefits. Tariff
preferences also have the shortcoming that the first offers are likely to be
cost-minimising — the kinds of tariff concessions that offend nobody,
and therefore result in little reallocation of resources to more efficient
use. However, they do set in motion a process that can gain momentum
politically.1
The third approach — the complementation arrangement — is a newer
concept. Although industry groups have for a long time played an
initiating role in trade policy changes, they have seldom been asked by
1 Appendix A contains some characteristics of the tariff structure of the ASEAN
countries and a brief review o f the latest round o f preferences granted.
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governments to take such initiatives as principal vehicles for regional co
operation. Indeed in North America, such initiatives would be viewed
with suspicion as leading to cartel-like control over market sharing and
perhaps over price. The key question is whether rationalisation can occur
while preserving the discipline of a ‘workably’ competitive market place,
mainly through international competition. But before addressing such
questions, let us examine what has happened to date in the ASEAN
complementation activity.
Table 5.1 summarises a number of characteristics of the first dozen
industry clubs to get formal approval from the governing body of the
ASEAN Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Six other clubs are in the
formative stages — those concerned with leather products; ceramics;2
cordage ropes, twine and net; non-electrical machinery; shipbuilding and
ship repair, and non-ferrous metals. The criteria by which groups qualify
for ASEAN club status include the participation of at least three national
members which means three national manufacturers’ associations or
federations each of which has been approved by its national chamber of
commerce and industry or like governing body.
These data indicate the brief history of the clubs, less than two years
in all but one case. The number of meetings shows the extent of formal
activity. The chairmanship reflects the general importance of Indonesian
and Philippine leadership and also to some degree the national focus of
interest. Thailand holds chairmanship of only two clubs, cement and
furniture, and Singapore of one, textiles. Malaysia has no chair
manships, but currently holds that of the ASEAN Working Group on
Industrial Complementation.
The twelve industry clubs listed in the table have all passed the test of
validity imposed by the ASEAN-CCI. They all have three members or
more where each member is a national industry federation recognised by
the national chamber of commerce and industry. In most cases five
national federations participate.
Under the rules, proposals for each industry club must first be ap
proved by the Working Group on Industrial Complementation, then go
to the ASEAN-CCI, then to the Committee on Industry, Minerals and
Energy of the ASEAN Council of Economic Ministers, then finally to the
Council of Economic Ministers itself. When preferential tariffs are
recommended these have to be considered also by the Working Group on
Trade, before incorporation in proposals to the ASEAN-CCI, and the
intergovernmental bodies.
The groups operate under guidelines that have been approved by the
ASEAN-CCI, though not to date by the Council of Ministers. However,
the ASEAN governments have formed a team to prepare similar
guidelines appropriate for use at the government level. The ASEAN-CCI
2Castro (1980) notes that this group also received accreditation by the ASEAN Chamber
o f Commerce and Industry.
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guidelines highlight the following provisions:
(1) That a complementation project is a program for exchanging
products, parts or components among the ASEAN enterprises, or
other entities, accredited by the Committee of Industry of the
ASEAN Economic Ministers.
(2) That ASEAN governments shall determine the value-added per
centage that must be ASEAN content (i.e. exclusive of non-ASEAN
materials and components) in order that the product of the com
plementation project can constitute an ‘ASEAN product’.
(3) That the ASEAN governments shall also have the power to
determine ‘accredited capacity’ covered by the complementation
project that will satisfy ‘the needs of the ASEAN market at
reasonable prices’.
The objective of the scheme of complementation projects is clearly to
take advantage of the ‘larger combined market for components and
product’ so that industries can be ‘viable and efficient if established on a
regional basis’. Ten guidelines are set down to help realise the objectives
cited. The scheme is expected to provide benefits to the region as a
whole, including ‘equitable benefits to each participating country’. This
makes sense if there are enough projects so that no economically
artificial constraints are imposed on the allocation of resources in any
one industrial sector. Otherwise the guidelines invoking comparative cost
and equity considerations become incompatible.
Another guideline states that ‘every ASEAN country should be en
couraged to participate in any project under the scheme’. This would
seem to impose an unnecessary and probably artificial constraint on the
sound allocation of resources. Presumably for political reasons, early
projects could relate to an industry where market access considerations
made dispersion of activity among all markets economically acceptable.
The automotive sector seems appropriate on this criterion.
Ownership arrangements are specified in some detail. All member
countries are encouraged to participate in the equity, with the majority
part of each project to be held by ASEAN nationals. Foreign (i.e. nonASEAN) participation in any project should be negotiated by all
members. In special circumstances control by foreigners is not
precluded. Avoidance of any discrimination against ASEAN nationals
controlling property in a complementation project is covered by basic
rights specified in the guidelines on compensation for nationalisation and
on access to capital and earnings.
Protection and incentives in support of ASEAN complementation
projects are specified also:
(1) Access to all ASEAN markets is to be provided on a bilateral or
multilateral basis. This suggests that the terms of access need not be
the same to all markets within the region.
(2) Preferential access relative to non-ASEAN products shall be
established.
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(3) Assurance of continuity of access to relevant raw materials is to be
provided by whole or partial exemption of such products from
national taxes and import duties and appropriate use of long-term
contracts.
(4) Utilisation of ASEAN technology is favoured where possible.
(5) Preferences for ASEAN products shall be granted only where
ASEAN content is sufficient, and governments are called upon
themselves to adopt purchasing policies favouring ASEAN
products.
Other supports and incentives cited in the guidelines include control
over competing productive capacity, liberal loan financing, special tax
incentives, support services and infrastructure conducive to the success
of complementation projects. These provisions open the door to sub
sidisation which might become excessive if the success of any com
plementation scheme becomes a political necessity.
The last column in Table 5.1 summarises the kind of priorities that
have emerged in the early meetings of the industry clubs. This reflects the
variety of concerns cited by the UN team in its report. Some industries
are anxious to use excess capacity by securing protected markets in the
region; some seek economies of scale by specialising and exploiting
complementarity; some see the co-ordination of raw materials or
component supply as a major need; some see the necessity of common
product standards as an essential prerequisite to any effort at regional
co-operation; some are primarily concerned about greater exploitation of
markets outside the region and the possible advantage of joint marketing
initiatives.
The industries covered by the clubs seem to fall into four broad
categories:
(1) resource based industries with regional markets only;
(2) capital and skill-intensive industries with mainly regional market
potential;
(3) resource based processing and manufacturing industries with some
world market potential;
(4) relatively labour-intensive manufacture with some world market
potential.
When these categories are applied in practice it soon becomes clear
that the clubs cut across them, having some products that are clearly in
one and others that are not. The most homogeneous categories are
cement, glass and pulp and paper which all fall mainly in category 2, and
automobiles and agricultural machinery which fall mainly in category 4.
Except for chemicals, which cuts across categories 2 and 4, all the other
classes have greater world market potential, it being greatest for textiles,
furniture, rubber products, and more selectively for food processing,
iron and steel, and electrical and electronic products.
The main distinctions can be highlighted by reference to the cases of
cement, automotive products, furniture and food processing.
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IV BRIEF REVIEW OF REPRESENTA TIVE INDUSTRIES
Cement encounters high transport costs so that it passes into inter
national trade mainly on a regional basis and then primarily to make
possible sufficient production scale to bring down unit cost. It also
experiences considerable market fluctuation as construction-related
demands are somewhat volatile and it may therefore be convenient to
have reserve supplies available from neighbouring states to cover peak
period demand. This requires that the specifications and standards
governing cement and its use must be sufficiently similar among member
states to meet the minimum standards of all. It is not surprising therefore
that the main emphasis in the ASEAN Federation of cement
manufacturers has been on preferential trading agreements and har
monisation of cement standards. The preferences in this case are im
portant in bringing down intra-ASEAN trade barriers, but the need for
sustaining protection against imports from outside the region is
questionable. The main imports of this sort have come from Korea and
Japan. Given transport cost protection, it is doubtful that the export of
cement from those countries would be of major proportions in the longer
term.
The standardisation problem has encountered difficulties arising out
of doubts about the adequacy of existing testing equipment. This has
contributed to the plan to set up a cement institute for research and
development.
The Federation takes credit for being instrumental in having cement
products included in the early groups of agreed preferences. However,
industry has expressed the view that the tariffs were not reduced enough
to contribute to effective integration of the ASEAN cement industry
(ASEAN-CCI, 1978:25).
With automotive products, a very much more complex set of problems
arises. The only major characteristic that the sector has in common with
cement is that large-scale export from ASEAN is unlikely, though the
region will watch with interest the success of the Korean car.
For ASEAN the automotive industry is the test case of the difficult
rationalisation problem that arises out of past import substitution
policies and the leadership of multinational enterprise. As is attested by
the experience of other countries, including some in the developed world,
this combination has often been a prescription for inefficiency. Com
panies with highly sophisticated product design and selling practices have
established brand names, a proliferation of models and high-profile
selling, all designed to build and sustain consumer loyalties. The effect is
that, under protected market conditions in the third world, many firms
have had to rely on very small assembly operations. The ASEAN market
for automobiles may be insufficient for the near future to warrant more
than one or two assembly plants of something approaching minimum
efficient scale, often estimated conservatively at 100,000 units a year.
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The motive of individual automotive companies to assemble a few
hundred or at most a few thousand units has to be defensive. No major
international producer likes to be left out of a region, especially if there is
any possibility that the regional market could eventually become large.
To be left out is to concede market share and risk longer term loss on its
product and marketing investment. Hence small protected branches,
joint ventures or licensed domestic affiliates proliferate. To rationalise
the situation is very difficult in the case of the automobile industry since
the product has a high public profile, and closure or consolidation of
automobile plants is likely to generate political criticism. Table 5.2 in
cludes data on the ASEAN industry, including production, number of
companies, and number of makes assembled.
Table 5.2

ASEAN automobile industry data, 1976
Production (’000)
Passenger Commercial
cars
vehicles

No. of
Largest
assemblers
of cars &
No. of production
commercial makes
of single
vehicles
available
make

Indonesia

24.3

51.3

17

36

Malaysia

40.0

11.5

13

19

Philippines

31.0

23.1

12

8

1.6

2.1

3

22

17.2

34.1

16

114.1

122.1

24
44

Singapore
Thailand

20000'1
(Mitsubishi)
10000
(Toyota)
10000
(Toyota)
1600
(Datsun)h
5000
(Toyota)

No. of parts
manufacturers1-'
46
89
109
42
88

a It is difficult to estimate the actual volume of any one make. The largest assemblers have
the capacity to assemble 30,000 units. These are assemblers of Mitsubishi and
Toyota/Daihatsu cars and trucks. Mitsubishi is the leading brand among the Japanese
vehicles, which altogether supply about 80 per cent of the market. Mitsubishi has been
producing over 20,000 passenger and commercial vehicles.
h This applies to the Datsun pickup.
c Number of companies listed in trade associations. In some countries, very small firms
have been omitted.
Sources: Documents of the ASEAN Automotive Federation.

The need for rationalisation of the situation is recognised by all
members of ASEAN, but the immediate prospect of using regional
organisation for consolidating the assembly activity of companies A and
B in the Philippines, C and D in Indonesia, and E, F, and G elsewhere
seems remote. Countries are particularly reluctant to rely on a particular
company’s product if that company has not recently been gaining in
relative market shares. Although the predominance in recent years of
Japanese models would seem to make the problem easier to solve, it only
underlines the risks of resting national hopes on other brands. Fur
thermore, national government preferences may lean in the direction of
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particular models as well suited to the peculiarities of a national
economy. For example, in Indonesia, the three-quarter to one-tonne
truck is favoured as a multi-purpose vehicle for the large rural
population. The promotion of this preference could easily run counter to
the inclinations of private and especially urban consumers if they are able
to get the wider variety of passenger car models available as imports
from other ASEAN countries. The outcome of this situation depends on
how strongly the government wishes its preference to be reflected in the
market. Formally, a consumption tax on less favoured models could be
compatible with ASEAN free trade, though it seems likely to generate
resistance in partner states and even retaliation.
Faced with the kind of problems sketched above, the ASEAN
Automotive Federation opted early for an emphasis on complementation
of component manufacture, since common components can often be
used in different makes and models — often though not always. Certain
components such as engines and moulded body sections etc., are con
sidered essential to the identity of each manufacturer’s products. The
Federation undertook an inventory of the production facilities of
ASEAN manufacturers and arrived eventually at a choice of five
component products, or groups of products, that would constitute the
first complementation project of the industry. According to this
arrangement the following products were assigned:3
Indonesia Deutz diesel engine (30 HP to 150 HP);
Malaysia spokes, nipples and drive chains for motor cycles
and timing chains for cars;
Philippines body panels for Ford Cortina;
Thailand body panels for commercial vehicles of one
tonne and above;
Singapore universal joints.
The technical committee of the Federation was empowered to substitute
other projects if any of the above proved not to be feasible.
The reasons for the above choice are not entirely clear, but it is clear
that the choice was affected substantially by existing capacity conditions.
Expansion of capacity is not visualised as immediately necessary to
achieve the aims of the above complementation proposals. It is
noteworthy that the choices made are not concentrated on components
where economies of scale are limited. It would appear that the members
were anxious to achieve economies of scale in such products as engines
and body panels where minimum efficient scale is generally conceded to
be not less than 200,000 units (though in the case of body panels more
labour-intensive technology is sometimes practical).
The Federation Council also authorised the submission of two new
ASEAN projects, for the production of carburettors and headlights. It
has been stated that these projects would serve the ASEAN market for
3 Minutes of the AAF meeting, November 1978.
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commercial vehicles and motor cycles as well as passenger cars. It is
noted that private »sector participation should be stressed and that a
minority of non-ASEAN capital be brought in as a means of con
tributing technology and possibly access to export markets. There were
conversations with EEC automobile industry representatives in
November 1978 to explore the prospects for component sourcing in
Southeast Asia, but reports following that meeting made such prospects
appear doubtful.
Tariff adjustments of various kinds appear necessary if parts trade is
to be encouraged. To promote assembly in the past it has been the
practice to allow CKD kits (complete parts ready for assembly) entry at
lower rates of duty than individual parts. The companies also found it
awkward to send complete kits with the exception of only a few parts to
be manufactured locally and have tended to allow less than full value
deduction from the CKD kits for locally produced parts. These practices
imply that external protection for parts manufacture is unlikely to be
lowered in the early stages of any complementation project and might
even rise.
One test of the willingness of ASEAN states to follow through on
complementation will be their adherence to the proposal that parts made
in any ASEAN country should be regarded as equivalent to domestic
production in meeting local content requirements.
Looking to the future of the Automotive Federation efforts at
rationalisation, it is hard to predict what components are likely to be
produced efficiently in each country and how well balanced will be the
aggregate benefits to each. The logic of the present structure of the five
economies suggests that the components produced with more capitalintensive technology should centre on Singapore and the Philippines,
that rubber-based products might be located in Malaysia, and so on. The
ability of the Automotive Federation to pursue its objectives while
retaining concern for efficiency will be much affected by the importance
placed on balance in each five-part project. As noted already, it would be
desirable to apply the criterion of ‘balance of benefits’ to the combined
effect of several complementation projects (including projects from
different sectors) rather than to any one.
Finally it will be most helpful if agreement can be reached on the
reduction of the number of makes and models produced in Southeast
Asia. The main movement in this direction has been achieved in recent
years by the competitive success of Japanese vehicles, which now
dominate most of the Southeast Asian markets. The elimination of some
smaller and much less efficient assemblers would appear to depend on a
move over a period of time to lower external trade barriers, together with
efforts to improve consumer information on the quality of trans
portation services each vehicle provides.
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Furniture, unlike automobiles, is a consumer durable largely based on
ASEAN resources and having a demonstrated export capacity. Its
potential for expanded exports is also considered substantial. One
spokesman for the Philippine industry and the ASEAN Federation of
Furniture Manufacturers stated that rattan furniture exports could be
expanded by 30 per cent a year for several years if circumstances were
favourable. In addition to the assumption of strong demand, which is
currently valid, supply circumstances are important. The Philippines
government has begun to exercise more restraint on the exploitation of
the forests. Since rattan is a vine growing around the larger trees its most
effective use requires co-ordination with the harvesting of wood, the
rattan cutters moving in first before felling of the trees limits gathering of
rattan. In protected forest lands, it is also argued that rattan could be
removed without damage to trees. The skills in treatment of rattan and
making of furniture can readily be expanded, given the broad base
already in place. In Indonesia, the potential is even greater, but the short
term elasticity of supply of furniture is much lower. Very large quantities
of rattan are being exported to Europe for manufacture into furniture
there, especially in Italy. The skills, including entrepreneurial skills for
the Indonesian industry, require extension, and export of rattan poles
outside the region might have to be discouraged in the development
phase of the industry.
Co-operation in the rattan furniture industry could take the form of
exchange of Philippine technology for added supplies of Indonesian
rattan, leaving sufficient to provide the input to Indonesia’s own fur
niture manufacture. Thailand can also take part in this trade in materials
within ASEAN, as it produces a finer rattan most appropriate for
webbing on the seats and backs of furniture.
Most of the countries also produce wood suitable for furniture —
especially teak from Thailand and Indonesia, mahogany and narig from
the Philippines, and ramin, meranti and related species from Malaysia,
Indonesia and Thailand. Although the potential for expansion of this
industry is also considerable, the forest resources are already more fully
exploited, except in Indonesia, and the problems of export of the
finished furniture are much greater. There is also some tariff escalation
in importing countries which favours the export of the logs to
industrially advanced countries who already have furniture industries
based on tropical woods. Again policies for limiting export of ‘raw’
wood are being considered.
The ASEAN Federation of Furniture Manufacturers has only very
recently been accredited (November 1978) but it has already found a
substantial scope for co-operation. In addition to the forms of co
operation cited above, the Federation is contemplating the organisation
of a co-operative marketing activity. It is noteworthy in this sector that
there is very little stress on removal of trade barriers among ASEAN
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countries and also that the external tariff of the region is not essential to
protect its development.
The fourth Federation to be highlighted here is that encompassing the
food processing industries. This is a very diverse group, including some
that are significant export industries and others that serve purely
domestic or regional markets. The Federation is divided into twelve
sectors of which eight include one or more important export
commodities (in parentheses): fruits and vegetables (pineapple); fish and
other seafood (prawns); grains and root crops (rice); sugar and sugarbased products (sugar); fats, oils and related products (palm oil); coffee,
tea, cocoa and cocoa products; and spices, and seasonings (pepper,
cloves etc.). Of the other four, three serve only national markets —
livestock products, dairy products and beverages (alcoholic and others).
The other is miscellaneous.
The Federation, under the energetic leadership of Jose Concepcion of
the Philippines, has been operating for less than two years but has
already developed a varied program of activity. As a test of
governments’ willingness to support its interests, it has called for a
regional grain storage terminal. This has gone forward to the ASEANCCI and government authorities. Other proposals waiting in the wings
include: 4
(i) a joint venture to establish slaughterhouse and cold storage
facilities;
(ii) joint marketing arrangements on edible oil;
(iii) a commodity exchange (considered a priority item);
(iv) an integrated regional fish cannery project;
(v) a regional project to manufacture instant dry bakery yeast;
(vi) a regional approach to growing and processing spices;
(vii) an integrated canned beef project.
Clearly even in this short list there is reflected an intention to support
most established food processing industries, with some support for new
or expanded processing activity.
In addition this Federation has issued an illustrative list of products or
materials on which preferential trading arrangements will be considered
— yeast, chewing gum, marine products, baby foods, sugar and sugarbased products and canned fruit. Attention is also to be given to non
tariff barriers in the region, e.g. those affecting livestock trade.
The heterogeneity of the food industry group calls for a variety of
actions, only some of which bear on the essential characteristics of a
regional economic group. Internally the main benefits will fall in those
areas where the product is sufficiently specialised, or processing is
sufficiently large-scale, that the demand in one or more of the national
markets does not justify a separate production facility for each. Where
4 ASEAN-CCI (1979:29) and conversations with an industry representative.
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the sector has a world market role, joint marketing and larger or better
processing facilities seem to be the main prescriptions. The external trade
barriers of the ASEAN countries are unlikely to be important in
achieving the objectives of most products these industries produce.
The other industries represented by industry clubs already formed in
ASEAN have problems and opportunities similar to those described
above, though national potentials vary substantially. In the chemicals
sector, the mainstream of development relates to petrochemicals, with
several countries having plans to expand into basic petrochemical or
downstream products. Among the basic petrochemical centres Singapore
continues strong and the traditional locational advantage, including the
favourable investment climate and higher skill structure, argue for its
remaining a principal centre for this capital-intensive activity. However,
Indonesia has petroleum and natural gas and wishes to develop
production at each stage. Its wage and skill levels and market position
appear to argue for initial emphasis upon products closer to the
consumer end of this stream (e.g. plastic products), but along with
Singapore, it is likely to want to export petrochemicals to other ASEAN
countries. Indonesia plans to supply the petrochemical ingredients of
both synthetic fibre and primary plastics. Malaysia’s petroleum and
natural gas resources are providing the foundations for urea production
and some see Malaysia developing a synthetic rubber capacity if
complementary regional production is pursued seriously. As the ASEAN
industrial projects indicate, the strengths of ASEAN members other than
Indonesia and Malaysia depend on chemicals not based primarily on
fossil fuels. 5
The rubber products industry has two main product groups with very
different economic characteristics — tyres and tubes and rubber
footwear. The former has many of the characteristics of other
automotive products including capital intensity and brand and model
diversity. Rationalisation could recognise a division of models among
countries and possibly some form of brand discrimination to avoid
fragmentation in an industry where production scale is important. Some
firms with several plants in ASEAN might specialise their production by
plant, but firms with one plant and lower production levels will be
reluctant to support the trade barrier reduction that makes this possible.
National governments might also be reluctant to support any
complementation that removes production of some tyre sizes from
national locations, e.g. tyres used on military vehicles. The rubber
footwear industry is more like textiles, and is already an important
export industry for Malaysia and the Philippines, with some scope for
upgrading of product and more export to the industrialised countries.
5 Based on conversations with government and industry representatives in Indonesia,
Singapore and Philippines.
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Speciality rubber products are also produced in ASEAN and in some
cases exported outside the region as well.6
The extremely heterogeneous electrical and electronic group has the
following main activities at present:
(i) assembly and partial parts manufacture of consumer electrical
and electronic goods;
(ii) manufacture of electronic components and export to the
developed world for incorporation in a variety of sophisticated
products, and
(iii) industrial electric equipment, for example, transformers, motors,
meters.
The first group of products are assembled for the most part in
undersized plants in all ASEAN countries, made viable only by the
protection afforded in the early period of emphasis upon import
substitution. Rationalisation of the kind required for automotive
products provides opportunities for the types of complementation
described in that section. It would not be as difficult to effect as in the
automotive sector since brand loyalties and actual product differences
are not as important in electrical and electronic products.
The electronic components business is still dominated by multinational
enterprises and there is little that ASEAN countries can or probably
should do about the sub-sector, though in Singapore indigenous
enterprise is highly specialised and production of more sophisticated
components is being encouraged. For this sector, Singapore can be both
a channel and source for advanced technology in ASEAN.
The electrical industrial equipment sector affords an opportunity for
the larger countries (especially the Philippines) to develop manufacture
of conventional products, for example watt meters and transformers.7
By way of summarising findings to date, Table 5.3 lists opportunities
as perceived by certain industry and government officials.
V IMPLICA TIONS FOR TRADE AND OTHER POLIC Y
It is too early to write with much confidence on the policy implications of
the complementation schemes. However, some policy intentions have
been made explicit by government and the policy reviews of leaders in the
business community have been reflected in reports on the discussion in
ASEAN-CCI meetings and elsewhere.
The foundation of regional integration is trade policy, even when the
initiative to identify opportunities for intra-regional complementarity
6 Based on conversations with representatives of the Rubber Industries Association of
Southeast Asian Nations.
7 These observations have been based on a first round of discussion with ASEAN in
dustry and reading of available background papers from government and industry. More
detailed treatment o f some o f these sectors will be incorporated in a later report on ASEAN
complementation.
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Summary by country of principal manufacturing develop
ment opportunities in sectors covered by industry clubs

C o u n try

E x p r e s s e d in t e n t io n a n d o th e r p r o b a b le d e v e lo p m e n t s

I n d o n e s ia

W o o d p r o d u c t s , in c lu d in g r a tta n a n d o t h e r fu r n itu r e
P e t r o c h e m ic a ls a n d p r o d u c ts
T e x tile s
C o n s u m e r d u r a b le s c o m p o n e n ts

M a la y sia

R u b b er p r o d u c ts
P r o c e s s e d fo o d s — o ils , sp ic e s
E le c tr ic a l a n d o t h e r p r o d u c e r e q u ip m e n t

P h ilip p in e s

I n d u s tr ia l c h e m ic a ls
F o r e s t p r o d u c t s , in c lu d in g fu r n itu r e a n d p u lp
T e x tile s a n d c lo t h in g
I n d u s tr ia l e le c tr ic a l e q u ip m e n t
C o n s u m e r d u r a b le s c o m p o n e n ts

S in g a p o r e

B a s ic p e t r o c h e m ic a ls
E le c t r o n ic p r o d u c ts
E n g in e e r in g , e s p e c ia lly p r e c is io n p r o d u c ts

T h a ila n d

W o o d a n d ra tta n p r o d u c ts
P r o c e s s e d f o o d s — o ils , liv e s t o c k p r o d u c t s
S p e c ia lis e d te x tile s

lies in the private sector. It is thus worthwhile to discuss principles that
should govern government trade and related policy in a regional
integration scheme and to assess performance so far in the light of these
principles.
First, it is highly desirable that there should be a co-ordinated overview
of what the scheme can and cannot do for the economic development of
the region and of its individual economies. This does not require a treaty
or even a formal agreement. Perhaps there should be a regular review of
the economic priorities of member states and some discussion of those
areas where national priorities appear incompatible with sound mediumor long-term allocation of resources within the region. The role of
complementation schemes should be considered in this context.
Second, governments need to ensure that they do not contribute to the
unpredictability of the environment for investment. It will be difficult to
achieve a sound economic balance in regional development if the
environment for investment is regarded as much more dependable and
predictable in some countries than in others. This has little to do with the
philosophy of government — whether it is more or less interventionist —
but rather more to do with the consistency of government decisions over
time and the compatibility of lower level decisions with declared
economic aims of the political leadership.
Third, balance in industrial development in ASEAN should not be
applied at a sectoral level, but at the very least to groups of
manufacturing industries that include some in which each country is
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likely to have a greater comparative advantage, for example, chemicals,
wood products, rubber products, textiles and electrical and electronic
products. The problem of tariff reductions by two or more countries is
fundamentally a problem of accommodating structural differences and
ensuring that emerging structural differences reflect the evolving
comparative advantages of the ASEAN members. It is the essence of
such a process that there will be differences, often major ones, in the
degree to which the interests of each state will be affected in any
particular sector. Also the initial differences will be replaced by other
more relevant ones as a consequence of the growth and adjustment
process. The process of trade negotiation is handicapped to an
impossible degree if there is a requirement that benefits should be shared
equally in every industrial sector.
The inequalities that must be taken into consideration are those that
cause one country to take a much longer period to exploit its comparative
advantage. The redistribution of benefits that is necessary when effects
of regional integration are aggregated will be less if weaker or slower
members of the group have been given time to build up their
infrastructure and equalise their capacity to absorb, adapt and diffuse
technology. But if compensation remains necessary even after these
developmental priorities have been incorporated into the process of
regional co-operation, then it should be of a kind that interferes as little
as possible with allocative efficiency. Pure income transfers are difficult
between countries, but they are less necessary if weaker members of the
integration scheme have been given a chance to equalise their competitive
potential.
Fourth, it is essential to recognise that the interests of member states
will only converge if regional policy takes full account of the essential
role that exports to the outside world play for some members generally,
and in certain sectors and products for all members. The rich resource
base of the region makes this principle very important. In particular the
economies of both Singapore and Malaysia are heavily dependent upon
export outside as well as inside the region. The principal unrealised
manufacturing potentials of Malaysia appear to lie in the same general
direction. Thus the other members who may have the most relatively to
gain from the regional market per se must recognise that the size and
strength of that market depends on the continued ability of Singapore
and Malaysia, and the others more selectively, to supply markets of the
developed countries. In assuring continued and improved access to those
markets for some rubber products, certain processed tropical foods,
wood and rattan furniture, textiles and selected items from
electrical/electronic and fabricated metal product industries, the aim has
to be simultaneously to cut substantially intra-regional barriers, and
mpre gradually to cut external barriers, at least in response to
opportunities for more generous access to world markets. It must be
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stressed that such reductions should be made not only for bargaining
purposes, but also to promote efficiency in the very industries that seek
access to both regional and external markets.
In this context it should be recognised that preferences are not
the primary objective of regional integration, but the incidental
consequences of moving toward regional integration through the
removal of the barriers to specialisation and trade among the member
states. For some sectors the preservation of the external barriers of the
group, or of member states individually, may be necessary. For other
sectors rigid adherence to preference margins may interfere with
exploitation of the opportunities made possible by the establishment of
the regional market. For example, the regional market may make it
possible to develop petrochemical production on a basis that is
internationally competitive, but the industry might have a regional
monopoly, or close to it, for some of its products. The reduction of the
external tariff would require that the benefits of scale be passed on to the
textile and other industries that should be able to compete in world
markets. The preservation of external barriers may, however, have some
purpose in such sectors as automotive products, consumer electrical and
electronic products and some chemicals, where it may take time to
rationalise the structure of the industry. However, even here the
existence of the external barriers can become an excuse for inaction and a
way of preserving small or weak units.
ASEAN to date has not performed well in relation to the first of the
desiderata listed above. There is no consensus on whether ASEAN
should push ahead towards a free trade area or continue to work on the
basis of limited preferences.
Good performance on the second of the desiderata depends heavily on
the first, but a precondition for eventual stability and predictability in
policy is present in ASEAN political leaders’ apparently strong
commitment to regional co-operation. However, the maturity of
political and bureaucratic institutions is not uniform.
In relation to the first and second considerations, it is noteworthy that
the ASEAN business community generally regards tariff reductions to
date as insufficient. As has been the experience in integration schemes
elsewhere, small reductions of trade barriers are seen by business groups
as serving little purpose unless they are part of a continuing process with
a definite timetable. It is my impression that ASEAN businessmen who
support the regional concept recognise without exception the need to
move to much lower levels of trade barriers than those so far agreed.
Although many members of the bureaucracy recognise the reasons for
this, they seem bound into an approach that delays the major moves
necessary to give substance to regional specialisation and some measure
of complementation. The hope expressed by officials is that the mutual
confidence gained from the various endeavours under way and a
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widening awareness of the innocuous effects of initial tariff ‘concessions’
will lead to an accelerating demand for more meaningful reductions.
The absence of a shared perspective on the ultimate shape of ASEAN
has also affected performance on the third of the criteria outlined above.
However, the Bali package of industrial projects suggests that there may
be no major barrier to the assessment of equity among ASEAN members
on an intersectoral basis. However, one important problem in this area
has emerged already: the slow progress of intra-regional trade
liberalisation derives at least partly from the caution of Indonesia, the
poorest and least industrialised of the five countries. It may be possible
to accelerate ASEAN tariff reductions only if Indonesia is permitted a
different rate of internal tariff reduction, and perhaps Thailand as well
in some sectors. The precedent set by the Andean group is instructive
(Ffrench-Davis, 1980), in which Ecuador and Bolivia were given special
status. Ecuador took substantial advantage of its opportunity and has
gained the most, proportionately, from the formation of the group.
Bolivia has not been able to take advantage of its opportunity because it
had a much greater skill and infrastructure deficiency. But it is also
argued by those most familiar with the group’s experience that Bolivia’s
government has failed to adopt policies to correct its disadvantage. So
trade liberalisation is not enough by itself. It provides opportunity, much
greater opportunity in the case of smaller states, but it cannot guarantee
that such opportunity will be exploited.8 The setting of a date on which
the terms of a regional integration arrangement will come into effect can
give purpose and priority to the decisions of the government afforded the
longer period of transition. It is reasonable also to differentiate between
sources of deficiency. Those that derive from the inadequacy of
production capital can be eliminated in a period long enough to plan and
construct that capital — for most sectors, five to eight years. But if the
strengthening of the skills of the labour force is essential, then a period
of perhaps fifteen years may be required, assuming the required training
policies are soon introduced. This does not mean that protection should
be prolonged indefinitely for skill-intensive industry. The development
of the more demanding skills must take place gradually and so far as
possible in those industries which on other grounds (possibly resource
and labour intensity) have some comparative advantage in the country
with the initial disadvantage in skill levels. This is what appears to be
happening in the sectors of the electronic industry that supply com
ponents to multinationals.
ASEAN to date has performed reasonably well on the fourth of the
desiderata listed above, possibly because progress on intra-regional trade
liberalisation has been very limited. The test will come with the
8 It should be added that no member of ASEAN has as many handicaps to overcome, as
has land-locked Bolivia, with its limited resources.
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acceleration of the rate of regional tariff reductions, but it can be
expected that mistakes will be avoided if for no other reason than the
Singapore and Malaysian governments’ awareness of their own national
interest.
So far there is little evidence of ASEAN giving explicit attention to the
pacing of trade barrier reduction to take account of the links between
sectors, so that the sectors with the strongest potential are not
handicapped by protection that holds resources in sectors that have little
prospect of comparative advantage.
Neither has attention yet been given to the incorporation of
multilateral tariff reductions, made possible by the broadening of the
regional market, into ASEAN’s important efforts to seek greater access
for its manufactured goods in the markets of advanced industrial
countries. This is of considerable potential importance in the longer
term, as is the general trade policy stance of the industrial countries,
since the emergence of an industrial strategy based on a liberal external
commercial policy in ASEAN will depend very much on whether major
developed countries adopt policies conducive to such a strategy.
It remains to consider explicitly the contribution that the Pacific
industrial countries can make to the emergence of outward-looking trade
policies and efficient industrial structures in ASEAN. Since the first
UNCTAD conference established the point that trade plays an essential
role in development that could not be compensated for by even the most
generous aid or investment flows, the trade policy response of the
developed world has been mediocre at best. It can be represented as
preference tokenism in tariff policy, and an accumulation of non-tariff
constraints defended as the means of preventing an outbreak of more
serious and forthright protectionism.
The problem of north-south trade relations has been handled at two
levels, the highest, most multilateral, level and the lowest, bilateral, level.
At UNCTAD and GATT there has been much rhetoric and some
agreement on preferences. But these preferences have been modest in
impact. They are largely unnecessary to the most labour-intensive
industries and inadequate to reduce the effective protection levels
affecting some other industries, notably including a number of those that
process tropical food and forest products. The unilateral extension of
GATT concessions to the third world has been a step in the right
direction, but GATT negotiations are by their nature selective in
commodity coverage, favouring those products of greatest interest to the
manufacturing sectors of advanced countries. And GATT has not found
the means of preventing back-sliding through unilateral non-tariff
barriers from commitments implicit in the MFN tariff concessions
resulting from its negotiations.
At the bilateral level, the action has been increasingly negative. Quota
systems and voluntary export restraints, especially affecting labour-
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intensive consumer goods, have proliferated and have been defended as
the foundation of orderly growth of these trade flows in the face of
adjustment problems in the advanced countries concerned. The problems
are real enough, but the reality has increasingly been adjustment
avoidance in the face of recession or slower-growth circumstances. The
bilateral approach has added little to the efforts to build third world
development on north-south trade.
In north-south relations, the neglected option has been the regional
one. Advanced countries have favoured regionalism in the third world by
official aid and by the founding of investment banks and other support
for private capital. But trade policy has been left out as a practical
feature of developed country policy. An important reason for this is that
the major developed countries have had strategies and commitments that
limited substantive trade initiatives. The EEC has gone furthest formally
in this direction with the Lome convention, but this by historical accident
encompasses mainly those parts of the world where north-south trade in
manufactures is less likely to be a mainspring of development in the near
future, and omits both Southeast Asia and Latin America, where the
potential for export of processed and manufactured goods as a vehicle of
development is much more substantial. These are regions most closely
tied to the Pacific economic powers, the United States and Japan, and
their lesser partners Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
The US policy of multilateralism in trade policy has handicapped
Washington in taking any leadership in respect of the Latin American
and ASEAN regions. There has always been a legitimate argument about
discrimination, but the world is so emotive that it sidetracks constructive
measures for using regional means to multilateral ends. Though equally
global in fundamental interest, Japan has appeared willing to contem
plate regional initiatives, but has been hesitant to take a lead or even
openly to propose regional action, partly because of its own commitment
to multilateralism in trade matters, partly out of lack of confidence in its
ability to influence American policy.
The best approach would seem to be joint or parallel action by the US
and Japan. But what sort of action? Both countries have substantial and
growing interest in trade in the Pacific area, and because of current
growth prospects, especially with Northeast and Southeast Asia. Their
ability to sell in the area has already been demonstrated by the excess of
exports over imports in their dealings with most of these countries. 9 But
they are concerned about the impact on some of their industries that
must compete with those that benefit from lower wages in Asia and Latin
America. It does not appear to matter that the ability of the US and
Japan to employ their labour forces is demonstrably not dependent on
9 The main exceptions are the larger exporters of raw materials such as oil and tin. The
balance in manufactures trade invariably favours the industrialised countries.
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the preservation of such industries, however much employment problems
are attributed to import competition from Asia.
In any case the prospect of accommodating the needs of both
developed countries would be greatly enhanced by parallel agreed US
and Japanese initiatives, preferably with the participation of the other
Pacific area developed countries. The form of parallel action most likely
to be compatible with existing commitments would relate to non-tariff
barriers. For example an agreement by Japan and the United States to
expand their purchases of goods now affected by quotas and other NTBs
— either by a specified minimum or by removal of specified constraints,
which would be more open-ended. In the interest of a closer-to-optimum
response the commitment should cover all major NTBs in labourintensive manufactures, e.g. textiles, electronic goods, rubber foot
wear, etc.
The advantage of making a joint parallel offer to ASEAN, with the
possibility of extending it to other regional groups, lies in the strength of
ASEAN commitment to market-oriented development. Furthermore the
strength of ASEAN growth prospects might make it possible to in
troduce a small element of reciprocity into the arrangement — a com
mitment by ASEAN to reduce by a specified percentage (or to a specified
ceiling) their external tariffs on an agreed range of products selected so as
to foster north-south trade, and in some cases to encourage
rationalisation within those ASEAN manufacturing sectors most in need
of it. In other words, both the access gained by ASEAN in the US, Japan
and elsewhere and the concessions it makes would be designed to support
the aims of complementation and efficient manufacturing development.
Any ASEAN differential pacing of trade policy changes could of course
be reflected in the terms of the deal, a prospect which should ac
commodate Indonesian interests.
The example of a breakthrough in north-south trade policy would
invite other groups of countries to reconsider the role of trade policy in
their own development strategies and perhaps to propose parallel
schemes. The format could also be applied to larger individual
developing countries (e.g. India, Mexico, etc.) on a similar reciprocal
basis10 and to smaller developing countries on a non-reciprocal basis, but
with additional benefits if they can affiliate with an established regional
group.
In ASEAN a more active role by Japan and the US in the promotion of
constructive trading links would be welcomed. In the context of con
straints already outlined in the earlier discussion of ASEAN’s own
10 An objection raised to this approach is that it neglects the interests the US and Japan
have in trade with countries not likely to become members of a regional group. The offer
could be open-ended, with the condition that for larger and more developed developing
countries, greater reductions in external barriers, or lower target levels, would be required
to entitle such countries to the commitments offered on non-tariff barriers or other issues.
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trading policies, one can have some confidence that ASEAN leaders
would see the merit in the selective form of reciprocity suggested. Northsouth economic relations are of such mutual advantage in the years
ahead that new initiatives in trade policy along the lines suggested
deserve a higher priority on the part of those governments that built the
framework of existing trade policy institutions and have fully exploited
it. Ten years hence, perhaps much sooner, the developing countries of
Northeast and Southeast Asia are likely to provide an important stimulus
to demand in the industrially advanced countries of the Pacific area. The
sooner trade channels are opened the more certain are the prospects for
that stimulus.
APPENDIX A
NOTE ON THE TARIFF BA RRIERS BETWEEN A SEAN ST A TES

The general level of protection among the ASEAN countries prior to the
establishment of the first round of preferences has been summarised by
John Wong (1979) in his recent book.
Table A5.1
Average nominal tariff

Average effective protection

Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

18
30
5
20-25

Indonesia

about equal to
Philippines

44
62
18
between Malaysia and
Philippines
alleged to be highest

Source: Wong (1979).

These measures are of questionable comparability because of the dif
ference in sources and the absence of any specific comparative intent on
the part of those who made the estimates. Nevertheless the directions of
differences are of some significance. The statements about Indonesia are
the result of a rather hasty direct comparison of nominal rates between
Indonesia and the Philippines. They are reasonably close, so that it
should not be presumed that the effective protection will differ greatly,
though the weighting of rates by the different import patterns of the two
countries could presumably have some effect. In a number of commodity
sectors the degree of escalation of the Indonesian rate is greater, mainly
because of lower nominal rates on raw materials. Nominal rates on
finished products are almost identical, and usually in the 50 to 100 per
cent range.
The effect of the early round of ASEAN preferences can be sum
marised as follows: concessions have been granted now in about 1,300
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items, about equally divided in number among the five partners. In the
latest group of concessions (about 500) which took effect in March 1979,
the margin of preferences granted has been 10 per cent, the only general
exception being Singapore, where sixty out of eighty-four consisted of
binding the existing tariff rate, which in all cases was ‘nil’. The rates of
duty on which margins were granted differed widely, with Indonesia
granting preferences in twenty-seven items (of the ninety-eight items
affected) where tariff levels were 40 per cent or higher, and another thirty
were between 20 and 40 per cent. The Philippines gave concessions on
only one rate above 30 per cent and the great majority of its duties af
fected had been at the 10 per cent level (seventy of the ninety-seven
items). Thailand concessions included 10 per cent preferences on fiftyseven items (out of ninety-five) in which the duty affected was only 1, 2
or 3 per cent. Most of the other duties affected were 10 per cent. The
economic and administrative effects of such changes can scarcely be very
beneficial either to Thailand or its partners. Overall, the effect on the
price of imports within the ASEAN group consists of reductions of
between 1 per cent and about 4 per cent.
The commodities affected cover a wide range, though it is difficult to
find many that involve large potential trade volumes, even if the
reductions have served primarily a revenue purpose — chemicals,
minerals, over twenty-six types of logs, and a few items of sawn timber
or lumber. Malaysian concessions include a greater variety of items
including sugar beet, sandalwood, wood chips, fish oils, and specialised
chemical substances including artificial sweeteners, dyestuff, oils for
treating woods, charcoal, reissued newspaper, and specialised textiles,
glass and metal items. The great majority of Philippine concessions (over
two-thirds related to specialised chemicals), though the list also in
corporates coal tar dyes, glass in unworked forms, anvils, vices, grinding
wheels, padlocks, and lead for pencils. As noted already Indonesian
concessions seem somewhat more significant as well as varied — e.g.,
skimmed milk, several varieties of fruit, widely used chemical elements
and compounds, wood pulp, a variety of yarns, billets of steel and
processed forms of non-ferrous metals, domestic refrigerators CKD,
sewing machines for the garment industry, large agricultural tractors,
etc. However, most of these items are not likely to be exported from
other ASEAN countries in the near future.
The most one can say is that the member with the highest protection is
making somewhat more important changes and perhaps gaining con
fidence to move further.

DISCUSSION
b o b GREGORY opened the discussion: English’s paper is a cautious and
comprehensive discussion of the role of complementation and trade
policies in ASEAN. My comments are principally confined to the
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proposals for complementation schemes in ASEAN. Complementation
is the new topic that English brings to the discussion.
But I would like to preface my comments on complementation with
one more general remark. It has been remarked that the essence of the
development problem is for governments to use controls and in
terventions for the ‘common good’ and not be placed in a situation
where the instruments of control and intervention are captured by in
terest groups. The Australian experience, from which most of my
judgments are drawn, is that direct controls are captured by the interest
groups and with regard to the ‘common good’ they are usually counter
productive. We have been very unsuccessful in our interventionist policy
and I will document a few instances later. Other countries may have been
more successful and Japan immediately springs to mind. Perhaps my co
discussant Kojima will add his observations and offset any imbalances in
my comments.
Complementation is almost always linked to words and concepts that
generate good feelings. Complementation is advanced not as an objective
but as a means for obtaining desirable objectives. For example, it is
stated that complementation will enable the use o f excess capacity, the
achievement of economies o f scale by specialisation, the fuller ex
ploitation o f markets, and as a result of all these things industries will
become viable and efficient. Those of you with bureaucratic experience
will immediately recognise the process of stressing the desirable ob
jectives rather than the way in which the program will enable the ob
jectives to be achieved. I remember a year or two ago that President
Carter said on television that he was against unco-ordinated, haphazard
and disruptive trade and that he was for fair trade. I was ready to agree
with his balanced view until I realised that he was arguing for import
quotas on footwear.
In English’s paper, the complementation programs seem to be linked
to a number of propositions to suggest that complementation is a good
thing. Apart from those mentioned above I have chosen five propos
itions to discuss and some of the difficulties associated with them will be
illustrated from Australian experience.
1. Clubs o f businessmen provide a useful institutional framework to
bring about tariff reductions and desirable restructuring o f
industry.
We have recently debated this issue in Australia. The paper prepared
for the Australian government, Policies fo r the Development o f
Manufacturing Industry, recommended in 1975 that for groups of in
dustries an Industry Council be introduced to undertake ‘the task of
stimulating and bringing about appropriate change and adaptation in
that industry. It would secure agreement and commitment to change . . .
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Industry Councils would foster research relevant to the needs (social,
economic and technical) of the industry.’ If a tariff reduction were to be
implemented the councils would ‘have the task of managing the tran
sition to the new protective situation and to bring about the appropriate
changes’. The council would ‘seek to make conflict constructive and it
will seek consensus’ (Committee to Advise on Policies for Manufac
turing Industry, 1975:220-2).
As a result of the recommendations of the Green Paper the Australian
government has created a number of Industry Councils but they have not
been an important force in the making of economic policy and the
government has not allocated to them the power to perform the func
tions that the Green Paper envisaged.
I am very sceptical as to the ability of such clubs to bring about tariff
reductions or desirable restructuring of industry. Their natural function
is not to rationalise industry, to make industry more efficient or to seek
tariff reductions. Their role is more akin to that imputed to them by
Adam Smith. It is easier for businessmen’s clubs to form a lobby group
against outsiders and to seek tariff increases against imports, for
example, than to turn inwards and rationalise their industry. To the
extent that clubs facilitate information flows between buyers and sellers
they may be a worthwhile activity, but it is probably asking too much of
the clubs that they provide ‘an institutional framework for initiatives by
private enterprise in the more established industries where regional co
operation might facilitate restructuring of manufacturing activities, with
each producer becoming more specialised in order to develop longer runs
of particular product lines, while giving up others. . .’. (English, 1980).
It is unlikely that the clubs and complementation programs will result
in lower tariffs in aggregate. It is probable that any tariff reductions
between countries will be matched by increased tariffs against outsiders.
The Australian experience has been that meaningful tariff reductions
cannot be brought about on a piecemeal basis and with consultation of
those affected. The Industries Assistance Commission, and the Tariff
Board before it, have traditionally reviewed and investigated tariffs on a
product or industry basis to seek tariff reductions and although some
tariffs have been reduced, very little impact has been made on the overall
tariff level. Where significant reductions were recommended by these
authorities, industry lobby groups were usually effective at thwarting the
recommendation. The only large change in tariff levels in Australia has
come about because of the across-the-board tariff reduction of 25 per
cent in 1973 (Industries Assistance Commission, 1976). It is now
generally accepted that the IAC has had some success at reducing the
variance of tariffs, but very little success at reducing the average tariff
level. When tariffs are assessed one at a time all the disadvantages and
costs of the tariff reduction are emphasised and exaggerated. It is far
better to proceed across the board. Yasuba (1980) implicitly makes the
same point.
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2. The disadvantages o f an import substitution policy can be offset by
a range o f new incentives to encourage complementation.
We have also been through this debate in Australia, mainly in the
context of introducing a scheme of export incentives or implementing
higher levels of assistance to those industries that are lightly protected. In
Australia the title of this debate has been Tariff Compensation (Lloyd,
1978).
It is quite clear that in simple theoretical models there is a range of
incentives that can be introduced to offset a tariff structure and thus to
generate free trade prices. Free trade can be generated therefore either by
no trade interventions or by uniform interventions all round, for
example import tariffs and export subsidies. Consequently, the question
arises, given the difficulty of tariff reform, whether it makes political
sense to introduce new assistance measures to offset the old ones rather
than to attack the old incentives directly. The literature in Australia is
now quite extensive.
The general view in Australia would be that attempting to gain the
benefits of free trade by introducing more distortions is not really a
sensible strategy and it will probably fail. There are a number of reasons
for this judgment. Many of the new incentives must be subsidies and
therefore be drawn from the government’s budget. This is not an easy
process and certainly not as easy as introducing a tariff which raises
revenue. The net result must be that full tariff compensation is not
feasible. Under such circumstances free trade is not stimulated and the
question becomes whether the addition of new assistance measures will
move the industry structure closer to that which would prevail in a free
trade situation. There is no way we can know. Indeed the increased
variety of measures and likely increase of dispersion of assistance will
make it almost impossible to judge. The only clear and unambiguous
judgment that can be made is that there will be more bureaucrats and
more government intervention. If free trade or lower tariffs are the
objectives then it is much better to attack them directly.
3. The nature and form o f the new incentives which are a part o f the
complementation programs are acceptable.
Complementation programs will usually involve local content
requirements and the linking together of outputs from different stages in
the production chain. Preference will be given to sourcing materials and
components in ASEAN (English, 1980).
We have programs like these in Australia. They are called local content
schemes and operate for tobacco and motor vehicles. Our experience is
that local content schemes are an undesirable form of industry assistance
for the following reasons.
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First, they link all the producers in the production chain together so
that all have a common interest in increasing the level of protection for
the final product. The pressure that final producers may have exerted
against increased tariffs for component producers is removed as all work
together to increase assistance for the industry as a whole. This process
has been very evident in Australia over the last few years as the tariff
available to the motor vehicle industry has increased from approximately
35 per cent to 51 Vi per cent plus import quotas.
Second, the local content requirements conceal the amount of
assistance received by the component manufacturers and the level of
assistance is difficult to measure. Consequently the process of reforming
the system and moving to lower levels of industry assistance is made
difficult as the component manufacturers find it easy to convincingly
exaggerate the amount of assistance received and they are able to argue
that their very existence depends on the scheme continuing in its present
form.
The assistance scheme that operates for the Australian motor vehicle
industry may be regarded as a complementation program that operates
between Australian states. There are no barriers to trade between the
states and preference is given against imports. Anyone with a working
knowledge of the Australian motor vehicle industry knows that an in
dustry incentive structure like the Motor Vehicle Local Content Plan is
not something that should be sought as a desirable objective (Industries
Assistance Commission, 1974).
Of course, complementation programs need not become local content
schemes like ours, but the likelihood that they will do so is high.
4. Complementation programs should be introduced so that the
benefits are equally distributed among all countries.
The adoption of complementation programs, so that equity across
regions is satisfied, is usually an unsatisfactory process. We have
followed this criterion to some extent with respect to textile mills in
country towns and the regional location of other industries. A number of
problems usually arise. First, if equity is an objective, the political
content of the decision-making process increases and the economic
content decreases. The government incentives needed to implement the
decision are therefore increased. Second, although it is not a necessary
outcome, our experience seems to be that the incentives needed to
maintain equity often increase through time. There are many examples in
Australia where tariffs have not been reduced at a rate that might have
been expected because industries which found their way to country towns
in response to incentives will be affected. Third, and this brings me to the
final section, the political gains associated with ‘equity’ occur when the
schemes are begun. All the costs come later when attempts are made to
rationalise industry assistance.
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5. The time horizon that is implied in the recommendation o f com
plementation schemes is very short.
Complementation programs may be seen as a part of the process of
binding ASEAN together. It may be argued that to keep the political
union alive and well the union must be continuously doing something to
foster the economic relationship between the ASEAN countries. Suc
cesses in relations between ASEAN and outsiders may appear not to be
sufficient. The economic costs of complementation are seen therefore as
being the price that is paid for greater political cohesiveness.
In my view the above arguments are based on a very short time
horizon. Suppose ASEAN is successful and tariffs between member
states are reduced and complementation programs flourish. Then as an
extreme position ASEAN can be like Australia. We have free trade
between the states but we have
(i) a local content plan that has crippled our automobile industry;
(ii) textile mills in country towns placed thus because of equity, and
which prevent tariff reform, and
(iii) some states depend on the tariff for their economic well-being
which also prevents tariff reform.
When it comes to reducing tariffs and to becoming more outward
looking the industry assistance schemes inherited from the past and with
different incidences across regions and states make it very difficult for
Australia to move towards lower tariffs. We can live with the stresses and
strains that this generates because breaking away into separate countries
is not really an option for our States. But can ASEAN live with the
strains that uneconomic complementation schemes may generate? To
some degree the greater the short-run political gains — that is the more
spectacular the success of complementation in the short run — the
greater the long-run political costs.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Much of what I have said above is no doubt an exaggeration of the costs
of complementation programs but I believe that the message should be
delivered. Of course complementation has not yet begun and the scope
may be limited because so much trade of ASEAN is external, rather than
internal, and some of the countries, for example Singapore, have very
low tariffs and will not be anxious to increase them to create a preference
for other ASEAN countries. Consequently the amount of comple
mentation introduced may not pose a serious problem. However, if the
objectives are freer trade within ASEAN, and freer trade between
ASEAN and outsiders, then these objectives should be pursued directly
and not under the guise of complementation.
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KlYOSHi KOJIMA continued the discussion: I would like to focus on one
important issue raised by English: how can the inward- and outward
looking provisions of the ASEAN arrangements be balanced? I would
rather present my own view than comment on English’s.
It seems to me that ASEAN should follow an open economy approach
to industrialisation instead of an inward-looking one, either nationally or
sub-regionally. Because of the small size of each economy and the low
level of industrialisation, continued industrial growth depends heavily
upon advanced countries for machinery and equipment, technology, raw
materials, intermediate goods, even management of firms, and also for
markets and marketing expertise.
I recall an interesting discussion with Hong in Korea in 1973. I ad
vocated at that time Northeast Asian economic integration between
North and South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong, in order to promote
their second stage of industrialisation in which key intermediate goods
industries would be produced. This involved regional integration be
tween developing countries as in ASEAN. Hong preferred Korean
functional, instead of institutional, integration with neighbouring large
industrialised economies (Japan and the United States). Hong was right.
Since this discussion I have thought that truncated industrialisation is
commendable for smaller economies.
A large economy such as Japan, the US and the EEC as a whole is able
to produce the whole range of industrial commodities, realising
economies of scale and thus with high efficiency. In contrast, a small
economy, or even a medium-sized economy such as Korea, is able to
produce only a limited number of manufactured products in each
category of industries if it is to realise sufficient economies of scale. This
is truncated industrialisation. Truncated industrialisation is quite ef
fective and efficient if there is a large neighbouring industrialised country
which can supplement or complement quickly the inputs produced
domestically.
Korean shipbuilding exports, which have increased rapidly in recent
years, provide an example. Shipbuilding requires many thousands of
different parts and components. Korea produces the body of the ship
and Japan supplies engines and thousands of parts. The large neigh
bouring economy also provides a market since its own industry is
based on intra-industry specialisation and/or production-process
specialisation.
The main possible problem is that the smaller economy may reject
truncated industrialisation as ‘dependencia’. But a smaller country could
see it as interdependence and a relationship between equal partners.
Korea seems to have taken the latter view.
The above observation means that in order to have regional economic
integration among developing countries, it is necessary to foster close
interdependence with large industrial centres outside the region. Un-
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fortunately, Singapore is not big enough to play this role in ASEAN.
Therefore ASEAN should proceed with truncated industrialisation as a
group in a close relationship with the industrialised countries of the AsiaPacific area.
Internal integration within ASEAN is also important. But ASEAN’s
preferential tariff reductions have had a very limited effect, since
ASEAN intra-area trade has been hindered, not by the tariffs, but by the
lack of production capacity and transportation and communication
facilities. Therefore there is no point in ASEAN stumbling through
divisive tariff reductions. Rather, it should establish better infrastructure
for regional industrialisation with assistance from the advanced Pacific
countries. Improvement of transportation and communication facilities
is one example. The establishment of ASEAN trading firms is another.
In short, the construction of better infrastructure for industrialisation
should be the primary task for ASEAN at present. Then integration
industries could be established through joint ventures between ASEAN
and outsiders. These industries should be large enough to export not only
within ASEAN but also to wider Pacific markets.
English stressed in the latter part of his paper the crucial role of the
advanced Pacific countries in efficient ASEAN industrialisation. An
Organisation for Pacific Trade, Aid and Development, could provide the
forum for thorough evaluation of these new approaches to ASEAN in
the wider Pacific region.
The general discussion focused on whether the dangers of collusion
against the public interest fostered by industry clubs and comple
mentation arrangements outweighed the likely gains. There was sym
pathy for Gregory’s description of the dangers, but some participants
weighed the gains more highly.
A Latin American participant thought that industry clubs of private
entrepreneurs, along the lines of the ASEAN groups as described by
English, were essential if local businessmen were to participate in the
expansion of intra-regional trade and investment. The multinational
corporations from outside the region had good information on and often
established bases in some or all of the member countries, and so could
respond quickly to increased opportunities for profitable intra-regional
trade. But local entrepreneurs lack these ties, and will not participate
easily in the new trade unless they are brought together within in
stitutions such as the clubs sponsored by the ASEAN-CCI.
Several participants thought that perhaps the main source of intraASEAN trade expansion would be the increased awareness of op
portunities for profitable trade. The publicity given to fellow members
within each of the five countries and to ASEAN activities and the many
new occasions for formal or informal contact among businessmen were
very important independently of the industry clubs, although the latter
were clearly helpful.
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But no-one asserted that the increased contact among ASEAN
businessmen would be wholly constructive in a purely private market
sense. Lobbies would form to put pressure for concessions on govern
ment and there would no doubt be much more enthusiasm for tradediverting than for trade-creating changes in protection. The costs of such
collusion against the wider public interest would be greater in some
countries than in others, with Indonesia perhaps the most vulnerable to
pressure of this kind.
There was no consensus on whether the complementation arrange
ments were likely to bring net benefits.
One Australian participant contrasted the approaches of Gregory and
Kojima to evaluation of co-operative arrangements. Gregory emphasised
allocative efficiency in the western neo-classical tradition. Kojima was
more concerned to identify factors that could trigger a process of
dynamic growth. The latter was characteristic of the Northeast Asian
approach to economic development, which seemed to have been very
successful, but which was not understood or viewed sympathetically in
older industrial countries like Australia and the United States.
English in reply agreed that the industry clubs carried with them
dangers of collusion between firms and between firms and governments.
The complementation arrangements introduced risks of trade diversion.
Judgment about the importance of these effects must be based on a view
of the political economy of each member country. He had not yet formed
a firm view, but was inclined to be optimistic about the possibility of net
gains.
English drew attention to the fact that the industry clubs’ activities
went far beyond the formulation of proposals for changing protective
arrangements, and many of the other activities provided less op
portunities for losses of the trade diversion type. Some have been
concerned with unifying standards for labels or measurements; some
with improving the bargaining position of firms in the region vis-ä-vis
outsiders in negotiations on access to natural resources; and some with
exchange of technology. It was likely that these activities carried sub
stantial net benefits.
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Comparative Experience with Economic
Integration in Developing Countries:
Failures and Successes in Latin America*
RICARDO FFRENCH-DAVIS

I

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Formal programs to promote intra-regional economic integration have
been part of the Latin American scene since the late 1950s. At present
four formal arrangements include most countries of the region with
between them over 95 per cent of Latin America’s population, GDP and
foreign trade.
This paper discusses the main attempts to promote Latin American
economic integration. It identifies some arrangements which have
contributed to a considerable expansion of intra-regional trade and
others which have lost momentum before affecting significantly the
pattern of trade. An attempt is made to identify policies that contribute
to successful regional integration. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
from the Latin American experience about supporting policies that are
necessary for successful regional integration.
The first formal integration arrangements in Latin America were
commenced over two decades ago, when Costa Rica, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua established the Central American
Common Market (CACM). The Latin American Free Trade Association
(LAFTA) was formed in the early 1960s and today has as members
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. Subsequently, the Caribbean
countries formed CARIFTA (Caribbean Free Trade Area), embracing
Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad-Tobago and seven territories, and
recently CARIFTA has been replaced by a new and more ambitious
agreement — CARICOM. Most recently, a number of adjacent Latin
* This paper is based on material prepared by the author for a research project on

Economic Integration and Developing Countries, supported by the Program o f Research
on the International Economic Order o f the Ford Foundation. 1 am indebted to
J. Scherman for his assistance.
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American countries have sought to establish an Andean Common
Market (ANCOM). ANCOM’s current membership is Bolivia,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela, all members also of LAFTA.
Chile was a foundation member of ANCOM but has since withdrawn.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 provide data on the economic characteristics of
members of each of the Latin American regional organisations. The
process of economic integration over the past two decades has often
involved conflicts between members of one or other of the regional
groupings and has suffered numerous setbacks. The atmosphere for
regional integration has been least favourable over the past four years.
Regional integration is no longer as fashionable as it was in the 1950s and
1960s.
Nonetheless, significant progress has been made throughout the
period, though with very different experience across the four regional
groupings.
This chapter focuses mainly on the main features of LAFTA and
ANCOM. LAFTA is the largest grouping in the region and ANCOM,
despite some problems, has been the most dynamic of the economic
integration arrangements.
II THE LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION
(LAFTA)
There was considerable interest in establishing a Latin American
Common Market from the late 1940s. The idea was supported by several
political and intellectual groups, and the Economic Commission for
Latin America (ECLA) provided technical support (Wionczek, 1969).
The idea took shape through the 1950s and gave life to LAFTA and the
CACM.
There was early discussion of the establishment of a common market.
But specific trade problems faced by the southern member countries
made it more urgent to conclude a limited multilateral trade agreement.
In fact, several Latin American countries had bilateral trade agreements
during the postwar years, similar to those prevailing in other areas of the
world. However, the postwar bilateral agreements persisted longer in
Latin America than elsewhere. Under these agreements some large in
convertible trade balances had accumulated, and it was one of the early
objectives of integration proposals to agree on a combination of trade
preferences and multilateralisation of balances.
Several trade and exchange reforms through the 1950s tended to
eliminate the bilateral agreements or to make trade within them less
profitable. In consequence, the share of intra-regional trade in total
Latin American foreign trade fell from over 11 per cent in 1953-5 to 6 per
cent in 1961. One early aim of integration efforts was the re
establishment of previous levels of intra-regional trade, on a different
and more stable basis.
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Seven Latin American countries signed the Treaty of Montevideo in
1960, establishing the Latin American Free Trade Association. Colombia
and Ecuador joined in 1961, Venezuela in 1966 and Bolivia in 1967.
LAFTA thus links ten South American countries, including the Andean
states, plus Mexico.
The mechanism o f commercial policy in LAFTA
It was the ultimate goal of the Montevideo Treaty to create a Latin
American common market. However, the immediate objective was
simply to eliminate tariffs and other restrictions on most intra-regional
trade within a period of twelve years (1962-73).
The technique of trade liberalisation depended on the establishment of
two lists of commodities subject to preferences: a National List and a
Common List. The National Lists covered preferences granted by each
country to all other members, as negotiated annually. The annual
negotiations were contained by an agreement that the total effect of
preferences covered by each country’s National List must reduce the
average tariff on imports from partners by 8 per cent per annum of the
average rate in the respective external tariffs. For instance, after five
years’ negotiations the average tariff on commodities imported from the
region must be at least 40 per cent below the average external tariff on
that same group of commodities. Each National List was negotiated
independently, so that the LAFTA market for a particular commodity
would not be integrated for suppliers until the commodity was included
in all National Lists. The broadening of the regional market for a
commodity was hardly a secure basis for investment to supply the
LAFTA market, since preferences could be removed at any negotiation
round so long as they were replaced with preferences for other goods.
The Common List included the products on which all countries agreed
to eliminate trade restrictions completely. It was agreed that the Treaty
must include at least 25 per cent of the value of reciprocal trade after the
first three years, and 50 per cent, 75 per cent and virtually all of that
trade after six, nine and twelve years respectively. Once included in the
Common List a commodity could not be withdrawn, although
liberalisation was actually required only after the twelve-year period had
elapsed.
The Treaty included no formal agreement to establish a common
external tariff, no effective measures to guarantee balanced development
and equitable distribution of the benefits of integration, and no
arrangements for the harmonisation of financial and economic policies
outside trade policy.
During the first three annual negotiation rounds, LAFTA made
promising advances toward the elimination of barriers on intra-regional
trade. Most of the preferences actually used affected products for which
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Table 6.2 Latin America and country groupings: exports (f.o.b.) and imports (c.i.f.) in 1960, 1970, 1975 and 19
(millions o f current dollars)
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trade already existed or had taken place within previous bilateral
agreements. Thus an important result of the process was to consolidate
and broaden traditional areas of intra-regional trade. By 1964 the targets
of trade liberalisation had been achieved, both with respect to the
National Lists and the first step of the Common List. Intra-regional
trade (in 1965) climbed to ratios similar to those obtained a decade
before, as shown in Table 6.3;' about 90 per cent of that intra-regional
trade benefited from tariff preferences agreed within LAFTA (INTAL,
1968:52-3).
But progress practically stopped after that brief early period. The
cessation of progress must be explained both in terms of shortcomings in
the legal instrument with which LAFTA was founded and of a failure of
political willingness to integrate. Some members at intermediate levels of
development sought to revive the trade liberalisation process, and
succeeded in 1964 in having LAFTA commit itself to the harmonisation
of trade policies and the movement toward a common external tariff pari
passu with the liberalisation of intra-regional trade. The most important
innovation in the new Resolution was the inclusion of a chapter calling
for a regional industrial policy which provided for the central allocation
of industrial activities (Resolution 100(iv) of 1964). This chapter was
aimed at allaying fears by the less developed medium and small member
countries that they would benefit too little from regional integration.
However, the 1964 Resolution was not implemented, though there was
some technical work carried out in relation to it. Subsequently, the
Declaration of the Presidents of America, in Punta del Este, 1967,
reasserted some of the aims approved in 1964, and in 1970 announced
that a common market would be established in not more than fifteen
years. The one article of the Declaration that had significance in the
immediate future was the acceptance of sub-regional groupings of
countries willing to move faster toward economic integration. In this, the
larger LAFTA members accepted the decision of Andean countries to
implement the more comprehensive scheme spelled out in the Bogota
Declaration of 1966, which had been signed by the presidents of Chile,
Colombia and Venezuela.
In 1968 the Protocol of Caracas extended the period within which
trade was to be liberalised under the Treaty to 1980, and postponed the
second step in the development of the Common List until after 1974,
when overall negotiations on the future of ALALC should have taken
place. Like the Resolution of 1964, the Protocol of Caracas was never
implemented. Nonetheless, LAFTA continues and a few additional tariff
preferences are granted in each annual round of negotiations.

1 It must be recalled that by 1965 Bolivia and Venezuela were not yet members of
LAFTA.
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The second decade o f LA FT A
There has been activity in more recent years in relation to financial
arrangements and to so-called Complementarity Agreements. The
Agreement on Multilateral Settlements and Reciprocal Credit was
promoted by the central banks. This Agreement was to foster direct
relationships among Latin American commercial banks and to a'^oid the
use of US intermediaries, improve the availability of credit for trade with
member countries which were experiencing balance of payments
problems2 and to ‘save’ foreign reserves. At present, the Agreement
includes all LAFTA countries plus the Dominican Republic. Under this
Agreement, assets and liabilities corresponding to regional exports and
imports of each country are registered in that country’s account and
every four months the central banks of debtor countries settle in con
vertible currency, including interest payments at ‘market’ rates.1Almost
two-thirds of trade among members is now conducted within the
Agreement. Probably the most important result of the system has been
the improvement of communications among local banks and its
associated impetus to intra-regional trade. But there has also been some
benefit from the reduction in the transactions demand for foreign
reserves within each four-month period, and from a reduction in the
commissions paid to international financial centres whose participation
becomes unnecessary with respect to intra-regional trade (LAFTA, 1973:
59-66).
Under Complementarity Agreements, two or more member countries
can agree to liberalise the trade of a group of commodities. Provision
was made for this mechanism by the Treaty, but its implementation was
set into motion only after regulations approved in 1964. Since then,
preferences are made available only to countries participating in a given
Agreement, and to less-developed partners (Bolivia, Ecuador and
Paraguay) as well.4 The Agreements are elaborated in sectoral meetings,
with the active participation of representatives of interested firms. The
resulting proposal is presented to the Board (Comite Ejecutivo Per
manente) of LAFTA comprising the permanent delegates of each
member country.
The Complementarity Agreements have occurred mainly in sectors in
which output is diversified within the firm and where there are op2 Some countries assert that this is not an objective o f the Agreement.
1 Limits to the amount of the credit are agreed by pairs of central banks. In LAFTA
(1973) there is an account of the formal features and working of the Agreement. A second
financial mechanism is the Acuerdo de Santa Domingo, approved in 1971, directed to
suppoit countries with overall balance o f payments deficits. It has been operating since
1972, though with very limited resources.
4 Before a reform o f 1964 (Resolution 99) preferences granted by countries participating
in a given Complementarity Agreement benefited all members of LAFTA. The legal
features o f these Agreements are discussed in Barros (1977:15-38).
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portunities for intra-firm specialisation. Agreements have been frequent
ly achieved among subsidiaries of foreign enterprises, which can easily
design a pattern of specialisation and have established market channels
(Campos and Isla, 1974: 126-9). There has in fact been intense interest by
subsidiaries of multinational corporations (MNCs) in sectoral meetings
leading subsequently to Agreements. Most of these MNCs have sub
sidiaries in more than one country, and there have been several cases of
location in five, six or seven member countries (Campos, 1974: 168-72).
Thus representatives of a single MNC were able to bargain from within
the national delegations of several member countries.
This obviously gives a privileged position to these enterprises,
especially since governments have been very passive and the initiative in
the design of Complementarity Agreements has been taken by the private
sector representatives.
Liberalisation via National Lists took place intensively until 1964, but
since then most of the limited additional liberalisation has taken place
under Complementarity Agreements. Concessions within National Lists
have been relatively unimportant since 1964, except for 1968-9 when the
entrance of Bolivia and Venezuela brought in an increase in the con
cessions agreed at the annual negotiation rounds. Of all concessions
agreed within National Lists over the period 1962 to 1977, 74 per cent
were granted in the 1962-4 period and 13 per cent in 1968-9.
Almost every one of the 21 Complementarity Agreements operating by
1978 originated from formal proposals prepared by groups of en
trepreneurs. Eighteen of these Agreements were completed between 1964
and 1970. For the most part they took place only when tariff concessions
were supported by users or consumers and did not meet opposition from
producers that were competitive with the firms that were promoting the
Agreement. It has become increasingly more difficult to find groups of
products with these characteristics.
All Complementarity Agreements have covered manufactured goods.
The trade to which they gave rise represented by 1971 22 per cent of
intra-regional imports of manufactures benefiting from margins of
preference (up from 6 per cent in 1966).5
Despite the relative unimportance of new preferences in later years,
since 1964 overall intra-regional trade has continued to expand slowly.
Indeed, some preferences were diminished by members reducing tariffs
unilaterally with respect to third countries.6 According to one estimate
the average gross weighted margin of preference protecting intra5 See Ayza, Fichet and Gonzalez (1975:159). The share in overall intra-regional imports
was 1 per cent and 7 per cent in 1966 and 1971 respectively.
6 Two significant cases are those o f Argentina in 1967 and Chile in 1975 onward. The
reverse occurred with Peru (1974-7) and Chile (1972-3) which established strong non-t ariff
restrictions that applied mostly on trade with non-member countries.
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regional trade rose from 17.5 per cent to 36.4 per cent between 1963 and
1966 and then fell to 21.7 per cent in 1969 (INTAL, 1974).7
The continued increase in intra-regional trade can be explained in
terms of four factors. First, almost two-thirds of the concessions granted
for 1962-5 were not yet being used by 1965 (INTAL, 1968:53).8 The
utilisation of preferences increased gradually as market channels were
established, product designs adjusted, production bottlenecks removed
and information on trade opportunities made available. Second, in
creased utilisation of preferences was probably fostered by the
development of the financial agreements put into operation in 1966.
Third, trade tended to benefit from the improvement of information,
marketing and financial channels even if it did not receive directly
preferential treatment. Fourth, the Andean Pact contributed to increased
intra-regional trade amongst its member countries after 1969, and this is
included in the LAFTA figures.9
Throughout the period under study, the share of manufactured goods
in exports increased strongly for the region as a whole. But that trend
was particularly strong with respect to the exports of Argentina and
Brazil (and to a lesser extent Mexico), as shown in Table 6.4. Exports of
manufactured goods to the region increased even more rapidly than total
manufactured exports over the period 1960-75, with the expansion of
intra-regional trade having been strongest in the 1960s. LAFTA markets
were especially important for exports of machinery and of transport
equipment from Argentina and Brazil (ECLA, 1977b:275-7).
In summary, LAFTA has made a positive contribution to the ex
pansion of intra-regional trade. In particular, it has provided a broader
market for manufactured exports and for the utilisation of installed
capacity in some sectors. Nonetheless, as discussed below, the effective
margins of preference were in several cases extremely high, following no
systematic criteria, apart from the pressure of interested parties. Fur
thermore, there has been little progress in building the institutional
7 Gross margins o f preference are not adjusted upward by the effect o f quantitative
restrictions nor downward in order to take account of large exemptions affecting the ex
ternal tariff.
8 The number o f concessions is an extremely weak indicator o f the extent o f preference
for intra-regional trade. The definition of ‘products’ is heterogeneous, and in some cases
represents a very narrowly defined good. Also the concession can imply a negligible margin
o f preference granted for one year or a large permanent margin o f preference, or anything
in between.
9 The results o f empirical research on the determinants of intra-regional trade are very
scarce. INTAL, in collaboration with the LAFTA Secretariat, estimated cross-section
functions of the share o f intra-regional imports per country; it used the unweighted gross
margin of preference as the main dependent variable (INTAL, 1974). Other empirical
cross-section research uses as dependent variable regional imports by pair o f Latin
American countries (Aitken and Lowry, 1973) regressing functions with economic size,
distance and ‘participation’ in integration as independent variables. The latter one is
measured by two dummy variables referred to LAFTA and to CACM, and covers the
period 1955-67.
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framework for almost fifteen years, and it is not clear what will happen
at the end o f the period in which intra-regional trade was to be liberalised
— extended from 1973 to 1980 by the Caracas Protocol.
The m ain shortcom ings

Countries seeking more comprehensive trade liberalisation have seen
three main problems in the performance of LAFTA. First, proposals to
reduce barriers on intra-regional trade have been dropped when they
have met opposition from vested interests. Advances were usually made
only when there were parties in one country interested in gaining markets
and no opposition from sectors in the importing countries who felt
threatened. Thus there was no possibility of an active policy assuring
expanded markets from the very beginning via the freeing o f intraregional trade in a wide range of commodities, which might have been a
greater inducement to integration through the creation of investment
opportunities geared to the broadened frontier.
The second problem that has been identified derives from the fact that
when LAFTA offered opportunities for the creation of new industries,
their fate was left completely to market forces. Greater relative levels of
development are present in the industrial poles of Argentina, Brazil and
Mexico. Medium and small-sized countries feared the repetition within
Latin America of the world economic pattern, wherein some countries
are mostly limited to the production of raw materials, while others
specialise in the production of manufactures which are thought to be
more effective in promoting economic development.10
The third major weakness identified in LAFTA was the absence of
economic policy harmonisation beyond the (partially implemented) trade
liberalisation. In fact, only one aspect of trade was partially regulated;
that is, either the margin of preference or the internal nominal ta riff of
those commodities negotiated. There was no consideration o f criteria to
guide the level and structure of effective protection being negotiated, nor
of other variables influencing the overall protection of those goods.11
The lack of harmonisation seemed to create problems in relation to the
share of benefits and the amount o f influence that could be captured by
foreign enterprises, whose bargaining position improved when internal
barriers to trade were removed without the harmonisation o f domestic
policies. Several countries feared that the acceleration of the integration
10 See a discussion o f the subject in Diaz-Alejandro (1972). A discussion of various
aspects o f the issue can be found in Robson (1971).
11 The margins o f preference granted tended to be influenced strongly by the ta riff
protection prevailing before the negotiations. Thus the inefficiencies o f national ta riff
policies tended to be extended to the region. Nonetheless, the combination o f economies o f
scale and o f the enlarged market faced by each country tended to increase the degree of
redundancy of nominal protection, eventually improving the actual allocative efficiency of
the ta riff system.
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process,12 within the prevailing framework, would tend to concentrate
benefits in the most developed members and to serve the interests of the
transnational corporations more than those of the Latin American
economies.13
Almost none of the measures that would have been required to ac
complish the announced goal of a common market were adopted. Such
basic measures include the establishment of a common external tariff,
co-ordination of foreign exchange and export promotion policies,
agreement on common treatment of foreign investment and creation of a
mechanism distributing costs and benefits among partner countries. The
failure to build a more comprehensive scheme led several LAFTA
members to seek a path of their own. The Andean countries, who needed
expanded markets more than did the three largest LAFTA members
(Argentina, Brazil and Mexico), began to build a wider integration
scheme in the years from 1965 to 1969.
Ill

THE CA R TA GENA A GREEMENT ' 4

The Andean Pact was signed in 1969 by Bolivia, Chile, Colombia,
Ecuador and Peru. Since then it has shown significant progress, although
it has not been free from the obstacles to be expected in an undertaking
involving countries experiencing the range of political changes that have
taken place in the sub-region. Though there has been sustained progress,
the pace has been slower since 1973 for several reasons. First there was
the need to revise various proposals in order to consider the presence of
Venezuela, which signed the Agreement in 1973.15 Then came a long
discussion that ended with the retirement of Chile in October 1976.
Subsequently, the process has moved ahead again with moderate speed.
The Andean countries’ integration agreement reflected growing
awareness that an intensive process of economic integration could
remove some of the obstacles to development while affirming national
sovereignty. In spite of the more rapid advances of the Andean Pact, it is
consistent with continued participation in LAFTA, according to
regulations agreed in 1968 that accepted the creation of sub-regional
agreements. Thus the Andean nations seek to advance more quickly
toward the establishment of a common market of the ‘Andean subregion’. If and when the remaining members of LAFTA are prepared to
12 For an examination of the changes in attitude of many Latin American countries in
relation to a rationalisation o f policies vis-ä-vis foreign investment, see Vaitsos (1974).
13 A theoretical discussion of the effects of integration on the distribution of benefits
among transnational corporations and member countries can be found in Tironi (1976:
ch.3). Rather realistic assumptions can lead to cases of ‘immiserising growth’. See also
Bhagwati and Tironi (1979).
14 This section is partly based on section 111.1 to 111.3 o f Ffrench-Davis (1977).
15 The Agreement was modified on that occasion by what is known as ‘Lima Consensus’.
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accelerate the integration process, it is expected that the Andean
countries will participate in discussions as a single unit. 16
The present five members of ANCOM are of comparable size to
Argentina or Brazil, or Mexico, in terms of population, GDP and per
capita GDP. The Andean countries are more ‘open’ economies than
these large countries, partly because of their smaller individual size and
their possession of rich natural resources, so that the value of exports
from the Andean countries is double that from Argentina and Mexico
taken together.
Within the Andean group there is still heterogeneity among partners
with respect to per capita income, industrial development and size of
domestic market. Nonetheless the heterogeneity is much less than that
within LAFTA.
The institutional framework
The most important features of the Cartagena Agreement are its
provision for:
(a) A regional institution with executive power, backed up by a solid
technical staff;
(b) selective liberalisation of trade among member countries, and the
gradual establishment of a common external tariff;
(c) a system designed to achieve an equitable distribution of the
benefits of integration, whose principal instrument is regional
investment planning. The system also contemplates several forms of
preferential treatment for Bolivia and Ecuador, the two least
developed member countries; and
(d) harmonisation of economic policies, beginning with the area of
foreign direct investment.
The Cartagena Agreement’s Commission and Junta are principally
responsible for designing, approving and implementing specific policies.
The Commission, the political body, consists of one delegate from each
country. 17 The Presidency is rotated each year. The Junta is the technical
body. It is headed by three members appointed by the Commission for
periods of three years, and has its headquarters in Lima. The Junta is
responsible for the elaboration of the proposals which, according to the
rules of the Pact, are submitted to the Commission for consideration and
approval.
16 In the meantime, the Andean countries have been dealing as one economic unit in their
relations with other LAFTA members in such matters as negotiations related to tariff
preferences and industrial production agreements.
17 Generally the Director of each country’s Secretariat o f Integration or Foreign Trade
Institute fills this post. It is up to each country to determine the rank within its government
o f its representative. Nonetheless, since 1975, most countries are represented by Ministers
of Economics or Development, and on occasions the delegations o f the other countries
have been also headed by officials with that rank.
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Other institutions also collaborate in various ways in the integration
process. Several co-operation agreements and advisory bodies have been
established for various purposes. The most important are the Andean
Development Corporation (Corporaciön Andina de Fomento, CAF)
whose task is to gather resources and provide financial support for the
integrated development of the sub-region, and the Andean Reserve
Fund.18
IV TOWARDS
M ARKET

THE

ESTABLISHM ENT

OF

A

COMMON

Tariffs on commodities not produced within ANCOM were reduced at
the outset, thus instantaneously providing an expanded market to any
potential investment in those sectors. Where there was production in
more than one national market, each country was authorised to postpone
the commencement of liberalisation for about 5 per cent of the items of
the tariff schedule (custom universe), until agreements on the
rationalisation of installed capacities and on the localisation of output
had been reached. Barriers to trade in the remaining goods — about twothirds of the custom universe — have been reduced gradually since
1971.19
In accordance with a program of gradual automatic liberalisation,
about 3,000 items or groups of commodities are subject in 1979 to a
maximum internal ad valorem custom duty of 32 per cent and an average
of 14 per cent, which is less than one-third of the tariff rates prevailing in
1969.20 The Cartagena Agreement provided for internal tariffs to be
reduced by 10 per cent each year, thus disappearing in 1981. The con18 Other entities, named for their founding agreements, are the Andres Bello Agreement
(educational integration), Hipölito Unanue Agreement (co-operation in health programs),
and the Simon Rodriguez Agreement (social-labour integration). In addition, various
advisory councils to the Junta have been created and are composed of high level officials
from the corresponding national institutions responsible for the formulation and execution
of policy in their respective areas. Among them are the Planning, the Monetary and Ex
change Rate, the Foreign Trade, and the Physical Integration Councils. For dates of
foundation and responsibility of these and other Andean Pact organisms, see JUNAC
(1974). Furthermore, there is a growing number of organisations grouping professionals,
entrepreneurs, labour leaders, and research institutes.
19 There is a clearly more favourable treatment for Bolivia and Ecuador: they reduce
internal tariffs more slowly; and the other members reduce tariffs more rapidly with respect
to tariffs on imports coming from those countries. A detailed study of the different
mechanisms of liberalisation of intra-regional trade can be found in Aninat (1978).
20 It is useful to mention that the Andean Custom Universe contains about 5,000 items,
at the eight digit level. It is called Nabandina, and it is based on the standard classification
of Brussels. Internal customs duties were reduced in 1971 to the lowest of the existing rates
for each item in the tariff schedules of Colombia, Chile and Peru, with a maximum ceiling
of 100 per cent. In the case of commodities included in the LAFTA National Lists of any of
these three countries, the corresponding tariff rate was adopted as ceiling instead of the
external tariff. The simple average of the starting tariff rate was 44 per cent (estimate based
on Aninat, 1978:140). In the case of the goods comprising the first step of the Common List
(to be liberated at the end of the process leading to the LAFTA free zone), all import
restrictions were abruptly eliminated during 1970.
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eluding date has since been put back to 1984, spreading the second half
of the reduction over eight rather than five steps.21
Bolivia and Ecuador benefit from special preferences because they are
the less developed partners. Commodities in the gradual program of
liberalisation and produced in Bolivia and Ecuador have been free from
tariffs in the markets of other member countries since 1974. Ecuador has
made extensive use of these special margins of preference, but Bolivia
has not yet done so.
The progressive removal of barriers is one crucial factor explaining the
rapid increase in intra-Andean trade.22 From very low levels when the
Cartagena Agreement was signed, intra-Andean trade rose to 8 per cent
of member countries’ total trade in 1977 (Table 6.5).
As might be expected, manufactured goods have contributed a large
part of the increase in intra-regional trade. The rate of increase of intraregional trade in manufactures has been almost four times as high as that
of raw materials during the period 1970-7: manufactured exports grew at
27 per cent per annum and raw materials at 7.2 per cent, with an average
for total intra-regional exports of 16.7 per cent.23
‘Traditional’ exports of manufactures (Table 6.6), trade in which was
already well established in the 1960s, have grown more slowly (or have
declined) since 1973. ‘New’ exports of manufactures have expanded
from 9.5 per cent to 49.0 per cent of intra-Andean exports.
Tariff policy is the main foreign trade instrument employed by the
Pact to regulate the structure of imports.24 This mechanism makes clear
to the government the level of protection that is being provided for the
various import substitutes. By contrast, the traditional systems of
generalised bureaucratic or quantitative restrictions obscured from
21 See ‘Protocolo de Lima Adicional al Acuerdo de Cartagena’, October 1976, and
‘Protocolo de Arequipa’, April 1978, both modifying the Cartagena Agreement. The
Protocolos extend various dates related to the Common External Tariff and Industrial
Programs. The countries agreed to eliminate from January 1971 all non-tariff restrictions
to trade in import quotas, prior deposits, bureaucratic ‘red tape’ and other mechanisms
traditionally operative in their foreign trade policies. However, registration and checking of
declared prices, regulations on imports o f transnational corporations, sanitary regulations
and other ‘qualitative’ controls can continue in effect or be established.
22 The removal of barriers has increased the commercial contacts among member
countries, which, despite some improvement brought by LAFTA, were notoriously weak
before the Cartagena Agreement. The subsequent intra-regional knowledge o f trading
opportunities, and the opening o f marketing channels, has also increased trade in com
modities that have not benefited from formal margins o f preference.
23 The relative rates of growth changed between 1973 and 1977, partly because o f the
behaviour of manufactures with a low value-added which we have not been able to separate
out from the total.
24 Other foreign trade tools will also influence the composition o f imports, though in an
indirect way; for example, exchange-rate policy and some non-tariff devices. Mechanisms
belonging to other policy areas, such as industrial programming, also affect the com
position o f trade. All these have been considered explicitly or are consistent with the
Cartagena Agreement.
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Table 6.6 Andean group: composition of main intra-regional exports

(millions of 1977 dollars, and percentages)
Sector of origin

Agriculture
New
Traditional
Mining
New
Traditional
Manufactures
New
Traditional
TOTAL

Per cent

Value
1970
53.2
0.2
53.0
23.8
0.2
23.6
68.8
13.8
55.0
145.8

1973
36.3
1.2
35.1
17.7
6.0
11.7
140.3
79.6
60.7
194.3

1976
69.7
11.5
58.2
26.5
13.5
13.0
199.3
144.7
54.6
295.5

1970

1973

1976

36.5
0.1
36.4
16.3
0.1
16.2
47.2
9.5
37.7
100.0

18.7
0.6
18.1
9.1
3.1
6.0
72.2
41.0
31.2
100.0

23.6
3.9
19.7
9.0
4.6
4.4
67.4
49.0
18.4
100.0

Source: JUNAC (1978, Table AT-15). Exports of petroleum have been excluded. ‘M inor’
items traded, representing a share rising from 6 to 13 per cent of intra-regional
exports, have been omitted because there was insufficient information to classify
them. The figures in dollars of each year have been deflated by an index of exportprices of France, Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain, Japan-and United
States of America.

governments the rates of protection that were being granted to each
import substitution activity.
The Andean import policy is to be expressed in a Common External
Tariff (CET) schedule, that is to cover all tradable products. Each
country is expected gradually to equate its national tariffs to the CET on
items imported from outside the sub-region. A so-called minimum CET
has been implemented gradually between 1971 and 1976. Members
cannot charge lower duties than the agreed rates, but are permitted to
maintain higher rates.25 Subsequently, members should modify their
tariff schedules annually, commencing in 1977,26 until common rates
among all members are reached in 1981.27The date for attaining the CET
has since been postponed to 1984. Meanwhile, a lower minimum CET,
adjusted downward in 1976, will operate from 1977 to 1980.28
When the Common External Tariff comes fully into effect, it may
differ from one product to another, but each product will be subject to
the same rate in all countries. The level and structure of the tariff will be
determined by reference to such considerations as their labour intensity,
27 A brief description and analysis is found in Aninat (1978).
26 Almost all dates of commitment of the Agreement refer to 31 December; we have
replaced 31 December 1976 by the year 1977, and so on.
2 As mentioned above, Bolivia and Ecuador enjoy certain privileges, one of which is the
extension of their period of adoption of the CET to ten years. Furthermore, they were not
subject to the minimum CET.
28 The arithmetic average of the minimum CET has been reduced from 40 per cent to
about 28 percent.
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or their contributions to technological development, or whether they are
infant industries.29 The CET proposed by the Secretariat is intended to
‘optimise’ the allocation of resources within a distortion-ridden setting
with widespread unemployment. The level of effective protection
granted to each activity has been determined on the basis of an estimate
of the gap between social and market costs of production. However, in
cases where part of the resulting nominal protection appeared to be
redundant, the tariff rate has been revised downward.10
In general terms, the methodology adopted tends to imply that the
regional substitution of imports would be pushed up to the point where
social costs of production are equal to or lower than international prices.
In that sense, trade diversion taking place within those limits would be
efficient.31
The establishment of a common market requires much more than the
liberalisation of reciprocal trade and the implementation of common
external tariffs. Aside from the major aspects that will be discussed in the
following pages, we should mention the elimination of tariff loopholes
(exemptions) which weaken the integration process whether their
beneficiaries are sectors or regions, state or foreign enterprises; har
monisation of monetary, credit and foreign-exchange policies; and
rationalisation of other foreign trade mechanisms such as quotas, prior
permits, sanitary regulations, nomenclature, and criteria for setting
values on dutiable items (on the basis of which the CET is to be applied
at customs). Progress has been made in several of these areas, and has
tended to be directly proportional to the priority attached to a uniform
policy in each area. Thus, a common customs nomenclature has already
been established, known as Nabandina (JUNAC, 1974b), and basic
criteria for co-ordinating exchange rate policy have been defined
(JUNAC, 1974c). The creation of an Andean Reserve Fund (Fondo
Andino de Reservas) was agreed in November 1976, and started to
operate in July 1978. Its equity amounts to $240 million. Its aims are to
support temporary balance of payments problems of member countries
with its own capital and with additional funds obtained in Andean
countries and international financial markets, to improve the investment
of Central Bank reserves, and to serve as a channel for the harmonisation
of exchange rate policies and financial relations with third countries.12
29 See JUNAC (1973), for a discussion of alternative objectives usually assigned to tariff
policy, and the analysis leading to their replacement. It is worth noting that JUNAC has
made systematic use o f the concept o f effective protection in order to determine the
nominal CET.
10 The various criteria used to determine the effective protection of each group o f ac
tivities, the problems o f aggregation and the conversion o f effective into nominal rates, are
summarised in JUNAC (1978b).
31 The subject is discussed and qualified, within a second-best framework, in FfrenchDavis (1979).
32 See JUNAC (1978b).
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Integration of domestic monetary policies, on the other hand, has been
considered to be less urgent and feasible. The ordc of priority for each
of these policy areas has been determined according to the political
feasibility of establishing uniform policies and the expected benefits that
action might have toward the fulfilment of the objectives of the pact. 33
V REG I ON A L IN VES TMENT PL A NNIN'G

The Sectoral Programs for Industrial Development (SPID) are the main
direct instrument within the Cartagena Agreement for industrial
planning34 and for an equitable distribution of the benefits of the in
tegration process. The SPID mechanism was designed to correct the
imbalances and inefficiencies that some feared would appear when
countries with diverse levels of development were brought together in a
single market.
About a third of total tradable merchandise is subject to eventual
inclusion in sub-regional investment planning. 35 This is still an excessive
number of products for the centralisation of all production decisions,
but that is not the purpose of the SPID. Rather, the program prescribes
that groups of new industrial activities with technological linkages —
each an ‘industrial complex’ or ‘product-family’ — be assigned to a
particular country. The designated country is given the right to produce
the respective product-family and is guaranteed a market free of ob
stacles and tariff barriers in the other member countries. Partner
countries agree not to promote the development of similar activities for a
certain number of years, to liberalise imports originating only in the
designated country, and to apply a duty equal to the CET against other
nations.
It can be seen that the decision of where to invest is taken away from
the market. Based on a proposal of the Junta, the Cartagena Agreement
Commission decides which product-families are to be assigned to which
countries. The role of the market, however, is not eliminated from the
succeeding phases of productive activity. The centralised decision on
where to invest is accompanied by more decentralised control of how
33 In brief, political feasibility depends on the degree of autonomy in the handling of
policy tools that each country must forgo because of harmonisation. The benefits of co
ordinated policies depend mostly on the influence of each policy in the foreign trade of each
country.
34 Other direct instruments that have been considered in the Agreement are the programs
for rationalisation of existing industries and for agricultural development.
35 About one-fifth of the tariff universe does not form part either of the SPID reserve or
of the program of automatic liberalisation of intra-regional trade. Those items belong
mostly to existing industries for which member countries have feared the consequences of
mutual competition. In deference to this fact, each country is entitled to include a certain
number of items on lists of exceptions. The trade barriers for these goods can be main
tained until 1988 unless the Commission previously approves a rationalisation program
with respect to them.
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much, when and how to produce. One of the mechanisms of control is
the CET, which sets the maximum surcharge in relation to international
prices that the exporting country can impose. Such an approach seeks to
establish a complementary relationship between ‘market’ and ‘planning’
(Ffrench-Davis, 1974).
Programming is not restricted to the geographical allocation of sec
tors. It might be convenient to centralise other decisions in order to
achieve an efficient growth of some manufacturing industries. For in
stance, the externalities presumably involved for each firm could
possibly justify the centralisation of marketing and technological
development, perhaps within ‘multinational Andean’ corporations.
The first SP1D was approved in 1972. This was a very significant
event, both because it marked the beginning of sub-regional investment
programming and because of the economic importance of the products
involved, which included an important segment of the metals and
machinery sector.36 The Program encompasses approximately 200 items,
chiefly machine-tools, mining equipment, electrical equipment, and
instruments. The implementation of this SPID tends to improve the
economic and technological conditions of production of the metals and
machinery items covered by the automatic and gradual liberalisation of
intra-regional trade. The margins of protection enjoyed by the products
embraced by the plan range from 35 per cent to 80 per cent — in general
higher than tariff levels now considered ‘reasonable’ by member
countries, and they probably could be lowered substantially when the
sector activities reach full production. The sector is thought to merit
higher protection than the average granted to industrial activities because
it is relatively labour-intensive and allows the development of know-how
whose use can be spread throughout the rest of the economy.37
Items reserved for programming cover ten other sectors, each one
likely to be the subject of an SPID. The most prominent relate to the
petrochemical and automotive sectors.38 The second SPID covering
petrochemicals was approved after long negotiations in August 1975 and
slightly revised in 1978. Lesser labour-intensity and lesser contribution to
the technology applied in other sectors have been seen as justifying lower
protection for petrochemicals than for metals and machinery, with
36 For analysis o f the provisions of this program, contained in Decision 57, see Avila
(1978). The program excluded automobile parts and iron and steel metallurgy, which are to
be covered by other SPID. Negotiations are under way for the incorporation o f Venezuela
which was not yet a member o f the Pact in 1972.
37 The high capacity to absorb labour represents a contribution to GNP that is not
captured by the firm in economies like the Andean countries with large unemployment. The
same happens with the spread of ‘know-how’. Both aspects are externalities that can be
partially compensated via tariff protection. If used in this manner, the CET can perform as
a planning tool for development.
38 Several other Programs were sent to the Commission in 1975. Subsequently they were
readjusted in order to take account o f the retirement o f Chile.
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nominal tariffs set between 20 and 35 per cent. Some potential economies
of scale have been lost because negotiators have sought a petrochemical
industry for each country. However, despite this shortcoming, the
Program will allow a more efficient development of the sector than
would be possible through the independent efforts of each country.
The SPID for the automotive industry was approved in 1977. The
Program should reduce the range of vehicles assembled and allow greater
specialisation in the production of components. It has not been possible
to achieve a joint bargaining process with TNCs in the sector, but some
countries have increased their bargaining power by dealing jointly.
Upon the approval of all of the SPID, it would be desirable and
feasible to foster an exchange of allocations among countries in order to
achieve a larger sectoral specialisation by each participant.39Two factors
are likely to lead to this outcome. It is clear that some countries will face
difficulties in implementing simultaneously all allocations that have been
assigned to them. In addition, further evaluation of various projects will
reinforce knowledge on the incidence of external economies and
economies of scale, and underline the importance of avoiding dispersion
of effort.
VI FOREIGN IN VES TMEN T POL IC Y

Liberalisation of intra-regional trade can weaken the position of the
developing country vis-a-vis the large transnational corporations if it is
not accompanied by co-ordinated industrial and foreign investment
policies. The options open to foreign enterprises expand with in
tegration, for by investing in any one country the enterprise has access to
the markets of all member countries. The corporation can choose the
country which offers the greatest privileges.40 This tendency is
strengthened by the fact that since TNCs are already established in
several countries of the region, they are in a more favourable position
than national firms to benefit from the removal of intra-regional trade
barriers. Consequently, the farther the integration of market advances,
39 Attempts to achieve an equitable distribution of costs and benefits in each specific
Program among all the countries of the sub-region would cause the loss of economies of
scale and external economies. It is convenient, therefore, to analyse SPID in conjunction
with others slated for implementation in the near future. This approach to investment
assignment would permit the greater specialisation of one or two countries in each sector,
the trade-off for which would be greater specialisation of the remaining countries in other
industrial sectors. This can be assumed to be the sense of Article 39 of the Agreement,
according to which equity is sought in the distribution of the benefits of the SPID as a
whole.
40 It should be noted that the Agreement has improved the bargaining position of An
dean countries in all the branches covered by an SPID. In these cases, the foreign investor
cannot choose the country that offers the most advantageous conditions, but must establish
his industry exclusively in the country or countries to which that activity has been assigned.
This allows the government of the latter to capture a larger share of the economic ‘rent’ if it
wishes to do so.
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the higher the priority that should be assigned to the adoption of a
common regime for dealing with investments from outside the subregion (Tironi, 1977).
There is evidence that a liberal policy toward foreign capital is most
attractive to investments with short payback periods. This follows partly
from investors’ realisation that excessively favourable conditions are
likely to be modified after a short time. Stable investment conditions,
even if relatively severe, are very much more attractive to long-term
investments.
These considerations caused the Junta and the Commission to
establish strict but stable conditions for foreign investment. Foreign
investors were sought who would be willing to operate mixed enterprises,
with participation of the State or private Andean investors, who would
make effective contributions to administrative and technological
development, and who would develop markets for new Andean exports.
Uniform approaches to foreign investments were approved during the
first months of the Andean Pact’s existence. An agreement, known as
Decision 24, establishes the minimum restrictions to be applied by each
government to foreign investment in activities ‘closely linked’ to in
tegration, but allows member governments to legislate stricter norms if
they so desire.41 In other activities, each country can make use of ex
ception clauses.
Decision 24 can be modified only through the concurrence of several
countries, which makes it more stable. Each new foreign investment
requires the explicit authorisation of a national organism responsible for
the negotiation, admission and regulation of the investment.42 The
Agreement regulates the use by foreign investors of internal and external
credit and of export franchises. Automatic reinvestment of profits
(exceeding the equivalent of 7 per cent of their own capital per year) and
purchase of shares in domestic enterprises are required to pass through
the same selective channels as initial investment. The Decision recom
mends that these investments be prohibited in strategic sectors such as
financial activities, advertising and communications, but governments
who are not prepared for such a step have recourse to exception clauses.441 Decision 24 is currently in effect in all member countries. Its status is that o f an in
ternational commitment, that is, it prevails in case o f conflict with internal legislation. See
Acta Final, Decimosexto Periodo de Sesiones Ordinarias, Comision del Acuerdo de
Cartagena, Lima, November 1974. Several improvements of Decision 24, that maintain all
its essential aspects, are included in Decision 103, of October 1976. It settles problems of
interpretation, defines matters that were left open in 1970, and introduces some ad
justments.
42 Most of the norms apply equally to the treatment o f brands, patents, royalties and
licences. A discussion of the main provisions and effects of Decision 24 is developed in
Tironi (1977).
43 In addition, yearly remittance o f profits was limited to 14 per cent o f the capital. It has
recently been increased to 20 per cent by Decision 103. It should be noted that restrictions
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Finally, the Agreement provides for the gradual transfer of ownership of
foreign firms, both new and old, into domestic hands. Three categories
of firms are defined according to their ownership: national, mixed and
foreign. National firms have more than 80 per cent domestic capital;
mixed have domestic ownership between 51 per cent and 80 per cent;44
and others are foreign enterprises. Decision 24 stipulates that foreign
enterprises should be transformed gradually into mixed enterprises
within fifteen years. Foreign firms that do not agree to a timetable for
conversion into mixed enterprises are not permitted to export to member
countries at the preferential tariff rates. Enforcement of this provision is
left to the importing country.
The application of the Agreement on common treatment of foreign
capital is still in its initial phases. Ultimately, its success will depend on
the development of widespread understanding of the Agreement’s ad
vantages in the long term for each country. It is also crucial that each
government is able to establish an effective bargaining and evaluation
mechanism for handling foreign investment on a case by case basis.
The continual exchange of experiences that is envisaged by the
Decision should in itself assist each member country’s management of
foreign investment. No doubt, the rationalisation of treatment of foreign
investment will cause some firms to hold back from investment and
others to withdraw. But there will be other corporations who are at
tracted by the promised stability of the new arrangements, and by access
to the wider Andean market.
VII

CONCL UDING REM A RKS

For over two decades there have been formal efforts towards economic
integration by Latin American countries. The first regional organis
ations, LAFTA and CACM, had some early success but both have
stagnated in recent years. Each was held back by the absence of a system
to ensure balanced distribution of the benefits and costs of integration.
The CACM has removed most internal trade barriers and established a
common external tariff but each country has maintained national in
centives which have hampered specialisation within the Central
American sub-region. Nonetheless, the industrialisation of the subregion has been assisted and intra-regional trade has expanded con
siderably.
on remittances apply to the outcome, not to the cause o f the profits. They are o f secondary
importance, therefore, if the provisions discussed in the text are properly implemented.
44 Enterprises with less than 51 per cent domestic ownership can be considered mixed
enterprises in cases in which the state is a stockholder and ‘has determinant capability in the
decision making process’. A 30 per cent share held by the state is set as the minimum
requirement for mixed enterprises in these cases. Capital of Andean origin is to be con
sidered as domestic capital.
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The achievements of LAFTA have been more limited. LAFTA was
less comprehensive than the CACM, and the distribution problem was
greater because of the larger heterogeneity of its members. However,
trade also expanded, and LAFTA allowed some specialisation in
production and higher rates of utilisation of installed capacity in
countries that had advanced within an inward-looking approach to
industrialisation during the 1940s and 1950s.
The later Cartagena Agreement benefited from the Andean countries’
experience with participation in LAFTA. The Cartagena Agreement
aims to establish a Common Market, various mechanisms of joint
planning, the achievement of a more equitable distribution of benefits
and a more autonomous pattern of development.
The terms of the Cartagena Agreement subsequently have been given
concrete form, through such means as the definition of products ear
marked for industrial planning, the minimum common external tariff in
two steps covering 1971-6 and 1976-9, the arrangements for common
treatment of foreign investment, an Andean technological policy, and
development programs for the metals and machinery, automobile and
petrochemical sectors. These steps have been complemented by co
operation among presidents of the central banks, and Ministers of
Foreign Relations, Planning, Health, Agriculture, Education and
Finance. The integration process, with all its shortcomings and despite
some setbacks, has been moving ahead throughout the decade of ANCOM’s existence.
But a long and difficult road lies ahead. Besides difficulties in the
implementation of decisions that have been taken already, important
policy decisions must still be taken on the remaining sectoral plans for
industrial development, common external tariff, programs for
rationalisation of established industries which have been excluded
temporarily from integration, and the development of harmonised
foreign exchange, tax and various foreign trade policies. Successful
future progress depends on the simultaneous fulfilment of two con
ditions. First, the Board must continue to carry on its work with the
dynamism and imagination that characterised its early years. The other
crucial condition is the presence of a will to integrate, supported by the
capacity of each country to foresee the potential benefits that the totality
of decisions offers to them.
DISCUSSION
MOHAMED a r i f f opened the discussion: My comment will discuss briefly
the lessons that ASEAN could possibly learn from the Latin American
experience and those issues which are relevant to regional groupings in
general. My comments fall under three sub-headings: intra-regional
trade; industrial co-operation; and common approach to external
economic relations.
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Intra-regional trade

The shortcomings of selective liberalisation of intra-regional trade are
brought out clearly by the LAFTA experience which has shown that after
a brief period of some activity, trade liberalisation tends to come to a
grinding halt. Progress will be slow and the associated distortions will be
large within such a selective approach. This approach has apparently led
the five Andean countries, which have preferred a faster pace, to form a
sub-regional grouping called ANCOM, and has resulted in an extremely
unequal distribution of gains, with Argentina and Brazil benefiting most.
That ASEAN could run into similar dangers is already evident from
the trilateral agreement among the Philippines, Singapore and Thailand
to cut intra-regional tariffs across-the-board, when Indonesia and
Malaysia have remained stuck to the step-by-step and item-by-item tariff
cuts. The ANCOM’s experience in this regard is instructive for ASEAN.
Under the Cartagena Agreement, internal tariffs were to be reduced at
the rate of 10 per cent per year so that they would disappear by 1981.
This has since been modified: the deadline has been shifted from 1981 to
1984 and less developed partners (Bolivia and Ecuador) have been given
special concessions or preferences. It seems to me that such an approach
would be appropriate for ASEAN, with Indonesia as the least developed
of all ASEAN countries being given special treatment. Indonesia would
then perhaps be more receptive to the idea of across-the-board tariff
cuts.
While ASEAN may thus be well-advised to adopt the Andean ap
proach towards intra-regional trade liberalisation, ASEAN should be
cautioned against the imitation of a customs union of the Andean
variety. To my mind, a customs union of any form is not in the interest
of ASEAN. For one thing, common external tariffs will render ASEAN
an extremely inward-looking economic entity with strong trade-diverting
effects. Second, common external tariffs are politically not feasible in
view of the diversity of economic structures within ASEAN.
Industrial co-operation

As regards industrial co-operation, ANCOM seems to rely heavily on
central planning. The selection of sectors for investment and the
geographical allocation of them are strictly programmed, although the
role of the market is not eliminated in the implementation phase. This
appears to be somewhat similar to the ASEAN approach on the ‘package
deals’. The dangers inherent in this approach in terms of allocative
inefficiency are fairly clear and need no further elaboration. The wisdom
of customs union treatment for these projects through the imposition of
common external tariffs, in particular, can be questioned seriously. But
Ffrench-Davis has been absolutely silent on these issues in his chapter. I
would think that the elimination of trade barriers and the creation of a
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climate conducive to investment would enable the private sector to ex
ploit the business opportunities in such a way as to bring about efficient
resource allocation in the region. Other policy objectives may be
achieved through other means in such a way as not to stifle market
forces.
Common approach to external economic relations
Ffrench-Davis has nothing to say on the combined ‘bargaining strength’
of LAFTA as a group, or ANCOM as a sub-regional group vis-a-vis the
rest of the world. One of the gains of any regional grouping lies in the
collective bargaining power in international negotiations. ASEAN’s
strength in this regard has already been demonstrated in a numoer of
ways. Ffrench-Davis, however, does mention the importance of what he
calls the ‘common treatment of foreign capital’. The need for such a
harmonisation of investment incentives for foreign capital is also felt in
the ASEAN region. Competition among ASEAN countries for foreign
investment seems to have led to overly generous offers of tax and other
incentives by individual ASEAN countries, from which foreign investors
have apparently gained at the cost of potential tax revenues of host
ASEAN countries.
There are cases of multinational corporations (MNCs) which have
moved from one ASEAN country to another enjoying tax holidays all
the time. Harmonisation of investment incentives among all ASEAN
countries has been mooted. But harmonisation should not mean stan
dardisation, since differences in the investment climate and priorities do
exist between member countries. Harmonisation should then mean the
elimination of those anomalies of which foreign investors are able to take
unfair advantage.
Ffrench-Davis speaks of the fears in Latin American regional
groupings that the integration process would serve the interests of the
MNCs rather than those of the member countries. Similar concerns also
have been expressed in certain quarters within ASEAN as well. There
have even been objections raised to the physical presence of MNC
representatives in the various ASEAN business club meetings. It is in
teresting to note in this regard that Ffrench-Davis speaks of the
possibility and implicitly of the desirability of the emergence of
multinational Andean corporations. This reminds me of the proposal in
certain ASEAN quarters to create ASEAN multinationals to replace the
MNCs. It is not clear to me why ‘exploitation’ by global MNCs is
frowned upon while that by regional multinationals is not. This remark is
not meant to underplay the potential importance of such ASEAN
multinationals, which may emerge over time in the process of regional
integration. That is fine. But, regional multinationals which spring up
overnight cannot be substitutes for the global MNCs, since the strength
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of the MNCs lies in the market expertise and technical know-how which
they possess and which take years to develop.
TED ENGLISH continued the discussion: 1 will concentrate wholly on
ANCOM as it is more like ASEAN than the other Latin American
regional groupings. Both ANCOM and ASEAN have five members of
not too different economic size. The range of per capita income across
member countries is wider in the case of ASEAN. There is also greater
social and cultural homogeneity in ANCOM where there is a common
majority language and religion. The population of the ANCOM partners
is only one quarter of the size of ASEAN’s while their combined GNP is
only one-eighth less than ASEAN’s because of the higher per capita
income. ANCOM has much slower growth of GNP and faster growth of
population currently than in ASEAN. The wealthiest ANCOM member,
oil rich Venezuela, is the largest in GNP and the third largest in
population so that its role is more important than the wealthiest country
in the ASEAN group. The economic performance of ANCOM countries
has been much less uniformly strong than in ASEAN.
The most important features of ANCOM as seen by Ffrench-Davis are
a strong executive and technical staff; a selective liberalisation of trade
amongst members and a move towards common external barriers; a
system for more equitable distribution of the benefits of integration; and
a harmonisation of economic policies especially on foreign investment
control. I will refer briefly to each of these elements.
On the institutional side, the author mentions the Commission, Junta
and Andean Development Corporation, but he fails to note that a body
for judicial interpretation of the agreement has not been established. The
absence of agreement on this matter has made it difficult to settle
disputes on arrangements made under the agreement including those
relating to complementation.
On the process of selective trade liberalisation there has been
significant progress. On about three-fifths of the items in their trade
classification system (based on Brussels nomenclature) they have reduced
tariffs by an average of about two-thirds. However, the completion of
the move to internal free trade has been delayed for three years.
It is encouraging to note that the common external barrier proposed
for 1984 is to be lower than the average of national tariffs. However, at
last report the levels of the common external tariff had not finally been
adopted.
The level and structure of this tariff are to be designed to foster
labour-intensive industry, technological development, or value-added in
import industries. It could be argued that the first of these may be
promoted better by free trade, since this would do more to encourage
large expansion of the labour-intensive industries with most potential for
export. The notion of a difference between social and market cost of
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production in manufacturing industries also deserves close and critical
examination. How valid is this distinction in most manufacturing sec
tors? It seems to me that there are likely to be large intra-industry dif
ferences in divergence between private and social costs, in which case it
would be better to attack them through policies that were not specific to
industry sectors.
The processes of achieving equity are of particular interest. First there
is the grant of special concessions to Ecuador and Bolivia which were
given free access to the markets of the other countries by 1974. The
difference in effect has been most instructive. Ecuador has taken ad
vantage of the opportunity to become the country with largest trade
gains. But Bolivia has done very little — a good indication that, as others
have commented, trade opportunity is not everything. Bolivian
governments have failed to invest in the skills and infrastructure required
to stimulate specialised exports.
Then there is the equity-directed Sectoral Programs for Industrial
Development (SPID). These are really complementarity schemes
designed to avoid the dangers of benefit polarisation. They are expected
to cover almost one-third of tradable merchandise production. The
programs are planned by the governments and negotiated with industry.
To date the main SPID planned have been in metal working industries,
automobiles and fertilisers. Only firms which have been involved in the
negotiated arrangement will be granted free access to the regional
market, and the management of the activity could take the form of a
multinational Andean corporation. I find real difficulty with the degree
of government intervention in these programs and also with the claim
that because certain of the industries (e.g. metallurgical-mechanical) are
labour-intensive they deserve higher levels of protection. Nor am I
confident under these circumstances that the efficient development
which Ffrench-Davis predicts will be forthcoming. What about the effect
of the higher protection itself?
The paper says very little about the automobile program. I am in
formed from other sources45 that the government ran into great difficulty
in getting co-operation from the multinationals in a scheme for
rationalising component manufacture by centralising engine production
for General Motors and Ford. The multinationals’ jealous concern for
the differentiated character of their product made it impossible to get
agreement for this program. The metal working program has worked
better apparently because economies of scale are less significant in that
sector and there are fewer high-profit branded products.
I have most doubts about the wisdom of ANCOM policies on the final
issue — the harmonisation of foreign investment policy. The judgment
has been made that the interests of multinationals do not correspond
45 Members o f the ANCOM staff.
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with those of the ANCOM members, so that extensive control and the
strong encouragement of majority membership by ANCOM networks is
needed to guarantee the interests of Latin American countries and their
people. Yet the problems associated with foreign investment seem to
derive from policies that governments have designed and could change
without massive direct intervention — policies relating to excessive tax
incentives, high levels of protection and patent and trade mark laws that
permit restrictive practices. I question whether it would not be much
better to focus effort on modifying such measures so that investment
decisions could be made within an efficiency and competition-inducing
environment. I believe that ASEAN has something to teach ANCOM
about the benefits to be derived from a less constraining investment
climate. This does not detract from the possible merit in both cases of
strengthening competitive forces in the market. Even a policy for
locating industry in the various member states to achieve regional equity
need not require so extensive a regime of controls and so high a degree of
direct participation by governments.
The general discussion questioned whether the Latin American schemes
had assisted development in the member countries, compared the Latin
American arrangements with ASEAN, and requested more information
on the mechanics of the Andean arrangements, including the role of the
Secretariat.
It was accepted that the Latin American schemes had been more
successful in increasing intra-regional trade than most other
arrangements for regional integration amongst developing countries. But
there was reason to doubt whether they had contributed positively to
development. The second-best nature of the argument for regional in
tegration was accepted, and yet one participant argued that the increase
in intra-Latin American trade did not amount to a second-best approach:
there would have been less resource misallocation if each individual
country had continued on its old protectionist way. Regional integration
had encouraged the establishment of large capital-intensive importsubstituting projects that would otherwise not have been undertaken.
Most of the increase in intra-regional trade had resulted from trade
diversion. The rural population had paid the price of the further sub
sidies to industrialisation and the inequitable income distribution in these
countries had become even worse. The continuation of import sub
stitution through the regional arrangements had reduced pressures for a
major shift in trade policies to make them more outward-looking. When
mistakes had been made within the regional arrangements, the
requirement of lengthy international negotiation made them very much
more difficult to remove than mistakes on a national scale. Finally, there
had been a huge diversion of scarce administrative skills into the Latin
American regional arrangements, and this had weakened national ad-
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ministration with important adverse effects on the various national
economies.
One participant used the Latin American experience to make a point
about foreign investment that is taken further in chapter 14. The Hymer
(1976) and Kojima (1968) theories of foreign investment were said to
ascribe too many of the attributes of direct investment to the en
vironment from whence it had come. The actual character of foreign
investment was determined as much by the policy framework in the
recipient country as by the character of the investing company and
country. Thus United States foreign investment in Latin America was
trade-replacing as in the Kojima thesis, but in the more open East Asian
economies it was often export-oriented.
One aspect of Latin American industrial policies was compared
favourably with Northeast and Southeast Asia by one participant: the
Latin American governments had been more active with controls on
pollution and exploitative working conditions. It was true that each
country should make up its own mind how much economic growth it was
prepared to forgo to limit environmental deterioration, but there had
been a tendency for East Asian governments to ignore the issue
altogether. Similarly, there was a good neo-classical argument for
limiting government intervention and promoting competition in the
labour market, but government intervention in some East Asian
countries had banned trade unions and allowed wages to be maintained
at artificially low levels.
Ffrench-Davis in reply rejected the idea that the expansion of intraLatin American trade had reduced welfare. He argued that the proper
standard of assessment was not some ideal free trade situation in each
member country, but rather the grossly distorted, autarchic industrial
policies that would have been followed in the absence of the regional
schemes. In this respect the Latin American countries were in a very
different position from the ASEAN countries: national policies w'ere
very much more distorting in Latin America, and the opportunities for
gains from second-best regional arrangements correspondingly greater.
Prior to the integration arrangements, national tariffs in the Andean
countries were very high with wide dispersion, and there was no tendency
towards improvement. Tariffs up to 100 per cent were common for
goods for which there was competing national production, and were very
low for capital goods and for non-competing goods. Both the average
level and the dispersion of tariffs have fallen to some extent in recent
years, and this has been helped by the integration process. Previously the
levels of tariffs were correlated with the amount of excess capacity in an
industry and also with capital intensity. This bias is being replaced by a
more appropriate bias towards labour-intensive industries.
In concluding his remarks, Ffrench-Davis described the ANCOM
Secretariat’s role in initiating some policy proposals. In other cases
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policy proposals have come up from member governments. A high
proportion of the limited funds available to the Secretariat was used for
research and for dissemination of information on trade flows, the
structure of protection and economic policies in member countries. Both
government officials and independent analysts have been seen as clients
of the research and information activities of the Secretariat.

PART II
THE FIVE ASEAN ECONOMIES
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Trade Strategies and Industrial Development
in the Philippines: with Special
Reference to Regional Trade Preferences
ROMEO M. BAUTISTA

/

INTRODUCTION

Section II of this paper gives an overview of the Philippine economy,
describing briefly trade and development patterns in the postwar
period. To a significant extent postwar economic development in the
Philippines had been shaped by foreign trade and payments policies
which were linked intimately to government efforts to promote in
dustrialisation. The nature of these policies and their effects on
resource allocation, output, growth, employment generation and other
development concerns are described in Section III. Some of these
policies’ broad implications for the direction of ASEAN economic co
operation are also discussed. Section IV examines the two major
forms of ASEAN industrial co-operation announced to date, the
multiple investment projects and industrial complementation, with
special reference to the nature of Philippine participation and its likely
impact on the country’s development effort. Finally, Section V in
vestigates more closely the role of intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation in
furthering Philippine industrial development. The scope for expanding
labour-intensive manufactured exports and rationalising the country’s
industrial structure is examined in the light of the evolving ASEAN
preferential trading arrangements and contemporary developments in
the external economic environment.
II POSTWAR GROWTH AND STRUCTURAL CHANGE
From a state of devastation at the end of World War II, the
Philippine economy underwent profound changes in the course of the
subsequent three decades. Even excluding the early postwar years of
reconstruction, relatively rapid growth of output was attained during
1949-77, which witnessed an average annual increase in real GNP of
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6.1 per cent. Population grew at 3.0 per cent per annum, so that the
average annual rate of increase in real GNP per capita was 3.1 per
cent (Table 1.3).'
According to the data on net domestic product (NDP) presented in
Table 7.1, the Philippine economy had grown faster in the 1950s and
the 1970s. Real NDP increased at an average rate of 7.4 per cent per
annum from 1949 to 1957; this was followed by a deceleration in
output growth until 1972 and then by a resurgence from 1973 to 1977,
with the exception of the oil crisis and world recession year 1974.
Prior to 1974, manufacturing can be seen as having been a leading
sector, growing at an average annual rate of 8.3 per cent. It is also
seen from Table 7.1 that growth in the mining sector slowed down
considerably during the period 1973 to 1977, while agriculture and
especially construction showed significantly higher rates of output
increase than in the preceding two decades.
Table 7.1 Average annual growth rates of domestic product (1972

prices) by industrial origin, 1949-77 (per cent)
1949-53 1953-7 1957-61 1961-5
Agriculture
Industrial sector
Mining
Manufacturing
Construction
Utilities
Service sector
Net domestic product

7.7
8.8
23.5
14.1
0.3
3.6
9.4
8.6

4.3
8.1
7.7
11.1
2.6
5.7
0.6
6.2

4.2
3.7
1.0
5.7
- 1.6
2.5
4.6
4.2

4.6
5.8
2.7
4.8
10.8
3.0
4.6
4.8

1965-9
4.0
5.5
14.6
6.6
-0 .6
5.3
4.7
4.6

1969-73 1973-7
3.4
7.3
11.4
7.5
5.2
7.9
4.6
4.9

5.4
8.1
4.3
5.0
21.8
11.2
5.2
6.1

Source: National Accounts Staff, National Economic and Development Authority.

The share of manufacturing in real NDP nearly doubled from 11.2
per cent in 1949 to 20.3 per cent in 1973, subsequently declining
slightly. Agriculture’s share fell from 38.7 per cent in 1949 to 30.4 per
cent in 1977, while that of the service sector had been maintained at
close to 40 per cent.
On the expenditure side, Table 7.2 indicates a growth of personal
consumption in real terms throughout the period, although a mild
slowdown seems to have occurred in the 1970s. A reversed pattern is
shown by government consumption expenditure, rapid growth
characterising the more recent years. Except in the early 1950s and
1970s, investment appears to have been expanding at remarkably high
rates, particularly during 1953-7 and 1973-7. The relative instability of
the foreign sector is reflected in the variability of the average annual
rates of change in the country’s exports and imports.
1 In contrast, based on the estimates of Hooley (1968), the average annual increase in per
capita GNP during 1902-48 was only 0.2 per cent.
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Table 7.2 Average annual growth rates of gross national product

(1972 prices) by expenditure, 1949-77 (per cent)
Item
Personal consumption
expenditure
Government consumption
expenditure
Gross domestic capital
formation
Fixed capital formation
Exports of goods and
services
Less: Imports of goods and
services
Gross National Product

1949-53 1953-7 1957-61 1961-5

1965-9

1969-73 1973-7

8.3

6.1

4.2

5.2

4.7

3.4

4.1

5.2

3.8

5.2

4.7

5.9

10.1

8.4

3.8
2.8

11.9
12.3

4.9
3.6

8.8
9.7

7.9
6.4

2.9
0.8

13.9
17.8

6.8

1.5

2.6

13.6

- 1.5

8.3

7.5

7.8
8.6

9.0
6.8

-2 .0
4.6

5.7
5.2

9.2
5.0

-0 .4
6.2

8.3
6.2

Source: National Accounts Staff, National Economic and Development Authority.

The share of personal consumption expenditure in GNP declined
continuously from 81.2 per cent in 1949 to 64.0 per cent in 1977. Over
the years the share of government consumption remained at about 10
per cent, reflecting a relatively modest contribution to GNP by in
ternational standards. There was a remarkable rise in gross domestic
capital formation as a proportion of GNP from less than 15 per cent
in the early 1950s to more than 27 per cent in the mid-1970s. Foreign
trade has been very important to the Philippine economy, as indicated
by the fact that the share of exports to GNP ranged from 14 per cent
to 24 per cent over the years. The ratio of annual imports to GNP has
been generally higher, reflecting the country’s normal position during
the postwar period as a net capital importer to balance the persistent
current account deficit.
Philippine imports of food and industrial consumer goods as a
proportion of total imports have declined significantly since the early
postwar years and especially since the 1960s. On the other hand, the
import share of intermediate goods (particularly crude oil, since 1973)
and equipment has risen.
The concentration of Philippine exports in a few principal com
modities is evident from Table 7.3. Through the 1960s, for example,
fully three-quarters of the country’s export earnings were contributed
by five primary commodities, namely sugar, logs and lumber, copra,
coconut oil and copper concentrates. .In the 1970s, a marked ex
pansion occurred in non-traditional manufactured exports (see also
Table 7.4), which partly explains the significant decline in the con
tribution of the principal export commodities.
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Table 7.3 Principal exports of the Philippines, 1949-77 (per cent of
total exports)
Commodity

1949

1953

1957

1961

1965

1969

1973

1977

Logs and lumber
Copra
Sugar
Coconut oil
Copper concentrates
Copra cake and
meal
Bananas
Total principal
exports
Per cent
$ million
Total exports
Per cent
$ million

1.3
36.1
18.2
7.0
1.0

7.2
29.3
24.0
4.2
0.8

10.4
30.6
19.2
4.9
3.5

18.4
17.6
28.2
3.2
5.4

21.0
22.1
117.7
8.8
6.0

26.4
10.2
17.5
5.9
15.5

18.0
8.8
14.6
8.0
14.6

6.4
6.4
16.2
13.1
8.5

1.5
0.0

0.9
0.0

0.9
0.0

0.8
0.0

1.5
0.0

1.0
0.1

1.1
1.5

1.8
2.3

72.9
180.6

70.0
279.9

72.8
313.8

76.5
382.1

79.7
612.4

78.4
670.0

68.3
1288.3

57.6
1814.9

100.0
247.8

100.0
398.2

100.0
431.1

100.0
499.5

100.0
768.4

100.0
854.6

100.0
100.0
1886.3 3150.9

Source: Central Bank of the Philippines, Statistical Bulletin (various issues).

Table 7.4 Non-traditional manufactured exports of the Philippines,
1970-7 ($ million)
Item

1970

Building elements
and fixtures
1.0
Cement and other
nonmetallic mineral
products
3.3
Chemicals and
products
5.2
Clothing
0.4
Electric machinery and
appliances
0.03
Footwear
0.4
Furniture and fixtures
1.4
Machinery and parts
(excl. electrical)
0.6
Metal products
1.0
Oil products
17.3
Paper and products
0.3
Textile products (excl.
clothing)
5.4
Transport equipment
0.1
Travel goods, hand
bags, etc.
0.9
Miscellaneous
4.3
Total
41.6
(annual percentage
change)
(27.6)

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

0.7

1.6

0.5

1.3

1.9

3.4

5.6

10.3

7.9

24.9

36.5

32.4

27.8

38.4

6.2
0.7

6.2
2.4

10.0
11.4

15.2
23.7

21.2
33.1

26.3
80.6

51.8
113.7

0.4
0.7
1.4

1.8
1.2
1.7

0.9
2.1
3.3

2.1
3.7
6.1

2.7
3.0
5.2

7.1
5.2
9.8

18.8
10.2
21.8

1.8
0.9
24.2
0.4

3.0
1.4
19.3
1.9

2.3
2.4
16.0
9.1

4.2
3.2
17.3
5.0

6.8
3.4
37.4
0.7

7.0
3.8
22.4
0.4

21.3
6.3
18.9
0.4

6.9
0.3

8.5
0.2

24.3
1.4

20.1
1.3

22.0
2.7

28.2
8.4

33.9
14.2

0.8
5.3
61.0

1.7
8.4
67.2

4.5
10.0
148.8

7.6
23.3
170.6

10.2
46.3
229.0

22.8
51.5
304.7

6.0
60.1
421.4

(14.7)

(34.2)

(33.1)

(38.3;

(46.6)

(10.2) (121.4)

Source: Central Bank of the Philippines, Statistical Bulletin (various issues).
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The principal trade partners of the Philippines have been the United
States and Japan. Due to colonial ties dating back to the turn of the
century, the Philippines has historically been highly dependent on the
United States as a market for exports and as a supplier of imports. Since
the granting of political independence in 1946, however, a gradual
reduction of the US share in Philippine foreign trade has taken place,
particularly in the 1950s and 1960s, accompanied by an increasing level
of trade with Japan. By 1970 Japan was contributing about the same
proportion of total Philippine trade (30 per cent of imports and 40 per
cent of exports) as the United States. With the recent drastic increase in
the relative importance of crude oil to the total import bill, the combined
share of the United States and Japan in Philippine imports has dropped
to about one-half; similarly, the share of these two countries in exports
fell to about 60 per cent from 1974.
Western European countries, particularly West Germany, the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands, account for most of the remaining trade
flows, although there has been a dramatic increase in merchandise trade
with socialist countries, notably Russia and China, from a negligibly
small base in 1973. As shown in Table 1.4, Philippine trade with ASEAN
countries has been small, accounting for less than 5 per cent of total
import and export flows. Singapore has been the principal ASEAN
export market, while Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand have been the
principal import suppliers. The Philippines has been incurring deficits in
intra-ASEAN trade, which expanded sharply to an average of $162
million in 1976-7.
The substantial increase in national income in postwar years has not
been associated with more widespread distribution of the benefits of
economic growth. At least until the early 1970s, Philippine economic
development was accompanied by high rates of unemployment and
under-employment and very unequal income distribution which showed
no signs of improvement (ILO, 1974). Within the manufacturing sector,
the pattern of postwar industrialisation was mostly adverse to labour
absorption with, shifts in industrial and size structure favouring lower
relative labour use (Bautista, 1973). To a large extent this and other
developments described above were influenced by the trade and in
dustrialisation policies adopted during the period.
Ill

TRADE POLICIES AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Postwar policy to promote industrialisation favoured mainly the limited
segment of the manufacturing sector producing import-substituting
consumer goods. The Philippines had this in common with most other
developing countries but in an unusually severe form. There was ef
fective discrimination against export-oriented industries and those
producing capital goods and intermediate products.
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Import substitution as an industrialisation strategy began in 1949 when
controls on imports and foreign exchange were instituted as an ad hoc
response to a severe balance of payments crisis. But what was initially
viewed as a curb on the consumption of less essential imports soon
became a protective device to encourage production of their substitutes.
The maintenance of an over-valued currency and the allocative function
inherent in a system of trade controls provided an effective means of
influencing the pace and pattern of industrial development. The criterion
of ‘essentiality’ introduced a strong bias toward the domestic production
of substitutes for finished industrial consumer goods, imports of which
were considered inessential, while imported raw materials, intermediate
goods and capital goods were obtained at artificially low prices (in peso
terms).
The consequence for industrial growth was favourable in the first half
of the 1950s: manufacturing value-added increased by an average of 15.8
per cent annually from 1949 to 1956. After this exuberant stage,
associated with a sudden increase in the profitability of some industrial
investment, opportunities for production of consumer goods began to
decline because of the limited size of the protected domestic market.
There was a drastic reduction in the average annual growth rate of
manufacturing value-added to 6.3 per cent during 1956-60. By the end of
the 1950s producer goods accounted for nearly 90 per cent of the annual
import bill and there was obviously little scope for further substitution
for ‘inessential’ imports. The worsening trade deficit prompted
authorities to introduce a multiple exchange rate system that effectively
devalued the domestic currency in import transactions. At the same time
import and foreign exchange controls began to be dismantled. In 1962
the peso was made freely convertible at the market rate and formal
devaluation from 2 to 3.9 pesos per dollar took place in 1965.
Industrial growth apparently was hampered by these changes in trade
policies, at least in the transition period. As shown in Table 7.1 above,
the average annual rate of increase in manufacturing value-added was at
its lowest value during 1961-5. It rose after 1965, due in part to increased
government expenditure and other expansionary policies in the second
half of the 1960s.
The policy reforms in the early 1960s did not very much alter the in
centive structure favouring import-substituting industries that produced
consumer goods at the finishing stages. The import restrictions and peso
overvaluation of the 1950s were merely replaced by a highly protective
tariff system, which were instituted in 1957 at the time when tariff
preferences with the United States were being withdrawn under the
Laurel-Langley Agreement. • The following average tariff rates were
computed by Valdepenas (1970:81) from a sample of 111 commodities
classified according to the essentiality categories of the Central Bank:
highly essential goods, 15 per cent; essential consumer goods, 18 per
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cent; essential producer goods, 25 per cent; non-essential producer
goods, 30 per cent; and non-essential consumer goods, 51 per cent. Thus
the biases were retained against backward integration and against ex
ports. The main impact of the dismantling of controls would seem to
have been simply the removal from importers of the scarcity premium
arising from import restrictions.
Toward the end of the 1960s the economy was again facing a balance
of payments crisis, precipitated by the need to service short-term foreign
credit which financed the trade deficits and development efforts in the
second half of the decade. The peso was floated in February 1970, the
exchange rate moving to 6.4 pesos per dollar by the end of the year. No
import liberalisation measures followed the devaluation (import quotas
and bans were reimposed in the late 1960s, albeit not as extensively as in
the 1950s) and domestic prices rose sharply.
In January 1973 a new tariff code took effect which simplified the
previously very complicated tariff schedule by reducing the number of
tariff rates to only six (a ‘basic revenue rate’ of 10 per cent and a ‘fivelevel schedule of protection rates’). The average nominal protection
apparently increased as a result: for the 1,639 items in the old tariff code,
rates of duty were increased in 796 cases, reduced in 451 cases and left
unchanged in 392 cases (ILO, 1974:113). A study of effective protection
rates (EPRs) in the Philippines (Tan, 1978) based on tariffs and indirect
taxes in 1974 reports the weighted average EPR for manufacturing in
dustries to be 125 per cent compared to only 8 per cent average EPR for
the primary sectors (agriculture, forestry and mining). Export-oriented
sectors (defined as those exporting more than 10 per cent output) have an
EPR of - 16 per cent. Tan’s other findings, together with the EPR
estimates in Power and Sicat (1971) for 1965 and Baldwin (1975) for
1949-71, indicate the persistence of a strong bias in the incentive
structure in favour of consumer goods at the expense of intermediate
products and capital goods.
One significant aspect of recent Philippine economic policy is the
greater attention being devoted to the expansion of industrial exports,
which was initiated by the enactment of the Export Incentives Act of
1970. Among other incentives, manufacturing firms registered with the
Board of Investments (BOI) under this Act qualify for incentives in the
form of tax exemptions, deductions from taxable income and tax
credits.2 The effective subsidy has been found to be relatively large for
firms that actually availed themselves of the tax benefits, but for BOIsubsidised industries, the average EPR in 1974 appears to have risen by
2 More specifically: accelerated depreciation, exemption from export tax, tax exemption
on imported machinery and equipment, tax credit on domestic capital equipment, tax
deduction for export traders, tax deducion for expansion reinvestment, tax deduction for
the use o f labour and domestic materials, tax deduction for training expenses, tax
deduction and credits for regional dispersal, tax credits for witholding tax on interest and
special tax credit for export producers.
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only about 5 per cent.
As may be discerned from Table 7.1, value-added in manufacturing
grew more rapidly in the early 1970s than in other periods after 1957.
Between 1973 and 1975 manufacturing growth declined abruptly to 3.1
per cent, reflecting the influence of the oil crisis of 1973-4 and world
recession during 1974-5. This was followed by a quick recovery to 5.7 per
cent and 7.5 per cent respectively in 1976 and 1977, to which the rapid
growth of non-traditional manufactured exports (Table 7.4) made some
contribution.
On the whole, Philippine manufacturing has had a fairly satisfactory
output performance over the postwar period. The average annual rate of
increase in manufacturing value-added from 1949 to 1977 was 7.8 per
cent, exceeding the GNP growth rate by slightly over two percentage
points. Changes in the pattern of industrial growth also suggest that the
substantial incentives to import-substituting industries induced a
vigorous expansion in import-replacing consumer goods production,
especially before 1957 (Baldwin, 1975:123-8). However, there were some
unfavourable consequences. Assembly and packing operations con
stituted the bulk of the new production activities and these were heavily
dependent on imported materials and capital equipment. Their inability
to compete in foreign markets reflected the inefficiencies in resource
allocation and use.1*3 At the same time the relative bias in the incentive
structure against backward integration and production for export
inhibited the growth of industries that could have realised the country’s
comparative advantage as well as the economies of scale in producing for
the world market.
Given the labour-surplus character of the Philippine economy, in
dustrial labour absorption over the postwar period has been disap
pointingly low. Despite the relatively rapid growth of manufacturing
output, the sector’s contribution to total employment has remained
roughly constant at about 12 per cent. This can be attributed to several
factors related to the nature of industrial and trade policies. A major
influence has been the inward orientation of favoured industries which
not only constrained production from the demand side (given the limited
size of the domestic market), but also hindered the growth of labourintensive industrial exports. The structure of economic incentives biased
toward the use of capital that persisted over the postwar period has been
another inhibiting factor in industrial labour absorption in the Philip
pines. The ‘essentiality’ rule conferred private benefits on the im
portation of capital equipment during the ‘control’ period of the 1950s.
1A recent study o f domestic resource costs (DRCs) in Philippine manufacturing
(Bautista and Tecson, 1978), based on input-output data for 1969 and 1974, finds wide
variability in industry DRCs, reflecting the cost indiscriminateness of past industrial
promotion policies. Another significant finding is the strong positive (rank) correlation
between sectoral EPRs and DRCs.
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With ‘decontrol’ in the 1960s, the low tariff rates on imported capital
equipment had much the same effect. The package of BOl incentives
served to perpetuate through the 1970s the distortion in the incentive
structure against labour use.
As regard shifts in size structure and technology choice in manufac
turing, there was much faster growth of inherently more capital-intensive
large establishments (relative to small-scale manufacturing). On the
whole Philippine manufacturing also showed a marked tendency to shift
during most of the postwar period toward less labour-using production
techniques and products (Bautista, 1973; ILO, 1974). Favoured in
dustries producing import substitutes frequently had no choice but to use
imported technologies with little scope for substituting labour for
capital. Even where there was scope for factor substitution, the artificial
underpricing of imported capital resulted in a socially inappropriate
choice of production techniques.
The severe underutilisation of the labour force4 is related to another
policy concern to which postwar industrial development cannot be said
to have contributed positively: the highly inequitable distribution of
income. From 1956 to 1971 (the results of the 1975 family income survey
are not yet finalised), the Gini coefficient remained at around .50. Over
this period, the income share of the bottom 40 per cent families fell
slightly from 12.6 per cent in 1956 to 12.1 per cent in 1961, and 11.9 per
cent in 1971. The postwar record also shows a downward trend in real
wages — whether one takes agricultural workers, unskilled and skilled
urban labour, or ‘white collar’ occupations in service activities. This
would seem consistent with Baldwin’s assessment (1975:149) that the
main beneficiaries of past trade and industrialisation policies have been
the owners and managers of the large enterprises in manufacturing.
It is against this backdrop that the participation of the Philippines in
ASEAN economic co-operation needs to be assessed. Can it provide
scope for offsetting some of the unfavourable effects of postwar trade
and industrialisation policies on the economy, contributing thereby to
the achievement of Philippine development objectives?
While this question will be examined in the succeeding sections in the
context of particular co-operation schemes, some general considerations
might be indicated at this point. The first is that costs and benefits arising
from regional economic co-operation, especially among developing
countries as heterogeneous as the ASEAN economies, are not only
difficult to foresee but also subject to varying perceptions by national
4 Average open unemployment rate was 7.4 per cent of the labour force during 1956-73,
while average full-time equivalent unemployment (adjusting for underemployment) was
25.9 per cent, based on a 50 hour standard (Tidalgo, 1976). Employing a labour utilisation
framework which takes into account open and ‘passive’ unemployment, loss of produc
tivity, and mismatch of occupation and education, Hauser (1974) calculates that about onehalf of the Philippine labour force in 1968 was utilised inadequately.
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governments. This would underlie the difficulty and slowness of
government officials in reaching agreement? and implementing them. If
ASEAN is to progress significantly as an economic bloc, strong political
leadership and solidarity are necessary.
Second, the ASEAN countries are basically private enterprise
economies, in that direct participation of government in economic ac
tivities is quite limited. For regional economic co-operation to affect
significantly economic development, private decision-makers must be
aware of economic opportunities in the various regional co-operation
schemes. To inform and sensitise the private sector is therefore a major
task of ASEAN governments.
A related matter concerns the possible divergence between private and
public interests. Even if private decision-makers take action in support of
ASEAN preferential arrangements, they may be pursuing goals which do
not coincide with the development objectives of the national economy.
There is need therefore for national governments to provide guidance to
ensure that ASEAN economic co-operation will complement national
development efforts.
As a policy instrument, regional co-operation is likely to be efficient in
contributing to some national policy objectives (for example, growth in
output and foreign exchange earnings or savings), but not necessarily to
others. Since ASEAN countries (except possibly Singapore), have high
rates of unemployment and underemployment, labour force utilisation is
an overriding policy concern. Presumably there are domestic policy
instruments, such as the promotion of small- and medium-scale in
dustries, that would be more efficient than ASEAN regional projects in
generating employment. It would be appropriate for national
policymaking to use each instrument where it is comparatively efficient
and to utilise the gains from regional co-operation in ways that would
advance the country’s development objectives. For instance, the con
tribution to each country’s output and foreign exchange that an ASEAN
regional project makes efficiently might be used to finance domestic
projects with high labour absorptive capacity. Thus, the overall con
tribution of ASEAN co-operation to the development goals of the
member countries would depend on the nature of the regional co
operative schemes implemented and the manner in which national policy
makers translate the benefits from ASEAN preferential arrangements to
programs of more direct relevance to the major concerns of policy.
IV A SEA NINDUSTRIA L CO-OPERA TION
Regional industrial projects

The economic case for regional industrial co-operation among
developing countries is based on the expected gains from scale economies
and increased specialisation. If, given the state of technology, large-scale
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production is required for the economic viability of certain investment
projects, at least two difficulties present themselves that may deter in
dividual ASEAN countries from undertaking such projects. These are
the smallness of the national market and the large amount of capital that
is required. ASEAN industrial co-operation offers a solution to these
problems by assuring access to a regional market through preferential
arrangements and by sharing the capital cost of any regional project
among the co-operating countries.
The two major forms of industrial co-operation being utilised by the
ASEAN members are multiple investment projects, with the ASEAN
governments collectively selecting and allocating specified industrial
projects, and industrial complementation arrangements, including intra
industry and specialisation and exchange of products in which the private
sectors in the ASEAN countries are to play an active role.5
The first package of ASEAN industrial projects already identified
assigned a phosphate fertiliser project to the Philippines. Doubts have
been expressed about the international competitiveness of the fertiliser
project even before the detailed feasibility study has been completed,
with some government officials tending to support the substitution of a
newsprint project as the country’s first ASEAN regional project.
The phosphate plant has been designed to use as principal raw
materials sulphuric acid from the proposed national copper smelter and
imported phosphate rock. Two variations of the project are being
studied at present: a 410 metric tons per day (mtpd) phosphoric acid
plant; and a 255 mtpd phosphoric acid plant with 60 mtpd NP/NPK
(nitrophosphatic fertiliser) granulation plants. In the first variation,
production of phosphatic acid is envisaged at 111 thousand metric tons
(tmt) per year, the plant producing also 46 tmt of gypsum (used in
cement manufacture). The second variation is projected to produce 340
tmt of NP/NPK and 289 tmt of gypsum annually. Total investment costs
are estimated at $44.1 million for the former phosphoric acid plant and
$65.2 million for the latter phosphoric acid and granulation plants.
The available information on supply and demand for phosphoric acid
and NP/NPK is limited as yet to the Philippine market. The
prefeasibility study on the project would seem to indicate that the
Philippines will have an exportable surplus of phosphoric acid until
1989, increasing from 45 tmt in 1980 to 171 tmt in 1982 and diminishing
gradually to only 6 tmt by 1989. The NP/NPK granulation plants, also
operating by 1980, would produce larger surpluses in the initial years.
The hesitancy of the Philippine government about the phosphate
project is understandable in view of the unfavourable comparison
? A third scheme of ASEAN industrial co-operation recently identified is the co
ordination of national projects in selected industries. At this time member countries are just
beginning to exchange information on large-scale national projects in the steel and
petrochemical industries.
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between estimated production costs and the international prices of
fertiliser and phosphatic acid in more recent years. As shown in Table 7.5
the observed f.o.b. price (US Gulf) of phosphoric acid per metric ton
during 1976-7 was $180-188, which range represents only about 50 to 60
per cent of the ‘low’ and ‘high’ estimates ($308 and $379, respectively) of
total production cost per metric ton of phosphoric acid. Similarly,
NP/NPK production would entail costs much higher than the recent
prices of the various fertiliser grades.
Table 7.5 Comparison

of production costs with world
phosphoric acid and NP/NPK fertiliser grades

prices:

Estimated production costs

World prices (f.o.b., US Gulf)

Per metric ton, phosphoric acid
Low
$308
High
379

Per metric ton, phosphoric acid
1976/77
$180-188
1975/76
185-360

Per metric ton, fertiliser
grade 18-46-0
Low
High

$191
235

Per metric ton, fertiliser
grade 18-46-0
1976/77
$110-140
1975/76
110-175

$138
167

Per metric ton, fertiliser
grade 16-20-0
1976/77
1975/76

n.a.
n.a.

$142
166

Per metric ton, fertiliser
grade 14-14-14
1976/77
1975/76

$75-100
80-150

Per metric ton, fertiliser
grade 16-20-0
Low
High
Per metric ton, fertiliser
grade 14-14-14
Low
High

Source: Prefeasibility Study of ASEAN Industrial Project on Phosphatic Fertiliser.

It is worth noting that in 1974-5 the range of world prices of phos
phoric acid was $410-490, while those for the particular fertiliser grades
that would be produced by the proposed plant were $200-400 and $ 150350 respectively. Presumably, the original interest in the phosphate plant
as an ASEAN industrial project for the Philippines was influenced by the
high prices prevailing at the time in the international market. In the same
manner the subsequent steep decline in world prices has required a very
careful investigation of the commercial profitability of the project.
A prefeasibility study of the newsprint project, which is increasingly
favoured by the Philippines as its first ASEAN industrial project, has
also been completed by the Board of Investments using technical data on
an existing newsprint plant in the Philippines. A 350 tmt per year
capacity is envisaged at an investment cost of $534 million. This is about
four times the capacity of the Philippine newsprint plant, which supplies
about 95 per cent of the country’s newsprint consumption.
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Estimated total consumption of newsprint in the ASEAN countries
was 285 tmt in 1976, which is projected to rise to 374 tmt by 1980, 522
tmt by 1985 and 730 tmt by 1990. Taking into account the expansion of
the existing Philippine plant to 105 tmt in 1980 and the implementation
of the plans of Indonesia and Thailand to establish newsprint plants of
95 tmt and 60 tmt respectively, the projected gap between ASEAN
newsprint production and consumption has been estimated to be 272 tmt
in 1985 and 480 tmt in 1990.
Of the project’s total investment requirement, $304 million or 86 per
cent would constitute fixed capital cost. It is estimated that about 85 per
cent of machinery and equipment will be imported. The project would
employ 700 workers and managers at an annual cost of $3.33 million,
representing about 2.5 per cent of total production cost.
Production costs in the prefeasibility study depended on whether
lumber oil or wood wastes was to be the main source of energy. Rates of
return were substantially higher with wood wastes, at 8.9 per cent on
sales, 5.3 per cent on total investment and 21.4 per cent on equity,6all at
constant prices.
As illustrated by the first set of agreed ASEAN industrial projects,
intermediate goods production would be the likely thrust of this form of
regional co-operation. It is possible that the availability of lower-cost
intermediate goods could improve the competitiveness of final goods
production which, given the distortions in the prevailing incentive
structure, have been relying on expensive and occasionally unreliable
local and foreign sources. In principle, therefore, there is much to
recommend this form of industrial co-operation among ASEAN
countries.
It is in the selection and allocation of regional projects that problems
are bound to arise. In the first place, existing national plans to develop
certain industries might effectively preclude the establishment of
regional projects in such industries, as illustrated by the difficulties being
faced by Singapore’s diesel engine project. As a way of reducing the
scope for pre-emption by decisions at the national level, it might be
suggested that ASEAN countries identify as early as possible a large
number of prospective regional projects, agreeing that no similar
national projects should be planned over a specified period of time.
Secondly, there is a need to balance the net benefits arising from the
regional projects among the participating countries.8 One very appealing
6 The proposed debt-equity ratio is 3:1, and bank loans amounting to 75 per cent o f the
total capital requirement is assumed to be paid over a period of ten years at an interest rate
o f 4 per cent. No cash flow problem for the project is expected.
1 Had the newsprint project described above been selected as a potential ASEAN project
before Indonesia and Thailand had formulated their plans to establish their own newsprint
plants, there would have been an even larger market for the ASEAN newsprint project.
8 This would not be inconsistent with making the multi-project package as large as
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approach would be to develop a comprehensive economic model to
allocate projects in a multiple investment package (cf. Naya and
Moncur, 1978), deriving the optimal location pattern in a programming
framework based on some assumptions about the objective function, for
example minimising total costs of the regional projects, and constraints,
including a specified distribution of country benefits. Such an approach,
however, is likely to fail in practice due to the extreme difficulty of
measuring the benefits to different countries in a uniform way, not to
mention the problem of providing the required data base and obtaining
agreement on the relevant shadow price. The various dimensions of costs
and benefits — direct and indirect, short- and long-run, economic and
non-economic — from a given regional project, will be affected by the
varying perceptions of individual governments shaped by each country’s
development objectives, resources and other constraints. It cannot be
expected, therefore, that a common view with respect to the measure
ment of benefits would prevail.
It has been suggested that,**9 since ASEAN countries have a common
major interest in saving (or earning) foreign exchange, regional in
dustrial co-operation would be a paticularly suitable instrument to use in
pursuing that policy objective. While foreign exchange earnings or
savings do not constitute the totality of benefits accruing to the co
operating countries (the measurement of which is perhaps next to im
possible), such gains in foreign exchange could be translated into gains in
employment, income distribution and other policy objectives through
appropriate national policy measures. For example, foreign exchange
earnings from ASEAN industrial projects could finance the import
requirements of domestic labour-intensive industries, rural infra
structure projects and other activities with beneficial effects on the
country’s major development concerns. Under the suggested scheme, the
ultimate responsibility for making the participation in ASEAN regional
projects contribute significantly to individual countries’ development
efforts would fall on the national governments, whose decision on the
use of foreign exchange earnings (savings) would be crucial.
The co-operating countries would of course be interested not only in
the amount of foreign exchange earned or saved from the regional
projects but also on the latter’s effect on other policy concerns. It seems
advisable that individual countries make their own evaluation of net
social profitabilities of the regional industrial projects based on their
own assumptions concerning the valuation of inputs and outputs. The
possible; indeed increased opportunity would be created for ASEAN decisionmakers to
combine ‘the balancing o f country benefits and rationality o f project allocation’.
9 Cf. ‘The measurement and balancing o f net benefits from ASEAN industrial projects’,
working paper prepared by a group o f academic economists for the ASEAN Committee on
Industry, Minerals and Energy (mimeo, Dec. 1977).
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measures of ‘social rates of return’ to capital and ‘domestic resource
costs’ are useful in this regard. The latter measure, representing the
social value of domestic resources used in saving or earning one unit of
foreign exchange, is particularly helpful in determining whether a foreign
exchange constrained developing country has comparative advantage in
the production of particular commodities, as has been widely demon
strated in the economic literature.
Since the feasibility studies for the ASEAN industrial projects of direct
interest to the Philippines have not been completed, it is not possible to
estimate the social rates of return and domestic resource costs of the
phosphate fertiliser and newsprint plants at this time. Recalling,
however, the preliminary finding for the phosphate project that it is not
internationally competitive at market prices, one would not expect,
considering the very limited amount of labour that would be employed
and the high capital cost, that the project would prove to be socially
desirable in a labour-abundant, capital-scarce developing country. The
prefeasibility study suggests that an even higher investment capital is
required for the newsprint project. The ratio of fixed capital cost to the
number of workers (including managers) to be employed is in excess of 3
million pesos which appears astronomically high in comparison to the
average fixed capital-labour ratio in Philippine manufacturing industries
of only 81 thousand pesos {Annual Survey o f Establishments data for
1974). Moreover, the project rate of return on investment based on
international prices is rather low (5.3 per cent for the plant using wood
waste as fuel).
Complernentation arrangements
The industrial complementation aspect of ASEAN economic co
operation has attracted strong interest from manufacturers in the region.
While various ASEAN industry clubs have been formed to serve as a
forum for the exchange of information and discussion by the private
sector under the aegis of the ASEAN-Chamber of Commerce and In
dustry (ASEAN-CCI), the most active discussions have been in reference
to motor vehicles for which the Philippines is most interested in
developing regional complementation.10 Given the present state of
automotive technology, about 40 per cent of the cost of a car can be
manufactured in the Philippines at reasonable cost. Beyond this point
the costs of providing engines, transmission units, rear axles, radiators
and other components are very high, due to the use of very expensive
10 The ASEAN automotive industry club has narrowed the number of car manufacturing
components considered suitable for regional complementation from 165 to 32. Producing
these components at high output level with assured regional demand is expected to lower
manufacturing costs in the ASEAN countries and to encourage the development of an
cillary industries not established previously in the region.
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specialised equipment with very high optimum output levels. At the
present state of the Progressive Car Manufacturing Program (PCMP) in
the Philippines, which is in its seventh year, the local content of
domestically assembled vehicles is around 60 per cent. Participation in an
ASEAN automotive complementation scheme would enable Philippine
car manufacturers (and those of other ASEAN countries) to specialise
and to produce at lower prices parts and components at high optimum
levels of output for the total regional market. The original plans for the
PCMP are now being modified in the expectation of a forthcoming
complementarity agreement in the automotive industry.
In view of the basically private enterprise orientation of the ASEAN
economies, industrial complementation would seem to be a particularly
suitable technique of economic co-operation among these countries. As
stressed above, direct participation of private decision-makers is a
necessary condition for ASEAN to have a significant impact. The in
dustrial complementation scheme provides a relatively flexible means of
securing commitments from the private sector. It would also afford
ASEAN businessmen and industrialists the chance to meet and interact
with each other directly, perhaps contributing to improved appreciation
of the economic opportunities in the region within or even outside the
complementarity scheme.
There would be of course some element of risk involved, as the success
of the regional program (and national plans) for each industry would
depend on all the member countries fulfilling their commitments. It is
understandable therefore that one of the criteria used operationally in
the selection of priority industries for regional complementation is the
concentration of ownership. Negotiations and subsequent enforcement
of complementarity agreements are likely to be more manageable where
there are fewer producers.
Being the product of a negotiating process involving representatives
from the private sector, industrial complementarity agreements, if
properly implemented, are likely to produce private economic benefits
more or less equally shared among the participating countries. This
would seem both an advantage and a limitation. On the one hand, it
provides an automatic solution to the distribution problem. On the other
hand, such solution would not necessarily reflect social preferences.
There has to be a coincidence of private and social values for the in
dustrial complementation scheme to yield a balanced distribution of net
social benefits among the ASEAN countries.
It has usually been relatively capital-intensive industries with high
degrees of concentration that have been considered suitable for ASEAN
complementation. It follows that such regional co-operation efforts, as
in the case of multiple investment agreements, will not be directly ad
dressed to the problems of labour force underutilisation and inequitable
income distribution. ASEAN governments therefore should anticipate
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any adverse effects of industrial complementation and ensure that the
pursuit of private goals does not conflict with national development
objectives.
Basic agreement on ASEAN industrial complementation

The recently adopted Basic Agreement on ASEAN Industrial Com
plementation describes the institutional framework and basic guidelines
within which the ASEAN governments and the private sector, the latter
represented by the ASEAN-CCI, ‘may collaborate to identify op
portunities, formulate programs, design projects and agree on measures
for pursuing industrial complementation’. The document states explicitly
that each ASEAN Industrial Complementation (AIC) scheme ‘should
advance the national objectives . . . provide mutual and equitable
benefits to each participating country and benefit the ASEAN region as a
whole’. A specific qualification of an AIC project is that it ‘should be
economically viable, the products . . . are of internationally accepted
quality and the prices of which are relatively competitive together with an
assurance of continuity of supply’.
One feature of the Agreement is that the role of the ASEAN govern
mental machinery in developing AIC schemes is more active than was
envisaged by the United Nations team. The provisions of Article V
pertain almost entirely to the authority vested in the Committee on
Industry, Minerals and Energy (COIME) to receive, evaluate and ap
prove proposals for AIC schemes or projects, which may come from the
ASEAN-CCI or any ASEAN government, recommend ‘incentives to
encourage and support AIC schemes and projects’, as well as review and
supervise their implementation. Such departure from the relatively
passive role for government espoused by the United Nations Report
seems likely to improve the regional co-operative effort toward industrial
complementation. In the first place, leaving the initiative entirely in the
hands of the private sector may result in a much slower pace of industrial
co-operation than is desirable, considering that the present state of
knowledge by private sector representatives in the ASEAN countries
about economic opportunities in the region is at best inadequate. Initial
difficulties can easily discourage private efforts at regional comple
mentation, which might be avoided with the energetic support of the
COIME. More importantly, an active role for the ASEAN governments
through the COIME affords an opportunity to evaluate properly costs
and benefits beyond the private calculus of potential AIC project par
ticipants, thereby directing interest toward the larger objectives of
national and regional development.
ASEAN industrial co-operation thus far has been rather limited and
slow moving. For this reason it may be some time before there is any
substantial effect on the Philippines’ (or any other ASEAN country’s)
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industrial development. The slow progress would seem to be due in part
to apprehensions about possible inefficiencies arising from the
establishment of regional projects and industrial complementation. It
bears emphasis, however, that some sacrifice in economic efficiency
would be justifiable under certain conditions. Regional infant industries
producing intermediate and capital goods cannot in general be expected
to be competitive internationally immediately." ASEAN countries
collectively may also wish to have a more diversified industrial structure
that could provide better protection against external instabilities and
greater autonomy for the region in dealings with the rest of the world.
Such non-economic goals will have to be reconciled with the real need to
advance the economic well-being of the region’s population.
V INTRA -A SEA N TRA DE PREFERENCES

The Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA), which was signed by the
ASEAN Foreign Ministers in February 1977, lists five major instruments
for the promotion of intra-regional trade: long-term quantity contracts;
trade finance at preferential interest rates; preference in government
procurement; extension of tariff preferences; and liberalisation of non
tariff measures on a preferential basis. Practical action has been mainly
in the area of tariff reductions, the Trade Preferences Negotiating Group
having been formed to participate in the negotiation of tariff cuts on a
product-by-product basis. In this scheme each country offers in each
round of negotiations a list of selected import commodities on which it
would be willing to reduce tariffs from ASEAN suppliers12(the so-called
‘voluntary’ preferences) and also submits a list of products for which the
country would like to receive tariff concessions bilaterally from the other
ASEAN countries (the so-called ‘matrix’ preferences). Once granted,
matrix preferences are awarded also to the other three ASEAN countries
on a most-favoured-nation basis.
The first batch of seventy-one products — fourteen from each country
except Indonesia with fifteen — on which tariff rates13 were to be
reduced by 10 per cent, was decided in the July 1977 meeting of the
ASEAN Economic Ministers and became operational in January 1978.
11 Moreover, if the alternative is import substitution o f these products at the national
level (which is not unlikely in the Philippine context) involving high-cost industrial plants,
then the regional projects would be economically worthwhile even in the short run.
12 One of the main ‘rules o f origin’ is that preferential treatment is given to a product
processed in ASEAN countries provided that parts of the product originating from nonASEAN countries do not exceed 50 per cent (40 per cent for Indonesia) o f the f.o.b. value
o f the product.
13 In the case of zero tariff rate (commonly associated with the liberal trade policies of
Singapore and Malaysia), the concession is described as ‘binding zero’, a guarantee that no
tariff will be imposed for five years on imports of the specified product from ASEAN
countries.
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In June 1978 an additional 755 items were approved for implementation
in September, and in December 500 commodities were added for im
plementation in March 1979, bringing to 1,326 (out of over eleven
thousand BTN products at the 7-digit level) the number of items eligible
for at least a 10 per cent cut in tariffs under the PTA.
Additionally, Singapore had entered into separate agreements with the
Philippines and Thailand on an across-the-board 10 per cent reduction in
tariff rates on products already mutually traded, the tariff preferences to
be extended also to the other ASEAN countries. While Indonesia and
Malaysia had objected to the idea of across-the-board tariff cuts as
proposed earlier, the decision of the Economic Ministers in June 1978 to
raise the number of voluntary trade preferences to be offered in each
quarterly round of negotiations from fifty to a hundred products would
seem to indicate an accelerating pace of intra-ASEAN trade
liberalisation. Also significant was the agreement to move toward tariff
reductions that were larger than 10 per cent.14
Selective trade liberalisation was considered by the United Nations
team ‘to provide the quickest way of expanding markets of individual
countries and thus some rationalization of the production structure of
ASEAN economies’ (United Nations, 1974:53). Moreover, the team
recommended ‘that the ASEAN Governments should declare as a long
term objective their intention to create by a date sufficiently far ahead to
give ample time for adjustment (1990 is suggested) an ASEAN free trade
area, which would involve the removal by that date of all tariffs and
quantitative restrictions between countries’ (United Nations, 1974:54).
The impetus to regional trade expansion as a result of the lowering of
intra-ASEAN tariff barriers would come from the stimulation of existing
commodity flows and from the inclusion of products not previously
traded within the region. Each would involve positive real income ef
fects, from the cheapening of imports generally, and from the sub
stitution of intra-ASEAN imports for home-produced and extra-ASEAN
supplies. The scope for inducing intra-ASEAN trade flows involving new
commodities through the reduction of tariff rates can be estimated only
through the examination of every commodity which is potentially
tradeable within the region. It seems probable that a wide range of in
dustrial goods, especially high technology and capital-intensive products,
could not be supplied by the ASEAN countries at internationally
competitive prices. One important exception would be the products of
ASEAN regional projects and industrial complementation, some of
which might well turn out to be competitive with foreign goods even
without regional trade preferences. An additional possibility is that the
publicity attending intra-ASEAN tariff reductions and the exposure to
14 This was perhaps a response to views expressed by some businessmen that at least 30
per cent tariff cut should be given in order to shift effectively the direction of trade in in
dividual commodities.
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regional co-operation efforts generally could stimulate producers to
utilise existing opportunities for regional trade that had been overlooked
because of the weak cultural, social and economic links among ASEAN
countries.15 The weakness of the intra-regional links had been perhaps
artificially fostered by the long colonisation periods during which the
ASEAN economies had developed in ways that were complementary to
the colonising western countries.
Similar considerations would be relevant also to the effect of tariff
reductions involving products already being traded. It is easy to accept
that the initial magnitude of intra-regional trade flows, the depth of
tariff cuts and the price responsiveness of import demand would largely
determine the extent of trade expansion. However, using historical data
to estimate the price elasticities, and mechanically applying the latter in
the assessment of the induced effect of intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation,
would underestimate the likely impact on regional trade. This is not to
deny that large tariff reductions are necessary for rapid expansion of
intra-ASEAN trade flows. Indeed, considering the insubstantial level of
intra-regional trade at present, it is rather disappointing that tariff cuts
have for the most part been only 10 per cent of existing rates. While the
number of product items selected thus far for tariff preferences appears
impressive, such commodities contribute only a small proportion of
ASEAN countries’ trade flows. For instance, of the 150 import items on
which the Philippines had voluntarily offered (before the June 1978
agreement) to reduce tariff rates, 110 were not imported from ASEAN
countries in 1975 (Armas, 1978); moreover the share of these com
modities in total Philippine imports from ASEAN sources was only 1.3
per cent.
Based on import values and existing tariff rates in 1975, Armas (1978)
has calculated the direct effect of an across-the-board 10 per cent tariff
cut on Philippine imports from the ASEAN countries to be about $4.4
million or only 2.5 per cent of Philippine intra-ASEAN imports in that
year.16 Similar calculations on the 150 import items in the voluntary
preferences list yield a mere $7200 increase to the country’s total imports
from ASEAN countries. While these are deemed to be conservative
estimates for reasons indicated above, they indicate the need to increase
significantly the scope and depth of tariff cuts if ASEAN countries are to
expand intra-regional trade.
15 Academic economists (as well as other social scientists, engineers, accountants, etc.),
in addition to businessmen from ASEAN countries, came into significant professional
contacts only in the last few years!
16 The formula used, which is based on a partial equilibrium model and the assumption
of infinite supply elasticity of Philippine imports from ASEAN countries, is dM /M =
. 1te/( 1 + t), where M = import value, t = existing tariff rate and e = price elasticity of
import demand. Values of M and t were obtained for import commodities at the 7-digit
S1TC level, while estimates o f e were drawn from Sicat (1969) and Bautista (1977).
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One possible modification of the intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation
scheme would be for the PTA to move away from the time-consuming,
energy-dissipating negotiations on a product by product basis, towards a
system of scheduled across-the-board tariff reductions with increasing
depth of tariff cuts. For example, the following targets of ASEAN
across-the-board tariff reductions might be adopted: 10 per cent in 1979,
20 per cent in 1980 and 30 per cent each year during 1981-5. By 1986 the
time would be ripe for the formation of an ASEAN free trade area, and
perhaps also for initiating movement toward the adoption of common
external tariffs so that under an optimistic scenario an ASEAN customs
union might be esablished by 1990 (rather than just a free trade area as
recommended by the United Nations team).17 Thus, the average tariff
rate in the Philippines and in Thailand (about 30 per cent in 1978) would
decrease in successive years from 1979 to 1986 as follows: 27.0 per cent,
21.6 per cent, 15.1 per cent, 10.6 per cent, 7.4 per cent, 5.2 per cent and
zero. In contrast to the cumbersome procedure being adopted currently,
trade liberalisation in the above scheme is automatic, comprehensive and
irreversible.
There could of course be some qualifications to the program of tariff
reductions suggested above to allow for the possibility (real or imagined)
of maldistribution of benefits and costs among the member countries.
Such apprehensions could be accommodated in a general way if each
country was permitted to present a listing of import items that it wished
to have exempted over specific periods of time from the agreed schedule
of general tariff cuts. Presumably, ‘infant industries' would account for
the bulk of these exemptions, which listing could be made relatively more
generous to the less developed economies in the region. Additionally,
other forms of compensation might be provided, for example through
the lending and investing activities of an ASEAN development cor
poration.18The important point is that ASEAN trade liberalisation must
be accelerated if the member countries are to reap any measurable
benefits of increased specialisation and trade. It is also difficult to en
visage significant, sustained advances in the other major schemes of
ASEAN economic co-operation (for example, industrial comple
mentation and basic commodities) unless the resistance to a substantial
reduction of intra-ASEAN barriers is removed.
The possibility of deflection of imports from non-ASEAN countries
due to the regional PTA raises the important economic question of
whether such a shift in import sources would lead to net trade creation. A
crude test is provided by Armas (1978) for the Philippines based on a
1 It is worth noting that as early as 1971 in the Ministerial Meeting held in Manila,
President Marcos had called for the eventual creation o f an ASEAN common market.
18 The United Nations Report devotes an entire section o f one chapter to an extensive
discussion o f the recommended functions o f an ASEAN development corporation (United
Nations, 1974: 197-213).
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comparison of unit import values19 of commodities (at the 7-digit SITC
level) distinguished according to whether they are of intra-ASEAN or
non-ASEAN origin. The interesting finding is that of the 352 commodity
items imported from ASEAN countries in 1975, 14.0 per cent had
comparable unit values (less than 10 per cent differential) with those
imported from the rest of the world, 33.9 per cent had lower and 52.1 per
cent had higher unit import values. It should not come as a surprise that
a greater number of import commodities are found to be more highly
priced in ASEAN countries than in the non-ASEAN (mainly developed
country) sources. What is surprising is that close to one-half of the
commodity items have comparable or lower prices among ASEAN
suppliers, suggesting significant scope for trade creation. Food items
show lower import prices in ASEAN sources relative to the rest of the
world in the ratio 3:2; in the manufactured product categories (SITC 5-8)
the ratio is about 3:1 in favour of extra-ASEAN sources. The latter could
understate the price disability of ASEAN suppliers in view of quality
differences in industrial goods presumably favouring extra-ASEAN
sources. On the other hand, efforts at industrial co-operation could bring
down prices of some ASEAN-produced goods through the exploitation
of scale economies and the reduction of domestic price distortions.20
As shown in Table 7.6, Philippine imports from other ASEAN
countries consist mainly of primary products and semi-processed goods
for which demand is not likely to be very sensitive to price changes (for
example due to PTA tariff reductions). Indeed, more than 60 per cent of
the value of such imports is accounted for by crude oil. On the other
hand, a higher price elasticity of supply might reasonably be assumed of
the principal Philippine exports to other ASEAN countries which, as
presented in Table 7.7, consist of manufactured goods, including a
significant amount of industrial consumer products. The established
trade flows would suggest that the direct price effects of equiproportionate tariff cuts in intra-ASEAN trade would favour greater expansion
of Philippine exports than imports. Little can be said at this time,
however, about the new products that would come to be traded in the
process of regional trade liberalisation.
It is not necessarily the case that expanded intra-regional trade on a
selective basis would induce a more rational industrial structure in
ASEAN economies. One reason is the existence of vested interests
fostered by past trade policies that may oppose increased foreign
competition from any source. Thus, the preparation of product listings
of voluntary preferences for submission in the rounds of negotiations
19 Admittedly, the use of unit values of imports to proxy for actual import prices (for
which data are not available) is subject to criticism, as discussed in Kravis and Lipsey
( 1971) .
20 Thus what may appear uncompetitive prior to the PTA may become competitive as
domestic prices are induced to conform more closely to world prices.
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Table 7.6 Principal imports of the Philippines from ASEAN countries,

1975 ($ ’000)
Intra-ASEAN imports
S1TC
Code
042
044
312
313
314
541
687
716

Commodity
Rice
Corn, unmilled
Petroleum, crude and partly refined
Petroleum products
Gas, natural and mftd
Medicinal and pharmaceutical
products
Tin
Industrial machinery
Total

Value of
total imports

Value

Per cent
of total

37353
16485
709815
56391
1729

19293
10432
110030
13837
1437

51.6
63.3
15.5
24.5
83.1

34554
2151
438157

1706
1845
2379

4.9
85.8
0.5

1296635

160959

12.4

Source: National Census and Statistics Office, Foreign Trade Statistics o f the Philippines
(1975).

Table 7.7 Principal exports of the Philippines to ASEAN countries,

1975 ($ ’000)
Intra-ASEAN exports
SITC
Code
313
412
599
655
661
662
716
841

Value of
total imports

Value

Per cent
of total

Petroleum products
Vegetable oils
Misc. chemical products
Special textile fabrics and related
products
Lime cement and fabricated building
materials
Clay and refractory construction
materials
Industrial machinery
Clothing

37383
230741
9668

19679
2831
4552

52.6
1.2
47.1

12795

1544

12.1

27167

14224

52.4

2744
6445
33092

1261
2126
3978

46.0
33.0
12.0

Total

360035

50195

13.9

Commodity

Source: National Census and Statistics Office, Foreign Trade Statistics o f the Philippines
(1975).

could be influenced by local pressure groups with no overriding interest
in reforming the structure of Philippine manufacturing. It is also dif
ficult to imagine that government negotiators would choose import items
for inclusion in the PTA list based on a recognition of the need to reduce
disparities in effective protection rates across industries. It is to be noted
that the Philippines’ tariff concessions have been made thus far mostly
on commodities not directly competitive to those produced locally. The
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real test will come when intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation begins to
involve import commodities directly competing with local products.
When this stage is reached the gains from preferential trading
arrangements may become important for the rationalisation of the in
dustrial structure of the Philippines as well as other ASEAN countries.
Domestic industries sheltered behind high tariff walls would be forced to
adopt cost-reducing measures in response to the challenge of regional
competition. Marginally viable enterprises previously propped up by
high levels of protection may disappear. Comparative advantage would
become an important basis for the allocation of scarce resources,
promoting efficient intra-industry specialisation within the region.
It has been suggested that, at least in the initial stage, the selection of
products for trade liberalisation might be based on a consideration of the
existence of excess capacity which could be utilised (United Nations,
1974:54). While this appears intuitively sensible, it is relevant to ask
whether such exportable surplus would then be competitive (after the
reduction of tariff barriers) with extra-regional supplies. Philippine
experience suggests that these underutilised (or to use a popular term,
‘overcrowded’) industries have been relatively inefficient and have been
able to survive only because of the high levels of effective protection
accorded them (Power and Sicat, 1971). Much would depend on the
extent of benefits from the preferential trading arrangement and the
ability of such industries to exploit the scale economies created by the
regional market.
A more fundamental issue concerns the possible perpetuation of an
industrial structure which, as a result of policy mistakes in the past, is not
aligned to the country’s resource endowments. The objective of intraregional trade liberalisation, or for that matter any form of regional
economic co-operation among developing countries, is to contribute to
the development objectives of the participating countries. Greater
utilisation of existing capacity in underutilised industries would be only
one of several considerations and where the social productivity of an
industry is low, policymakers would do better to use regional co
operation schemes to promote more deserving industries.
Indeed the obligation to provide tariff concessions to other ASEAN
countries affords an additional opportunity for Philippine policy-makers
to reduce the wide variation in effective protection rates across
manufacturing industries noted above. This has been politically difficult
to achieve in the past due to the opposition of powerful producer groups
that stand to lose their highly sheltered position, and it would be very
advantageous to economic efficiency if it became possible in the context
of regional economic co-operation.
Instead of aiming only at regional trade expansion, why not pursue the
outward-looking industrialisation strategy to its logical conclusion and
liberalise trade as soon as possible with all trade partners? The con-
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ventional view on this matter (cf. Mikesell, 1963) would be that
preferential trading arrangements among LDCs serve to broaden the
export base of member countries, particularly in industrial products,
without their having to face the hazards of competing on equal terms
with countries outside the region. There is an intermediate stage in which
the co-operating LDCs can learn to trade and compete with one another
and, after acquiring the necessary experience, to sell their manufactured
products in world markets.
Such reasoning would seem particularly applicable to LDCs with
limited capacity to produce efficiently and to export manufactured
goods, especially products of ‘heavy’ industry. In the case of the
Philippines and other ASEAN countries, except possibly Indonesia, the
rapid growth of exports of industrial consumer goods in the 1970s attests
to these countries’ ability to sustain a vigorous expansion of
manufactured exports under favourable conditions in the international
economy, raising the possibility of the ASEAN countries becoming the
successors to Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea in the supply of
labour-intensive manufactures to world markets (cf. Arndt and Garnaut
(1979)). Admittedly, the case for ASEAN preferential trading
arrangements to promote expansion of intra-regional trade is relatively
weak in this context. International developments at this time, however,
are affecting unfavourably the near-term export performance of ASEAN
countries individually and as a group, making the strategy of multilateral
trade expansion less attractive.
Two aspects of the contemporary external environment with distur
bing implication for ASEAN countries adopting an outward-looking
industrialisation strategy based on labour-intensive manufactured ex
ports, are the continuing slow pace of economic activity in the OECD
countries, and China’s policy shift toward industrial modernisation. The
‘growth recession’ that developed country markets have been ex
periencing in recent years has had a negative effect on demand for the
manufactured exports of ASEAN countries. Separately from the direct
income effect on the demand for imports generally, the increasing
protectionism in the form of quantitative restrictions and countervailing
duties on the LDC exports of labour-intensive manufactures, generated
in the OECD countries, is a disincentive to ASEAN countries’ exports of
labour-intensive manufactured goods outside the region and an en
couragement to an inward orientation of industrial development towards
the ASEAN market. Thus an acceleration of regional import substitution
would serve to offset the possible collapse of multilateral export drives.
An additional consideration in this regard is that the longer term growth
prospects of industrialised countries appear much less favourable relative
to the postwar experience. Based on the findings of a set of studies co
ordinated by Abramovitz and Kuznets, economic growth in these ad
vanced countries is expected to slow down significantly in the 1980s and
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1990s (Oshima, 1978). This would reinforce the argument for the
deconcentration of ASEAN countries’ exports away from the OECD
countries.
The growing outward orientation of China and recent official United
States recognition will most likely affect negatively the near-term growth
prospects of ASEAN economies stressing exports of labour-intensive
manufactured goods. The United States has been the most important
market for Philippine exports of manufactured products. China’s
capacity to export goods to the United States (indeed to all developed
country markets) is at the present time limited to primary commodities
and labour-intensive products, making China a prospective giant
competitor to other countries like the Philippines with similar export
capability. It can be expected that China’s export trade with the United
States will grow rapidly in view of the intention to increase greatly the
imports of technology and equipment in the drive to industrial
modernisation. This could have adverse repercussions on the share of
Philippine exports of similar products in the United States market. It is
possible, of course, that the Chinese market could open up to exports of
manufactures from developing countries. However, unless significant
intra-industry specialisation (e.g. within textiles and garments), is
allowed to take place, the likely beneficiaries in terms of increased trade
flows would not be the ASEAN countries, but LDCs already exporting
more sophisticated industrial products.
The one bright spot in the external economic environment is that the
recent super-performers in efforts of labour-intensive manufactures
(Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea) are not experiencing a shift in relative
factor supplies away from the abundance of unskilled, low-wage labour,
requiring them to move on to the export of more skill- and capitalintensive goods. In the process they will lose their shares in the world
market for labour-intensive manufactures and create a demand for such
products in their own markets.
In summary, ASEAN preferential trading arrangements might be
looked at from the viewpont of Philippine industrial development in two
ways: as an instrument for exploiting comparative advantage and scale
economies in industrial production within the region, promoting
therefore increased competition, specialisation and trade; and as an
insurance against the weakening of multilateral trade expansion,
especially in labour-intensive manufactures. While the PTA presents
opportunities for both trade creation and trade diversion whose adverse
effects on the national economy should be monitored and minimised,
there is no economic case for preferring the slow, selective process being
adopted currently to a more automatic and comprehensive scheme such
as that suggested above. Considering the highly uneven structure of
effective protection in Philippine industries and the unfavourable ex
ternal conditions facing the country’s manufactured exports, there is
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every reason for the Philippines to accelerate trade liberalisation efforts
with the other ASEAN countries. But independently of the ASEAN
arrangements it should seek to reduce distortions in the country’s in
dustrial incentive structure.
DISCUSSION

opened the discussion: I find little with which to disagree
positively in Bautista’s account of trade strategy and industrial
development in the Philippines. The thrust of my comments is that he
has not drawn out fully the implications of his own findings.
The chapter describes well the Philippines’ fairly satisfactory postwar
growth record. However, this growth pattern has had some undesirable
features. Growth in the manufacturing sector has been based on a
deliberate policy of import substitution forced by high tariffs, quan
titative restrictions on a wide range of commodities and an overvalued
peso. The highly differentiated structure of the rates of assistance im
plicit in these policies has distorted the structure of production in favour
of particular industries such as the automobile industry. Moreover, the
use of an ‘essentiality’ criterion for the selection of imports has had the
effect predicted by economic theory — the higher the restriction on
imports of less essential consumer products, the higher is the incentive
for their domestic manufacture and the higher the rate of growth of
output. Both because of the encouragement of import-substituting in
dustries and the implicit subsidies on capital inputs, the system has
discouraged exports of labour-intensive products in which the Philip
pines is competitive internationally. A rising share of the import bill
devoted to essential fixed and intermediate capital inputs has made the
economy more susceptible to balance of payments constraints.
Import restrictions were relaxed, a new and simplified tariff schedule
was introduced in 1973, and the Export Incentives Act of 1970 ushered in
the policy of export subsidies to reduce the bias against exporting. But
these changes should be recognised as piecemeal. For example, the ex
port incentives were a hotch-potch of input subsidies used in different
export activities, with an emphasis on capital subsidies (including ac
celerated depreciation, tax exemption for imported machinery and
equipment, tax deductions for expansion reinvestment, tax credit for
domestic capital formation). These must have favoured capital-intensive
export activities in the corporate sector and increased the capital intensity
of these activities. Apart from their adverse effects on income
distribution, these subsidies must have been costly per unit of export
income.
Regarding ASEAN, Bautista begins by asking ‘Can it (ASEAN)
provide scope for offsetting some of the unfavourable effects of postwar
trade and industrialisation policies on the economy . . .?’ This is an
peter lloyd
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inverted approach to policy-making. If some features of import sub
stitution policy are recognised as bad, why not modify them directly and
unilaterally. What the government has given, the government may take
away!
Bautista sees three advantages in the instrument of regional trade co
operation. These are the greater exploitation of economies of scale from
production for a larger regional market, the raising of the capital
required for large projects and the diversification of industrial
production. The true advantage which accrues from the first of these
depends on the size of the domestic and regional markets relative to
minimum efficient production scale and on the level of protection
against competition from outside the region. The latter will determine
mark-ups above marginal costs and the welfare loss due to lack of
competition. Given the high domestic capital formation in the past, it is
difficult to accept the second supposed advantage. The reason why it has
been seen as being important may lie in the choice of ASEAN regional
projects, including the Philippines’ choice of a phosphate fertiliser or
newsprint project. These embody the same bias towards the highly
capital- and energy-intensive industries that was important during the
import substitution era. That is, the need for large amounts of capital
results directly from the government’s own investment preferences.
Moreover, no country’s need to raise large amounts of capital is met by
sharing investments if all countries nominate large capital projects.
Concerning the third supposed advantage of a ‘more diversified in
dustrial structure that could provide better protection against external
instabilities and greater autonomy for the region in dealings with the rest
of the world’, it is hard to see how putting a large part of one’s national
investment into big projects will contribute as much to the diversification
of the industrial structure as the alternative of fostering small-scale
labour-intensive and other industries. It is surprising, therefore, to read
that Tn principle, therefore, there is much to recommend this form of
industrial co-operation among ASEAN countries’ (page 187). However,
the prirna facie evidence suggests to Bautista that in any case the first two
particular projects considered by the Philippines may not be desirable.
Discussion of the newsprint project can be illuminated by evidence
from Australia in the New Zealand-Australia Free Trade Area
(NAFTA). Australia’s main concession within NAFTA has been in the
area of forest products. On the basis of commitments to duty-free entry
of pulp and newsprint and other paper products into Australia, the New
Zealand company Tasman expanded greatly its pulp capacity. An
Australian company nevertheless went ahead with a large investment
located in a federally-designated ‘growth area’ and located on the
boundary of two of the Australian states. Consequently it received
considerable subsidies from three governments! This example illustrates
the absence of co-ordinated industry planning between the two national
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governments, the limits to their commitment to free bilateral trade, the
importance of subsidies and other non-tariff assistance which may
frustrate lower tariffs, and the non-exemplary character of the
Australian experience in industrial co-operation.
Progress towards ASEAN industrial complementation has been slow.
The proposals for the motor vehicle assembly industry are undoubtedly
an improvement over the existing Progressive Car Manufacturing
Program. Bautista notes the capital-intensive bias in the list of industries
proposed for industrial complementation agreements. It seems that
officialdom has not learnt the lessons of the import substitution ex
perience. Or is it still susceptible to the arguments and blandishments of
the same lobbying rent-seeking groups?
We learn that the tariff concessions made by the Philippines to date in
the ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangement (PTA) ‘have been made
thus far mostly on commodities not directly competitive to those locally
produced’. This illustrates the deficiencies of the selective item-by-item
method of mutual tariff reduction. I heartily endorse Bautista’s call for
much simpler, less time-consuming methods of tariff-cutting in the form
of across-the-board tariff cuts with increasing depth of cut. There is no
mention of safeguard provisions in the PTA. The availability of these
provisions generally makes governments more willing to accelerate tariff
cuts.
Bautista’s proposal for a full customs union by 1990 is bold. It raises
the question of whether the low-average tariff members of ASEAN such
as Singapore and the high-average countries such as Indonesia would be
able to agree on a common external tariff schedule. There is also a
danger of trade diversion in preferential trading arrangements involving
countries with high average and highly differentiated tariffs. Bautista
takes comfort from the calculation by Armas that approximately onehalf of the Philippine imports from other ASEAN countries comprises
commodities in which ASEAN supplies have lower unit values than
supplies from outside ASEAN. I am inclined to interpret this estimate in
an opposite way: the fact that the cheapest source for one-half of the
commodities was outside ASEAN, if one accepts the identification of
lower unit values with lower prices, suggests the possibility of substantial
diversion. Much would depend on the levels at which the external tariffs
were harmonised.
There are two other aspects of the ASEAN trading arrangements
which deserve attention. First if all internal trade barriers in ASEAN
were reduced to zero or substantially towards zero would this not induce
the intra-industry specialisation which the multiple investment projects
and the industrial complementation are intended to achieve? Several
empirical studies have demonstrated that the increases in trade which
follow regional tariff reductions largely take the form of intra-industry
trade expansion. Tariff cuts, therefore, may obviate the need for forced
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inter-government agreements on investment and industrial comple
mentation. And they have the added virtue of allowing the market to
select the areas of national specialisation.
My final concern is with the relationship between the freeing of trade
inside ASEAN and the freeing of external trade. Most of the main
potential markets for ASEAN products, and especially for the labourintensive products, are in the main developed countries of North
America and Europe. And some specific ASEAN developments such as
the industrial complementation plan for the motor vehicle assembly
industry could conflict with the developments in other markets such as
the possible ‘global car’. If ASEAN can be shaped to increase its member
countries’ participation in greater world specialisation it should be of
considerable economic benefit to these countries.
DAVID LIM continued the discussion: Bautista has painted a convincing
picture of Philippine industrial growth since 1949. Manufacturing in
dustry expanded rapidly, but this growth had several unsatisfactory
features: the predominance of assembling and packing operations with a
high import dependency, its relative capital-intensity in a labourabundant economy; and its association with increasing inequality in
income distribution. Philippine participation in ASEAN economic co
operation is evaluated in terms of whether it is able to offset these
features of industrial growth. Bautista’s discussion is less helpful here.
In considering this question, it is helpful to analyse systematically the
causes of the high capital-intensity of Philippine industrial growth. Three
factors seem to be very important. First, as demonstrated by Bautista,
economic incentives have been biased towards the more intensive use of
capital. Second, large-scale operations tend to be capital-intensive
regardless of relative factor prices, because quality control is easier with
‘machine-paced’ rather than ‘operator-paced’ production techniques.
Third, foreign companies have been present, and they may prefer to use
the capital-intensive technology with which they are familiar, in
dependently of relative factor price and scale considerations. If, amongst
these considerations, the association between large-scale and capitalintensity is very important, as it is in Malaysia (Lim, 1979), then ASEAN
commitment to large-scale regional investment projects will encourage
capital-intensity in production. If a bias is created towards capitalintensity by the incentives offered in the Philippines, will attempts to
reduce this bias be offset by ASEAN’s preference for large-scale (and
possibly capital-intensive) projects? If the presence of foreign firms does
add to capital-intensity would involvement with ASEAN projects help to
produce a more labour-intensive sector by reducing the Philippines’
dependence on private foreign investment? Bautista offers no answers
here.
Another question that is left unanswered concerns the impact that
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involvement with ASEAN projects has on income distribution. The
current list of ASEAN projects indicates a distinct lack of concern for
equity issues.
There is much to be said for ASEAN industrial projects when their
output can be sold at internationally competitive prices. What criteria
can we apply to determine which industries can produce in which
countries at internationally competitive prices? Bautista considers and
discards Naya and Moncur’s (1978) linear programming approach. He
recommends use of ‘domestic resource costs’ criteria (which focus on the
objective of maximising foreign exchange earnings or savings). But apart
from saying that these criteria would argue against the establishment
of capital-intensive projects in labour-abundant but capital-scarce
developing countries, Bautista does not suggest industry groups or the
countries in which they should be sited.
On ASEAN industrial complementation, Bautista points out correctly
that the industries identified by the ASEAN Committee on Industry,
Minerals and Energy, are relatively large-scale and capital-intensive. The
establishment of these industries would not help to relieve labour force
underutilisation or inequitable income distribution. The ASEAN
governments should therefore anticipate any adverse effects of industrial
complementation and ensure that the pursuit of private goals does not
conflict with national development objectives.
This puts the private sector in a bind on complementation. Industries
such as motor vehicles, agricultural machinery, telecommunications
equipment, electrical appliances and petrochemicals are chosen precisely
because they offer considerable scale and specialisation economies.
Labour-intensive industries may not offer the same gains. What then can
be done to increase the compatibility between private and social ob
jectives?
Subsequent discussion focused on the desirable extent of intra-ASEAN
trade liberalisation; the relative merits of case-by-case and across-theboard approaches to trade liberalisation; the appropriateness of in
cluding large-scale capital-intensive investments among regional
projects; and other aspects of the choice of technology in ASEAN in
dustrial development.
It was observed that there was no consensus within ASEAN on
whether it was desirable to move rapidly towards the elimination of
policy barriers to intra-ASEAN trade, or whether more limited
preferential arrangements were more desirable. This accounted for the
great divergence of opinion on whether ASEAN progress to date on
intra-regiona! trade liberalisation had been satisfactory. Observers who
held that the dangers of trade diversion were great were pleased with the
slow rate at which ASEAN trade preferences had been agreed, while
others who saw large benefits from the establishment of a free trade area
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or customs union were disappointed with the rate of progress.
One participant thought that direct subsidies to projects which
exhibited desirable qualities were more reliable incentives than preferred
access to ASEAN markets, and that they should be considered as an
instrument for the promotion of ASEAN industrial capacity. This
observation generated a strong antipathetic response, with the opposite
view being argued strongly, that case-by-case assessment of projects
invited corruption. It was also likely to lead to resource misallocation
through the involvement of officials who were poorly equipped to make
investment decisions and which would be difficult to remove because of
the political embarrassment associated with the failure of projects
prompted by governments.
It was again argued that capital-intensive investments such as the first
set of ASEAN industrial projects were inappropriate for developing
countries. Dissatisfaction was expressed with Bautista’s defence of such
projects in terms of their indirect contribution to ultimate social ob
jectives through their loosening of foreign exchange constraints in
general development expenditure. But these points were countered in a
spirited intervention by a Canadian participant, who observed that it was
inappropriate to think in terms of a two-factor model (incorporating
capital and labour) when specific natural resources were important in the
determination of comparative advantage, and when the ASEAN in
dustrial projects proposed for Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and
Thailand would all make intensive use of natural resources available
domestically. Developing countries could, in principle, have comparative
advantage in natural resource-intensive industries even if they required
relatively high proportions of capital relative to labour.
Finally, one participant said that some ASEAN countries, including
the Philippines, would do well to develop national specialities amongst
labour-intensive manufactures, perhaps based on traditional skills,
rather than to compete with other developing countries in highly com
petitive markets for undifferentiated goods. Other speakers queried the
quantitative importance of potential developments of this type.
Bautista conceded the ‘second best’ nature of the case for trade
liberalisation within ASEAN, but insisted that the first best of unilateral
and multilateral tariff reductions was simply impractical as a means of
forcing rationalisation of the distorted, protection-ridden Philippine
manufacturing sector. He concluded the discussion with a defence of
foreign exchange earnings (or savings) as a maximand in industrial
project evaluation, through the use of the domestic resource cost
criterion. Bautista drew upon the theory of economic policy to justify use
of industrial policy to promote foreign exchange maximisation when
other instruments were available to promote progress towards labour
absorption, more equitable income distribution and other important
social objectives.
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Trade Strategies and Industrial Development
in Indonesia
M. ARSJAD ANWAR

/

IN T R O D U C T IO N

The Indonesian economy has grown strongly since about 1968 after a
long period of relative stagnation. The recent growth relied heavily at
first on increased capital inflow and then on rapid growth in resource
exports, especially petroleum. Continued strong growth is desired by the
Indonesian authorities and is necessary if severe and increasing labour
underutilisation is to be avoided. Indonesia cannot rely on continued
rapid growth in the real value of petroleum and other resource exports.
Strong expansion of the manufacturing sector, based partly on exports,
is necessary for balance in external payments if strong growth in output
is to continue and if employment problems are to be contained.
This paper discusses the role of the manufacturing sector in the past
performance of the Indonesian economy. It describes the role assigned to
the manufacturing sector in the current Indonesian five-year plan,
Repelita III. The paper identifies obstacles that are likely to be met in
attempts to rapidly expand the manufacturing sector. It suggests trade
strategies that will be necessary to support the desired pattern of future
industrial growth. Finally, it comments upon the possible role of inter
national co-operation in general and of ASEAN in future Indonesian
growth.
II

P A S T E C O N O M IC G R O W T H A N D ST R U C TURA L CHA N G E

Output in the goods producing sectors

Indonesia’s GDP grew strongly after 1968, especially in comparison with
the preceding period1 (Table 8.1). Almost all sectors and subsectors of
1 Between 1968-71 and 1971-7, GDP grew at 7.1 and 7.9 per cent per annum, while for
the periods J960-6 and 1966-8 it was only 2.1 and 4.1 per cent per annum. Since 1968,
Indonesia’s GDP growth rate has been higher than the average for all developing countries.
For the period 1970-5, the average annual growth rate for all developing countries was 5.9
per cent, including 3.9 per cent for low-income Asia, 2.8 per cent for low-income Africa
and 6.4 per cent in middle-income countries (World Bank, 1978:45).
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Table 8.1

Indonesia: average annual rate of growth of gross domestic product, at constant prices, by industry of
and expenditure 1960-77 (per cent)
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the economy shared in this expansion, the main exceptions being
fisheries and smallholders’ agriculture.
Mining, manufacturing and construction grew especially fast after
1968. Throughout the period 1968-77 they expanded at rates of between
10 and 15 per cent in real terms, thus increasing significantly their share
in GDP (Table 8.2).
Table8.2

Indonesia: composition of gross domestic product by in
dustry of origin and expenditure, 1968-77 (per cent at current
market prices)

Description
I Industry o f Origin
1 Agriculture
2 Mining and quarrying
3 Manufacturing
4 Construction
5 Electricity, gas, water
6 Transportation and communication
7 Other services
II Expenditure
1 Private consumption expenditure
2 Government consumption expenditure
Consumption expenditure
3 Gross capital formation
4 Exports
5 Minus imports
6 Gross domestic product
7 Net factor income payable abroad
8 Gross national product

1968

1971

1973

1977

51.00
4.15
8.52
2.13
0.43
2.34
31.03

44.83
8.01
8.36
3.49
0.49
4.41
30.42

40.13
12.30
9.62
3.88
0.45
3.81
29.81

31.33
19.39
9.50
4.79
0.64
4.34
30.00

88.44
7.46
95.90
8.80
10.87
15.58
100.00
- 1.37
98.63

77.14
9.29
86.42
15.80
14.42
16.64
100.00
- 1.82
98.18

70.94
10.60
81.54
17.89
20.05
19.48
100.00
-3 .6 4
96.36

67.44
10.86
78.30
18.88
21.63
18.81
100.00
-3 .2 9
96.71

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics:
1968: Statistical Pocketbook o f Indonesia 1972/73, Jakarta, 1 Apr. 1974
1971-3: Tabel Tabel Pokok Pendapatan Nasional 1971-76, Jakarta, 20 Sept.
1977.

The mining sector was the main engine of growth and its contribution
to GDP in current prices rose spectacularly both before and after the oil
crisis, from 4 per cent in 1968 to 8 per cent in 1971 and 19 per cent in 1977
(Table 8.2).
The manufacturing sector expanded very much more rapidly after
1968 than in the first two decades of Independence. Over the periods
1968-71 and 1971-7 the growth rates were 12.4 per cent (1960 prices) and
13.4 per cent (1973 prices) respectively. Like several other developing
countries with large populations and small manufacturing sectors, In
donesian industrialisation was based on import substitution.
By contrast, agricultural growth was sluggish. Real agricultural output
grew at 1.9 per cent and 2.5 per cent for the periods 1960-6 and 1966-8
and accelerated only moderately to 3.3 per cent in 1968-71 and 3.7 per
cent in 1971-7 (Table 8.1). Agriculture’s contribution toGDP fell sharply
from 51 per cent in 1968 to 31 per cent in 1977 (Table 8.2).
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Four factors were mainly responsible for the rapid growth in
manufacturing after 1968. First, there was large excess capacity in 1967
and 1968, so that it was possible to increase production considerably with
existing capacity. Further, the passing of the domestic and foreign in
vestment laws of 1967 and 1968 led to a rapid rise in manufacturing
investment. These investments were further stimulated by the ready
availability of foreign exchange, by various fixed concessions2 and by
protection against competition from imports.
Second, the scarcity of foreign exchange and inconvertibility of the
rupiah was removed after 1968 by the rapid rise in exports of oil, other
minerals and timber and in capital inflow. Prior to 1968, difficulties in
obtaining foreign exchange to purchase imported inputs cut back
manufacturing production from time to time.
Third, domestic demand for manufactured goods rose rapidly, not
only with rapid growth in GDP, but also to catch up with the scarcities of
consumer and producer goods that had developed in the 1960s as a result
of very low imports and production of manufactured goods.
Fourth, industrial growth accelerated in 1968 from a situation where
manufacturing played only a minor role in the overall Indonesian
economy and where the self-sufficiency ratios of various manufacturing
products were small. This made it possible for production for domestic
markets to rise more rapidly than domestic demand, as there was much
scope for further import substitution.
The slightly higher (but still modest) average annual rate of growth of
agricultural production for the period 1971-7 resulted because there was
a brief period of higher growth at 5.4 per cent per annum in 1971-3.
From 1973 to 1977, agricultural output expanded only at 2.9 per cent per
annum. This deceleration in agricultural growth through the 1970s
resulted from two main factors. First, rice production grew very slowly
at only 1.4 per cent per annum from 1974 to 1977. The leaf hopper
plague and a long dry season caused rice production to decline by 6.6 per
cent from 1974 to 1975, and there was only a small increase in production
to 1977. Second, the world recession reduced the volume and value of
timber exports, and the gross value added in the forestry subsector was
lower in 1977 than in 1973.
Growth and composition o f exports
As a result of the rapid growth in mining, especially in oil, and in the
forestry sub-sector, especially timber, both of which are directed towards
2 These incentives include among others: tax holidays for from two to six years; in
vestment allowances up to 20 per cent for investments not eligible for tax holidays; ac
celerated depreciation of up to 25 per cent for items susceptible to heavy wear and tear;
indefinite carry-forward of losses incurred during the first six years of operations; exemp
tion from or reduction of import duties on raw materials and components for the first two
years; exemption from import duties on equipment and initial spares; and the right to remit
abroad profits, interest and capital.
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exports, real growth in Indonesia’s exports increased very rapidly from
1968 in comparison with the preceding period (Table 8.1). As a result,
the contribution of exports to GDP doubled from 11 per cent in 1968 to
22 per cent in 1977 (Table 8.2).
With the relatively high growth rate in oil production and export
volume and the sudden jump in the price of oil in 1974, the value of
Indonesia’s total exports rose from $870 million in 1968 to $1,300 million
in 1971 and $10,850 million in 1977. As a result oil exports played an
increasingly dominant role in Indonesia’s total exports. The share of
petroleum in total exports rose from 35 per cent in 1968 to 67 per cent in
1977 (Table 8.3).
Table8.3

Indonesia: value of exports by main export commodities,
1972-7 ($ million and per cent)3
Central Bureau of Statistics

Description
Total exports
1 Oil
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Lumber
Rubber
Coffee
Tin
Palm oil and palm kernels
Tobacco
Tea
Pepper
Sub-total (2-9)

10 Others

1972

1974

1976

1977

1778
(100)
913
(51)
229
189
77
64
45
30
31
22
686

7426
(100)
5221
(70)
725
479
98
175
167
36
46
24
1750

8546
(100)
6004
(70)
780
530
238
165
139
39
57
46
1994

10853
(100)
7298
(67)
954
588
599
250
189
55
118
65
2820

(30)
178
(10)

(24)
454
(6)

(23)
548
(6)

(26)
735
(7)

a Figures in parentheses indicate per cent of total exports.
Sources: Bank Indonesia: Indonesian Financial Statistics (December 1978) and Weekly
Report No. 1020 (16 Nov. 1978) Central Bureau of Statistics: Indikator Ekonomi
(June 1978).

Prior to 1972, the official statistics of export values by commodity do
not present a true picture because check prices3 were lower than f.o.b.
3 During the 1960s ‘overpricing’ was used as an inducement to promote exports.
Overprice was the foreign exchange retained by the exporters when actual export receipts
were in excess of the stated surrender price or check price. This foreign exchange retention
was known as Devisa Pelengkap (complementary foreign exchange or DP exchange). This
complementary foreign exchange could then be used by the exporters according to their
own discretion. The exporters could use it for imports, they could also sell it or keep it as
cash abroad, or even use it as free foreign exchange.
Until April 1970, the f.o.b. price was always higher than the check price. The check
price, which varied according to the type of commodity, was used by the government to
determine export duties. In general, those commodities which the government wanted to
promote for export had lower check prices.
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prices. To identify changes in the commodity composition of Indonesia’s
exports it is preferable to examine changes only over the period 1972-7.
Table 8.3 shows that the two main mining industries, oil and tin, plus
seven agricultural export products, contributed 90 per cent of export
value in 1972 and 93 per cent in 1977. If the export value of other
minerals (which amounted to $18 and $98 million in the years 1972 and
1977) is added to the combined export value of oil and tin, then the share
of mineral exports in total exports rose from 55 per cent in 1972 to 71 per
cent in 1977. Fish and cattle exports have also contributed substantially
to total export value. By contrast, the percentage of manufactures (SITC
5 to 8) in total export value declined slightly from 2.4 per cent in 1975 to
2.1 per cent in 1976 and tin metal contributed almost all of this overall
amount.4
The above analysis suggests that Indonesia’s comparative advantage in
exports remains in primary industry and that this comparative advantage
has been further enhanced by the oil price increases in 1973 and 1974.
There are several reasons for the almost complete absence of Indo
nesian manufactured exports: high production costs; export procedures
which are too time consuming; relatively expensive domestic as well as
international transport; the lack of managerial skills,5 especially among
national entrepreneurs, required for competition in the international
market; and the combination of a relatively high inflation rate and a
fixed exchange rate of the rupiah against the dollar from 1971 to late
1978.
The high production costs of manufactured goods themselves result
from high costs of inputs of raw materials,6electric power, and industrial
water; lack of entrepreneurial skills among national entrepreneurs so
that many enterprises are poorly managed; high cost of investment
because of the long time lapse between the decision to invest and the
commencement of production, and because of the need for firms to
provide infrastructure; and small size of most industrial plants by in
ternational standards' and underutilisation of capacity.
The relatively high domestic inflation rate compared to that of In
donesia’s trading partners combined with a stable exchange rate to the
4 O f the $74 million value of exports of SITC groups 5 to 8 in 1976 $62 million (84 per
cent) was accounted for by exports of tin.
5 These skills include ability to obtain and evaluate marketing information, design,
standardisation, quality control, penetrating the foreign market, establishing channels o f
distribution and foreign sales organisation, providing credit arrangements (Meier,
1976:766-7).
6 The high cost of domestically produced raw materials is often due to poor domestic
marketing and poor transportation facilities for goods. Imported raw materials are also
expensive, especially because of the time-consuming import procedures.
7 Only fertiliser and cement factories and wheat flour mills appear to be sufficiently large
to attain reasonable economies of scale.
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dollar, was made possible by the boom in resource exports. It resulted in
domestically produced goods being less competitive with imported goods
without protection; Indonesia’s export industries, including manufac
tured goods and agricultural products suffering from high production
cost and therefore being less competitive in the international market; and
the use of capital-intensive technologies (with high import content)
rather than labour-intensive techniques.
The low productivity level of Indonesian labour need not be a major
cause of high production costs since wages are also low.8 But the factors
mentioned above combine to keep costs high.
Foreign trade in the macro-economy

Besides its direct contribution to GDP, the rapid growth in oil export
earnings since 1968 has had several beneficial effects. First, it has helped
to increase domestic savings. Second, it has assisted in easing the
problem of food supply shortages, specifically those of rice, wheat and
sugar, which were the result of relatively slow growth in food production
compared to growth in other sectors and therefore in effective demand
for food. Third, it has helped Indonesia’s international credit standing
by keeping down the ratio of debt service to foreign exchange receipts
from exports. It has also been instrumental in attracting foreign investors
through its influence in stabilising the exchange rate and maintaining a
free flow of foreign exchange. Fourth, it has contributed to the growth
of the industrial sector, which is characterised by domestic market
orientation, by ensuring sufficient foreign exchange for importing raw
materials and other necessary capital goods.
The influence of the growth in exports on domestic saving is best
indicated through its impact on the growth of government savings.
Government revenues from oil rose from Rp 33 billion in 1968 to Rp
1,949 billion in fiscal year 1977/78. The proportion of oil revenues to
total domestic government revenues rose from 22 per cent in 1968 to 55
per cent in 1977/78. As a direct consequence, government savings rose
8 Cf. average monthly wages and productivity in the garment industry for Indonesia and
four other countries in Asia:

Country
Indonesia
Philippines
Korea
Taiwan
Hong Kong

Monthly wages
($)

Daily productivity
per labourer
(number of shirts)

34
55
104
132
219

18
24
32
36
40

Source: See ‘Expor Pakaian Jadi Terlambat Karena Faktor High Cost’ (Exports of gar
ments lagging because of the high cost factor), Progress, No. 146, August 1978:
12-15.
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from zero in 1968 to Rp 1,383.3 billion in 1977/78 or from zero to 7.5 per
cent of GDP. Not all the oil revenue is available for capital formation,
since government tax revenue from other sources continues to be far
smaller than government routine expenditure.
As domestic savings increased, the ratio of net foreign capital inflows
to GDP declined from 6.2 per cent in 1968 to 4.7 per cent during the
period 1969-73 and 0.9 per cent in the period 1974-7. At the same time,
the share of total domestic savings in GDP rose from 2.8 per cent in 1968
to 19.1 per cent in 1974-7.
The relatively slow growth of the agricultural sector compared to other
sectors is reflected in rising import values of rice, flour, wheat, bulgur
wheat and sugar (Table 8.4). It is also reflected in the very low (almost
zero) growth in the volume of agricultural exports other than palm oil,
coffee, tea and timber. The value of the major food imports rose by 567
per cent from $132 million in 1971 to $877 million in 1977. Food ex
penditures so dominate total household expenditure that inflation would
have been far greater than the average 21 per cent per annum experienced
during the years 1971-7 had it not been for the huge increase in food
imports.
The rise in total economic activity has generated very large increases in
imports since 1968 (Tables 8.1 and 8.4). Despite this, Indonesia’s balance
of payments remained strong during the period 1968-77 (Table 8.5),
except for the year 1975 in which the Pertamina crisis caused weakness in
the capital account (McCawley, 1978). Indonesia’s balance of payments
remained favourable because of rapidly expanding exports, foreign loans
and investments.
Indonesia’s major trading partners, both in terms of exports as well as
imports, are Japan, the US and the EEC countries. These countries
received 76 per cent of exports and supplied 60 per cent of import
requirements. However, during the period 1972-7 the importance of
those countries in Indonesia’s exports and imports declined. At the same
time ASEAN and other Asian countries, especially Korea, Taiwan and
Hong Kong, became more important as trading partners. The share of
ASEAN in Indonesia’s exports increased marginally between 1972 and
1977. The ASEAN share of imports rose more substantially from 9 to 14
per cent over the same period. The share of other Asian countries in
Indonesian exports rose from 5 to 6 per cent while their share in imports
rose from 12 to 18 per cent between 1972 and 1977 (Table 1.4). The shift
in Indonesia’s trading partners is closely related to the high com
plementarity between Indonesia’s resource exports and the import
requirement of the rapidly expanding Northeast Asian economies, and to
the tendency for recent structural changes in the Indonesian economy
and in neighbouring Southeast and Northeast Asian countries to foster
complementarity. Indonesia’s exports to OECD countries were affected
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severely by the worldwide recession, especially in late 1974 and through
1975.
Besides being Indonesia’s major trading partner, Japan is also the
largest foreign investor. Between June 1967 and May 1978 Japanese
investments constituted 33 per cent of total intended investment, ex
cluding oil. Approximately 85 per cent of Japanese investments were
made in the manufacturing sector so that the 48 per cent of all intended
foreign investment in manufacturing was Japanese. Hong Kong is the
second largest foreign investing country, contributing 11 per cent of all
intended foreign investment, of which 60 per cent was in manufacturing
(Table 8.6).
ASEAN’s foreign investment accounted for 6 per cent of the total,
with the Philippines the largest investor (almost entirely in timber).
It is clear that foreign investors in manufacturing are attracted
primarily by the potential of production for the domestic market. The
abundant labour force with its low wages has so far not been a source of
attraction to foreign investors in manufacturing for export.
Issues in the development process

Four issues have emerged out of the recent development experience as
being of fundamental importance to future strategies of economic
development.
First, nearly half of Indonesia’s population was still living at or below
the subsistence level in the middle of the 1970s notwithstanding rapid
economic growth during the past ten years.4 This situation was due
mainly to the low per capita income in Indonesia and to the con
centration of high growth in the modern sectors, which employ relatively
few people.
Second, rural incomes have grown far more slowly than urban in
comes. This discrepancy is due to the growth being much slower in
agriculture than in other sectors. In the manufacturing sector there is a
growing dualism between the medium- and large-scale industries, which
are mostly found in rural areas. In the period 1968-71, the medium- and
large-scale industries grew at 16.4 per cent while the small-scale and
cottage industries grew at only 3.2 per cent per annum.10 The writer has
estimated the average annual rate of growth for the period 1971-7 at 5
per cent for the small-scale and cottage industries and at 15.8 per cent for
the medium- and large-scale industries. In terms of employment op
portunities, large- and medium-scale industries accounted for less than
9 Perera and Budianti (1977:42-3) calculated that 12.9 million households were living at
or below a poverty line estimated at $93 and $139 per capita per year for rural and urban
areas. This number comprised 49 per cent of the total number of households in 1ndonesia.
10See Central Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Pocketbook o f Indonesia (1968/69 to
1974/75).
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25 per cent of total employment in manufacturing," but for more than
80 per cent of value-added.
Third, Indonesia has a severe employment problem, as is seen readily
in the large number of people working less than 35 hours per week, and
the rapidly increasing number of new entrants into the labour force.
According to the 1976 National Labour Force Survey, 45 per cent of a
total 47.3 million people employed during the fourth quarter of 1976
worked less than 35 hours per week.12 Indonesia’s labour force has been
projected to increase by 7.4 million persons between 1978 and 1983 and
12.8 million persons between 1983 and 1989. Almost two-thirds of the
increase will be on Java, where additional employment opportunities in
agriculture are practically exhausted.
Fourth, critics of foreign investment in Indonesia claim that foreign
investment in the country has not really improved Indonesian managerial
and marketing abilities. Neither have these investments been beneficial to
Indonesian consumers by producing goods at lower prices,13 because
although domestic relative prices of some manufactured goods have
fallen in comparison with levels of the late 1960s, domestic prices of
these goods are still well above international prices and show no tendency
to fall.
Ill THEIMPORTANCE OFINDUSTRIAL GROWTH TO
INDONESIA ’S DE VEL OPM ENT PR OSPEC TS A ND
CONSTRAINTS ON THAT GROWTH
Prospects o f economic development during 1978/79-1983/84
The official plan for 1978/79-1983/84 (Repelita III) aims for GDP
growth at 6.5 per cent per annum. During the same period population is
expected to grow at 2 per cent per annum. Hence it is estimated that per
capita GDP will rise by 24.1 per cent over the five year period. In order
to achieve this target the various sectors of the economy are projected to
grow at the following annual rates: agriculture, 3.5 per cent; mining, 4
per cent; manufacturing, 11 per cent; construction, 9 per cent; transport
and communication, 10 per cent; and services, 8.1 per cent per annum.
(Jenkins, 1979:66). These expectations are somewhat lower than realised
growth rates over the period 1971-7 for each of the sectors. The
deceleration of growth is expected mainly as a consequence of a
11 During the fourth quarter of 1976 the number of employed people in manufacturing
was 3.97 million persons, or 8.4 per cent of the total employed in Indonesia, according to
the 1976 National Labour Force Survey.
12 Central Bureau of Statistics, 1976 National Labour Force Survey: Labour Force
Situation in Indonesia, Sept.-Dec. 1976, Main and Summary Table, Jakarta, May 1978,
Table5.9, p. 45.
13 See ‘Modal Asing Perlu Lebih Diseleksi’ (Foreign Investments Should be More
Selective), Kompas, 7 Dec., 1978.
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reduction in the growth of government investment following the reduced
growth of government revenue from oil. However, the expected rate of
growth for Indonesia for 1978-9 to 1983-4 is higher than the estimated
rate of growth in developing countries over the period 1975-85, which
varies between 5.2 and 6.1 per cent per annum.14
It will not be easy to achieve the 6.5 per cent target growth of GDP,
given the limits on the expansion of government investment and the
expected reduction in the rates of growth of oil exports. Amongst other
challenging aspects of the program, the growth target requires the in
vestment share of GDP to rise from 21.2 per cent in 1978/79 to 24.1 per
cent in 1983/84 (Jenkins, 1979:65).
The government plans to take the following steps to facilitate the
attainment of the growth target:
(1) Greater selectivity in public investment. Investment in some basic
industries will continue to be the government’s main priority.
These priority investments will include Krakatau steel, Asahan
aluminium and petrochemical factories (Kompas, 1978; Pura,
1978). The policy of concentrating government investment in basic
industries implies that attempts will be made to increase private
investment, both domestic and foreign, in other industries. The
policy of restricting the government’s role in investment is
reflected in the planned decline in the government’s share of total
investment, from 54 per cent during Repelita II to 51 per cent
during Repelita III (Sacerdoti, 1969:66-7).
(2) In order to compensate for the slowdown in government revenues
from oil, efforts will be made to raise government revenue from
other taxes and non-tax revenues, while reducing ‘leakages’ in
routine expenditures and reducing subsidies. The real price of oil
for domestic consumption will be increased gradually, in order to
reduce subsidies.
(3) In order to reduce investment requirements, especially for
manufacturing, the government will give priority to large-scale
industries according to the following criteria. First, priority will be
given to increasing utilisation of existing production capacity
rather than establishing new factories. Second, if it is necessary to
increase production capacity, priority will be given to the ex
pansion of existing factories in order to achieve economies of scale
(Kompas, 1978; Pura, 1978).
(4) In order to offset the anticipated slowdown in oil exports, the
government will attempt to raise non-oil exports, including exports
of manufactured goods, to reduce the growth in imports through
greater use of domestically produced raw materials, and to reduce
14 The World Bank (1978:55) has estimated the GDP growth rate for the developing
countries to vary between 5.2 and 6.1 per cent per annum, consisting of 4.8 to 5.1 per cent
for the low-income countries and 5.3 to 6.3 per cent for the middle-income countries.
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imports of non-essential goods. To this end, the government
devalued the rupiah by 50 per cent (measured domestically, which
equals 33.3 per cent if measured internationally) on 15 November
1978.15 Other measures are being prepared to simplify export and
import procedures and licensing arrangements.
(5) In order to achieve positive effects from the 15 November 1978
devaluation, it is necessary that inflation be kept at a low rate. In
this respect a statement by the Minister of Information, General
Ali Murtopo (Pura, 1979) and a comparison between projected
GDP at current prices and constant prices Repelita III (Jenkins,
1979:65-6) indicate that the government is expecting inflation to be
held down to 10 per cent for 1979/80 and 7 per cent a year for
1980/81-1983/84. The present author is of the opinion that the
importance of exports and imports in Indonesia’s economy and
the rather large budgetary increase in 1979/80 will make it difficult
to keep inflation down to 10 per cent during the fiscal year 1979/80
without slowing down production.
The government aims to expand employment opportunities and to
deal with the problem of poverty by expanding some of the small-scale
and cottage industries. Industries will be included if they have linkages
with medium- or large-scale industries, such as those producing raw
materials for them or using materials produced by them. Special em
phasis will be given to industries (such as those producing hoes) where
small-scale producers turn out goods of reasonable quality at competitive
prices, and also producers of handicrafts and other Indonesian
specialities.16
As shown in Table 8.7, manufacturing is expected to contribute most
to future GDP growth among the goods-producing sectors. The trans
port and communications sector is also expected to become relatively
more important. Other goods-producing sectors, notably agriculture,
mining and construction, are to decline in relative importance.
The majority of the poor live in rural areas and depend on agriculture.
If poverty is to be reduced, small and cottage industries developed and
future growth in food imports slowed down, growth in agriculture will
need to be higher than targeted in the Plan and not below the level
achieved for the period 1971-7. The target growth rate of 3.5 per cent for
’'The government’s aims in devaluing the rupiah were to improve the competitive
position of Indonesian manufactured exports; to attract more domestic and foreign in
vestment in manufacturing industries; to increase rupiah receipts from certain raw
materials and crops export, and to limit imports of non-essential goods. See ‘Indonesia
Waits for Guidelines’, Far Eastern Economic Review, 12 January 1979, p.63; and Dick
(1979).
16These specifications were mentioned by Minister of Industry, A. R. Soehoed, when
discussing the definition and criteria for small-scale industry. See Kompas, 3 December
1978.
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agriculture is probably based on the low level of 2.9 per cent per annum
achieved during the period 1973-7. In addition, the difficulty of in
creasing production on Java was taken into account.
In view of the uncertain prospects for oil production and the large
proportion of oil in the gross value added of the mining sector, the
projected sectoral growth rate of 4 per cent per annum during the period
1978/79-1983/84 will be difficult to achieve. Considering the low rate of
oil exploration during the past three years and the long gestation period
from the beginning of exploration to production, it is estimated that oil
production in Indonesia will decline to 1980/81, rising again only after
that year. According to Department of Mining estimates, Indonesian oil
production will decline from 587 million barrels per year in 1978/79 to
572 million barrels in 1980/81 and then rise steadily to 688 million barrels
in 1983/84 (Subroto, 1979).
For the mining sector to grow at 4 per cent per annum, non-oil mineral
production will need to expand by about 12 per cent per annum. Such
high growth rate can more easily be achieved with substantial price in
creases. Rising oil prices would not only result in increases in production
from increased exploration but would also induce further secondary
recovery from existing wells. In addition, they may lead to increased coal
and natural gas production.
It appears that the target growth rate for manufacturing (11 per cent
for the period 1978/79-1983/84) was calculated to keep constant the
ratio of growth in per capita gross value added of manufacturing to
growth in per capita GDP, as it did at 1.93 during 1971-7. Considering
that the self-sufficiency ratio of several major manufacturing goods is
presumably far higher now than in 1971, and that the shortages which
prevailed during the latter part of the 1960s no longer exist, this target
growth rate of 11 per cent per annum in manufacturing cannot be
achieved unless steps are taken to lower production costs, especially
through encouraging specialisation in economically efficient activities. If
this were to occur, pressures (through backward and forward linkages)
would soon develop to encourage diversification of the industrial base
into associated industries and international sales. In addition to sim
plifying import and export procedures and licensing, it will be necessary
to improve transportation facilities, including clearing facilities in the
harbours. There must also be grea
s to reduce ‘invisible costs’
which affect both production and marketing costs.
Slow export expansion as a constraint on aggregate growth

The availability of foreign exchange may be a major constraint on
growth. Import requirements are determined not only by growth in GDP
and population, but also by the sectoral pattern of growth, the pattern of
investment and income distribution and by government monetary and
fiscal policies. Here we examine the prospects for the balance of
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payments through Repelita III, bearing in mind the normal relationship
between export growth and GDP growth in developing countries and
historically in Indonesia.
The World Bank (1978:45, 47) argues that if the LDCs are to achieve a
GDP growth rate of 5.7 per cent per annum without major debt servicing
problems, then exports during the period 1975-85, at 1975 constant
prices, must rise at 6.4 per cent per annum. Growth rate of LDC exports
and GDP were 5.9 and 5.6 per cent per annum respectively for the period
1960-75. These data indicate that in the past, growth in LDC exports has
exceeded growth in their GDP. The same is expected for the future. In
LDCs the ratio between growth in exports and growth in GDP was 1.05
in the previous period and is expected tobe 1.12 in the period to 1985.
In the light of these data, and considering Indonesia’s experience prior
to 1966 when foreign exchange availability was a major constraint on
GDP growth, it seems that it is difficult to achieve reasonable rates of
growth in Indonesia unless the rate of growth in exports exceeds that of
GDP. Table 8.8 shows that during the period 1968-77 the rate of growth
of exports and imports in Indonesia, too, was higher than that of GDP.
Indeed, the relative rate of growth of exports was far higher in Indonesia
during 1968-77 than the developing country average during 1960-75. In
Indonesia, the ratio was lowest during 1968-71 when it was only 1.17.
Table8.8

Indonesia: average annual rate of growth of GDP, exports
and imports of goods, 1968-77 (per cent; constant prices)
Exports at constant 1977 dollars2

Imports, C & F, at
constant 1977 dollars3

Period

GDP1

Including
oil

Oil

Excluding
oil

Including
oil

Excluding
oil

1968-71
1971-77
1971-73
1973-77
1971-74
1974-77

7.1
7.9
10.4
6.8
9.4
6.5

8.3
27.0
32.5
24.3
48.5
8.6

13.0
38.9
42.5
37.1
77.7
8.6

5.7
14.5
25.6
9.4
20.7
8.6

7.8
20.5
28.7
16.6
33.5
8.8

8.0
17.8
27.2
13.4
26.0
10.2

Sources: 'Central Bureau of Statistics.
2 Value of Exports see Table 5, col. 2, 3 and 4.
Deflation: Developed Countries c.i.f. index of $US prices of manufactured
exports (total manufactures, SITC 5-8) to all destinations see World
Bank: Price Prospects For Major Primary Commodities (Report
No. 814/77), Washington DC, June 1977, Table 23, p. 41.
3 ImportsC&F = Import f.o.b. + Transportation & travel — see Table 15.
Deflation: see 2 above.

Working from a base of Indonesian exports of a little over $7,000
million in 1975-6 (Table 8.9), and assuming 6.7 per cent per annum
growth of GDP during 1975/76-1983/84 and world inflation during
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1975-85 of 6.9 per cent per annum (World Bank, 1978), then Indonesia’s
exports in 1983/84 will need to reach about $20,500 million (current
dollars) merely to maintain a constant ratio of exports to GDP. Exports
have been estimated at $10,000 million in 1977-8, so that the projected
rate of growth for the period 1977/78-1983/84, 11.2 per cent per annum,
should not be beyond reach.
Let us now examine export prospects for the major commodities in the
period 1977/78-1983/84, beginning with oil. Considering that domestic
oil consumption reached 102 million barrels of refined products in 1977,
that the rate of growth in consumption for the periods 1971-3 and 1973-7
was steady at about 15 per cent per annum and that oil production is
expected to grow at only 1.4 per cent per annum during 1977/781983/84, the volume of exports during the period 1977/78-1983/84 is
estimated to decline even though attempts will be made to hold down the
growth in domestic oil consumption by raising the real price of oil and
diversifying to other sources of energy.
Assuming that the real oil price remains constant at the 1978/79 level
and taking into account the possibility of increasing LNG exports, it has
been estimated that total energy exports will not grow faster than 8.8 per
cent per annum in current dollars between 1977/78 and 1983/84. This
means that in 1983/84 exports will not exceed $12,220 million. Exports
other than oil and LNG will need to reach $8,310 million in 1983/84. For
the period 1977/78-1983/84 their growth rate should thus be 15.5 per
cent per annum.
Let us now compare export projections based on targeted real export
growth (equal to that of GDP) for the period 1975/76-1983/84 in the
projection of Repelita III. Table 8.9 shows that net oil and LNG exports
are expected to amount to $6,330 million in 1983/84, while non-oil
exports are projected at $7,680 million. According to the author’s
estimates, gross exports of oil and LNG of $12,220 million will yield
around $6,300 million in net exports of oil and LNG, which is close to
the Repelita III target. The Repelita III target rate of growth for non-oil
exports is estimated to be 7.6 per cent, less than the requirement iden
tified above.
As regards major commodities other than oil and LNG, taking into
account potential domestic production and consumption and prospects
for international market prices (World Bank, 1977), it has been
estimated that growth of the total export value of rubber, coffee, tea,
tobacco, pepper, oil and palm kernels, which accounted for 48 per cent
of the total non-petroleum exports for 1977/78, will not exceed 5 per cent
per annum during 1977-84 (LPEM-FEUI, 1978: Table V.4.1:244).
Relatively slow growth in export value of these commodities is expected
largely as a result of an anticipated decline in international coffee prices,
increases in domestic consumption of palm oil and palm kernels, slow
growth in copra production, and difficulties in increasing the volume of
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smallholder rubber production. The export value of other goods, in
cluding timber, fish, other minerals (excluding oil and LNG), rattan,
leather and manufactured products, which in 1977/78 reached $1,801
million, must grow at 20 per cent per annum to achieve the Repelita III
export growth target, or 22 per cent per annum if exports are to expand
at the target rate of growth for GDP during 1975/76-1983/84.
This calculation explains why the government is planning policy
measures to stimulate exports of manufactured goods. It is the writer’s
opinion that the export growth required to support Repelita Ill’s
aggregate growth targets will be difficult to achieve without a major
contribution from manufactured goods.
Even if the targets for aggregate export growth are reached, the In
donesian government will need as planned to seek foreign loans
amounting to $15.3 billion during Repelita III (72 per cent more than in
Repelita II), while also restraining imports and encouraging direct
foreign investment.
Domestic supply constraints on future industrial expansion
Human skills. Like other developing countries where industrialisation is
still in an early stage, Indonesia lacks managerial and marketing skills.
The same can be said of labour skills. There is an abundance only of
unskilled labour. This situation is reflected by the data collected during
the recent labour force survey. Of the 47.2 million economically active
persons during the fourth quarter of 1976, only 2.3 per cent were
classified as professional, technical and related workers, of whom 36.7
per cent had completed high school or less. Only 0.1 per cent belonged to
the category of administrative and managerial workers, of whom 37.3
per cent had completed high school or less. Of all employed persons, 31.5
per cent had never attended school and 59.8 per cent had attended
primary school only (Central Bureau of Statistics, 1978, Table 4.9:36).
Such a state of affairs with respect to human skills limits the type of
goods that can be produced efficiently. It also limits the possibility of
domestic firms exporting manufactured products. Thus it appears that a
big increase in exports of manufactured goods can be expected only from
foreign enterprises or joint ventures. With the object of raising
managerial and marketing skills of Indonesians, greater emphasis will be
placed in future on transfer of know-how in foreign or joint enterprises.
Infrastructure. Another important factor which reduces the com
petitiveness of Indonesian manufactured products in the international
market is poor transportation facilities and inadequate power supply. If
there were better transport facilities then there would be better prospects
for exports of bulk products like cement.
Complexities in the administration of imports, export and licensing
procedures exacerbate the situation. These complexities increase costs
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not only through the lapse of time involved in acquiring the necessary
papers but also through ‘invisible costs’. Hence, efforts now under way
to simplify procedures will improve the competitiveness of Indonesian
manufactured products in international markets as well as against im
ports. Such efforts should also help to attract foreign investments or
joint ventures to take advantage of Indonesia’s relatively cheap labour
by manufacturing goods for the international market.
The exchange rate. Another factor which has curbed export growth in
recent years has been the overvalued rupiah. This has been overcome
through the recent (15 November 1978) devaluation. However, it is
difficult to predict the extent to which devaluation will reduce domestic
costs or to determine whether the devaluation was sufficient to eliminate
the disparities in prices between Indonesian manufactured goods and
those produced by other exporting countries. The outcome in each case is
influenced by the size of the traded goods component in the production
of a particular product since prices of imports and export goods are
likely to rise in proportion to the devaluation unless import tariffs or
export taxes are adjusted. Devaluation will also have repercussions on
the general price and cost level and on the utilisation of productive
capacity. Excessively tight controls on prices in an attempt to restrain the
inflationary effects of the devaluation may result in reduced production
and increased unit costs. Efforts should be directed towards controlling
inflation without reducing capacity utilisation. The timing of
devaluation was in several respects fortunate for the control of inflation:
the 1978 rice harvest was more than 10 per cent larger than in the
previous year; the rate of inflation during the year was rather low (only 3
per cent between December 1977 and October 1978); the government rice
marketing authority (Bulog) controlled a large stock of rice (1.6 million
tons); and foreign exchange reserves were sufficient to cover four months
of imports. The government should, therefore, be able to hold down
inflation to less than 20 per cent during 1979. Hence the devaluation
should improve the competitiveness of Indonesia’s manufactured goods
against imports as well as in the international market.
The net effect of devaluation in raising the relative prices of traded
goods, after allowing for the effects on the general level of domestic
prices, seems unlikely to be large enough to offset the decline in the
competitiveness of Indonesian manufacturing industries resulting from
Indonesia’s higher rate of inflation during the 1970s.17 It is therefore
optimistic to believe that devaluation alone will be sufficient to stimulate
Indonesia’s manufactured exports without simplifications of export,
import and licensing procedures and improvements in infrastructure and
human skills.
17 The cost of living index in Jakarta from Sept. 1971 to Oct. 1978 rose by 248 per cent.
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Demand constraints in industrial expansion
Domestic demand. The most important domestic demand constraint
results from the reduction in the growth of GDP in general and the rather
slow growth in agriculture in particular. The latter will affect the ex
pansion of employment opportunities, and therefore of incomes and
purchasing power of the people.
External demand. It appears that during the next five years Indonesia’s
exports of manufactured goods will consist mainly of four categories:
processed timber products such as sawn timber, veneer, plywood and
maybe furniture; mineral-based products such as tin, alumina and
aluminium, ferro-nickel, nickel matte and metal nickel; a few products
of labour-intensive industries, such as leather products, textiles, batik,
garments, clove cigarettes, and perhaps food products such as shrimp
chips and tapioca chips; and cement and fertiliser.
Since all these potential manufactured products except cement and
fertiliser are competitive with those produced by other developing
countries, the main export markets will have to be found in developed
countries. Thus the prospects for exports of Indonesia’s manufactures
are highly dependent upon economic growth and protection policies in
the industrialised countries.
The World Bank has estimated GDP growth for industrialised
countries for the period 1975-85 at 4.2 per cent per annum for a base
scenario. This rate is based on growth estimated for North America (4.2
per cent), Japan and Oceania (5.6 per cent), and Western and Northern
Europe (3.5 per cent). For low and high scenarios the World Bank has
estimated GDP growth rates for industrialised countries of 3.7 and 4.7
per cent per annum (World Bank, 1978:13, 32). Since the GDP of in
dustrialised countries grew at 4.6 per cent per annum for the period
1975-7,18then for the base scenario of 4.2 per cent per annum for 1975-85
GDP will need to grow at 4.1 per cent during the years 1977-85, and for
the low and high scenarios at 3.5 and 4.7 per cent per annum respec
tively. This means that, unless the high scenario is realised, growth in the
industrialised countries will be slower than during the years 1975-7
(though well above the average rate of 2.8 per cent during 1970-5).
The slow expected growth of industrialised countries will adversely
affect Indonesia’s prospects of increasing exports of processed timber
products and mineral-based industries. In addition, the high unem
ployment prevailing in industrialised countries militates against the
reduction of protection for such labour-intensive industries as garments,
veneer and plywood. At the same time, since many other LDCs are
emphasising policies of export of manufactured goods, it can be expected
18 See ‘The Resurgence of Protectionism’, Finance and Development, Vol. 15, No. 3,
Sept. 1978, Table 1:15.
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that competition will increase, thereby making entrance difficult for a
newcomer like Indonesia.
A factor which could play a major role in increasing Indonesian
manufactured exports is co-operation among ASEAN and other Asian
countries in the wood processing industry.
Besides abundant supplies of labour, Indonesia possesses vast forest
reserves which have only begun to be exploited. Labour-intensive timber
processing draws on both these assets. The volume of non-coniferous
sawn logs and veneer logs exported from Indonesia amounted to 17.5
million cubic metres in 1976. This represented 39 per cent of total world
exports and 49 per cent of Asian exports.19 In 1976 the major importers
of Indonesia’s sawn-logs and veneer logs were Japan (54 per cent), Korea
(20 per cent), Taiwan (15 per cent) and Singapore (5 per cent). Except for
Japan, these countries re-export the timber after processing.
Severe competition is likely to develop among ASEAN countries,
Korea and Taiwan, for developed country markets for timber products20
which are also major producers as well as importers of plywood and
similar products. There is a need, therefore, for co-operation amongst
these countries. This co-operation would be facilitated by investment
ties: of the $1.3 billion total investment in the Indonesian forestry sector,
more than half consists of investments from the Philippines, Korea,
Japan, Malaysia, Hong Kong and the USA (Zach, 1978).
Exports of urea fertiliser, too, are expected to experience difficulties
during the 1980s because ASEAN’s production is estimated to exceed
demand while outside ASEAN there will also be substantial surpluses. If
domestic fertiliser consumption reached optimum levels per hectare it
would absorb ASEAN’s fertiliser production during the 1980s. This
suggests that efforts to raise the level of fertiliser consumption in these
countries should be made alongside co-operative efforts to export
outside ASEAN, not least to South Asia.
The existence of ASEAN Preferential Trading Arrangements is
unlikely to compensate for the slow growth of markets in the in
dustrialised countries in the foreseeable future. Not only is the ASEAN
market itself relatively small but the type of manufactured goods being
developed for export in Indonesia, such as those produced by woodbased and other labour-intensive industries, are rather similar to those of
established industries in other ASEAN countries.

19 Besides Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines are also important exporters of this
commodity. In 1976 the volume of exports from these two countries was 15.5 and 2.3
million cubic metres. The combined volume of exports from these three countries was 35.3
million cubic metres and accounted for 78.9 per cent of world exports during 1976 (FAO,
1978:75).
20 Import tariffs on plywood are: 13 per cent in the EEC; 15-20 per cent in Japan; and 10
per cent for veneer and 20 per cent for plywood in the USA. See Paul Zach (1978:57-9).
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IV CONCLUSIONS
Indonesia must increase its exports of manufactured goods for two
major reasons. First, it must compensate for future slow growth in
exports of oil. Second, expansion in exports is necessary to maintain a
relatively high rate of total growth in the manufacturing sector through a
period in which the rate of expansion of domestic demand for these
goods is expected to decline as a result of slower growth in GDP and
reduced opportunities for further import replacement. This expansion of
manufacturing output is necessary for employment reasons as well as for
its contribution to aggregate growth.
It will not be easy to achieve strong growth in manufactured exports
and to realise planned targets for growth of GDP exports and em
ployment, given the low quality of human skills, poor infrastructure,
complicated bureaucratic procedures, prospective low demand in the
industrialised countries and competition from other developing coun
tries. If these obstacles prove as serious as they now appear, it may be
necessary to modify Indonesia’s ambitions for growth.
Satisfactory growth in the manufacturing sector and in the economy as
a whole can be maintained only through reduction in the real costs of
producing and marketing manufactured goods. Since improvements in
human skills and in infrastructure take time and are expensive, costs can
only be reduced in the immediate future through gradual simplification
in bureaucratic procedures and through gradual reduction in protec
tionism. Progress in this direction would give a considerable stimulus to
foreign investment and joint ventures in Indonesia to utilise the existing
abundant labour in the production of goods for the international
market.
Reductions in domestic protection would also assist in the develop
ment of intra-ASEAN trade. However, because of the relatively small
ASEAN market, and the types of manufactured goods produced by
ASEAN countries, it appears that exports of ASEAN manufactured
products will largely be directed towards the industrialised countries.
This means that ASEAN co-operation should primarily be directed
toward gaining greater access to the markets of industrialised countries.
DISCUSSION
benjamin Higgins opened the discussion: Arsjad stresses the need for
increased export earnings to finance Repelita III. With expansion of oil
exports tapering off, alternative sources of foreign exchange must be
found. In the past, he says, Indonesia has relied on import substitution
to save foreign exchange; in future Indonesia should turn to export
promotion particularly in manufactures to earn foreign exchange. The
advanced industrial countries, not ASEAN, will be the principal market.
Arsjad has in mind a broad strategy of development which involves
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three stages. In the first stage the developing country produces, con
sumes and exports primary products, and imports industrial goods. In
the second stage the country launches some import-replacing industries
behind a protective tariff wall. In the third stage, as these industries
grow, mature and become efficient, some of them become exporters,
able to compete effectively on the world market.
The proposed strategy makes very good sense. It is essentially the story
of development, over a long period, of Australia, Canada and the U nited
States. It is also the story, in a much shorter period of Brazil, a country
with many similarities to Indonesia in terms of population, rates of
growth, resources, development strategy and policies, and political
framew ork of development.
No country can promote the export of goods it does not produce, and
the sequence of import-replacement-then-export-promotion is highly
appropriate for a country like Indonesia. Of course an injudicious and
unselective import-replacement policy can lead to inefficiency; so can an
injudicious and unselective export promotion policy.
Moreover, it is clear that in the long run the comparative advantage of
many LDCs lies in manufacturing rather than in primary products,
especially in agriculture. Even now, the gap in man-year productivity
between ACs and LDCs is far greater in agriculture than in industry. It is
unfortunate that in countries like Indonesia 70 to 80 per cent of the
labour force are in the sector where comparative cfoadvantage is most
marked, while in countries like Australia, Canada and the United States
only some 5 per cent of the labour force is engaged in the sector where
the comparative advantage is greatest. A global transformation is needed
before true long-run comparative advantage can prevail, a trans
formation on a scale unlikely to emerge from marginal changes in
response to free market forces alone. There are, of course, fearsome
hazards along the path to such a transformation and each country’s
planners and policy makers, as well as private investors, should study
carefully all large scale industrial projects proposed in LDCs, to
minimise the risk that scarce resources will be wasted, or that inap
propriate but large enterprises, capable of extorting continuing sub
sidisation or protection from government, will be established.
Albert Hirshman has said that countries tend to establish comparative
advantage in the commodities they import. Perhaps we could paraphrase
this dictum and say, ‘countries should replace only those imports which
they will later be able to export (without subsidy)’.
I have only one demurrer with respect to Arsjad’s paper. I believe his
defeatism with regard to protectionism in ACs against ‘imports of
textiles, clothing, garments, veneer and plywood’ is unwarranted. Many
people in a position to influence policy in ACs recognise the need to
phase out industries of this kind in their own countries, since they cannot
compete in a completely free market against exports from LDCs. For
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example, the Economic Council of Canada, a government agency which
has in the Council itself (as distinct from the Secretariat) spokesmen for
industry, agriculture, finance and (normally) labour, has published
recently a study of Canada’s relations with the third world, recom
mending that Canada should open its doors wide to imports of such
commodities from LDCs and use the powers of the Department of
Regional Economic Expansion to transfer the labour and capital em
ployed in these industries into more technologically advanced, highproductivity enterprises. I believe that the LDCs should use every
possible platform, including ASEAN, to press the ACs to honour their
pledge to give preferential treatment to manufactured exports of LDCs.
PETER McCAWLEY continued the discussion: Perhaps more than any of
the other ASEAN countries, it is difficult to obtain accurate information
about recent developments in the Indonesian economy. Arsjad’s chapter
makes a valuable contribution in its provision of a wealth of detail on
recent economic trends, and its discussion of likely changes during
Repelita III (Third Five Year Plan 1979-84).
What is the overall picture of recent trends in trading patterns and
industrialisation that emerges from the paper? First, it is clear that since
the late 1960s there has been comparatively rapid economic growth.
Between 1960 and 1968, real product per capita barely increased — the
average annual rate of increase of total GDP was 2.6 per cent. Under the
stimulus of the new policies adopted in 1966 and 1967 after the fall of
President Sukarno, the average annual rate of growth of GDP rose to 7.1
per cent for the period 1968-71, and then to 7.9 per cent for the period
1971-7. Second, it is also clear that the commodity boom of 1972 (timber
was important in Indonesia) and particularly the oil price rises of 1973
and 1974 had important structural effects on the Indonesian economy;
export revenue and foreign exchange reserves rose dramatically,
government receipts and expenditures also expanded strongly, and non
oil tradeable goods industries were affected adversely by the relative
strength of the rupiah which was buoyed up by the rising foreign ex
change reserves despite high domestic inflation.
Third, there has been rapid growth within the manufacturing sector.
Reasons for this include the substantial excess capacity that existed in the
late 1960s, the liberalisation of the foreign trade regime that allowed
manufacturers to import much-needed capital goods and raw materials,
the boom in foreign and domestic investment encouraged by the new
investment laws in the late 1960s, and the pent-up demand for
manufactured products after the shortages of the early 1960s. Fourth,
Arsjad’s paper spells out some of the more important difficulties facing
the manufacturing sector in Indonesia. It is clear that quite a few
problems will need to be tackled — high production costs, shortage of
entrepreneurship and managerial skills, and foreign trade procedures
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amongst them — before the manufacturing sector can become in
ternationally competitive. Finally, the prospects for export growth, and
the role that manufactured exports may play, are reviewed in some
detail.
The basic argument of Arsjad’s paper is that since non-oil exports will
need to expand relatively quickly during the Repelita III period, there is
an urgent need to promote exports of manufactured products.
It can be seen, then, that a wide range of topics is covered; it seems
best to concentrate attention on several of the main ones in these
comments. First, there are what may be called ‘industrial organisation’
issues — the high costs of inputs, management procedures and shortages
of skills, transport and marketing problems, economies of scale, and
technologies. Second, there are the broader questions of industrial
policy, particularly the nature of economic regulation and the methods
and effects of government intervention in the economy in Indonesia.
Third, it is worthwhile examining the pressures for structural change in
the non-oil tradeable goods industries (such as rubber on the export side,
and textiles on the import-competing side) that have arisen since the oil
boom.
The general thrust of the argument that will be advanced in taking up
these three issues is as follows: to focus on the debate as to whether
export-oriented industrialisation (EP) is superior to an importsubstitution industrialisation (IS) strategy is to pass over some of the
more important problems in the case of Indonesia. Clearly it would be
desirable if Indonesian manufactured products could become com
petitive in world markets — this is not at issue. The real issue is that
Indonesian businessmen must operate within a chaotic internal en
vironment. In particular, the relationship between government and the
private sector needs to be clarified: Indonesian economic policy is very
interventionist, and it is doubtful whether healthy, self-sustaining
economic growth can occur in the manufacturing sector unless there is a
change in this situation.
In order to discuss the three broad issues listed earlier, several aspects
of recent developments in the Indonesian manufacturing sector need to
be borne in mind. One is that, even by the standards of developing
countries in Asia, the manufacturing sector in Indonesia is very under
developed. The absolute size of the manufacturing sector in Indonesia is
still very small: value-added (measured in US dollars) is smaller even
than value added in the manufacturing sectors in Singapore and Hong
Kong. By most of the usual indicators of industrialisation, Indonesia is a
long way behind India and China in the development of a substantial
industrial base relative to population size.
Second, it is really only.during the past decade that the Indonesian
manufacturing sector has emerged from a long period of isolation; for
three decades after the 1930s there was relatively little technological
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change within the Indonesian manufacturing sector. To a remarkable
degree, in the late 1960s the Indonesian manufacturing sector looked
much the same as it did thirty years before producing much the same
goods, using much the same technology, and in some important in
stances, in exactly the same factories. Third, perhaps because of this
opening up of the Indonesian economy in the late 1960s, there has been a
tendency to stress the liberalisation in economic policies that has oc
curred during the Soeharto era. But in fact, by the standards of most
Western countries, and by the standards of other ASEAN countries,
economic policies in Indonesia are still very protectionist and in
terventionist. Other speakers at this conference, especially speakers from
the four other ASEAN nations, have tended to stress the ‘openness’ of
the ASEAN economies. But Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand do not together make up ASEAN: Indonesia accounts for
about 60 per cent of the population of ASEAN and about 40 per cent of
ASEAN GDP, so any generalisations about ASEAN must make due
allowance for Indonesian idiosyncrasies. These protectionist and in
terventionist tendencies are very deep rooted in Indonesian economic
policy making, and present indications are that dissatisfaction with the
‘liberal’ economic policies followed during the past decade is growing.
There has been a good deal of discussion in Indonesia recently about the
need for policies more in line with ‘Pancasila economic principles’,21
which in practice implies more government intervention rather than less.
In any discussion about economic policies in Indonesia it is important to
bear in mind that few Indonesians, including Western-trained
economists and businessmen, would be prepared to espouse publicly
‘free enterprise’ or ‘liberalism’ or ‘capitalism’ — the competitive values
embedded in these philosophies, it is widely believed, run counter to
‘Pancasila values’.
Finally, the disadvantages of the present inward-looking policies need
to be noted. Arsjad pointed to such problems as low managerial stan
dards, high production costs and poor marketing techniques. These and
many of the other undesirable features of industrial development that
tend to appear under an IS regime can also be found in Indonesia. There
is excess capacity in a number of protected industries, levels of effective
protection appear to be very high and arbitrary, ‘rent seeking’ is com
mon, and product quality is often low. At first sight, then, Indonesian
experience seems to confirm all of the disadvantages of an IS strategy
and supports the arguments of the proponents of an EP approach.
Let us agree that it is desirable that Indonesian manufactured products
be competitive in world markets. One approach towards this might be to
introduce EP policies, which would presumably involve removing most
barriers to international trade and encouraging competitive forces to
21 Pancasila are the five principles on which the Indonesian state is based.
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operate within Indonesia to reallocate factors of production towards
efficient industries. This approach largely relies on the external discipline
of international competition to force Indonesian manufacturers and
employees to make the required internal adjustments. But there are two
reasons why observers may be sceptical about whether this tactic is likely
to work in the Indonesian case: in general, existing Indonesian
manufacturing industries cannot compete in international markets, and
in any case, are not prepared to compete. Both of these reasons are
worthwhile looking at in more detail because they are related to the three
issues mentioned earlier.
It does seem true that for quite a while to come Indonesian
manufacturers will find it difficult to compete in international markets.
Indonesian goods are not particularly cheap, even after the large
devaluation in November 1978, and, what is perhaps even more serious,
the quality is often very poor.
It is not obvious that reductions in levels of protection and the en
couragement of competition will lead to the necessary reforms in at
titudes and practices within the Indonesian manufacturing sector; what is
needed is more attention to the ‘industrial organisation’ problems of the
main Indonesian industries. Management techniques need to be
reformed, new and appropriate technologies need to be introduced
(which will not necessarily be the latest technologies), mergers need to be
encouraged in some industries where economies of scale are important,
working conditions and the health of workers need to be improved, and
so on. A wide range of measures of this sort must be taken on an industry-by-industry basis to lift levels of productivity and overall in
dustrial performance. Because of the underdeveloped state of the In
donesian manufacturing sector there is very little discussion of these
matters in Indonesia, and the kind of thrust towards efficiency and
improvement that is so evident in Singapore, for example, is almost
entirely absent in Indonesia today. In short, a social, managerial and
technological transformation of the industrial sector is needed in In
donesia. Some degree of external competitive pressure through selective
reductions in tariffs and so on would probably assist this process, but it is
more important at this stage to tackle directly the internal problems.
Unless these internal problems are removed the domestic political
resistance to any genuine movement towards EP will ensure that the
present inward-looking approach to industrial development will remain.
The second reason that one should not bank on an EP strategy being
successful is that ‘competition’ and the idea of relying on market forces
is viewed with a great deal of distaste in Indonesia. It is true that
manufacturers all around the world who are vocal in paying lip service to
the philosophy of free enterprise tend to favour government intervention
when it helps their own industry, so it might seem that there is nothing
really unusual about the situation in Indonesia. But there is one broad
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feature of the Indonesian situation which sets Indonesia aside, say, from
the other ASEAN nations: not only is government regulation of the
industrial marketplace extensive in Indonesia — after all, government
regulation is quite extensive in Singapore — but the nature of govern
ment regulation is such that it stifles entrepreneurship and chokes back
self-sustaining industrial growth.
It is, then, not a question of the absence or presence of government
intervention that distinguishes Indonesia within ASEAN; it is the nature
of government intervention in Indonesia which is important. While
government regulation, on the whole, is permissive in Western nations
and countries like Singapore and Malaysia in that it tends to facilitate
industrial growth, in Indonesia government regulation is restrictive in
that it discourages industrial growth. At the risk of oversimplification it
can be said that whereas in many countries permissive regulatory systems
mean that manufacturers may assume that entrepreneurial decisions are
permitted unless explicitly forbidden, in Indonesia manufacturers are
inclined to assume that actions are forbidden unless explicitly approved.
Obviously, the difference in the overall climate for an entrepreneur is
enormous. Until there is a change in this situation, it is difficult to see
how a widely-based competitive manufacturing sector can develop in
Indonesia.
What appears to be needed is an acceptance by bureaucrats and
manufacturers alike that the role that government can usefully play in
regulating market forces is limited, especially in a country like Indonesia
where bureaucratic skills are in short supply. Further liberalisation, both
of internal trade and of international trading arrangements, is required.
Yet the present indications are that the liberalisation of the Soeharto era
has almost run its full course; this is despite the fact that the economic
policies of the Soeharto era have not really been very liberal at all. Public
discussion of economic policies in Indonesia tends to assume that, if
anything, there is too much ‘free-fight liberalism’ nowadays in Indonesia
and that additional controls on ‘foreign’ companies (non-pribumi (nonindigenous) and multinational firms) would be desirable. The concern
that many Indonesians have about the role that foreign firms play is
understandable because worries of this sort are voiced in almost all
countries. Unfortunately, discussion of these issues naturally tends to
emphasise the increased role that government should play in regulating
the economy; what is very rarely discussed are the directions in which
government regulations might be reduced.
It was mentioned earlier that a third important topic was raised in
Arsjad’s paper which deserves some attention: the pressures for struc
tural change in the non-oil tradeable goods industries that have arisen
since the oil boom. The crux of the problem is that Indonesia has caught
the ‘Dutch disease’: the emergence of a particularly strong export sector
has altered the comparative advantage of the Indonesian economy and,
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through allowing the government to maintain a higher foreign exchange
rate than would otherwise have been the case, has made it difficult for
non-oil tradeable goods to compete. Both traditional export industries
(such as rubber) and import substituting industries (such as textiles) have
been affected adversely by the new situation since 1974 and have pressed
the government to devalue, or provide assistance in some other way such
as through higher tariffs, or to do both.
The problem that the government faces is that the oil boom does have
important structural implications for the entire Indonesian economy;
changes in monetary, fiscal, foreign exchange rate, and industrial ad
justment policy have all been needed to cope with the new situation. To
have an embarrassment of foreign exchange riches is an entirely new
situation for independent Indonesia. For years during the 1950s and
1960s foreign exchange reserves hovered near zero, and since 1975 policy
makers have found it hard to co-ordinate all of the various aspects of
economic policy which have been affected. And the dramatic run down
in foreign exchange reserves during 1975 occasioned by the Pertamina
crisis naturally did not make their task any easier! It remains to be seen
whether the large devaluation of 33 per cent in November last year,
which came at a time when foreign exchange reserves appeared to be
quite comfortable, was an appropriate policy adjustment under the
circumstances.
In summary, then, Arsjad’s paper reminds us that the Indonesian
industrial sector is still very underdeveloped. While the other four
ASEAN countries are relatively ‘outward looking’ in their indus
trialisation and trade policies, Indonesia is not. In this sense, Indonesia is
the odd man out in ASEAN, but Indonesia is so important within
ASEAN that Indonesia’s ‘inward looking’ policies are likely to affect
ASEAN policies as a whole. One wonders whether, under present cir
cumstances, EP is a suitable policy for Indonesia because it might be
more fruitful to tackle some of the basic causes of Indonesia’s protec
tionism more directly. Very large internal reforms would seem to be
needed before Indonesian manufacturing will develop to the stage where
Indonesia can be regarded as one of the rapidly industrialising countries
of Asia.
Subsequent discussion of Arsjad’s paper ranged over many issues,
notably the impact of the oil boom on the international competitiveness
of the manufacturing sector; the effects of pervasive official ‘in
terventionism’ on efficiency in the private sector; the role of small-scale
and cottage enterprises in future industrial development; and Indonesia’s
interest in ASEAN co-operation on commodities.
There was widespread agreement that structural changes in the In
donesian economy associated with the oil boom had militated against the
emergence of manufactured exports, but opinion varied about whether
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the devaluation of late 1978 could change the situation. The increase in
costs through the Indonesian economy in the 1970s was a real and not
simply a monetary phenomenon. An earlier devaluation at a time when
oil revenues were still growing strongly would have increased the rate of
inflation and done nothing to reduce real Indonesian costs relative to the
rest of the world. This had been the experience of many countries which,
like Indonesia, had experienced the emergence of a new resource-based
export industry, and which had sought to restore or enhance the com
petitiveness of traditional export- and import-competing through
devaluation.
It was argued that Indonesia was still in the position: that increased
inflation would be the only consequence of the devaluation. Indonesia’s
experience of very high inflation in the 1960s made her more than usually
prone to increases in inflationary expectations, so that the transmission
of the exchange rate change to the domestic price level would be rapid.
The alternative view was that the deceleration of the growth in oil
revenues and the associated weakening of the balance of payments
created a new situation in which the devaluation could have a catalytic
effect in the reduction of Indonesian costs, relative to those in other
countries.
Only time can tell which position had greater validity, but the absence
of major trade liberalisation measures following the devaluation augurs
poorly for the prospects of Indonesian manufactured exports in the near
future.
There was considerable discussion of and sympathy with the view of
Arsjad and McCawley, that the interventionist proclivities of the In
donesian government were a major factor in the low productivity of the
manufacturing sector. This fact of Indonesian life made it more than
usually important to provide incentives to the industrial sector through
general mechanisms rather than on a case by case basis. Unfortunately, it
also made it improbable that such an indirect approach to the provision
of incentives would be adopted.
Arsjad had pointed out the tendency for industry growth to be con
centrated in the modern larger-scale and mainly urban component of the
manufacturing sector, although the majority of employment was
provided in small-scale more traditional enterprises. The general thrust
of comment on this point was that this was an inevitable trend that would
continue until small-scale traditional and generally lower-wage
manufacturing activities were relatively unimportant. However, one
Canadian participant argued strongly that export industries could be
built on the unique skills embodied in some of the products of small-scale
manufacturing enterprises in Java
ASEAN entered the discussion of the Indonesian paper mainly with
reference to commodity issues. Indonesia was seen as the key to any
ASEAN agreement on guaranteed regional supplies of and markets for
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basic commodities. Rice, the staple food throughout ASEAN, and
petroleum were the two commodities, anxieties about continued supplies
of which had emerged from time to time. Indonesia was much the largest
importer in ASEAN of the one commodity and much the largest exporter
of the other. One participant described the failure of attempts to
guarantee regional rice supplies in the crisis following crop failures in
1974, when political and administrative weaknesses in Thailand were
very important. This failure was contrasted with an important
development in March 1979, when at a time when oil supplies were very
tight in the wake of the Iran revolution, Indonesia made oil supplies
available to meet shortages in Thailand at the official OPEC price rather
than at the higher price then ruling in international spot markets. This
event was seen as a significant sign of ASEAN co-operation and
solidarity. However, it was observed that, Indonesia being the poorest of
the ASEAN members, it would be more equitable for ASEAN co
operation as a totality to shift income towards her rather than away from
her.
concluded the discussion with some further comments upon the
interventionist tendencies of the Indonesian government. He saw
variations over time in this tendency, with it being least pronounced in
the immediate aftermath of the formation of the ‘New Order’ govern
ment in 1966. After that, there was a drift back to pre-1966 approaches,
which owed something to Indonesia’s cultural background. But recently
there had been growing awareness of the problems in the industrial sector
caused by the pervasive and erratic government intervention in business
decisions, and he hoped that the new drive for manufactured exports
would create the momentum that would make it possible to simplify
administrative procedures.
arsjad

9

Singapore’s Trade and Development Strategy
and ASEAN Economic Co-operation, with
Special Reference to the ASEAN Common
Approach to Foreign Economic Relations
CHIASIOW YUE

/

O VER VIE W OE THE SING A PORE ECONOM Y

Singapore is the youngest and smallest of the ASEAN nation states. It
also has the fastest rate of economic growth and the most advanced level
of economic development in the region.
Political independence was attained only in August 1965. But the same
political leadership has been at the helm since 1959, so that the basic
development philosophy and strategy have remained unchanged for two
decades. The development philosophy is essentially a pragmatic one.
Policy makers accept the inevitability of changing external parameters,
and at times of changing equations, but try to maximise the benefits that
a small nation state can obtain from those opportunities that are
available in the international trading system. The development strategy is
an anachronistic combination of economic liberalism and social
discipline. The result, in the peculiar circumstances of Singapore, has
been highly rewarding.
Physically Singapore is only a city state, but economic policies have
been directed at developing it as a ‘global’ city. The land area is
minimal, with only 616 sq km and hardly any natural resources. The
population of 2.3 million constitutes only 1 per cent of the ASEAN
population. The 1977 GNP was 7.4 per cent of the ASEAN total; in
relative size it was less than one fifth of Indonesia, slightly more than one
third of the Philippines and of Thailand, and more than half of
Malaysia. With a per capita GNP of $2,782 in 1977, Singapore clearly
belongs to the top income group of developing countries; in fact, it was
recently almost reclassified by the IMF as a developed country. This per
capita GNP is eleven times that of Indonesia, six to seven times that of
the Philippines and of Thailand, and three times that of Malaysia. Such
direct comparisons, of course, fail to take into account Singapore’s
highly urbanised and monetised city-state economy and the large
241
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presence of foreigners. After adjusting for the share of resident
foreigners and resident foreign companies, the per capita ‘indigenous’
GNP for 1977 was $2,305, still very high by either Third World or
regional standards.
Rapid economic and social development and a successful family
planning program have reduced the population growth rate to 1.5 per
cent a year in the 1970s and a low of 1.2 per cent in 1977. On current
trends zero population growth will be reached before the year 2030, with
a population size of 3.5 million. The GNP growth rate averaged 8.9 per
cent a year in the 1960-77 period. In the boom years of 1966-73, the
average growth rate was 12.9 per cent. Contributory factors include a
favourable external environment, strategic geographical location,
political and social stability including trade union restraint, able and
dynamic political leadership, sound economic policies and contributions
from foreign investment and foreign expertise. Turmoil in the in
ternational economic arena, the oil crisis and the ensuing worldwide
recession, put an early brake on Singapore’s two digit growth. The GDP
growth rate fell to 6.3 per cent in 1974 and to 4.1 per cent in 1975. There
has been some recovery since. With growing domestic supply constraints
and the continuing sluggishness of the world economy, it is projected
that the Singapore economy will not be able to grow faster than 10 per
cent a year in the foreseeable future. The high GNP and low population
growth rates have combined to achieve a per capita GNP growth rate of
6.7 per cent a year in the 1960-77 period.
Available evidence also points to some improvement in the income
distribution (Pang, 1976). Growth has been largely non-inflationary,
with the GDP deflator showing an average rise in the price level of 3.3
per cent a year in the 1960-77 period.
Income growth has been accompanied by high labour absorption.
Employment grew at an average annual rate of 6.6 per cent between 1966
and 1973. The unemployment rate declined from over 10 per cent in the
early 1960s to less than 4 per cent currently. Singapore has become in
creasingly dependent on imported workers in recent years. Estimates of
the size of the guest worker population range from 6 to 10 per cent of the
labour force. In spite of the sharp increase in the female labour force
participation rates in the 1970s, the growth in the labour force is expected
to decline from 3 per cent in the 1960s to less than 2 per cent in the 1980s
and to about 1 per cent by the 1990s. Before 1972 the excess supply of
Singaporean workers made possible a moderate wage policy. After 1972
wage increases were further moderated by the large importation of
workers and the institutionalisation of orderly wage increases through
the tripartite National Wages Council.
Growth has been made possible by rapidly rising levels of investment
and savings (Table 9.1). The consumption expenditure share of GDP
declined from a high of 96.9 per cent in 1960 to 71.5 per cent in 1977,
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while the capital formation share rose from 11.4 per cent to 33.8 per cent
in the same period. Gross national savings rose from minimal levels in
the early 1960s to 26.0 per cent of GNP in 1977. An increasing share of
gross capital formation is financed from national savings, reaching 75.0
per cent by 1977. Development has also been accompanied by the
growing role of the public sector, whose share in national consumption
and investment rose from 10.3 per cent of GDP in 1960 to 21.2 per cent
of GDP by 1977 (Table 9.1).
Sectorally, manufacturing spearheaded the rapid economic growth
(see Table 9.2). By the latter part of the 1950s the traditional economic
sectors of entrepot trade and British military activities had stagnated and
the economy became plagued by problems of rapid population growth
and rising unemployment, compounded by growing industrial unrest.
Industrialisation became the development strategy of the 1960s, with
emphasis on foreign investment and with offers of a wide range of in
vestment incentives accompanied by measures to foster industrial
discipline. In consequence, the manufacturing sector grew rapidly and its
share of the GDP rose from 11.7 per cent in 1960 to 23.8 per cent by
1977.
The development strategy of the 1970s emphasised further diver
sification of the economy, not only in the nature of industrial
development, but also the development of the services sector. The latter
entails in particular the development of Singapore as a centre of regional
and international finance, a centre for transport and communications
services and other professional services. The growth of the financial
centre is evident in the expansion of the total assets of the Asian Dollar
Market in Singapore from a modest $30 million in 1968 to $21 billion in
1977. The finance, insurance, real estate and business services sector
accounted for 12 per cent of GDP growth between 1970 and 1977.
Singapore has also developed into an important communications centre,
is the third busiest port in the world in terms of shipping tonnage
handled, and the national airline is a major regional carrier. Transport
and communications accounted for 21.8 per cent of GDP growth in the
1970-7 period. Nonetheless, the trade sector continues to be the largest
sector of the economy.
II

TRAPE A ND IND US TR IA L DE VEL OPMENT

Policy developments

Singapore has the most liberal trade policies in ASEAN. The outward
looking development philosophy and strategy have been conditioned by
its small size, geographical location astride major international shipping
and air routes, traditional entrepot role, and historical immigration in
response to the free trade opportunities of the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century.
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The emergence of nationalism in the 1950s and of industrialisation in
the 1960s did not diminish Singapore’s free trade outlook. Political
independence further highlighted the economic dependence on the
outside world, in particular on Southeast Asia. Trade and foreign in
vestment were seen as necessary to growth and higher living standards.
Export-orientation was seen as essential for successful industrialisation.
The fact that Singapore is able to enjoy one of the highest living stan
dards in Asia in spite of (or because of) its lack of natural resources
attests to the benefits it has been able to reap from international
specialisation and exchange. The problems that might have been
associated with this specialisation have been minimised through ap
propriate domestic policies and through market and product diver
sification.
Market diversification has not been easy. The trade and economic
recession in 1964 brought about by the Indonesian embargo on trade
with Singapore and the export difficulties experienced by Singapore
manufacturers after 1965, following the raising of trade barriers by
Malaysia, were salutary indicators that Singapore should diversify its
trade ties. Entrepot trade declined relatively, although not absolutely, in
response to the growth of economic nationalism in Southeast Asia. The
relative decline in entrepot trade hastened the development of
manufacturing industries and increased the dependence on foreign in
vestment by multinational corporations. Export links with the external
world were forged largely by the foreign investors, and Singapore
became increasingly dependent on trade with the United States, Japan
and West Asia. Through the push and pull of political and economic
forces Singapore was forced to develop an international rather than a
regional or national economic outlook. Similarly, product diversification
has not always been successful. Reduced dependence on the entrepot
trade in crude rubber has to some extent been replaced by the dependence
on trade in petroleum and petroleum products and in labour-intensive
textiles, garments and electronic exports.
Singapore’s industrialisation strategy has been essentially outward
looking. Nonetheless, it is possible to distinguish three phases of in
dustrial development: an early import substitution phase in 1960-6; a
labour-intensive export development phase in 1966-70; and a highertechnology, skill-intensive phase of export development since 1970. The
industrial strategy hinged initially on protectionism, but increasingly on
the use of investment incentives to attract foreign investors, and social
controls and discipline to foster the necessary investment climate.
Up to 1960, there were no tariffs except for revenue duties imposed on
imports of alcoholic beverages, tobacco products and petroleum
products. Licensing controls were minimal and maintained only for
health and security reasons. Between 1960 and 1965 protective tariffs and
quota restrictions were introduced to foster manufacturing activities.
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Industrial development was made difficult by the poor investment
climate which resulted, inter alia, from political uncertainty, widespread
industrial unrest, prevailing high wage levels, poor resource endowment
and the lack of a sizable domestic market. The rationale for import
substitution were the prospects of a Malaysian common market and the
problems associated with export development in the early phase of in
dustrialisation. The obvious constraints were the entrepot tradition, the
high degree of import dependence and the very small size of the domestic
market. In the event, import substitution was short and mild.
Political separation from Malaysia in August 1965 meant the collapse
of the Malaysian common market proposal. The industrialisation
strategy shifted rapidly to emphasise export development through
promotion of multinational corporate investments, although in the
immediate post-independence period tariff protection was increased to
safeguard domestic employment and manufacturing capacity utilisation.
The shock of separation and the abortion of the common market was
followed closely by Britain’s shock announcement that it would complete
its military withdrawal from Singapore by 1971. The impeding economic
recession and increased defence commitments called for draconian
measures to accelerate industrial growth and economic development.
Industrial investment incentives proliferated in the ensuing years. Tax
incentives to industrial investors were first introduced in 1959, essentially
providing a five year tax holiday to designated pioneer enterprises. The
Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief from Income Tax) Act of 1967
consolidated the 1959 tax incentives and introduced new ones. In par
ticular, a concessionary tax of 4 per cent was introduced on approved
export profits for up to fifteen years; interest earnings on approved
foreign loans were made tax exempt; and a concessionary tax rate of 20
per cent was introduced on payments to foreigners of royalties, technical
assistance fees and research and development contributions. (The
standard tax rate on corporate incomes in Singapore is 40 per cent.) In
addition, manufacturers were eligible for double tax deductions for
export promotion expenses and accelerated depreciation allowances.
The institutional framework to support industrial investments was also
overhauled in 1968. The Economic Development Board was established
at the start of the industrialisation program in 1960. Through the years it
provided a wide range of facilities and services to industrialists, serving
as a ‘one-stop’ investment centre. With the restructuring exercise, the
EDB maintained the basic functions of investment promotion and
evaluation, while new institutions were created to take charge of in
dustrial financing (Development Bank of Singapore), industrial estate
development and management (Jurong Town Corporation) and
technical consultancy services (Singapore Institute for Standards and
Industrial Research and the National Productivity Board).
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The growing range of fiscal incentives and industrial facilities and
services were paralleled by efforts to foster improved industrial relations
and industrial discipline. The Employment Act and the Industrial
Relations (Amendment) Act took effect in 1968 to stabilise wage costs
and maintain industrial peace through controls on fringe benefits,
reduction in overtime payments, reduction in the number of paid
holidays and consolidation of the powers of management pertaining to
personnel recruitment, promotion, transfer, retrenchment and dismissal.
The educational system was revamped to emphasise technical education
at the secondary and tertiary levels. The upshot of all the promotional
measures and social controls was a rapid increase in industrial in
vestments. In particular, there was an influx of multinational cor
porations into the textiles, garments, electronics and ship-repairing
industries.
Export-oriented industrialisation in the latter part of the 1960s and
early 1970s hinged on the attraction of multinational corporate
investments to overcome problems of access to markets, technology,
management and entrepreneurial expertise. Singapore’s liberal foreign
investment policy is evident from the availability of various incentives
and especially from the general absence of restrictions governing the
entry and operations of foreign enterprises. In legislation, the incentives
apply equally to foreign and domestic investments, but in execution the
incentives tend to favour the foreign investors because administrators
apply size of investment, export-orientation and commercial viability
criteria. Increasingly, the foreign enterprises also availed themselves of
the various labour training subsidies available. Fiscal incentives apart,
foreign investors were attracted by Singapore’s stable industrial
relations, orderly wage increases, relatively well-educated and welltrained industrial labour force, efficient administrative and infra
structural support and general freedom from onerous restrictions. For
example, there are no restrictions or regulations pertaining to the
repatriation of capital and remittance of profits, dividends and interest;
the extent of local equity participation in foreign enterprises (although
joint ventures are increasingly encouraged); the employment of local
personnel in foreign enterprises; and the use of domestic materials. The
government, on its part, relied on the close contact maintained with
foreign investors through the administrative machinery, equity
participation and loan assistance, and on selectivity in the award of
incentives to facilitate good corporate behaviour on the part of foreign
investors in Singapore.
Industrial protection was downplayed increasingly with the growth in
promotional measures and development of industrial facilities and ser
vices. Quota restrictions have been removed completely, and the range and
height of import tariffs reduced considerably. But even at the height of
the protectionist period, industrial protection remained moderate. Tan
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(1978) shows that in 1967 the system of nominal protection in Singapore
was simple and moderate — tariff rates were low, there were few quota
restrictions and there were no other forms of protection, while duty
exemptions were granted on imported inputs which had no close
domestic substitutes. Altogether 104 commodity items were identified as
under tariff and/or quota protection in 1967, covering an output value at
world prices of $116 million, or 21.6 per cent of total manufacturing
output. Of these fifty-nine commodity items constituting 11.5 per cent of
manufacturing output received only tariff protection, twenty commodity
items constituting 9.6 per cent of manufacturing output had only quota
protection, while twenty-five commodity items constituting 0.4 per cent
of total manufacturing output had both tariff and quota protection. Of
the eighty-four commodities protected by tariffs, forty-nine had tariff
rates no higher than 25 per cent and only fourteen had tariff rates
exceeding 50 per cent. Tariff redundancy was widespread. The nominal
protection rates for the commodities classified into seventy industries
was zero for thirty-six industries and no higher than 30 per cent for the
remainder. The overall nominal protection rate for the whole
manufacturing sector was 4.3 per cent on domestic sales and 3.0 per cent
on total sales. The normal pattern of escalation of protection into non
durable consumer goods industries was absent.
Tan’s estimates of effective rates of protection for the seventy
industries show that the average rate on total sales ranged from -22.8 per
cent to 708.1 per cent (Balassa method) and on domestic sales the rates
ranged from -37.9 per cent to 747.1 per cent. Apart from these extremes,
the effective rates were bunched between -10 per cent and 20 per cent.
For the manufacturing sector as a whole, the average protective rate was
rather low — 6.0 per cent by the Balassa method and 5.2 per cent by the
Corden method upon total sales, and 8.6 per cent by the Balassa method
and 7.5 per cent by the Corden method upon domestic sales alone.
The growing labour shortage and rising wage levels evident since 1970
dictated the industrialisation strategy of the 1970s. In spite of restraints
exercised through the National Wages Council, Singapore found itself
increasingly pushed out of the low-wage stage of economic development.
Hence emphasis was placed increasingly on the promotion of industries
and operations that could contribute significantly to skill development
and with good potential for technological advance. Industrial training
facilities were expanded and financial support for industrial training by
the private sector increased, forming the cornerstone of industrial
policies in recent years. Industries given promotional priority are the
following: metal engineering and machinery; aerospace engineering;
shipbuilding and transport equipment; optical instruments and lenses;
scientific and medical equipment; electrical and electronic products;
petrochemicals, plastic materials and fibres; high quality textile and
fashion items; specialty food and confectionery products; recreational
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goods and educational aids; and software and professional services.
More recently investment promotional emphasis has switched from the
large multinational corporations engaged in offshore labour-intensive
manufacturing activities to smaller companies engaged in more skilled
and technology-oriented manufacturing operations. To this end the
minimum investment requirement has been removed from the criteria of
eligibility for pioneer tax concessions and the Capital Assistance Scheme
was launched in 1976. The latter provides financial assistance to
specialised small- and medium-scale companies engaged in skill-intensive
and technologically desirable projects through equity and loan capital
assistance. In the face of sluggish export demand and growing
protectionism in major markets the government has also stepped up its
assistance in export promotion, through a rediscount facility by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore to banks engaged in export and pre
export financing, a special financing scheme to assist the shipbuilding
industry and the formation of an export credit insurance agency. Export
promotional efforts in overseas centres by the Economic Development
Board and the Trade Department have also accelerated.
A number of problems confront the future industrial development of
Singapore. The first set of problems relates to domestic supply
constraints and their impact on the optimum level and direction of
industrialisation. The most obvious constraint is labour supply. In recent
years high levels of employment growth have been sustained by
increasing importation of workers and by the rising female labour force
participation rates. Future economic growth can be sustained only by
productivity improvements, and the evidence so far on productivity
improvements in the manufacturing sector has not been encouraging. To
some extent the wage restraint exercised through the National Wages
Council and the importation of foreign workers on a large scale have
prevented the necessary restructuring of industries and economy in the
use of labour. The use of foreign workers to meet labour shortages offers
considerable advantages, but there are also social and other costs
involved. Further increases in the female labour force participation rate
can be expected. At the moment less than 40 per cent of women above 15
years of age are in the labour market. For the younger group of women,
the participation rate already exceeds 70 per cent. The main need is to
promote higher participation among the older women. Industries
chronically short of labour and unable to pay the prevailing wage rates
will have to be discouraged and relocated elsewhere. In fact there is now
a trend for Singapore investors to collaborate with investors in
neighbouring and South Asian countries to establish production facilities
in those countries.
The labour constraint dictates that Singapore has to move away from
labour-intensive manufacturing activities. The scarcity of land, water,
fuel and other natural resources precludes any extensive development of
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resource-based industries. The trend towards processing by producing
countries themselves precludes Singapore from following such a
developmental path. The obvious prospects for Singapore lie in the
development of precision and engineering industries, as well as industries
catering to high fashion and specialty products. Future industrial
development requires the development of engineering skills and
innovative expertise. Investment promotion directed at the attraction of
skill- and technology-intensive industries is a much more difficult task
than the earlier one of attracting labour-intensive manufacturing
operations. Difficulties in attracting such investments must have
underlain the need to maintain labour availability and reasonable wage
levels for established industries.
Singapore has not the technology base nor the marketing expertise to
progress alone in a higher productivity pattern of industrial
development. But multinational corporations do not have much
incentive to locate research and development and high technology
industries outside their home countries in Singapore. A rapid expansion
of local engineering manpower, improved industrial infrastructure and
generous investment incentives are essential if Singapore is to succeed in
its next stage of industrial development.
A second set of problems relates to the role of local industries and
local entrepreneurship. It was often noted at the start of the
industrialisation drive that Singapore did not lack entrepreneurs; the
only problem was that the abundance of commercial entrepreneurship
could not be transformed easily into industrial entrepreneurship. Nearly
twenty years after the commencement of rapid industrialisation there is
still an acute shortage of local industrial entrepreneurs. Potential local
entrepreneurial talents have been creamed off by the government to
become top-rate civil servants and public sector entrepreneurs and by the
multinational corporations to become their paid executives. Thus the
growth of the public sector and of foreign investments has had an
insidious effect on the development of local enterprises. While the
Economic Development Board and related government agencies have
been active in the promotion of foreign investment, little has been done
especially to promote domestic investments and local entrepreneurship.
Belatedly the government turned some attention to the development of
local industries when the inflow of foreign investments began to falter in
1975-6. The Economic Development Board has since been more active in
the promotion of joint ventures between local and foreign business and
the government has introduced the Small Industries Finance Scheme and
the Product Development Assistance Scheme to promote local manufac
turing enterprises through assistance in finance and product
development. The schemes are still too recent for their impact to be
evaluated. Much more needs to be done to develop local enterprises and
to offset the years of ‘benign’ neglect. Until industries in Singapore have
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succeeded in removing the ‘foreign enclave’ image, the industrialisation
effort in Singapore cannot be considered an unqualified success.
A comparison of the data on sectoral contributions to GDP and
sectoral employment leads one to the surprising conclusion that
productivity in manufacturing is below the national average. The
conventional wisdom that industrial development is the key to higher
productivity and economic development may not apply to Singapore.1
Tertiary service activities provide for higher productivity and higher
incomes. Singapore’s comparative advantage, as its historical develop
ment has shown, lay more in the export of services than of goods. This
suggests that more resources should be channelled to the development of
service exports rather than manufactured goods exports, especially since
there is a physical limit to the further industrialisation of Singapore.
Thus the nature of the land and labour resources of Singapore point to
the increased development of a wide range of high value-added service
industries.
Trend and structure o f manufacturing

Up to 1960 the manufacturing sector was relatively small in relation to
Singapore’s per capita incöme level. Its delayed emergence may be
attributed to the small domestic market, the strong competition from
imports in a free port, and economic prosperity provided by entrepot
trade and British military services. High wage levels relative to the rest of
Asia supported by these activities precluded the development of
comparative advantage in labour-intensive export industries, and the
lack of industrial capital resources, technology and skills, hindered the
emergence of an export sector based on more sophisticated industrial
products. In consequence industrial activities were confined to the
servicing of the entrepot trade and the provision of consumer goods and
services which enjoyed natural protection from import competition.
Investment incentives of the 1960s and 1970s led to rapid industrial
development and transformation. Value added in manufacturing grew
from $77 million in 1960 to $1,539 million in 1977, valued at factor cost
and current prices. The growth rate in real terms averaged 12.2 per cent a
year. In the early years growth was slow, due to the unfavourable
investment climate and the investment lag. Growth accelerated in the
1966-73 period, reflecting the switch to greater export-orientation and
the heavy inflow of multinational corporate investments. Since 1973 the
growth rate has decelerated following the impact of the worldwide
recession on foreign investments and exports. By 1977, manufacturing
contributed 23.8 per cent to GDP and 27.2 per cent to total employment;
these are much higher than corresponding shares for the other ASEAN
1 For a thorough discussion of the nature, causes and implications o f this phenomenon
see Seow (1979).
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countries. In absolute terms, however, value-added in manufacturing in
Singapore is only slightly larger than manufacturing value-added in
Malaysia, comparable to manufacturing value-added in Indonesia, and
much smaller than manufacturing value-added in either the Philippines
or Thailand.
There has been a dramatic increase in the export orientation of the
Singapore manufacturing sector over the past two decades. Domestic
demand accounted for 64 per cent of manufacturing sales in 1960, but by
1977 export demand dominated with a sales share of 63 per cent.2For the
1960-77 period as a whole, export markets accounted for 64 per cent of
the increase in total sales. The relative contribution of export sales to
growth has increased in importance through the period. In the period
1960-5, export markets accounted for only 30 per cent of the growth in
manufacturing sales. By 1975-7, however, the position had been reversed
completely: exports accounted for 75.5 per cent of manufacturing sales
growth and domestic demand expansion (including the import
substitution effect) for only 24.5 per cent.
The decreasing relative contribution of domestic demand to industrial
growth does not necessarily imply the exhaustion of import substitution
possibilities. Singapore continues to rely heavily on imports to meet the
domestic demand for manufactured goods. The Singapore input-output
table for 1973 indicates that imports still accounted for 49 per cent of the
total supply of manufactures (that is domestic production plus imports)
(Singapore, 1978). Export demand absorbed 65 per cent of total
domestic production of manufactures, domestic intermediate demand
accounted for 17 per cent and domestic final demand for 18 per cent.
Imports accounted for 73 per cent of total domestic supply (that is,
domestic production less exports plus imports). Imports supplied more
than 90 per cent of the domestic market in ten out of the fifty-one
manufacturing industries and more than 50 per cent in thirty-four
manufacturing industries. Domestic production accounted for over 75
per cent of domestic demand only for cereals and cereal preparations,
clothing, processed rattan, furniture and fixtures, printing and pub
lishing, structural cement and concrete products, non-metallic mineral
products and tobacco products. Only in tobacco products did domestic
production account for over 90 per cent of domestic demand.
Changes in the industrial composition of the manufacturing sector
since 1960 are shown in Table 9.3. In 1960 the major industries were
those that enjoyed a considerable degree of natural protection: food
products, beverages, and printing and publishing together accounted for
61 per cent of total manufacturing value-added. By 1977, the share of
these three industries in manufacturing value-added had declined to only
2 These data, based on establishments employing ten or more workers are from the
Singapore Department of Statistics, Report on the Census o f Industrial Production,
various years.
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10 per cent. The new leading industries in terms of contributions to
value-added are petroleum refining, electrical goods and transport
equipment. In addition, the textiles and garments industries are also
significant in employment generation. Singapore’s leading industries are
thus a mixture of labour-intensive, skill-intensive and capital-intensive
industries.
Manufacturing activity in Singapore tends to be of an ‘enclave’
character with a high degree of import dependence, export dependence
and foreign investment dependence. In 1973 the overall export
dependence of the manufacturing sector inclusive of rubber processing
was 65 per cent of total production (Singapore, 1978). The export
dependence, as measured by the share of production accounted for by
export demand, ranged from nearly 100 per cent for rubber processing to
2.4 per cent for structural cement and concrete products. Between these
two extremes, of the fifty-one manufacturing industries in the inputoutput table, ten industries had export dependence exceeding 50 per cent
of production. However, eighteen of the industries had an export
dependence exceeding 75 per cent of production and an additional six
had export dependence exceeding 50 per cent of production. However,
eighteen of the industries had an export dependence of less than 25 per
cent of output.
The largest export industries of Singapore are in descending order,
petroleum refining, electronics and telecommunications, rubber
processing, shipbuilding and repairing (including aircraft), clothing,
wood products excluding furniture, and sawmilling. Together these
seven industries had $1,728 million in export sales in 1973, constituting
73 per cent of total export sales by all manufacturing activities.
The direct import content for the whole manufacturing sector in 1973
was a high 58 per cent (Singapore, 1978). This import content increased
to 65 per cent of output value when indirect imported inputs are
included. Industries show varying degrees of dependence on imported
inputs, ranging from over 90 per cent of output value for rubber
processing, over 70 per cent for petroleum refining, sawmilling, animal
feedstuffs and jewellery manufacture, to less than 15 per cent of output
value for structural cement and concrete products, and non-metallic
mineral products. Import tariffs on imported inputs have been
negligible, so as not to burden the cost structure of exports. The
availability of cheap imported inputs is an important factor in
Singapore’s competitiveness in a wide range of industries. But it may be
argued that the absence of import tariffs has discouraged the domestic
sourcing of inputs and delayed the emergence of intermediate supply
industries.
Table 9.4 shows the dependence of the manufacturing sector on
foreign investment. By 1977, wholly-foreign-owned and majorityforeign-owned manufacturing establishments, although relatively small
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in numbers, accounted for 73 per cent of total manufacturing (excluding
rubber processing) output and 65 per cent of total manufacturing valueadded. More significantly, these same foreign establishments accounted
for 84 per cent of direct export sales by the manufacturing sector.
Manufacturing establishments which are completely locally-owned made
only a minor contribution to Singapore’s export performance. This
highlights the critical role of foreign investments in the export-oriented
industrialisation objective of Singapore.
Table 9.4 shows the major sources of Singapore’s foreign investments
in the manufacturing sector. By 1977 the United States had emerged as
the major source of foreign investments in Singapore, contributing most
to investments (as measured by gross fixed assets),3 output, value-added
and export sales. Second in importance are European investments
(dominated by the EEC countries), with Japan ranking third. There are
indications that investments in the pipeline are predominantly from
Japan, so that the share of Japanese investments in Singapore will
increase in the next few years. As Table 9.4 shows, American and
European investments tend to be much larger in average size (as
measured by output per establishment) and much more export-oriented
(as measured by the export/output ratio) than foreign investments from
Asian sources. In part this is due to the dominance of American and
European investments in the petroleum refining industry. There is also a
strong preference among American investors for wholly-owned
subsidiaries, while Asian investors tend to favour joint ventures. Foreign
investment (as measured by gross fixed assets) was concentrated in
petroleum refining ($691 million or 39 per cent of the total at end 1977)
and to a much lesser extent in electrical machinery ($216 million or 12 per
cent) and appliances including electronics and non-electronic machinery
and transport equipment.
Trend and structure o f trade

The main features of Singapore’s external trade are the high degree of
trade dependence, the imbalance between imports and exports, the
declining share of entrepot trade, and the considerable product and
country diversification of imports and exports.
In 1977 Singapore’s total imports and exports (including estimates of
trade with Indonesia)4 reached $20,254 million, with imports at $11,473
3 Data from the Singapore Economic Development Board indicate that at the end of 1977
United States firms investment in gross fixed assets totalled $584 million (33 per cent of
total foreign investments), EEC firms $566 million (31.9 per cent) and Japanese firms $271
million (15.3 per cent).
4 Since 1963, when Indonesia declared economic confrontation on Singapore for joining
Malaysia, the Singapore Government has ceased publishing data on trade with Indonesia.
Estimates of trade with Indonesia are based on Indonesian figures of trade with Singapore.
It is generally thought that the Indonesian data underestimate the extent of SingaporeIndonesia trade.
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million and exports at $8,779 million. Singapore’s imports accounted for
3.2 per cent of total ASEAN imports and exceeded in value the import of
each of the other ASEAN members. Its exports accounted for 27 per cent
of all ASEAN exports, and was exceeded in value only by Indonesia’s
exports. Entrepot trade was, of course, responsible for a substantial part
of Singapore’s foreign trade. However, excluding entrepot imports and
exports (and excluding all trade with Indonesia)5 Singapore’s foreign
trade still reached a total of $12,806 million, with retained imports at
$8,030 million and domestic exports at $4,775 million. Its imports are
still the largest of the five ASEAN countries, while its domestic exports
ranked third among ASEAN exports after Indonesia and Malaysia.
The degree of trade dependence can be illustrated by the per capita
trade value and the ratio of imports and exports to GNP. Per capita
imports and exports in 1977 were respectively $4,971 and $3,803, while
per capita retained imports and domestic exports were respectively
$3,479 and $2,069. The ratio of imports to GNP was 1.8 for total
imports and 1.3 for retained imports. The ratio of exports to GNP was
1.4 for total exports and 0.7 for domestic exports. The high degree of
dependence on merchandise trade (as well as on trade in invisibles and
foreign investments) have rendered the economic performance of
Singapore highly sensitive to the trend and fluctuations in world
economic activity and trade levels.
Singapore’s imports persistently exceed its exports. So far this has not
occasioned serious concern, because it has been associated with
continuing high levels of foreign capital inflow and with a substantial
surplus in invisible trade. There has been a narrowing of the trade gap
with the rapid expansion of domestic exports in recent years.
Singapore has served as the entrepot of Southeast Asia since the early
nineteenth century. Initial advantages arising from its geographical
location astride one of the world’s major shipping routes and its deep
water harbour were later enhanced by the free port policy and relative
political stability under British rule and by the development of an
extensive and efficient network of financial, commercial, shipping and
communications services. In the 1950s, the development of competing
ports in the region and the trend towards direct trading by neighbouring
countries reduced the growth of the entrepot. The development of
export-oriented industries in Singapore since the mid-1960s served
further to erode the role of the entrepot trade. The share of entrepot
trade in total trade declined to 32 per cent by 1977, with entrepot imports
accounting for 23 per cent of total imports and entrepot exports for 42
per cent of total exports.
The commodity pattern of the entrepot trade has changed signifi
cantly. The bulk of the trade once consisted of transshipment, sorting
5 It is not possible to ascertain from the Indonesian data on Indonesia-Singapore trade
the extent of the entrepot trade between the two countries.
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Table 9.4

Sources of capital investments in the manufacturing sector,
Singapore, 1977

Sources of capital
Total
Per cent
Wholly local
Percent
More than half local
Per cent
Less than half local
Per cent
Wholly foreign
Per cent
By m ajor source o f capital
Singapore
Per cent
Australia
Per cent
Hong Kong
Per cent
Japan
Per cent
Malaysia
Per cent
Switzerland
Per cent
Taiwan
Per cent
United Kingdom
Per cent
United States
Per cent
West Germany
Per cent
Other European countries
Percent
Other countries
Per cent
Source:

Establish Employm ent
ments no.
’000

O utput
Smillion

Value-added
Smillion

Exports
Smillion

2638
(100.0)
1727
(65.5)
309
(11.7)
254
(9.6)
348
(13.2)

219.1
(100.0)
68.1
(31.1)
31.5
(14.4)
45.0
(20.5)
74.5
(34.0)

7181.4
(100.0)
1231.6
(17.1)
681.2
(9.5)
997.6
(13.9)
4271.0
(59.5)

1834.7
(100.0)
406.0
(22.1)
232.9
(12.7)
284.3
(15.5)
911.5
(49.7)

4496.8
(100.0)
413.9
(9.2)
283.9
(6.3)
730.0
(16.2)
3069.0
(68.2)

2057
(78.0)
30
(1.1)
113
(4.3)
79
(3.0)
59
(2.2)
20
(0.8)
45
(1.7)
51
(1.9)
84
(3.2)
14
(0.5)
36
(1.4)
50
(1.9)

101.2
(46.2)
2.0
(0.9)
19.5
(8.9)
20.4
(9.3)
4.4
(2.0)
4.1
(1.9)
9.0
(4.1)
5.4
(2.5)
31.9
(14.6)
7.5
(3.4)
9.2
(4.2)
4.6
(2.1)

1919.3
(26.7)
37.2
(0.5)
295.5
(4.1)
388.3
(5.4)
131.7
(1.8)
125.9
(1.8)
138.7
(1.9)
301.1
(4.2)
1835.1
(25.6)
89.2
(1.2)
1821.7
(25.4)
97.6
(1.4)

637.5
(34.8)
17.7
(1.0)
93.7
(5.1)
140.4
(7.7)
42.4
(2.3)
51.4
(2.8)
46.9
(2.6)
98.1
(5.3)
354.8
(19.3)
43.1
(2.3)
271.1
(14.8)
37.6
(2.0)

690.1
(15.3)
17.7
(0.4)
200.3
(4.5)
252.9
(5.6)
40.1
(0.9)
90.8
(2.0)
74.3
(1.7)
208.1
(4.6)
1543.5
(34.3)
89.7
(2.0)
1230.7
(27.4)
58.6
(1.3)

Singapore, D epartm ent of Statistics, Report on the Census o f Industrial
Production 1977, November 1978.

and processing of primary commodities of the Southeast Asian region,
notably rubber, tin, coconut, palm oil and timber. More recently the
trade has come to be dominated by the re-export of consumer goods and
capital equipment and machinery from the industrialised countries to the
region. The traditional British agency houses engaged in the trade in
Straits produce have been replaced by international companies using
Singapore as their regional headquarters and as a distribution and
storage centre for manufactured goods and components destined for the
region.
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Singapore’s lack of land and agricultural resources necessitate the high
dependence on food imports (Table 1.2). The lack of hydrocarbon
resources and the development of Singapore as a major refining centre
explains the dominance of mineral fuel imports. The high rate of capital
formation accounts for the importance of machinery and transport
equipment imports. And the absence of import restrictions generally
means that, even though Singapore is a growing exporter of manu
factures, it still has a high propensity to import a wide range of manu
factures. Nonetheless, over the years the share of food imports and crude
material imports have declined, the latter due to the declining entrepot
trade in primary products. The share of mineral fuel imports and
machinery and transport equipment imports have increased sharply, the
former in response to increased refining capacity and escalation in oil
prices, and the latter in response to the needs of capital formation,
including purchases of ships and aircraft for military use and for the
development of the national airline and shipping line.
The export commodity pattern shows some significant difference
between entrepot exports and domestic exports (Table 9.5). Entrepot
exports are dominated by crude materials (of which natural rubber is the
most important) and machinery and transport equipment; the former are
exported largely to industrial countries and the latter to Southeast Asia
itself. The entrepot exports of mineral fuels have declined sharply with
the growth of domestic refining capacity. Domestic exports are
dominated by mineral fuels and machinery and transport equipment.
Processed petroleum products alone account for 40 per cent of
Singapore’s domestic exports, and oil bunkers for ships and aircraft for
another 10 per cent. Other major domestic exports are electronics
(micro-assemblies, integrated circuits and transistors, calculators),
telecommunications apparatus (radio and television sets and parts), ships
and boats (including oil rigs), clothing and processed timber.
The main imports from developing countries are crude petroleum
from West Asia (mostly Saudi Arabia), crude materials (mainly rubber
from Malaysia), rice (from Thailand), and some manufactures (from
Malaysia). Imports from the developed world are dominated by
manufactures and semi-manufactures from Japan, the United States and
the EEC. Exports to the developing world are mainly of manufactures
including petroleum products, while exports to the developed world
cover both entrepot exports of primary products and domestic exports of
manufactures. For domestic exports, Singapore’s largest market in 1977
was the United States, followed by Japan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and
Australia, although the EEC as a group ranked third. Petroleum
products are exported largely to Japan, Hong Kong, ASEAN and
Australia, which together accounted for 72.5 per cent of domestic
exports of petroleum products. Oil bunkers are largely taken up by
carriers from the EEC countries, Liberia, Panama and Japan. Domestic
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exports of machinery and transport equipment as well as other
manufactures are sold mainly in the American and EEC markets.
Ill

A SEA N ECONOMIC CO- OPERA TION

Co-operation in trade and industrial development6

Singapore did not give much serious thought to the economic aspects of
regionalism in the early years of ASEAN. Its location in the heart of the
ASEAN region necessitated a strategic and political interest in ASEAN,
but past uneasy economic relations with Indonesia and Malaysia made its
leadership somewhat cautious about regional economic co-operation.
However, global and regional developments of the first half of the 1970s
propelled Singapore (and the other ASEAN countries) towards greater
regional economic co-operation.7
Economically Singapore hoped to gain much from ASEAN co
operation. Further industrialisation hinges on the accessibility of export
markets and continuing attraction of foreign investment. A regional
preferential market would allow Singapore to accelerate its industrial
development through the attraction of more foreign investments and a
near market for its local entrepreneurs to penetrate.8 In turn, Singapore
could make a useful contribution to ASEAN. As the most advanced of
the ASEAN states, it has a well-developed financial, commercial,
transport and communications infrastructure and a growing pool of
expertise which could be utilised for the further economic development
of the region. It is recognised that the prosperity and well-being of
Singapore are intertwined with the rapid economic and social develop
ment of the ASEAN region.
The Bali Summit’s inability to agree on the establishment of a free
trade area, even as a medium-term goal, was the first of a number of
disappointments for Singapore. There was no agreement on a formula
for across-the-board tariff reduction, and selective trade liberalisation
6 Issues on intra-regional trade liberalisation and co-operation in industrial development
will be discussed only briefly. For lengthier discussions of these two issues see Ariff (1980)
and Bautista (1980).
On the economic front Singapore’s growth prospects were dimmed by the instability in
the international monetary system and the oil crisis and the ensuing world-wide recession,
which affected its export expansion program and reduced its ability to attract foreign in
vestments. On the political front, the fall of Laos, Cambodia and South Vietnam to the
communists greatly increased the political insecurity of the ASEAN states, both through
external aggression and from internal subversion by domestic communist groups.
Economic co-operation to accelerate economic development of the ASEAN states was
attractive as a means of defusing the rising swell of discontent from the have-nots in the
region.
8 In the 1950s and early 1960s Singapore manufacturers had significant exports to
neighbouring Malaysia. Such exports declined with rising trade barriers and as political
relations between Singapore and Malaysia deteriorated. Since then, many of these in
dustries have become dependent on the domestic market and seem unable to develop export
markets further afield.
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through the product-by-product approach was adopted. There was also
disappointment with the realisation that the ASEAN diesel engine
project could not be launched because of a conflict of national interests
and the consequent restrictions placed on product range and market
access (Ariff, 1980). The first flush of enthusiasm for ASEAN economic
co-operation has subsided. There is now a more realistic assessment on
the part of Singapore of the political and economic problems that
confront ASEAN economic co-operation. Singapore is now engaged in a
renewed drive to extend and strengthen its extra-regional economic ties.9
Developments before and after the Bali Summit indicate that ASEAN
leaders are fully aware of the advantages that may accrue from co
operation. Disagreements between ASEAN members arise, however,
over the form and pace of economic co-operation. This may be
attributed to differences in development philosophy and in perceptions
of benefits and costs. Singapore is the most outward-looking and
Indonesia the most inward-looking of the five countries. Indonesia may
feel that a regional market is not as essential for its industrialisation
efforts since it is the largest country in ASEAN, whereas Singapore is the
smallest. But no developing country has a sufficiently large market to
support a wide range of industries operating on an efficient scale. Even
the developed countries of the EEC saw logic in regional economic co
operation. Even where the domestic market is large, domestic industries
benefit from the stimulating effects of competition.
Singapore is a strong advocate of the ASEAN free trade area. Its stand
has been conditioned by its development philosophy and its relatively
efficient industrial structure. Singapore stands to gain substantially from
regional trade liberalisation: its incremental access to the other ASEAN
markets will be greater than the incremental access to its own market
which is already relatively free. Moreover short-run supply elasticities in
Singapore are likely to be greater with its more efficient production,
finance and marketing structures. On the dynamic level it may be argued
that other ASEAN countries are likely to benefit more from trade
liberalisation. Regional import substitution is not likely to result in any
marked improvement in Singapore’s productive efficiency, while such an
improvement will be a major gain to the other ASEAN countries
characterised by high cost national import substitution industries. Thus
the efficiency gap between Singapore and the rest of ASEAN should
narrow, which in turn will increase the other members’ competitiveness
in both regional and extra-regional markets. It must be remembered that
in advocating intra-ASEAN trade liberalisation Singapore is not
advocating regionalism in place of nationalism, which has never been
9 Singapore has renewed efforts and sent investment and trade missions to the United
States and other developed countries as well as to developing countries in South Asia and
the Pacific island states. The private sector is also viewing with great interest the opening up
of China and the trade and investment opportunities this offers.
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important in its policy. Singapore’s commitment to regionalism
represents some retreat from globalism, with obvious costs of trade
diversion. The product-by-product approach towards selective intraASEAN trade liberalisation can be criticised on many counts. For
Singapore it is an embarrassment, not only because it imposes a heavy
burden on its public administrators, but also because Singapore has only
a limited number of tariffs to offer at the negotiating table. As a result,
Singapore has been forced to resort to sub-classifications and the offer of
binding tariffs on some products.
The main scope for expansion of regional trade, apart from a few
basic commodities such as rice, sugar and petroleum, lies in
manufactured goods. This pre-supposes some regional specialisation in
industrial production. Regional co-operation in industrial development
offers potential benefits for developing countries because it makes
possible scale economies and the maturing of infant industries in a
relatively protected environment. But developing countries tend to
regard their nascent industrial sectors as sacrosanct, so that industrial co
operation is also the most contentious area of regional economic co
operation. In ASEAN, economic nationalism has been aggravated by
differences in the level of industrial development and industrial
efficiency among the five countries; these have served to restrict the
scope for regional industrial co-operation.
Industrial specialisation and complementation in ASEAN must be
according to comparative advantage. Factor endowments suggest that, a
priori, Singapore’s regional comparative advantage lies in relatively skill
intensive and higher-technology industries, while the comparative
advantages of the other ASEAN countries lie, in varying degrees, in
resource-oriented basic industries and processing industries as well as
labour-intensive industries. Differences in the level of industrial
development and factor endowment between Singapore and the rest of
ASEAN should have facilitated the regional division of labour; instead it
has become an obstacle to industrial complementation.
The ASEAN regional industrial project approach is an attempt to
overcome the danger of polarisation of industrial development that
might result from the differences in member countries’ levels of
development. The experience with the first package of ASEAN regional
projects highlights problems in this approach. Political expediency over
rode economic criteria in. the selection and allocation of projects. Every
project has encountered problems and the diesel engine project allocated
to Singapore had to be abandoned. One may question the wisdom of
direct government participation in the selection, allocation, financing
and management of such regional enterprises, since economic criteria
may be subverted by political expediency and the performance record of
public entrepreneurs in developing countries is generally poor. There are
other instruments available through which governments can stimulate
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private sector investments in socially desirable areas and correct for any
inappropriateness in the signals provided by the market.
Common approach to foreign economic policy
The ASEAN governments agreed to adopt joint approaches to various
international economic issues and to establish an ASEAN machinery for
dialogue with third countries, in particular with Japan, the United
States, the EEC, Australia and New Zealand.
The need for a collective approach towards the development problems
of the Third World has become increasingly evident in the successive
UNCTAD Conferences. It is not surprising that ASEAN has chosen to
stress the collective approach towards extra-ASEAN economic relations.
ASEAN countries are highly dependent on international trade and
international investment and have experienced frustrations in negotiating
from positions of weakness. Much can be gained through a collective
stand on issues such as the stabilisation of export prices and export
earnings from primary products, market access, technology transfer and
the like. Furthermore, at this juncture of ASEAN’s development,
emphasising the common stand towards extra-regional issues is less
contentious and less divisive than forcing the pace of intra-ASEAN co
operation in trade and industrial'development. Although Singapore has
little direct interest in commodity issues, participation in a collective
stand has obvious advantages because of Singapore’s highly open
economy, very small political and economic size and uneasy status on the
upper income fringe of developing countries. ASEAN can consolidate
Singapore’s position in the Third World and increase its bargaining
leverage.
The extent of extra-regional orientation of the ASEAN economies and
their dependence on the industrialised countries are illustrated by the
region’s trade relations as portrayed in Table 1.4. Some 85 per cent of
ASEAN’s trade is conducted with non-ASEAN countries and over 60 per
cent with the industrialised countries. Singapore is the least dependent on
extra-ASEAN trade, but in value terms its trade with non-ASEAN
countries is the highest of the five countries.
Common approach to international trade and investment issues
ASEAN has participated actively in discussions on the New International
Economic Order, the North-South Dialogue and in other UNCTAD
fora. To date it is known to take a moderate and united stand on
international issues. ASEAN is particularly interested in stable and
remunerative prices for primary commodity exports, stabilisation of
export earnings, protectionism and access to developed country markets,
investment flows and the transfer of technology. ASEAN’s concern with
international commodity issues stems from its large commodity exports
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(Table 1.2). This heavy dependence on primary commodity exports has
rendered ASEAN economies highly vulnerable to the volatile prices that
characterise many of the region’s exports. The degree of vulnerability
has varied with individual countries, commodity concentration of
exports and economic resilience. In the past the Singapore economy was
exposed also to a degree of instability through its large entrepot trade.
Economic development and export diversification have reduced this
vulnerability. As such, Singapore’s stand on commodity issues is a
relatively passive one and its support for the ASEAN joint approach on
commodity issues is a contribution to ASEAN solidarity and third world
interests rather than to its own immediate self-interest.
Rapid industrialisation and dependence on manufactured exports have
increased ASEAN interests in access to developed country markets.
ASEAN has been vocal in condemnation of the rising protectionist trend
in OECD countries and is expected to participate actively in discussions
on this issue at UNCTAD V. ASEAN countries are dependent on foreign
investments to varying degrees, but all five members are committed to
accelerating the investment inflow and the transfer of technology. As
such they have an interest in international measures that affect the
volume and quality of such investment and technology flows.
The developing world has gained substantial bargaining strength since
the OPEC action on crude oil in 1973, but it still lacks economic
strength, cohesion and technical negotiating expertise. There is growing
disillusionment about progress on the new international economic order
agenda. ASEAN’s economic leverage is obviously much less than that of
OPEC, and it is doubtful whether the young and relatively small
organisation has exerted much leverage on the international front.
Inability to achieve its modest aims through the international fora may
force ASEAN to exercise whatever monopoly or oligopolistic power it
may possess. The region is after all a major producer of several strategic
industrial raw materials. In particular, it accounts for over 80 per cent of
the world’s exports of natural rubber and palm oil and two-thirds of the
world’s exports of tin metal and coconut and coconut oil. The current
confrontation with Australia over the latter’s international civil aviation
policy indicates the increasingly ‘aggressive’ stance of ASEAN.
ASEAN is a strong supporter of the Integrated Programme of
Commodities and the Common Fund. The ASEAN position is that the
Common Fund should be a central source of finance for the
international buffer stocks within the framework of international
commodity agreements, and the Common Fund should only be involved
in the financing and not the management of the various commodity
agreements. The international negotiations on the Common Fund have
been protracted and no complete agreement has yet been reached. The
end product is likely to be a far cry from ASEAN’s hopes and from the
original proposal submitted by the Group of 77 through UNCTAD. In
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the meantime, ASEAN countries have been pressing ahead for direct
financing of buffer stocks of commodity agreements. ASEAN countries
are members of the International Tin Agreement and the Association of
Natural Rubber Producing Countries. ASEAN countries are also
involved in the Geneva negotiations for an international natural rubber
agreement. Negotiations have stalled and ASEAN may push for a
commodity agreement financed by producing countries alone.
ASEAN has been taking an active interest in the Generalised System of
Preferences (GSP) and the Multinational Trade Negotiations (MTN).
ASEAN countries are beneficiaries of the various GSP schemes
implemented by OECD and socialist countries, with the notable
exclusion of Indonesia from the US scheme because of the former’s
membership in OPEC. Over the years ASEAN has sought successfully,
jointly with other developing countries, improvements in the operation
of some schemes with regard to product coverage, rules and restrictions.
Singapore in particular has a vital interest in the GSP because of its
heavy dependence on manufactured exports to developed country
markets. The adoption of the ASEAN cumulative rule of origin by the
EEC has increased the eligibility of Singapore exports to the EEC under
the GSP. In 1977 Singapore exports under the various GSP schemes
accounted for 10 per cent of its total domestic exports. Joint ASEAN
overtures, however, have failed to persuade the United States to extend
GSP coverage to include Indonesia. In the ongoing Tokyo Round of the
Multilateral Trade Negotiations, ASEAN interests lie in securing better
market access for products in which it has significant export interest.
What has emerged from the negotiations thus far has proved
disappointing to ASEAN and the rest of the developing world. The
outcome of the Tokyo Round is likely to result in trade liberalisation
among developed countries with little benefit for the developing
countries, though Singapore may stand to benefit more than the rest of
ASEAN because of its export structure. Potentially Singapore stands to
gain more from the MTN than the GSP, since its relatively developed
status may preclude it from future GSP schemes.
Formal dialogues with selected industrial countries

In view of the high degree of economic interdependence between ASEAN
and the industrialised countries, ASEAN is attempting a joint approach
in negotiations with selected industrial countries on trade and investment
issues through the establishment of formal dialogues (Castro, 1930).
Prime concerns in these dialogues are the elicitation of support for
ASEAN positions on such issues as the Integrated Programme of
Commodities and the Common Fund in various international fora; the
improvement of access to developed country markets for both primary
products and semi-manufactures and manufactures; the establishment of
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a STABEX-like scheme for stabilisation of ASEAN export earnings
similar to the existing scheme between the EEC and the group of
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries under the Lome Convention;
and the acceleration of the inflow of investment resources and transfer of
technology. While ASEAN cannot expect to play more than a marginal
role in international negotiations on trade and investment issues, it can
be assumed that through a joint approach it can increase its leverage in
bilateral relations with selected countries with which it has substantial
economic relations.
The responses to ASEAN requests for more trade, investment and aid
have been mixed. The general reaction of the industrial countries has
been to offer increased aid but to hold back trade. The main outcome of
the dialogue with the EEC has been the ASEAN-EBIC-EEC investment
conferences on industrial co-operation bringing together government
officials and the private sector from the two blocs. Such conferences are
expected to pave the way for a larger inflow of investment and
technology into the ASEAN region. The main outcome of the dialogue
with New Zealand has been assistance with trade missions and trade
fairs. Dialogue with the United States did not achieve support for a
STABEX scheme, freer access to the American market, continuation of
the tax deferral policy, or financial aid for the ASEAN regional
industrial projects. The Americans agreed only to increased bilateral
assistance and to promote ASEAN interests in the Common Fund and
the MTN.
ASEAN is more concerned about its economic relations with Japan
and Australia, primarily because of their geographical proximity and
high interdependence.
Japan’s interests in ASEAN are both political and economic. On
economic grounds Japanese interest arises out of ASEAN’s rich
resources, substantial market and proximity. In addition, ASEAN
straddles a major trade route that links Japan with West Asia and
Western Europe and controls the strategic Straits of Malacca. The oil
crisis of 1973 and events in Indochina in 1975 have increased Japanese
concern for ASEAN, although the recent Japan-China rapprochement
may cause some diversion of interest. In turn, ASEAN sees Japan as the
major economic power in Asia, a source of investment goods, foreign
investment and technology, a market for primary products which can be
improved through a STABEX arrangement, and a market for
manufactured goods that could be expanded by the restructuring of the
Japanese economy and the transfer of labour-intensive and processing
industries to the ASEAN region. While needing Japanese investment,
technology and tourists, some ASEAN countries are also highly sensitive
to the Japanese ‘over-presence’. This sensitivity has diminished in recent
years, so that the Japanese Prime Minister who visited ASEAN in 1977
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received a very different reception from that accorded his predecessor in
1974.'°
Japanese response to various ASEAN requests is a reaffirmation of its
interest in and commitment to the region, as enunciated in the Fukuda
Doctrine. Such a commitment, however, must be viewed against Japan’s
national interest and its global search for markets and resources. Japan
pledged $1 billion to finance feasible ASEAN regional industrial
projects, agreed to increase other Japanese official assistance and
expressed willingness to encourage Japanese investors to invest in
ASEAN and to participate in the transfer of technology. Japan also
agreed to promote ASEAN exports through improved access within the
context of the MTN and Japanese GSP and through the establishment of
a permanent ASEAN trade and tourism exhibition hall in Tokyo. Japan
further agreed to support the Integrated Programme of Commodities
and the Common Fund and to participate in international commodity
schemes of interest to ASEAN, including through a contribution to the
buffer stock of the International Tin Agreement. With regard to
STABEX, Japan agreed only to give it sympathetic consideration.
ASEAN-Australia economic relations have deteriorated rapidly in
recent years, with ASEAN unhappy about Australian protectionism.
Australian response to ASEAN requests for greater market access has
been to offer more aid, rejecting trade liberalisation on the ground of
domestic recession and high unemployment. In addition, Malaysia was
unhappy with the sugar agreement contracted with Australia. But the
low point in ASEAN-Australia relations has now been reached with the
Australian implementation of a new international civil aviation policy
(ICAP) amidst ASEAN protests and request for renegotiation. ICAP
affects most seriously Singapore, which succeeded in rallying its ASEAN
partners to adopt a common stand in protest.
Essentially ICAP introduces cheap airfares for end-to-end point travel
between Australia and Europe (starting with Sydney-London), with
stopovers allowed in ASEAN only at high surcharges, and with the
national carriers at the two end points having the duopoly of passenger
carriage. This was seen by ASEAN as another instance of Australian
protectionism. ASEAN lodged four basic complaints against ICAP, and
maintained that it objected not to the low airfares but to the exclusion of
ASEAN airlines from the new fare structure and to the high penalty
imposed on stopovers in ASEAN countries. First, the new airfares
between Australia and points in Europe can be offered only by Qantas
and the corresponding European national airline. ASEAN national
airlines are not allowed to offer the same cheap fares to carry passengers
directly between Australia and London (and later between Australia and
10 Prime Minister Tanaka’s visit to ASEAN led to violent demonstrations in Thailand
and Indonesia. Prime Minister Fukuda’s ASEAN tour in 1977 did not occasion any similar
reaction.
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other European end points), with serious effect on Singapore Airlines,
the main ASEAN carrier on this route. Second, both Australia and
Britain are calling for capacity reductions in ASEAN airlines, thus
hindering their growth prospects. Singapore Airlines was asked to reduce
its capacity by more than 40 per cent on the Singapore-Australia and
Singapore-London routes. Third, it penalises stopovers in the ASEAN
region, with serious effects on the ASEAN tourist industry. Singapore
estimates that it stands to lose some 100,000 tourists and $43 million per
annum in tourist revenue. Table 9.6 highlights the importance of
Australian visitors to the Singapore tourist industry. Fourth, Australia
and Britain aim to maintain airfares on the Australia-ASEAN sector and
the ASEAN-British sector at a higher level, on a cost-per-mile basis, than
Table 9.6

Tourist arrivals (by air and sea) by country of residence,
Singapore, 1970 and 1977
1977

1970
Number
’000

Per cent
distr.

Asia
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Hong Kong
Thailand
Philippines
India
Brunei
China and Taiwan
Other countries in Asia

265.4
81.2
33.6
66.4
16.8
8.8
9.4
20.0
6.4
4.8
18.0

50.9
15.6
6.4
12.7
3.2
1.7
1.8

Australia & New Zealand
Australia
New Zealand

Country of residence

Number
’000

Per cent
distr.

85.8
77.0
8.8

16.4
14.8
1.7

260.2
216.1
44.1

17.3
14.3
2.9

Europe
United Kingdom
Germany
France
Netherlands
Italy
Other countries in Europe

79.3
38.0
7.5
5.9
6.3
4.4
17.2

15.2
7.3
1.4
1.1
1.2
0.8
3.3

250.5
78.7
39.9
31.0
29.6
15.0
56.3

16.6
5.2
2.6
2.1
2.0
1.0
3.7

America
United States
Canada
Other countries

88.0
76.6
6.8
4.6

16.9
14.7
1.3
0.9

140.9
118.1
16.4
6.4

9.4
7.8
1.1
0.4

1.1

2.0

0.2
0.4

2.4
12.3

0.2
0.8

521.6

100.0

1506.7

100.0

Africa
Others and not stated
Totala

OO

55.8
19.9
12.5
8.5
2.9
2.4
1.8
1.6
1.6
1.5
2.8

m

1.2
0.9
3.5

840.4
300.4
188.9
128.4
44.1
36.7
27.2
24.5
24.4
23.2
42.6

a Excludes Malaysian visitors embarking direct from Peninsular Malaysia.
Source: Singapore, Ministry of Finance, Economic Survey o f Singapore 1977, Statistical
Appendix.
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the Australia-London through fares, thus further reducing the tourist
potential in the region.
Angered by the intransigence of Australia over ICAP, Singapore took
the issue to the UNCTAD meeting in Arusha in early February 1979. By
characterising ICAP as a new form of developed country protectionism
and pointing out the threat that restrictive aviation policies by developed
countries poses for fledgling developing country airlines and tourist
industries, Singapore succeeded in generating sufficient interest on the
issue for it to be brought up at the forthcoming UNCTAD V.
ICAP became a test case of ASEAN solidarity and the ASEAN joint
approach towards foreign economic policy. A special meeting of
ASEAN economic ministers was convened on 22 February 1979 to review
and reformulate their common stand on ICAP, amidst speculation that
ASEAN solidarity might crumble because of divergent national interests.
The outcome was a vote for both ASEAN solidarity and the joint
approach. ASEAN called for a meeting with Australia at ministerial level
to negotiate on ICAP. It reiterated the stand that all ASEAN airlines
should be allowed to take part in the new low fare schemes implemented
by Australia between Australia and Europe, with or without stopovers in
the ASEAN region, and that there should be no reduction in the existing
level of services operated by ASEAN airlines. In addition, since the
national carriers of ASEAN, except Singapore Airlines, have only
limited capacity and landing rights in Australia, ASEAN countries are to
negotiate jointly for additional capacity and traffic rights for these
airlines to enable them to participate profitably in the new low fare
schemes. The ASEAN economic ministers threaten retaliatory action
against Australia if no satisfactory solution is found to the civil aviation
dispute.
It is not without significance that the joint stand on the ASEANAustralia civil aviation dispute took place in the midst of the renewed
conflict in Indochina, when the need to maintain ASEAN solidarity and
its credibility as a regional group in the eyes of the world was greater than
ever. Maintaining ASEAN solidarity at this juncture obviously had
higher priority than maintaining amicable ASEAN-Australia relations.
ICAP also marked a turning point in ASEAN’s hitherto moderate stand
on various extra-regional issues. Interpreting ICAP as a manifestation of
the tendency of developed countries to change the rules as soon as the
developing countries have mastered the old rules and overcome the
obstruction posed by them, the ASEAN countries have decided to take
stock of their combined economic strength. To this end, a panel of
experts will be established to gather data and conduct studies on the
factors that could contribute to ASEAN’s economic strength and ways
of using this power to protect the interests of the five member states.
Presumably these would centre on ASEAN’s control of major industrial
raw materials and its oil resources, its control of the strategic Straits of
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Malacca and considerable airspace in Southeast Asia, and its substantial
market made up by a population of 250 million and a GNP of over $84
billion.
IV CONCLUSION
The pace of intra-ASEAN economic co-operation has been rather slow,
particularly from the Singapore perspective. But given the diversity of
ASEAN and the problems in economic co-operation and integration
faced by other developing country blocs, a strong case can be made for a
cautious approach. The pace of ASEAN economic co-operation has been
and will continue to be determined mainly by its biggest constituent,
Indonesia. But too slow a pace of trade and industrial co-operation will
not maximise the benefits that can accrue from a regional economic
grouping. There is need, therefore, to hasten the pace of trade and
industrial co-operation, lest the momentum generated by the Bali
Summit be lost.
A basic problem in regional co-operation is the differences in levels of
economic and industrial development between member states, giving rise
to fears of polarisation of industries and concentration of net benefits in
economically more advanced members. In ASEAN, because the biggest
state is not the most advanced state, serious polarisation and concen
tration of benefits are not likely to occur. Singapore is the most
developed, but because of its size it has very little political and economic
leverage. In any case, there are obvious supply constraints to the further
industrialisation of Singapore, which cannot have comparative
advantage over the whole range of labour-intensive and resource
intensive industries. Moreover, rapid economic development in
Singapore already has strong spillover effects on the rest of ASEAN.
Thus the pace of economic co-operation has been slow not so much
because of the differences in levels of development as the strength of
economic nationalism and weakness of political will.
Industrial co-operation between developing countries offers great
potential benefits for economic development. But economic nationalism
in such countries is usually manifested most strongly in the industrial
sector, preventing the mutually profitable regional division of labour
according to comparative advantage. ASEAN’s difficulties in achieving
industrial complementation have been highlighted by the ill-conceived
first package of regional industrial projects. It would be easier to
promote industrial complementation through and by the private sector,
with governments providing the necessary institutional and fiscal support
and offsetting any serious inequities that may arise. Much can also be
done to promote regional industrialisation through co-operative develop
ment of the industrial infrastructure, financial facilities, industrial
training, pooling and exchange of technical information and marketing
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knowhow, joint investment and export promotion programs and the
like.
So far ASEAN has placed emphasis on the joint approach towards
extra-regional economic relations because it is a much less contentious
issue than intra-regional co-operation. While this can result in
substantial benefits, particularly from increased leverage in bilateral
negotiations, there are also some dangers. First, the world will take
ASEAN only as seriously as ASEAN regards itself; greater internal co
operation will strengthen the external perception of ASEAN solidarity.
Second, emphasis on extra-regional relations will divert energies from
seeking greater regional complementation. The joint approach has so far
sought ‘concessions’ from the developed world in the areas of trade,
investment and aid. This has not been singularly successful in the
economic and political climate that prevails at present in OECD
countries. Failure to extract ‘concessions’ will lead to more intense
confrontation between ASEAN and the OECD. A more constructive
relationship needs to be built between ASEAN and the rest of the world.
Some degree of planned industrial complementation, supported by
commercial and other economic policies, can be worked out between
ASEAN and Japan, and ASEAN and other industrial and semi
industrial countries and economic blocs. Trade with other developing
country groups needs to be fostered. In view of the reduced growth in
industrial economies, the third world countries can provide the growth
momentum for the global economy in the next decade.
DISCUSSION
Clive Edwards opened the discussion: Chia’s paper provides a
comprehensive review of industrial developments in Singapore since
1960. I would like to start by raising one question that is implicit in the
paper, the answer to which has implications for future economic
development strategy in Singapore. It is also a question that is
challenging to the standard neo-classical interpretations of the successful
industrialisation experience in Singapore since the early 1960s.
Chia notes that there was limited manufacturing development in
Singapore before 1965 but rapid development thereafter. Why did
manufacturing fail to develop more rapidly in the 1950s? Tariffs were
low in the 1950s; indeed, lower than in the 1960s. There were as few
onerous restrictions on such matters as nationality of employees, local
content and profit and dividend remittances in the 1950s as in the 1960s.
Income tax rates were low. There was a pool of unemployed labour
(equal to some 10 per cent of the labour force by the late 1950s) and
much under-employment of labour. Moreover, it was clear from
demographic developments that the labour force would continue to grow
rapidly. Real wages were higher in Singapore than elsewhere in Southeast
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Asia, but labour productivity was also higher. Labour productivity
appears to have been no higher in Singapore in the 1960s than it was in
the 1950s. Education was no more geared to the needs of industry in the
1960s than it was in the 1950s. Singapore was as well integrated into the
world economy in the 1950s as it was in the 1960s. It was an open and
very price responsive economy. Monetary policy was managed as well in
the 1950s as in the 1960s: the openness of the economy combined with
the British Currency Board mechanism prevented continuing inflation or
balance of payments problems. With abundant, low cost, highly
productive labour, economic theory would suggest that Singapore should
have developed an export-oriented manufacturing sector based on
labour-intensive goods in the 1950s. This is precisely what happened at
this time in Singapore’s sister colony, Hong Kong.
Why was Singapore’s experience in the 1950s inconsistent with the
predictions of neo-classical theory? Could the answer lie in government
instability or in labour instability? Could it be because Singapore’s
accumulated knowledge of world markets lay in the field of marketing
primary produce rather than manufactures as was the case in Hong
Kong? Could it be that Singapore’s entrepot sector was much more
buoyant than that of Hong Kong, so that its comparative advantage lay
there rather than in manufacturing? Could it be that Heckscher-OhlinSamuelson comparative advantage theory is deficient and that
government intervention is necessary to develop export-oriented
manufacturing activities? Some explanation of Singapore’s experience in
the 1950s seems necessary.
Dr Chia notes that manufacturing activity grew rapidly after 1965.
What caused this marked change? Three factors deserve mention. First,
Singapore faced grave problems in 1965. Its labour force was growing
rapidly. Unemployment was high and rising. It was expelled from
Malaysia and, shortly after, Britain decided to withdraw its military
forces (a step which threatened to reduce Singapore’s GDP by almost 20
per cent). The result was the consolidation of Lee Kuan Yew as
Singapore’s political leader, a tightening of controls over the labour
movement, and a clarification of long-term economic objectives: to
survive, Singapore had no alternative but to increase export earnings.
Second, this galvanising of support for the political leadership and
sharpening of economic objectives coincided with a more liberal world
trading regime than in the 1950s, rapid growth in world trade, and the
growing prominence of multinationals in the world economy. Third,
Singapore provided additional incentives to attract investment. Apart
from tax measures, the Economic Planning Board and the Singapore
Development Bank provided long-term loan finance and indicated the
types of firms that were preferred. Industrial estates were developed
(Jurong) and factory buildings were made available to firms, port
facilities were developed, industrial relations were improved and money
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wage growth was controlled. The question which arises is whether there
was one or more critical inputs amongst this long list.
I think that there is also room for more critical evaluation of the net
economic benefit to Singapore of the rapid industrialisation after 1965.
One clear benefit was rapid absorption of labour. But as Chia indicates,
concessions reduced the tax gain, backward and forward linkage effects
were low, productivity growth was relatively low in the manufacturing
sector and there has apparently been no significant growth of an
indigenous industrial entrepreneurial class. The service sector paid part
of the price of fostering rapid industrialisation, but the adverse effect of
this levy was probably offset by such effects as the expansion of trade in
manufactures and the improvement in port facilities. On the other hand,
potentially footloose multinationals expanded their role in Singapore’s
political and economic affairs and, as the labour force growth rate tapers
(a delayed consequence of the sharp fall in fertility after 1960), structural
problems will become increasingly important in a manufacturing sector
that is based largely on producing labour-intensive commodities.
With fertility now low, Singapore’s population will age rapidly, the
growth of the labour force (and of the population) will fall, and real
wages are likely to rise rapidly in the near future. To meet this challenge,
Singapore is fostering the development of high technology manufac
turing industries. Should Singapore concentrate on ‘hardware’ in this
field or should it diversify and develop the related, very high valueadded, ‘software’ (service) activities? If so, should Singapore promote
such service activities as well as manufactures or should it reduce
assistance to manufacturers?
HELEN HUGHES continued the discussion: I have little to add to Chia’s
analysis except to underline the importance of social cohesion and
ensuing political stability in Singapore’s growth. Singapore has not been
a completely open society politically, but its emphasis on efficiency in
production has been matched by efforts at equity in distribution, so that
the bulk of the population has benefited from economic growth.
No one policy has been responsible for Singapore’s success. Monetary
and trade policies, taxation, population, manpower and education
policies have acted together, and they have been supported by heavy
government involvement in infrastructure and controls over investment.
Thus Singapore has not followed neo-classical policy prescriptions, but
rather has mixed judiciously price-oriented policies with direct
intervention on Scandinavian lines.
In spite of the 1970s being ‘hazardous’, Singapore has grown almost as
fast in the last decade as it did in the 1960s. Its exports have remained
diversified, with services playing an increasingly important role. It has
not followed a ‘stages’ of comparative advantage approach to exporting.
Local entrepreneurship in service exports, foreign entrepreneurship in
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manufacturing, relatively low cost labour, skilled and high priced
labour, and government initiatives have all been factors in export
growth. Economic and social policies have, moreover, been remarkably
adaptable to changing economic conditions. Public officials enjoy a
great deal of discretion in interpreting and administering policy, and yet
flexibility has not led to abuse. Chia indicates that old problems having
been solved, new obstacles have to be overcome. It seems more than
likely that Singapore will be able to surmount them in the future as it has
in the past.
Without detracting from Singapore’s achievement, it must be said that
it had the advantage of lacking a rural hinterland. Manila or Bombay
may have done as well if they had been cut off from theirs.
In the second part of the paper, dealing with Singapore’s potential
benefits from ASEAN regional integration, Chia seems to be on less sure
ground. She doubts that the regional objectives for commitment to
regionalism represents a retreat from globalism and yet she argues that
the creation of a preferential regional market will allow Singapore to
accelerate its industrial development. This argument has unfortunate
echoes of the pre-Malaysia arguments of the early 1960s which imply, as
indeed tends to be the case, that in a union of unevenly developed
countries the most developed will benefit most. It also indicates a short
time horizon. Singapore has proved its competitiveness in manufacturing
in global markets. Chia believes tharkets. Chia believes tha even more
quickly and easily into a protected regional market. But might this not
undermine the international competitiveness of Singapore (and the other
ASEAN countries)? Singapore might benefit in the short run from
becoming a member of a protected regional market, but the short run
would almost certainly be the enemy of the long run. Though Singapore
has had relatively little and modest protection of manufacturing, even
this has been extremely difficult to remove. The experience of other
integrated markets suggests that the inefficiency permitted by protection
is not offset by the benefits of economies of scale, and that it is even
harder to eliminate than in a national context.
ASEAN support for ‘new international economic order’ objectives
seems even more dubious. Chia quotes ASEAN arguments for ‘stable
and remunerative prices’ for primary products, although she states that
these would not be directly beneficial to Singapore. But to the extent that
price fluctuations are demand caused (and most are), Singapore would
benefit together with other consumers from such action. It would be
likely to lose, however, from primary product cartels which Chia also
seems to support. Price stabilisation would of course not lead to income
stabilisation for the primary producers, and a STABEX type scheme for
the ASEAN countries (even if funds could be found for it) would be
unlikely to reach the dimensions of the existing International Monetary
Fund compensatory finance facilities.
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Chia stresses the importance of access to industrial countries’ markets;
rapidly expanding exports attest that the ASEAN countries, and
particularly Singapore, have enjoyed such access. She notes that the GSP
schemes account for only 10 per cent of Singapore’s merchandise
exports. This is partly because of its geographic diversification away
from industrial market economies, and partly because of the erosion of
GSP benefits with multilateral trade liberalisation. The conclusion of
the Tokyo Round of negotiations will facilitate market access further,
although it will again necessarily erode GSP preferences in doing so. In
addition, the codes of conduct against subsidies and other non-tariff
trade barriers give ASEAN countries that become GATT members a
strong tool with which to oppose the trade restrictions that Chia so
rightly abhors.
In sum, the slow pace at which ASEAN economic relations are
proceeding is perhaps wise. In the more ambitious areas of regional
industrialisation mistakes are likely to be costly. There is much to be
done in the meantime in strengthening political solidarity and in
improving commercial and infrastructure facilities. Here, indeed,
Singapore can play an important role.
Heinz Arndt then commented on the dispute between Singapore and
Australia over civil aviation policy: I would like to comment on the civil
aviation dispute which Chia has described as a test case of ASEAN
solidarity. Chia knows I am an admirer of Singapore, the best-governed
country in the third world, and will not mind me speaking frankly. Let
me begin by saying that Australia has been behaving stupidly and
reprehensibly towards ASEAN, both in its general protectionist policy
and in its civil aviation policy in particular; stupidly because these
policies are against Australia’s own interests and reprehensibly because,
as a rich country, Australia ought to be generous towards its poorer
neighbours. Having said this, however, I should at once add two points.
First, Australia is a country in which 1 cari say this publicly and stay out
of gaol; this is not true everywhere and it has something to do with the
difficulties any Australian government has in dealing with protectionism
and structural adjustment as well as inflation. Second, my view that
Australia ought to be generous in its trade policies towards ASEAN is
somewhat quixotic. National governments act in their national interest,
as they see it, and are expected by most of their citizens to do so;
Singapore, for example, according to World Bank statistics, has a per
capita income eleven times that of Indonesia — Australia’s is only two
and half times that of Singapore — but Singapore has not, to my
knowledge, ever gone beyond enlightened self-interest in its policies
towards Indonesia.
The main facts of the civil aviation dispute are not in question.
Australia has concluded an agreement with the UK which offers off-
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season cheap fares to through passengers, without stopovers. Singapore
has protested vigorously on the ground that she will lose a large tourist
income from Australian stopover visitors and that the agreement reduces
the traffic share of her own national carrier, Singapore Airlines, in
Sydney-London through traffic and in on-bookings from Singapore in
either direction.
The demand on behalf of Singapore Airlines for free access to SydneyLondon traffic in competition with Qantas and British Airways raises a
large question on which few economists (other than Milton Friedman)
take an extreme stand: should there be complete freedom of competition
in international civil aviation, any airline being free to fly any
international routes? Alfred Marshall conceded the need for some
restraints on free competition in international liner shipping. For much
the same reasons, even a liberal economist, who condemns the pricing
policies of the IATA cartel, must have reservations about complete
freedom of the air in this sense. Singapore Airlines has never joined
IATA. Like many other small airlines it has enjoyed free rides on the
IATA bus. Singapore Airlines must know that a proposal to abolish all
controls over traffic rights on international air routes is unlikely to be
accepted by any other national government.
The threat posed to the Singapore tourist industry and to Singapore
Airlines by the proposed introduction of cheap fares on the SydneyLondon route for through passengers without stopovers is another
matter. Here, it seems to me, Singapore has in principle a strong case.
The Australian government’s argument, on behalf of Qantas, is that very
cheap fares are possible only with guaranteed full capacity bookings on
large planes. Once stopovers in Singapore are permitted, full capacity
on-bookings are no longer assured, even if the on-bookings are on a
subsequent Qantas flight, ajid even less so if passengers may switch to
other carriers in Singapore. Australia, we are told, has no desire to
prevent passengers from making stopovers or from switching to other
carriers in Singapore, but the higher cost, it is argued, must be met by
somewhat higher fares. As the Australian government sees it, the only
question at issue is the size of the stopover differential. Singapore
reasonably objects that the Australian new fare structure negotiated with
British Airways which was announced earlier this year penalised
stopovers to an unprecedented degree by a huge differential above the
lowest fare. It is indeed difficult to see why stopovers with advance onbookings on Qantas flights require any significant differential at all.
However, on this issue, the Australian side claims it has been willing to
negotiate but that until this week Singapore has refused to do so. They
would therefore regard as unfair Chia’s charge of ‘intransigence’.
It is my view that the Australian civil aviation authorities were
extraordinarily obtuse and insensitive in launching into the negotiations
with the UK without prior consultation with Singapore and other
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ASEAN countries. The damage to Australia’s good relations with
ASEAN has been quite out of proportion to any possible benefits. It
seems that agreement is likely to be reached on an Australian offer to
permit low-fare passengers to stop over and switch to other carriers at
Singapore for a stopover fee. Qantas claims that the concession will cost
it about $50 million a year in lost revenue. A Singapore spokesman is
quoted as claiming that Singapore could undercut Qantas even on the
lowest Sydney-London fare. No doubt sooner or later a compromise will
be reached.
The incident should make it clear that, so long as international civil
aviation remains subject to any degree of national regulation of traffic
rights, reasonable compromises must be negotiated with all parties whose
interests are directly affected. The Australian role on this occasion has
been a sorry one.
The main issues in the general discussion were the relative performance
of the service and manufacturing sectors, and the policy and economic
responses to Singapore’s labour scarcity. Several participants also
offered opinions on whether it was advantageous to economic develop
ment for a country to lack natural resources, and on the desirability of an
ASEAN free trade area along the lines preferred by Singapore.
There was considerable interest in Chia’s demonstration that
productivity was higher and had grown more rapidly in services than in
manufacturing. One participant suggested various statistical reasons why
the observed phenomenon may have been illusory, but these possibilities
were rejected.
It was noted that the relatively low productivity growth in
manufacturing had been sustained by migration of unskilled workers
from Malaysia and Thailand. Together with biases against blue collar
incomes in the national wage-setting process, this had restrained wages
for industrial workers and had helped to channel relatively better
educated and more skilled native Singaporeans into the service sector.
In Singapore, immigration of unskilled workers was an alternative to
the evolution of the industrial structure towards more technologically
complex and capital-intensive industries in response to labour scarcity
and rising wages. Singapore had accepted some of each. It was an
important question whether Singapore was a better neighbour within
ASEAN by accepting immigration or by allowing structural adjustment
out of labour-intensive manufacturing production to proceed as rapidly
as possible. In any case, there were physical limits to the numbers of
migrants that could be absorbed into Singapore, so that structural
adjustment would probably be the major response to the increasing
scarcity of labour that was now being compounded by the effects of the
sharp decline in fertility rates in the 1960s. Much of this adjustment
would be into production and export of services rather than skill- and
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capital-intensive manufactures. Non-factor services were already half as
important as domestic exports of manufactured goods and their relative
share of exports would probably rise in future.
Hughes’s comments on Singapore’s ‘advantage’ in lacking natural
resources and a rural hinterland drew the response that there was no
technical reason why such attachments should hold back a city’s growth.
However, there was some evidence that larger countries with more
diversified resources were more strongly tempted by the siren calls of
protectionist trade policies which, if heeded, were damaging to growth.
It was also possible that some larger countries would deliberately hold
back the growth of industrial cities in pursuit of an objective of inter
regional balance or equity.
Participants remarked upon the differences among Chia’s (and
Singapore’s) preference for an ASEAN free trade area, Bautista’s
espousal of a customs union, and the current absence of any official
ASEAN position on the ultimate end towards which the reciprocal
granting of preferences might be leading.
Chia in her reply discussed at length the reasons why industrial growth
had proceeded so much more rapidly from the 1960s than in the 1950s.
She saw three of the possible explanations suggested by Edwards as
having been very important. First, the Singapore economy grew strongly
in the 1950s on the basis of the entrepot trade and the British military
bases. Wages were relatively high as a result. In the 1950s, Singapore’s
advantage lay in these service activities rather than in labour-intensive
manufactures, but by the 1960s these service industries had ceased to be a
major source of growth. Second, the liberalisation and strong growth of
world trade in the 1960s provided a highly favourable environment for
Singapore’s emergence as an exporter of domestically produced
manufactures. Third, Chia agreed that the social and political cohesion
of Singapore in the 1960s and 1970s had been an important factor. One
element of this cohesion had been intelligent government intervention in
the industrialisation process: it was not the presence or absence of
intervention that did occur.
Chia was firmly of the view that movement beyond an ASEAN free
trade area into a customs union, with the levels of external tariffs that
would be necessary to attract the agreement of other ASEAN members,
would reduce Singapore’s competitiveness in third markets and inhibit
economic growth in Singapore.
Finally, Chia responded to Arndt’s comments on the dispute over
Australia’s international civil aviation policy.

10 Malaysia’s Trade and Industrialisation Strategy

with Special Reference to ASEAN Industrial
Co-operation
MOHAMED ARIFF

I MALA YSIA ’S IND US TR IA L ISA TION A N D TRA DE POL ICIES
— A N OVERVIEW

Malaysia is a very open economy, with exports accounting for about 46
per cent of GNP and imports for about 39 per cent of domestic aggregate
expenditure. Malaysia has a rich endowment of natural resources, a
relatively small population of 12.5 million, and a per capita income that
is high for a developing country (Table 1.3). Malaysia has been known
for its cautious monetary policies and domestic price stability, although
in 1973 and 1974 the annual rate of inflation exceeded 17 per cent before
the situation was again brought under control. The present rate of in
crease in consumer prices is rather mild at about 5 per cent. The
unemployment rate of about 7 per cent warrants concern but is modest in
comparison with many other developing countries. Overall, the economy
is in an enviable position.
The Malaysian economy is characterised by its specialisation in
primary production, export orientation and vulnerability to external
fluctuations. But changes during the last decade, including those
associated with the rapidly growing industrial sector, have changed its
profile somewhat.
The primary industries continue to dominate exports and to be very
important in total production, although contribution to total GDP has
tended to decline gradually. They now account for roughly one-third of
GDP, as shown in Table 10.1. They also contribute about 50 per cent of
total employment (Table 10.2). The primary sector is dominated by a few
export products such as rubber, tin, palm oil, timber and more recently
petroleum. Most primary output is exported in raw or semi-processed
forms mainly to industrialised countries. The manufacturing sector is
becoming increasingly prominent. Its share of GDP has risen from 12 per
280
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cent in 1970 to 15 per cent in 1976 (Table 10.1) and it presently accounts
for about 11 per cent of total employment (Table 10.2).
Import substitution
Political independence came to Peninsular Malaysia in 1957 and to
Sabah and Sarawak in 1963. In the post-Independence era, the pattern of
development began to assume a different form. The susceptibility to
international economic fluctuations and the dearth of manufacturing
activities were among the urgent issues on which attention was focused
immediately.
A desire to be economically independent was revealed in efforts to
reduce the degree of the economy’s dependence on external trade, in
volving a departure from the traditional free trade philosophy. The
manufacturing sector, geared mainly to replace imports, developed
rapidly under a system of mild tariff protection and generous investment
incentives.
Import substitution within protection was the basis of industrialisation
in the initial stages. The prospect of quick results was apparently a
compelling reason for the adoption of import substitution as the initial
industrialisation strategy. At first, attention was focused primarily upon
consumer goods, mainly because the existing domestic market was by
and large oriented toward consumer goods and presumably also because
domestic production has less disadvantage for consumer goods. Sub
sequently, industrialisation based on import substitution could be ex
tended to cover intermediate and investment goods and also to
production for export.
Table 10.1 Malaysia: gross domestic product by industrial origin (at
1970 constant prices)
1973

1970
Industrial origin
Agriculture, forestry and
fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Construction
Electricity and water
Transport and
communication
Wholesale and retail trade
Banking, insurance and
real estate
Public administration and
defence
Other services
Statistical discrepancy
GDP at factor cost

$ million

°7o

$ million

1976
%

$ million

%

3432
613
1307
481
245

32.0
5.7
12.2
4.5
2.3

4241
666
1904
631
339

30.6
4.8
13.7
4.6
2.4

5209
810
2592
761
441

30.4
4.7
15.1
4.4
2.6

606
1423

5.7
13.3

901
1824

6.5
13.1

1188
2273

6.9
13.3

836

7.8

1008

7.3

1209

7.0

794
874
97

7.4
8.2
0.9

1018
1081
254

7.4
7.8
1.8

1295
1374
—

7.6
8.0
—

10,708

100.0

13,867

100.0

17,152

100.0

Source: Ministry of Finance, Malaysia, Economic Report 1977/78, Kuala Lumpur,
Table 2.
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Table 10.2 Malaysia: Employment by major sectors (thousands and

per cent)
1970
Sector
Agriculture, forestry and
fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Construction
Banking and commerce
Transport and
communication
Government and quasigovernment
Services
Total

1973

1976

’000

%

’000

%

’000

°io

1787
87
290
91
407

53.5
2.6
8.7
2.7
12.2

1874
87
351
104
476

50.9
2.4
9.5
2.8
12.9

1968
88
445
116
551

48.4
2.2
10.9
2.1
13.6

133

4.0

159

4.3

184

4.5

404
141

12.1
4.2

464
167

12.6
4.5

530
185

13.0
4.5

3340

100.0

3682

100.0

4067

100.0

Source: Ministry of Finance, Economic Report 1977/78, Table 10.1.

There are several compelling reasons why import substitution must
give way eventually to an outward-looking strategy. Although import
substitution did serve to initiate industrial growth, this growth could
not be sustained for long because of the size of the market. Besides,
industrialisation is costly when it depends heavily upon a domestic
market that is small and not expanding rapidly. With depleting tin
reserves and uncertain long-term price prospects for natural rubber,
the need to assign a more important role for exports of manufactures
was recognised clearly.Export promotion
Serious efforts to gear the manufacturing industries towards exports
were consciously undertaken only after 1968 with the launching of the
Investment Incentives Act 1968. Light manufactures such as textiles and
wearing apparel and products based on domestic raw materials such as
timber and rubber have made some inroads into export markets. The
export performance of the manufacturing sector has been fairly im
pressive. The share of manufactures in gross merchandise exports has
increased from less than 5 per cent in 1960 to 23 per cent in 1975. Food,
rubber products, industrial and electrical machinery and wood products
together formed 87.4 per cent of total manufactured exports of
Peninsular Malaysia during 1971-5.
These results are largely attributable to a range of export promotion
measures. The Investment Incentives Act 1968 allows double deduction
of export promotional expenses, ranging from overseas advertisement to
market research, from taxable income. An export allowance is a further
deduction from taxable income, the amount of which is 20 per cent of
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Malaysian raw materials and wages costs (at a maximum rate of $M500
per month per worker) in the base year multiplied by the increase in the
ratio of the value of export sales during the preceding three years to gross
sales in the base year.
The Investment Incentives Act also permits accelerated depreciation
which is applicable to those expenditures incurred in setting up a modern
factory or in modernising the production technique and is calculated at
40 per cent of the residual balance. This procedure enables nearly 95 per
cent of the asset to be written off in five years, thus reducing taxable
income substantially in the initial years.
In addition, free trade zones and export processing zones have been
established in selected parts of Malaysia. Firms operating within these
zones are permitted to import materials free of duties. A National Export
Advisory Council has also been set up with the overall objective of
improving export performance and an export insurance scheme has been
introduced.
The International Trade Division within the Ministry of Trade and
Industry was set up in 1972 to provide a wide range of export develop
ment services to Malaysian exporters, with the assistance of the Trade
Commissions which are located in the major world trading centres. The
National Shippers Council, serviced by the Ministry of Trade and In
dustry, was formed to ensure competitive freight rates for Malaysian
exports.
Tariff structure

In the pre-Independence days, the domestic market was virtually un
protected and tariffs served mainly revenue purposes. Free trade was
prevalent except that most trade was subject to Commonwealth
Preference.
This state of affairs began to change with the change in the tariff
schedule in 1959, which also terminated the Commonwealth Preference
for several items.1The Tariff Advisory Committee was established in the
same year. The Committee’s recommendations dealt only with ‘pioneer’
industries and by the end of 1962 about 25 tariffs were in existence for
pioneer industry products. The Tariff Advisory Board replaced the
Committee in 1962. The Board2 was instrumental in imposing modest
protective duties on more than 200 imported items by 1963 when tariffs
averaged 15 per cent and rarely exceeded 25 per cent, while many
products had no tariffs at all. Although tariffs were raised in many cases
and extended to several items especially after 1965, Malaysian tariffs on
the whole are low in comparison with most developing countries.
1 The Commonwealth Preference disappeared altogether in 1967.
2 Tariff Advisory Board has now become defunct, its role being taken over by the Tariff
Unit in the Federal Industrial Development Authority (FIDA).
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Two independent studies of effective protection in Peninsular
Malaysia based on the Survey of Manufacturing Industries for the years
1965 and 1970 are available (Power, 1971; Ariff, 1975). A more recent
study (Malaysia Economic Planning Unit) gives the structure of
protection in Pensinsular Malaysia in 1973 for 64 industries, defined at 3digit level of industrial classification, based on 1970 input-output tables.
It is clear from these studies that the average effective rates of protection
have been very much higher than the nominal rate and that Malaysia’s
protection system has undergone substantial changes in both nominal
and effective terms. The average nominal rate for manufacturing in
creased from 13 per cent in 1965 (Power) to 18 per cent in 1970 (Ariff);
the average effective rate for manufacturing increased from - 4 per cent
in 1965 (Power) to 44 per cent in 1970 (Ariff), and subsequently to 55 per
cent in 1973 (EPU). There are also wide variations in both the nominal
and effective rates between major industries. The effective rates
generally exceed the nominal rates because the tariffs on inputs were
much lower than those on final products. In the case of tobacco
products, however, the high nominal rate of protection had been
neutralised to a large extent by high tariffs on material inputs, yielding
rather low effective protection. Rubber products, textiles, transport
equipment, beverages, non-metallic mineral products, electrical
machinery and chemical products all enjoy relatively high levels of ef
fective protection.
There is thus ample evidence of distortions in the price system and bias
in resource allocation within the manufacturing sector. There is also
escalation of tariffs, with rates tending to rise from earlier to later stages
in the production process. There is strong bias against exporting in most
cases, suggesting that manufacturing production in Peninsular Malaysia
has essentially been inward-looking, largely due to the nature of
protection. Even the exemption from import duties of imported in
dustrial inputs for export production does not neutralise the bias in
favour of production for the domestic market. Between 1965 and 1970,
no industry had negative value-added at world prices. However, motor
vehicles, electrical appliances and petroleum products contributed
negative value-added in 1973.
Although the system of protection in Peninsular Malaysia appears to
be less severe than in most developing countries, it has tended to pamper
certain industries, with an unmistakable bias in favour of import
replacements, and to penalise export activities. The protective system
seems to have assigned only a defensive role to manufacturing.
Following realisation of the need to assign a more dominant role to
exports of manufactures, the tariff system is presently being reviewed.
The growth of the manufacturing sector

There has been strong growth in the manufacturing sector in recent
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years. Manufacturing output increased by 157 per cent between 1968 and
1976 (Table 10.3) and its contribution to GDP increased from 11.2 per
cent in 1967 to 15.1 per cent in 1976. The highest rate of growth was for
transport equipment, the output of which more than quadrupled be
tween 1968 and 1976, while the output of textiles more than trebled
Table 10.3 Malaysia’s production of manufactures — indices
Product
Processing of estate type
agricultural products
Food, beverages and
tobacco
Textiles
Wood and related
industries
Rubber products
Chemicals, including
petroleum products
Cement and cement
products
Metal, metal products,
machinery
Transport equipment
Others
Total

1968

1970

1973

1976

100.0

110.9

182.2

254.1

100.0
100.0

112.8
111.6

142.8
196.8

170.2
302.5

100.0
100.0

107.7
109.1

203.3
166.5

265.2
185.4

100.0

107.6

142.7

167.3

100.0

111.9

147.0

189.5

100.0
100.0
100.0

122.9
210.2
144.8

288.0
303.0
414.0

247.8
416.6
1038.3

100.0

115.6

187.1

256.9

Source: Ministry of Finance, Malaysia, Economic Report 1977/78, Table 7.2

Table 10.4 Malaysia: exports of manufactured goods
1973

1970
Product
Food, beverages and
tobacco
Textile and footwear
Wood products
Rubber products
Chemical and chemical
products
Non-metallic mineral
products
Iron and steel products
and metal manufactures
Machinery and transport
equipment
Petroleum products
Other manufactures
T otal

1976

$ million per cent $ million per cent $ million per cent
34.0
10.1
29.4
5.2

19.9
5.9
17.2
3.1

57.7
46.3
112.1
8.6

14.4
11.5
27.9
2.1

105.8
119.6
129.5
18.1

11.8
13.3
14.4
2.0

9.8

5.7

22.1

5.5

23.2

2.6

5.9

3.5

6.1

1.5

11.0

1.2

5.9

3.5

10.6

2.7

19.7

2.2

6.5
51.9
11.8

3.8
30.5
6.9

28.7
41.8
67.5

7.1
10.4
16.8

222.7
58.2
191.2

24.8
6.5
21.3

170.5

100.0

401.5

100.0

899.0

100.0

Source: Computed from Ministry of Finance, Malaysia, Economic Report 1977/78, Table
3-5.
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during the same period (Table 10.3). Employment in the manufacturing
sector more than doubled between 1970 and 1976 while the sector’s share
of total employment increased from 9 per cent in 1970 to 11 per cent in
1976 (Table 10.2). Exports of manufactures more than quadrupled
between 1970 and 1976, during which time their share in total exports
rose from 10 per cent to 17 per cent. Export growth has been especially
strong for machinery and transport equipment, textiles and footwear and
wood products. These three categories jointly account for about 55 per
cent of total exports of manufactures (Table 10.4).
Ariff (1974) has demonstrated that import substitution and domestic
demand expansion were the most important sources of output expansion
in the manufacturing sector of Peninsular Malaysia between 1963 and
1974. Export expansion accounted for about 18 per cent of the increase
in output over this period.
The relative importance of the various growth sources varied between
industries. Import substitution accounted for more than one-half of the
output increase in textiles, petroleum and coal, transport equipment,
leather products, electrical machinery, and basic metals. Domestic
demand expansion accounted for more than half of the growth in output
of furniture and fixtures, non-electrical machinery, printing and
publishing, chemical products, wood and cork products, tobacco
products, rubber products and metal products. Export expansion has
been a much more important source of growth since 1970.
Implications fo r regional co-operation

It is possible to draw some preliminary inferences from the above
analysis about what Malaysia might hope to benefit from ASEAN
regional co-operation. It is hoped that regional co-operation would help
Malaysia to resolve some of its trade and industry problems. An ex
pansion of intra-regional trade would enable Malaysia to diversify its
sources of imports and markets for its exports, thereby reducing the
heavy geographical concentration which is partly responsible for its vul
nerability to economic fluctuations in industrial countries. Regional in
dustrial co-operation could help Malaysia to rationalise its industrial
base, and eliminate economic inefficiency and unutilised industrial
capacity. It would also permit the establishment of large-scale plants
which cannot be viable on a national basis.
Regional co-operation could also facilitate the pooling of the resources
of the member countries to form a common front which would be ef
fective internationally. Such a common approach could enable Malaysia
to secure international concessions which would provide freer entry into
the markets of advanced countries, greater access to compensatory
financing of export fluctuations and larger funding for commodity
stabilisation schemes.
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Malaysia’s efforts to export manufactures are being frustrated to a
considerable extent by the high tariff barriers, quantitative restrictions
and other non-tariff barriers put up by the advanced countries. The high
tariffs of Japan and Australia, where the tariffs escalate as the stage of
processing increases, provide good examples of tariff barriers which
thwart the attempts to break into the markets of advanced countries.
Quantitative restrictions in the United States against imports of textiles
represent another case in point. In some of the EEC countries, strong
restrictions are imposed on, among other items, the imports of labourintensive manufactures such as footwear, tablewear and cutlery and
electrical parts. A common ASEAN approach would be more effective
than an individual appeal by Malaysia in bringing down some of these
trade barriers. In short, regional co-operation could assist Malaysia in its
efforts to achieve its domestic economic goals, especially its economic
growth and stability objectives. But Malaysia would need to make some
concessions for the sake of regional solidarity and that price might be too
high. The potential adverse effects of freer intra-ASEAN trade on the
domestic protected industries seems to be one of the main areas of
Malaysian concern. Political considerations would of course remain
supreme in the formulation of economic policies.
II REGION A L CO-OPERA TION IN INDUSTRIA L PROJECTS
Here we will examine Malaysia’s interest in ASEAN industrial co
operation.
The economic rationale fo r industrial co-operation
The pure theory of international trade tells us that international com
petition and specialisation on the basis of comparative advantage would
maximise benefits to the world as a whole. Seen in this context, regional
co-operation in production and trade which entails some degree of
discrimination obviously is not the first-best solution. Regional co
operation lies between the polar cases of free trade and autarky. It is not
difficult to see that resource allocation under a regional arrangement is
not Pareto-optimal, since discrimination tends to divert trade from lowcost non-member countries to high-cost member producers. What then
matters economically is the extent of discrimination between members
and non-members. A regional arrangement in whatever form is certainly
inferior to free trade on economic grounds. But this comparison is
irrelevant and misplaced. It is a system of autarky with which any
comparison should be made, for the practical alternative to regional co
operation is not free trade but autarky for most developing countries.
Since it is the difference between the regional and national market size
which provides the essence of the argument in favour of regional co
operation, the choice of industries for regional co-operation will be
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heavily influenced by the existence of economies of scale. The ap
plication of the principle of comparative advantage will then ensure
efficiency in resource allocation within the region, although equity
considerations may call for a different distribution of industrial projects
among member countries. Whilst some sacrifice of efficiency for the
sake of greater equity may be socially and politically desirable, the
viability of the regional set up, in the final analysis, hinges upon the
economic gains and losses.
It will now be shown that there is a lot of economic sense for ASEAN
countries in general, and Malaysia in particular, to co-operate regionally
in the field of industry. One major study has examined the prospects for
regional co-operation in a range of industries (United Nations, 1973),
chosen on the basis of such considerations as the availability of raw
materials within the ASEAN region, the existence of ready regional
markets for the product and the extent of economies of scale. The
products considered include mechanical items, chemical goods, heavy
industries and capital goods. Those industries in the ASEAN region
Table 10.5 Assignment of projects to countries under autarky (non-

co-operation) 1975-85 ($ million)
Investment by country
Product
Salt
Caustic soda and
chlorine
Newsprint
Printing paper
Ethylene
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride
monomer
Polypropylene
Styrene
Dodecyl benzene
Urea
Ammonium
phosphate
Cement
Float glass
Electrical transformers
Transmission
cables
Steel billets
Metal transforming manu
facturing goods
Total

Indonesia

Malaysia

Philippines

Singapore

24.7
88.1

36.8
58.7
28.0
35.3
8.4

70.3
102.3

262.0
520.4
150.5
179.9
43.8

38.6

—
—

11.8

29.4

11.0

62.3
141.0
42.5
49.3
15.0

45.2
74.5
28.0
35.3
8.4

47.4
143.9
52.0
60.0
12.0

31.4

38.6

54.0
8.6
11.2
49.4
9.3

—
—

78.2
34.3
36.5
9.0
6.6

—
—

40.7
17.5
—

—

—

Total

9.8
4.6

14.9
31.3

—

Thailand

—

—
—

—

49.4
18.5

162.6
8.6
11.2
217.7
79.6

4.4

33.9
12.1
5.2

70.4
31.6
24.9

—
—
—
—

—

—

3.2

10.5
5.5

2.2

1.6

1.3

2.0

1.5

8.6

24.4
9.0

16.4
5.9

16.4
8.2

12.2
10.8

21.0
8.4

90.4
42.3

587.9

327.1

246.2

337.0

2017.3

—

519.1

Source: Computed from United Nations (1973: Table 28).

—
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which cannot produce at international prices even when all national
markets are combined have been excluded.
It would be naive to consider that a group of regional industries could
be established in a manner that was optimal from the point of view of
efficient resource allocation. Economic factors may be allowed to dictate
the choice of industries for ASEAN industrial co-operation but not the
geographical distribution of industries within the region. In these
matters, the political considerations obviously remain supreme. Some
trade-off between economic efficiency and social equity is necessary to
inject political feasibility, but the resulting industrial package can still
make a positive contribution to regional economic co-operation.
Table 10.6 Assignment of projects to countries under co-operation
1975-85 ($ million)
Country and Product
Indonesia
Salt
Caustic soda and chlorine
Newsprint
Printing paper
Ethylene
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Polypropylene
Malaysia
Caustic soda and chlorine
Newsprint
Printing paper
Electrical transformers
Philippines
Caustic soda and chlorine
Ethylene
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Styrene
Dodecyl benzene
Polypropylene
Ammonium phosphate
Singapore
Caustic soda and chlorine
Ethylene
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Polypropylene
Urea
Steel billets
Thailand
Float glass
Transmission cables
Metal-transforming manufacturing goods
Total
Source: United Nations (1973: Table 27).

Investment
14.9
36.0
119.7
42.5
42.5
49.3
15.0
31.4
8.8
117.8
159.0
9.9
23.1
52.0
60.0
12.0
8.6
11.2
54.0
75.4
14.9
28.0
35.3
8.4
38.6
142.2
22.5
5.9
135.4
1540.8
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Table 10.5 presents data on the investment per unit of output for a
range of industries under conditions of autarky or self-sufficiency in
various ASEAN countries. Table 10.6 provides comparable data under
conditions of regional co-operation. Table 10.7 brings out clearly in a
summary form the superiority of regional co-operation as compared with
the alternative of autarky. It is evident that national projects require
greater investment per unit of output than do the regional projects. They
also require more labour units per unit of production. It is also evident
that regional co-operation in industrial projects would yield larger
positive trade balances than situations of national autarky or complete
reliance on imports from third countries. Value-added under nonco-operation is greater than under co-operation simply because the
former envelops a larger number of industrial projects.
Table 10.8 Difference between world market prices and domestic prices

under non-co-operation and co-operation 1985 ($ per ton)

Country and product

Indonesia
Newsprint
Printing paper
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Polypropylene
Malaysia
Newsprint
Printing paper
Electrical transformers
Philippines
Caustic soda
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Styrene
Dodecyl benzene
Polypropylene
Ammonium phosphate
Singapore
Caustic soda
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Polypropylene
Urea
Steel billets
Thailand
Float glass
Transmission cables
Metal-transforming goods

World
market
price

Domestic price

Differential from
world market price
(per cent)

National
Project

Regional
Project

National
Project

Regional
Project

170
280
209
143
330

176.0
322.0
175.5
101.9
263.5

164.6
262.9
179.3
109.9
240.0

+4
+ 15
- 16
-2 9
-2 8

-3
-6
- 14
-2 3
-2 7

170
280
525

195.0
330.0
570.0

161.3
260.6
395.4

+ 15
+ 18
+9

-5
-7
-2 5

60
209
143
154
176
330
72

72.2
169.1
109.1
146.5
183.7
225.7
75.0

60.0
173.8
118.2
154.0
176.0
225.9
62.1

+ 20
- 19
-2 4
-5
+4
-3 2
+4

60
209
143
330
46
95

75.8
180.7
111.7
226.1
a
96.0

60.0
183.8
118.9
228.8
35.6
93.9

+ 20
- 14
-2 2
-3 1
+1

—
- 12
- 17
-3 1
-2 3
- 1

155
1200
1000

166.0
1360.0
1300.0

149.1
1136.8
996.5

+7
+ 13
+ 30

-4
- 14
—

a No domestic market.
Source: Computed from United Nations (1973).

—

—

- 17
- 17
—
—

-3 2
- 14
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Table 10.9 Malaysia: economic viability of regional v. national projects

in terms of relative prices, 1985 ($ per ton)

Product

Caustic soda
Newsprint
Printing paper
Polyethylene
Vinyl chloride monomer
Polypropylene
Urea
Ammonium phosphate
Electrical transformers
Transmission cables
Steel billets
Metal-transforming goods

World
market
price

60
170
280
209
143
330
46
72
525
1 20 0

95
1 000

‘Domestic’ price

Differential from
world market price
(per cent)

National
Project

Regional
Project

National
Project

78.1
195.0
330.0
180.7
111.7
226.1
36.0
65.0
570.0
1240.0
94.0
1370.0

60.0P.S
161.3M
206.6M
173.8P
109.91
225.9P
35.6 S
62. IP
395.4M
1036.0T
93.9S
996.5T

+ 30
+ 15
+ 18
- 14
-22

-3 1
-22
- 10

+9
+3
- 1
+ 37

Regional
Project
—

-5
- 7
- 17
-2 3
-3 2
-2 3
- 14
-2 5
- 14
- 1
—

Industrial locations: I = Indonesia, M = Malaysia, P = Philippines, S = Singapore and
T = Thailand.
Source: Computed from United Nations (1973: Tables 51 and 52).

The relative superiority of regional co-operation over non-cooperation may be assessed more definitively in terms of cost differences.
The cost of meeting a supply deficiency is significantly less in the case of
regional co-operation than in the case of autarkic self-sufficiency. It is
not surprising that the autarkic system represents the most uneconomical
means of fulfilling a supply deficiency. What is more interesting is that
savings in costs are greater in the case of regional co-operation than in
the case of importing from third countries (Table 10.7). This suggests
unambiguously that regional co-operation in industrial projects is
superior even to the alternative of importing from extra-regional sources
for at least some industries.
That regional projects yield greater savings in costs is brought out
clearly in Table 10.8 in which price comparisons are made. It is not
possible to make generalisations for all industries. There are products for
which regional co-operation is clearly preferable to a system of autarky.
Examples of such products are newsprint for Indonesia and Malaysia,
ammonium phosphate for Philippines, steel billets for Singapore, and
float glass for Thailand. In all these cases, regional co-operation results
in prices which are substantially lower than does autarky. There is little
difference in the price resulting from regional co-operation and autarky
in the case of some products, such as polypropylene in Singapore and the
Philippines. There are also industries which can produce more efficiently
in national projects than in regional projects, due to combinations of
scale diseconomies and high transport costs. Vinyl chloride monomer in
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Indonesia, styrene in Philippines and polyethylene in Singapore provide
significant examples of such industries.
It is also interesting to observe that regional projects in most cases in
Table 10.8 are more competitive than, and in a few cases at least, as
competitive as, the rest of the world. This should not however conceal
the fact that there are many industries in the ASEAN region which
cannot compete with world market prices even when all national markets
are integrated. It is possible for one ASEAN country to have an ad
vantage over the other ASEAN partners without having an advantage
over countries outside the ASEAN region.
The economic rationale for Malaysia’s participation in industrial
regional co-operation is furnished in Table 10.9. It would cost Malaysia
15 per cent more than the world market prices to produce newsprint for
the national market and 5 per cent less than world market prices to
produce it for the regional market. Likewise, it would cost 18 per cent
more for Malaysia to produce printing paper for the Malaysian market
and 7 per cent less to produce it for the ASEAN market in comparison
with world prices. Electrical transformers would cost 9 per cent more
than imports if they are produced in Malaysia for the domestic market
and 25 per cent less than imports if Malaysia produced them for the
entire ASEAN region.
In the same vein, it will cost Malaysia less to import a number of
products from partner sources than to produce them for the national
market. For example, it would cost 4.5 per cent less to have ammonium
phosphate imported from the Philippines than to produce it locally for
the Malaysian market. Likewise, it would cost 15.4 per cent less for
Malaysia to import transmission cables from Thailand than to produce
them domestically. However, Malaysia may well be indifferent between
production and imports from partners for some products where cost
savings are not significant, as in the case of urea where cost differences
are only marginal between producing it in Malaysia for the national
market and importing it from Indonesia.
In almost all cases examined in Table 10.9, Malaysia would benefit
from regional co-operation in the sense that regional projects result in
lower costs as compared not only with national projects but also with
world market sources. In the case of caustic soda, Malaysia would be
indifferent in terms of prices between importing from the partners (i.e.
Philippines and Singapore) and countries outside the region. Similarly,
Malaysia would not incur any additional cost by importing metal
transforming goods from Thailand instead o f from a third country.
In all these cases, intra-regional trade will shift production from higher
cost foreign or domestic sources to lower cost partner sources. To be
sure, as mentioned earlier, there are many industries which cannot
compete at world market prices even on a regional basis, and regional co
operation in such cases would cause the sources of imports to be shifted
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from low-cost foreign countries to high-cost partner countries, with
strong trade diversion effects. Such industries are not included in the
present exercise. The point for emphasis is that such industries can be
carefully avoided by ASEAN so as to minimise the adverse effects of
regional industrial co-operation.
It is pertinent to note that the effects of industrial co-operation as
compared with either autarky or dependence on imports from the rest of
the world, examined above, refer to the year 1985, assuming that in
dustrial co-operation would have started in the year 1975 with a time lag
of ten years. Needless to say, the short-term effects of regional co
operation would have been less favourable or more adverse to the
member countries since regional industrial projects must emerge from
their infancy before cost advantages can be fully recognised.
Ill

THE BALI PA CKA GE — A CASE STUD Y

The political will in favour of ASEAN regional co-operation has gained
considerable strength in recent years. The agreement on industrial co
operation arising from the Bali Summit in February 1976 was indeed
dramatic, but the experience so far has been somewhat traumatic. The
program to ‘allocate’ urea to Indonesia and Malaysia, superphosphates
to Philippines, diesel engines to Singapore and soda ash to Thailand,
seems to have hit snags. Does it mean that there is a gap between theory
and practice? What has really gone wrong? And why? To answer these,
one will have to examine systematically the Bali package of industrial
projects.
Urea project

It is not difficult to understand why the urea projects were chosen for
ASEAN industrial co-operation and how Indonesia and Malaysia
qualified as possible locations. There is an urgent need and a growing
demand for increased use of fertiliser in the ASEAN region which
depends heavily on agricultural activities not only to feed its population,
which grows at the average rate of 2.6 per cent per annum, but also to
earn a substantial proportion of foreign exchange receipts. Since the use
of fertilisers is so important for stimulating agricultural productivity and
§ince the bulk of the fertilisers consumed within the region are imported,
it is not surprising that regional production of fertilisers is seriously
considered by ASEAN. Indonesia and Malaysia are the logical locations
for the ASEAN urea projects, since these countries have abundant
supplies of natural gas, which is the main raw material, while Indonesia
already has some experience in urea production that is geared towards
the national market.
ASEAN demand for nitrogen fertilisers is expected to increase from
0.5 million nutrient tons in 1975 to 1.9 million tons by 1985 (PUSR1,
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1977). About one-half of the ASEAN demand for nitrogen fertilisers is
presently met by imports from outside the region (PUSRI, 1977). The
existing nitrogen fertiliser capacity in the ASEAN region will be in
sufficient to meet the region’s demand for nitrogen fertiliser, unless of
course ASEAN urea projects materialise. Indonesia presently accounts
for 71 per cent of total nitrogen production in the ASEAN region, the
Philippines 15 per cent, Malaysia 10 per cent, Thailand 3 per cent and
Singapore produces no fertiliser at all (PUSRI, 1977). With the im
plementation of the ASEAN urea projects, Indonesia and Malaysia will
develop substantial surpluses which will not only meet the deficits in the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand, but will also leave an overall
surplus requiring markets outside the region (PUSRI, 1977).
The demand for urea, in particular, is expected to increase from 1.4
million tonnes in 1976 to 3.5 million tonnes by 1985. Urea output from
plants already in operation and under construction in Indonesia, the
Philippines and Thailand is expected to rise from 0.5 million tonnes in
1976 to 2.4 million tonnes in 1985. Thus the region’s urea deficit is
estimated to grow substantially to over one million tonnes in 1985 (Table
10. 10) .

Indonesia presently has two established urea plants, PUSRI I and
PUSRI II at Palembang in South Sumatra. PUSRI I with a capacity of
100,000 tons per year has been in operation since 1963, while PUSRI II
with a capacity of 380,000 tons per year came into operation in 1974.
Construction has been completed recently at two new plants, PUSRI III
and PUSRI IV, which are also located at Palembang. Two more urea
plants are under construction: the Kujang plant at Cikampek in West
Java and the East Kalimantan Plant which are scheduled for completion
in 1979 and 1981 respectively. These four new plants will each produce
about 57,000 tons of urea per year, while the East Kalimantan plant will
also produce 165,000 tons of ammonia.1
Indonesia accounts for 92 per cent of urea production in the ASEAN
region, the Philippines 5 per cent and Thailand 3 per cent (PUSRI, 1977).
Although there are no urea plants under construction in any ASEAN
country except Indonesia, the Philippines has plans for a Fertiphil
project to be located at Limay with a capacity to produce 490,000 tons
per year of urea and 33,000 tons per year of ammonia. Thailand’s Mae
Noh Industries producing urea and ammonium sulphate is expected to be
phased out by the end of 1981.
If the planned ASEAN urea projects in Indonesia and Malaysia as well
as the Filipino Fertiphil projects are taken into account, the supply
picture will be very different. Total urea production will increase from
3 Indonesia also has planned two plants to produce di-ammonium phosphate (DAP) and
nitrogen-phosphate-potash fertilisers (NPK) which are scheduled to come on stream in
January i 981. Petrokimia, which presently produces ammonium sulphate, also plans to
produce ammonium sulphate as a by-product of caprolactan by 1982.
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0.5 million tonnes in 1976 to 3.7 million tonnes in 1985. The deficit in
urea will disappear by 1981 when the planned plants are expected to
begin operation. In fact, the ASEAN region as a whole will have sur
pluses from 1981 onwards. This surplus is estimated to reach its peak of
0.6 million tonnes in 1982 (Table 10.10; PUSRI, 1977).
Indonesia will run into surplus in urea for the first time in 1979 when
the Kujang plant comes on stream. Excess of Indonesian production over
consumption of urea will grow with the completion of the ASEAN urea
project at Aceh in 1981. Malaysia, which presently produces no urea,
will suffer growing deficits until the end of 1980, and the ASEAN urea
project which is allocated to Malaysia will render Malaysia a net exporter
of urea. The Philippines, which presently has a small area capacity, is
expected to remain in deficit, although the size of the deficit will be
reduced considerably if the Fertiphil project materialises by 1981 as
planned. Obviously, Singapore has only a tiny market for urea which
will have to be met by imports. Thailand’s growing demand for urea will
continue to be satisfied through imports, since Thailand is expected to
phase out the existing small plant with no planned new capacity for the
future. All in all, it is clear that the Philippines and Thailand will provide
markets for the surplus urea from Indonesia and Malaysia, although it is
projected that in 1985 they will be able to purchase only 485,000 tonnes
of the 736,000 tonnes surplus in Indonesia and Malaysia (PUSRI, 1977).
The net result is that ASEAN will have to look for extra-regional markets
for the surplus urea, reaching a peak of 598,000 tonnes in 1982 and
declining gradually to 234,000 tonnes in 1985 (PUSRI, 1977).
The ASEAN urea project allocated to Indonesia is to be set up in Aceh
where large proven reserves of natural gas are available. The proposed
plant will consist of large-scale units, an ammonia unit with a capacity of
330,000 tonnes per year and a urea unit with a capacity of 570,000 tonnes
per year, at a fixed capital cost of $224 million (Joesoef, 1978). The
Filipino urea project designed to cater to the Philippines’ domestic
market also consists of an ammonia unit with a capacity of 330,000 tons
per year and a urea unit with a capacity of 495,000 tons per year. The
ASEAN urea-ammonia project, allocated to Malaysia based on Bintulu
natural gas, is designed to have a capacity similar to the ASEAN project
to be located at Aceh in Indonesia.
With the implementation of the planned urea projects, the share of
urea in total fertiliser production in general, and the share of urea in
nitrogen fertiliser production in particular, will rise sharply by 1985
(PUSRI, 1977). The proportion of ASEAN urea produced in Indonesia
is likely to decline from nearly 92 per cent at present to about 75 per cent
with the emergence of Malaysia and the Philippines as major producers.
Excess supply of urea within ASEAN from 1981 will force the In
donesian and Malaysian ASEAN projects to find markets in ASEAN
and further afield. In Malaysia, the planned urea capacity is much larger
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than the requirements of the domestic market. Malaysia must choose
between a smaller national urea plant with a higher unit cost and a larger
regional urea plant with a lower unit cost. At first sight the second choice
seems economical, as the alternative national plant entails 10 per cent
higher unit capital requirement and 16 per cent higher unit cost of
production (United Nations, 1973:109) compared with the regional
plants. But this option may not be available in view of the expected glut
of urea within the ASEAN region. However, if the Philippines does not
go ahead with her Fertiphil project, Malaysia should opt for a bigger
plant to exploit the scale economies. The message is loud and clear: there
is no room for two ASEAN urea projects, unless of course the ASEAN
urea can be competitive for exporting. That the ASEAN projects ap
parently require tax holidays and common external tariffs to be
economically viable, implies that extra-regional exporting cannot be
counted upon to solve the surplus problem, at least in the short run.
Diesel engine project

The selection of diesel engines for regional industrial co-operation in
ASEAN is apparently based on the existing and projected demand for
diesel engines in the region, while the allocation of the project to
Singapore is presumably based on the principle of comparative ad
vantage, given the skill-intensity of diesel engine manufacturing.
Diesel engines may be classified according to application and/or
horsepower (HP) range. Major stationary applications of diesel engines
below 20 HP are power tillers, rice hullers, small pumps and other
agricultural machinery, while larger HP ranges of stationary variety are
used as power generators, air compressors and as power units for
tractors, earth-moving equipment, forklifts and miscellaneous con
struction machinery. Marine applications include the main propulsion
and auxiliary engines for various types of marine craft ranging from
small boats to coastal vessels. Automotive applications are mainly for
passenger vehicles and commercial vehicles including light goods
vehicles, trucks and buses. Table 10.11 presents the demand for diesel
engines in the ASEAN region by application and HP range.
All in all, especially in the case of stationary and marine applications,
diesel engines of less than 20 HP constitute substantially more than half
total demand. The demand for diesel engines of less than 20 HP is ex
pected to grow at 5 per cent per annum, while higher HP ranges are
estimated to grow at more than 10 per cent.
The existing production capacity in the ASEAN region is relatively
small compared with the demand for diesel engines: less than one-quarter
for engines less than 20 HP and much lower proportions for larger
engines. Production capacity in the ASEAN region is presently confined
to diesel engines less than 300 HP in Indonesia, Malaysia and the
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TablelO.il Demand for diesel engines in ASEAN 1976 (units)
Type
IP ra n g e
< 20 H P
2 0 -9 9 H P
1 0 0 -2 9 9 H P
3 0 0 -4 9 9 H P
5 0 0 -7 9 9 H P
8 0 0 -2 0 0 0 H P
> 2000 H P

S ta tio n a r y

M a rin e

103000
1300

5500
3000

500
350
70
50
5

1600
700
180
200
3

A u to m o tiv e
e n g in e s
—

A u to m o tiv e
CKD
—

T o ta l
108500

2 5 0 0 0 0 6 425029000

13400

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

44500
1050
250
250
8

Philippines. Thailand and Singapore do not manufacture or assemble
diesel engines. New production capacity which is already in the pipeline
should raise domestic production to about two-thirds of ASEAN
demand for engines up to 20 HP by 1980.
Indonesia presently produces diesel engines up to 120 HP and is
known to have firm plans to produce diesel engines up to 500 HP.
Malaysia, in addition to several diesel engine projects which are already
in operation, has firm plans to produce engines up to 200 HP. It is also
known that Malaysia has approved a few projects to manufacture
stationary engines up to 1,000 HP and marine engines up to 800 HP. The
Philippines has a number of existing diesel engine projects up to 45 HP
as well as a planned project of automotive category within the range of
45-400 HP which could also meet some non-automotive applications.
Thailand has definitive plans to manufacture small stationary engines
within 5-50 HP range and automotive engines covering the range of 5300 HP, which could be converted for non-automotive applications, as
in the Philippines. Singapore does not have any established diesel engine
plants, although it had planned to manufacture marine diesel engines of
large HP. The degree of protection accorded to the diesel engine industry
in the countries of the ASEAN region is shown in Table 10.12.
If one takes account of all planned projects which are scheduled to
materialise in the 1980s, the residual market for diesel engines, especially
in the lowest HP ranges, will be small. The adverse implications of this
for the ASEAN diesel engine project allocated to Singapore are clear.
The member countries may be unwilling to allow the ASEAN project
to compete with their national projects. Thus Indonesia may restrict
entry for ASEAN diesel engines below 500 HP. Malaysia may allow
entry only for ASEAN diesel engines in excess of 200 HP, and Thailand
beyond 300 HP, and the Philippines beyond 400 HP. Such restrictions
would prejudice viability of the ASEAN diesel engine project since it is
the lower HP ranges which constitute the bulk of the demand in the
ASEAN region. It might appear that the ASEAN project could still
supply the completely knocked down (CKD) packs in the lower HP
ranges to the member countries which only assemble, and not
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Table 10.12 Import duties and other taxes on diesel engines and related

items

Philippines

Malaysia

84.06

ID = 10%

Stationary
and marine
up to 800HP

Automotive and
stationary

ID = 25%

ID = 30%
ST = ID%

Other
ID = Nil

Marine vessels
tractors, railway
locomotives, and
tramways
vehicles
ID = 10%,
ST = 5%

Power-driven
centrifugal
pumps
ID = 30%

ID = 30%
ST = 10%

400 HP
ID = 15%
<

CO
H

(1) Diesel
engines

BTM
Code Thailand

II

Item

SP = 13%
400 HP &
above
ID = 5%
BT = 3%
SP = 13%

(2) Pumps

84.10

Fire fighting
ID = Nil
BT

=

SP

=

ID = 30%

30 or
7%
16%

Other
ID = Nil

Other
ID = 10%
BT = 3 or 7%
SP = 16%
(3) Generating
sets

85.01

<

ID
BT
SP

10000 Kw.
= 15%
= 3%
= 13%

ID

=

30%

II

#

CO
H

60 Kw.
ID = 25%
60 Kw. &
above
ID = Nil

10000 Kw.
& above
ID = 5%
SP = 13%
(4) Agricultural

87.01

ID = 5%

Indonesia

BT = 3%

Power tillers
walking
tractors
ID = 30%

SP = 11%

Other
ID = 10%

Pedestrian
controlled
ID = 20%
or MS750
whichever is
higher
Other
ID = Nil

5 kva and less
ID = 60%
ST = 10%
5 kva - 150 kva
ID = 40%
ST = 10%
More than
150 kva
ID = 20%
ST = 10%
ID = 20%
ST = 10%

ID = Import duty, BT = Business tax, SP = Rate of standard profit, ST = Sales tax.

manufacture, diesel engines of such HP ranges. But most countries also
have planned progressive manufacturing programs.
At best, the ASEAN diesel engine project could attempt to supply the
CKD packs or components where they are not yet produced within the
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country, the entire completely built up (CBU) market which is not served
by the national projects and the residual CBU market which is already
served by the national projects under some preferential trade
arrangements. But it is extremely unlikely that engines of less than 200
HP will be granted preferential tariffs. This rules out the production of
agricultural engines which represents the most important segment of the
diesel engine market, and means that Singapore could only concentrate
on marine engines and larger power generators. Such restrictions, which
cast serious doubts on the appropriateness as well as the economic
viability of the diesel engine regional project, remove the justification of
a $200-225 million investment in Singapore for the project.4
Phosphate fertiliser project

The selection of phosphatic fertiliser production as an ASEAN project
may be explained mainly in terms of the existing and growing demand
for fertilisers in the ASEAN region, while the choice of the Philippines
for its location was prompted by the availability of sulphuric acid, one of
the raw materials from the Philippines copper smelting project which
was once scheduled to be operational by the end of 1979. But one of the
most important raw materials, phosphate rock, will have to be imported
from outside the region.
Phosphates are second only to nitrogen in fertiliser consumption in the
ASEAN region. The demand for phosphate fertiliser (P2Os) is expected
to reach 416,000 tons by 1980. The current ASEAN capacity in
phosphate production amounts to 71,000 tons of P2Os, and Indonesia
has plans to set up a plant with a capacity of 18,000 tons of P2Os. There
was a shortfall of 122,000 tons of P2Os in the ASEAN region in 1975 and
this shortfall would increase to 287,000 tons in 1980 if new productive
capacities come into existence in the region (United Nations, 1974:109).
Indeed, the growth of demand is estimated to overtake that of supply,
leaving the ASEAN region in a higher deficit by 1985 (609,000 tons) than
in 1975 (241,000 tons). The Philippines would generate a relatively small
surplus with the implementation of the ASEAN superphosphate project
(Table 10.13) which could be absorbed easily by Thailand, Indonesia and
Malaysia, which are the main consumers of phosphatic fertilisers in that
order of importance, provided prices are fairly competitive.
It is, however, extremely doubtful whether the ASEAN project can be
competitive, especially in view of the high cost of imported phosphate
rock. It has been estimated that the production costs per tonne of P2Os
would range between $308 and $379 depending on raw material prices
and these estimates compare unfavourably with the world market prices
4 This figure has featured in public discussion and appears realistic. The official estimate
is $140 million.
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Table 10.13 Phosphate: supply, demand and balance, Philippines, 1980-

90 (’000 tonnes)
Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Existing
capacity

Planned
capacity

Total
production

Total
demand

Surplus( +)
Deficit ( - )

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

73
92
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110

118
137
155
155
155
155
155
155
155
155
155

73
78
84
91
98
107
116
126
137
149
162

+ 45
+ 59
+ 71
+ 64
+ 57
+ 48
+ 39
+ 29
+ 18
+ 6
- 7

Source: United Nations (1974).

of $180 to $188 during 1976/77. The raw material costs account for
roughly 60 to 65 per cent of the total production costs depending on the
raw material prices.5Countries which produce phosphate rocks presently
have comparative advantage in phosphoric acid production. The
Philippines, to which the ASEAN superphosphate project has been
assigned, will have to rely on imported phosphate rock from California
unless of course domestic or regional sources of phosphate rock are
discovered.
The size of investment in the phosphatic fertiliser project appears to be
small relative to what is planned for other ASEAN fertiliser projects.
The phosphoric acid plant with a capacity of 410 tonnes per day (tpd)
involves an investment of about $44 million while a project consisting of
a 355 tpd phosphoric acid (P2Os) and granulation plants (NP/NPK) calls
for an investment of $65 million.
The viability of the project, however, will depend crucially upon the
cost of imported raw materials as well as the regular supplies of these raw
materials, especially phosphate rock, from extra-regional sources and
above all on the world prices of phosphatic fertilisers. Given the present
world prices of phosphatic fertilisers and phosphate rocks, the project
cannot be competitive, even if regular supplies of imported raw material
can be secured. Assuming, on the average, a product cost of $344 per
metric ton of P2Os and a world price of $200 of P2Os, the project will
require a common external tariff protection of more than 72 per cent to
be commercially viable. Obviously, there can be no economic rationality
in sheltering such a project. It will be simply uneconomical unless
domestic or regional reserves of phosphate rocks are discovered in
5 For example, a $5 per tonne change in the price of phosphate rock will effect a $15
change in the cost of P20 5.
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commercial quantities or the world market prices of phosphatic fer
tilisers show a sharp upward trend.
The project seems to have also hit another snag. When the Philippines
opted for a phosphate fertiliser project its intention was to use the
sulphuric acid by-product of its proposed copper smelter. But with the
world copper market in a doldrum, even the $220 million copper smelter
is by no means certain to be established in the near future. However,
imported sulphuric acid is relatively cheap.
Soda ash project
Soda ash is an important ingredient in the manufacture of glass; in fact,
about one-half of soda ash consumption is accounted for by the glass
manufacturing industry. Soda ash is also used in a number of industries
including sodium-based chemicals, pulp and paper, and scrap and
detergents.
The Philippines is the largest consumer of soda ash, accounting for 40
per cent of total ASEAN consumption. Malaysia and Singapore each
account for about 22 per cent, while the share of Indonesia and Thailand
together is only 16 per cent (United Nations, 1973:11 1). Nevertheless, the
share of Thailand in soda ash consumption is estimated to increase to 24
per cent by 1980 (Table 10.14). The proposed regional project has been
assigned to Thailand because of the huge rock salt deposits estimated at
2,000 billion tons in the northeast, despite a bid by the Philippines.
The soda ash project, which has been estimated to cost $160 million
(United Nations, 1978:70) for a capacity of 1,200 tons per day, has been
questioned by many Thai economists who believe that it is more eco
nomical to import soda ash from outside the region than to produce it
within the region (Narongchai, 1977). The main thrust of the argument
in favour of the regional soda ash project is that it will ensure the
ASEAN region a regular supply of soda ash at predictable prices, the
security situation permitting.

Table 10.14 Consumption of soda ash in the ASEAN region, 1980
$ million at
1970 prices
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Total
Source: United Nations (1974).

Percentage

2.7
2.3
5.9
2.4
4.2

15.4
13.1
33.7
13.7
24.0

17.5

100.0
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Even if one is prepared to accept that the security problem in northeast
Thailand is not serious, the infrastructural cost of the project is for
midable. Rock salt mining is to be located at Bamnet Narong about 260
kilometres from Bangkok with estimated reserves of 318 million tons,
while limestone will be mined from a nearby quarry at Khao Pang Sok
with estimated reserves of 104 million tons. The rock salt and limestone
deposits are about 430 kilometres from the new port of Laem Chabung.
This calls for the construction of an 80 kilometre rail link at an estimated
cost of $20 million and port facilities costing another $15 million to
accommodate 50,000 ton vessels. Under present conditions the project
appears to be uneconomic. The cost of extracting rock salt itself seems to
be internationally competitive at $3 to $4 per ton. Transportation costs
under present conditions amount to $7, raising the f.o.b. price to about
$10 per ton. Unless the transport costs can be halved by the proposed
railway developments the Thai rock salt cannot be produced at the world
market f.o.b. price of $7 to $8 per ton. This would obviously inflate the
production cost of soda ash. Besides, it has been estimated by Japanese
analysts that the freight costs would have to be kept below $60 per ton to
make the Thai soda ash project competitive with salt projects planned by
Indonesia and Sri Lanka (Asia Wall Street Journal, 9 Sept. 1977).

IV PROBLEMSAND PROSPECTS
Regional autarky is obviously superior to national autarky, although it is
clearly inferior to free trade. Strictly speaking, there can be no economic
justification for any regional project except on infant industry grounds.
The cost of bringing up an infant industry is presumably lower within a
regional than a national framework. Efficiency is the main concern of
the analysis above and the discussion below. In what follows an attempt
will be made to highlight the major problems of ASEAN industrial co
operation based upon the preceding analysis and to seek suitable
solutions.
Constraints
The main thrust of the argument in favour of ‘package deal’ agreements
is that they would pave the way for the establishment of ‘new’ industries
on a scale which cannot otherwise be accommodated on a national basis.
But problems would arise if there are already existing or planned
capacities in one or more member countries. It is the presence of such
capacities which casts serious doubts on the viability of the ASEAN
projects. Countries which already possess or have firm plans to establish
such plants will be reluctant to open their markets to the products of the
ASEAN project.
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This indeed seems to be the case with the proposed ASEAN diesel
engines project. Indonesia has already indicated that it will close its
market to diesel engines below 500 HP, while Malaysia and the
Philippines would follow suit by closing their markets for ASEAN diesel
engines below 200 HP and 400 HP respectively, to protect their national
diesel engines projects of corresponding HP ranges which are either in
operation or being planned. It therefore appears that no package can be
designed with the entire ASEAN market in mind.
This problem can be avoided by designing the package of regional
projects so as not to harm industries in which member countries have
established or planned capacity. However, this approach would limit
seriously the range of industries, since many projects which can be better
organised on a regional basis are already being considered on a national
basis. The problem can be resolved in the long run if the members agree
to phase out existing domestic capacities and to scrap planned capacities.
This, however, presupposes the prevalence of a strong spirit of
regionalism within ASEAN, which does not exist at present.
Urea is a case in point. It appears that the residual market for urea is
not large enough for two ASEAN urea projects. While the Indonesian
urea market is big enough to permit economy-sized plants, the Malaysian
domestic market for urea is too small for a plant of economically
minimum scale. The Indonesian market is already being served by local
supplies from national projects. It is thus Malaysia and not Indonesia
which needs the support of the regional market to ensure the economic
viability of its urea project. It seems, however, that Indonesia’s
production alone would be able to supply the entire ASEAN market,
including its domestic demand.6 It has been estimated that by 1989 In
donesia would have a 10 per cent surplus which would have to be sold on
the world market. But the world market itself is expected to have a 6
million tonnes surplus by 1983 (Tasker, 1978b:41). The surplus problem
would become worse if Malaysia’s urea project which is planned to have
an annual production of 440,000 tonnes comes on stream by 1982-3.
Malaysia’s dilemma is fairly evident: it cannot afford to make its urea
plant a national project because of the small size of its domestic market;
nor can it hope to sell much in the ASEAN or the world markets which
are expected to be in a serious glut. The Indonesian assurance that any
ASEAN surplus will be absorbed by Indonesia is hardly comforting, for
the Indonesian demand for urea is unlikely to grow at a sufficiently rapid
rate to absorb the entire regional surplus.
6 ASEAN demand for urea is expected to be matched by Indonesian production by 1982.
Indonesia is projected to require 1.86 million tons, the Philippines 407,000 tons, Malaysia
146,000 tons and Thailand 157,000 tons and Singapore 17,000 tons. See Tasker, 1978:44.
The third alternative (which is economically most sound, under present cost conditions)
of not having an urea project in Malaysia, however, appears to be politically out of the
question.
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The message is clear: the approval of two ASEAN urea projects may
impose penalties of unutilised capacity. This danger could be averted if
ASEAN resorted to the technique of ‘leap-frogging’ often practised by
transnational companies,8 particularly petroleum majors. Thus, instead
of establishing two urea plants simultaneously, ASEAN could first
approve one plant, say the Indonesian, which would cater for the entire
ASEAN market until the ASEAN demand grows sufficiently to warrant
the establishment of a second urea plant in Malaysia.
A Iternative approaches

It is possible to identify two different approaches to regional industrial
co-operation. One approach calls for industrial planning which deter
mines the choice, location, financing and other aspects of industries,
while the other seeks private market solutions. The former approach
requires specific trade policies to facilitate intra-regional movement of
goods of selected industries through reduction if not elimination of intraregional tariff and non-tariff barriers and to protect the chosen regional
industries from extra-regional competition through the establishment
and enforcement of common external tariffs. The second approach, on
the other hand, assigns a more active role to trade policy which will then
provide an economic environment conducive to regional specialisation in
manufacturing production and trade.
That ASEAN has opted for the first approach is manifest from the
manner in which the first package of five projects has been identified and
allocated among member countries. The experience so far with these five
projects has brought to light some of the shortcomings of this approach.
It appears in retrospect that the Bali decision on the projects was made
too hastily, prompted by political will rather than by any serious
preliminary study. In fairness, however, it may be pointed out that the
Bali decision was merely to allocate the projects among member
countries for the purpose of examining the feasibility of establishing the
five plants (Arndt, 1978). Implicit, however, was the understanding that
the countries which undertook the feasibility studies would also host
their respective projects if they were found to be economically viable.
8 The leap-frogging technique is often used where the domestic market is too small for
more than one plant. A hypothetical example would serve to illustrate. Let there be two oil
majors A and B sharing a small domestic market. They have the alternatives o f building a
refinery each, sized for its share of the market; or setting up only one refinery sized for the
total market with each owning processing interests; or having only one of the two put up a
refinery of economic size, while the other would wait until its share of the market grows to
a sufficient level to warrant another refinery of economic size. The third alternative is
called ‘leap-frogging’. Company A builds a plant of economic size where Company B
processes its crude oil to supply part of its marketed products and imports the rest. If
petroleum consumption grows at a fairly fast rate, a time would come when Company B is
ready to establish its own refinery, and cease processing at Company A ’s refinery. By then,
Company A ’s market share would also have increased sufficiently to take up all of its
refinery capacity.
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This was tantamount to placing the cart before the horse in the sense that
the projects were allocated before their feasibility could be established.
The Bali-type approach contains two possible dangers: a good project
may be rejected and a bad one may be implemented. For example,
project A may not be economically viable if it is to be located in country
X, which undertakes the feasibility study, but may well be economically
viable if it is to be located in country Y, and the chances are that the
project will be thrown overboard in the process; country Z which is keen
on project C and which undertakes the feasibility study may make a case
for it, even if its economic viability is in serious doubt, and use its
political influence to persuade other members to extend preferential
treatment which would render the project financially viable. These
dangers can, however, be minimised if feasibility studies are undertaken
by a supra-national body prior to project allocation.
As discussed earlier, the industrial projects, except for the urea project
allocated to Indonesia, seem to be heading towards impasse even in the
initial stages. Some others may be implemented for political reasons.
Some of these projects are regarded with an air of scepticism in the
ASEAN private sector, the active role of which is crucial for their suc
cessful implementation.
It is still possible that the projects will be implemented for political
reasons. They may be supported by trade and other policies which are
incompatible with efficient allocation of regional resources. The danger
here is that trade policies might cause price distortions which affect
adversely the economic welfare of society in general and of consumers in
particular.
The second approach presents an almost diametrically opposite
strategy for regional industrial co-operation. Under this approach, trade
liberalisation becomes a prerequisite for industrial co-operation in the
sense that free intra-regional trade will provide an atmosphere in which
opportunities for efficient investment become apparent to private in
vestors. The fact that the initiative comes from the private sector without
solutions being imposed on it will facilitate an efficient allocation of
resources and the successful implementation of industrial projects.
Regional industrial co-operation should not necessarily be left entirely
to private markets. Efficiency is not the only criterion for assessing any
regional industrial project, and in any case, political realities may not
permit the free play of private market forces within the regional
framework. These realities impose constraints upon the second ap
proach, but they do not render it inapplicable. Complete removal of all
trade barriers is too ambitious a goal, but selective trade liberalisation
would preserve important elements of the second approach. The
establishment of regional industries may proceed along the lines
suggested by the following sequence of steps:
(1) Identification of large-scale ‘infant’ industries which require a
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regional market to be viable during infancy.
(2) The removal, complete or partial, of intra-regional trade barriers
facing these industrial products.
(3) Declaration of government policy support (effective subsidy) for
investment in these areas (that is, how much society is willing to
pay over and above world market prices and for how long).
(4) Response from the private sector.
(5) Institutional arrangements to impose such conditions as may be
required to achieve other goals such as equitable distribution of
benefits and costs.
Some of the problems associated with the present package of five
industries would not arise if such an approach were adopted. But con
flicts of national interests and political issues cannot be avoided totally.
If it is necessary to find solutions that are completely acceptable to all
parties, the range of eligible industries will be so narrow that the full
benefits of regional co-operation will not be secured, and regional co
operation itself will become a futile exercise. A requirement that no
member country feels that it is hurt by any single industrial project would
clearly be the antithesis of the spirit of regional co-operation. Although
one member country may not benefit from an individual project it is
possible for the nation to gain from a program of industrial co-operation
of which the project forms part, with the negative effects associated with
a given project more than offset by the positive effects associated with
some other project.
DISCUSSION
PETER d r a k e opened the discussion: Ariff has given us a workmanlike
paper, containing both critical sense and political realism. However,
there is more work to be done on the subject and the comments which
follow should be read as constructive to that purpose. 1 propose first to
comment on the separate parts of the paper; then to say something about
the lack of relationship between the parts; and finally to make a few
more general remarks about issues not tackled in the paper.
The paper falls into four quite distinct sections; the first, entitled
‘Overview’, is a short history of post-Independence industrialisation in
Malaysia coupled with a brief plea for regional co-operation. I disagree
with the historical presentation which gives the impression of a fair
degree of conscious industrial planning and direction immediately after
Independence. I do not think such conscious planning ever existed.
Rather, the 1960s seem to me to have been a period in which government
gave tax concessions and other incentives and hoped for the best.
In the late 1960s and in the 1970s Ariff identifies a substantial rise in
effective rates of protection for manufacturing and comments that the
tariff structure affected resource allocation adversely and encouraged
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inward-looking manufacturing. Nevertheless, between 1970 and 1976
employment in manufacturing doubled and exports of manufactures
quadrupled. Ariff goes from this point to suggest a further need for
outward-looking manufacturing (i.e. export promotion) which would
require subsidisation. He then shows his leaning towards regional co
operation but, in my view, is rather too sanguine about some of the
possible benefits of it.
The second part tackles directly the issue of regional co-operation in
industrial projects. I was pleased to see this section prefaced by an
awareness of the supremacy of political considerations and, running
through it, frequent reminders of the second best economic nature of
regional co-operation.
The section consists, essentially, of interesting and seemingly precise
calculations of the prospects, 1975-85, for a set of manufacturing in
dustries operating under the alternatives of self-sufficiency and regional
co-operation. The industries listed (Tables 10.5 and 10.6) were selected
on three criteria: raw materials available in the region; ready regional
market for the products; and prospects for achieving worthwhile
economies of scale in operations.
To each of these industries Ariff assigns a ‘target’ volume of output
over the decade. He finds that under regional co-operation, as compared
with autarky, these industries need less investment per unit of output;
need less labour per unit of output; participating countries enjoy better
(less adverse) trade balances; and it is cheaper to provide a desired
package of industrial supplies by regional co-operation than by im
porting it all from the rest of the world.
All this is interesting so far as it goes, but one could take it a great deal
further. First, Ariff’s calculations also show that the totals of value
added and employment are greater under non-co-operation (though at
correspondingly higher investment cost). Given any prospect of
financing the investment, might not some nation therefore be tempted to
go for just this outcome? Second, the cheapness of the package of in
dustrial outputs relative to imports depends, of course, on what products
one selects to go in the package.
More broadly, this exercise seems to be conducted in other things
equal or perhaps mutatis mutandis terms. There is no consideration of
any additional demands for infrastructure; of the volume, sources and
borrowing terms of the capital requirement; of the availability of suitable
labour and of the costs of training labour; or of the balance of payments
or the expected rate of inflation.
From this very hypothetical section, Ariff leaps to a lengthy account of
the five projects of the Bali package. He does a convincing job of
showing that these are all unlikely to succeed. Threatened at birth by
existing national industries they have bleak prospects of developing
extra-regional exports.
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In the final section, ‘Problems and Prospects,’ Ariff gives a good
critique of the planned or negotiated approach to regional industrial
isation. He might further have mentioned that not only is negotiation
itself costly in its use of scarce skills but so too is the enforcement and
policing of any agreed regional specialisation.
Reading Ariff’s paper has, not surprisingly, reinforced my preference
for regional integration via trade liberalisation on an across-the-board
basis. Ariff, however, would not wish to go that far and seems to favour
some ‘selective trade liberalisation’. I would like him to be more specific
about the breadth and depth of the liberalisation he has in mind; and to
show precisely how any residual industrial allocation would be deter
mined and enforced by the ASEAN group. Given Ariff’s disposition to
regional co-operation, arising out of the second section of his paper, the
implication is that the Bali projects described and discussed in the third
section have missed a very large target, and that Malaysia and other
partners could benefit from new initiatives in regional co-operation on
industrial development. It seems to me that Ariff might fruitfully pursue
further the analysis of his second section with the object of identifying
industries which might thrive on regional co-operation, in the way that
the Bali projects seem unlikely to do.
As it is, he has not convinced me that Malaysia might not do better
without ASEAN industrial co-operation. Industrialisation in Malaysia,
with or without ASEAN, seems to me to be very much a second string,
notwithstanding the much improved manufacturing performance in the
1970s. Economic strategy in Malaysia should, in my view, first ensure the
welfare of the primary industries. In the last decade there has been very
successful innovation, adaptation and diversification in the primary
industries. They provide the basis of a strong balance of payments,
currency and budgetary position. It is the primary industries which will
have to bear most of the strains arising from attempts to cope with rapid
population growth, ethnic tensions, and inequitable income distribution.
When one contemplates these issues, one inevitably wonders ‘Does
ASEAN matter’? The answer probably is ‘Yes’ for political reasons, but
it seems to me to be ‘No’ on economic grounds.
continued the discussion: Ariff’s paper consists of
two parts, one surveying Malaysia’s trade and industrialisation policy,
the other commenting on ASEAN’s allocation of large industry projects
to individual countries. The two parts of the paper do not sit easily
together, partly because the national trade and industry policy of
Malaysia has been geared to the exploitation of worldwide market op
portunities and does not easily fit into ASEAN planning.
Under the heading of ‘Malaysia’s Trade and Development Policy’,
Ariff attributes both domestic industrial growth and the quite con
spicuous growth of manufactured exports to stimulation by selective
WOLFGANG KASPER
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interventionist policies. If I knew nothing about Malaysia I would
probably be puzzled why Malaysia was so successful in quick succession
with import substitution and then with export-oriented policies, since
other countries have found it difficult to switch from one to the other.
However my own reading of Malaysia’s economic history differs from
Ariff’s interpretation: Malaysian industry-specific intervention has been
relatively weak compared to most other LDCs. Whilst one may attribute
the start of individual projects to specific incentives as a proximate
cause, it was much more important for Malaysia’s industrial success that
the government created a general climate of stability and economic
flexibility and had been friendly to private initiative and enterprise.
Before 1968, Malaysia had no consistent industry policy, just some
import substitution in isolated branches. The reasons for this absence of
an industry policy, let alone import substitution policy were:
that the Malay-dominated government saw little reason to subsidise
Chinese and foreign businessmen, but concentrated on building up an
infrastructure for economic development;
that Malaysian success in exporting primary products removed all
balance of payments reasons for import-substituting industrialisation;
that the ‘emergency’ diverted the attention of policy makers to the
winning of hearts of the rural population by providing better health
and school facilities, by road building, and other infrastructural
development; and
that the basic economic philosophy was ‘paleo-Classical’ stressing
price-level stability and external balance rather than income
distribution or employment (Kasper, 1974), a factor that may have
contributed to the 1969 racial riots.
After 1968, and especially after it was decided in the wake of the 1969
riots to increase greatly Malay participation in modern industry, the
manufacturing sector was promoted actively, often by the rather ar
bitrary imposition of protective tariffs. However, tariff protection has
never been as high or pervasive as in many other developing countries.
Both before and after 1968, industrial growth occurred primarily because
economic policy was stable and because investment in the creation of
cost-competitive jobs was possible. The mild import substitution and
export promotion measures which Ariff mentions were rewarded by
rather quick results because Malaysia has a competitive economy which
in the past was not made inflexible by excessive bureaucratic in
tervention.
It is worth noting that Malaysia continues to pursue the protection of
certain industries, although with increasing doubts as Ariff mentions,
whilst promoting exports from completely different industries. So far,
export growth has been fast, including the surprisingly quick recovery
after the 1974 world recession, because the IS industries are separated
and because IS has not raised production costs of export-oriented
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manufacturers by much, partly because of the creation of export
processing free trade zones (Kasper, 1975:127-36). This happy state may
change when IS pushes up living costs and the wage level.
To summarise, whilst Malaysia is not a Taiwan or a Korea, and has no
need to be because of her resource advantages, she has developed into a
respectable minor brother in the league of new industrial countries in
East Asia and has on the whole specialised wisely in resource- and
labour-intensive industries.
On the subject of ASEAN regional industrial co-operation under the
Bali package, it is worth noting that ASEAN began as a vigorous and
viable political grouping with minor economic ties (except between
Malaysia and Singapore). Economic ties with ASEAN were small
because the endowment with natural resources and other production
factors favoured close trade links between all ASEAN economies and the
most developed countries. Moreover, ASEAN countries pursued IS
policies; intra-ASEAN transport costs were high; and the new ASEAN
industries had no need to trade with poor neighbouring countries because
these offered little that the less developed regions of their own country
could not offer equally w'ell.
It was probably also known at the inception of ASEAN that gains
from horizontal trade specialisation, which the EEC had reaped,
required the presence of highly developed industrial sectors with wudely
diversified and highly specialised products and a large aggregate market.
Functional market integration as in the EEC also had to be ruled out
because the free choice of industrial .location within an ASEAN customs
area would have led to spatial concentration of industry in Singapore and
Malaysia as long as economic-political management differed so widely in
quality and credibility.
Against this background it was gradually decided to complement the
political co-operation in ASEAN by economic co-operation. But it has
been attempted not by a functional integration from below, but by in
stitutional decree from above. In this respect, ASEAN integration is
more like the Soviet-led COMECON than the EEC. The COMECON
analogy is also suggested by the tendency to consider ‘big as beautiful’,
since central planners have the well-known preference for a few big, easy
to co-ordinate priority projects over many small competing firms. This
institutional approach led to the selection at Bali of projects which were
highly capital- and skill-intensive, precisely the type of projects in which
developing countries tend to have little comparative advantage. It is not
surprising that Ariff comes to the conclusion that these projects will not
be competitive in the world market. I disagree with his approach when he
chooses national autarky as the standard for comparison — a basis from
which autarky of the entire ASEAN area seems an improvement. At least
for successful free-traders like Malaysia and Singapore the relevant
market is the world market. They need not choose a standard so low as to
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make even the Bali package appear a potential success!
Whilst Ariff spoke of regional co-operation with a rather positive
tenor in the second section of his paper, the third and fourth sections
sounded much more critical. The latter sections brought to the fore
difficulties that arise with a centrally planned allocation of industries.
They raised in my mind two critical questions: Is it in the interest of
equity if we exploit poor urea-using farmers by imposing higher than
world market prices in the interest of political ASEAN cohesion? Will
joint economic projects add to political cohesion or will the necessary
horse trading not indeed be politically divisive as it has been in the EEC
and in other LDC efforts at economic co-operation? (See also Vaitsos,
1978. )

It is because I consider these to be important questions that I agree
wholeheartedly with Ariff when he finally opts for the functional market
approach towards ASEAN integration. There is much to gain from
ASEAN moves to internal tariff concessions and towards a more unified
and lower external tariff, from joint research and information, and from
joint projects that reduce internal transport and communications costs.
I have hesitated to take this rather negative stand on the centralised,
politically determined allocation of industries to national locations,
although I have no doubts as far as my economic analysis goes. My
hesitation springs from the uneasy feeling that I, an outsider, appear to
be against something with which ASEAN economists identify strongly,
and which they find politically so popular at home. An inward-looking
regional industrialisation policy is, in my opinion, not in the long-run
interest of the citizens of the ASEAN nations (although it may benefit
the bureaucrats). A mercantilist approach to regional industrialisation
will only cause frictions within a very worthwhile political grouping.
Certainly the EEC experience demonstrates that a regional grouping can
remain amicable while it talks politics, but that major divisions emerge
and much political solidarity is required to hold things together if
politicians begin to haggle over concessions in the economic area.
In the general discussion, several participants put the view that an ex
pansion of intra-ASEAN trade was unlikely to make a positive con
tribution to ASEAN economic development, but that such an expansion
was desired and had value for purely political reasons. To conclude that
ASEAN co-operation provided a minor or negative impetus to economic
development in the region missed the point of ASEAN. An increase in
trade and other economic transactions among the ASEAN members was
seen as being necessary to support the political co-operation that was
very important to the ASEAN governments. From friis perspective, the
relevant question for economists to ask was: ‘What method of increasing
intra-regional trade by some desired amount is least damaging to
economic development?’
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There was considerable discussion of the economic merits of the first
set of ASEAN regional projects. Most participants concluded from
Ariff’s data and analysis that all of the projects were very undesirable
economically. But it was pointed out in defence of the projects that the
urea projects at least used very intensively a natural resource that was
available at low cost; that ASEAN urea consumption might expand more
rapidly than Ariff expected; that the urea price had fluctuated widely in
the past and that the present price was cyclically low; and that it was
normal within ASEAN for there to be some public sector involvement in
major investments, so that the regional projects did not introduce de
novo undesirable government involvement in business decisions.
The third major issue to arise in general discussion was the role of the
international organisations and donor aid agencies in promoting
resource misallocation within regional integration schemes. It was ob
served that the United Nations had been influential in steering ASEAN
towards an emphasis on large-scale capital-intensive investments as an
instrument of integration. This was consistent with the general
preference of the aid agencies for spectacular, administratively simple
and thoroughly wasteful investments. In this context it was noted that
large amounts of concessional Japanese government finance seemed to
have been made available very much more readily for the five large
ASEAN projects than it would have been for a series of more modest
activities better suited to ASEAN resources and development needs.
Ariff in response concurred fully in Drake and Kasper’s strong
preference for trade liberalisation over planned specialisation as a means
of promoting increased intra-regional trade, on grounds of economic
efficiency. He also reiterated his preference for across-the-board over
selective tariff cuts, but he judged the former to be politically unac
ceptable at the present time.
Ariff agreed that there was a strong desire amongst political leaders
for increased intra-ASEAN trade, and that economists should be
assisting in the search for the least costly path to this objective. However,
he rejected the proposition that ASEAN could make no significant
contribution to economic development in the member countries. It was
true that none of the five projects selected at Bali was clearly economic
— although the urea projects were less certainly uneconomic. But the
five projects were not a fair test of the potential gains from ASEAN:
there were opportunities for considerable expansion of profitable
regional trade, if the political and administrative formulae could be
found to allow their emergence.

11 Economic Development of Thailand and
ASEAN Economic Co-operation: with Special
Reference to Commodity Problems
NARONGCHAI AKRASANEE

I INTRODUCTION
This paper examines ASEAN economic co-operation from the per
spective of Thailand. It then discusses the background on current
development of the Thai economy, paying special attention to trade,
investment and industrialisation policies, and especially to export in
stability. Recent economic agreements on regional industrial projects,
trade and commodity agreements are then evaluated, and some
suggestions made for improved regional co-operation in future.
II THE THAI ECONOMY IN RELATION TO THE ASEAN
ECONOMY
The Thai economy is similar to the Philippines in its degree of in
dustrialisation and per capita income. On these criteria, Singapore and
Malaysia are more developed and Indonesia less developed. About 75 per
cent of the export earnings of Thailand is derived from primary com
modities, notably rice, rubber, maize, cassava, sugar and tin. Her im
ports have been mostly manufactured goods and petroleum (crude and
finished products). With a sizable and continuous net capital inflow, the
balance of payments of Thailand has been favourable and foreign ex
change reserves high during most years of the last two decades.
The following aspects of current economic development in Thailand
are relevant to ASEAN economic agreements: industrial development
and policies; international trade, particularly in manufactured goods;
import of oil and export of rice; production and trade in primary
commodities; and international economic relations.
Industrial development and policies

Thailand began its modern industrialisation in about 1960. Throughout
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Some salient features of the Thai economy

Share of gross fixed capital formation in GDP
Primary production share of GDP
Manufactures share of GDP (by ISIC)
Utilities, construction, services share of GDP
Manufactured imports (SITC 5-8) as per cent of total imports
Manufactured exports (SITC 5-8 less tin metal) as
per cent of total exports
Manufactured exports (ISIC 3) as per cent of total exports3

1960

1972

1977

14.9
40.2
13.1
46.7
74.6

21.0
32.1
17.0
50.9
74.2

26.1
30.4
19.2
50.4
64.4

1.4
n.a.

10.1
28.0

17.3
36.5b

a Includes food processing, beverages and tobacco.
b 1976.
Sources: National Economic and Social Development Board and the Bank of Thailand.

the 1960s industrial development was based on import substitution. In
the first half of the 1970s, the strategy became more balanced between
import substitution and export promotion, with more emphasis given to
the development of manufactured exports. The main instruments used to
promote industrialisation were tariff protection and incentives under the
industrial promotion scheme. Changes in industrial structure policies
after 1960 are summarised below.
In the early 1960s industrial production was concentrated in processed
food, beverages and tobacco products, non-durable consumer goods,
and construction materials. The relative significance of these groups of
industries declined through the 1960s (Akrasanee, 1973). Petroleum
products, intermediate products chiefly for consumer goods and trans
port equipment became relatively more important. In the early 1970s the
structure of industrial production became more evenly distributed over
several groups of industries, especially processed food, beverages and
tobacco, intermediate products for consumer goods and for capital
goods, and non-durable consumer goods. These five groups of industries
accounted for about 85 per cent of manufacturing value-added during
the period 1972-7, leaving the remaining 15 per cent shared by con
struction materials, durable consumer goods, machinery, and transport
equipment (Table 11.2). There was no evidence of an increase in the
proportion of value-added in the groups of non-durable consumer goods
and processed food over this period.
At a more disaggregated level, the industries which in 1972 contributed
most to value-added were beverages, tobacco products, petroleum
products, textiles, clothing, food products, cereal products, motor
vehicle, and textile articles. These industries remained the most im
portant in 1977, with several other industries having value-added of more
than 50 million dollars. Other industries which grew very rapidly were
sugar, meat products, cereal products, and pharmaceuticals.
Manufactured exports through the 1960s had been concentrated in a
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few items, notably food preparations and other primary commoditybased products. In the early 1970s manufactured exports began to grow
and diversify. In 1972, in addition to food (now including sugar), several
textile items were exported. Manufactured exports accounted for 10 per
cent of total exports in that year. And in 1975, with the value of
manufactured exports more than twice that of 1972, there was more than
5 million dollars each of exports for electrical components, phar
maceuticals, wood products, clothing, textile fabrics, iron and steel
products, chemical materials, plywood, tobacco manufactures, and
several food items. Manufactured exports continued to grow im
pressively, with the proportion in total exports approaching 37 per cent
in 1976 (based on ISIC system of classification).
The policy of import substitution during the 1960s was incorporated in
the system of taxation of foreign trade and domestic production, and in
the approach adopted to the promotion of industrial investment. The
structure of taxes provided a certain degree of protection, but much of
the bias towards domestic production was found in the system of
promotion. Towards the end of the period, investment incentives had
been reduced, but tariff protection was increasing.1On the export side,
some primary exports were taxed and there was no effective promotion
scheme for manufactured exports throughout the period.
Other measures used to assist import-substituting industries over this
period included industrial control (which regulated entry and expansion),
import and export controls, and preferential access to credit.
(Akrasanee, 1975). The overall incentives system thus encouraged the
substitution of imports of final products and the continuation of imports
of capital goods and intermediate products. Towards the end of this
period attention came to be focused more on the promotion of manufac
tured exports: there was a proliferation of measures to assist importsubstituting industries at the same time as measures were being taken to
promote manufactured exports beginning in 1972.
The structure of incentives resulting from the policy measures
discussed above can be assessed from the effective rates of protection
calculated for the years 1969 and 1971, which demonstrate very clearly
the bias of incentives in favour of import-competing industries and
against export industries (Akrasanee, 1977b). The bias was slightly lower
in 1971 than in 1969, but it remained substantial in the latter year. There
were very large differential incentives in both years. The system of in
centives provided positive protection to intermediate products, consumer
goods, machinery and transport equipment. The structure of protection
did not exhibit an escalated pattern in either year although the nominal
tariff structure was itself escalated. On the whole the system was more
favourable to the production of transport equipment, intermediate
1The increases in tariff rates were due to reasons o f protection, revenue and balance o f
payments.
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products at a higher level of fabrication (which are chiefly for consumer
goods), and consumer goods, whereas it was unfavourable to the
production of processed food, construction materials, and machinery.
Industrial development policy was changed in 1972 to put more em
phasis on export promotion. This began with the revision of the In
vestment Promotion Act in 1972 and with the Export Promotion Act in
the same year. These provided for full tax exemption on imported inputs
plus other usual promotional privileges; a refund of all taxes paid on the
process of production for export; a discount facility on short-term loans
at the Bank of Thailand; and an exemption of business tax on production
for export. An Export Promotion Committee was set up in 1972 to co
ordinate these efforts, which were supposed to promote all exports.
The promotion of exports was disrupted in 1973 when, following a
sudden change in prices in the world market, a number of manufactured
products were exported without any official encouragement. The export
boom in some products, notably animal feed, thread and yarn, was so
great that the government temporarily barred their export to maintain
supplies to the domestic market. This continued through to early 1974
when several other commodities were added to the temporary list of
export control (meaning that ‘approval’ was needed).
During 1974 there was a major change in tariff rates which resulted in
a more escalated tariff structure. There was a reduction in tariff rates for
necessary consumer goods which were not competing with imports, some
to one-half and some to one-tenth of the old rate. Tariff rates for a large
number of raw' materials and intermediate products were reduced to onetenth of the old rates. And the rates for machinery and mechanical
appliances, for both agricultural and industrial uses, were reduced from
15-20 per cent to 10 per cent. The rates for other consumer goods
remained at their former levels (Akrasanee, 1975).
In 1975 and 1976 tariff rates were changed for a few items. These
included the reduction in the rates for some paper products (30 per cent
to 10 per cent), equipment for movie making (30 and 40 per cent to 10 per
cent), motors, and orange skin.
A major change also took place in the system of business tax in 1973.
Previously the same rates were applied to imports and domestic products
thus having no protective effect. In December 1973, the rates for many
domestically produced goods were reduced in order to check inflation.
For several items of domestic raw materials and foods, the rates were
reduced to zero, and for others the rates were reduced if they used
purchased inputs. Thus the new practice of collecting business tax has
had an additional protective effect.
The significance of the two changes in tariff and business tax rates
pointed out above is that the effort to assist import-substituting in
dustries continued into the period of export promotion. Another
measure used was import control on some products, usually in response
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to a complaint about competition from imports. It is therefore clear that
there were still strong incentives for local production to be sold in the
domestic market.
The effective rates of protection have been calculated for 1974 (see
Table 11.3). The results show clearly the continued strong incentives for
domestic sales. Nevertheless, the overall bias of changes in incentives
through this period was toward export promotion, although the new
measures were not as effective as those introduced in other countries. In
1975 the newly elected government continued to emphasise the
promotion of exports. A top level Board of Export Promotion was
appointed, with the Prime Minister as Chairman. The Export Service
Center was set up at the Ministry of Commerce to provide export in
formation to exporters and to businessmen overseas who were interested
in Thai products. Policy continuity was again disrupted by a change in
government in early 1976: the operation of the Export Service Center
continued, but the Export Board was dissolved with the outgoing
government.
From 1975 on concern was expressed over the lack of new industrial
investments, as reflected in the small number of applications for
promotion at the Board of Investment. It was therefore decided that the
Board should be strengthened, and the investment promotion law should
be revised to provide more incentives to investors, domestic and foreign.
Subsequently, in 1977, the membership of the Board of Investment was
elevated to Cabinet level, with the Prime Minister as Chairman, and the
new Investment Promotion Law was put into effect in the same year. The
new law provides the authority with various promotional powers which,
taken together, indicate that Thailand has returned to an import sub
stitution strategy (Akrasanee, 1977b).
Another significant current development is the emphasis, especially at
the Ministry of Industry, on ‘basic industries’, including iron and steel,
fertiliser, soda ash and newsprint. Two related developments have led to
this position. First, it is the opinion at the Ministry of Industry that the
next phase of industrial development in Thailand will have to include the
establishment of basic industries. Second, the forthcoming production of
natural gas, to be commercially feasible, needs to find its market in basic
industries.
The Ministry of Industry is not alone in paying more attention to the
development of basic industries. The Board of Investment has twice
confirmed its intention to help set up a steel complex. The Bank of
Thailand has expressed its view that the development of basic industries
will be one of the priority areas in which Thailand will seek foreign
assistance. And finally the Ministry of Finance is in the process of setting
up the ‘Industrial Development Fund’ with an important objective of
helping to finance basic industries.
It is obvious that this strong move back towards import substitution
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Selected realised effective rates of protection in 1974
(percentage)
Effective rates
Industries

Processed fo o d
Sugar
Sweet condensed milk
Wheat flour
Fruit canning
Animal feeds
Beverages and tobacco
Beer
Cigarettes
Construction materials
Cement (domestic sales)
(export sales)
Intermediate products I
Veneer and plywood
Thread and yarn
Glass sheet
Iron and steel basic industries
Vegetable fibre
Intermediate products II
Textile fabrics (non-cotton)
Cotton fabrics
Rubber tyres and tubes
Paints and varnishes
Chemical products, plastic and synthetic
Finished structural metal products
Other metal products
Consumer non-durables
Clothing
Textile articles
Shoes
Drugs and medicine
Soaps, detergent
Electric bulbs
Flashlight batteries
Consumer durables
Motorcycle assembly and parts
TV and household appliances
Machinery
Tractor assembly
Sewing machines
Non-electrical machinery
Transport equipment
Car assembly
Truck assembly
♦Extremely high level of protection.
Source: Akrasanee, 1977b.

Balassa
method

Corden
method

-90.35
*
153.91
-34.25
-11.01

-84.02
1,766.07
30.26
- 8.03
- 8.35

115.9
-12.2

65.3
-12.1

-45.04
-12.65

-42.9
-11.72

144.5
23.6
- 8.1
97.9
- 1.49

62.7
19.9
- 6.8
37.7
- 1.22

-20.1
-33.5
-12.7
*
45.38
58.61
61.3

-16.0
-25.8
-12.7
57.8
34.85
49.14
57.6

11.9
- 5.5
8.0
-19.24
-16.6
0
-29.18

7.3
- 4.4
6.8
-12.42
-10.6
0
-22.04

48.35
*

36.39
830.2

6.59
-11.24
3.95

5.93
- 8.21
3.43

*
219.15

353.88
100.65
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and the determination to develop basic industries will have important
implications for Thailand’s position in the ASEAN industrial co
operation scheme. This aspect is discussed in Section III below.
International trade

As mentioned above, apart from petroleum, imports into Thailand are
almost entirely manufactured goods from developed countries, more
than 40 per cent of which are imported from Japan. Exports of these
goods, on the other hand, account for about 20 per cent of total exports,
with developed countries being major customers.2
Composition and direction of imports

There have been marked changes over time in the commodity com
position of Thailand’s foreign trade. But the major changes have oc
curred within broad commodity groups, so they are not apparent in
Table 11.2. There was an exception to this in 1976-7 when the proportion
of primary imports increased to 34.2 per cent compared with 21.1 per
cent in 1971-2. During the 1950s and 1960s Thailand’s industrialisation
effort was associated with a substantial reduction in imports of
miscellaneous manufactures (SITC 8) in total imports. Since then, the
greatest shift has been away from basic manufactures (SITC 6), and
towards machinery and transport equipment (SITC 7), chemicals (SITC
5), and mineral fuels, etc. (SITC 3). The combined share of machinery,
transport equipment, and chemicals rose from 39.6 per cent in 1962/63
to 47.8 per cent in 1971/72, then fell to 43.9 per cent in 1976/77. The
share of mineral fuels was stable until the early 1970s when rising
petroleum prices caused it to rise from 9.6 per cent in 1970/71 to 22.4 per
cent in 1976/77.
The classification of imports according to end use reveals a rapid shift
away from consumer goods, especially non-durable consumer goods,
towards intermediate and capital goods (Table 11.4).
Classified either according to end uses or degree of fabrication of
imports, the changing composition reflects clearly the continuing process
of industrialisation in Thailand. Relatively more intermediate products,
industrial raw materials, and machinery are being imported to produce
consumer goods, substituting for imports of these goods. One major
feature is an increasingly high import bill for industrial raw materials and
fuel, which was sufficiently large to force a reduction against the general
trend in the share of intermediate and capital goods in imports in the
wake of the oil crisis. A second characteristic is the increasing difficulty
2 This is based on SITC classification of manufactured goods, which do not include
processed food, beverages and tobacco. With SITC classification, the percentage would be
36.5. Note that the difference in classification systems does not affect the structure of
imports.
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Table 11.4

Composition of Thailand’s total imports, by broad in
dustrial classification 1962-77 (%)
Commodity composition

Commodity

1962

1970

1977

Total consumer goods
Non-durable consumer goods
Durable consumer goods
Total intermediate products and raw materials
Intermediate products chiefly for consumer goods
Intermediate products chiefly for capital goods
Capital goods
Other commodities3

31.86
24.77
7.09
17.11
11.36
5.75
28.23
22.79

20.27
12.91
7.36
24.90
15.32
9.57
34.70
20.14

11.80
6.73
5.07
28.52
17.06
11.46
26.08
33.60

100.00

100.00

100.00

Total

a This category includes several important items such as passenger cars, buses and trucks,
and crude oil.
Source: Akrasanee and Naya, 1974, Table 2.2 and Bank of Thailand, Monthly Bulletin
Statistic, V. XVIII, No. 6, June 1978.

of substituting for imports of intermediate products.
Since imports are mostly intermediate products, industrial raw
materials and machinery, the major exporters to Thailand have always
been the industrialised developed countries such as the United States,
Western Europe and Japan. But their relative shares in the total imports
into Thailand have changed through time, with Japan gradually cap
turing a larger share. In 1957 Japan, the US, the UK and West Germany
together accounted for 55 per cent of the total imports. This share in
creased to almost 70 per cent in 1970. But since 1974 the share has been
falling and it declined to around 54 per cent in 1977 mainly because of
the increase in the price of crude oil imported from Arab countries.
Among the four major suppliers of imports, Japan has been the most
important since the 1950s. The share of ASEAN countries declined from
about 15 per cent in 1957 to 2 per cent in 1974, after which it increased
slightly to 4 per cent in 1977, with these changes reflecting mainly
reduced complementarity between the commodity composition of Thai
imports and of exports from other ASEAN countries.
Composition and direction of exports
In contrast to imports, the composition of exports had undergone very
little change until the second half of the 1970s (Table 11.3). Food and live
animals have accounted for about 50 per cent of exports throughout the
period. Crude materials, excluding fuels, have been the second largest
category. All othei groups of exports were relatively unimportant for the
period 1957-1970/71. In the second half of the 1970s a major change
took place in the composition of exports. Although food and live
animals remained the largest group, there was a very large increase in the
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proportions of basic manufactures and miscellaneous manufactured
goods. These exports were mostly wood products, textiles, precious and
semi-precious stones, and clothing.
A considerable diversification has been taking place within the broad
categories for which data are presented in Table 11.2. In the early 1960s
rice contributed about 30-36 per cent of export earnings. But since then
the share of rice in total export earnings has been rather unstable. Maize,
tapioca products, and sugar have risen in relative importance, with their
combined share in total export value rising from less than 10 per cent in
1960 to 26 per cent in 1977. Other new products in the primary export
group were marine products, animal feed, and fruit and vegetables.
The major trading partners in Thailand’s export trade are similar to
imports, except that ASEAN countries are major customers for Thai
exports. Again Japan led all other countries, accounting for 20-28 per
cent of total exports during the period 1972-7. Earlier the United States
was the second largest customer, but that country has been overtaken
recently by the Netherlands as the second largest Thai export market,
mostly because of the expansion of tapioca products exported to the
Netherlands. Taiwan has gradually become a major customer of Thai
exports, largely maize. As a group ASEAN is second only to Japan as a
customer for Thai exports. Exports to ASEAN have been close to 20 per
cent throughout the period, with Singapore the largest buyer, followed
by Malaysia and Indonesia.
Import of petroleum and export of rice3

Oil and rice are two important commodities in ASEAN whose economics
are simple but whose politics are very difficult. Thailand imports almost
all of her petroleum from the Middle East, and is the only consistent net
exporter of rice in ASEAN countries. Thailand’s dependence-on
petroleum for her total energy need is about 80 per cent, therefore her
demand for petroleum is relatively price-inelastic. Thus since 1973 when
the oil price jumped three and a half fold, and has since been slowly
creeping up, the proportion of oil import cost in her total import bills has
been increasing. It was about 22 per cent in 1977, about 29 per cent of the
value of Thai exports, and it is likely to be difficult to finance the
petroleum imports required for continued strong growth.4
Thailand has been the rice bowl of ASEAN for many years. Singapore
depends on Thailand for almost all her rice consumption. The amount of
Thai rice imported by Indonesia has varied over time, but in 1977 it was
as high as 800,000 tonnes, accounting for about 30 per cent of total Thai
rice exports in that year. (It was about 25 per cent in the preceeding year.)
3 For the oil situation in ASEAN, see Siddayao (1978).
4 A small energy relief is expected to begin in 1982, when natural gas from the gulf of
Thailand will become available for commercial use.
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Malaysia and the Philippines depend proportionately less on Thai rice,
although the Thai rice (legal) export to Malaysia has usually been more
than 100,000 tonnes.
Rice export policy has contained perhaps the clearest contradiction in
Thai economic policy. Since rice is the most important commodity in
terms of rural incomes, food consumption and exports, the government
has interfered with rice prices at all levels from paddy production to
domestic consumption and export. Rice policies have been designed to
achieve the maximum level of export earnings, a low and stable domestic
price of milled rice, and a high and increasing price of paddy, so that
policy contradictions have been inevitable. The rice premium (the export
tax on rice) has been the most important instrument of rice policy. A
high rice premium has the effect of keeping the domestic price of rice
low, thus benefiting mostly urban consumers, and in practice the
maintenance of a low domestic price of milled rice for urban con
sumption has been the favoured policy objective. In 1973, in pursuit of
this objective, the government restricted, and for a period banned,
exports when the rice export surplus was very low, in an attempt to
stabilise domestic prices. This action exacerbated the problems of rice
shortage and rising prices of Thailand’s ASEAN partners during the
world grains crisis at that time (Krause and Sekiguchi, 1979).
Pattern of commodity exports and stability5
The importance of primary commodities makes commodity problems
critically important to the Thai economy. Here we discuss problems of
instability in the price and earnings of the major commodities.
Thailand’s export growth has varied over time. During 1955-60 it was
3 per cent per year, slightly below Malaysia’s. The volume of exports
expanded at a good pace, 8 per cent per year, surpassing Malaysia, and
second only to the Philippines among ASEAN members during 1960-5.
A sluggish pace was evident in the late 1960s when the expansion was
only 2 per cent per year. Over the years 1968-75, Thailand’s exports grew
at the annual rate of 23 per cent, mostly due to rapid growth in the 1970s.
Thailand’s index of total export earning instability was 19.8 per cent,
which was slightly lower than Malaysia’s and the Philippines’. This
implied a typical magnitude of $245 million surplus or defict around the
export earnings trend between 1968 and 1975.
Over the seven year period there was a significant change in the
commodity composition of Thai exports (Table 11.5). Rice, though still
the largest export, fell in export share from 28 per cent in 1968 to 13 per
cent in 1975. Tin’s share declined from 11 per cent to 5 per cent. Kenaf’s
role was reduced from 5 per cent to little more than one per cent. The
trend was towards declining quantities of each of these export com5 This section is based on the ongoing work of Professor Seiji Naya.
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modities. Rubber also feil in relative importance through a combination
of price and quantity factors. Export growth was strongest for sugar and
was also high for cement and sorghum. The diversification of exports
was reflected in the increase of the share of ‘miscellaneous exports’ from
about 20 per cent of total export earnings in 1968 to about 30 per cent in
1975.
Table 11.6 shows instability indexes of major commodities of
Thailand. The value of exports was most unstable for sugar, followed by
cement, rice, and rubber. Thailand’s major exports reveal a wide range
of degrees of instability in export earnings. There was moderate ex
pansion in the value of several important commodities, both with
historical experience of high instability and with low instability. There
was little evidence of changes in the commodity composition of Thai
exports contributing either to greater stability or to greater instability in
export earnings.
Sugar contributed 29 per cent of total instability, about eight times its
share in total exports over the period. Above average instability was also
present with exports of rice (15 per cent of total export instability),
rubber (11 per cent), maize (10 per cent), tin (5 per cent), tapioca (2 per
cent) and kenaf (1 per cent). Shrimp and tobacco were found to be small
Table 11.6

SITC

Instability indexes of the principal exports and their con
tributions to the total export earnings instability of
Thailand 1968-75

Commodity

0611 Raw sugar
6612 Cement
0422 Rice, glazed or
polished
2311 Natural rubber
0313bShrimp
044 Maize, unmilled
2765dFluorite
2433cTeak
2641 Abaca
6871 Tin, alloys unwrought
0459c Sorghum
121 Tobacco, unmfd.
0554 Tapioca
0542 Leguminous
vegetables, dry
Miscellaneous exports
Total export earnings

Contri
butions

Instability
indexes

Annual
growth
rate of
export
value

Contri
butions

313.54
52.40

264.01
65.70

29.36
2.53

3.76
0.73

7.81
3.41

43.58
31.64
28.93
27.61
25.42
19.79
19.42
18.91
17.11
14.11
10.36

13.77
12.86
21.78
22.14
8.55
19.01
1.92
8.65
38.56
19.01
34.99

14.51
10.82
-0.38
9.93
0.41
0.34
1.33
5.19
0.34
-0.34
1.61

18.13
12.23
1.75
11.26
0.99
1.07
3.97
8.39
0.72
1.19
7.10

0.00
0.88
-0.22
0.82
0.41
0.32
0.34
0.62
0.47
-0.29
0.23

10.27
21.82
19.18

15.71
31.79
22.88

0.18
24.17
100

1.44
27.28
100

0.13
0.89
1.00

For notes a-e see the corresponding notes in Table 11.5.
Source: See Table 11.5.

Average
share

Average
share
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stabilisers as their fluctuations were negatively correlated with fluc
tuations in exports of all commodities taken together.
The role o f price and quantity instability
Price instability was greatest for rice, cement and sugar amongst major
exports (second column in Table 11.7), and least for shrimp, tapioca, dry
leguminous vegetables and kenaf.
Sugar, cement and rice also experienced the greatest quantity
instability (third column of Table 11.7). Next to them were shrimp and
fluorite. Other commodities revealed relative stability in the quantity of
exports (Table 11.7).
Rice, rubber, maize, teak, kenaf, tin, sorghum and tobacco
experienced greater instability in price than in quantity (fourth column of
Table 11.7). On the other hand, sugar, cement, shrimp, fluorite, dry
leguminous vegetables and tapioca experienced greater quantity
instability than price instability.
For several major export commodities, price and quantity fluctuations
reinforced each other: sugar, rubber, kenaf, maize, shrimp and tin in
order of the strength of the reinforcing effects. The strongest effect was
found in sugar, and it was also strong in rubber, kenaf and maize.
Price and quantity fluctuations tended to offset each other in tobacco,
tapioca, dry leguminous vegetables and rice.
To summarise, during 1968-75, rice and rubber, the two most
important traditional exports of Thailand, suffered great instability in
the value of exports. Maize and tin exports were next in degree of
instability. A majority of commodities experienced greater instability in
price than in quantity: the major exports — rice, rubber, maize, tin and
teak — all fell within this group. But the two remaining major export
commodities, sugar and tapioca, suffered greater instability in quantity
than in price. Price and quantity fluctuations offset each other for rice
and teak, but reinforced each other for sugar, rubber, maize and tin.
Ill A N A SSESSMENT OF A SEA N A GREEMENTS
ASEAN economic agreements may be evaluated from Thailand’s
position, taking into consideration the current development of the Thai
economy and Thailand’s economic relations with ASEAN countries.
Co-operation in industry and trade
ASEAN industrial projects. The purpose of the Bali agreement on the
first five ASEAN industrial projects (Alps) was to conduct feasibility
studies (Sicat, 1977). However, it has been the popular view that the five
projects were assigned to the member countries for implementation.
Thus the fact that none of these projects has materialised so far has been
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mistakenly interpreted to imply a failure of one of the major agreements.
A more correct view is that the assignment of the first five AIPs has
provided an opportunity for ASEAN to set up an institutional
framework for industrial co-operation.
There are two factors which make it difficult for AIPs to be realised:
the criteria for project allocation, and industrial development policies in
member countries. The first, allocation of projects (or feasibility
studies), was based mainly on a proposal from each country. Almost
every country selected its project from the recommendation of the
United Nations Team’s report (United Nations, 1974), which suggests a
number of alternative packages. Each package was carefully assembled
by the Team, based on economic criteria of efficiency and equity.
For Thailand, the current approach to investment policy is a serious
obstacle to ASEAN industrial co-operation. Thailand now gives the
impression that her policy is ‘bad investment is better than no in
vestment.’ Thus in 1977 the Board of Investment went ahead with the
promotion of three automotive diesel engine plants, leaving only the
market for marine diesel engines to Singapore’s diesel engine project (see
also Ariff, 1980). Thailand is also talking seriously about the
establishment of other industries which have potential as AIPs, although
she continues to express great enthusiasm for ASEAN industrial co
operation.
Obviously the realisation of AIPs in any one country depends also
upon production plans for those industries in other ASEAN countries.
There is no immediate plan to set up chemical fertiliser factories in
Thailand. Thailand is now importing about 200 thousand tonnes of
ammonia-urea fertiliser and about 2,000 tonnes of phosphate. In ad
dition almost 300 thousand tonnes of fertiliser are imported in mixed
form. Thus Thailand will be a large market for ammonia-urea fertiliser
to be produced in Indonesia and Malaysia. This picture may change after
1982 when the production of natural gas commences in the Gulf of
Thailand. It is expected that natural gas will be used for the production
of chemical fertiliser.
As discussed above and in Ariff (1980), Thai industrial policy virtually
closes off the Thai market for automotive diesel engines, which were to
have been the major element of the Singapore project.
Some information on the soda ash project in Thailand is now
available, but a definite decision on how to carry out the project has not
been made. It has been confirmed that demand is large enough for a
regional project which is likely to grow rapidly.
There is no firm plan to set up factories in Thailand to produce
products in the second set of AIPs. But newsprint is expected to be
produced in the near future. And if AIPs take a long time to be im
plemented, it is possible that Thailand may have its own production
competitive with all the potential AIPs.
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The absence of evaluation criteria is the reason it takes so long to agree
on an AIP. If evaluation procedures could be simplified, this would
contribute to the progress of ASEAN industrial co-operation. Moncur
and Naya (1978) used a mixed-integer linear programming technique to
calculate the optimum allocation of four industries (steel billets, cement,
pulp and paper, and urea fertiliser) in ASEAN countries. This technique
gives a more definite solution to the allocation of AIPs, but being very
sophisticated, it may not be comprehensible and therefore acceptable to
some political leaders.
The ‘Workshop on ASEAN Industrial Projects’6 proposed a less
complex alternative approach. It was proposed that the amount of
foreign exchange saved and/or earned by a country from a project
should be used to indicate its benefit. For assessment of equity in the
distribution of benefits among ASEAN countries, each member’s
foreign exchange earnings or savings from the AIPs is accumulated
during the period of the agreement. The domestic resource cost (DRC)
technique, which measures the domestic resource cost of saving and/or
earning a unit of foreign exchange, is used to indicate comparative
advantage.7 The DRC technique generates results that are comparable
across countries and industries at a particular point of time if anticipated
domestic resource costs are expressed in terms of the shadow price of
foreign exchange.8
Foreign exchange is considered to be the most suitable indicator of the
criteria of equitability and efficiency because the real objective of having
an AIP is to save and/or earn foreign exchange. All other objectives of
establishing new large-scale projects are secondary to the foreign ex
change objective.
Essentially the technique compares the domestic primary factor cost
(land, labour, capital — all at shadow prices) in saving or earning a unit
of foreign exchange with the shadow exchange rate (the rate at which the
economy can ‘buy’ foreign exchange). The country is considered to have
a comparative advantage in an AIP if the DRC of an AIP can be
compared among the member countries, and the project allocated to the
country in which the ratio to the shadow exchange rate is lowest. Ob
viously regional import substitution should not be carried out if the cost
is too high, namely much higher than the comparative advantage cost. In
addition to providing information on the best location of an AIP, the
DRC gives guidance on the cost the region has to pay compared with the
6 The workshop was held at the School of Economics, University o f the Philippines, on
17-18 December 1977 at the request o f the ASEAN Committee on Industry.
7 See Pearson et at. (1976) for the formula and the discussion on DRC as a methodology
for project evaluation.
8 In practice when a country proposes a project it can convince other countries by a low
DRC, which also implies that the project requires relatively little or no preferential
treatment.
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alternative of obtaining the product from outside the region.
Co-operation in trade. The very small reductions in tariffs on intraASEAN trade that have been agreed to date can be expected to have a
negligible effect on volumes of trade. To estimate the maximum possible
amount of trade creation associated with Thailand’s ASEAN trade
preferences, the change in import prices was applied to estimates of the
price elasticity of demand for the main commodities. The results for the
six main commodities are set out in Table 11.8. The increases in trade are
very small, ranging from negligible values up to 200 thousand dollars.
The realisation of this maximum level of trade creation would require
infinite elasticity of supply from ASEAN sources, which is of course
unrealistic: the actual amount of trade creation would be less than that
indicated in Table 11.8. On the other hand, the preferences would
probably divert some imports formerly drawn from outside the region to
ASEAN suppliers.
Table 11.8

Code

Thailand: calculated increase in imports due to the first
ASEAN tariff reduction scheme, 1976 ($ million)

Items

Cassava, shredded or sliced
Taro and jams
Sweet potatoes
Roots and tubers, fresh or dried
(others)
151301 Margarine
271301 Paraffin wax
3811
Insecticides and pesticides
4405
Lumber, sawn lengthwise, etc.
conifer (thickness exceeding
5mm)
7802
Bars and rods, wrought, of lead

Increase in
imports as
percentage
of imports
Increase
from
in imports ASEAN

Total
imports

Imports
from
ASEAN

.003
0.14
1.64
25.3

.0004
0.03
0.54
1.34

0.07
7.63
18.90
204.04

1.6
22.18
3.5
15.0

6.0
0.21

4.1
0.13

9.2
0.08

0.24
0.06

0706

Source: Calculation based on trade statistics from the Customs Department.

There seems to be more potential for the expansion of exports of
Thailand to ASEAN countries. Many products on which other ASEAN
countries have offered tariff concessions are being exported in significant
volume from Thailand to other ASEAN countries. But with tariff
reduction in ASEAN countries being very small, relatively little trade
expansion can be expected.
Thus if ASEAN countries continue to use this item-by-item approach
in the PTA, it will take a very long time before the PTA will result in an
appreciable amount of trade expansion within ASEAN. A much more
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meaningful approach would be across-the-board reduction, which can be
made gradually.
There is a further complication in Thailand’s approach to the ASEAN
PTA following the increase in tariff rates of 141 items of mostly con
sumer goods in February 1978. Many of these items now have tariff rates
around 100 per cent, which may make it more difficult to eliminate them.
Co-operation in primary commodities
Co-operation in basic commodities. The ASEAN members have agreed
on special co-operative arrangements for trade in oil and rice. Thailand’s
position as an exporter of rice and importer of oil is the reciprocal to that
of Indonesia, which is the other key country in these commodity
arrangements. Other ASEAN countries continue to depend significantly
on Thai rice (Siamwalla, 1978), so that there is scope for special
arrangements using, for example, the long-term contract technique.9
However, since rice is such a political commodity there could be some
doubt whether, in time of shortage, the contract would be honoured.
While Thai rice is consumed from time to time by all ASEAN coun
tries, ASEAN oil (Malaysian and Indonesian) is hardly used by ASEAN
importing countries.10One reason for this is that ASEAN oil has a higher
c.i.f. price tag than the Middle East oil, because of its lower sulphur
content. Another reason is that ASEAN crude, when refined, does not
produce petroleum products proportionate to the local demand.
Therefore the special agreement on oil will be meaningful only if a
complex system of production and distribution can be developed.11
There are prospects in future for agreements on sugar and tapioca
trade. In the one case, Australian sugar could be replaced by Thai and
Philippine sugar in other ASEAN markets. In the other, Thailand would
seek to develop a tapioca market in Indonesia as an alternative to the
EEC.
In August 1977, ASEAN requested that the Japanese Government
finance a STABEX-type arrangement to stabilise ASEAN countries
export earnings from trade with Japan. In addition the ASEAN coun
tries have agreed to co-operate in all areas of commodity trade including
development, processing and marketing. A joint approach to ASEAN
commodity issues has been reflected also in ASEAN members’ support
of the IPC and the Common Fund, and in their position in international
tin, rubber, sugar and other commodity agreements.
9 This is being worked out by a special committee headed by Thailand.
10 The Philippines imports a minor proportion of its crude oil requirements from In
donesia.
11 After this chapter was prepared, Thailand was assisted by Indonesia and Malaysia
during a period of oil shortages in March 1979 by provisions of crude petroleum at official
OPEC prices, well below world prices.
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To evaluate ASEAN’s collective approach to international commodity
problems it is necessary to provide more information on instability in
ASEAN countries’ export earnings from the major commodities. In a
recent work, Naya and Pupphavesa (1978) have described the volatile
movements of price and export earnings of such major ASEAN com
modities as rice, copra, coconut and natural rubber during the 1968-75
period. The authors found export instability in the 1970s to be much
greater than in all other periods for all countries (Table 11.9). In par
ticular, LDCs experienced instability levels seven to eight times greater
than earlier periods, and more than double those of developed countries
in the 1970s. An interesting finding was that ASEAN recorded greater
instability than most other regional groups in all periods except 1970-5,
when the index for LDCs in Asia as a group was larger than that of
ASEAN. This result was due to the high instability of most petroleum
exporting countries included in the developing countries in Asia.
When each member country of ASEAN was considered separately, the
index of export earning instability in 1970-5 was three to five times higher
than in earlier periods. The authors point out that the ranking of export
%

Table 11.9

Index of export earning instability of ASEAN countries and
some selected economic regions and group of countries
Index of export earning instability

W o r ld

Developed market economy
countries
Developing countries
and territories
Asia
South and Southeast
Asia
ASEAN
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Simple average
for ASEAN
EEC
EFT A
LAFTA
CACM
CEUCA
WAEC
CEA
OPEC

1955-60

1960-65

1965-70

1970-75

3.1
3.1

1.9
1.9

2.4
2.4

7.2
7.2

4.2

2.0

2.4

7.9

1.7

2.1

1.3

17.8

3.2
3.6
6.2
10.8
3.5
3.8
7.7
6.4

2.2
2.6
»6.4
6.3
6.7
6.2
6.5
6.4

3.0
3.6
11.5
6.4
2.2
4.6
3.2
5.6

11.7
14.4
36.3
18.2
20.2
19.7
16.2
11.1

2.4
3.8
2.5
2.9
8.8
7.4
7.1
1.1

1.7
1.7
1.1
2.6
6.5
6.6
6.5
4.3

2.8
2.8
4.0
1.9
5.9
3.5
4.8
1.0

6.5
6.5
12.9
4.9
23.3
12.5
8.8
23.2

Source: Naya and Pupphavesa (1978, Table 2).
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instability among the members changes from period to period; but the
index was much higher in 1970-5 than in earlier periods for all countries.
But the index appears to be smaller for ASEAN as a whole than for the
individual member countries. This suggests that export fluctuations of
individual member countries have tended to move in opposing direc
tions.
Another major finding of Naya and Pupphavesa is that the index of
total earnings for each ASEAN country is smaller than the simple
average of individual commodities, indicating that there are offsetting
fluctuations among individual commodities. For a given commodity, the
instability index differs between countries. This has been found to be
true of almost all commodities commonly exported by two or more
ASEAN countries. This is due to the differential effects of demand and
supply on the same commodity export of different countries.
In order to determine the role of individual commodities, Naya and
Pupphavesa measure the degree to which a given commodity contributes
to total instability by a formula which takes into account the offsetting
and reinforcing fluctuations among commodities. They have found that
Indonesia has four commodities which fluctuate in offsetting directions
to several other commodities, so that their contribution to total export
earning instability is negative. Malaysia does not have commodities
which significantly offset others. In the Philippines, there are some
offsetting fluctuations among commodities, but the effect is not strong.
Singapore has two manufactured products as stabilisers and Thailand
also has two stabilising commodities, although these effects are relatively
unimportant. The tendency for fluctuations in exports of some com
modities to offset others is significant only in Indonesia.
The above conclusion is confirmed by the value of coefficients of
correlation between fluctuations of principal commodities of each
country in regression analysis carried out by Naya and Pupphavesa. The
results indicate that a small proportion of commodities have offsetting
fluctuations, but none of these are very significant. Thus, the authors
conclude that ‘although a more diversified export structure seems to be
associated with a higher number of offsetting fluctuations (negative
correlations between deviations from trends), these gains in stabilising
earnings is minimal’ (Naya and Pupphavesa, 1978:8).
Finally in order to assess the viability of a scheme like STABEX
designed to stabilise ASEAN export earnings, Naya and Pupphavesa
have tried to identify the origins of earnings instability in relation to
trade between ASEAN and Japan and the United States. They have
found that both Japanese and American imports from ASEAN
collectively are on the whole less unstable than imports from the in
dividual countries, thus suggesting that there is offsetting fluctuation of
these commodities between exporting countries and also between im
porting countries. The offsetting fluctuation of exports to Japan among
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ASEAN countries implies that, if the STABEX scheme were to be im
plemented, the withdrawal of funds by ASEAN countries is not likely to
occur simultaneously and thus such an arrangement would not require as
much financial resource as otherwise. But the results on offsetting
fluctuations between the two importing countries do not favour
STABEX-type arrangements being established with respect to one major
market alone, for example Japan. First, an exporting country which
experiences export earning shortfalls with Japan may be exporting
satisfactorily to the other market and thus may not really need financial
aid. Second, when it exports satisfactorily to Japan and has to repay the
STABEX fund, it may not be exporting well to the United States and
thus may not be in a position to repay the fund.
Although the study of Naya and Pupphavesa falls short of explaining
causes of earnings instability it has provided us with a very useful
analysis of the commodity problems of ASEAN countries. It has
demonstrated clearly the large extent of earnings instability, the absence
of major stabilising elements in the structure of ASEAN’s commodity
trade, and the fact that stabilisation of trade on a bilateral basis is
unlikely to contribute to overall stability.
Let us now turn to the joint approaches to international commodity
problems, beginning with ASEAN support of the IPC and the Common
Fund. Although the IPC is conceived as contributing to price stability
and therefore not necessarily to earnings stability for ASEAN, ASEAN
is likely to benefit from various aspects of the new system of commodity
trade envisaged within the IPC and the Common Fund, including the
proposed second window of the Common Fund. It is unlikely, however,
that the IPC and the Common Fund will materialise in a meaningful
form in the near future, largely because of the basic disagreements
between developed and developing countries. Thus while continuing to
support the IPC, ASEAN should not rely too much on it, at least during
the next few years.
As described earlier, ASEAN has asked Japan to introduce a
STABEX-type agreement on commodity trade with Japan, and similar
arrangements have been requested, although less forcefully, from the
United States and the EEC. Apart from the possible difficulty pointed
out by Naya and Pupphavesa (1978), STABEX is objectionable on other
grounds. ASEAN countries are much less vulnerable to commodity
instability than the African-Caribbean-Pacific (ACP) countries which
rely on only a few commodities as their major export earnings and
national income. Further, STABEX is a form of soft loan, and being a
soft loan it is justifiable only on two grounds: that the recipients are poor
countries; or the funds are to be used for social projects. Since com
modity trade is not a social project, and ASEAN countries are not poor
by world standards, although there are a lot of poor people in ASEAN,
STABEX cannot be justified. In addition, it would be difficult to im-
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plement STABEX-type arrangements in ASEAN where trade is carried
out mostly by the private sector. The value of export earnings from
Japan can be manipulated. And when ASEAN countries receive a
transfer through STABEX, there will be a question as to how the transfer
is to be distributed, and later, how funds are to be collected for
repayment.
ASEAN countries have participated in a few international commodity
agreements (ICA). OPEC and possibly the International Tin Agreement
have contributed to a rising income of some ASEAN countries, which
need not necessarily contribute to earnings stability of those countries.
Other ICAs have not been very effective and it is unlikely that they would
be without a strong Common Fund.
Our unencouraging comments about the IPC, STABEX and ICAs
lead us to the proposal that ASEAN should establish its own common
fund for the stabilisation of export earning. Finance for the ASEAN
Common Fund (ACF) could be provided from member countries’
contribution and loans from industrialised countries and international
lending agencies, all at commercial rates. Unlike the common fund
proposed by UNCTAD, the ACF would not seek to stabilise commodity
prices, but rather, would provide compensatory financing during periods
in which member countries’ export earnings were low. In addition the
ACF could generate income through buying and selling of commodities,
and through lending for activities related to commodity trade.
The ACF could have as its objective either the stabilisation of each
country’s total export earnings, or the stabilisation of export earnings of
each commodity. The estimates can be based on past data or on
projections of future world market behaviour. For the former the
calculation is straightforward. But for the latter an assumption has to be
made regarding the fluctuations or deviations of export earnings from
trend.12 The size of the fund required to meet either of the possible
objectives obviously is lower because of the tendency for fluctuations in
the exports of ASEAN countries to offset each other to some extent, as
discussed above.
IV CONCLUSION
In this paper we have attempted to analyse ASEAN economic co
operation from the perspective of Thailand, paying special attention to
trade in primary commodities.
The meaning of these agreements to Thailand depends on her current
economic situation and on her economic interdependence with other
ASEAN countries. During the period 1976-7, Thailand witnessed a slow
down in investment in new industrial projects and a very large deficit in
12 An attempt is being made at Thammasat University to estimate the required size of the
ASEAN Common Fund along these lines.
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the balance of payments. Consequently, there was a drive to stimulate
industrial investment and to restrict imports. A poor harvest in 1977
resulted in a small surplus of rice for export in 1978. None of these
developments has been conducive to regional economic co-operation.
Thailand’s trade relation with ASEAN has been observed to be a one
sided affair. Her exports to ASEAN far exceed her imports from
ASEAN, and they consist largely of rice and fuel respectively.
On the various ASEAN agreements, first, agreements on industrial co
operation and tariff reduction will have little effect on Thailand in the
near future. This is due to the criteria of project allocation which make it
difficult to equalise benefits, to the current industrial development policy
in Thailand, to the method of selective tariff reduction, and to the new
tariff rates in Thailand. Second, co-operation in food (rice) could assist
in the provision of a long-run and stable market for Thai rice, but co
operation in energy is unlikely to save Thailand from the ever-increasing
oil import bill. And third, the agreement on joint approaches to foreign
economic relations can be of great benefit to Thailand, for so far she has
played a very passive role in her international economic relations. In
ternational proposals on primary commodity trade are unlikely to
materialise in the near future.
Since it has been found that one factor which has been delaying the
progress of ASEAN economic co-operation is the method of co
operation, a few suggestions have been made. On industrial co
operation, foreign exchange saving/earning has been proposed as the
most appropriate criterion for project allocation. Across-the-board tariff
reduction is recommended strongly as a method of increasing trade
among ASEAN countries. Finally in the area of trade in primary
commodities, an ASEAN Common Fund should be established to
stabilise export earnings of the ASEAN countries.
DISCUSSION

opened the discussion: The chapter consists of two
somewhat loosely-linked parts: the first on economic development of
Thailand with special reference to trade policy, and the second on
commodity and other policy issues facing Thailand in the ASEAN
context.
The discussion on changing trade policy was very informative. I have
more difficulty with the second part. For example, the author endorses
the application of the domestic resource cost technique to the evaluation
of ASEAN Industrial Projects. Thailand has had an efficient central
bank whose conservative approach to monetary policy has meant that
until rather recently there has been no balance-of-payments problem, so
that I am not happy with the exclusive focus on the amount of foreign
exchange saved as a criterion for project evaluation. Second, the author
YASUKICHI y a s u b a
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endorses the across-the-board reduction of intra-regional tariff, but I
have doubts about whether it is possible for Indonesia to accept such a
proposal without being granted concessions out of consideration for her
stage of development.
The author relies heavily on the analysis by Naya and Pupphavesa in
his proposal on export instability. I would have liked a bridge connecting
this part of the paper with the earlier very detailed discussion of Thai
export instability.
Finally, STABEX-type arrangements are rejected on the grounds that
they entail a concessional or aid component which should be used only to
help poor countries and/or for social projects. This is an interesting
position, and it may reflect recognition of the already high saving ratios
in all of the ASEAN countries. But for the adoption of such a position to
be justified, the author should be prepared to advocate the rejection of
all soft loans and donations from developed countries to the ASEAN
countries. Would he be happy with this implication of his argument?
RICHARD SNAPE continued the discussion: In the first part Narongchai
summarises the development of the Thai economy over the last twenty
years — inward-looking, then a little outward, and then inward-looking
again. He points out the moderate percentage of Thai exports that are
sold to ASEAN countries and the very small percentage of Thai imports
that originate within ASEAN.
In the third section of his paper he points out that in a move to in
dustrialise, Thailand is planning to, or is likely to, produce products that
have been assigned to other ASEAN countries under the ASEAN In
dustrial Project Scheme. Also, Thailand has not decided how to carry
out the soda ash project.
Narongchai is particularly concerned about export instability. After
considering other mechanisms which may assist stabilisation, he
proposes an ASEAN Common Fund, presumably on the assumption
that the UNCTAD Common Fund will not materialise. However, he has
given no details of the functioning of the proposed ASEAN Common
Fund, and has not stated what is to be stabilised, for whose benefit. So
we are unable to assess his proposal satisfactorily.
Narongchai13and others who are sympathetic to ASEAN economic co
operation often state that something important is missing when the
‘conventional economic approach’ is used in the evaluation of particular
regional arrangements. But Narongchai’s paper itself uses criteria drawn
from the ‘conventional economic approach’. He clearly has in mind
equity and efficiency as the relevant criteria for assessing industrial
projects. The ‘missing ingredient’ was provided by Narongchai’s
comments quoted in chapter 3 rather than in this chapter.
13 For example, in discussion at the first day of the Conference.
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In looking at the bits and pieces of any problem, economists are often
accused of overlooking the whole. In analysing the parts of ‘ASEAN
economics’ by the usual economic criteria, it is suggested that we
overlook the essential element of the ASEAN concept. In ASEAN as a
whole it appears there is a ‘heroic vision’, which I see as the ‘missing
ingredient’. Further, it appears to me that the major element in this
vision is political. I certainly do not deprecate it because of this: if
confrontations and squabbles are avoided, then the benefits may be of
a nature that cannot be measured by the economist’s calculus. They may
be great but unmeasurable. If this assessment is accurate then the
economic aspects of ASEAN should be assessed at least partly by the
extent to which they further the political goals. The economist’s ap
proach is to specify the real goals and to consider how to minimise the
‘economic’ costs of furthering the.political objectives. We may even get
economic gains as a by-product.
Political cohesion can be promoted in a number of ways. One is by
external threat, and Australia unfortunately is providing that in its air
travel policy. Another is by doing important things together — things
that bring high-level politicians together. Recognising each other’s
driving licences, issuing commemorative stamps, standardising customs
regulations and weights and measures, and other small measures of
economic co-operation are of value in themselves, but may not be
significant generators of cohesion (see comments by Hughes in chapter
8). I doubt whether a common fund will achieve very much in the way of
political cohesion. On the other hand a common fund is likely to absorb
a considerable amount of the skilled human resources which are in such
short supply. Certainly adopting a joint approach to the opening and
fostering of markets in developed countries is valuable in its own right
and is likely to foster cohesion. A long-term contract for rice exports
from Thailand to other ASEAN countries may assist, but not if, as
Narongchai suggests may occur, it is not honoured by Thailand when it is
most needed by others. We may ask, more generally, whether economic
weapons are the best way of pursuing political objectives.
Narongchai’s chapter does not provide an assessment of the various
Thai and ASEAN economic policies in the light of this higher level
objective. Also, I do not think he has shown that ASEAN economic co
operation is accelerating economic growth in Thailand, or that it will.
The general discussion concentrated mainly on the commodity
stabilisation issue, although there was also comment upon links between
economic co-operation and political stability.
There was considerable scepticism about whether the benefits from
regional commodity stabilisation arrangements justified the adminis
trative and other costs. There were five strands to this discussion.
First, the point was made that a successful ASEAN STABEX or ACF
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would in itself bring some benefits to the ASEAN members, but that
these were likely to be relatively small and would be bought with huge
administrative effort. It was unlikely that this use of scarce managerial
resources would be as productive as many alternatives.
A second strand of the discussion of commodity stabilisation was built
on the observation that two of the ASEAN countries (Malaysia and
Singapore) and until recently a third (Thailand) have been very suc
cessful in domestic macro-economic stabilisation policies. There have
been huge variations from year to year in the rate of growth of export
earnings in these countries, but the monetary authorities have had
considerable success in preventing their transmission to the domestic
economy. It could not be argued that instability in export earnings had
been a major constraint on development in Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand. Given this background, it would seem to be less costly to
strengthen further domestic macro-economic management, and to ex
tend sound practices through technical assistance among ASEAN central
banks and finance ministries, than to remove the fluctuations in export
earnings themselves.
The third strand linked the commodity stabilisation issue to problems
of access to developed country markets. It was observed that when in
ternational access is restricted to some national or regional commodity
markets, there is exaggerated instability in the markets that remain. Free
international trade dampens the market fluctuations which would occur
in individual closed markets.
Narongchai had noted that sugar contributed more than any other
commodity to instability in Thai export earnings, and sugar provides a
very good example of how protection in large markets in the industrial
countries exacerbates fluctuations in the ‘free market’ outside. EEC
protection of domestic and some overseas sugar production, and to a
lesser extent sugar protection and preferential import arrangements in
the United States, have been a major cause of the volatility of ‘world’
sugar markets. Several other commodities identified by Narongchai as
contributing substantially to instability in export earnings are produced
on a large scale and heavily protected in the major industrial countries.
This is true of grains, tobacco, rubber (where the natural product
competes with synthetics) and other commodities.
Efforts by ASEAN to negotiate improved access to industrial country
markets could thus bring gains from greater stability in addition to the
standard gains from trade.
Fourth, it was noted that the growth in manufactured exports from
Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand was reducing through diver
sification problems associated with instability in primary commodity
markets. Instability in primary commodity exports was already relatively
unimportant for Indonesia, with its dominant crude oil export earnings
stabilised by OPEC, and for Singapore, with its strong export
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specialisation in manufactured goods.
Finally, a Japanese participant thought that STABEX-type arrange
ments would require only about $200 million to $250 million to establish
and so were likely to be financed by Japan, as requested by ASEAN
heads of government in August 1977. He wondered at the attractions of
Narongchai’s ASEAN Common Fund, financed within the region, when
the objectives of the fund could be met through the STABEX
arrangements using Japanese concessional finance.
On the links between economic co-operation and political solidarity,
some participants objected to a tendency in discussion to seek
justification for uneconomic regional investments in their contribution
to political cohesion amongst the five countries. It had been observed
that in the debate on Britain’s entry into the EEC, political scientists
supported entry for economic reasons and economists supported or
opposed entry on political grounds. The retreat from analysis of the real
issues was just as dangerous in discussion of ASEAN as of the EEC.
Political solidarity among the ASEAN countries has its own origins in
events in Indochina, United States withdrawal from the region and
anxieties about relations with and among Japan, China, the United
States and the Soviet Union. Political solidarity has its own momentum.
Particular proposals for economic co-operation should be judged on
their economic merits.
On the other hand, it was noted that political solidarity was essential in
some areas of co-operation that promised substantial economic benefits.
In particular, the degree to which ASEAN is successful in negotiations
with countries outside the region depends on their political solidarity,
which is not related closely to economic matters.
narongch Al began his reply to the discussion with a defence of
his ASEAN Common Fund proposal. The ACF was superior to the
UNCTAD Common Fund because it was aimed at the stabilisation of
earnings rather than price. This was related more closely to the welfare
objectives of primary exporting countries and did not run the risk of
dislocation of commodity markets. In any case, it would be many years
before the UNCTAD Common Fund was contributing to commodity
price stability.
Narongchai acknowledged that the domestic economies of ASEAN
members could be insulated considerably from external fluctuations by
good macro-economic management, but saw the ACF as one additional
macro-economic policy instrument to be used in support of rather than
as an alternative to the established instruments. He doubted whether the
Japanese government would be so ready as had been suggested to finance
STABEX-type arrangements, and thought that ASEAN governments
themselves might be reconsidering their support for them.
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Narongchai concluded with a reply to criticisms of the use of ‘domestic
resource costs’ (DRC) as a criterion for evaluation of ASEAN regional
projects. ASEAN members had been applying different and inconsistent
criteria to industrial projects. There were obvious advantages in all
members applying the same criterion, and economists drawn from the
five countries meeting at the University of the Philippines in late 1978
had concluded that DRC was most appropriate. This did not imply that
foreign exchange was the only scarce input — and there was no
requirement in principle for the shadow exchange rate with which the
domestic resource cost of competing production was compared, to be
lower than the official exchange rate. Rather, the DRC technique
allowed all costs and benefits to be expressed in terms of the opportunity
cost of a single input into production, which happened to be foreign
exchange, to facilitate comparison of different projects sometimes
located in different countries.

PART III
THE ASEAN COUNTRIES’ FOREIGN
ECONOMIC RELATIONS

12 The Prospects of ASEAN Countries in

Industrialised Country Markets
HELEN HUGHES*

I

INTRODUCTION

Myopia is the economist’s congenital disease. The early 1950s were so
dominated by fear of a return to the depressed conditions of the 1930s
that the unprecedented growth of the 1960s, particularly in developing
countries, was quite unanticipated.1Given the recent experience it is not
surprising that the outlook for the 1980s is currently thought to be rather
dismal. But the trade prospects of ASEAN countries with the in
dustrialised market economy countries do not depend on this year’s
experience or that of the next few years. Rather they will be determined
by patterns of the 1980s and it is worth our while exploring growth
prospects over this period. Such an exploration accordingly forms the
first section of this paper. Although overall economic conditions are the
major determinant of market access, within this context many demand
and supply factors influence the amount of the ASEAN countries’ ex
ports to industrialised country markets. These other factors are discussed
in the second section. The paper concludes with an analysis of the
policies that would enable the ASEAN countries to take best advantage
of likely market trends in the industrialised countries. In the long run the
ASEAN countries’ export performance is closely related to their capacity
to import, and hence, in the necessarily closed trading world, also to the
industrialised countries’ export expectations.

* The views and interpretations presented in this paper are those of the author and
should not be attributed to the World Bank Group.
1See Morawetz (1977:17-22) for examples of economists’ failures to predict growth in
developing countries.
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The likely growth trends o f the industrialised market economy countries
in the 1980s
The years since World War II have seen the most rapid economic growth
the world has ever experienced. The gross national product (GNP)
of both developing countries and the European centrally planned
economies grew faster than that of the industrialised market economies,
but GNP per capita in the centrally planned economies and the in
dustrialised countries, because of their population growth rates, grew
faster than in most developing countries.:
Table 12.1

GNP and GNP per capita growth trends (in per cent per
year at 1975 prices)
GNP per capita

GNP
1950-60

1960-70

1970-6

1950-60

1960-70

1970-6

Industrialised market
economy countries

4.1

4.9

3.3

2.8

3.8

2.5

European centrally
planned countries

6.1

6.8

6.0

4.3

5.7

5.0

12.9

7.3

_

9.3

3.2

5.9

5.8

2.3

3.3

3.4

Capital surplus
petroleum exporting
countries
Developing countries

4.8

Source: World Bank (1976), data base, April 1979.

The Federal Republic of Germany had an outstanding growth
performance in the 1950s, and Japan’s growth accelerated in this
decade and peaked in the 1960s at almost twice the average growth
rate of all industrialised countries. The growth rates of the other
industrialised countries were more closely clustered around the mean,
although there was a definite ‘catch up’ phenomenon among these
too, with the countries with the lowest per capita income in the 1950s
tending to grow the fastest to ‘catch up’ with such per capita income
2 For a more detailed view of historical growth trends see Morawetz (1977). Note,
however, that the figures used here and by Morawetz probably exaggerate developing
country growth by converting income at official rather than purchasing power exchange
rates. (Official exchange rates tend to understate the actual per capita income of low in
come countries, but these tend to converge toward purchasing power exchange rates with
economic growth.) See Kravis, Heston and Summers (1978).
2 See Marris (1978) for a ‘catch-up’ explanation of industrialised country growth in the
post World War II period. Note again that the use of official rather than purchasing power
parity exchange rates probably exaggerates the growth of rapidly growing countries such as
Japan.
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leaders as the United States and Sweden which accordingly grew less
rapidly.3 Australia, and particularly New Zealand, were among the
few major exceptions, with growth rates so low that they slipped down
several notches in the per capita income league tables.
A wide range of phenomena, including technological change, im
provements in education, accelerated capital accumulation, structural
change which moved a significant proportion of the workforce from
low productivity agriculture to high productivity manufacturing and
service activities, the increase in workforce participation following the
greater entry of women, inflows of temporary and permanent
migrants and the role of transnational corporations in raising
management standards, have been identified at one time or another as
the principal cause of post-World War II growth. The remarkable
freeing of capital and trade flows following the dismantling of ex
change and other controls on the movement of capital, the Dillon and
Kennedy rounds of trade negotiations, and the additional filip given to
intra-European trade and capital flows by the formation of the
European Economic Community, have clearly played a role. But all
these explanations are like the blind man’s description of the elephant.
The underlying phenomenon which brought these trends to fruition
was the focus on social progress, albeit in varying degrees, underlined
by a greatly improved policy formulation and administrative capacity.
The 1930s had not only been a period of economic crisis, but they had
seen a social revolution, and these social and political changes were
reinforced by the war. The unemployment and social waste on the
scale that had prevailed in the 1930s became unacceptable. The
protectionism of the 1930s was seen to be part of a miserable,
stagnant global economy. The very fear of renewed depression in the
1950s led to the dominance of full employment (and in many countries
social welfare) domestic policies in association with policies for the
liberalisation of the international movement of goods and factors of
production. The growth climate initiated by national full employment
policies in a ‘catch-up’ situation which made the growth path very clear,
facilitated international economic liberalisation, making the adjustment
costs low and almost painless. Major internal structural shifts, and those
which followed from the rapid growth of international trade (some 7.5
per cent per annum during the 1960s) were absorbed by the buoyant
economies until the over-heating of the industrialised countries’
economies in the early 1970s led to, and the subsequent sudden and large
oil price increases exacerbated, recession.
Clearly a number of factors came together in the mid-1970s in the
industrialised countries to induce the current economic doldrums. The
underlying issues seem to be social and political in character, but they
also have economic aspects. Most apply in some measure to all the
industrialised countries, but these countries also have particular
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national problems.
The underlying weakness of the impetus for further growth lies in
the high standards of living and equity already achieved in most in
dustrialised countries. Thus while unemployment is of concern, and in
some countries quite serious pockets of poverty and inequity remain,
overall the growth of the last thirty years or so has transformed life
for lower income groups. Additional growth still has a great deal to
offer to such groups, but the urgency has been reduced, leaving open
the (largely middle and upper income groups) concern with limits to
growth. Much of this concern, based on a finite view of the earth’s
resources,4 has been shown to be erroneous, but variants persist. It is
frequently argued that growth is necessarily synonymous with the
destruction of the environment, rather than that the protection and
preservation of the environment is a cost, often largely social, that has
to be borne as part of growth. The political will to carry such costs is,
of course, often lacking in practice. Further growth provides access to
the enjoyment of hitherto limited services such as tourism and cultural
facilities, in some measure reducing the individual’s enjoyment of them,
again a very middle class concern (Hirsch, 1976).
The gains in economic equality have been reflected in the much
greater strength of lower income groups, particularly through trade
union and other industrial action. Other economic groups, notably
farmers and private entrepreneurs, have also increased their strength
as lobbyists, while the interests of consumers have tended to be
subordinated to those of the producer groups. The exercise of
countervailing power has become a reality in most industrialised
countries, although the form in which economic groups are organised
and exercise such power strongly influences their impact on the
economy and hence the flexibility of economic policy (Olsen, 1978).
Growth policies thus become easier to implement in countries such as
the German Federal Republic with a strong national and productivity
oriented industrial trade union movement than in the United Kingdom
with its highly fragmented and ‘craft’ oriented trade unions. The
difficulties encountered in the absorption of the petroleum price in
crease, and in containing inflation more generally, illustrate the
economic importance of social pressure groups.
In addition to the emergence of such general brakes on growth,
many of the industrialised countries have particular social, political
4 Meadows, Meadows, Randers and Behrans II, Report to the Club o f Rome (1972), gave
rise to a debate which quickly negated, on the basis of careful research, this Report’s
findings. Thus the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Workshop on Alternative
Strategies (Wilson, 1977) and the World Energy Conference, Conservation Commission
(1978) both found on the basis of detailed global supply and demand studies that the
problems of providing adequate energy were manageable. Gordon (1975) and Radetzki
(1975) pointed out that exploration of non-renewable resources was running well ahead of
likely demand trends, so shortages were unlikely.
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and economic problems. The most serious ones, if lagging productivity
is a guide, have emerged in the United States which accounts for 40
per cent of the industrialised countries’ GNP. Productivity growth in
most continental industrialised European countries averaged close to 5
per cent a year in the 1960s, although it was little more than 3 per cent
in the United Kingdom. However, it was only about 1.8 per cent in
the United States. The 1970s slowdown in activity brought a general
decline in productivity growth; in the United States it has been
reduced to almost zero on average, and in some years it has been
negative (OECD, 1976, 1978). The United States appears to be suf
fering from a serious hardening of the arteries, showing some of the
signs that were discernible in the United Kingdom from the 1920s.
There are some additional problems. The declining quality of the
United States workforce seems to be reflected in low and falling
productivity gains. The basic education system and conditions of life
in inner urban areas have now deteriorated to such an extent that they
appear not only to be affecting the productivity of the workforce, but
also its employability. The lack of technical education in comparison
to Europe and Japan is another factor. A marked feature of the
relatively high growth of the last two years has been the stickiness of
indigenous unemployment combined with the high inflow of legal and
illegal migrants.
Until the 1950s the United States was the only industrialised market
economy with a large market, accordingly reaping the benefits of scale
and competitiveness. This no doubt contributed to its rapid growth in
the nineteenth century, and to its technological and organisational
leadership in the first half of the twentieth century. But with the
liberalisation of trade among most of the industrialised countries in
the 1950s and 1960s. the countries that participated in the trade
liberalisation process also acquired the advantage of a large market.
They did not, however, have the disadvantage in policy making of
having to create an economic consensus with constituencies as diverse
as the north-eastern, southern, mid-western and western states of the
United States. Interest groups are not only fragmented but, because of
the division between the Executive and Legislature, tend to be stronger
than in other countries. The politicisation of the higher echelons of
the United States’ public service reduces its professionalism, increasing
the difficulties of policy formulation and implementation. The United
States thus had difficulties in absorbing the costs of the war in
Vietnam, it has continuing problems in absorbing its defence and
other public spending, and some six years after the increase in
petroleum prices it still does not have an energy policy.
Canada’s economic management problems have been made
unusually difficult by Quebec separatism, but it also has underlying
problems which are not dissimilar to those of Australia and New
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Zealand. All three countries, faced with apparently inadequate em
ployment opportunities in agriculture, and in Canada and Australia in
high resource rent mineral industries, opted for relatively high
protection in limited markets for manufacturing, and did not take part
fully in the trade liberalisation of the 1950s and 1960s. To some extent
this was, of course, because trade liberalisation in Europe, and to a
lesser degree in the United States, did not include the agricultural
products in which they could compete most effectively internationally.
Whatever the cause and effect, they are all currently concerned by
high unemployment, slow growth, and relatively low productivity
growth.
With the exception of 1977-8, the European industrialised countries
have grown faster than the North American and Australian ones.
Switzerland and Sweden have by-passed the United States in per capita
income’ terms, and several other countries including the Federal
Republic of Germany, Denmark and Norway have almost caught up.
The European industrialised countries’ problems are as diverse as their
national and social structures. In Italy political cohesiveness is lacking.
The Nordic countries and the Netherlands may have tipped their
economies too far toward public intervention in welfare and are now
considering how to redress the balance without abandoning social
equity. These countries pioneered the ‘welfare state’ approach to
socio-economic management by stressing efficiency in production and
equity in distribution. However, as workers began to feel that they
were not merely entitled to a job, but to the job they held, and as
regional balance and other social objectives began to be met in part by
public intervention in production, efficiency and equity objectives
have become more mixed. It is thought that the high level of taxation
is undermining the integrity of the system. France and the United
Kingdom to a much greater degree also appear to be suffering from such
middle age symptoms of the welfare system.
The world recession and its accompanying problems hit Japan at a
point of development at which an attack on the inefficiency of the
housing and construction sectors, and of distribution and other service
activities, was essential to further rapid rises in productivity and
growth. But as the construction and service sectors are labourintensive, it has been thought to be politically infeasible to add to
unemployment by accelerating change in them. The development
process has thus been slowed down appreciably. In Japan, Germany
and several of the smaller European countries, the potential for ac
celerated growth is nevertheless quite high, but it is being held in
check to some extent at least by the exigencies of preventing the
importation of inflation from other countries, notably from the
United States (McKinnon, 1978; Niehans, 1978). These arguments may
be exaggerated, and the instability of the floating exchange rate system
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may be adding to these countries’ difficulties, but the essential point
remains. High rates of inflation in significant components of the
international economy increase the difficulties of accelerating growth.
It is for reasons such as these that there is a tendency toward a con
sensus that the growth of the industrialised countries’ GNP in the 1980s
is likely to be in the 3.5 to 4.2 per cent per annum range in line with
recent experience (and that of the 1950s) rather than following or ex
ceeding the high levels of the 1960s. And this expectation may indeed be
realised. It is, however, estimated that a growth of at least 4.5 per cent
per annum and possibly as high as about 4.8 per cent per
annum would be required to clear the current backlog of unem
ployment in the industrialised countries and absorb the new entrants
to the labour force. The 1960s demonstrated that such rates of growth
were feasible.
Unemployment is not as serious a problem as it was in the 1930s.
Most unemployed people, particularly in European countries, receive
relatively high unemployment compensation. It is often higher at the
margin than unskilled workers’ earnings. Some of the unemployed are
probably unemployable unless drastic and costly social measures are
taken to absorb them into the workforce. Unemployment nevertheless
has a demoralising influence, particularly on young people and
women. The level of unemployment a society can tolerate is thus
becoming a serious issue. A parallel concern relates to meeting the
aspirations of lower income groups in slowly growing societies.
Purely economic factors are also likely to become relevant. After
several years of low investment, increased capacity will be required
even in slowly growing industries, and technical change leading to
economic obsolescence will become a spur to new investment. If the
increases in energy prices necessary to bring adequate supplies on the
market are made in small steps, rather than in a big jump as in 1973-4
and 1979, and barring major political disturbances, they could be
absorbed and inflationary trends could again be damped down. A
marked resurgence of economic growth in the early 1980s is not
impossible. It would require much stronger domestic policies based on
a social compact, rising productivity and the equitable distribution of
its gains, as well as attention to each country’s particular structural
problems. This is not beyond the reach of moderately sensible
politicians and skilful economic policy makers and administrators. But
it requires political will.
In favourable circumstances such growth could be maintained and
even stimulated through international trade. The centrally planned
economies play too small a role in global production to influence the
world economy independently. So, at present, do the developing
countries, although the petroleum exporting ones can create distur
bances. However, developing countries already account for some 25
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per cent of the industrialised countries’ exports, and at current rates
of growth the middle income countries of Northeast and Southeast
Asia, Latin America and the Mediterranean will, by the end of the
1980s, account for a sufficiently large proportion of world trade to
have an impact on the growth potential of the industrialised countries
as well as on their own growth through mutual gains from trade. This
does not mean that trade is the only important element in growth
policy for the developing countries any more than it is for the in
dustrialised countries. The developing countries’ growth will largely be
determined by their domestic policies of which trade policies will merely
be one, albeit important, component. The growth impact will not be all
one way. The developing countries, with a greater potential for
productivity gains, will benefit more than the industrialised countries.
Market access to industrialised countries

When the Kennedy Round of tariff negotiations came fully into effect in
the early 1970s, access to industrialised country markets became as free
as it probably had been previously only in Great Britain in the second
half of the nineteenth century. The degree of freedom of access varied,
but with the exception of New Zealand, Australia, Austria and Canada,
average tariff levels were less than 10 per cent even on the most protected
‘finished manufactures’ group of goods. The Tokyo Round of
negotiations will reduce the industrialised countries’ tariffs by a further
30 to 40 per cent. It appears that the structure of tariffs in recent years
has not been biased as much against primary processing as has been
generally believed (Wall, 1979) and there is no evidence of tariff bias
against developing countries (Michaely, 1978). Falling tariffs were
critical to the developing countries’ expansion of manufactured product
exports at some 15 per cent per year from the early 1960s to the mid1970s. The introduction of the Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP)
for developing countries had some impact (principally by bringing
market opportunities to the attention of some developing countries) on
the growth of developing country exports of manufactures, but they were
swamped by the multilateral tariff reductions. By the early 1970s the
labour cost differentials between industrialised and efficient developing
country producers were much greater in unit cost terms than the bulk of
tariffs over a wide range of goods.' Because tariffs are already low, the
stimulus from the Tokyo Round of tariff reductions cannot be expected
to be as great as that of previous tariff cuts. The value of the GSP
preferences will of course be reduced.
5 Tariffs had become a small component of total c.i.f. costs, compared to transport costs
for most imports from developing countries (Yeats, 1977). There is also evidence that
transport costs were biased against developing countries.
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The industrialised countries’ tariff reductions were preceded by the
elimination of exchange restrictions, import controls and various other
quantitative restrictions. By the 1960s non-tariff barriers to in
dustrialised country imports were confined principally to agricultural
products. Their main impact was on other industrialised country primary
product exporters, although developing countries have also been affected
by restrictions on sugar, beef and minor products such as wine, fruit and
vegetables. The European Economic Community, at very great cost to
itself, was the principal culprit. Japan was not part of the general move
towards liberalisation; its quantitative restrictions were not dismantled
until the 1970s. Developing countries also share in the difficulties of
penetrating the unofficial barriers resulting from business practices that
continue to plague exporters to Japan (Yasugi, 1979).
The ineffectiveness of tariffs in impeding imports of labour-intensive
goods from developing countries became evident in textiles in the early
1960s. Although textile tariffs were traditionally high (around 30 per
cent), and although they were exempted, together with footwear tariffs,
from the 1960s multilateral tariff reductions, voluntary and in
ternationally negotiated limits to the rate of growth of textile imports
from developing countries were imposed to stem the rate of import
growth.
The Long-term Arrangements Regarding International Trade in
Cotton Textiles, which became the Arrangement Regarding In
ternational Trade in Textiles (MFA), and parallel agreements, were
imposed in a period of rapid economic expansion in the industrialised
countries. In this period technological change, changes in resources and
dislocations resulting from trade among the industrialised countries had
a far greater impact on labour and capital, and yet such shocks were
absorbed without difficulty. It therefore appears that adjustment to the
impact of inter-industry trade between developing and industrialised
countries has special features.
It is not yet clear, although it has become a major area of study, how
protectionism against developing countries is determined. The level and
rate of market penetration (broadly defined to include domestic con
sumption plus exports) are factors, in combination with their impact on
labour and capital. The composition of the affected workforce by skill
and mobility is important. For example, about half the affected workers
in industries in which protectionist pressures have been strong have been
women. These usually have low skill mobility because they are excluded
from the more skilled industrial occupations, and low geographical
mobility because they are second income earners. The degree and type of
unionisation of the affected workforce is important. Following Olsen’s
thesis (1978), a strongly centralised national trade union movement is less
likely to be protectionist, because it is mere aware of the benefits of trade
to workers in export industries and to workers as consumers, than shop
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stewards in a particular plant. The impact on capital is similarly likely to
be affected by the organisational structure of the industry. Geographic
concentration of an affected industry widens the impact to whole
communities, although dispersion can also be important by rallying
widespread parliamentary support for protectionist measures. The state
of the affected industry, whether it is growing or declining, is a factor,
and so is the proportion of imports in an industry’s total production.
‘Intra-industry’ trade appears to be easier to absorb than ‘inter-industry’
trade.
Not all the factors are economic. Defence and self-sufficiency issues
may be raised, either genuinely or as a politically appealing screen for
more conventional protectionist sentiments. Regional development and
balance are social and political objectives which have influenced
protection in particular industries. General economic conditions are
obviously relevant, and so is the level of political conviction about the
worker’s right to a job, and, moreover, to a particular job.6
But all of these factors are also relevant to trade among industrialised
countries. The factors that appear to be particularly important in
protectionism against developing countries are concerned with the rate of
penetration, the low prices of goods from developing countries, and a
related fear of factor price equalisation that would bring down wages
and living standards in industrialised countries to those prevailing in
developing countries. The emphasis on the exploitation of low labour
costs in developing country exports hits at the least skilled and most
disadvantaged workers in industrialised countries more systematically
than trade among industrialised countries.
One of the features of the impact of developing country exports to
developed countries, though by no means unique to them, is the rapidity
with which low cost exports can be expanded once basic infrastructure,
capital and production organisation problems have been solved. Japan
pioneered this type of export-oriented production in the 1920s, with
disastrous consequences in anti-Japanese trade policies in the 1930s. The
‘gang of four’ and other developing countries have carried the process
further. Capital can be obtained internationally, and so can
management, particularly with subcontracting. For a time labour
supplies are ample and prices can be kept very low.
A perception of an unlimited supply of labour, backed by higher
population growth rates than in industrialised countries, leads to a
stronger fear of developing country imports than those from other in
dustrialised countries. Such fears are exacerbated by annoyance when the
export industries in the developing country are subsidised, distorting
6 A rapidly growing literature on this subject includes contributions by Caves (1976);
Baldwin (1976); Anderson (1978) and Pearson (1979).
7 Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore.
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‘international comparative advantage’ . 8 Inequitable income distribution
in the form of artificially low wages, particularly when it is enforced by
the banning of trade unions, also leads to accusations of ‘unfair com
petition’ and is currently giving rise to agitation for the evolution of ‘fair
wage’ guidelines as a condition of market access on a most favoured
nation, or even more privileged (such as GSP or Lome agreement basis).
At the other end of the spectrum workers in manufacturing industries are
sometimes highly privileged, enjoying monopoly rents of highly
protected and subsidised industries. Such exports are made possible by
levies on the underprivileged population. Thus, while the costs of ad
justments are usually borne by the lowest paid workers in the in
dustrialised countries, the benefits may be reaped by a high income
group in the developing countries. In terms of living standards measured
at purchasing power exchange rates the latter may be better off than the
former.
Trade policies in developing countries have therefore become critical
to continued access to industrialised markets. It is possible to envisage a
scenario in which high protection in developing countries (together with
other inappropriate policies) prevents the exploitation of export trade
multipliers and productivity gains for the domestic economy. If this were
to be combined with high population growth and free market access to
industrialised country markets, an upward pressure on labour
remuneration in developing countries would be lacking, although there
would be downward pressure on industrialised country wages and living
standards. 9
The case for adjustment policies (whether to trade or other causes
of production changes) rests on two propositions: short-term costs have
to be borne to obtain long-term benefits, and those who benefit from
production changes are usually not those who have to bear the costs. 10
The case for adjustment policies for trade related production changes is
particularly strong, because in the short term protection, which pushes
adjustment costs to another country, is a politically attractive alter
native. The particular importance of adjustment to the impact of trade
8 The complexity of import substitution/export promotion regimes in developing
countries makes it difficult to calculate to what extent subsidies merely offset protection
and to what extent they are genuinely additional, and how the costs and benefits are
distributed. Developing countries have been very ill-advised to follow the politically easy
subsidy route for so called ‘infant’ exports rather than the difficult one of rationalising and
reducing their protectionist regimes to become competitive internationally.
9 The argument is analogous to that against unrestricted immigration, see Johnson
( 1973 : 50 ).

10 The calculation of the employment effects of increased imports from developing
countries is thus not only conceptually questionable and difficult to carry out in practice
beyond direct and first lound effects, it has little impact on the policy dialogue with trade
unions and other protectionist groups. It misses the central issues o f concern.
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with developing countries lies in their need of trade for growth. But they
too must take appropriate policy action.
Recent trends in protectionism by industrialised against developing
countries have been characterised by the special conditions of developing
country exports. Action has been taken in some areas of relatively high
and rapid market penetration. For example while overall the penetration
of developed country manufactured markets by developing countries is
negligible (Keesing, 1979:44-6), in the United States by volume it is quite
high for such clothing items as sweaters and pyjamas. Market
penetration is also high for footwear and some electronic products and
this is where the increases in protection have taken place. However, it
must be stressed that protectionist tendencies are still relatively modest,
and protectionist action, particularly against developing countries, has
been limited. Most protectionist action, whether in the form of subsidies,
tariff or non-tariff barriers, has been directed at other industrialised
countries. The reduction in the growth rate of clothing and textile im
ports, and some restrictions on footwear and some electronic products,
have been the principal measures against developing countries. Much of
the protection has been specifically directed against the established
exporters, particularly Korea and Taiwan, much of it is temporary, and
where tariffs have been raised, the increases have been small and have
not restricted the import growth of the goods affected." During 1976-8,
imports from developing countries to the principal industrialised
countries grew more rapidly than imports from other sources. Japan has
continued to improve market access for developing countries. Canada
and Australia, however, have become markedly more protectionist
against developing countries.
The exaggeration of protectionism is as dangerous as its un
derstatement. The countries which have been holding the line against
tariff increases and non-tariff barriers will become discouraged if they
are not given credit for their policies. Exaggeration of protectionism is,
moreover, leading to pressure for a return to autarkic policies in
developing countries.
It is difficult to evaluate current trends. If the industrialised countries
continue to grow slowly with high unemployment rates, increased
protectionism in the form of industrial subsidies and cartelisation is
likely. It could take various forms, but a regional tendency is a
possibility, with four principal groups clustered around a European
Community, Mediterranean countries and the Lome countries, a Muslim
sphere centred on capital surplus Middle East oil exporters, a United
States, Canada and Latin America group, and a Japan and Southeast
and Northeast Asia and Australasia grouping. Regional arrangements by
11 The lack of a good reporting system has made for exaggeration and confusion. This is
now being remedied by several international organisations, hopefully in co-operation.
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developing countries, particularly inward oriented ones, would stimulate
such an outcome. The effect, of course, would almost certainly be to
reduce growth rates further.
In a more up-beat scenario protectionist trends and regionalism would
recede. The codes of conduct regarding non-tariff trade barriers that
form the path breaking and by far the most important component of the
Tokyo Round trade negotiations (Baldwin, 1979) would be implemented
with a concomitant improvement in market access. Developing countries
with serious growth commitments could use the code principles (joining
GATT if they have not yet done so) to improve their own trade regimes
while negotiating for access to industrialised country markets. The
regional fragmentation of markets would be avoided, and global growth,
and particularly that of the developing countries, would be accelerated.
Table 12.2 GNP growth rates of developing countries,3 1960s and 1970s

(in per cent per year at 1975 prices)
1960-70

1970-76

Low-income countries
Africa
Asiab

4.2
4.1
4.2

3.5
2.8
3.6

Middle-income countries
Africa south of the Sahara
North Africa and Middle East
East and Southeast Asiac
Latin America
Southern Europe
All developing countries

6.3
4.5
6.8
7.7
5.7
7.3
5.9

6.3
5.7
7.6
8.1
6.2
5.4
5.8

3 Excluding capital surplus petroleum exporting countries.
b Includes Indonesia.
c Excludes Indonesia.
Source: World Bank (1978).

Table 12.3 GNP growth in Southeast and Northeast Asia (in per cent per

year at 1975 prices)
1950-60

1960-70

1970-76

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

3.8
3.6
6.5
5.7

3.4
6.5
5.1
8.8
8.2

7.1
7.7
6.7
8.6
7.0

Hong Kong
Korea
Taiwan

8.7
5.5
8.4

10.1
8.9
9.2

7.4
10.6
7.7

Source: World Bank data.
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POLICY IM PL IC A TIONS FOR THE A SEA N CO UN TR IES

Although developing countries as a group have grown even faster than
the industrialised countries since the 1950s, this average high per
formance masks a wide dispersion of experience.
With the exception of Indonesia, the Southeast Asian countries have
been among the rapidly growing ones, ranking with other high growth
countries in southern Europe, and being only a little behind the East
Asian market economies which have had the highest developing country
growth rate.
Economic performance has not been related to natural resources
endowment and geographic situation. Few countries were more
disadvantaged in these terms than Korea in the 1950s despite its inflows
of military and civilian aid. Nor has economic performance been
determined by levels of political and economic development. Most of the
Latin American countries have a much longer history of political in
dependence and capital intensive production than those of Southeast
Asia. In 1900 Argentina and Chile were at about the same level of
economic development as Australia and New Zealand. Unfortunately
degrees of political democracy are also apparently not related to growth.
The key to the difference in the Northeast and Southeast Asian
countries’ performance from that in other countries has lain in their
economic policies. They have maintained relatively simple import
control regimes and relatively low levels of protection for manufac
turing. The Northeast and Southeast Asian countries avoided the ex
tension of import substitution through regional integration on the lines
of the Central American Common Market to trade worldwide instead.12
Policy differences have not only been marked in trade. Monetary, credit,
taxation and labour policies have led to less factor and product price
distortions than in other developing countries. Agriculture was not
neglected as it was elsewhere, and infrastructural investment was better
balanced, with a relatively small proportion of total expenditures being
devoted to capital intensive ‘white elephants’. Direct controls have been
relatively unimportant in the Southeast Asian countries and Hong Kong
and, following the Japanese model, they managed to stimulate rather
than hinder private enterprise in Korea and Taiwan. Thus at the end of
the 1970s these countries find themselves in an excellent position to
maintain and even further to accelerate growth. Their trade policies will
continue to be only one admittedly very important determinant of their
growth potential. For the larger countries particularly policy options will
widen with the expansion of the domestic economies. Policies directed
12 The very ‘success’ of the Central American Common Market — uniquely so among
developing countries — has led to very high costs in terms of growth forgone. Per capita
income growth has been particularly low, ranging from 1.5 per annum in Honduras to 2.4
per annum in Guatemala for 1960-76 (World Bank, 1979).
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toward more productive employment and better income distribution
could widen domestic markets, improve savings and investment per
formance, and hence accelerate growth. To suppose that trade per se is
the most important factor in economic growth is to have the tail wag the
dog. However, directly and through its impact on efficiency, trade is
clearly an important component of a growth strategy, and the ASEAN
group of countries is in a particularly favourable position to exploit it.
Table 12.4 ASEAN countries’ growth of exports3 (per cent per year at

1975 prices)

A SE A N Countries
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

1950-60

1960-70

1970-76

4.3

3.6
5.8
5.8
7.1
10.2

10.0
8.0
6.0
10.3
6.9

—

2.6
—

4.8

a Including merchandise and non-factor services. Singapore’s re-exports are included; as
they fell in importance, growth rates shown for the 1960s and 1970s tend to underestimate
actual growth rates of domestic exports.
Source: World Bank (1978).

The ASEAN countries’ exports expanded steadily in the 1950s, and
except for Indonesia, accelerated their growth in the 1960s. Thailand had
a windfall growth of non-factor service exports in this period, but in the
main export growth reflected the response of domestic policies to
widening trade opportunities. Trade grew faster than GNP, and the
Southeast and Northeast Asian developing countries led in taking ad
vantage of widening opportunities. Except for Singapore, the ASEAN
countries’ exports were composed mainly of primary products, the
expansion in volume and value of which was faster than that of global
trade in the primary products. There was also considerable diver
sification of export trade. The Northeast and Southeast Asian countries
were the only developing countries to increase their shares of world
primary product exports: the share was stable for most developing
countries, and the Latin American share of world exports fell from 12
per cent in 1950 to 5 per cent in 1976.
The growth of primary product exports reflected pragmatic responses
to market opportunities. Singapore followed the Northeast Asian market
economies into exporting manufactured goods in the late 1960s, and
Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines began to focus on exporting
manufactured goods in the early 1970s.
The exports of manufactures from the ASEAN countries were
relatively diversified, with less dependence on textiles in particular than
most developing country exporters. The recent growth of manufactured
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Table 12.5 Manufactured exports'* from ASEAN countries, 1965-76

(million current dollars)

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

1965

1970

1975

1976

10.9
67.8
65.8
300.4
12.1

11.9
151.7
78.4
427.6
38.6

75.0
664.4
258.9
2232.6
332.0

119.0
798.5
396.8
2920.3
510.6

a SITC 5 to 8, minus 68. Includes re-exports for Singapore
Source: United Nations, Commodity Trade Statistics, Series D.

Table 12.6 Percentage of ASEAN countries’ merchandise exports by

destination, 1960 and 1976
1960

1976

(30)
(10)
(19)
(4)

(16)
(23)
(17)
(4)

63

60

2

3

ASEAN countries3
Other developing countries
Total developing countries

(26)
(9)
35

(16)
(21)
37

TOTAL

100

100

United States and Canada
Japan
Market economy Europe
Australia and New Zealand
Total, industrialised market economy countries
European centrally planned countries

a Re-exports through Singapore inflate intra-ASEAN trade considerably, particularly in
1960.
Source: United Nations Yearbook o f International Trade Statistics, 1964 and 1976.

exports has been very rapid despite the slackness of the global economy.
But with the exception of Singapore, primary products continue to be
very important. Even apart from petroleum they have continued to
increase in volume in the 1970s, still growing somewhat faster than
similar exports from other developing countries. Rubber and palm oil are
a case in point. The ASEAN countries have also continued to diversify
their primary product exports in the 1970s, and they have a relatively
high proportion of processed primary products in total primary product
exports, leading among developing countries in tin, rubber and vegetable
oil processing, and having relatively high processed food and tobacco
exports. Service exports, including tourism and contracting, have also
been growing rapidly.
The ASEAN countries’ trade has also been more diversified in origin
and destination than that of developing countries as a whole. This partly
reflects the importance of several different metropolitan countries in the
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colonial era and Japan’s rapid recent economic growth. Singapore’s
entrepot role meant that flows within Southeast Asia have traditionally
been high. However, when trade among developing countries declined
overall in the 1960s, within Southeast Asia and between Southeast Asia
and other developing countries it declined less despite the falling im
portance of Singapore’s regional entrepot trade. When developing
country trade began to increase after 1973, exports from the Southeast
Asian countries to other developing countries grew faster than from any
but the Northeast Asian countries. Japan became a more important
market, but so did other developing countries. The wide diversification
of the ASEAN countries’ exports also means that their risks are diver
sified.
Where exports go to and imports come from is in itself immaterial for
the welfare and income that a country derives from its international
trade. Trade that is essentially complementary in terms of factor en
dowment, such as the ASEAN countries’ trade with the industrialised
countries, is also competitive with their domestic production in the case
of manufactures, and with other developing countries’ exports, and so
affects efficiency and productivity in the exporting economies. However,
the experience of inter-industrialised country trade in spreading
technological and management innovations and otherwise stimulating
productivity suggests that directly competitive trade has a greater impact
on productivity than complementary trade.13 Such benefits will not
accrue fully in trade diversion toward a protected regional market. At
some point of development, the costs of even moderate protection begin
to exceed the benefits, and it becomes obvious that the time has come to
reduce protection. If developing countries want to export more, they
have to import more. Because ‘trade’ is not differentiated by origin or
destination, such reduction in protection would be likely to widen trade
among developing countries as well as trade between developing and
industrialised countries.
The uncertainty of development in industrialised countries, the
dangers of protectionist reactions against rapid market penetration in
overcrowded areas in which many other developing countries have an
actual or potential advantage, the costs of trade diversion and the
ASEAN countries’ successful record of product and geographic
diversification suggest that they should continue on this path.
DISC U SS/O N

opened the discussion: I agree emphatically with the
general thrust and analysis in Helen Hughes’ excellent paper. In broad

ANNE KRUEGER

13 Cf. Krueger (1979:48), ‘the chief opportunities for export in the international division
of labor necessarily lie in trade between developed and developing countries, simply
because differences in comparative advantage are greater’.
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sweep, it outlines the major considerations pertaining to ASEAN access
to industrialised country markets. The World Bank has undertaken a
great deal of research on prospects for LDC exports, and in doing so has
performed an extremely valuable service. Except for the minor point that
I think that all types of sound economic analyses are helpful in the
discussions surrounding increased pressures for protection, I can find
nothing to disagree with or criticise. I thought therefore that I might
elaborate on two themes that tend to support the main conclusions of the
paper.
The first of these pertains to how important protectionist measures in
the developed countries have been, or are likely to be, in affecting the
prospects for LDC manufactured exports. Obviously, these measures are
highly undesirable and must be opposed to the extent possible.
Nonetheless, pressures for protection have been present in the developed
countries at least since the early 1960s when the first textile ‘voluntary
agreement’ was reached. At that time, Prebisch and others used that
protectionist measure as evidence of the hopelessness of the cause of
fostering LDC exports of manufactures to developed countries, and
based much of their ‘export pessimism’ and advocacy of regional
arrangements upon the existence of those protectionist sentiments. By
the late 1960s, the Burke-Hartke bill was introduced in the US Congress,
with its highly protectionist overtones. Thus, protectionist pressures have
been present and visible over the past twenty years. During that time, the
LDC share of world markets for manufactured commodities has in
creased, especially in recent years when, according to the pessimists,
protectionist sentiment has been strongest. One must question the extent
to which protectionist measures can deter expansion of manufactured
exports from the LDCs.
To be sure, DC protectionist measures make export expansion more
difficult than it would otherwise be, and slow the rate of growth of
manufactured exports from LDCs down somewhat from the rate that
would be realised in their absence. Nonetheless, the remarkably rapid
growth of manufactured exports from LDCs demonstrates that the
measures so far taken have not been observed to prevent import
penetration and that these difficulties are not sufficient reason to
abandon hope that exports can grow.
There is also the very important consideration that DC manufacturing
sectors would in any event be experiencing a declining share of total
employment, if not absolute employment declines, in the absence of any
growth of LDC exports of manufactures. It can be argued cogently that
expanded exports of LDCs allow more growth in DCs sectors than would
otherwise occur: to the extent LDCs export more, they will surely import
more, and those imports are likely to consist of machinery and other
manufactured goods. As LDCs expand their trade, the increased
dependence of DC capital goods industries on exports to LDCs should
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dampen future protectionist pressure.
In this regard, there are important questions as to how much LDC
imports have contributed to any of the adjustment problems in the
developed countries. There is, first of all, evidence that the unskilled
labour-intensive industries would, in any event, be experiencing declining
levels of employment as per capita income levels and real wages rise in
the developed countries. Second, all the evidence points to the conclusion
that the changes experienced in employment and output are related more
to productivity and demand growth in the developed countries than to
the expansion of imports from the developing countries. It can be argued
that much of the expansion of LDC exports of manufactures has
benefited DC consumers and maintained domestic consumption of those
products at significantly higher levels than would have occurred in the
absence of imports.
Finally, there is the question of the prospects for inflation in the
developed countries. This is really the only basis for pessimism about
LDCs access to the markets. If inflation is not brought to politically
acceptable levels, developed countries will very likely resort to measures
which will result in less employment than would occur if inflation were
not a constraint. To a significant extent, protectionist pressures are likely
to be affected by the level of overall unemployment. If one had to
identify the single factor that most affects the future prospects for LDC
exports of manufactures, it would be the degree of success the developed
countries have in achieving their desired degree of price stability.
In all of this, of course, there is the obvious point that adjustment
assistance is the ideal answer to protectionist pressures. The difficulty
with that, as has been pointed out repeatedly, is that sufficient ad
justment assistance is likely to result in disincentives for appropriate
adjustments within the economy, and there has yet to be devised a set of
policy instruments which will enable citizens adversely affected by
economic growth (whether the cause is imports, technological change, or
domestic demand’s failure to grow) to adjust sufficiently painlessly to
prevent protectionist pressures while simultaneously enabling shifts in
the location and occupation of the labour force that are necessary to
support economic growth.
The second general point I wish to make is that we tend to forget how
much developed country markets have adjusted in the past, and how
capable they are of adapting to additional imports from LDCs. Consider
the expansion of the 1950s: Europe and Japan were both recovering, and
their increase in exports was absorbed, almost entirely, by North
America. In the 1960s, Europe and North America were absorbing the
exceptionally rapid increase in Japanese exports, along with those of the
other East Asian exporters. By the early 1970s the rapid exports of other
LDCs had begun, and Japan began to be a market for those countries in
at least two ways. Japan began to import some commodities directly
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from LDCs, and she began shifting her own industrial structure in
response to rising real wages. The consequence was that part of the
expansion of LDC manufactured exports in the 1970s was absorbed, not
by the other importing countries, but by Japan, both through her im
ports and through the failure of her exports to grow.
Consider, then, the prospects for the 1980s, contrasted with, say, the
1950s. For the 1980s, there is Europe, North America, and Japan, all of
whose economies have grown extremely rapidly since the 1950s. Those
economies therefore represent much larger markets than they did in
earlier years. Simultaneously, there are the developing countries which
have exported successfully labour-intensive goods, which will find it
increasingly difficult to sustain those exports as they shift their factor
proportions and comparative advantage. Meanwhile, the countries
which have not yet begun to experience rapidly rising real wages will have
a comparatively much larger market than their earlier counterparts. Both
the fact of the size of developed country markets, which are more than
twice as large in purchasing power now as they were in the 1950s, and the
fact that existing exporters will phase out some of their production, are
significant offsets to the notion that future adjustment pressures will be
any larger than they have been in the past.
FRED gruen continued the discussion: I would like to extend Hughes’
discussion of three main issues: the likely growth rate of the OECD
countries, protectionism, and structural adjustment.
The paper starts with a look at likely growth trends in the developed
world in the 1980s. We are told that in the 1950s the average GNP growth
was 3.7 per cent per annum. In the 1960s it reached almost 5 per cent and
in the 1970s, from 1970 to 1976, it declined again to 3.6 per cent. On the
future, Hughes believes there is a consensus that the growth of in
dustrialised countries’ GNP in the 1980s is likely to be in the 3.5 to 4.2
per cent per annum range, i.e. in line with recent experience and that of
the 1950s rather than the 1960s peak. This may indeed be the case.
Hughes then points out that with such growth rates the backlog of
unemployment would not be cleared. She then becomes somewhat more
optimistic and says that with the absorption of the increase in petroleum
prices into the price structure, and barring major political disturbances,
inflationary trends could again be damped down. A marked resurgence
of economic growth in the early 1980s is not impossible. It would require
much stronger domestic policies based on a social compact, rising
productivity and the equitable distribution of the productivity gains, as
well as attention to each country’s particular structural problems. She
says ‘This is not beyond the reach of moderately sensible politicians and
skilful economic policy makers and administrators but it requires a
political will.’
This seems to me to be a bit too optimistic about the problems facing
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the OECD world. Perhaps I can put the matter into perspective by
referring to one recent comment made by the President of Brookings,
that the increase after 1973 from 40 to 120 billion dollars in OPECs
export earnings represented the largest income redistribution in the
world’s history and dwarfs the inflow of gold and silver into Spain in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The developed world’s economic
problems may therefore be more deep-seated. We are not yet so near to a
solution that we can be confident of their speedy settlement by means of
a social compact, rising productivity and equitable distribution of
productivity gains. My personal judgment is that the Western decen
tralised economies need a period of, say, four or five years of high levels
of profitability in private economic activity to restore the dynamic
growth climate or, if you prefer a Keynesianism description, the
businessmen’s animal spirits of the 1960s. If I am right then the social
compacts and the equitable distribution of productivity gains will not be
enough, and I am therefore more pessimistic than Hughes about future
growth rates.
I think that 3.5 to 4.2 per cent per annum growth rate is not the lower
boundary, but perhaps a realistic — or perhaps an even moderately
optimistic expectation for the 1980s. After all such a growth rate would
require a substantial improvement from the 1975 to 1978 average. But I
take Krueger’s point that it may not be necessary for the developed
countries to grow that fast in order for world trade to grow faster.
On protectionism and market access, I agree with both Krueger and
Hughes that protectionist action so far has been rather limited. In the
light of what one might have expected. Given the very depressed economic
conditions prevailing in most of the Western developed world, the record
on protectionism since 1974 has been very good — certainly much better
than it was in comparable periods of unemployment growth in the past.
Let me illustrate this with reference to the level of Australian protection.
I use Australian figures not because I regard myself as an official
Australian spokesman or because I am particularly proud of Australia’s
overall record on protection policies which have been shortsighted,
narrowly selfish and even downright stupid from the point of view of any
long-run consideration of Australia’s economic and political interest. I
use the Australian record because I know it better. But over the last seven
or eight years the Australian record has not been as bad as might have
been expected given the increase in unemployment. A general anti
protectionist intellectual climate has been created in this country. Since
the general view is to the contrary, I will present four tables to support
these statements.
Table 12.7 describes the estimated percentage of value-added of
Australian manufacturing industry which has received various levels of
effective protection in 1969 and 1977. The forms of effective protection
considered include tariffs, quantitative restrictions, subsidies and special
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Table 12.7 Estimated percentage of manufacturing industry (in terms of

value-added) with different effective rates of assistance 1969
and 1977
Average effective
rates of assistance3
per cent
Negative
0 - 1 0
10.1- 20
2 0 .1 - 30
30.1 - 40
40.1 - 50
50.1 - 100
Above 100

Percentage of value-added15
1976/77
1968/69
10.4
9. 9
7.5
11.7
18.3
11.9
25.6
5.0

10.6
12.9
25.5
20.4
14.5
7.4
3.2
6.0

a Totals do not sum to 100.0 due to rounding.
b An attempt has been made to allow for the protective effects of quantitative restrictions.
Source: Industries Assistance Commission (1978:132).

Table 12.8 Broad average changes in levels of effective protection:

Australia 1973/74 to 1976/77
1974/75 Percentage of manufacturing
Change in effective protection

Value-added

Employment

Increase
(a) By 3 percentage points or more
(b) By less than 3 percentage points
(c) No change

12.6
6.3
5.6

22.3
6.5
5.6

Reduction
(d) By less than 3 percentage points
(e) By more than 3 percentage points

28.1
47.3

20.8
44.7

Source: Industries Assistance Commission (1978: Table 2.2.2).

pricing schemes for sugar and petroleum products. It does not include
export subsidies, government purchasing practices and local content
plans for motor vehicles. Table 12.8 shows that in the last seven or eight
years there has been substantial progress in moving towards lower rates
of protection. The progress has not been as much as I would have liked,
but it is certainly much more than I would have considered possible in
1969, looking forward.
There was an across-the-board 25 per cent tariff cut in July 1973, so it
may not be surprising that there was a reduction in protection over this
eight year period. Table 12.8 allows us to examine changes in protection
after 1973. For the majority of the Australian manufacturing workforce,
effective protection has been reduced and not increased, since the very
substantial increase in unemployment and since the oil crisis. If I had
said to Max Corden or Heinz Arndt in 1973 ‘Australia is going to get a
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four-fold increase in the level o f unemployment, what do you think this
w ill do to the amount o f protection?’ , I do not think that they would
have believed that protection would actually be reduced for some 60 per
cent o f the manufacturing workforce.
We should be careful not to draw too strong conclusions from Table
12.8, because the increase in protection for 22.3 per cent o f the w ork
force was in fact enormous, so that the average effective rate in 1976/77
was as high as it was in 1973/74 (Table 12.10). But even so, I would have
thought it impossible in 1973 that one could have held the line so well on
protection while the economy experienced this substantial increase in
unemployment. Table 12.9 also shows that over this period there has
been a very substantial increase in the variability o f protection. You will
see this by looking at the standard deviation o f effective rates. Most
industries get less protection than they used to, but some conspicuous
exceptions have benefited from a very substantial increase in the level of
protection.
Even in those Australian industries in which protection has increased
greatly, such as clothing and footwear, there has been a fairly substantial
increase in the import share (Table 12.10). It would have been desirable
for that increase to have been twice as great, but it does seem that in
creases in protection have been mainly a holding operation in this
country.
Finally, I want to talk briefly about adjustment policies. I get the
impression that Hughes is very much in favour o f adjustment policies. It
may be possible to design satisfactory adjustment policies, but the
Australian experience with it has been fairly discouraging. It is very
d iffic u lt to single out persons who are adversely affected by a reduction
in protection for especially favourable treatment. Such special treatment
Table 12.10: Australia: extimated import share for three industry
groups (per cent in constant 1966-7 prices)
Year

Clothing

Footwear

Textiles

4.9
5.3
5.2
6.1
8.8
9.6
n.a.
11.9
13.4
18.4
25.0
22.7
25.7

6.5
6.3
7.6
9.9
11.0
14.4
15.6
19.9
17.7
24.2
28.8
23.7
32.8

42.9
41.6
40.8
40.9
30.7
31.9
n.a.
34.1
32.1
34.9
29.9
31.4
32.6

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
Source: C ra w fo rd etal. (1979).
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leads to a good deal of dissatisfaction and to invidious comparisons by
other disadvantaged groups. Governments which are sensitive to
political pressure find it very difficult to sustain special assistance
programs for some groups.
Four issues received considerable attention in the general discussion: the
prospects for growth in the advanced industrial countries; the causes of
increases in protection; the importance of recent protectionist decisions
in the advanced countries to the continued growth of world trade,
especially in so far as it affects developing countries; and the role of
structural adjustment programs in advanced industrial countries.
One participant argued forcefully that Hughes had underestimated the
importance to growth of recent changes in social and political attitudes in
the industrial countries. Over the past decade when the need for struc
tural change was increasing, the capacity and willingness to accept
change had diminished. There were several reasons for this, including the
ageing of the population and increasing complacency about the material
condition of society. It was possible that resistance to structural change
would prevent the realisation of Hughes’ growth projections.
On the origins of recent protectionist tendencies, there was general
agreement that high or increasing import penetration in itself has not
been an important cause of increases in protection. The response to
increasing import penetration depends crucially on general economic
conditions: full employment growth is the best antidote to protectionism
and the best aid to smooth structural adjustment. In this context, some
concern was expressed at Hughes’ attribution to poor growth per
formance in the 1970s partly to the high standards of living and equity
already achieved in the developed countries. The change to slower
growth had come suddenly over the period 1972-4, and the new element
in the economic situation from that period was relatively high world
wide inflation. If high standards of living and equity had been the cause
of slower growth, it is likely that its effects would have been felt
gradually over a longer period. You look at different ‘solutions’ if the
source of the ‘problem’ is inflation rather than high standards of living
and equity.
The problem of structural adjustment to increased import competition
appeared to be greater in geographically dispersed populations such as
the United States, Australia and Canada, than in concentrated
populations, as in Japan and Korea. This general view was qualified
somewhat by the observation that a high proportion of Australia’s in
dustrial workforce was concentrated in two large cities, Sydney and
Melbourne, so that its effective mobility was greater than might be
thought from the country’s size. The demographic characteristics of the
workforce in particular industries were important in determining the
strength of protectionism, and these factors worked quite differently in
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different countries. In the United States, females were less mobile in
employment than males so that industries which employed them in
tensively were more likely to seek and to receive higher protection in
response to economic difficulties. But in Japan, where the general
tendency for women to retire from the workforce at or soon after
marriage increased mobility, the opposite was the case.
Finally on the causes of protection, there was some discussion of
Hughes’ intriguing remark that it was fear of the implications of the
factor price equalisation theorem that caused labour in the industrial
countries to seek increased protection. It was observed that if Samuelson
is so well understood on the factory floor and in Trades Hall, it is
probably understood as well that with rigid real wages the factor price
forces represented by the factor price equalisation theorem would in fact
be reflected in unemployment. Fear of unemployment and fear of factor
price equalisation would amount to the same thing.
On the importance of protectionist pressures in recent years to
developing countries’ export prospects, many participants thought that
Hughes, Krueger and Gruen had been too sanguine. Hughes was correct
in warning that excessive emphasis on the so-called new protectionism
would unnecessarily divert developing countries from the most
promising outward-looking stances on trade policy, and also weaken the
commitment of the more virtuous industrial countries to liberal policies.
Unfortunately, the reality is that the ‘new protectionism’ is potentially
very damaging. It has been implemented through the use of non-tariff
barriers (commonly import quotas) that have been notoriously difficult
to remove in agriculture. Increases in protection have been concentrated
most heavily in the simple labour-intensive manufactures that are
especially important for developing countries, including Malaysia,
Thailand and the Philippines, in the early stages of export-oriented
industrialisation. The arbitrary imposition of new protectionist measures
increased the uncertainty associated with open trade policies, and caused
developing countries to value positively the greater perceived certainty of
reliance on domestic and guaranteed regional markets. Most important
of all, the protectionist pressures have not abated, and could be very
important in any deterioration of employment and general economic
conditions — for example, possibly in the United States in 1979, if the
expected recession eventuates.
Finally, there was support for Gruen’s scepticism about the efficacy of
structural adjustment programs in response to increased import com
petition. Cases from Australia and the United States were used to
illustrate that such programs in practice were unlikely to be effective in
adequately compensating the particular workers who had been harmed
most. It was common for them to retard adjustment. If equity was the
main goal of structural adjustment programs, it was necessary for
persons harmed by increased import competition to be assisted by
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measures available to disadvantaged people in general. However, it was
recognised that special programs of ‘structural adjustment’ could in
some circumstances be useful in muffling influential pressures for
protection, whatever their merits on grounds of equity.
Hughes replied that some countries had more effective structural
adjustment programs than Australia or the United States, with more
emphasis on assistance for retraining and geographic relocation and
tending less to keep people in the declining areas. On the ‘new protec
tionism’, Hughes agreed that there were dangers in the current situation,
but the reality of an expanding world economy was still there for
developing countries which prepared themselves to make use of it.
Developing countries had a far greater interest in the continued ex
pansion of world trade within the GATT framework than in any
preferential or other special arrangements that had been promoted by
UNCTAD over the years. Participation in the general international trade
negotiations was the best means through which developing countries
could defend themselves from the less attractive protectionist
possibilities.

13 ASEAN Export Specialisation and the Evolution
of Comparative Advantage in the Western
Pacific Region*
ROSS GARNAUT and KYM ANDERSON

I

IN T R O D U C T IO N

This chapter seeks to answer the following questions about patterns of
trade specialisation within the Western Pacific region: What does
economic theory suggest the patterns of trade specialisation are likely to
be over time? How are these patterns in fact changing over time with
continued rapid growth in the region? What implications do these
changes have for potential gains from intra-ASEAN trade? Are some or
all of the ASEAN economies becoming natural successors to Northeast
Asia as large-scale suppliers of labour-intensive commodities to world
markets? Can these patterns of trade expansion and economic growth
continue in the Western Pacific region despite the relatively slow ex
pansion of trade in the rest of the world? How do recent changes in
China’s foreign economic policy affect the prospects for strong growth
in exports of labour-intensive manufactures from ASEAN countries?
And finally, how do these various developments affect trade relations
between the countries of ASEAN and the Southwest Pacific?
First we review the theory of dynamic comparative cost, pointing out
the importance of trade resistance and relative factor endowments in
determining the pattern of trade specialisation. In Section III we discuss
the apparently low resistances to intra-Western Pacific trade and the
relative factor endowments of Western Pacific economies. Then (Section
IV) we examine empirically the changing patterns of export specialisation
in these countries. This enables us to discuss in Section V whether the
ASEAN countries are likely to emerge as successors to Northeast Asia in
supplying world markets with labour-intensive manufactures, and the
extent to which structural adjustments in Northeast Asia and the
adoption by China of more outward-looking policies might affect these
*We acknowledge with thanks the research assistance provided by Alison Davis, Joanne
Malins and Anne Sibly.
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prospects. We then discuss the effects of developments elsewhere in the
Western Pacific on Australia. This provides a case study of the growth of
protectionist pressures in OECD countries in response to increased
market penetration by developing country exporters of labour-intensive
goods. The paper concludes by summarising our answers to the above
questions.
II

D YNA MIC COM PA RA Tl VE COS T THEOR Y

In recent years, comparative cost theory in the neo-classical tradition has
been developed considerably to provide improved analytic and predictive
power when applied to a rapidly changing international economy. If the
theory is extended to incorporate more fully domestic demand as well as
supply conditions and the roles of natural resources and of govern
mental, informational and spatial barriers to trade, it provides a sound
basis for understanding recent developments and for anticipating future
developments in the foreign trade of Western Pacific countries.
Harry Johnson’s Wicksell Lectures, eleven years after their pub
lication, still provide a helpful introduction to modern comparative cost
theory (Johnson, 1968). In the Wicksell Lectures, Johnson develops a
synthesis of the static neo-classical trade theory and newer sup
plementary or alternative theories, innovating where necessary to in
troduce internal consistency or greater empirical realism. This synthesis
of dynamic theory is grounded in a generalised capital-theoretic view of
economic development, which is seen as a process of investment in the
acquisition of larger stocks of various forms of capital, and of
establishing mechanisms for maintaining and increasing per capita stocks
of these different types of capital. The accumulation process itself
requires capital in its various forms to be applied to the invention of new
production and consumption technology (often embodied in new
products), the demand for which derives from the rising opportunity cost
of human time relative to the cost of capital. Johnson argues that the
explanation of comparative advantage in international trade can be
found within the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem if capital and labour are
redefined. The relevant concept of capital is a highly aggregated one
which includes social capital, human skills and technological and
organisational knowledge as well as physical capital equipment. Labour
is defined in the narrow sense of human time availability, rather than
being identified broadly with all the services to production rendered
through human beings. He argues that this reformulation of the
Heckscher-Ohlin theorem is subjected easily to empirical verification,
and applied simply to policy prescription, because the relative con
tributions of capital and labour to the production process can be
reflected fairly reliably in one simple statistic: value-added per time unit
of human input.
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In this model of the world, technical improvements are generated in
the countries with highest income per head, both because such in
novation is highly (human) capital intensive in production and because
the demand for new products arises most commonly in countries on the
frontier of rising incomes and labour costs. These improvements yield an
initial comparative advantage to these countries, which is lost by the
standardisation and diffusion of the technology involved through the
world economy in response to economic incentives provided by dif
ferences in relative costs of human labour time. Production of com
modities with mature technology requires fewer inputs of human capital,
and the production location of such goods is distributed amongst
countries not on the technological frontier according to the familiar
considerations of relative factor intensity and relative factor en
dowments. In the process of economic development, all countries
gradually shed comparative advantage in more labour-intensive com
modities and establish new comparative advantage in more sophisticated
and capital-intensive commodities.
Johnson recognises that this approach to the explanation of com
parative advantage obtains its simplicity at the expense of leaving
unexplained the more detailed composition of comparative advantage.
In particular, his approach abstracts from differences in social
preferences and political processes that affect a country’s labour supply
and might cause a country to invest more or less heavily in the ac
cumulation of particular forms of capital. Second, it abstracts from the
effects of commercial policy, informational and spatial barriers to trade;
and third, it abstracts from differences in natural resource endowments.
We, too, will make the first of these abstractions, but the empirical
importance of the latter two sets of influences in the trade of Western
Pacific countries (see below) makes it worthwhile expanding these
aspects of the theory.
Governmental, informational and spatial trade barriers

The cost of overcoming governmental, informational and spatial barriers
to trade prevents comparative costs alone determining the location of
world production of particular commodities. Johnson identifies several
ways in which trade barriers influence countries’ specialisation. First,
protectionist policies tend to favour systematically the home production
of many established industries. This retards the movement to lower
income countries of industries which use established labour-intensive
technology, as does the tendency for developed countries to tax the
importation of processed goods more than raw materials (Balassa,
1968).' Second, it is in part the presence of informational barriers to
1 However, recent evidence suggests these biases may not be as severe as once thought
(Michaely, 1978; Wall, 1979). Explanations as to why protectionist policies have these
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trade and technology transfer that causes production of ‘new’ products
to be located in the high-income countries within which innovations are
generated (Posner, 1961; Hufbauer, 1966; Vernon, 1966; Hirsch, 1967).
Third, these various barriers to international trade tend to cause large
vis-ä-vis small countries to develop comparative advantage in those
industries in which economies of scale are important (Dreze, 1961).
The costs of acquiring information on trading opportunities and of
lost opportunities due to imperfect knowledge, as well as transport costs
and the costs of overcoming official restrictions on trade, are different
for one pair of countries than for another (Drysdale and Garnaut, 1979).
One consequence of this is that the various barriers or resistances to trade
will not only reduce the amount of trade and the number of commodities
traded, but will also make one country’s trade composition depend to
some extent on the particular characteristics of economies from which it
is separated by relatively low resistances to bilateral trade.
Empirically, these resistances to trade are correlated strongly with the
distance between two trading partners (Drysdale and Garnaut, 1979).
Hence, factor endowments of other economies within a country’s im
mediate region tend to be more important in the determination of the
country’s comparative advantage in international trade than the factor
endowments of more distant countries. It also follows that a country’s
export specialisation will tend to strengthen in commodities in which
import specialisation is strong in rapidly-expanding economies within the
region. Strong growth in economies with complementary resource en
dowments in the same region will raise a country’s terms of trade more
than strong growth in economies of similarly complementary resource
endowments that are located elsewhere in the world. On the other hand,
strong growth in adjacent economies with similar relative factor en
dowments may tend to depress a country’s terms of trade, but this is
likely to be a minor factor where intra-industry trade specialisation
prospects exist.
Natural resources
We will describe as resource-based commodities all agricultural, mineral,
forestry and fishery products. These commodities fall into two broad
groups according to the purposes for which they are used: foodstuffs,
and industrial raw materials. In Johnson’s model, natural resources are
seen as a form of capital input into the production of resource-based
goods, but his model does not really provide a theory of comparative
advantage in these commodities. More recent literature, however,
provides some elements of such a theory, upon which we now build. In
particular, the theoretical model developed by Jones (1971) and applied
to our present problem'by Krueger (1977:11-16) is helpful in explaining
characteristics have been the subject of a number of recent empirical studies in the
economics of politics (Caves, 1976; Baldwin, 1976; Anderson, 1978).
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the role of natural resources in the determination of comparative ad
vantage. In the model there are two ‘goods’, manufactures, and natural
resource-based (NRB) goods. There are three factors of production:
capital, which is specific to the manufacturing sector; natural resources,
which are specific to the NRB sector; and labour, which is required in the
production of both ‘goods’. Diminishing marginal product of labour in
the NRB sector implies that more labour will be supplied to the
manufacturing sector the higher the manufacturing wage, ceteris
paribus.
At the onset of economic development in a newly-developing country,
when there is almost no capital, the wage is determined by the ratio of
labour to natural resources. The composition of production within the
manufacturing sector is determined by the relative factor prices for
labour and capital, as in the Johnson version of the Heckscher-Ohlin
model. The newly-developing country will initially export NRB goods
and import manufactured goods. With capital accumulation and con
stant terms of trade, the country will gradually shift from being a net
exporter of predominantly NRB goods to being a net exporter of mainly
manufactures. The higher the initial per capita natural resource en
dowment, the greater is the capital accumulation necessary to reach the
crossover point, and the higher the wage and the more capital-intensive
the manufactured goods exported at the crossover point.
It is useful to extend the Jones-Krueger analysis to cover some im
portant issues excluded from their model. In reality, of course, capital is
required — and often very intensively — in the production of NRB
goods. However, some countries’ relative endowments of capital have
been less important in determining comparative advantage in NRB goods
that might be expected. There are two main reasons for this. First, in
agriculture, opportunities for substitution of capital for labour in
production, made available as a result of investment in agricultural
research, have reduced the importance of international differences in the
relative prices of capital and labour in the determination of comparative
advantage in such production (Binswanger, et a/., 1978; Naya, 1967).
Second, in mining, which tends to be relatively capital-intensive in all
locations, large flows of specific capital within multinational enterprises
have reduced the relative disability of capital-poor countries (Kravis,
1955; Vanek, 1963). However, even when capital is provided within
multinational enterprises, the greater risks of operations within a poor
developing country raise the supply price of investment (Garnaut, 1978;
Garnaut and Clunies Ross, 1975). Thus there is some tendency for
mineral products to be produced more cheaply from natural resources of
a given physical quality in capital-abundant countries than in capital
scarce countries.
The location of demand for NRB goods is determined by the location
of the world’s population, income and industrial activity. The demand
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for foodstuffs increases with population and per capita income while the
demand for industrial raw materials increases with industrial production.
Thus rising incomes and manufacturing output in the process of
economic development in one country raise domestic demand for NRB
goods and hasten the country’s switch from being a net exporter to being
a net importer of NRB goods.
Increasing worldwide demand for NRB goods (especially industrial
raw materials) in the process of economic development tends to raise the
terms of trade between these goods and manufactures, given existing
manufacturing technology and natural resource availability. This change
in the terms of trade will tend to move resources into NRB activities, so
reducing the tendency suggested in the simple model for resources to
shift out of NRB production as economic growth occurs at home. If
economic growth occurs more slowly at home than in other countries
(especially within the same region, following the theory of bilateral
trade), there is an even stronger tendency for resources to move into
NRB production. In other words, economic growth at home tends to
weaken export specialisation in NRB goods, both through supply and
demand effects, while economic growth abroad tends to strengthen the
home country’s export specialisation in NRB goods, mainly through the
supply response to changed terms of trade. These tendencies may, of
course, be outweighed in particular cases by the impetus that rising
relative prices give to the search for more natural resources and for
innovations in their production or use (Magee and Robins, 1978; Binswanger et al., 1978).2
To sum up, the theory suggests that, within its manufacturing sector, a
country will specialise in the production and export of products
characterised by higher value-added per worker in production, the higher
its endowment of broadly-defined capital per worker. A country’s
comparative advantage in NRB goods, relative to manufactures, will
tend to be related negatively to the ratios of its population, income and
industrial activity to its natural resource endowment, relative to the rest
of the world. The relevant concept of ‘rest of the world’ is an average of
resource endowments in other countries, in which conditions of countries
within the immediate region and in other countries separated by lowresistances to bilateral trade are weighted more heavily than conditions
elsewhere. A poor country first opening up to international trade will
tend to specialise in the export of minerals and, if it is lightly populated,
agricultural products. If its domestic incomes and industrial activity
grow more rapidly than the rest of the world’s, the poor country will over
time tend to become an exporter of manufactures rather than NRB
goods. However, there will be no tendency for any transformation in
2 The relationship between economic growth at home and abroad and the terms o f trade
has been addressed in a framework that has some similarity to our own by Findlay (1973,
Ch. 9).
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trade specialisation, and the country will continue to export NRB goods,
if industrial activity and incomes expand less rapidly at home than
overseas. Even at high per capita income levels a country will tend to
specialise in the export of NRB goods if its per capita natural resource
endowment is large, and this tendency will be strengthened through any
period in which industrial activity and incomes are growing more slowly
than in other countries.
I l l IN T R A -REGIONA L TRA DE RESIS TA NCES A N D RESOU RCE
ENDO W M E N T S OF W E ST E R N PA CIFIC ECONOM IES

Let us now examine the Western Pacific economies’ endowments of
natural resources, capital and labour, together with the size and
geographic orientation of their foreign trade. This will enable us to use
the dynamic theory of comparative cost to predict patterns of com
modity specialisation in the foreign trade of Western Pacific countries
which could be expected to emerge.
Thirteen economies on the western rim of the Pacific Ocean which
trade intensively with each other are the subjects of this empirical
inquiry. They include in Northeast Asia Japan, Hong Kong, the
Republic of Korea (hereafter Korea), Taiwan Province (hereafter
Taiwan) and mainland China. In Southeast Asia they include the five
member states of ASEAN, while in the Southwest Pacific they include
Australia, New Zealand and Papua New Guinea. The Soviet Far East,
North Korea and Vietnam conduct relatively little of their foreign trade
with other Western Pacific countries, so they are excluded from the
present discussion. Kampuchea, Laos and the smaller island states of
Melanesia, the volume of whose foreign trade is very small, are also
excluded.
The thirteen Western pacific economies contribute about 15 per cent
of total world trade, about half of which is the foreign trade of Japan.
The Western Pacific share of world trade has increased considerably
since the early 1960s, mainly as a result of very strong expansion in the
foreign trade of Japan, Korea and Taiwan (Table 13.1). Southeast Asia’s
foreign trade has grown more rapidly than world trade since the mid1960s following a period of relatively slow trade growth. Southwest
Pacific foreign trade has declined steadily as a proportion of world trade
throughout the post-war period.
Most Western Pacific countries conduct about one-half of their
foreign trade with other countries within the region (Table 13.2). In other
words, regional markets which represent only 15 per cent of world trade
are quantitatively as important for Western Pacific countries as an outlet
for exports and a source of imports as are markets in the rest of the world
that contribute 85 per cent of total world trade. Despite the lower
Western Pacific share in its foreign trade, Japan’s bilateral trading
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Table 13.1

Western Pacific foreign trade as a percentage of world trade, 1963 to 1977
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relationships within the region are as intense as those of other Western
Pacific countries, since more than one-quarter of its foreign trade is
conducted with countries that represent only about 7 or 8 per cent of
total world trade. The intensity of intra-regional trade flows excluding
Japan is, on average, about as great as the intensity of trade between
Japan and other Western Pacific countries. This tendency for regional
concentration of Western Pacific foreign trade reflects in part the
relatively low resistances to this intra-regional trade. Even within trading
relationships in which complementarity is relatively low, trade intensity
tends to be high (Drysdale, 1969). It is associated with the geographic
proximity of countries within the region (and the networks of
communications and established trading relationships that are associated
with proximity), with the Western Pacific economies’ common isolation
from the major centres of world trade, and with their shared exclusion
from the low-resistance, high-volume bilateral trading relationships
within Europe and North America. It indicates that developments within
the Western Pacific region are likely to be much more important for
ASEAN’s export prospects than the economic size of the region might
suggest.
The intense intra-Western Pacific trade is also due to the considerable
diversity among the region’s economies in their endowments of natural
resources, capital and labour. First, the ratio of population to area and
to ‘usable land area’,3 a crude proxy for the ratio of labour to natural
resources (Keesing and Sherk, 1971), is very high in Japan, Hong Kong,
Korea, Taiwan and Singapore but very low in the Southwest Pacific
(columns 1 and 2 of Table 13.3). Population density takes intermediate
values in the other ASEAN countries and in mainland China, although it
tends to be high relative to the world as a whole in all these latter
countries except Malaysia. (Global population density in 1975 was 47
persons per km2.) The third column of Table 13.3 shows that the
manufacturing share of GDP is exceptionally low for the lightlypopulated Southwest Pacific countries and exceptionally high for the
densely-populated Northeast Asian economies, bearing in mind the
normal tendency for the manufacturing share of GDP to rise with per
capita income up to income levels in the region of those in Australia in
1975 (Kuznets, 1971). The manufacturing share of Australian and New
Zealand GDP was only about two thirds the ‘normal’ share for countries
at their per capita income levels, while the manufacturing share of
Korean and Taiwan GDP was almost twice the ‘normal’ level (Fels,
Schatz and Wolter, 1971). This suggests the relevance to comparative
advantage of the simple statistic population density. The least densely
populated countries tend to specialise in the production of natural
3 The concept of ‘usable land area’ is taken from Food and Agriculture Organisation,
Production Yearbook 1974, Rome, 1975.
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resource-intensive commodities and to trade these to meet domestic
demand for manufactured goods, while the most densely populated
countries in East Asia have relatively high manufacturing shares of
GDP.4
To the extent that land area is a useful proxy for natural resource
endowment, it follows from dynamic cost theory that high densities of
manufacturing production per km2 are likely to be negatively related to
strong export specialisation in NRB goods. This is because domestic
demand for natural resources will tend to be large relative to domestic
supply. The fourth column of Table 13.3 sets out data on the density of
manufacturing production in thousands of dollars of manufacturing
production per usable square kilometre. Notable features of these data
include the relatively high densities of manufacturing production in the
densely populated Northeast Asian countries and Singapore, and the
similarity between densities of industrial production in Australia and
New Zealand with that of other ASEAN countries, despite much higher
per capita incomes in the former.
Second, the Johnsonian capital to labour ratio, in so far as it is
indicated by GNP per capita, also varies widely within the region.5 In
recent years, Japan and Australia have had per capita incomes close to
the highest in the world and New Zealand somewhat lower. Per capita
incomes in Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia are
close to the highest of the countries that are usually classed as
‘developing’, other ASEAN countries much lower and Indonesia one of
the lowest per capita incomes in Asia (columns 5 to 8 of Table 13.3). The
ranking of Western Pacific countries by per capita incomes has changed
considerably as a result of varied rates of growth since the early 1960s.
Japan has advanced from a middle-income country to a high-income
country. Per capita income in Japan relative to other OECD countries,
as commonly measured, has increased since 1976 following major
exchange rate adjustments, the relative standing in per capita income of
the densely populated Northeast Asian economies of Korea and Taiwan
on the one hand, and of the middle-income ASEAN countries (especially
the Philippines) on the other, has changed dramatically. Per capita
income was higher in the Philippines than in Korea and Taiwan in 1963
and lower by the mid-1970s. This statistic also suggests the ratio of
4 The manufacturing share in Singapore’s GDP is lower than in Northeast Asian
countries of lower per capita income largely because of the role of Singapore as a major
exporter of services.
5 This index of the capital to labour ratio will be biased to the extent that countries differ
in the contributions of their natural resources to GNP and their populations to the labour
force. Differences in the latter across countries, together with the uneven distribution of
natural resources over the earth’s surface, also lead to biases in the index chosen to proxy
the ratio of labour to natural resources (population density).
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Table 13.4

Average hourly wages in manufacturing, Western Pacific
countries, 1963 to 1975 (current dollars)
Country

1963

1969

1975

Northeast A sia
Japan
Hong Kong
Korea
Taiwan

0.43
0.16
0.10
0.12

0.90
0.25
0.16
0.19

3.28
0.56
0.36
0.49

ASEAN
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

0.16
0.23
0.20
0.30
0.17

0.03
0.29
0.27
0.30
0.18

0.11
0.48
0.24
0.62

Southwest Pacific
Australia
New Zealand

0.96
1.17

1.68
1.28

4.72
3.09

Sources: United Nations, Statistical Yearbook, selected years; Australian Bureau of
Statistics, Em ploym ent and Unemployment, selected years; Biro Pusat Statistik,
Industrial Census 1963 and 1974/75; Bulletin o f Indonesian Economic Studies,
Vol. 8, No. 3 and Vol. 10, No. 1; Department of Statistics, West Malaysia,
Monthly Statistical Bulletin, selected issues; Directorate-General o f Budget,
Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, the Republic of China, Statistical
Yearbook o f the Republic o f China, selected years.

capital to labour has grown more slowly in Thailand than in Northeast
Asia over this period. The final three columns of Table 13.3 summarise
this varied growth performance of Western Pacific countries. Note that
all ASEAN economies have grown more rapidly than the world as a
whole since the mid-1960s, but more slowly than several Northeast Asian
economies.
The process of capital accumulation and rising per capita incomes
forces changes in the industrial composition of manufacturing activity
through its effect on the wage level. Table 13.4 presents data on wages in
manufacturing in Western Pacific countries. Movements in wages follow
generally the movements in per capita income described in Table 13.3,
but they do not follow them exactly.6 In particular, each of the more
densely-populated countries experienced several years’ rapid expansion
of industrial output and rising per capita income before experiencing
strong upward movement in real wages. This was the case with Japan in
the 1950s, but by the 1960s continued real per capita income growth was
6 Movements in wages in each country are sometimes affected by institutional factors,
independently of labour market influences. For example, the relaxation of minimum wage
constraints after the introduction o f martial law allowed real wages to fall in the Philippines
in the early 1970s. The introduction of much higher minimum wages in Thailand in 1974
caused average real wages to rise in that year. See the chapters on the Philippines and
Thailand in Krause and Sekiguchi (1979).
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reflected at least proportionately in the real wage level. It was the case
with Korea and Taiwan in the early 1960s, but not through the 1970s. It
has been the case in the Philippines and Thailand through the 1970s. The
turning point in each country has occurred when labour ceased to be
made available to manufacturing from the rural sector at a more or less
constant wage (Lewis, 1954; Fei and Ranis, 1964). Prior to this turning
point in the economic development of each country, rapid growth in
manufacturing output could proceed for some time without loss of
competitiveness in the most labour-intensive manufactures.
In summary, this section has shown that the intensity of foreign trade
within the Western Pacific region has been very strong, suggesting both
relatively low trade resistances within the region and relatively strong
intra-regional complementarity in countries’ resource endowments.
Available crude proxies for relative factor endowments also suggest that
there is considerable complementarity amongst Western Pacific
countries. These crude proxies provide us with certain expectations
concerning changing comparative advantages and export prospects for
ASEAN countries, to be tested in the next two sections. We would expect
Japan’s exports to have changed from being strongly specialised in
labour-intensive manufactures in the early 1960s to being specialised in
capital-intensive products at present. We would expect Japan’s imports
of NRB goods to be supplemented increasingly with imports of labourintensive manufactures. We would expect the other natural resourcepoor Northeast Asian countries, Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan, as well
as Singapore, to have moved part of the way down the same path as
Japan. Rapid industrial growth in these countries should have
strengthened both the natural resource-rich Western Pacific countries’
comparative advantage in NRB goods and the other ASEAN countries’
comparative advantage in labour-intensive manufacturers as Northeast
Asia withdraws from third markets for these goods and increases its own
import demand for them. The comparative disadvantage of Australia
(and New Zealand) in labour-intensive manufacturing should have
increased in recent years.
I V CHA NGING EXPOR T SPEC I A L ISA TION IN THE R EG ION

In this section we examine the actual changes in trade specialisation in
Northeast and Southeast Asia to see how closely it matches our a priori
expectations summarised above. In doing so, we concentrate, except for
Japan, on patterns of export specialisation to the neglect of the
commodity composition of imports. This is the usual focus in studies of
links between resource endowments and foreign trade specialisation (see,
for example, Balassa, 1977) because the import pattern is commonly
distorted more severely by trade policies than the export pattern. We
follow this practice to avoid lengthy discussion of protection policies,
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although we recognise that patterns of both export and import special
isation are of considerable importance as indicators of comparative
advantage in a world in which there are many commodities and intra
industry trade.
We examine trends in the export specialisation of Western Pacific
countries in two parts. First, we discuss the relationship between exports
of natural resource-based and manufactured commodities. Second, we
look at specialisation within the manufacturing sector itself, giving close
attention to the capital and labour intensities of manufactured exports.
Natural resource-based and manufactured exports

We class as natural resource-based all commodities within SITC sections
0 to 4, plus division 68 (non-ferrous metals) and item 51365 (alumina).
We would prefer in principle to include within manufactured goods only
the value-added in industries whose location is not affected significantly
by the proximity of natural resource deposits. However, this is not
possible in practice. The particular definitions that we have chosen have
some unsatisfactory features. For example, we include in natural
resource-based goods the value-added in the sawing of timber (SITC
group 243) and the refining of petroleum (332) and non-ferrous metals
(68). We exclude the resource component of iron and steel (67). But no
alternative definitions are clearly superior to those we have chosen.
Natural resource-based commodities represent about half world trade
(last row of Tables 13.5). They represent substantially less than half the
exports of Northeast Asia (and Singapore if refined petroleum is
excluded), and substantially more than half the exports of other
Southeast Asian and Southwest Pacific countries.
By the early 1960s, Japan had been strongly specialised in
manufactured exports for three decades. Hong Kong and Singapore had
substantial export trade in natural resource-based commodities drawn in
the first instance from neighbouring countries, but this declined rapidly
as a proportion of total exports with strong growth in indigenous
manufacturing activity through the 1960s. (The decline in Singapore’s
case shows up more clearly in Table 13.5 when refined petroleum,
Singapore’s exports of which have expanded rapidly, is classed as
manufactured rather than resource-based.) Despite their relative
abundance of unskilled labour in the early 1960s, Korea and Taiwan
exported mainly foodstuffs and industrial raw materials. This changed
rapidly following the trade policy reforms and strong domestic industrial
growth from this time.
The high-income Southwest Pacific countries, Australia and New
Zealand, enjoyed relatively high labour productivity (absolute
advantage) in manufacturing, but their rich natural resource base kept
comparative advantage firmly in resource-based goods. Indeed, the
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increasing demand for natural resources in the Western Pacific region,
induced by the industrial expansion in Northeast Asia, has tended to
strengthen Australia’s comparative advantage in resource production.
This is reflected in the increased share of natural resource-based goods in
Australian exports in the 1970s.
ASEAN countries other than Singapore had richer per capita natural
resource endowments than Korea and Taiwan, and labour productivity
in their manufacturing production was certainly no higher than Korea’s
and Taiwan’s in the early 1960s. The ASEAN countries’ comparative
advantage lay strongly in resource-based products in these years before
the process of industrial growth had raised wages substantially in the
densely-populated Northeast Asian economies. Important new export
industries based on the Southeast Asian (and Southwest Pacific)
resources of timber, fish, minerals and agricultural land were established
in response to growing Northeast Asian demand, further postponing the
emergence of comparative advantage in labour-intensive manufacturing.
Indonesia’s comparative disadvantage in most manufacturing activity
appeared to increase with the increases in costs associated with the
resource export boom through the late 1960s and early 1970s. The
middle-income ASEAN countries (Malaysia, the Philippines and
Thailand) each experienced a rapid increase in the proportion of
manufactured to total exports from the late 1960s — Malaysia and
Thailand after about 1969 and the Philippines after the political
upheavals of 1970-1. The combination of rapid wage growth in
Northeast Asia and the accumulation of manufacturing skills within
ASEAN had allowed the latter’s comparative advantage to emerge in
labour-intensive manufactures despite its relatively strong natural
resource endowment. Exports of manufactures from these countries
gathered strength through the 1970s, despite the worldwide recession of
1974-6. This strengthening appears to have continued in Thailand and
the Philippines, but there are some signs that it may have been checked in
Malaysia by the early emergence of labour scarcity and rapidly-rising
labour costs (Deen and Laursen, 1978).
The deceleration of export growth in manufactured goods in Malaysia
and its absence in Indonesia reflects simply the low productivity of
labour and capital in those countries’ manufacturing industries relative
to their resource-based industries (whose comparative advantage has
strengthened with Northeast Asian growth). The huge abundance of
labour on Java suggests that Indonesian manufactured exports could
grow strongly in future with improved industrial organisation and
protectionist and administrative burdens (cf. chapter 8). But it is possible
that Malaysia, with the richest per capita natural resource endowment in
ASEAN, will remain specialised mainly in resource exports as domestic
incomes grow, somewhat along the lines of the high-income economies
of the Southwest Pacific. This is the more likely (as is the prospect of
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further delay in the emergence of Indonesia as a major exporter of
manufactured goods) the stronger is industrial growth in other parts of
ASEAN and the Western Pacific, because of the effects of such growth
on demand for natural resource-based commodities within the region.
The composition o f manufactured exports

To analyse the composition of Western Pacific countries’ manufactured
exports, we ranked all manufactured goods by Johnson’s single statistic:
value-added per worker in the industries producing them. For want of
anything better, we used United States data on this statistic, as reported
by Balassa (1977), and divided the ranked commodities into four
categories.7 The category of most labour-intensive goods (category 1)
accounted for a little over 5 per cent of world trade in manufactures in
the mid-1970s (or 2 or 3 per cent of total world trade), a ratio that had
fallen from 7 per cent in the early 1960s (Table 13.6). The category of
next most labour-intensive commodities (category 2), accounted for
about 13 per cent of world trade in manufactures in the mid-1970s, a
ratio that had fallen slightly from the early 1960s. Category 4 has
accounted for about one third of the world’s manufactured exports over
this period, although among developing countries its share has been only
about 10 per cent.
Exports of manufactures by category for three Northeast Asian and
four ASEAN countries for the years from 1962 to 1976 are also set out in
Table 13.6. (Indonesia’s manufactured exports have been too small to be
worth reporting, and Taiwan is not shown because of difficulties in
obtaining comparable data for all years.) The more labour-intensive
commodities have been very prominent in the exports of all Northeast
Asian and Southeast Asian countries in the early years after their entry
into international markets for manufactured goods. This is demon
strated clearly in Figures 13.1 and 13.2, which indicate the importance of
category 1 goods in manufactured exports for Northeast and Southeast
Asian countries in the years from 1962 to 1976.
Incidentally, Australian manufactured exports were heavily concen
trated in the categories of more capital-intensive exports throughout the
period from 1962 to 1976, as predicted by the theory of comparative
cost. New Zealand manufactured exports were rather more heavily
concentrated in labour-intensive goods than one might have expected
from its per capita income and wage levels. This is explained by the very
low resistances to trade with Australia relative to trade with other
countries, reflecting the New Zealand-Australia Free Trade Agreement
as well as geographic and cultural factors, which caused comparative
7 For a discussion of the limitations of this statistic as a measure of capital intensity of
manufacturing production, see Baiassa (1977:7-1U). The 3-digit SITC commodities
included in each of the four categories are listed in the appendix.
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Figure 13.1 Category 1 Manufactured exports as a percentage of all

manufactured exports from the world, Japan, Hong Kong
and Korea, 1962 to 1976

T hailand
Philippines
Malaysia
S in g ap o re

Figure 13.2 Category 1 Manufactured exports as a percentage of all

manufactured exports from Singapore, Malaysia, the
Philippines and Thailand, 1962 to 1976
advantage in the manufacturing sector to be determined to a
considerable extent on a bilateral basis vis-ä-vis Australia.
Category 1 manufactured goods represented 18.5 per cent of Japanese
exports in 1962 — three times this category’s proportion of world exports
(Figure 13.1). This percentage fell continually and rapidly to less than 2
per cent in 1974, when the decline was halted temporarily by the mid1970s recession. These commodities are now a negligible proportion of
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Japanese exports of manufactures. Category 2 goods maintained their
place in Japanese exports until 1969 but have declined steadily as a
proportion of the total since then. Categories 1 and 2 together, which
account for about one fifth of total world trade, contributed more than
two fifths of Japan’s total exports in the first half of the 1960s but are
now only as important in Japanese exports as in total world trade in
manufactures. Category 3 goods, on the other hand, have shown a
strong increase in their share of Japanese exports. Adjustments to trade
structure in response to changed domestic factor endowments were
concentrated very heavily in the period from 1969 to 1974 when trade
liberalisation, domestic monetary expansion, yen revaluation, and the
promotion of capital outflow were embraced as measures to reduce the
external payments surplus. Categories 1 and 2 fell from one third to one
fifth and category 4 rose from 26 to 31 per cent of total manufactured
exports over these five years. Adjustments were stalled in the recession
years 1975 and 1976, but have since been resumed under international
pressure in response to the re-emergence of an external payments
surplus.
Changes in the composition of Hong Kong’s manufactured exports
have been similar to those of Japan, although they have proceeded a
number of years behind Japan and, in line with more modest growth in
industrial output, at a more leisurely pace. Labour-intensive goods have
always dominated Hong Kong exports. Categories 1 and 2 contributed
over three quarters of Hong Kong’s total exports in the early 1960s and
three fifths in recent years. Category 1 fell steadily as a proportion of
total manufactured exports from 61 per cent in 1962 to 46 per cent in
1976. Category 2 rose as a proportion of the total to a peak of 26 per cent
in 1969 and then fell steadily to 14 per cent in 1975 and 1976. Category 4
rose from little more than 5 per cent of manufactured exports in the
1960s to about 11 per cent in the early and mid-1970s.
Exports of commodities in categories 1 and 2 formed the basis for the
spectacular expansion of the Korean manufacturing sector through the
1960s (and, incidentally, for Taiwan’s). The share of these commodities
continued to increase through the period of rapid growth under con
ditions of labour surplus and more or less steady real wages to 1968,
when they contributed over 87 per cent of manufactured exports. The
Korean economy then moved into a period of rapid adjustment to
conditions of increased capital abundance and labour scarcity, so that by
1974 categories 1 and 2 contributed only 58 per cent of manufactured
exports. Over these same six years, the export share of category 4 goods
rose from less than 4 per cent to 19 per cent. As in Japan, the ad
justments stalled in the international recession of 1975 and 1976, but
have resumed in the more buoyant external conditions since then.
Singapore’s recent industrialisation has been distinguished by lesser
reliance on exports of labour-intensive manufactures. Categories 1 and 2
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contributed a major part of the growth of manufactured exports through
the early stages of Singapore’s industrialisation from 1965 to 1969, when
their proportion of total exports peaked at 36 per cent — very much
lower than in each of the Northeast Asian economies at the height of
their dependence on labour-intensive manufactured exports. This lesser
dependence on labour-intensive exports was appropriate to the resource
endowment of Singapore, which began its industrialisation with much
higher per capita income and with higher per capita stocks of physical
and human capital than Northeast Asian countries. As in Japan and
Korea, Singapore’s export specialisation moved rapidly towards more
complex and capital-intensive commodities from 1969 to the mid-1970s,
when adjustment was halted temporarily by the worldwide recession.
However similar the timing of the emergence of stronger export
specialisation in manufactures in the Philippines, Malaysia and
Thailand, the composition of their new exports is very different. The
Philippines is following most closely the Northeast Asian pattern, with
the most labour-intensive commodities dominating manufactured ex
ports. Categories 1 and 2 have contributed around three quarters or four
fifths of total exports in all years. Category 1 has contributed a very large
part of recent manufactured export growth, with its share of the total
rising rapidly from 1 per cent in the early 1960s to 20 per cent today
(Figure 13.2). With steady or falling real wages (Table 13.4), the
Philippines’ comparative advantage in the most labour-intensive
commodities has continued to strengthen in response to increased labour
scarcity in Northeast Asia.
As in Korea and the Philippines, the early years of closer integration of
the Thai and Malaysian manufacturing sectors into the world economy
saw labour-intensive exports expand more rapidly than other
manufactured goods. In Thailand, categories 1 and 2 reached a peak
share of manufactured exports at a little over one half in about 1973 and
have remained at that level since then. In Malaysia, the most labourintensive commodities were the major contributors to the expansion of
manufactured exports until 1972, but their growth has been slower than
that of more capital-intensive manufactures in the years of increasing
real labour costs since then. Categories 1 and 2 represented a peak share
of over half manufactured exports in 1972 but fell considerably to about
two fifths in 1976.
The evolution of industrial structure towards more capital-intensive
production proceeds through the ‘upgrading’ of output of each com
modity as well as through changes in the commodity composition of
output. The former process occurs across a wide range of industries, as
demonstrated by Hong (1975), so that our discussion of the evolution of
comparative advantage in terms of changes in the commodity com
position of trade has understated the structural change that has occurred
within the Western Pacific economies.
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The varied growth performance of the five ASEAN economies, and
especially the varied rates of growth of real wages (Table 13.4), has
increased the potential for intra-ASEAN ‘Heckscher-Ohlin’ trade in
manufactures. The differential between wages in Singapore and
Malaysia on the one hand, and Thailand and the Philippines on the
other, has widened considerably since the early 1960s. Different labour
supply conditions in each country will probably cause these differentials
to widen further with continued growth in all countries, at least in the
immediate future. That this increased potential for trade has not been
reflected in greater intra-ASEAN trade in manufactures reflects the
continued high protection for a wide range of manufactures in Malaysia,
Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia.
To summarise, we have shown in this Section that the changing pattern
of export specialisation in response to changes in relative resource en
dowments in the Western Pacific region in recent years has occurred as
predicted by dynamic comparative cost theory. Most notably, dif
ferential rates of income and labour force growth and of capital ac
cumulation have greatly increased the scope for trading abundant capital
for abundant labour, both within ASEAN itself and more generally in
the Western Pacific. In recent years, the historic complementarity
between highly-industrialised Japan and its rapidly-industrialising,
resource-poor neighbours on the one hand, and the resource-rich
economies to the south on the other, has been joined by considerable
complementarity across the manufacturing sectors of Western Pacific
countries. But there are lags in the adjustment of trade structures to
changed relative resource endowments, so that several of the region’s
most capital-abundant economies remain major exporters of labourintensive commodities. This raises questions about the extent to which
the ASEAN countries can expect markets for their exports to increase in
the process of continued structural adjustment in Northeast Asia.
ASEAN AS A ‘THIRD GENERATION' J A P AN

We saw above how Japan attained extraordinarily high rates of growth
initially through strong specialisation in the export of labour-intensive
manufactures on to world markets. A few years later Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Korea travelled down a similar path. Japan is sometimes
thought of as the ‘first generation’ and Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea
as the ‘second generation’ of rapidly-industrialising East Asian coun
tries. The successful growth of Japan facilitated the emergence of the
‘second generation’, through the reduction in competition in worldwide
markets for labour-intensive manufactures, through the opening up of
opportunities for export to Japan itself and through Japan providing a
major new source of direct investment and finance.
We have noted the tendency for the ‘second generation’ East Asian
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economies also to lose comparative advantage in labour-intensive
manufactured goods in consequence of successful industrial growth. Are
the ASEAN members the natural successors to Northeast Asia, as
economies that will attain sustained rapid industrial growth through
strong specialisation in the export of labour-intensive manufactures to
world markets?8 This important possibility is suggested by the success
that several ASEAN countries have had in increasing their exports of
labour-intensive manufactures in the early 1970s, as reported in the
previous section.
It is sometimes argued that the latecomer developing countries have
lost their chance to specialise strongly in the export of manufactures,
because world market opportunities have come to be monopolised by
others. It is also said that Japan, Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea
achieved their phenomenal industrial growth in an era of strong
worldwide growth and trade liberalisation and that similar success is not
possible for new countries in the current conditions of OECD stagnation
and increased protectionism.
The idea that markets for labour-intensive manufactured goods have
become overcrowded and that there is no room for newcomers is a
plausible one. The alternative view is that the very success of established
exporters of these commodities weakens their comparative advantage in
labour-intensive manufactures, so that they move on in stages to
specialise in increasingly complex manufactures. The idea that there are
stages of comparative advantage falls readily out of dynamic com
parative cost theory. A dynamic view of production and trade
specialisation has been taught in international economics courses at
Hitotsubashi University for many decades as the doctrine of the ‘flying
wild geese pattern’, but it has been written into the international
literature only recently. Its importance to latecomers in industrial
development has been mentioned explicitly by Hong (1975) and more
recently by Balassa (1977).
Structural changes in Northeast Asia

To test the empirical importance to latecomers of the evolution of
comparative advantage in the process of successful industrial
development in other countries, we present data in Table 13.7 on changes
in Northeast Asian countries’ exports and Japan’s imports of specific
labour-intensive commodities that were of major importance in the
exports of Japan, Hong Kong and Korea in their early years of rapid
industrialisation. Clearly, these commodities have proven to be well
suited to the resource endowments, industrial skills and organisational
capacity of a newly-industrialising, low-income country. Markets for
8 In addition to what follows, see also the discussion of this question in Arndt and Garnaut
( 1979).
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large quantities of these commodities from ASEAN countries would be
very helpful to, and perhaps even necessary for, strong industrial growth
in the ASEAN economies along Northeast Asian lines.
Table 13.7 shows the declining importance of these labour-intensive
commodities in the manufactured exports of Northeast Asia. The decline
slowed down briefly in the recession years 1974-76 but it has since
resumed. Over the same period, Japan’s imports of these commodities
have grown rapidly (as indeed they have for all labour-intensive
manufactures, as shown in Table 13.6), and other Northeast Asian
countries are likely to follow suit. The resulting expansion in the market
Japan (net of imports)
Other N ortheast Asia
Singapore
Other ASEAN

Figure 13.3 East Asian countries’ shares of world exports of textiles,

clothing and footwear, 1962 to 1976
opportunities for new exporters of these commodities can be seen clearly
from Figure 13.3. The steady decline in Japan’s share of world exports of
textiles, clothing and footwear has been taken up progressively by Hong
Kong, Taiwan, Korea and Singapore, with other ASEAN countries now
also increasing their share rapidly as Northeast Asian suppliers con
centrate on producing more capital-intensive goods. This has happened
with little increase in the Western Pacific region’s net share of world
supplies of these labour-intensive commodities, due partly to the steady
increase in Japan’s imports of these goods. Figure 13.3 shows that the
sum of Japanese net exports and other Northeast Asian and ASEAN
exports of textiles, clothing and footwear represented about 20 per cent
of the value of total world trade in these commodities in 1962. In that
year Japan’s imports were negligible and Japan contributed three
quarters of Western Pacific exports (see Appendix Table Al). Through
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the 1960s, the Western Pacific share of world exports of textiles, clothing
and footwear fell slightly, since the Japanese share contracted more
rapidly than the other Northeast Asian share expanded. Then Western
Pacific exports rose as a share of world exports to about 25 per cent in
1970, due to a large increase in exports from other Northeast Asian
countries. Since 1970 this ratio has been steady, with increased export
shares from other Northeast Asian and Southeast Asian countries
compensating for Japan’s declining export share. The huge growth of
Japanese imports of textiles, clothing and footwear from 1970 to 1973,
prior to the mid-1970s recession, caused the region’s net exports to
represent a smaller proportion of total world trade in 1973 and 1974 than
in 1962, despite the huge expansion of exports from Hong Kong,
Taiwan, Korea and the ASEAN countries. These findings are par
ticularly strong when one recalls that within each of these commodity
groups there is considerable scope for shifting production towards the
more capital-intensive differentiations of the commodities concerned,
and that part of the recent evolution in patterns of trade specialisation
has taken this form.
Of course, the realisation of this potential for future Western Pacific
trade growth depends on the Northeast Asian countries continuing to be
prepared to accept major structural adjustments. Continued adjustment
in Northeast Asia depends as well on these countries having access to
expanding worldwide markets for more sophisticated manufactures. The
prospects on this issue appear favourable since markets for more capitalintensive commodities, and especially for the products of Japanese
advanced technology, are probably less vulnerable to protection in the
advanced industrial countries than markets for less complex labourintensive manufactures.
The ASEAN member states are of course not the only developing
countries to have potential for large-scale exports of labour-intensive
manufactures into Northeast Asia and into third country markets for
merly supplied by Northeast Asia. Other candidates include mainland
China (discussed below) as well as countries in South Asia and Latin
America. The transformation of Northeast Asian foreign trade
specialisation alone would be unlikely to accommodate the possible
growth in exports of labour-intensive manufactures from all of these
countries in an environment of slow worldwide import growth. But the
ASEAN countries have some special advantages in Northeast Asian
markets and as successors to Northeast Asian suppliers to third markets.
The low resistances to trade between ASEAN and Japan, forged by
proximity, close communications and business linkages, investment ties,
and the low transactions costs associated with an established highvolume trade, and reflected in the current high intensity of trade (Table
13.2 above), are an important advantage for ASEAN countries in
Northeast Asian markets. Some of the same factors would be of con-
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siderable assistance in taking over the worldwide markets of Northeast
Asian suppliers. ASEAN exports now supply most Northeast Asian
countries’ imports of labour-intensive manufactures from outside their
own sub-region, and the theory of bilateral trade provides economic
reasons why this might continue in future (Drysdale and Garnaut, 1979).
ASEAN countries’ prospects of emulating the export-oriented in
dustrial growth of Northeast Asia depend of course on developments
within their domestic economies, as well as on external market factors.
Singapore and Malaysia are not labour-abundant low-wage countries,
and continued industrial growth in these countries already depends on
their finding domestic managerial capacity and foreign markets to
support the export of more sophisticated commodities. Indonesia still
lacks the organisational capacity for low-cost manufacturing produc
tion, although economic growth elsewhere is progressively widening the
labour cost advantage of Java over other East Asian locations for in
dustrial production. There are good immediate prospects for strong
expansion in labour-intensive manufactures from Thailand and
especially from the Philippines. However, even in the Philippines,
perhaps with the greatest relative abundance of labour in Southeast Asia,
it is likely that rising wages will force adjustment into more sophisticated
manufactures after a shorter period of strong industrial growth than was
the case in the more densely populated Northeast Asian countries.
One further qualification to ASEAN’s prospects which needs to be
mentioned, even though it is shrouded in uncertainty, is the likely course
of developments in the Peoples’ Republic of China.
Possible effects o f foreign policy changes in China

The historic changes in China’s foreign economic policy announced over
the past year could, if maintained, contribute to important developments
in Western Pacific trading relations. China has been an inward-looking
economy in the past. Centralised foreign trade decisions did not
necessarily reflect comparative cost considerations, so that past and
current patterns of trade specialisation cannot be extrapolated into the
future. Here we seek guidance on the likely effect of the opening up of
the Chinese economy from the foregoing discussion of dynamic com
parative cost theory and of the resource endowments and foreign trade
specialisation of Western Pacific economies.
The entry of a large and rapidly growing country into the international
economy can be expected to raise incomes both in the country itself and
in the rest of the world as a whole. But it may not raise incomes in every
other country in a many-country world. It will tend to depress the terms
of trade of countries (especially within the same region) with similar
relative resource endowments and patterns of trade specialisation to its
own. For these countries, the gains from increased specialisation in
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international trade associated with the entry may be offset by losses on
the terms of trade. On the other hand, countries in the rest of the world
with relative resource endowments that are complementary to those of
China may receive benefits from terms of trade improvements in ad
dition to gains from increased opportunities for specialisation.
China’s per capita natural resource endowment is, on broad criteria,
richer than that of other Northeast Asian economies and Singapore,
poorer than the Southwest Pacific, and similar to other ASEAN
countries. Its per capita endowment of broadly-defined capital is, on
equally crude criteria, similar to the middle-income ASEAN countries.
In the early stages of rapid foreign trade growth we might expect China
to specialise heavily in the export of resource-based commodities. Later,
as the institutions for large-scale production and export of manufactured
goods become established, labour-intensive manufactures would be
emphasised. In China’s case, the period of continued expansion of
labour-intensive manufactured exports could be very long, with major
effects on world markets, before increasing relative labour scarcity and
costs force adjustment into specialisation in more complex manufac
tures.
But this aggregated view of possible future Chinese export
specialisation fails to take account of the lack of internal integration in
the huge Chinese economy. With poor and expensive internal transport
and communications, it is possible that China’s coastal cities could
become more closely integrated with the international economy than
with their own hinterland. In this eventuality, China’s opening up to
foreign trade would have a less protracted impact on world markets for
labour-intensive manufactures since it would be checked at an earlier
stage by relative labour scarcity. In addition, growth in coastal industrial
cities would be likely from the beginning to add considerably to regional
demand for natural resource-based commodities and to strengthen
Southeast Asian and Southwest Pacific comparative advantage in these
goods, along similar lines to the industrialisation in other Northeast
Asian economies over the past two decades.
What the effects of China’s new policies turn out to be will depend on
characteristics of the Chinese economy and economic policy about which
we are as yet poorly informed. There is certainly a possibility that the
opening up of China could retard the growth and reduce the benefits of
Southeast Asian exports of labour-intensive manufactures, especially if
the OECD countries maintain slow import growth in these commodities.
It is more likely to be a major factor a few years hence than in the im
mediate future, so it is perhaps less important to the immediate in
dustrialisation prospects of Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines than
to the longer-term prospects of Indonesia. Chinese exports of natural
resource-based products in the immediate future will reduce the gains to
other Western Pacific exporters of these commodities. However, the
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longer term prospect for the opening up of China, on balance, is rather
to increase the demand for the natural resources of the Western Pacific,
and in particular to increase the benefits of Southwest Pacific and some
ASEAN countries continuing to specialise in the export of commodities
based on these resources.
VI STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT IN A US T R A U A
The huge expansion of industrial activity in the Northeast and Southeast
Asian regions has affected the comparative advantage of Southwest
Pacific countries. There have been opportunities for considerable ex
pansion in the Southwest Pacific of industries based on the sub-region’s
rich natural resource endowment, especially the minerals industries.
There has also been strong growth in Western Pacific demand for
agricultural products, but in this case the expansion of Asian import
demand for food has partly had the effect of offsetting the contraction
of European imports. Meanwhile Australia’s least competitive in
dustries, notably the protected labour-intensive manufacturing in
dustries, have come under strong competitive pressure, signalling the
need for substantial inter-sectoral adjustments within the Australian
economy.
The Australian situation is interesting as a case study of the way the
expansion of regional demand for natural resource-based goods has
forced far-reaching adjustments in the domestic economy. In this, the
Australian case has something in common with recent experience in
Malaysia, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea. It is also instructive as a
case study of the growth of protectionist pressures in OECD countries in
response to the developing countries’ increased competitiveness in the
production of labour-intensive manufactures.
Much of the Australian discussion of the effects of strong growth in
regional demand for natural resources has focused narrowly on the
impact of minerals export growth on the rural export sector and on the
import-competing manufacturing sector. In a seminal paper, Gregory
estimated that the effect of minerals growth over the preceding decade on
the import-competing manufacturing sector was equivalent to the
abolition of all tariffs and the imposition of a small import subsidy
(Gregory, 1976). Others have criticised Gregory’s approach, mainly on
the grounds that it abstracts from income effects (Snape, 1977; Smith,
1978). Elowever, the conclusion that the expansion of mining has, ceteris
paribus, greatly reduced the competitiveness of rural exporters and
import-competing manufacturers has survived the criticism.
There has been less interest in the general equilibrium implications of
the tendency for the price of manufactured goods exported from
developing countries to fall relative to other traded goods prices.
However, there has been one major attempt at simulating the combined
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price and income effects of simultaneous increases in minerals exports
and declines in the relative prices of developing country exports (Dixon,
Harrower and Powell, 1977). Using a very detailed model of the
Australian economy, this study identified most of the industries directly
competitive with developing country exports as likely to decline in
Australia, or at most, to grow at less than half the average growth rate.
Clothing manufacturing was an exception, principally because it stood to
benefit from a fall in the relative price of its major inputs, textiles.
The internationally derived tendencies for established Australian
export and import-competing industries to grow more slowly or to
decline have been resisted strongly by potentially disadvantaged sectional
interests within Australia. This resistance was successful in securing the
undervaluation of the Australian dollar through the early 1970s to
December 1972 and contributed to the high inflation of the mid-1970s
(Garnaut, 1979).
Domestic inflation and exchange rate adjustments removed the un
dervaluation of the Australian dollar through 1973, setting the stage for
a massive 58 per cent increase in manufactured imports in 1974, with
especially strong growth in imports of labour-intensive goods from
developing countries. The tendency for imports of labour-intensive
manufactures to grow more rapidly than total imports was compounded
by a 25 per cent across-the-board tariff cut, which affected dispropor
tionately the highly-protected labour-intensive manufacturing industries,
and by an increase in the relative cost of unskilled labour (IAC, 1977).
Protectionist pressures increased dramatically from late 1974 to late 1977
(Kasper, 1978), in reaction to this extraordinarily rapid growth of im
ports of labour-intensive manufactures at a time of high and rising
domestic unemployment.
Tariff protection for manufacturing industries in Australia is, as in
most other OECD countries, biased strongly against imports of labourintensive manufactures (Table 13.8). The Spearman rank correlation
coefficients between effective rates of assistance to Australian
manufacturing industries and value-added per worker (or average wage
per worker) are negative and significant at the 0.1 per cent level. The
industries which have been identified as the main source of export
growth in newly-industrialising developing countries (textiles, clothing
and footwear) are, together with automobiles, by far the most highly
protected. More than that, they have been the major beneficiaries of
increased protection since 1974. Indeed, the net effect of the many
changes in Australian protection through the 1970s has been to lower
substantially protection for most industries, but to increase it greatly for
textiles, clothing, footwear and automobiles (columns 1 to 6 of Table
13.8).
As a result of the trade liberalisation measures in 1972 and 1973,
imports of labour-intensive manufactures (categories 1 and 2) as a share
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Table 13.8

Effective rates of assistance and employment trends, Australian manufacturing industries 1968-9 to 1976-7
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of all manufactured imports rose to 23 per cent in 1974, from about 20
per cent in earlier years. By 1975 and 1976 the ratio had fallen back to 20
per cent — no lower than before despite the biased increase in protection.
The share of labour-intensive manufactures in the manufactured imports
of other OECD countries varied in a similarly cyclical manner over the
same period, rising from a normal historical level of about 21 per cent to
22 per cent in 1972 and 1973 before falling to 19 per cent in 1975.
Most of the increased Australian protection for textiles, clothing and
footwear has been provided through quantitative restrictions (figures in
parentheses in Table 13.8). Import quotas were allocated initially on the
basis of historical market shares and this discriminated against newlycompetitive suppliers such as the ASEAN countries (Edwards, 1978;
Arndt and Garnaut, 1979). This discrimination increased the impact of
the new import restrictions on the ASEAN countries and contributed to
ASEAN’s strong resentment of Australian trade policy. The bias in the
Australian administration of import quotas was removed and probably
reversed following tense consultation between the Australian and
ASEAN governments through 1977, and since then ASEAN shares of
Australian imports of labour-intensive manufactures have risen
significantly.
The evolution in worldwide and regional comparative advantage in the
export of labour-intensive manufactures is reflected in changing shares in
Australian imports of these commodities. Through the 1950s and 1960s,
the large historical European share of Australian imports of clothing and
footwear in particular was replaced significantly by supplies from Japan.
More recently, both European and Japanese products have been replaced
to a considerable extent by imports from other Northeast Asian and
Southeast Asian countries, as described in Table 13.9. Within Southeast
Asia, the shares of Malaysia and the Philippines in Australian imports of
labour-intensive manufactures increased strongly between 1968-9 and
1975-6. By the latter year, the ASEAN share of Australian imports of
labour-intensive manufactures was several times as great as its share in
foreign supplies to developed countries as a whole, reflecting the low
relative resistances to ASEAN-Australian trade. Table 13.9 also reveals
the large and increasing share of New Zealand in Australian imports of
textiles, clothing and footwear, despite that country’s relatively ad
vanced level of development and high wages. The recent increases have
been influenced by the preferential access for New Zealand suppliers
under the New Zealand-Australia Free Trade Agreement.
The large increase in Australian protection for labour-intensive
manufacturing industries through the 1970s has been justified officially
in terms of its contribution to domestic employment. It is revealing that
even the massive increases in protection for textiles, clothing and
footwear to 1976-7 have not prevented a large decline in employment in
them (final five columns of Table 13.8). Employment in the manufac-
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turing sector has declined in recent years, partly in response to the strong
growth in minerals exports. But employment in textiles, clothing and
footwear has declined at more than twice the rate in the sector as a
whole. In the three years to 1976-7, in which the main increases in
Table 13.9

Origin of Australia’s imports of textiles, clothing and
footwear, 1968-9 to 1975-6

Textiles
Northeast A sia
Japan

Clothing and
footwear

1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6

28.8
25.2
5.7
11.0
0.2
1.5
1.9
3.2
6.3
5.0

1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6

0.4
0.4
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.2
0.4

1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6
1968-9
1975-6

27.4
20.9
7.0
10.4
2.5
1.8
3.2
8.0
14.2
9.3
8.9
6.7

38.6
18.7
6.6
4.0
1.2
0.4
2.9
5.2
7.0
8.2
5.7
7.6

All countries

1968-9
1975-6

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

Im port share of
domestic sales

1968-9
1975-6

32.8
37.5

7.8
20.5

Hong Kong
Korea
Taiwan
Mainland China
ASEAN
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand
Other
EEC
United States
Canada
New Zealand
Other Asian
Other countries

12.3
6.6
20.5
24.4
1.1
8.0
3.9
11.3
6.4
5.7
0.02
0.3
0.01
1.7
0.2
1.9
0.02
1.0
0.02
0.5

Source: From data compiled by the I ndustries Assistance Commission.
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protection were concentrated, employment in the main labour-intensive
manufacturing industries fell by 25 per cent.
Australia’s strong and increasing comparative disadvantage in labourintensive manufacturing production has shown through in the com
position of imports and domestic production despite the presence of
exceptionally high levels and rates of increase in protection. Continued
industrial growth in Northeast and Southeast Asia will further reduce the
competitiveness of these industries in Australia through its effects on
prices of Australian natural resource-based goods relative to prices of
labour-intensive manufactures. This is highly favourable to incomes
growth in Australia and, if sensibly managed, to employment as well. It
will also be favourable to export growth in ASEAN countries.
Just as sectional interests secured the undervaluation of the Australian
dollar in the early 1970s and the increases in protection for labourintensive manufactures in the mid-1970s, so vested interest groups will
promote policies which delay constructive adjustment to the changes
elsewhere in the Western Pacific economy. Fortunately, though, there
are signs at present of increasing official awareness of the futility and
large foreign policy costs of continued protectionist responses to
evolutionary changes in comparative advantage within the region.1'
VII

C O N CL U SI O NS

How far have we gone in answering the questions with which the paper
began? In so far as the current state of the theory allows, we have
discussed in Section I the pattern of trade specialisation one would expect
to emerge in the absence of distortions, highlighting the importance of
incorporating natural resource-based goods into the theory and
recognising the significance of lower informational and spatial barriers
to intra- versus inter-regional trade. We have shown in Sections II and III
how the actual evolution of export specialisation in the Western Pacific
has in fact tended to follow the pattern suggested by theory, given the
changing resource endowments and demand patterns in the various
countries of the region. Specifically, comparative advantage in the ex
port of labour-intensive manufactures has gradually moved from Japan
to other Northeast Asian and now to Southeast Asian nations as real
wages have increased first in Japan and then in other parts of Northeast
Asia. Australia’s comparative advantage in resource-based commodities
has in turn strengthened at the expense of labour-intensive manufac
turing industries. The varied growth performances of the ASEAN
9 Note for example the recent report of the Crawford study group on structural ad
justment in Australia (Crawford, Inglis, Hawke and Currie, 1979), the Bureau of Industry
Economics’ study of industrialisation in Asia and its implications for Australian industries
(Bureau of Industry Economics, 1978) and the consistent and intermittently influential
commentary by the industries Assistance Commission in its Annual Reports and other
publications.
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countries have increased the potential for intra-ASEAN trade in
manufactures, although this potential will only be realised if each
country reduces its trade barriers to manufactures. In Section V we have
commented on the likelihood of some ASEAN countries becoming ‘third
generation’ exporters of labour-intensive manufactures on a large scale,
following first Japan and then Hong Kong, Korea, Taiwan and
Singapore. We have concluded that there may indeed be strong prospects
for such export growth from the Philippines, Thailand and, to a lesser
extent, Malaysia if their domestic economic policies allow it, not
withstanding possible continued slow growth and protectionist policies
towards labour-intensive imports in Europe and North America. These
prospects depend in large part on the Northeast Asian countries con
tinuing to grow and to adjust rapidly their manufacturing sector towards
ever more capital-intensive production, about which we can be
reasonably confident. In so doing, Northeast Asia would not only
provide less competition in third markets for labour-intensive goods, but
would also provide growing markets themselves for exports of these
goods from elsewhere in the region. More difficult to predict are the
possible effects of China’s new foreign economic policy on ASEAN
export prospects, although it is more likely to affect adversely those
countries emerging later as exporters of labour-intensive manufactures
(such as Indonesia) than those emerging in the immediate future. The
evolutionary changes in comparative advantage in the Western Pacific
region that have accompanied rapid economic growth in Northeast Asia
have imposed substantial pressures for structural change on the
Australian economy. Australia’s initial response of erecting import
barriers has been shown incapable of preventing a rapid decline in
employment in labour-intensive manufacturing industries, while at the
same time being strongly resented by import suppliers, especially
ASEAN members. Partly due to the latter’s reaction, however, we may
be seeing currently a change of Australian government attitude towards
being more outward-looking and perhaps less protectionist, to ASEAN’s
benefit. Overall, the regional market prospects for emerging ASEAN
exporters of labour-intensive manufactures seem reasonably favourable,
even if markets in Europe and North America remain limited to their
present extent by import barriers.
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APPENDIX

Categorisation of 3-digit SITC manufacturing industries by labour
intensity of production

Category 1 ( lo w e s t v a l u e - a d d e d p e r w o r k e r )
612
652
656
666
831
841
851

L e a t h e r , etc. m a n u f a c t u r e s
C o t t o n f a b r ic s , w o v e n
T e x ti le , etc. p r o d u c t s
Pottery
Travel goods, handbags
C lothing not fur
Footw ear

Category 2
611
613
631
632
633
651
653
654
655
664
665
722
735
821
894
895
899

Leather
F u r s k in s t a n n e d , d re s s e d
V e n e e rs , p l y w o o d , etc.
W o o d m a n u f a c t u r e s n .e .s.
C o rk m anufactures
T e x ti le y a r n & t h r e a d
W o v e n textiles, n o n c o t t o n
L a c e , r i b b o n s , tulle, etc.
S p e c ia l textile, etc. p r o d u c t s
G la ss
G lassw are
Elec, p o w e r m a c h i n e s , s w i tc h g e a r
S h ip s & b o a t s
F urniture
T o y s , s p o r t i n g g o o d s , etc.
O f f i c e s u p p lie s n . e . s .
O ther m anufactured goods

Category 3
581
621
642
657
662
663
678
679
691
695
697
698
712
715
717
718
719
724
725
729

P la s tic m a t e r i a l s , etc.
M a te r i a ls o f r u b b e r
A rtic le s o f p a p e r , etc.
F l o o r c o v e r in g s, ta p e s t r y , etc.
C la y , r e f r a c t o r y b u i l d i n g p r o d u c t s
O th e r n o nm etal m ineral m a n u fa c tu re s
I r o n , steel t u b e s, p ip e s , etc.
I r o n & steel c as ti n g s , u n w o r k e d
Structures & parts n.e.s.
Tools
B as e m e ta l h o u s e h o l d e q u i p m e n t
M e ta l m a n u f a c t u r e s n .e .s.
A gricultural m achinery
M etalw orking m achinery
Texti le , le a th e r m a c h i n e r y
M a c h i n e s f o r s pec ia l in d u s tr ie s
M a c h i n e s n . e . s . , n o n e le c tr ic a l
Telecom m unications equipm ent
D o m e s ti c electric e q u i p m e n t
E l ec tr ic a l m a c h i n e r y n . e . s .

Category 3 ( c o n t i n u e d )
731
732
733
812
861
864
891
892
893
897

R a i lw a y ve hicles
R o a d m o t o r ve hic les
R o a d veh icles, n o n - m o t o r
P l u m b i n g , h e a t in g , li g h tin g e q u i p m e n t
Instrum ents, a p p aratu s
W a t c h e s & c lo c ks
S o u n d recorders, pro d u cers
Printed m atter
A r tic le s o f p la s t ic n . e . s .
G o l d , s ilv e rw a r e , j e w e l le r y

Category 4
512
513
521
531
532
533
541
551
553
554
561
571
599
629
641
661
667
671
672
673
674
675
676
677
692
693
694
696
711
714
723
726
734
842
862

O r g a n i c c h e m ic a ls
I n o r g a n i c e le m e n ts , oxid e s, etc.
C o a l , p e t r o l e u m , etc . c h e m ic a ls
S y n t h e t i c dye, n a t u r a l i n d ig o , la kes
D ye s n . e . s . , t a n n i n g p r o d u c t s
P i g m e n t s , p a i n t s , etc.
M e d ic in a l, etc. p r o d u c t s
E s s e n t i a l oil, p e r f u m e , etc.
P e r f u m e , c o s m e tic s , etc.
S o a p s , c le a n in g , etc. pre p s .
F e rti li se rs , m a n u f a c t u r e d
E x p l o siv e s , p y r o t e c h . p r o d u c t s
C hem icals n.e.s.
R u b b e r a r ti c le s n . e . s .
Paper & paperboard
C e m e n t , etc. b u i l d i n g p r o d u c t s
P e a r l, p r e c i o u s & s e m i - p r e c io u s s t o n e s
P i g i r o n , etc.
I r o n , stee l p r i m a r y f o r m s
I r o n & steel s h a p e s
I r o n , steel, u n i v . , p la te , s h e e t
I r o n , stee l h o o p s trip
R a i l w a y rail, e tc ., i r o n , steel
I r o n , steel w ire excl. w ire ro d
M e t a l t a n k s , b o x e s , etc.
W i r e p r o d u c t s , n o n e le c tr ic a l
Steel, c o p p e r nails , n u ts , etc.
Cutlery
P o w e r m a c h i n e r y , n o n e le c tr ic a l
O ffice m achines
E l ec tr ic d i s t r i b u t i n g m a c h i n e s
Electro-m edical, x-ray e q u ip m e n t
A ircraft
F u r , etc. c lo th e s , p r o d u c t s
P h o t o , c i n e m a s u p p lie s
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DISCUSSION
wontack hong opened the discussion: This is a very analytical paper
which provides good insight into patterns of trade specialisation within
the Western Pacific region. The essence of Garnaut and Anderson’s
model is that with capital accumulation the developing countries shift
from NRB goods exports to labour-intensive manufactured exports, and
the higher the initial per capita natural resource endowment (i.e. the
lower the population density), the greater is the capital accumulation
necessary to reach the cross-over point and the higher the wage and the
more capital-intensive the manufactured exports at the cross-over point.
Economic growth at home raises demand for and production of NRB
goods and reduces their exports, while economic growth abroad raises
production and also exports through favourable changes in terms of
trade.
There are a few points which require further clarification. First, it is
argued that the shift in terms of trade in NRB goods will be more
favourable if the foreign economic growth is concentrated within the
home country’s own ‘geographical’ region. It seems that authors have
over-emphasised the ‘physical’ distance, while the ‘non-physical’, say,
cultural, distance might be more important. This emphasis was repeated
when they asserted the ‘common isolation’ of the Western Pacific
economies from the low-resistance, high-volume bilateral trading
relationships within Europe and North America. However, between one
third and one half of Korea’s total trade has been conducted with the
United States and very little of it with the ASEAN countries.
Second, it is argued that the exports of NRB goods are negatively
related to the density of industrial activity, income and population
density. It would have been better not to have introduced the variable
‘density of industrial activity’. The two basic variables, per capita in
come and population density, seem to be sufficient to pursue their
analysis.
Garnaut and Anderson argue that Japan’s export trade could have
been expected to evolve from labour-intensive manufactures to ‘human’
capital-intensive products, and that export specialisation would have
developed in a similar manner in Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
However, there is no evidence provided that the actual shift was to
‘human’ capital-intensive exports rather than simply to ‘physical’
capital-intensive exports.
Garnaut and Anderson argue that Australia and New Zealand enjoy
high labour productivity (absolute advantage) in manufacturing, but the
rich natural resource base held comparative advantage firmly in NRB
goods. However, the high labour productivity seems to be questionable,
especially in view of the implications one can gather from the problems
Australia faces which are described in the Crawford Report (Crawford et
al., 1979).
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The authors have demonstrated the shifts in export pattern from low
per worker value-added goods to high per worker value-added goods
over time in Japan, and to a lesser extent also in Korea, Taiwan and
Hong Kong. Their general conclusions would be further strengthened if
they examined as well changes in value-added per worker in each
category of commodities. Increasing overall capital intensity of exports
seems to have taken the form of increased sectoral capital intensity as
well as a shift in export composition towards relatively more capitalintensive goods.
In analysing the extent to which China’s move towards outward
looking policies will affect the prospect of ASEAN countries becoming
successors to Northeastern countries in labour-intensive manufactures
exports, the authors argue that in a few years there is the possibility that
the opening of China could reduce the benefits of ASEAN specialisation
in the export of labour-intensive manufactures. This adverse effect, they
argue, may last for a very long period of time. And then, citing the poor
internal transportation and communication system in China, they
further argue that China’s coastal cities could become more closely
integrated with the international economy, and the rapid growth in
coastal industrial cities would add considerably to regional demand for
NRB goods. This led them to assert that the long-term prospect is to
increase the demand for NRB goods of the Western Pacific countries,
increasing the benefits for those ASEAN and the Southwest Pacific
countries with large per capita natural resource endowments.
However, it may be that China will have a limited impact on the world
export market of labour-intensive goods. It is an over-simplification to
regard China as a homogeneous $400 per capita income country which is
to specialise completely in labour-intensive manufactures production.
Within China, one can identify a Hong Kong, a Korea, or perhaps even
an Africa. Depending on the progress in the new modernisation efforts,
one might also expect a Japan to emerge in China in the not very distant
future. Until that happens, China may trade actively with Japan. Then
one may imagine China constituting a common market which is larger
than ASEAN, Northeast Asia, and South Asia combined together.
However, it might be difficult to make a United States in China, so that
China can keep trading actively with the United States!
If we assume that China will tend to become a semi-self-contained
common market with marginal international trade, we would not expect
China to saturate world markets so as to eliminate any chance for other
developing countries to benefit from labour-intensive manufactured
exports. It is possible that the current changes in China’s economic
policy will have a limited impact.
La r r y KRAUSE continued the discussion: My comments are mainly in the
form of extensions of Garnaut and Anderson’s analysis, or suggestions
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for extensions, rather than criticism.
The dynamic comparative cost theory derived from Johnson
aggregates capital to include social capital, human skills, technology,
and organisational knowledge as well as physical capital equipment. This
simplification is necessary to accommodate the process of capital ac
cumulation, but is too simplified to explain reality. Indeed the authors
are forced to bring in technology as a separate variable in their
discussion. The greatest weakness of the theory is that it only applies to
goods, but it should be possible to extend the model to cover non-factor
services. Indeed services are already significant in the export basket of
Singapore (see chapter 9) and very important for the United States
(Krause, 1973). My hunch is that the theory would be most easily ex
tended if the aggregate capital variable were to be disaggregated.
Anyway, that is a challenge for theorists.
Garnaut and Anderson explain trade intensities within a region in
terms of political, cultural and geographic barriers and emphasise the
cost and value of knowledge. 1 strongly endorse this formulation and
believe that the greatest economic payoff of ASEAN may come from the
reduction in the cost of gaining knowledge. Many would argue that Latin
American schemes for integration did this and little more that was of
positive value.
At the end of the section on geographical proximity, a negative note is
sounded by the authors when they point out that strong growth in ad
jacent countries with similar relative factor endowment is likely to be
especially powerful in depressing a country’s terms of trade. The point is
correct, but not very serious. Many of the LDCs specialising in exports
of labour-intensive manufactured goods are clustered together in
Northeast Asia and yet all are successful. I expect it is due to the fact that
the efforts of one to expand markets helps the other. Furthermore, a
decline in the terms of trade hardly matters for a country which is
capturing huge scale economies. Part of the productivity gain is passed
on to customers, but only a small part.
Much interest is centred on Table 13.3, which records measures of
relative factor availabilities. The proxy for natural resource availability,
population density per kilometre, is deficient, but no easily measured
alternative comes to mind. Obviously, for agricultural production, only
usable land is relevant (i.e. Japan), but usability is itself a function of
technology and capital invested in exploration and obviously land that is
not useful for agriculture may be rich in minerals. Probably some
correction for unusable land would be useful if not pushed too far.
In Table 13.3 a comparison is made of growth rates of different
countries. I wish to make the additional observation that growth in the
1970s declined more sharply in the developed countries. This supports
the conclusion reached in the Krause-Sekiguchi study (1979) of a smaller
number of countries. It seems that the willingness and ability of countries
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to adjust to external shocks is inversely correlated with income over most
of the range of per capita income.
Garnaut and Anderson’s measurement of export shares comes only
from value of trade data. Volume changes and terms of trade shifts are
not distinguished. The analysis would be richer if volume as well as value
shares were shown and would possibly lead to more profound inferences.
The data on shifts in trade shares over time for Korea and Taiwan
reveal an interesting characteristic that is not discussed in the chapter.
For both countries, the share of the most labour-intensive categories in
total exports has been declining in recent years, except that the trend was
reversed at the time of the worldwide recession in 1974-5. Why did this
reversal occur during the recession? One possible answer is that labourintensive goods are in a sense inferior goods whose demand rises
relatively as income falls. An alternative explanation is that the rise in
protectionism in this period had less impact on labour-intensive products
than on higher-technology products. This of course is exactly opposite
the conventional wisdom about protection. However, protection against
labour-intensive products is very visible, while protection against highertechnology products is hidden. It is possible that governments simply
exclude foreigners from bidding on contracts and the rest of the world
may not be aware that the protection exists. It is notable that several of
the chapters on individual ASEAN countries observed that there had
been an increase in exports of manufactured products despite what
ASEAN authors recognised as a rise in protection by OECD countries.
However, United States’ manufactured exports did not increase, possibly
because of a rise in protection against high-technology products.
Garnaut and Anderson note that there are lags in the adjustment of
trade structures to changed relative resource endowments, so that several
of the region’s most capital-abundant economies remain major exporters
of labour-intensive commodities, but they offer no explanation of the
phenomenon. One possible reason is that those countries, principally
Japan, but now Korea as well, failed to adjust their exchange rate
promptly in response to strong export growth and thereby sustained the
competitiveness of their labour-intensive industries. This led to a large
trade surplus and a temporary stimulation of growth, but it also delayed
the shift of resources into advanced industries which may impact badly
on growth in the longer run.
The attempt to extend the analysis to China is desirable, but not
convincing. The conclusion that China in the short run may compete
with the natural resource exporters Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and
the Philippines, and in the long run with Indonesia in labour-intensive
products, could be wrong on both scores. Natural resources are product
specific and if China does not emphasise the particular commodities
exported by ASEAN, the competition will not materialise. Also China is
emphasising counterpart deals in its new modernisation plan with the
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help of foreign firms. Thus China is likely to export a share of everything
it produces, rather than just labour-intensive products as suggested by
comparative cost theory.
Finally, the authors point out that Australia’s protectionism against
labour-intensive products has not been very effective as imports have
risen and employment in these industries has fallen more than
proportionately. They comment that Australian officials may be
changing their minds about the usefulness of the policy. It seems that
something very similar may have been happening in the United States
over the same period. United States’ imports of manufactures between
1974 and early 1979 expanded more proportionately (100 per cent) than
imports of crude materials and fuels (93 per cent) and food and
beverages (66 per cent). Furthermore, employment in manufacturing
grew less than total employment during the strong cyclical upswing,
when one would have expected more than proportionate growth of
manufacturing. Thus manufacturing as a share of total employment
dropped from 23.8 per cent in 1975 to 23.7 per cent in early 1979. For
non-durables alone (which includes labour-intensive goods), the share
dropped from 9.9 per cent to 9.4 per cent.
The general discussion ranged over technical issues related to the
measurement of relative resource endowments, the reasons for high
intensity of trade within the Western Pacific region, extensions of the
theory of dynamic comparative advantage, and the implications of the
theory for intra-ASEAN trade.
In the course of general discussion, it was noted that Hong had erred
in suggesting that the statistic density of manufacturing activity carried
no information that was not provided by per capita GNP and population
density. Per capita income may not be high, not because there is a high
level of manufacturing activity, but because there is much highly
productive primary production. The statistic density of manufacturing
activity is an index of how much of that primary production, especially
minerals production, is actually being consumed in the country and
therefore how much export surplus is available.
One participant thought that there was a problem for the Garnaut/Anderson method deriving from the dependence of per capita
income on natural resource endowment per head as well as on capital
stock per head. For example, it could possibly be argued that Australia’s
high per capita income was a function more of its natural resource en
dowment than of its human and physical capital stock. To the extent that
this was true, the use of per capita income as an index of capital stock per
person would be misleading as a guide to comparative advantage within
the manufacturing sector. However, in most cases this effect would be
relatively unimportant in practice.
Garnaut and Anderson responded that high per capita income
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associated with relatively rich natural resource endowment was com
monly reflected in a high wage level. This would cause the manufacturing
sector to be relatively small and to be concentrated in relatively capitalintensive activities in a country with relatively low endowment of human
and physical capital. Thus the hypothesised relationship between per
capita income and comparative advantage within the manufacturing
sector was likely to hold whatever the origins of high income.
Garnaut and Anderson’s discussion of the high intensity of intraWestern Pacific trade was accepted, but several participants wondered
whether it depended very heavily on the high intensity of trade between
Japan and other Western Pacific countries. These commentators asked
whether high growth throughout the region had been generated by the
dynamism of the Japanese economy, and whether that growth could be
maintained under the new conditions of moderate growth in Japan.
One Japanese participant wondered whether the theory of dynamic
comparative advantage as presented was internally consistent within a
worldwide trading framework. He thought that it was true that suc
cessful growth in some newly industrialised countries could make way
for newcomers in world markets for labour-intensive manufactured
goods, but w'hat happened to the trade of the graduates of the in
dustrialisation process? How could a higher and higher proportion of the
world economy come to be specialised in a limited range of capitalintensive and technologically complex commodities?
Finally, several participants used the analysis presented in the chapter
to demonstrate that there was very much more complementarity among
ASEAN economies than was commonly thought to be the case. Relative
endowments of land, labour and capital varied widely across the five
countries and were in the process of being further differentiated by
divergent rates of capital accumulation and population growth. Given
the economic reasons why neighbouring countries trade relatively in
tensely with each other independently of abnormally high com
plementarity, there seemed to be good prospects for the expansion of
efficient, unprotected intra-ASEAN trade once the high resistances
associated with the poor established intra-regional communications and
transport infrastructure had been removed.
In reply, Garnaut and Anderson indicated that they saw merit in
several of Hong and Krause’s suggestions for future elaboration of the
analysis. They defended their emphasis on distance as a general indicator
of relatively low resistances to bilateral trade. Distance is correlated
strongly with the cost of overcoming informational and institutional
resistances as well as with transport costs. Of course, there are ex
ceptions, including those associated with the lingering, although
declining influence of imperial blocs. But there is a clear tendency for
distance to be correlated with the cost of overcoming all types of
resistance to bilateral trade.
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The high intensity of trade within the Western Pacific trade does not
derive entirely or even mainly from high intensity in Japan’s trade with
other countries in the region. As shown in Table 13.2, Japanese foreign
trade represents about one-half of the Western Pacific’s share in total
international trade, and it participates in no more than that proportion
of intra-regional trade. Trade among the other Western Pacific countries
is as intense, on average, as their trade with Japan. However, trade
among the other countries tends to be highly concentrated in a relatively
small number of intense bilateral trading relationships. Nevertheless it is
true that Japan is very important to the region’s exports. But so long as
Japan is prepared to accept continued structural adjustment towards
specialisation in high-technology industries, there is no reason to expect
that other Western Pacific countries will be prevented by export market
constraints from growing more rapidly than Japan.
The authors agreed that there was much uncertainty about China’s
future trade specialisation, but it seemed worthwhile to draw some
generalisations from the theory that had served well in the analysis of
trade developments elsewhere in East Asia. It was true that natural
resource trade was specific to particular commodities, but there were
some obvious areas in which competition between China and ASEAN
countries would be important, for example petroleum. Krause’s opinion
that China would export some of everything it produced rather than
specialise in the export of labour-intensive manufactures may turn out to
be accurate, but if it does, it would indicate that an inefficient pattern of
industrialisation had been established in China, which would support less
than the maximum attainable rate of growth. It seemed likely that China
in seeking rapid economic modernisation and industrialisation would be
influenced to some extent by considerations of comparative advantage.
The authors expressed interest in Krause’s observations on the ten
dency for the share of labour-intensive manufactures in East Asian
exports to rise through the recession. They offered a further possible
explanation: the recession in the industrial countries was concentrated in
the investment goods industries, so that international trade in heavy
manufactures fell more than in consumer goods simply as a result of
changes in the composition of demand.
Garnaut and Anderson thought that the evolution of comparative
advantage as described in the model could continue more or less in
definitely, through the discovery of new capital- and technology
intensive products. They acknowledged that continued economic growth
would be reflected not only in individual countries’ changing patterns of
commodity specialisation in trade, but also in the intensification of
capital use in established industries everywhere, in the expansion of
intra-industry trade amongst advanced industrial countries, and in
changes in the composition of world demand and production away from
manufactured goods.
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In conclusion, the authors endorsed comments that had been made on
the considerable and increasing complementarity amongst the five
ASEAN members. It seemed that protection within the individual
ASEAN countries was biased against trade in commodities which could
be exchanged profitably amongst them. It has been observed that an
increase in intra-ASEAN trade was desired for the contribution it could
make to political solidarity (chapters 3 and 4). It seemed likely that this
political objective could be advanced considerably by first-best economic
policies, multilateral trade liberalisation in each ASEAN country, which
would allow the complementarity among the economic structures of the
five countries to be reflected in intra-regional trade.

14 Direct Foreign Investment in ASEAN
by Japan and the United States
SUEO SEKIGUCHI and LAWRENCE B. KRAUSE*

I INTRODUCTION
This chapter examines the issues that arise from direct foreign investment
in ASEAN by Japan and the United States.1 As an issue for ASEAN,
direct foreign investment is about midway in importance between foreign
aid and international trade. It is more important than aid since ASEAN
countries are rapidly becoming too prosperous to receive much aid and
to be much affected by it. However, direct investment is less important
than international trade since expanding export sales are an essential
element in the expansion of their industries and in their economic
development in general.
The nature of the public discussion of direct foreign investment and
multinational corporations (MNCs) has changed considerably over the
past decade. First of all, conspiratorial theories of MNCs and the policy
concerns they aroused no longer command the interest they once did. It
is not that direct investment is any less political, it is just that OPEC
settled the question for those who were in doubt as to who has the upper
hand, the host country or the multinational firm. Sovereign nations will
always win a contest of strength and that was clearly demonstrated. It is
also clear that MNCs cannot turn to home country governments for
support in disputes with host governments with much success even
though home governments have a legitimate concern about the economic
well-being of their business enterprises. Gunboat diplomacy has not been
* The authors are Senior Economist and Senior Fellow respectively of the Japan
Economic Research Center and The Brookings Institution. The views are those o f the
authors and should not be attributed to the Officers, Trustees or other staff members of
either The Brookings Institution or the Japan Economic Research Center.
1 Some o f the themes addressed in this chapter were discussed at the Third Pacific Trade
and Development Conference in Sydney in 1970. See Peter Drysdale (ed.), Direct Foreign
Investment in Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University Press, Canberra, 1972.
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in fashion for some time and the question of the rights of host countries
to nationalise foreign-owned firms (with reasonable compensation) has
also been long established. Thus the exaggerated fear that small
developing countries would be overwhelmed by the economic muscle of
MNCs backed by the political weight of their home governments has
been put to rest.
Second the forecasts of MNC growth have proven to be wide of the
mark. Some old MNCs have grown, others have not. Many new MNCs
have been created in Japan, in other industrial countries and even in
advanced developing countries. Thus the spectre of the domination of
world industrial production by a handful of mainly American
multinational firms that came from extrapolating five year growth trends
to five decades or longer does not even command the modicum of at
tention it once did. Of course some significant policy issues still remain
to be dealt with, but the basic question of whether or not foreign direct
investment is generally beneficial has been settled. Direct foreign in
vestment does increase economic welfare under most circumstances.
What remains to be settled is the division of economic gains and the
modalities under which the investment takes place. This chapter
discusses the issues involved in foreign direct investment from the point
of view of Japan and the United States.2 Since these countries are the
two most important sources of foreign direct investment in ASEAN, the
views of these countries are significant. Little attention will be given to
the issues involved in foreign direct investment in natural resources, since
the special issues that arise in this area recently have been discussed at
length elsewhere (Patrick and Krause, 1978).
Some appreciation of the political context of relations with ASEAN by
Japan and the United States is useful in understanding economic issues.
The ASEAN countries are viewed as of great strategic importance by
both Japan and the United States. These countries are among the fastest
growing LDCs in the world in the most dynamic region of the world, the
Pacific Basin. Thus they represent large actual and potential markets in
economic terms and increasingly important countries in political terms.
They are major producers of some critical raw materials and are located
astride the vital shipping lane bringing oil from the Middle East to the
Pacific. For Japan they are especially important because they were in
volved in one of the greatest diplomatic disasters of Japan in the postwar
period when the visit to them by former Prime Minister Tanaka in
January 1974 set off widespread civil disturbances. If a new era of more
2 Obviously the issues appear differently to host countries and the authors are sensitive to
these differences. However, the contribution that this paper can make to better
understanding is more likely to come from observing the countries they know best rather
than theorising in normative terms about what developing countries ‘should’ worry about.
Furthermore the agenda o f issues already reflects known concerns o f host countries to some
degree.
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active Japanese diplomacy is to be undertaken, then it must be successful
here. This was recognised by Prime Minister Fukuda and was reflected in
his doctrine for ASEAN.
ASEAN is no less significant for the United States. Since the end of US
involvement in the Vietnam War and the removal of its military forces
from Thailand, the United States has been seen as in the process of
withdrawing entirely from the region. This has been strongly denied by
the United States, but uncertainty over the US commitment remains. The
United States has many economic interests in the region and if for any
reason it w'as perceived that the US was sacrificing those interests, then it
would be taken as confirmation that the US does intend to withdraw
completely.
It also has been noted in Washington and Tokyo that the Soviet Union
and China have taken greater interest in ASEAN of late. In the past the
two communist giants were negative toward ASEAN, but now seem to be
courting its favour. Thus the strategic importance of ASEAN is rising in
world terms.
II

THE BE HA VIOURA L MODEL

Since the original work of Stephen Hymer, it has been recognised that
the theories of the firm, industrial organisation and international trade in
combination provide a better framework for understanding foreign
direct investment than the old investment theory related to differences in
long-term interest rates (Hymer, 1976). A direct investment results in an
organic recreation of a firm abroad and thus transfers much more than
financial capital. It is affected by a complex set of motivations, although
consistent with long-run profit maximisation. Firms decide to invest
abroad rather than at home because foreign tariffs prevent the
penetration of the market through exports, because of special tax or
other inducements by host countries, because of the availability of cheap
labour or other factors of production, because of the need to protect
oligopolistic positions, or because of some other reasons or combination
thereof. One interesting question is whether Japanese and American
firms differ with respect to their motivations for investing in ASEAN.
To make profit in foreign direct investment, however, requires more
than just motivation. I n the words of Harry J ohnson,
In order to be able to invest successfully in production in a foreign
market, the firm must possess some asset in the form of knowledge of
a public-goods character (production technology, managerial or
marketing skills) which can be transferred to a new location at little
cost. This is necessary for it to be able to surmount the excess costs of
production in an alien location. For it to be induced to produce
abioad rather than license its know-how, moreover, the rent it can
obtain from its knowledge must be tied to the actual process of
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production and distribution, and the firms must be large enough to
undertake the required investment (Johnson, in Drysdale, 1972).
Another interesting question is what might be the special attributes of
Japanese and American firms that give them their required edge in
ASEAN countries and how might Japanese and American firms differ in
this regard.3
I l l MO TI VA TION A N D S TRENG TH OF JA PA N ESE
A N D A M E R IC A N FIRM S IN A S E A N

One would like to find answers to these questions through observations
of Japanese and American firms directly in ASEAN. In the main such
information is not available and thus more reliance must be placed on
indirect or general information or on observations of investment in other
areas.4
Motivation o f Japanese investors

One of the most important motivations for Japanese firms to invest
abroad is the need to find a source of natural resources under their own
control. As is well known, Japan lacks domestic sources of most natural
resources and must import them. Thus Japanese firms were assured of a
market in Japan if they developed foreign natural resources and such
investment provided them with the security of resource supply which was
necessary for them to compete in industries which were vertically in
tegrated. Japanese firms had the full support of their government in
these endeavours. Since ASEAN countries are relatively rich in natural
resources, this area was a natural place for Japanese firms to invest.
The motivation for Japanese firms to invest in manufacturing facilities
abroad is somewhat different. A major factor inducing Japanese firms to
produce manufacturing goods in other countries is the availability of
lower-wage production workers there. In the late 1960s when Japanese
firms made their first major effort to invest abroad, an acute shortage of
blue-collar workers was developing in Japan, (Ozawa, 1972). This led to
a rapid rise of wages which was later aggravated by the appreciation of
the yen.5 In order to maintain competitiveness in export and domestic
3 In dealing with foreign direct investment, it is much easier to raise questions than
answer them. Many questions require empirical answers for which relevant data are not
available. The answers to some questions depend on judgments by decision makers which
can only be approached by survey techniques which are not subject to verification. This
latter point is very significant since respondents now know that certain answers may get
them into political trouble so they tend to respond in a manner that avoids this danger.
4 A particularly interesting study has been done by Chung H. Lee o f Miami University,
United States and Japanese Direct Investment in Korea: A Comparative Study,
unpublished paper, undated.
5 A rising yen reduced the costs of imported raw materials to Japanese firms and thus
provided some offset, but the primary consequence of a yen appreciation is to reduce
Japanese international competitiveness from domestic production falling heaviest on
products with the greatest Japanese value added.
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markets, Japanese firms began to shift production of labour-intensive
products and processes (like parts assembly) to low wage countries. Also
having a foreign production base permitted Japanese firms to circumvent
so-called voluntary export restraints demanded by the United States and
other industrial countries to protect their labour-intensive industries.
Moreover the Japanese at this time began to recognise that their balance
of payments was moving into a structural surplus and they sought ways
to prevent a yen appreciation. Foreign investment was one such way so
the government encouraged it.
An additional motivation for Japanese direct investment was the
perception in the late 1960s and 1970s that there was a shortage of ap
propriate land sites in Japan for new industrial development, particularly
coastal sites suitable for export production. The land shortage was linked
with growing public concern over congestion and pollution in Japan.
Thus Japanese firms sought foreign locations where suitable land sites
were available, where congestion and pollution were in fact not a
problem or where there was less public sensitivity to these problems.
More recently the motivations have become more important for
Japanese firms. For many years the management resources of Japanese
firms have been expanding rapidly. For most of the postwar period they
were fully utilised in expanding domestic facilities and in exporting.
However, in the 1970s some Japanese firms began to experience excess
management capacity which could be utilised in direct foreign in
vestment. It was a natural development to exploit further the skills
learned from exporting. Furthermore as Japan moved into an era of
slower domestic growth after 1973, excess capacity in management
became greater and thus the motivation to invest abroad also became
stronger. Moreover the international monetary system became in
creasingly disturbed at the same time with greater exchange rate in
stability and with the adoption of floating exchange rates by most
countries. This has increased firms’ risk in international commerce. One
way to manage exchange rate risk is to diversify both assets and liabilities
across many currencies and this can be accomplished by foreign direct
investment. The sharp appreciation of the yen since 1977 may have
added to the motivation for foreign investment at present.
Finally Japanese firms have been motivated to invest abroad to take
advantage of government incentives provided by both the Japanese and
host governments. The Japanese government obviously shares the
concerns of business concerning access to raw materials and has in
troduced policy measures to promote foreign investment, particularly in
natural resources,6 and the balance-of-payments surplus of recent years
has made foreign investment of all types more attractive to the govern
ment. Moreover host countries provide many incentives for foreign
6 The measures are described in Lawrence B. Krause and Sueo Sekiguchi (1976).
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investors including tariff protection from imports and tax incentives of
various kinds. The ASEAN countries have not been laggards in
providing such incentives. At the same time, ASEAN countries also
restrict foreign investment through various regulations (Draper, 1974).
Motivation o f US direct investors

The motivation of American firms is somewhat different from Japanese
firms, although there are some similarities. American firms also invest in
natural resources abroad, but the motivation, at least originally, was not
to obtain a secure source of natural resources to satisfy the American
market. For example American firms were significantly involved in
developing Indonesia’s oil resources, but most of the oil was sold to
Japan and other countries or utilised within Indonesia rather than being
exported to the United States. American firms became involved because
they had a great deal of experience and expertise in finding and
developing petroleum reserves, experience which they had gained first in
the United States and then applied to other countries. Until relatively
recently, the world industry was operated as an oligopoly and the major
firms tried to develop petroleum reserves wherever they could be found
in order to pre-empt new firms from entering the industry. Subsequently
the industrial structure of the industry has changed markedly and In
donesian oil has been exported to the United States as US self-sufficiency
has declined.
With respect to direct investment in manufacturing, the motivation of
American and Japanese firms are similar, but again there are differences.
American firms like Japanese have sought lower wages abroad,
particularly for labour-intensive processes like parts assembly. However,
the primary motivation for making a foreign investment by an American
firm has often been to enter and obtain a share of the host country’s
domestic market or the regional market to which the host country
belongs. Thus actual and potential market size has been more important
than low wages in attracting American investment. In contrast, Japanese
firms have placed greater emphasis on the development of markets
through exporting from Japan rather than direct investment. Lesser
transportation costs from Japan than the United States may also be one
factor contributing to the greater willingness of Japanese firms to
develop export markets. The disinclination of American firms to develop
export markets relates to many economic, political and institutional
factors beyond the scope of this chapter, but it does constitute a factor
promoting direct investment.
A further motivation of greater importance for American firms is their
desire to maximise the economic rent arising from superior technology.
The American firms making foreign direct investment are typically in
industries with an oligopolistic industrial structure which is being
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maintained by rapid technological change, such as computerisation.
These firms invest abroad (as well as export) in order to make the most of
their technological lead and to keep their competitors from establishing
themselves as a major force in the market. While less important today
for Japanese firms, this motivation is likely to increase in the future as
Japanese firms become world leaders in branches of technology.
Finally American firms historically made direct investment in the
Philippines because of their greater familiarity with that country and the
protection of American law that applied during the colonial period.
After independence was achieved, American firms maintained part of
their privileged position during a transition period under the terms of the
Laurel-Langley Agreement. However, as the transitional period was
coming to an end, American investment stagnated and even declined in
some years. There are no special factors now operating, but the previous
history explains why US investment is still unusually large in the
Philippines.
IV

THE D A TA 1

Japanese direct investment8

Japan was a latecomer in direct foreign investment as compared with the
United States. Table 14.1 indicates that Japanese direct investment in
ASEAN countries was small until the mid-1960s and began to increase
rapidly around 1968. Given Japan’s high growth rate and the balance-ofpayments surplus which continued to 1972, Japanese long-term capital
exports including direct investment increased continuously with govern
ment encouragement.
Total Japanese direct investment stagnated from 1974 through 1976
because of balance-of-payments difficulties brought about by the oil
crisis and the subsequent recession. Investment in ASEAN countries,
however, picked up in 1975 and expanded thereafter. The weight of
ASEAN countries in the total has tended to decline. Nevertheless the
share was 28 per cent of the cumulative total of investment at the end of
the financial year 1976. Investment in Indonesia was by far the largest
7The inadequate quantity and quality of data frustrates all research on direct
investment. In this instance US and Japanese data are not directly comparable even when
they seem to be measuring the same thing. Furthermore there are many instances where
data are provided by one country and not the other. Finally all data are measured in current
values and no appropriate price deflator exists. After a period of rapid inflation as occurred
in the 1970s, the economic meaning of much of the historical data is open to question.
8 Direct investment in Japanese data is defined as follows: Japanese parent companies
must own not less than 25 per cent of paid in capital; or a single Japanese company must
own not less than 10 per cent of capital; or a Japanese company must provide executives (or
some other feature to display control). Only investment approval statistics can provide
information by country and by industry. The approval system was previously used to limit
foreign investment for balance-of-payments reasons, but most investment at present is
under automatic approval. Reinvestment of profits of foreign subsidiaries is not covered.
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due to investment in oil and other natural resources, which made up
about 70 per cent of the total in that country.
Table 14.2 shows the distribution of Japanese direct investment in
ASEAN by country and industry as at the end of the financial year 1976.
Of the $3.9 billion total, approximately 35 per cent was in manufacturing
industries of which one-third was devoted to textiles. Other important
manufacturing investments were in miscellaneous metal products,
transport equipment and chemicals. The mining sector made up most of
the remainder and it reached almost 52 per cent of total Japanese direct
investment.
The country/industry breakdown indicates that differences in the
stage of economic development along with natural factor endowment of
the host countries were of greatest importance in determining the
distribution of investment across industries. For instance in Singapore,
investment is mainly in machinery which is skill intensive, while in
Indonesia it is in mining and in textiles which are labour intensive.
Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand stand in between these two
countries where investment has been made in natural resources, and also
in a variety of manufacturing industries which include machinery as well
as textile and metal products. This distribution also reflects the policies
of the host countries.
US direct investment data9

American firms have been making foreign direct investment for many
years and this type of investment has grown particularly rapidly in the
postwar period. Since the correction of the overvaluation of the dollar in
the 1970s, it has slowed considerably, but still cumulated to $149 billion
at the end of 1977 ($136 billion in 1976). Detailed data are reported for
only two ASEAN countries, Indonesia and the Philippines. As shown in
Table 14.3, only 0.8 per cent of US direct investment was in Indonesia
and 0.6 per cent in the Philippines in 1977. It is unlikely that the data for
the missing countries, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, would bring
the total amount of US direct investment in ASEAN much above 2 per
cent of the aggregate of such US investment.10
Both Indonesia and the Philippines are somewhat atypical of the US
direct investment portfolio. In the case of Indonesia, 76 per cent of
American investment is in petroleum whereas petroleum accounts for
v Data for US direct investment is reported by the Department o f Commerce. It is
recorded at historic values. At many points data are suppressed to avoid disclosure o f data
of individual reporters. In general four entries are required in a cell before it will be
disclosed.
10 This relative degree of importance was also shown in data for new capital investment
by American firms for the three years 1976-8, since 1.1 per cent was invested in Indonesia
and 0.5 per cent in the Philippines. The Philippine data, however, were showing a rising
trend.
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only 21 per cent of the aggregate of American investment. In the
Philippines, a somewhat greater share is devoted to trade and petroleum
and a somewhat lesser share is invested in manufacturing than the
average. This distribution has some consequence as seen in Table 14.4
which reports sales of majority owned foreign affiliates of US companies
for 1976 (latest data available). Total sales were $515 billion of which 1.3
per cent were made by US affiliates in Indonesia and 0.5 per cent in the
Philippines. For all countries, 65 per cent of total sales were made in the
local market of the affiliate, 7 per cent were exported to the United States
and 28 per cent were exported to other countries. Because US investment
in Indonesia is concentrated in petroleum, however, only 29 per cent of
affiliate sales were made in Indonesia, 29 per cent were exported to the
United States and 42 per cent were exported to other countries. The
reverse situation exists in the Philippines. Over 90 per cent of affiliate
sales were made in the Philippines itself, 7 per cent was exported to the
United States and only 3 per cent to other countries. The Philippine
result arises in part from the heavy concentration of investment in trade
(possibly for historic reasons) which almost always yields mainly local
sales.
Japanese and American investment in ASEAN compared
It is difficult to estimate the market shares of Japanese and American
direct investors in ASEAN because of data problems. Table 14.5 based
on host countries’ data records the flows of direct investment from the
United States and Japan and compares the outstanding amounts at the
end of 1976. According to this source, Japan made up 40 per cent and the
United States 20 per cent of total outstanding foreign investment in
Indonesia at the end of 1976. The shares for Japan and the United States
were 23 per cent and 15 per cent in Malaysia, 26 per cent and 34 per cent
in the Philippines, 14 per cent and 33 per cent in Singapore, and 38 per
cent and 16 per cent in Thailand."
To summarise, the United States investment shares are higher in the
Philippines and Singapore, while Japanese investment is larger in
Indonesia and Thailand. Neither country has an overwhelmingly large
share in Malaysia.
A behavioural difference of some significance between Japanese and
American foreign investment was empirically established by Chung Lee
in his work on Korea (Chung H. Lee, undated). It was known from
overall data that Japanese companies were much more ready than
American ones to operate in joint ventures and to accept minority
11 The balance of payments yearbook of the IMF reports net inflow of direct investment
in these countries (Appendix Table 1), but it is meaningless to compare them with US and
Japanese direct investment figures. The IMF does not cover reinvested earnings of
American foreign subsidiaries. Japanese approval statistics are not comparable either.
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ownership positions. Whether this difference would stand up when both
investors were operating with the same legal-economic environment,
however, was uncertain. Lee demonstrated that when both were
operating within the same country (Korea), over 70 per cent of ventures
in which Americans participated involved 50 per cent ownership or
greater, while less than half of the ventures in which Japanese
participated involved 50 per cent ownership or greater. Furthermore,
close to 90 per cent of ventures in which major United States
corporations participated involved 50 per cent or more American
ownership.
V

IMPLI CA TIONS OF THE DA TA

Unfortunately very few inferences can be drawn from these data. One
impression that does come through quite clearly is the greater importance
of direct investment in ASEAN to Japan than to the United States. The
reasons for this are less clear. One obvious reason is geographic and
cultural propinquity. Japan more naturally is attracted to Asia while the
United States has focused on Europe and its neighbour, Canada.
However, another explanation could come from the timing of the major
expansion of United States and Japanese investment. The great
acceleration in the rate of American direct foreign investment came when
European countries were experiencing very rapid economic growth.
Japanese investment came later when Asian economies were out
performing European economies and thus was directed to the more
dynamic area. Even recent trends in investment cannot distinguish
between these two hypotheses. Furthermore factors in direct investment
are changing constantly and could redirect investment in the future.
As noted earlier Japanese direct investment in manufacturing is
attracted more by low wages, while US investment responds more to size
of local markets. This difference in motivation may not only help explain
differences in regional concentration in the past, but may contain an
interesting implication for the future. If the development of ASEAN
helps sustain and even increase the economic dynamism of the member
countries, then it should stimulate market-oriented American direct
investment. It should not be forgotten that it was American MNCs that
first saw the potential of the European Common Market and become
more ‘Europe-oriented’ than the firms domiciled in the individual
member countries. Some Japanese firms may well be discouraged from
investing in ASEAN countries because faster economic growth will drive
up wage rates and force Japanese firms to invest in less developed
countries in Asia or elsewhere. However, other Japanese investors with
different motivations may be attracted in their place.
A tentative inference may also be drawn from the ownership data
(recognising that no direct observation of ASEAN experience was
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recorded) and helps explain the factors important in the success of
foreign direct investment ventures of Japan as compared with the United
States. To repeat a point noted earlier, a foreign company needs some
special advantage to compete successfully against local producers since it
is in an alien and less hospitable environment. For Japanese firms, the
advantage may well arise from their marketing skills, particularly their
advantages in exporting to Japan. Non-Japanese firms encounter great
difficulties in exporting to Japan so Japanese firms may have an
advantage in this business. To exploit this advantage, the Japanese firm
need not own very much of the producing venture since a great deal of
the profit is earned in marketing rather than in production.
In contrast the advantage of American firms is in the ownership of
technology and superior production know-how. The economic rent that
arises from this advantage can only be gained through production. When
complete ownership is demanded, it indicates that the firm believes it has
a very strong position indeed or that its special advantage is not protected
by patents so that it cannot be compensated through royalty or patent
fees. Thus American firms tend to shun minority joint ventures.
VI

THE KOJIMA H YPO THESIS

Kiyoshi Kojima has examined both Japanese and American direct in
vestment and has developed a unique interpretation of the origin and
nature of each (Kojima, 1973, Ch. 5; 1977, Ch. 4,5; 1978). The Kojima
hypothesis has both descriptive and normative elements. (The hypothesis
should only be related to manufacturing investment and not natural
resources which obviously can only be exploited where they exist in
nature.)
The descriptive part of the hypothesis is as follows: Japanese direct
investment comes from older industries in Japan that are no longer able
to compete successfully for domestic and export markets; generally
involves labour-intensive operations such as in textiles, clothing and
parts assembly; often is made by small enterprises and results in smallscale foreign ventures; and frequently involves joint venture partners in
an important way. Such ventures tend to export a large share of their
output.
American investment in contrast is often made in new industries and
by firms which are the most successful in the United States; frequently
involves very sophisticated technology and highly skilled labour; usually
is made by large enterprises from oligopolistic industries whose in
vestments are in large-scale ventures; and seldom involves joint venture
partners except in a minority status. These investments tend to con
centrate on selling to the local market rather than exporting.
As is clear from the earlier sections, our findings do not contradict the
Kojima description in any important way, although there are numerous
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exceptions in which the investment of one country exhibits the other
country’s ‘style’. For example American investment in Thailand has
included metal resource development which yields exports, while some
Japanese investment has been import replacing and serving the domestic
Thai market. However, the general characterisation is not bad. Fur
thermore Chung Lee finds that it fits American and Japanese investment
in Korea quite well. However, this pattern may only reflect differences in
economic developments of the two countries. As Japan more nearly
approaches the United States industrial structure, the differences in
direct investment may disappear.
The normative side of the Kojima hypothesis, however, is another
story. General welfare analysis would suggest that as long as there are no
governmental distortions and markets are reasonably competitive (either
actually or potentially), then the presumption is that if a firm chooses to
make a foreign investment, the welfare of both the investing and the host
country is improved. Kojima disputes this contention and believes only
Japanese style direct investment improves welfare. Kojima rests his
analysis on whether international trade is promoted or retarded by the
investment. Kojima believes apparently that increasing trade is the only
way international commerce improves economic welfare since he does
not recognise welfare gains from world factor price equalisation through
factor movements. Kojima recognises that direct investment (in its direct
effects) will almost always replace trade and thus he is at pains to point
out that the Japanese firm was in trouble at home and therefore could
not possibly continue to export or compete with imports from its home
base. Thus investing abroad transfers a declining industry from Japan to
a more congenial setting abroad. International trade is increased (or at
least not reduced). The welfare of Japan is increased, but so is the
welfare of the host country since it receives an investment which matches
its factor endowment, i.e. using labour to match low wages. Thus
Japenese investment is in conformity with comparative advantage.
American direct investment, however, is anti-trade biased since it
transfers advanced industries to other countries which replace exports
that could have been made from the United States. In other words, the
transfer of technology is made too early in the product cycle since
economic rent was still being earned. Only when technology is fully
standardised and readily available should it be transferred abroad
through direct investment as in the case of declining industries of Japan.
The welfare of the United States is reduced because jobs are lost at home
and the balance-of-payments is forced into deficit. Futhermore the
welfare of the host country cannot be improved very much since the
investment does not match its factor endowment. Thus American in
vestment is not in conformity with comparative advantage and thus
cannot promote world welfare.
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The welfare aspect of the Kojima hypothesis is not persuasive and is
probably wrong. It not only overlooks the gains from factor price
equalisation noted earlier, but also it is essentially a partial and static
analysis that does not fit the dynamics of direct investment. Our belief is
that the classical analysis is correct and that all direct investment
improves welfare unless determined by government or private
distortions. In particular Kojima may exaggerate the welfare benefits of
Japanese direct investment and certainly underestimates welfare gains of
American investment.
The welfare gains to Japan of Japanese style direct investment are
clear enough, but what do host countries gain from it? Such industries
can be started by local entrepreneurs without Japanese equity
involvement at all. Indeed further expansion of such export-oriented
production could possibly worsen the terms-of-trade of host countries
and reduce their welfare, although this no doubt is a rare circumstance.
The marketing skills of Japanese firms are a significant contribution to
welfare which can be shared through direct investment, but even here
there is some question. If the advantage, for instance, arises solely from
its ability to export to Japan, Japanese direct investment is a second-best
solution to the problem where further trade liberalisation by Japan
would be a better solution. 12 However, despite these caveats, the
presumption is still that Japanese foreign investment benefits host
countries.
It is with respect to American foreign investment that the Kojima
analysis is most deficient. It must be presumed that a firm knows best
how to maximise its own long-run profits and if it does, the welfare of
both the United States and the host country is improved assuming
adequate actual or potential competition in the market. Of course this
presumption only holds under equilbrium exchange rates so the
movement to floating rates may be an essential element in the analysis.
(The issue of United States employment and balance of payments will be
discussed subsequently.)
Kojima seriously underestimates host country welfare gains from
American direct investment. His mis-match with factor endowment
analysis overlooks the uncertainty that grew out of Leontief’s work on
the Heckscher-Ohlin theorem. Do factor availabilities determine export
structure or do export ventures create their own factors through training,
etc.? Both probably occur and which is dominant depends on particular
circumstances. American style investment with its new technology and
advanced management methods may make a unique and significant
12 For example Nippon Telegraph will only buy equipment from Japanese firms. Tenders
from foreign firms are not accepted. Thus only japanese firms can transfer parts assembly
operations to foreign subsidiaries and still export to Japan. The best solution would be to
open up the market without discrimination. It is reported that the government is going to
remove the restriction for off-network equipment.
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contribution to the welfare of a host country with spread effects
throughout the economy. Indeed if the second-round growth effects are
included in the analysis, American style investment may be even more
trade promoting than Japanese (Chung H. Lee, undated). Thus
American as well as Japanese style direct investment must be presumed
to promote world welfare.
VII POLIC Y ISSUES: A VOIDING CONFLICTS WITH HOST
COUNTRIES

A number of policy issues arise for Japan and the United States as a
result of direct investment by their firms in ASEAN. Possibly the most
important issue is how to avoid conflicts and disputes with the host
countries of ASEAN. This is of much greater importance for Japan than
the United States because of the greater concentration of Japanese
investment in ASEAN as compared with the United States, because of
the high economic content of Japanese foreign policy which makes
Japan particularly anxious to seal off any investment dispute from
contaminating other elements of foreign relations, and because of the
events of 1974 particularly in Thailand and Indonesia.
Some criticisms of direct investment often apply equally to all foreign
investors and are only directed to Japanese ventures because they are the
most visible in ASEAN, but the same criticisms have been levelled at
American investment in other areas. While some criticisms may have
justification, others do not, and some are even contradictory.13
However, all criticisms regardless of merit may have some political
implications that need to be dealt with at some level.
Criticisms can be dealt with by actually solving the problem that has
been raised. If the criticism is justified, then this is the best outcome from
the host country point of view. However, the criticism may not be
justified and thus ‘solving’ the problem would not be desirable and in
some cases not possible. Furthermore solving the problem may simply be
too costly for the firm and thus other approaches to diffusing the conflict
must be found. One way to do this is to convince the host country that
the criticism is not justified which usually ends its political importance. If
that is the case, it is the most appropriate remedy. Another way is to
make a pretence (or even an attempt) to solve the problem which may depoliticise it immediately and it may fade away without ever being solved.
There is evidence of all three approaches in ASEAN.
Some examples can illustrate the contribution of each of these
approaches. A number of criticisms have been raised concerning the use
of Japanese management methods in foreign direct investment. Japanese
13 For instance Japanese firms are accused both of paying too low wages and thereby
denying workers higher incomes, and too high wages and thereby attracting desirable
employees away from locally-owned competitors.
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ventures are accused of hiring fewer host-country managers relative to
Japanese who are rotated frequently in their jobs; of giving too little
management training to local employees; and of concentrating decision
making in the hands of Japanese managers or even in the parent
organisation back in Japan (Yoshiro, 1976). This is thought to minimise
the improvement of management capabilities of host countries. Some
efforts have been made to solve this problem by forming joint ventures
and by training and utilising more local managers, but it is often more
complicated than it seems. In countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia,
the most readily available local partners and managers are ethnic
minorities in those countries (Chinese) and close association of Japanese
firms with them may create more political problems than they solve.
Japanese firms also tried to disarrrj criticisms of their investment in
ASEAN by preparing various codes of conduct which they have
announced that they would follow voluntarily. The Japan Trade Council
published a code in February 1973 and five business associations
(including the Trade Council) published a code in June 1973 (Sekiguchi,
1979:Ch. 5). These codes were highly publicised at the time and did
receive some favourable comment, but it is not possible to demonstrate
that they actually changed any management methods. Thus the codes
diffused rather than solved the problem.
Foreign investors have also been accused of transferring and utilising
inappropriate technologies in their foreign investments — that is,
inappropriate from the point of view of the host country. The charge
seems to have little merit and the problem has been handled by trying to
bring the real situation to light. Studies have been made of investment in
Indonesia by Tsurumi and in Thailand by H. Katano, M. Saito, and E.
Ogawa (Tsurumi, 1976: Ch 7; Katano, Saito and Ogawa, 1976).
These studies indicate that technologies were chosen because they were
familiar to the parent company, because they promised to produce
products capable of being exported, and because they were adaptable to
locally available raw materials. Such criteria are not inappropriate for
host countries. Indeed Nippon Steel was criticised for its investment in
Penang, Malaysia (Malayawata Steel, BHD) when it tried to promote
‘charcoal steel’ to make use of the large number of old trees available
from local rubber plantations (Masakatsu Kiyano, 1978). The criticism
ended when it was made clear that the effort promoted a useful local
technology. While there are other issues still of concern in international
technology transfer, this criticism seems to have been silenced.
Thus different methods have been used to reduce conflicts and
disputes with host countries. Such disputes have clearly been reduced
since the oil crisis, the world-wide recession and the stagnation of foreign
investment. Whether these disputes have been solved is open to question.
Nevertheless, more countries seem to be more hospitable to foreign
investment than in the recent past.
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THE BA L A N C E OF PA Y ME NT S

Two policy issues related to foreign direct investment are of particular
importance to the United States. One concerns the relationship to the
balance of payments and the other to unemployment. Clearly the two are
related, but they have some separate features which need to be noted.
Since the United States balance of payments has generally been in
deficit during recent years, the issue is of some importance. Conceivably
every account in the balance of payments could be affected either directly
or indirectly by a direct investment, but most of the effect will be
concentrated on the export and import of merchandise, capital transfers,
dividends, royalties and head-office fees. If trade was not affected and
foreign investment was profitable on average, then the balance of
payments of the United States would have to be improved by a direct
investment and the balance of payments would not be a policy issue.
How soon the positive effects would appear would depend on such things
as profit rates, source of finance, and the rate of growth of new
investment. However, international trade is affected and the impact is
such that it is likely to swamp the other effects. Thus a great deal of
attention has been directed to the question of how international trade
responds to direct investment. The answer to this question critically
depends on the answer to a prior question, namely ‘what would have
happened if the American firm had not invested abroad?’ Since this is a
hypothetical question, no answer is possible, but tendencies might be
discerned from history. The participants in the political debate, however,
believe they know the answer. American labour unions claim that in the
absence of direct investment, American firms would export from
domestic plants. American multinational firms argue, however, that in
the absence of their investment, the same investment would be made by
their competitors and they would simply lose their share of the market.
Unfortunately, the data cannot distinguish which is closer to the truth.
In a recent book, Bergsten, Horst and Moran investigated the trade
off between domestic production and foreign production by American
MNCs (Bergsten, Horst and Moran, 1978: Ch. 3). In order to be able to
reach a judgment concerning the consequences of direct investment on
the US balance of payments, they carefully reviewed the considerable
number of studies done by others, including numerous case studies of
particular firms and industries, and in addition they conducted elaborate
econometric work themselves. They did uncover certain regularities. In
the early stages of market penetration, American direct investment and
exports are complementary in the sense that increases in investment
promote even greater increases in exports. The experience of certain
industries such as motor vehicles, radio, television and communication
equipment, office machinery, and rubber products, however, indicate
that American exports were reduced or imports increased by foreign
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direct investment. In general they concluded that because of
heterogeneous economic circumstances, no overall relationship could be
established. In their words, ‘our empirical analysis suggests the relation
between foreign investment and exports or imports is largely haphazard’.
This result is not very satisfying for analysis, but it is the conclusion of an
unbiased study.
Given the ambiguous nature of the empirical studies, what can be said
of the policy issue? One must conclude that in the main, direct
investment does not affect the balance of payments in any one direction
and on this score public policy should be neutral towards it, that is
neither encouraging nor discouraging. Inappropriate exchange rates may
work through direct investment and thus should be avoided, but this is
even more true for their direct consequences on exports and imports and
thus is not a new policy finding. Possibly concern over direct investment
points up a particularly disturbing consequence of protective import
policies and excessive subsidies of host country governments. If direct
investment is attracted from the United States by these distorting devices,
then the American balance of payments is worsened and it is a matter of
concern for the American government. Unless it can be established that
the welfare of host countries is particularly improved by such distortions
— and in general it cannot — then they should be condemned.
IX

EXPOR T OF JOBS A N D O THER LA BOUR CONCERNS

If American MNCs could export from the United States rather than
serving foreign markets through direct investment, then the act of
investing abroad would reduce employment in the United States in those
firms and in others who sell to them. This has been of great concern to
American trade unions, particularly because most of their members are
in goods producing jobs. However, since no reliable connection can be
drawn between direct investment and international trade, the further link
to employment cannot be established (Bergsten, Horst and Moran,
1978:Ch. 4; Frank and Freeman, 1975; US Dept of Labor, 1978). How
ever, unions are in addition worried that foreign investment may reduce
labour’s share of national income, undermine the enforcement of fair
labour standards, and reduce the bargaining position of unions dealing
with MNCs. Thus additional elements of policy are involved.
Economic theory does suggest that labour’s share of national income
will be reduced by capital outflows. The capital stock will be reduced in
the United States (and raised abroad) from what it would otherwise be
and therefore the marginal return to labour in the United States will be
reduced and the marginal return to capital raised. Put another way,
factor flows permit greater factor price equalisation among countries
than would occur through trade of merchandise alone and since wage
rates are high in the United States relative to the world average,
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American wages are likely to be brought down. While the concern is
theoretically correct, it does not appear to be of any practical
significance. The share of US national income going to labour is very
high and if anything was increasing at the very time when foreign
investment was increasing most rapidly. Furthermore even if the labour
share was reduced, it would not argue for controls on foreign investment
as desired by unions. The income of the country as a whole would have
been increased by the capital outflow, and the tax system is superior to
capital controls as an instrument for controlling the distribution of
income.
The avoidance of fair labour standards is a more difficult issue.
MNCs, for example, could shift production to countries which do not
maintain maximum hours limitations, minimum age requirements, or
worker health regulations, etc. in order to reduce costs. This would tend
to undermine enforcement of such standards even in countries that have
them for fear of losing foreign investment. This is a matter of public
concern, although there is no evidence of widespread action to avoid
such laws. The optimal way to deal with the problem would be to have an
international agreement among all governments. It is ironic that recently
the United States under union insistence ended its participation in the
International Labour Organisation, the institution with jurisdiction in
such matters within the UN system. If the issue became really serious in
the future and an international agreement was needed, then the
withdrawal might need to be reversed.
It is also correct that MNCs have greater bargaining power in dealing
with unions than do purely domestic firms for obvious reasons, but is
this a matter of public policy concern or just a private matter? American
public policy in general has not been addressed to strengthening or
weakening the hand of either party in collective bargaining and there
would seem to be no reason to make an exception for direct foreign
investment. Unions might try to recapture their bargaining position by
organising internationally or by having international collaboration
among national unions. Those who have examined this possibility,
however, find the prospects not very encouraging for unions and thus the
matter is of concern to them (Roberts and May, 1974). Nevertheless it is
not a proper public policy issue among governments. Thus it would
appear that none of the concerns of labour unions raise public policy
issues at this time.
X

INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURE AND ANTI-MONOPOLY LA W

An issue of potential importance for Japan and the United States and
ASEAN countries as well relates to the maintenance of adequate
competition in the market of all of the countries. As noted earlier, the
presumption of welfare gains for everyone only holds when such
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competition is present. When a country is in the early stages of
industrialisation and its market is rather small, a single direct foreign
investment may capture an overwhelming share of the market. This is
most likely when the investment is attracted through high protective
tariffs against imports and is given generous government subsidies which
are often not available to subsequent investors in the same industry.14
The ASEAN countries may be concerned because they do not want their
markets monopolised and Japan and the United States would be
concerned because their international commerce might be distorted and
competition reduced in their home markets.
There is little information available concerning the industrial structure
of ASEAN countries and the role of foreign firms in it. Sekiguchi’s study
of Japanese investment in Thailand found that most industrial sectors
had at least ten significant firms, so the quality of competition could not
be judged inadequate in that country (Sekiguchi, S., forthcoming).
Japanese firms are unlikely to be in a controlling position in the
Philippines since overall Japanese investment is not very large. In
Singapore the market seems even more competitive particularly because
of the presence of many foreign firms. Ariff has investigated certain
industries in Malaysia as of 1973 and found 23 firms with substantial
foreign participation in the textile industry, of which seventeen were
Japanese, which seems to imply the adequacy of competition (Ariff,
1976). However, in the transport equipment industry in Malaysia, there
were only three foreign subsidiaries of which two were Japanese. Less is
known about Indonesia, but the problem could be more difficult there
since industrialisation is less advanced.
Certain problems could arise if Japanese firms did become too
dominant in ASEAN markets. First of all, host country laws might be
violated through a legal merger of Japanese parents in which case it
would be up to the ASEAN country to discover the infraction of its laws
and enforce them. Second, political difficulties might follow from
excessive prominence of Japanese firms, but surely the management of
such problems must be left up to host countries. Third, Japanese firms
could put undue pressure on domestic-owned firms. Again if this is a
problem, host countries must take the initiative to find a solution.
Finally anti-competitive trade practices such as market sharing or price
fixing might develop between parents and subsidiaries. Nothing is known
concerning such restraints on investment leaving Japan, but Japan’s Fair
Trade Law does monitor incoming investment. Such restraints often
involve agreements covering both investment and technology transfers
into Japan which have become an increasing problem in recent years.15
14 Such a distinction was adopted in Japan in the 1950s for domestic investment in new
industries such as synthetic fibres and petrochemicals. The firm permitted to operate first
was designated an ‘early starting producer’ and enjoyed enormous benefits relative to those
coming later or ‘late starting producers’.
15 Fair Trade Committee of Japan, (1977).
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Since this is a problem with incoming investment, it is also likely to be a
problem with outgoing, but Japanese law leaves this aspect in the hands
of host countries.
In the United States, the situation is somewhat different because of the
long tradition of antitrust laws, but, as will be noted subsequently, in one
critical respect it is similar to Japan. The concern in the United States
arises from the fear that foreign investment might reduce competition in
the United States. As already observed, most American foreign
investment is made by firms in oligopolistic industries characterised by
rapid technological change. If the firms which undertake foreign
investment obtain unusual benefits from it, they could gain a strong
advantage over their purely domestic competitiors in the same industry
and weaken the quality of competition in the United States. When one
firm in such an industry makes a foreign investment, all of the others
tend to follow to avoid a loss of their relative position. Thus all of the
major American firms in the automobile and chemical industry have
foreign investments, but no firms in the steel industry (except for some
raw material investments).
In their examination of American MNCs, Barnet and Mueller (1974)
conclude that foreign investment has increased concentration of US
industries. They argue that the rising share of corporate profits being
earned abroad permits MNCs to increase investment and assets which
leads to greater concentration, i.e., the share of the domestic market
controlled by the top three or four firms. They also contend that MNCs
subsidise entry into new industries from their profitable older ones which
creates conglomerates which also reduces competition in the economy.
However, there is little empirical evidence to support their charges.
Concentration ratios of American industries have not risen over the
recent decades when foreign investment became important. Furthermore
there is no evidence of systematic cross-subsidisation. There was a period
when conglomerates became fashionable in response to capital market
factors, but they have not proven to be very profitable as operating
companies and the trend has been reversed.
Bergsten, Horst and Moran (1978: Ch. 7) also investigated the re
lationship between foreign investment and competition. They found
that firms with foreign investment were more profitable than purely
domestic firms in the same industry. The gain in MNC profit margins
probably resulted from the combined effects of enhanced vertical
integration, the spreading of joint costs, the advantage of portfolio
diversification, and possibly tax advantages. Nevertheless the direction
of causation could not be established. Foreign investment may have
increased firm profitability or alternatively high profits may have
encouraged foreign investment. Those who emphasise the latter
causation chain cite the antitrust laws as a factor — that is, profitable
firms are prevented from increasing their domestic market share by the
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antitrust laws and thus are forced to invest abroad in order to continue
their growth.
American antitrust laws take two distinct approaches to maintaining
competition. One identifies certain practices such as forming price fixing
agreements which reduce competition and are made illegal per se. The
other approach identifies certain results which are thought to be
undesirable such as the monopolisation of the market and legal remedies
are prescribed when this condition is discovered. Mergers and
acquisitions are not illegal per se, but might be disallowed if they tended
to monopolise a market.
The goals of United States antitrust laws as they apply to foreign
commerce include the avoidance of unreasonable restraints on United
States exports or imports, the encouragement of foreign firms to enter
the United States market either through imports or direct investment,
and the prevention of American or foreign firms from restraining
commerce in the United States through foreign operations (for instance
by forming joint ventures abroad which would reduce competition in the
United States). In attempting to advance these goals, American courts
have tried to extend their jurisdiction into other countries which
constitutes the extra-territorial application of these laws. Such attempts
have often been rebuffed by other countries because of the overlapping
of laws, because the laws are in conflict, or in order to defend
sovereignty rights or other national interests. In reality extra-territorial
applications are seldom attempted.
It should be noted that the operations of foreign subsidiaries which are
entirely engaged in the domestic commerce of the host country are not
covered by United States laws. Thus an American subsidiary could
completely monopolise the market of a host country and not be in
violation of US law. As under Japanese law, this critical issue is left
entirely in the hands of host governments.
The prospects for dealing with international monopoly problems in
ASEAN are not very bright. As of now, one can only hope that the
problem does not become serious since there is no existing way to deal
with it. The laws of the United States and Japan would not be adequate
even if the two were in conformity, which they are not. It is conceivable
that the problem could be dealt with through international agreements,
but only if it was thought to be very serious and there is no evidence of
much sensitivity to the issue. Such an agreement might begin by setting
up a monitoring procedure to establish the facts concerning market
shares and changes over time. It might try to go further and outlaw
certain practices. However, real antitrust enforcement would appear to
be way off in the future, if ever.
Given this reality, for better or for worse, it is highly unlikely that US
antitrust laws would stand in the way of an American firm wishing to
participate in an ASEAN regional project. It is clearest with respect to a
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selected industrial project. If an ASEAN country should permit an
American firm to undertake the investment for which it has been
designated under an ASEAN agreement, then there would be no grounds
for a legal objection among private firms. In ASEAN, the situation is the
same unless an explicit agreement was involved that prevented exports to
the United States or interfered with imports that would have come from
the United States. In any event the US would be loathe to try to extend its
juridical sovereignty into ASEAN. Thus for all practical purposes it can
be said that US antitrust laws are no barrier to ASEAN regional projects.
XI

CONCLUSION

Direct foreign investments do not raise the same degree of emotions they
did a few years ago. Countries that opposed having foreign investment
when the amount of foreign investment was increasing are welcoming it
now that it is stagnating. The change of attitude cannot be related to the
solving of problems raised by such investment since there have been few
solutions, although some so-called problems have evaporated through
greater understanding. But the problems may come forward again if
direct investment should increase in the future. Japan, the United States
and ASEAN should prepare for such an eventuality by improving
knowledge of the entire economic phenomenon since much is still
unknown concerning it.
It is clear that if problems do require solutions, they are likely to
involve international agreements. How can such agreements be formed?
This is yet another task that might be furthered by the formation of a
new OECD-type institution for the Pacific Basin. If OPTAD was in
existence, it could become the centre for data gathering, analysis and the
exploration of possible agreements among the member countries
(Drysdale in Patrick and Krause, 1978).
DISCUSSION
RONALD FINDLAY opened the discussion: The paper begins with an
extremely interesting though brief discussion of the geopolitical
framework within which direct foreign investment in ASEAN takes
place. It points out that the ASEAN countries are ‘among the fastest
growing LDCs in the world in the most dynamic region of the world, the
Pacific Basin’. What we are beginning to witness seems to me to be
nothing less than the origin of a major transition in the centre of growth
of the world economy, from the Atlantic economy of the last five
hundred years that displaced the earlier long dominance of the
Mediterranean, to a Pacific economy of the twenty-first century.
Perhaps some future Fernand Braudel will tell the story of this second
transition.
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The similarities and differences between the Japanese and American
patterns of direct foreign investment constitute a fascinating theme, of
considerable interest from the viewpoint of development economics and
the theory of international trade and factor movements. The authors
start from the Hymer ‘package’ approach as opposed to the more
traditional ‘differences in rate of return’ approach and attempt to assess
the various components of the Japanese and American packages, using
the writings of Kiyoshi Kojima16as a reference point. The contrast drawn
by Kojima is that ‘American’ investment is oligopolistic, defensive in
character, limited to import substitution in the host country and
constitutes a dualistic enclave with no dynamic stimulus to the rest of the
economy in which it operates, while ‘Japanese’ investment is intimately
related to factor proportions in both the source and host country and
plays the role of midwife to the ‘natural’ evolution of comparative
advantage on the basis of differences in relative labour cost.
There is good reason to believe that this sharp contrast is overdrawn,
as Arndt (1974) has argued convincingly in a thoughtful critique of the
Kojima hypothesis. About a third of both Japanese and American direct
foreign investment is oriented towards the acquisition of raw materials,
and here the motivation and consequences must be largely similar.
However, I believe that Kojima has drawn attention to a question of
major importance that deserves considerably more theoretical and
empirical research in the future.
To clarify the discussion let us consider trade and investment in
manufactured goods between an advanced region A, and a less
developed region B. Suppose that the ‘natural’ pattern of trade between
them is for A to specialise in sophisticated capital-intensive goods and B
in similar labour-intensive goods. If A wishes to protect its labourintensive sector, however, B cannot obtain the capital-intensive goods it
requires through exports of labour-intensive goods and so would attempt
to establish a capital-intensive sector of its own. This it can do more
effectively if it is open to direct foreign investment from A, to provide
both capital and the requisite technological knowledge.
Sekiguchi and Krause approve of this situation and accuse Kojima of
failing to acknowledge any gains from factor mobility in his exclusive
preoccupation with the gains from trade. It seems to me that the
positions can be reconciled once it is realised that Sekiguchi-Krause and
Kojima are to some extent talking at cross purposes. Sekiguchi and
Krause are saying that ‘American’ type investment is better than the
alternative of B going it alone. Kojima is saying that this is not as
valuable as another kind of investment that he sees as a ‘Japanese’ type,
in which there is no protection by either region. A produces all the
capital-intensive goods for both regions, and direct foreign investment
16 See Kojima (1978) for the latest and most comprehensive statement of his views.
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by A raises the efficiency of labour-intensive production in B to the gain
of consumers in both regions.
It appears likely that Japan will increasingly follow the ‘American’
pattern while the ‘Gang of Four’ will be the natural inheritors of the
‘Japanese’ pattern. A key issue with either variety of direct foreign
investment will be the extent to which it succeeds in coping with the
subtle and complex issues involved in the transfer of technology.17
ben s m it h
continued the discussion: Sekiguchi and Krause have
provided us with an interesting and, in one area at least, provocative
survey of the characteristics of Japanese and United States’ direct
foreign investment in ASEAN countries. However, I am a little
disappointed that the paper focuses so strongly on issues relating to the
sources of foreign investment and pays relatively little attention to those
aspects of host country policy which may affect, or be affected by,
foreign investment and which may influence the nature, extent and
benefits of foreign investment.
A significant part of the paper is devoted to arguing the pros and cons
of the Kojima thesis, which derives from the observation that Japanese
investments tend to be export-oriented while United States investments
are oriented towards meeting demand in host country markets — that is,
Japanese investment is trade-creating and United States investment
trade-replacing or trade-reducing.
In an early comment on the Kojima thesis, Arndt (1974) argued that
this was an imperfect characterisation of the motivations of foreign
investors. He cited Allen’s (1973) survey results, which suggested that
Japanese investments were more directed to the securing of markets than
were United States investments. However, he noted that, because
Japanese investments tended to be in labour-intensive areas of
manufacturing, which more closely fitted the comparative advantage of
the host countries, it was much more likely that output from Japanese
subsidiaries would be able to extend beyond host country sales to
exporting. It should, I think, be emphasised that this reflects the relative
closeness of Japanese economic development to that of the ASEAN
economies in the quite recent past, and that this is no obvious reason to
believe that any different results of Japanese and United States
investment will continue to be observed as Japan passes into a more
capital/technology-abundant phase of development. Thus Kojima’s
implied suggestions that Japanese investment is different because of
special characteristics of Japanese business behaviour, and that other
countries could well learn from this, are probably falsely based.
In any event, Sekiguchi and Krause accept that the facts do appear, on
average, to fit the Kojima characterisation so far as past investments are

17 My own attempts to deal with this problem are in Findlay (1978a: 1-16; 1978b: 186NO).
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concerned. Their disagreement is with Kojima’s normative judgment
that Japanese investment is ‘better’ than United States investment
because of its trade-expanding effects. This is rather a simplification of
Kojima’s thesis, which also has something to say about technology
transfer, but, so far as the trade-creating/trade-reducing distinction
alone is concerned, it is clear that Sekiguchi and Krause are correct in
principle. There is no reason why the welfare benefits of foreign
investment should be measured by the effects on the volume of trade.
However, to deny that trade-creating foreign investment is better than
trade-reducing foreign investment is not to deny that it may be better in
practice, and this takes me back to my earlier comment on the
importance of host country policy. A substantial part of the discussion in
this book has focused on the merits of outward-looking strategies,
relative to inward-looking strategies. Where countries wish to attract
foreign investment, as developing countries tend to do, and where the
investment is oriented strongly towards import replacement in the host
country market, there may exist a significant incentive for host countries
to erect tariff barriers as a means of encouraging a greater foreign
investment inflow. By contrast, where foreign investment is oriented
towards areas in which the host country is likely to have a comparative
advantage, so that it may contribute in future to exports, the incentive is
for host countries to maintain a relatively free, outward-looking
development strategy if they wish to attract foreign investment.
On another matter, the paper considers the possibility that host
country markets might become monopolised by subsidiaries of foreign
companies. Although the limited evidence that the authors are able to
produce suggests that numbers of firms may be sufficient to maintain
competition in most ASEAN countries and affected industries, this is not
conclusive. As the authors observe, problems of non-competitive
behaviour really need to be handled by host country policies. However, it
seems that anti-monopoly and restrictive trade practices legislation is
almost totally absent in ASEAN countries. Without some indication of
the prospects for development of satisfactory policies to control non
competitive behaviour in host countries, it is not evident that this
problem can be dismissed as of little importance.
My final comments are again concerned with host country policies —
in this case policies relating to environmental issues, broadly defined.
With increasing severity of environmental controls over a number of
activities in both the United States and Japan, there is an incentive to
relocate production facilities in developing countries where environ
mental controls are often much less severe. Thus it becomes increasingly
important for host countries to be aware of the nature of the production
processes introduced by foreign investment, and of any damage likely to
be done to workers’ health or the wider environment. To give one
example, alkali cell mercury production is now effectively prohibited in
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Japan, and production facilities have been moved to Thailand and
Korea. The high level of hazard associated with this activity makes it
imperative that host country governments are fully aware of the nature
of the activity and of the feasible controls which can be imposed on the
foreign investor. Ultimately, responsibility for supplying this in
formation may lie with the governments of those countries, such as the
United States and Japan, from which the investment inflows come.
This is not to suggest that developing countries should have the same
environmental control policies as developed countries, but rather that
they should have full information on which to base their policies. Indeed,
I question strongly what Sekiguchi and Krause have to say on this (or, at
least, a closely related) matter. They talk of the desirability of
international agreement on such matters as maximum hours limitations,
minimum age requirements, worker health regulations, etc., in order to
prevent countries trying to attract foreign investment by failing to
implement such regulations (p. 443). While international standardisation
may be desirable in some areas, to advance this argument without
qualification seems to me to be very dangerous. In particular, it plays
into the hands of those who would wish to prevent developing countries
from exploiting comparative advantage due to the relative abundance of
non-material goods (environmental amenity, health, leisure) compared
to the availability of material goods. This is a matter of some practical
concern, since United States negotiators in the multilateral trade
negotiations have advocated the use of countervailing duties of offset
international differences in environmental control levels, and the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act already makes specific provision for the use
of such duties.
Kojima made the first contribution to the general discussion, with a
statement that free trade alone would not achieve factor price
equalisation. Supporting factor movements were necessary for the
potential of free trade to be realised. He also denied that his model
incorporated static analysis, pointing to his emphasis on improvement of
the production function. Kojima thought that the ASEAN countries
would do well to encourage both American and Japanese investment,
since each had unique advantages for some purposes. Some investments
were best undertaken by international consortia with both American and
Japanese participation: for example, major natural resource develop
ments would profit from United States technology and Japanese access
to markets.
Several participants from ASEAN countries commented on the
respective market orientations of Japanese and American investment. It
was important to distinguish between resource and manufacturing
investments, as Sekiguchi and Krause had done. Within manufacturing
investments, it seemed that both Japanese and American investments
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could be either export-oriented or domestic market-oriented, depending
on the host country’s trade policies. Both Japanese and American
manufacturing enterprises tended to be export-oriented in Singapore,
and both tended to be domestic market-oriented in Indonesia.
There was general agreement with Findlay’s and Smith’s observations
that the Kojima model may have temporary validity during the period
immediately after Japan’s graduation from the ranks of relatively
low-wage countries specialised in the export of labour-intensive
manufactures. Japanese firms are still repositories of experience in the
production and marketing of simple labour-intensive products and so are
well placed to make export-oriented foreign investments in developing
countries. But this period would soon pass, and other newly developed
countries would become the best sources of foreign investment for
export-oriented industrial development in newly industrialising
countries.
There was also discussion of the style of management in Japanese and
American enterprises abroad. ASEAN participants thought that
Japanese firms tended to maintain a larger foreign staff which remained
oriented strongly towards practices at home. This often generated local
antipathy, and its practical consequences included a tendency to draw a
disproportionately large proportion of supplies from the home country.
One ASEAN participant objected strongly to the interest that trade
unions in the industrial countries had come to take in working conditions
within branches of multinational corporations operating in developing
countries. Attempts to improve wages and working conditions too
rapidly would lead to unemployment and to the loss of the impetus to
development.
In subsequent discussion, several participants drew attention to
weaknesses in official statistics on foreign investment in ASEAN
countries. Most data derived from official approvals or from exchange
control and balance of payments sources. Neither covers all foreign
investment — the former because official approval is often not required
or obtained — for example where no fiscal concessions are sought and
the latter because much direct foreign investment is not accompanied by
commensurate international capital flows.
Sekiguchi in reply thought that there were some characteristic
differences between Japanese and American foreign enterprises in
manufacturing, and that Kojima had made an important contribution to
their identification. However, the differences had been overdrawn, and
nothing that had been said in discussion had supported the normative
conclusions that Kojima had drawn.

15 Japan’s Economic Relations with ASEAN
MAKOTO IKEMA

/

INTRODUCTION

This chapter represents basic information on Japan’s economic relations
with ASEAN countries in terms of trade (private) direct investment and
ODA (official development assistance). This provides the setting for a
subsequent statement by Kojima on some policy issues in the relationship
and general discussion of Japan’s relationship with the ASEAN coun
tries. As seen in Section V, it was not until the former Prime Minister
Takeo Fukuda’s tour of the ASEAN countries in 1977 that ASEAN was
accepted by Japan as a regional organisation. This does not mean, of
course, that Japan’s economic relations with individual ASEAN
countries had previously been weak, nor that they suddenly became
significant in 1977.
The shares of ASEAN countries in Japan’s trade, direct investment
and ODA, are respectively, 11.3 per cent for the 1975-7 average per year,
20.3 per cent at the end of fiscal year 1977, and 41.3 per cent of the 196077 total. Thus the ASEAN countries as a whole have close relations with
Japan, while there is variation from country to country. In Sections II
and IV, these three spheres of Japan’s relations with ASEAN countries
are discussed in more detail. Section V brings out recent changes in
Japan’s attitude toward ASEAN.
II

JA P A N ’S TRA DE WITH A SEA N

Japan’s trading activities with ASEAN countries are summarised in
Table 15.2 for the 1965-7 and the 1975-7 periods. The total exports of
Japan in the 1975-7 period are in value about seven times that in 1965-7,
while her exports to ASEAN countries increased about six and a half
times over this period. Consequently, ASE AN’s share in Japan’s exports
declined slightly from 10.1 per cent to 9.3 per cent. Between these two
453
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Table 15.1

ASEAN
Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Thailand

ASEAN Countries Foreign Economic Relations

Shares of ASEAN countries in Japan’s trade, direct in
vestment and ODA (per cent)

Trade
(imports plus exports)
(1975-7 average)

Accumulated
direct investment
(at the end of
financial year 1977)

ODA
(1960-77
total)

11.3
4.8
1.6
1.6
1.8
1.5

20.3
13.9
1.8
1.8
1.6
1.2

41.3
22.9
3.0
11.2
0.8
3.5

Sources: Trade: Ministry of International Trade and Industry (1967, 1968, 1978a).
Investment: Ministry of International Trade and Industry (1978b).
ODA: Kikuchi (1978).

periods, the export shares of Indonesia and Singapore increased
respectively from 1.7 per cent to 2.6 per cent and from 1.5 per cent to 2.3
per cent, but those of the other three countries decreased or remained
unchanged — for Malaysia from 0.9 per cent to 1.0 per cent, for the
Philippines from 3.1 per cent to 1.6 per cent, and for Thailand from 3.0
per cent to 1.7 per cent.
In contrast to exports, Japan’s imports from ASEAN countries grew
faster than its total imports from the 1965-7 to the 1975-7 period; the
former increased about eight times, the latter less than seven times,
leading ASEAN’s share in Japan’s total imports to increase from 10 to
12 per cent. As in the case of exports, the shares of Indonesia and
Singapore rose remarkably (Indonesia from 1.8 to 6.5 per cent and
Singapore from 0.3 to 0.9 per cent), but the other three countries’ shares
decreased (Malaysia from 3.1 to 1.9 per cent, the Philippines from 3.2 to
1.5 per cent, and Thailand from 1.5 to 1.2 per cent).
Clearly there has been some shift in Japanese trade with ASEAN
countries over the past decade, away from Malaysia, the Philippines and
Thailand, and toward Indonesia and Singapore. Japan’s imports from
Indonesia amounted to about 55 per cent of her imports from ASEAN
countries generally in the 1975-7 period, compared with about 18 per
cent in 1965-7. In any case, Table 15.2 indicates clearly a pattern of
vertical trade; Japan exports manufactured goods to ASEAN countries,
importing natural resources therefrom.
Changes in the commodity composition of trade between Japan and
ASEAN countries over the past decade are shown in Table 15.2. It is
noticeable that between 1965-7 and 1975-7 the share of chemical and
heavy industrial products in total Japanese exports increased very im
pressively, from 63.8 per cent to 84.2 per cent. A similar pattern of
change is also found in the commodity composition of Japan’s exports to
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ASEAN countries. But there were differences among ASEAN countries:
Japan’s exports to Indonesia and Singapore shifted away from light
industrial products to machinery, while her exports to the Philippines
shifted from machinery to metals.
It is useful to use the ratio of a particular commodity group’s share in
Japan’s exports to (imports from) the ASEAN countries to the same
group’s share in Japan’s total exports (imports) to bring out distinctive
features of the commodity composition of Japan’s foreign trade. If the
ratio is over (under) unity, we might say that Japan’s exports of a par
ticular commodity are biased toward (away from) ASEAN countries, or
alternatively that exports to ASEAN are biased toward that commodity.
The application of this method indicates that Japan’s exports to ASEAN
countries were biased toward chemical products (1.29) and metals (1.15)
in the 1965-7 period. The bias toward chemical products was stronger in
1975-6 (1.83), while the bias toward the latter became weaker (1.08).
Exports to all ASEAN countries except Singapore were biased toward
chemical products in both periods. Exports were biased toward metals,
in all ASEAN countries except Indonesia, in 1965-7, and in all five
countries in 1975-7.
Let us now examine the particular commodities that were important in
the trade between Japan and the ASEAN countries. Table 15.3 presents
data on the five largest commodities in value traded between Japan and
each country of ASEAN in 1977, at the level of seven digits of CCCN
(the Customs Co-operation Council Nomenclature). As seen in the
bottom row of Table 15.3, about 20 per cent of Japan’s exports to each
country except the Philippines is accounted for by these five major
commodities. Japan’s exports to ASEAN countries are much more
diversified than its imports from ASEAN countries.
The last column of Table 15.3 shows Japan’s exports by commodity to
ASEAN countries as a percentage of Japan’s total exports of the
commodity. The ASEAN markets absorbed more than half of Japan’s
total sales to the world of three commodities. Nearly all of Japan’s
exports of ‘chassis fitted with engines’ (87.04.022) went to Thailand.
About 60 per cent of ‘trucks, vans or lorries . . . unassembled or
disassembled’ (87.02.910) went to the ASEAN markets. Similarly, about
57 per cent of ‘motor-cycles, auto-cycles and cycles’ (87.09.011) was
exported to ASEAN countries. The other major commodities of which a
high proportion of exports went to ASEAN markets were ‘passenger
motor cars, unassembled or disassembled’ (87.02.110) (30.1 per cent),
‘cold-rolled sheets and plates of iron or steel’ (73.13.321) (21.3 per cent),
and ‘Portland cement’ (25.23.010) (19.9 per cent). The importance of
ASEAN markets for these commodities can be attributed to Japan’s
direct investment in the region and/or demand and other conditions in
the countries concerned.
Table 15.4 tells us that five major commodities alone contributed more
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than 60 per cent of each ASEAN country’s exports to Japan. Note that
among the commodities listed in the table there is only one ‘ manufac
tured’ product, ‘penicillins’ ; all others are primary products or mineral
resources. The vertical trade relations between Japan and ASEAN
countries are revealed very clearly in Tables 15.4 and 15.3 taken together.
The ASEAN countries supply most Japanese imports of a range of
agricultural and mineral products. Japan imported all of its ‘ palm o il’
(15.07.810), ‘saw logs’ (44.03.331) and ‘unwrought tin, unalloyed’
(80.01.110) and nearly all of its ‘kerosenes’ (27.10.122) (94.8 per cent),
‘ heavy o il’ (27.10.153) (94.0 per cent), and ‘natural rubber’ (40.01.290)
(96.6 per cent) from ASEAN sources. Moreover, Singapore’s exports of
penicillin to Japan amounted to about 70 per cent of Japan’s penicillin
imports. ASEAN countries are the most important sources of almost all
the commodities listed in Table 15.4.
Different ASEAN countries are the major suppliers of the various
commodities exported to Japan. Out of eighteen major commodities,
only two, ‘ other shrimps’ (03.03.119) and ‘ natural rubber’ , are imported
from all countries of ASEAN, while ‘saw logs’ are imported from four
of the five members of ASEAN. This may make it difficult for ASEAN
as a whole to negotiate with Japan on some specific commodities. There
may be more opportunity for a member country of ASEAN to co
operate with countries outside ASEAN in order to improve the terms of
access to the Japanese market for particular commodities. A typical
example may be found in the case of ‘ maize’ (10.05.010), which was
Thailand’s fourth largest export product to Japan in 1977. Thailand’s
share of Japan’s maize imports amounted to only 6.7 per cent, Japan
importing 90 per cent from the United States. Therefore it may be ad
vantageous for Thailand to join with the United States in attempts to
improve its access to Japanese markets, as did Australia with the United
States on beef problems.
Up to this point we have been looking at the question from the
Japanese side. Let us now turn to the ASEAN side. How much does
ASEAN countries’ trade depend upon Japan? In 1976 ASEAN countries
exported to Japan 26 per cent of their total exports, and imported from
Japan about 23 per cent of their total imports. These shares of trade with
Japan were higher than those of their intra-ASEAN exports and imports.
Every country’s exports/imports, except Singapore’ s to/from Japan,
accounted for more than 20 per cent of its total, and Indonesia’s exports
to Japan comprised about 42 per cent of its total exports. Only in
Singapore’ s case, amongst the five countries, was Japan’s share lower
than the ASEAN share o f total exports and imports (Ministry of In
ternational Trade and Industry, 1978a).
Japan’s balances of trade with ASEAN countries were in deficit in
each of the two periods (Table 15.2). This is not surprising: as a general
rule Japan’s balance of trade with a country from which Japan imports
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mainly natural resources tends to be unfavourable to Japan and Japan
imports largely natural resources from the ASEAN countries. As seen in
Table 15.4, Japan imports mainly natural resources, including saw logs,
from Indonesia and Malaysia, with each of which Japan’s balance of
trade is in deficit. Though Japan’s trade balance with the Philippines has
recently been in surplus, this is due to the price decline of sugar, which is
very important in the trade.
Ill

JA PA N ’S IN VES TMENT IN A SEA N

Though Japanese direct investment abroad resumed in 1951, when a
contract was made to produce electric wire in India, the Japanese
government restricted transfers and transactions for outward direct
investment, mainly on the ground that a large amount of capital outflow
might cause a deterioration in the balance of payments. Japan’s balance
of trade showed a steady surplus from 1964, and measures were taken in
the late 1960s to liberalise investment abroad: in October 1969 direct
investment under $0.2 million came to be approved automatically by the
Bank of Japan; in September 1970 the limit for automatic approval was
raised to $1 million; in July 1971 the limit for the automatic approval was
virtually removed; in June 1972 investment abroad was more or less
completely liberalised with only a few exceptional categories;1 and in
April 1978 notification only was required, except for some portfolio
investments. Reflecting this liberalisation of capital outflow, Japan’s
direct investment abroad in 1972 was 2.7 times as large as that in 1971.
Table 15.5 shows Japan’s investment in ASEAN by member country
and industry at the end of the fiscal year 1977.: Unfortunately, the data
for the fiscal year 1966 are not available by country and by industry.
From the end of the fiscal years 1966 to 1977, the accumulated Japanese
investment increased from $1,500 million to $22,200 million, which is
about fifteen times as large as in 1966. More impressive is Japan’s in
vestment in ASEAN countries, which was nineteen times as large in 1977
as in 1966. As a result, ASEAN’s share in Japan’s total direct investment
increased from 16.5 per cent in 1966 to 20.6 per cent in 1977.
Japan’s direct investment did not increase at the same rate in all
ASEAN countries over the period. Out of the five ASEAN countries,
Japan’s direct investment rose most rapidly in Indonesia and Singapore,
and especially in Indonesia where direct investment reached a 1977 level
which was twenty-nine times as high as that in 1966. Indonesia’s share of
1 These exceptions were: (1) fishing and pearl farming, which are controlled by
international agreement, (2) investment of a type likely to create diplomatic problems or to
inhibit international co-operation, (3) investment in banking and securities companies, and
(4) investment likely to have a detrimental effect upon the Japanese economy.
2 The fiscal year in Japan starts on 1 April and ends on 31 March the following year.
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Japan’s total investment increased from 7.5 per cent in 1966 to 14.1 per
cent in 1977, so that the increase in ASEAN’s share over the period is
largely due to Indonesia. The increase of ASEAN’s share in total
Japanese imports between 1965-7 and 1975-7 was also attributable to
Japan’s increased imports from Indonesia, as noted above.
Now let us turn to the sectoral or industrial distribution of Japan’s
accumulated direct investment at the end of the fiscal year 1977. Table
15.5 shows that resource development (agriculture, forestry, fishery, and
mining) took about 26.4 per cent of the direct investment, manufacturing
32.1 per cent and commerce and others 41.5 per cent. In the ASEAN
countries alone, resource development accounted for 55.9 per cent,
manufacturing 35.2 per cent, and commerce 8.9 per cent. Japan’s in
vestment in ASEAN countries is clearly heavily concentrated in resource
development.
There are differences between Japan’s investment in manufacturing in
ASEAN and in other countries. Of Japan’s total direct foreign in
vestment in manufacturing, only 18.1 per cent was in textiles. Within
ASEAN countries, textiles accounted for a much higher proportion, 31.3
per cent. Japan’s manufacturing investment in ASEAN countries
consists mainly of labour-intensive industries.
ASEAN received 43.6 per cent of Japan’s worldwide investment in
resource development, 22.6 per cent in manufacturing and only 4.4 per
cent in commerce. There were several manufacturing industries in which
ASEAN accounted for over 20 per cent of Japan’s investment: food
stuffs 24.2 per cent; textiles 39.3 per cent; transport equipment 26.4 per
cent; and miscellaneous 43.3 per cent.
So far we have dealt with the ASEAN countries as a whole. In terms of
Japan’s investment we can classify the ASEAN countries into two
groups. In Indonesia and the Philippines, Japan has invested mostly in
resource development. Of Japan’s direct investments in these countries,
70.6 per cent and 57.5 per cent respectively have been in resource
development. In the remaining three countries, Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand, Japan has invested mainly in the manufacturing sector.
However, there are differences among countries within this second
group. The industries in Malaysia which have received most Japanese
investment are textiles (18.1 per cent), chemicals (13.4 per cent) and
lumbering and pulps (9.6 per cent). Japan’s investment in Singapore is
mostly in heavy industries such as general machinery (10.5 per cent),
electrical machinery (13.2 per cent), and transport equipment (22.4 per
cent). In Thailand textiles alone absorbed 41.9 per cent of Japanese
direct investment, and foodstuffs 13.4 per cent.
As described in Section II, Japan’s imports are mainly mineral fuel
from Indonesia and raw materials from both the Philippines and
Malaysia. It is reasonable to say that Japan’s investment in these
countries tends to be motivated by a desire to secure sources of natural
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resources. Malaysia occupies a similar position, since Japan’s investment
there is concentrated heavily in the timber related industries. Although
Japan’s imports from Singapore are largely mineral fuel products, they
comprise petroleum products and not crude oil, as shown in Table 15.4,
so that Japanese motives for investment in Singapore differ from those
in Indonesia, the Philippines and Malaysia. In Thailand, from which
Japan imports largely foodstuffs, Japan has also invested 13.4 per cent
of its total investment in foodstuffs. These observations suggest that
Japanese investment in ASEAN countries is motivated by Japanese
natural resource requirements.
Up to this point attention has been focused on Japan’s dependence
upon ASEAN countries. Now the focus is reversed to ASEAN countries’
dependence upon Japan as a source of foreign capital. Relevant statistics
are shown in Table 15.6. All ASEAN countries except Singapore have
drawn from Japan more than one-fifth of total direct foreign investment
within their borders. There are two interesting points to be noted. First,
ASEAN countries depend on Japan more for capital than trade: Japan’s
share of each country’s foreign capital tends to be higher than its share of
each country’s trade. Second, the higher a country’s export dependence
upon Japan, the higher its dependence on Japanese capital tends to be.
Of course these generalisations are based on the situation only in
ASEAN countries.
Japan is a late-comer to the field of direct investment. As pointed out
earlier, Japan has invested abroad on a very large scale only since 1973,
though its overseas investment resumed in 1951. In fact Japan’s total
direct investment abroad amounts only to one tenth of that of the USA
and two fifths of that of the United Kingdom. However, Japan has been
one of the largest suppliers of foreign capital for ASEAN countries
(Table 15.6), which reflects Japan’s greater interest in this region. The
rapid rate of growth of Japanese investment aroused fear in some host
countries, notably Indonesia and Thailand, around 1973. Japan, with
little experience in direct investment abroad in the postwar world, has
been faced with many new problems which have in turn caused some
concern in the host countries. Japan has learned from this, and member
companies of the Japan Federation of Economic Organisation
(Keidanren) and other organisations have been following ‘Guidelines for
Investment Activities in Developing countries’ since 1973.
IV JAPAN’S OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE
ASEAN

TO

The previous two sections dealt with Japan’s trade and direct investment
relations with ASEAN, which are carried out by the private sector mainly
on the basis of profit maximisation. Economic relations between
countries are generated not only by their private sectors but also by their
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public sectors, of which the most important is the government. We shall
now examine Japan’s official development assistance (ODA) to ASEAN
countries.3
ODA is the sum of bilateral aid and contributions to multilateral
institutions. For our present purposes, the main interest is in bilateral
ODA which consists of grants and grant-like contributions, and
development lending and capital. Table 15.7 shows Japan’s bilateral
ODA to ASEAN countries. Japan’s accumulated bilateral ODA from
1960 to 1977 amounted to $7,365 million, of which about 74 per cent was
made available during the 1970-7 period (henceforth referred to as the
1970s). Of this about 41.4 per cent was allocated to ASEAN countries.
ASEAN’s share of Japan’s bilateral ODA was about 40 per cent in the
1960s, and rose slightly to 41.9 per cent in the 1970s. As with trade and
direct investment, the shares of Indonesia and the Philippines were larger
than those of other ASEAN countries, being respectively 22.9 and 11.2
per cent at the end of 1977.
Distinguishing the broad categories of bilateral ODA, ASEAN
countries received 59.4 per cent of grants other than technical assistance
(‘other grants’), given by Japan in the 1960s, but their share declined
considerably to 35.5 per cent in the 1970s. Japan’s other grants to
ASEAN countries also decreased by $94 million from the 1960s to the
1970s. It should be recalled here that Japan’s other grants include
reparations and reparations-like payments. Japan paid reparations to
Indonesia and the Philippines, and made reparations-like payments to
the other three ASEAN countries.4 Most of these payments were made in
the 1960s.
Although ASEAN’s share of Japan’s other grants decreased con
siderably, its share of Japan’s technical assistance increased slightly from
29.0 per cent in the 1960s to 31.5 per cent in the 1970s. Within the third
category of bilateral ODA, ASEAN countries received a quarter of
Japan’s development lending and capital in the 1960s and more than two
fifths in the 1970s. Here again Indonesia and the Philippines’ shares rose
respectively from 22.1 per cent and 1.3 per cent in the 1960s to 27.0 per
cent and 6.0 per cent in the 1970s.
Now let us examine the composition of Japan’s total ODA to all
countries by category. The percentage distribution of Japan’s ODA in
the 1960s and the 1970s respectively was as follows: other grants 43.6 per
cent and 16.8 per cent; technical assistance 3.9 per cent and 10.1 per cent;
3 The term ODA applies to ‘publicly-financed capital directed to the development
programs of countries on concessional terms of at least a 25 per cent grant element’
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 1976).
4 Japan’s reparation payments to Indonesia and the Philippines were respectively $223.1
million for the 1958-70 period and $550 million for the 1956-76 period, and its reparations
like payments to Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand were respectively $8.2 million tor the
1968-72 period and $26.7 million for the 1962-70 period.
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Table 15.7

Japan’s official development assistance to ASEAN coun
tries (cumulative value) (net disbursement, unit: Smillion)

World total

1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977

ASEAN total

1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977

Indonesia

Malaysia

1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977
1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977

Philippines

1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977

Singapore

1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977

Thailand

1960-1969
1970-1977
1960-1977

Grants
other than
technical
assistance

Technical
assistance

Development
lending and
capital

Total

844
911
1755
501
307
808
206
65
271

76
549
625
22
173
195
4
63
67

1014
3971
4985
250
1798
2048
224
1123
1347

1934
5431
7365
774
2278
3052
435
1251
1686

5
3
8

3
19
22
4
36
40
2
9
11
10
44
54

7
183
190
13
286
299
0
41
41

15
205
220
280
545
825
2
58
60
42
219
261

263
223
486
0
8
8
27
9
36

5
166
171

Source: Kiyoaki Kikuchi (1978).

and development lending and capital 52.4 per cent and 73.1 per cent. It is
clear that Japan noticeably shifted its bilateral ODA away from other
grants to development lending and capital from the 1960s to the 1970s.
This shift was more impressive in the case of ASEAN countries.
Although other grants and development lending and capital comprised
respectively 64.7 per cent and 32.2 per cent of Japan’s ODA to ASEAN
countries in the 1960s, the former sank to 14.5 per cent and the latter rose
to 79.1 per cent in the 1970s. Such a change in the composition of
Japan’s ODA may also be observed in Japan’s ODA to each ASEAN
country. The shift away from other grants to development lending and
capital within Japan’s bilateral ODA was caused by the near completion
of Japan’s reparations and reparations-like payments in the 1960s.
ASEAN’s large share of Japan’s bilateral ODA can be attributed
mainly to the shares of Indonesia and the Philippines. It is of some in
terest to establish why this is so. It is understandable that Indonesia
should be a large recipient, since it is the largest ASEAN member in
population and has the lowest per capita income in this region. But the
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same reasons do not apply in the Philippines case. The Philippines is very
similar to Thailand in population as well as in per capita income, but the
former received from Japan $825 million from 1960 to 1977, compared
with the latter’s $261 million.
There seem to be at least three characteristics common to Indonesia
and the Philippines from the viewpoint of Japan. First, both countries
are recipients of Japanese reparations. Second, both countries are
sources of natural resources for Japan. Third, related to the second
point, Japan’s investment in these countries is biased strongly toward
resource development. These three factors together appear to have at
tracted Japan’s bilateral ODA disproportionately to Indonesia and the
Philippines.
In fact the expansion of export markets and the securing of supplies of
important raw materials for Japan had been regarded as the main
purpose of Japanese aid to developing countries:
The keynote of Japan’s fundamental policy for economic co
operation must be to contribute to the promotion of economic
development for the less developed countries in the spirit of in
ternational co-operation on the one hand, and to the expansion of
Japan’s export markets as well as for securing Japan’s import markets
of essential raw materials, on the other (Department of Foreign
Affairs, 1958:1).
From the long-run viewpoint of Japanese economic development, it is
indispensable for Japan to increase export of machinery and to secure
enough stable sources of raw materials for expanding the scale of the
Japanese economy. For this purpose it is necessary for Japan to take
an active part in developing less developed countries, which are
suffering from a shortage of capital and technology, but which have a
willingness to develop their abundant natural resources (Department
of Foreign Affairs, 1961:4).'
To achieve these ends, Japan placed considerable emphasis in its
foreign aid on Southeast Asian countries, and especially on Indonesia
and the Philippines. Most bilateral ODA is implemented through the
Japan Overseas Economic Co-operation Fund (OECF), but the Fund
must consult with the Ministries of Foreign Affairs, Finance, and In
ternational Trade and Industry, and also with the Economic Planning
Agency. This is the so-called ‘four Ministries consultation system’. Thus
no one Ministry in Japan has sole responsibility for ODA. There are
some disadvantages and inefficiencies brought about by diffused
responsibilities for ODA and Japan has been criticised for this. But the
5 It should be added that the White Paper in the 1970s sees economic co-operation as
being necessary ‘to share the stability of living standards and peace equally with peoples of
developing countries’ (Department of Foreign Affairs, 1973:95).
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four Ministries consultation system has some advantages — among other
things, the system can utilise special knowledge and know-how ac
cumulated in each Ministry.
V JAPANESE PRIME MINISTERS’ TOURS OF ASEAN
COUNTRIES
So far we have described in broad outline the main features of Japan’s
relations with ASEAN countries. We are now in a position to analyse
Japanese interests in ASEAN. To do so, it is convenient to build this
analysis around a review of the Japanese Prime Ministers’ visits to
ASEAN countries since 1967, because such ‘big events’ can highlight or
uncover Japan’s attitude toward ASEAN.
First of all, how did Japan initially react to the establishment of
ASEAN in 1967? The Ministry of Foreign Affairs welcomed the setting
up of ASEAN and thought that it would not compete with other regional
organisations which existed then. The Ministry said that Japan was
willing to advise, if invited to do so, in fields such as agriculture and
shipping (Yomiuri Shirnbun, 5 Aug. 1967). The international signifi
cance of ASEAN was found in the number of members of ASEAN,
their geographical location, and most importantly, Indonesia’s par
ticipation, because Indonesia was the largest country in the region (Asahi
Shimbun, 8 Aug. 1967). Although the new-born organisation was said to
aim at regional economic co-operation — ultimately a Southeast Asian
common market — there were many obstacles to the achievement of this
object because of differences between member countries’ economic
structures and other problems. Thus it was thought that ASEAN
countries would be less ambitious initially, in the immediate future
confining co-operation to such matters as the development of a common
approach to the problems of primary commodities. If this did happen,
ASEAN could become ‘a pressure group of primary producers’, so that
advanced countries could not congratulate themselves on the birth of
ASEAN without qualifications (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 8 Aug. 1967). It
was also said that ASEAN involvement in military affairs would be
unavoidable, although its intention was to co-operate only within
economic and cultural fields (Asahi Shimbun, 8 Aug. 1967).
One month after the birth of ASEAN, the then Prime Minister, Eisaku
Sato, toured Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, among other countries,
and in the following month Indonesia and the Philippines, as well as
Australia and New Zealand. The stated major aims of his tour were to
develop an approach to problems generated in the region by the Vietnam
War, in preparation for his forthcoming visit to the United States of
America, and to develop an understanding of the situation of the Asian
countries’ situations in order to make Japan’s economic assistance to
these countries more efficient. Subsequently it was reported that Mr Sato
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discussed mainly bilateral economic problems (see Asahi Shimbun, 19
Sept. 1967).
What did Mr Sato think of ASEAN? Immediately after the
establishment of ASEAN, Ambassador Kai said at Kuala Lumpur
Airport when leaving for Canberra that if Japan were invited to join
ASEAN, Japan would consider the proposition seriously.6 But Mr Sato
told the press in Singapore that there were now too many regional
organisations, although he was in favour of establishing such
organisations (Asahi Shimbun, 26 Sept. 1967). At the end of his tour, Mr
Sato said that it was misleading to think of Asia as one cohesive region,
and that there was variety among Asian countries (Asahi Shimbun, 30
Sept. 1967). It was too early for Mr Sato to recognise ASEAN as a
regional organisation. He made major undertakings on a bilateral basis,
most notably to Indonesia, that that country would expect to continue
receiving from Japan one third of the total economic assistance to In
donesia by all advanced countries (Asahi Shimbun, 11 Oct. 1967).
In January 1974, about six years later, the then Prime Minister Kakuei
Tanaka toured the five ASEAN countries. The object of his tour was
summarised as ‘letting good neighbours share peace and prosperity’
(Asahi Shimbun, 6 Jan. 1974). Recall that Japan started investment
abroad on a full scale in 1973, and that Japan, as well as other countries,
was affected seriously by the oil crisis. Thus Mr Tanaka aimed to
moderate anti-Japanese feelings that had begun to emerge, particularly
in Thailand and Indonesia, and to assure ASEAN countries as sources of
raw materials for Japan, although the phrase ‘resources diplomacy’ was
prohibited during the tour. While Mr Tanaka’s tour was restricted to the
five ASEAN countries, it did not imply that he intended to establish a
relationship between Japan and ASEAN as a whole. In the course of
planning his tour, the opinion was expressed that he should visit only two
countries, Indonesia and Thailand (Asahi Shimbun, 6 Jan. 1974). In fact
his diplomacy, like Mr Sato’s, was based upon bilateral negotiations. It
is interesting to note that even the so-called Blue Book of Diplomacy
reported: ‘The Prime Minister Tanaka visited the five countries of the
Philippines, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia for eleven
days from 7th to 17th January, 1974’ (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1974:
20-1). Mr Tanaka’s visits to Indonesia and Thailand were marked by
strong expressions of anti-Japanese feelings and considerable civil
disturbance that was very important in the domestic politics of the two
countries. This was instrumental in spurring revision of Japanese aid
policy in the direction of increasing sensitivity to the development needs
of recipient countries.
6 Asahi Shimbun, 21 Aug. 1967. Note that Mr Adam Malik, the then Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Indonesia, said on 29 Aug. 1967, that it was impossible for Japan, Australia and
Taiwan to be admitted to ASEAN, because of their geographical separation (Asahi
Shimbun, 31 Aug. 1967).
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Mr Takeo Miki succeeded Mr Tanaka in 1975. Mr Miki did not visit
ASEAN countries as Prime Minister. But the First ASEAN Summit
Conference was held in February 1976. Mr Miki sent a representative to
Indonesia and the Philippines to explore the feasibility of his attendance
at the Conference (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 1 Feb. 1976). While he was
not invited, Mr Miki sent a message to the Conference, acknowledging
that it was a historical step toward the growth and stability of Southeast
Asia, and that Japan intended to further strengthen co-operation with
ASEAN (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 23 Feb. 1976).
Now we come to the former Prime Minister Takeo Fukuda, who
toured the five ASEAN countries in July 1977. This time ASEAN was
recognised as a regional organisation, and it was thought that Mr
Fukuda’s tour would be a great opportunity to establish Japan’s
diplomatic relationship w'ith the ASEAN grouping (Nihon Keizai
Shimbun, 17 July 1977). Mr Fukuda realised that Japan had not had
enough contact with ASEAN, because its Southeast Asian diplomacy
had been on a bilateral basis (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 17 July 1977). The
United States also wanted Japan to support ASEAN in the interests of
the economic security of Asia (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 2 July 1977).
While preparing for the Prime Minister’s tour, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs gave three reasons for increasing Japan’s economic assistance to
ASEAN. First, Japan was now in a position to strengthen its influence in
Asia through economic co-operation, because of the declining regional
influence of the United States. Second, the ASEAN region sheltered the
passageway through which Middle East oil and other essential natural
resources flowed to Japan, so that it was inevitable that Japan should
strengthen its relations with the region. Finally, since ASEAN countries
took a modest view on North-South issues, it would be to Japan’s ad
vantage to pursue strategies for these problems which would bring
ASEAN countries on to Japan’s side (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, 20 July
1977).
The Prime Minister promised that one billion dollars would be made
available to the ASEAN industrial projects should they prove to be
economically viable and should all ASEAN countries agree on and
participate in them. He also indicated that Japan would give sympathetic
attention to the possiblity of further trade liberalisation in areas of in
terest to ASEAN and to Japanese financing of a regional STABEX
scheme. However, Mr Fukuda maintained his worldwide multilateral
approach to the main international economic issues, and avoided
undertakings that ASEAN countries should be treated especially
favourably in relation to other developing countries (Nihon Keizai
Shimbun, 15 Aug. 1977). Since Mr Fukuda’s tour, ASEAN as a group
has been built permanently into Japan’s diplomacy, and ASEAN has
been well known in Japan. It does not mean, however, that Japan is now
ready to deal with ASEAN only, or even mainly, as a single entity. Most
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relations are still maintained on a bilateral basis. However, we can say
without exaggeration that Japan has entered into a new era of relations
with ASEAN, corresponding to an important stage in the evolution of
ASEAN itself.
VI

CONCLUSION

We have attempted in this chapter to present an overall picture of
Japan’s economic relations with ASEAN countries. We have seen that
ASEAN countries play significant roles which vary from country to
country as sources of natural resources, host countries of its investment,
and recipients of its bilateral official development assistance. Japan’s
attitude toward ASEAN has recently become more favourable.
However, Japan has not yet established a solid set of principles and
policies as a basis for dealing with ASEAN. Nor has it developed such
principles and policies in relation to the general North-South problem.
Nor has she any coherent policy on international development assistance.
And yet there are opportunities for Japan to play a major role in all of
these areas. Japan has had the unique experience of succeeding very
quickly with industrialisation. If we Japanese do not forget our ex
perience of living at low income levels and suffering many other in
conveniences, we may utilise lessons from our experience more ef
ficiently and carefully than other industrialised countries to help develop
less developed countries.
As far as ASEAN countries are concerned, Japan can play a role in
promoting intra-ASEAN trade, which is the most important factor in
integrating ASEAN countries. First, Japan can bring these countries into
closer relations with each other through its direct investment allocation
among the ASEAN countries. Already Japanese affiliated companies
manufacturing in Thailand, Singapore and Malaysia reveal a tendency to
export their products to neighbouring countries, including ASEAN
members. Second, ASEAN projects established with Japan’s assistance
could increase intra-ASEAN trade. Finally, it will be necessary for Japan
to open its markets not only for primary products, but also for labourintensive industrial products in order to share truly its prosperity with
ASEAN countries.
kiyoshi KOJIMA then made a detailed statement on the possible response
of advanced Pacific countries, including Japan, to issues raised by the
emergence of ASEAN as a significant regional grouping:
There has for many years been a clear need for an inter-governmental
policy forum in the Asian-Pacific region to reduce tensions associated
with and to develop positive, stable and mutually consistent policies in
relation to trade liberalisation, structural adjustment, foreign investment
and development assistance. The need for the advanced Pacific countries
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to respond positively to the constructive demands now being made by
ASEAN in an ever more forceful manner strengthens the rationale of
such a forum. The time for such an Organisation for Pacific Trade, Aid
and Development has ripened (Kojima, 1976; Drysdale, 1978; Boyd,
1978; Drysdale and Patrick, 1978); but who will initiate and promote its
establishment?
There is some expectation that an initiative for establishing OPTAD
will be taken by ASEAN. In the Williamsburg VII conference in Can
berra, November 1977, Thanat Khoman, the former Thai Foreign
Minister, responding to my proposal, expressed the view that ASEAN
should as quickly as possible invite countries like Japan, Australia, and
the United States to join it in establishing a policy forum like OPTAD.
An ASEAN initiative would be most welcome since if the five Pacific
advanced countries took the initiative, there could be trouble about
membership from the beginning. The ASEAN-Five Advanced Countries
Forum would be a good starting point and could be extended later so as
to include East Asian and other countries, or an East Asian-Five Ad
vanced Countries Forum and even a Latin American-Five Advanced
Countries Forum could be separately established and eventually joined
together with the former.
ASEAN is of great potential importance for all Pacific rim countries.
It seems to me the economic objective of ASEAN integration is not well
defined, and should be more ambitous than has so far been announced.
In considering it, we must recognise the fact that ASEAN’s intra-area
trade is limited to about 15 per cent of its total trade. This leads us in two
general directions. The first is that ASEAN should follow an open
economy policy instead of an inward-looking one, either nationally or
sub-regionally. ASEAN could act as a collective body to negotiate more
systematic and efficient aid from advanced countries. It could also
negotiate improved market access in the advanced economies, for both
traditional primary exports and new manufactured exports. In other
words, ASEAN could act as a collective body to promote exports.
It would be useful for ASEAN also to take a more liberal attitude
towards productive foreign direct investments. Its so-called com
plementary industries could be of a bigger size than planned today so
that they will be able to establish harmonious specialisation with, and
export products to, the wider Pacific market.
Thus OPTAD, a wide policy forum between ASEAN and neigh
bouring Pacific countries, should help the ASEAN economy towards its
7 See Jottings, Williamsburg VII, 9 Dec. 1977:46. In his paper presented to the
Williamsburg VII, Soedjatmoko, the former Indonesian ambassador to the United
Nations, concluded: ‘There can be little doubt that the establishment of a north Pacific
Forum or Conference, and a strong OECD type research capability serving the whole
region, would enhance the collective capacity for tension management. These institutions
might eventually become, together with other already existing institutions and networks,
important building blocks for a structure for peace, and equitable development in the AsiaPacific region’ Soedjatmoko (1977:6).
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proper position in Pacific-wide functional integration. 8 For both
ASEAN and Japan, OPTAD is to be preferred to the strengthening of
only bilateral interdependence between them, which carries the danger of
Japan’s over-presence and domination. We have seen the dangers of
political reaction to this over-presence in some of the ASEAN countries
in recent years.
Sub-regional economic integration as in ASEAN is likely to provide a
more promising path to economic development for those countries, each
of which is small in market size and limited in various productive
resources, than if each attempts to develop separately. The Pacific
advanced countries have a huge and direct interest and should be ready
to co-operate among themselves in assisting Southeast Asian develop
ment.
In order to facilitate group assistance to the sub-regional integration,
co-ordinated policy action should be promoted in the advanced coun
tries. In particular, official development aid to the area should be pooled
and untied for use in at least the Asian-Pacific area. To this end, first, a
revolving aid fund should be established under the aegis of OPTAD and
be used for multiple purposes, including compensation for fluctuations
in proceeds from primary exports. Second, the official development
assistance of Pacific advanced countries to the Southeast Asian
developing countries should be greatly enlarged. It should cover many
projects, including ASEAN industrial projects which have already been
planned. In addition, there should be new large-scale aid for the purpose
of doubling rice production and for constructing an ocean transportation
network. Third, joint venture investments and/or non-equity arrange
ments between advanced countries and Southeast Asian host countries
should be encouraged for the development of mineral and other natural
resources and for the promotion of both light and heavy industrial
growth. To this end, a code of conduct for direct foreign investment in
the Asian-Pacific region could be developed. Fourth, in order to widen
markets for Southeast Asian products, the efforts of advanced countries
through generalised preferences and reduced MFN tariffs through
GATT negotiations should be extended greatly. A structural adjustment
fund should be established in every advanced country, to promote the
structural adjustment that is necessary to promote the expansion of trade
with Southeast Asian economies responding to the increased ‘boomerang
effects’ of past aid and investments.
VII

AID

Let us now briefly examine the major elements of the suggested program.
It is clear that large-scale aid could be given more effectively by a group
SA strong view supporting OPTAD in Japan has been presented by Nomura Research
Institute (II971).
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of like-minded advanced countries. It is also desirable that aid-giving and
investment be multinationalised, and freed as far as possible from
bilateral tying. To achieve these objectives, we propose the establishment
of a Revolving Aid Fund.
‘Tied aid’ is frequently inefficient since it obliges the recipient country
to obtain expensive or unwanted products, available more cheaply from
other sources of supply. The Pearson Commission gave a good deal of
attention to this problem and presented an interesting formula for un
tying aid:
It should therefore be possible to devise a scheme under which each
donor unties an amount of its presently tied aid in such a way as to
leave the balance of payments of each donor virtually unaffected.
Under such a scheme, if recipient countries normally spend x per cent
on the product of country A, x becomes the proportion of the pool of
untied aid which country A will continue. The maximum size of this
untied pool is reached when the amount to be contributed by one of
the donors (‘the binding country’) reaches the total amount of aid it is
proposed to give (Pearson Commission, 1969:191).
The Revolving Aid Fund proposal for the reciprocal untying of aid in
the Pacific region has been described in detail elsewhere (Asian
Development Bank, 1971:327-30). The Revolving Aid Fund scheme
involves acceptance of two important principles. The first is that aid
credited to the fund has to be completely untied in so far as procurements
can be made from any OPTAD member country (a Southeast Asian
recipient or any donor country). The second is that any imbalances
between a country’s aid commitment and its sales under aid procure
ments, if they are positive, should be held with the fund. Original
deposits and accumulated deposits cannot be withdrawn from the fund,
but must be entirely utilised by aid-receivers in successive years.
An increased volume of official development aid is essential to
Southeast Asian economic development and trade growth. In addition to
those ODA programs already planned in advanced countries concerned
for this sub-region, I would like to propose a new type of large-scale aid
projects which meet the basic needs of the Southeast Asian economic
integration: (a) aid for rice production, and (b) aid for the construction
of ocean-transportation network.
Although the encouragement of the exports of manufactures suited to
their abundant supply of labour is becoming the most promising path to
long-term development for Southeast Asian developing countries,
agricultural development, and especially the improvement of produc
tivity of rice cultivation, is an even more urgent task in order to feed the
people better and elevate their will to work. The provision of chemical
fertiliser aid and the construction of fertiliser factories would seem the
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best method of attacking this problem. 1 have advocated the scheme for
fertiliser aid since 1966, and it is described in detail elsewhere.4
In summary, this is an aid formula under which fertilisers (especially
nitrogenous fertiliser) for which Pacific advanced countries have surplus
productive capacity are first given as gifts, following which fertiliser
factories will be built for the aid-receiving countries with the help of their
counterpart funds and capital supplied under deferred payment
arrangements.
Recently Okita and colleagues have carried out an in-depth study on a
similar line of thought and proposed the ‘doubling rice production in
Asia program’, emphasising the importance of aid for irrigation projects
(Okita and Takase, 1976; Colombo, Johnson and Shishido, 1977).
One important reason why the intra-area trade in ASEAN countries is
limited to 15 per cent of total trade is the lack of transportation and
communication facilities. ASEAN countries consist of thousands of
islands, and the lack of a good ocean transportation system hinders
specialisation of production and high levels of trade within the region. It
would be most effective, much more so than tariff elimination, if
Southeast Asia were to establish an ocean transportation network.10This
should be facilitated by a co-ordinated effort by Pacific advanced
countries in the provision of aid for harbours and associated facilities
(warehouses, loading and shipping, roads, etc.), large and small cargoes
and vessels, and the training of seamen.
VIII

DIRECT INVESTMENT

Direct foreign investments from advanced countries to the Southeast
Asian region will pay a crucial role, if they are undertaken properly, in
the development of primary products and their processing, the transfer
of technology and new industry, not only light consumer but also some
heavy industry, and the expansion of north-south trade. Direct foreign
investments should be undertaken gradually and at the appropriate stage
so as to accelerate the host country’s economic development. A code of
good conduct for investors is also required (Kojima, 1978) along the lines
discussed in the UN Commission on Transnational Corporations (UN,
1978).
Direct foreign investment in developing countries should play the role
of a ‘tutor’. In other words, the main role of direct foreign investment is
9 Originally it was proposed in Japanese in the Overseas Economic Co-operation Fund
(OECF), Chosa Shirvo, No. 44, April 1966, and published in English: Kiyoshi Kojima,
‘Asian Developing Countries and PAFTA: Development, Aid and Trade Preferences’,
Hitotsubashi Journal o f Economics, June 1969 and reprinted in my book, Japan and A
Pacific Free Trade Area, Macmillan, London, 1971:129-33.
10 This was originally proposed in Kiyoshi Kojima (1972), and in Japanese, Sekaikeizai
Hyoron, April 1972:20-1.
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to transplant superior production technology through training of labour,
management and marketing, from advanced industrial countries to lesser
developed countries, or, in brief, it is the transfer of a superior
production function which replaces inferior ones in the host country.
Direct foreign investment should be an initiator and a tutor o:' in
dustrialisation in less-developed countries. The fact that a subsidiary or
joint venture is established in a host country is only the beginning of
national (or macro) economic effects, although in contrast with so-called
‘enclave’ direct investment, the establishment of a joint venture alone is
significant. Direct foreign investment gradually has an effect spread over
the specific industry in the host country through the training of workers,
engineers and managers, and makes the establishment of competitive
firms by local capital possible, ultimately improving the production
function of the entire industry in question and making the new industries
competitive in international markets. When the process is completed, it
can be said the new technology is fully transferred and established in the
host country.
In order to fulfil efficiently the role of a ‘tutor’ it is most important for
developing countries to choose carefully the kind of industry and the
type of technology they want to receive. Steady economic development in
these countries is fostered through concentration at first on labourintensive and relatively simple technology, gradually moving toward
more capital-intensive and sophisticated technology. In other words,
developing countries should start receiving direct foreign investment for
industries in which they have comparative advantage in production and
comparative advantage in improving productivity. The latter brings
about an orderly transfer of technology which begins in those industries
where the technological gap between providing and receiving countries or
firms is smallest, and therefore the transfer of technology is easier and its
spread-effects larger.
Even following the above two criteria, there remains another problem,
which is that of ‘over-presence’. Foreign firms should not suppress the
local firms but should spread better technology and management skills so
that eventually the local entrepreneurs are able to initiate and manage
operations as efficiently as the foreign firms. But these effects are
hindered if too many foreign firms enter and the negative effect increases
if the firms concentrate in a certain industry or rush too quickly to
establish many new plants in a short period.
The behaviour of foreign firms and their staff has been condemned in
various ways, i.e. too many Japanese (or American) expatriates present;
they herd together and do not mingle with local people; they look for
ward only to a return to parent company headquarters; local staff are not
properly promoted or not used in important decision-making; salary
differentials between Japanese and local staff are too large; wages of
local workers are not sufficiently attractive, while work discipline
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required is too stringent and neglects local customs; quick withdrawal to
the mother country of apparently too large profits; the practice of
transfer pricing and other tax evasion; bribing government officials, and
so on. Most of these complaints seem to be superficial and emotional,
but it should be remembered, particularly in the case of Japanese direct
investment in Southeast Asian countries, that many of the complaints are
closely related to the fact that direct foreign investment has been rushed
within a short time-span, is not yet accommodated to the local en
vironment and has not achieved results that moderate these complaints.
Northeast Asian countries have already established labour-intensive
industries and are now progressing in the second-stage industrialisation
toward intermediate goods production, such as steel and basic chemicals
(Kojima, 1973). Compared to this, Southeast Asian countries are a step
behind in their industrialisation, though they are better endowed with
natural resources. In both sub-regions, Japan and other Pacific ad
vanced countries need to establish a harmonious division of labour and
to expand north-south trade. Direct foreign investment from Japan and
other advanced countries will help the recipients to step up the pace of
industrialisation with the aim of establishing a network of intra-industry
specialisations throughout the Asian-Pacific region.
It is most important to create detailed horizontal (i.e. intra-industry)
specialisation. In the case of labour-intensive goods like textiles, there is
already wide acceptance that production should be located abroad and
imported into Japan. This admits, however, intra-industry specialis
ation, under which some kinds of textiles would be imported into Japan
and other higher quality textile products would be exported. Export of
some components and imports of assembled products is another form of
horizontal specialisation. We have reached the stage where we must
consider increasingly the same kind of intra-industry specialisation in the
heavy and chemical industries (including both intermediate goods and
machinery).
IX

STR U C TU R AL A D JU S T M E N T IN A D V A N C E D COUNTRIES

Commercial policies are important in the creation of opportunities for
industrialisation and economic growth. General preferences should
certainly be extended in a more generous manner from advanced
countries to less developed countries. But general preferences must be
made effective through the provision of directly productive aid and
investment, on the one hand, and effective structural adjustment in
advanced countries on the other. Only then will there be wider markets
for processed and manufactured exports from Southeast Asia, and a new
international division of labour.
Structural adjustment in developed countries is an essential element if
new development policies are to be successful. Structural adjustment is
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also a key factor in the liberalisation of trade among the advanced
countries. How can this structural adjustment be undertaken effectively?
Strong resistance, both economic and political, can be expected.
To assist the required adjustments, a fund for structural adjustment
should be established in every advanced country (ADB, 1971:326). This
should become an international obligation similar to the 1 per cent of
GNP foreign aid target. The fund should be used to bring about the
gradual elimination of uneconomic industries and the transfer of
resources to more productive activities in which the advanced country
enjoys a comparative advantage. It would be desirable to provide a
‘package’ of subsidies to allow uncompetitive production to continue
over the retirement period and to finance cash grants in relation to the
closing down of capacity. Facilities should be provided, in addition, for
the retraining and movement of redundant labour.
A land retirement scheme for rice production was introduced in Japan
in 1970. Grants will be provided by government to farmers who cease
cultivation of rice. Similar measures are needed in Japan to retire
capacity in traditional small-scale labour-intensive manufacturing in
dustries. Huge structural adjustments need to be effected in this way in
the United States and other industrial countries with large and heavily
protected declining industries.
Even trade preferences are likely to be granted more generally if they
can be coupled with the exchange of mutual concessions amongst ad
vanced trading partners. Some reciprocity in trade concessions eases the
political burden of adjustment, and may ease the economic burden
(Kojima, 1969).
Aid and direct investment, linked directly to preferential tariff
treatment, appear consistent with the Prebisch report emphasis on the
infant industry argument for preferences (UN, 1964). First, directly
productive aid and investment in the form of capital goods, advanced
techniques of production, managerial know-how and worker training,
should be provided to developing countries on an increasingly large scale
if the efficiency of new export-oriented industry, primary as well as
manufacturing, is to be improved to the point where it becomes com
petitive in world markets.
Second, developed countries should provide preferential treatment,
say for five or ten years, to developing country exports launched with the
help of directly productive aid and investment. Preferences aimed at
ensuring wider markets would serve as a sort of aid ‘after-care’, and
might well be regarded as indispensable to the realisation of the full
benefits of aid and investment. It is important that the provision of
preferences should be closely linked with the provision of aid and in
vestment since either is likely to be ineffective and result in a waste of
resources if applied independently.
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DISCUSSION
ROMEO BAUTISTA opened the discussion on the Ikema and Kojima
contributions:
Ikema’s paper is very informative, providing a factual description of
ASEAN exposure to Japanese trade, aid and direct investment. It is,
however, disappointing that the author offers few explanations of the
observations on Japan-ASEAN economic relations. It is also disap
pointing that there are very few comments on the significance to the
ASEAN countries of various elements of the relationship.
The author examines first the growth and pattern of Japan-ASEAN
commodity trade flows from 1965-7 to 1975-7. He notes that Japanese
trade with ASEAN countries shifted away from Malaysia, Thailand and
the Philippines in favour of Indonesia and Singapore. Not surprisingly
he finds that Japan exports to ASEAN countries only manufactured
goods, some of which are occasioned by direct investment in the region.
ASEAN exports to Japan, on the other hand, are dominated by resource
intensive commodities; at the 7-digit OCCN level five of these products
are shown to account for more than 60 per cent of each country’s exports
to Japan. It would appear also that ASEAN trade accounts for a large
proportion of Japan’s total imports of several commodities: only two of
the eighteen commodities noted are exported by each of the ASEAN
countries, so it might not be easy for ASEAN as a whole to negotiate
with Japan on the basis of some specific commodities.
The ASEAN countries all rely heavily on Japan as a trade partner: on
average, Japan accounts for about 25 per cent of each country’s exports
and import flows, the proportion being lowest for Singapore and highest
for Indonesia. Of the five ASEAN countries, the Philippines suffers
most from a persistent trade deficit with Japan and this is not due simply
to the price decline in sugar in recent years as the author asserts. This
issue is complicated, having been related in official discussions to
Japan’s tariff and non-tariff barriers against imports of Philippine
commodities in processed form. This section of the paper could have
benefited from a discussion of Japanese trade policies affecting ASEAN
countries, especially since at the end of his paper Ikema expresses the
view that Japan needs to open its market to the labour-intensive
industrial products from ASEAN countries.
The author points out that the liberalisation measures over the period
1969-72 were effective in encouraging the rapid growth of Japanese
foreign investment, which increased fifteen-fold between 1966 and 1977.
Even more impressive has been the expansion of Japan’s investment in
ASEAN countries, which in 1977 was nineteen times the 1966 level,
raising the region’s share in Japan’s total investment to 20.6 per cent.
This investment is concentrated in Indonesia, which accounts for more
than two thirds of Japanese direct investment in the ASEAN region, and
in resource development, particularly in Indonesia and the Philippines,
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for export to Japan. Amongst manufacturing investments in the ASEAN
region, textiles appear to dominate.
ASEAN countries except Singapore are shown to be heavily dependent
on Japan as a source of private foreign investment. The problems faced
by Japan and those of the host countries could have been discussed more
fully. The mere statement that since 1973 member companies of the
Japan Federation of Economic Organisation (Keidanren) have been
following the ‘Guidelines for Investment Activities in Developing
Countries’ is not very reassuring.
Turning to Japan’s official development assistance (ODA) to ASEAN
countries, Ikema notes that accumulated ODA from 1960 to 1977
amounted to $7.4 billion, three-quarters of which was granted during
1970-7, the ASEAN countries receiving 41.4 per cent of the total. In
donesia and the Philippines have been the principal beneficiaries, ob
taining 22.9 per cent and 11.2 per cent respectively. The author says that
Japan’s investment in the two countries being directed to resource
development is the primary reason for the ODA allocation bias in favour
of Indonesia and the Philippines.
In view of reported official efforts by Japan at re-thinking and re
directing its development assistance program, it would have been in
teresting to find in Ikema’s paper an assessment of the effectiveness of
the ODA program from the official Japanese viewpoint and what new
directions it is taking as it affects the ASEAN countries. A particularly
important question to ask is: ‘To what extent would the “ tying” of
Japanese foreign aid be loosened?’ Indeed, one would have wanted to see
in the paper a systematic discussion of the outstanding problems and
issues in all three aspects of Japan-ASEAN economic relations.
The establishment of an Organisation for Pacific Trade and
Development (OPTAD) is a recurring proposal in the Pacific Trade and
Development Conference series. Here Kojima proposes a mechanism
within OPTAD for bringing ASEAN together with the advanced Pacific
countries, which 1 think the ASEAN participants here would endorse,
because the proposed schemes clearly represent an improvement over
existing arrangments. It may well be that there are superior alternatives.
Until they are spelled out, however, any improvement from the status
quo is welcome. It might be difficult to convince the advanced countries
that they should participate, since the ASEAN-Advanced Pacific
Countries Forum appears to entail on the part of the donor countries an
increased cost of development assistance and/or a loosening of control
over the resources to be transferred to the ASEAN countries.
Among the various elements of Kojima’s proposal perhaps the most
appealing is the Revolving Aid Fund which he envisions would be
established from deposits of annual aid commitments from the advanced
Pacific countries. This would entail no additional aid commitments and
would to some extent be effective in untying bilateral aid to ASEAN
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countries. Also included in Kojima’s proposal is the ‘new large-scale aid’
program for rice production and the construction of ocean trans
portation networks, which is in recognition of two important needs in
most of the ASEAN countries.
Another element in Kojima’s proposal is the establishment of a
‘structural adjustment fund’ in every advanced country, which he thinks
would be more efficient than direct aid to developing countries, to ease
the difficulties attending the ‘gradual elimination of uneconomic in
dustries and the transfer of factors of production to more productive
activities where the advanced country enjoys comparative advantage’.
I find Kojima’s well-intentioned advocacy of direct foreign investment
as ‘tutor’ a bit unrealistic. He apparently believes that direct foreign
investment makes the establishment of competitive firms by local capital
possible, ultimately improving the production function and making the
new industries competitive in international markets. Hindsight alas does
not tell us that the ‘orderly transfer of technology starting with labourintensive and relatively simple technology and gradually moving toward
more capital-intensive and sophisticated technology’ has in fact
occurred.
Kojima has a sincere and earnest desire to assist Southeast Asia’s
economic growth through what he believes is a workable program under
the aegis of OPTAD. While no one should prejudge the matter, I am
afraid the more cynical members of the developed country club will find
his proposals unacceptable, regardless of the inherent beneficial effects
they may generate from a global point of view.
The general discussion of the Ikema and Kojima contributions focused
mainly on three issues: the rationale of Japanese direct investment in
ASEAN countries; ASEAN policies towards the economic relationship
with Japan; and Kojima’s suggestions for the management of Japan’s
relationship with the ASEAN countries in the context of a wider
Organisation for Pacific Trade Aid and Development.
There was considerable questioning of whether the facts of Japanese
investment in the ASEAN countries supported the Kojima hypothesis, as
Sekiguchi and Krause had accepted in chapter 14. Two participants
observed that Japanese investment abroad in its early years — say, pre1971 — had not been guided by any consistent strategy. It tended to take
advantage of whatever incentives were available in the domestic en
vironment — which meant that manufacturing investments through the
1950s and 1960s tended to be domestic market oriented in Malaysia,
Thailand, the Philippines and Indonesia, in reflection of the relatively
protectionist policies of those countries. Only in Singapore, whose
general economic policies favoured orientation towards international
markets, was Japanese manufacturing investment outward-looking. A
Japanese participant accepted this characterisation of the early period,
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but argued that following the adoption of more export-oriented trade
and industrial policies by some ASEAN members, notably Malaysia and
the Philippines, a large part of the output of new Japanese manufac
turing output in these countries was being sold in external markets.
It was accepted that the loss of competitiveness in Japanese labourintensive industries had been a powerful incentive to investment in
developing East Asian countries, to avoid obsolescence of technology,
specialist personnel and in some cases plant and machinery. The rate at
which Japanese firms had lost competitiveness in these industries was
even greater than the rise in wages would suggest, since there was a very
important compression of wage differentials through the 1960s and
1970s, with wages for the relatively unskilled workers employed in
tensively in light manufacturing rising much more rapidly than the
general wage level. This phenomenon was more pronounced in Japan
than in other advanced industrial countries, partly because there was no
large-scale immigration of unskilled workers into Japan as there had
been into Australia, the United States and some countries in Europe.
It was noted that the loss of competitiveness in labour-intensive
manufacturing industries had placed considerable adjustment strains on
the advanced countries, but that the amount of adjustment was less in
those industrial countries, including Japan, which now specialised in the
export of capital goods. Industrialisation in Northeast and Southeast
Asia had provided large and growing markets for plant and machinery
used in light manufacturing at the same time as it increased competitive
pressure on the domestic labour-intensive industries. In some cases, this
process had sustained capital-goods industries which would otherwise
have gone into decline with the cessation of growth in the domestic in
dustries which had previously provided their main markets.
There was some criticism of the ‘Kojima program’ on the grounds that
it was unnecessary to establish new bureaucracies (for example, to
establish the Revolving Aid Fund), when most important problems could
be improved through existing institutions, including improved relations
between individual Pacific countries and the ASEAN members, both
bilaterally and with ASEAN as a group. There was concurrence with
Kojima’s comments on the desirability of a code of good conduct to
guide relations between host governments and foreign investors, but
there was considerable scepticism about whether an effective code could
be implemented. The experience with GATT demonstrated that such
international agreements on codes of business behaviour took years to
negotiate, so that by the time of their completion they might no longer
address the major current concerns. And if agreement could be reached
on issues that remained relevant they were notoriously difficult to en
force. Perhaps closer international consultation without a formal
agreement would be more fruitful.
A Canadian participant criticised the Revolving Aid Fund proposal on
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the grounds that it addressed only the lesser of the two types of tying
problems: procurement tying; and not the tying to particular projects
that in practice tended to have a large capital component. It was certainly
desirable to untie procurement, but it was possible for an alert and firm
recipient government to achieve substantially that result by insisting on
certain administrative procedures. Malaysia and Papua New Guinea
were two relatively small countries that had achieved a high degree of
reciprocal untying among aid donors through a series of bilateral
negotiations. It was more difficult for recipient governments acting alone
to lever donors away from their preference for capital assistance, when
the most important development needs in such areas as health, education
and agriculture included mainly recurrent expenditures. There should be
provision in any regional aid agreement for a major component of
‘budget support type aid’, where the foreign exchange would allow the
expansion of the recipient’s development program in general without
meeting inflation and balance of payments problems.
An American participant thought that, given the importance of the
economic relationship with Japan, it was remarkable that there did not
appear to be a coherent ASEAN common approach to the relationship.
Japan was the major aid donor and had announced that it intended in a
short period of time to treble its aid disbursements. This aid was
provided on the whole on unsatisfactory terms with respect to grant
element, procurement tying and project tying, and yet each ASEAN
member continued to negotiate independently on the terms and con
ditions of aid. This must be a fruitful area for a common approach on
foreign economic policy.
One ASEAN participant thought that there was an element of in
consistency in Japanese policy which had led to some confusion and
resentment within the ASEAN region. There had been occasional
suggestions that Japan saw itself as having a special relationship with the
ASEAN countries and would view sympathetically demands for con
cessions by the five governments. But no especially favourable treatment
had been forthcoming in practice, and through 1978 it seemed that Japan
was prepared to contemplate some special concessions for China over
ASEAN countries.
Ikema in reply recognised that there were some apparent con
tradictions in Japanese official policy on ASEAN. However, the reality
of foreign economic policy in Japan had been consistently nondiscriminatory and worldwide in orientation, despite occasional lapses in
rhetoric. This was inevitable given the wide spread of Japanese trading
interests, but non-discriminatory trade policy was consistent with
initiatives in trade liberalisation and aid that could be of great value to
ASEAN. Ikema agreed that the quality of Japanese aid in terms of grant
element, procurement tying and project tying remained poor despite the
large increase in its quantity. Finally, he agreed that Japanese investment
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in manufacturing had been mainly domestic-oriented in Indonesia and
the Philippines, but export sales had been very important from Japanese
subsidiaries in Singapore, and more recently in Malaysia and Thailand.
Kojima reacted to criticisms of the quality of Japanese aid by
repeating that a regional organisation with wide membership would be
the best forum for exerting pressure for the improvement of aid terms.
No existing institution saw itself as having a role in raising the quality of
aid, through reciprocal arrangements among donors to untie aid or for
other purposes. Finally, Kojima agreed that Japan’s recent loss of
comparative advantage in labour-intensive manufactures provided part
of the motive for Japanese investment abroad. It also made Japanese
investment suitable at this time for conditions in developing countries
and no doubt contributed to the ‘export orientation’ that was attributed
to Japanese investments by the Kojima hypothesis.

16 ASEAN and the People’s Republic of China*
LUO YUANZEIENG

China was very isolated from the rest of the world in the past years when
the Gang of Four was in control. This was true for individual scholars
like myself as well as for the country as a whole. I very much appreciate
this opportunity to discuss with economists from many countries some
important issues in the international economy, at a time whet China’s
economic relations with other countries are becoming very mi ch more
important.
It is clear that everybody is very interested in Chinese policies on
foreign economic relations in general. There is a great deal of interest in
the extent to which China’s new approach to foreign economic policy
represents a departure from the established policy of self-reliance, as well
as in the details of new policies. I will address these questions in detail
later, but first let us consider specifically relations between China and
ASEAN.
The era in which we have lived has been characterised by the ending of
political colonialism in almost all of the world, although one per cent of
the world’s population remains under colonialism.
Despite the ending of political colonialism in most of the world, there
are many aspects of the international economic order that have worked
against the interests of the newly independent countries. Industrial
growth has been relatively slow in many developing countries. For
tunately, many of the Asian and Pacific countries, including ASEAN
members, are exceptions to this general phenomenon, and the strong
* Editor’s note: Mr Luo was the first scholar from the Peoples’ Republic of China to
participate in the Pacific Trade and Development Conference series, and the first scholar
from the People’s Republic for many years to join an international conference of academic
economists. Many participants found the session in which Mr Luo’s paper was discussed
most memorable, reflecting Mr Luo’s candid responses to challenging questions as well as
the great interest in recent changes in China’s foreign economic policy. Mr Luo has in
corporated some of his responses to questions on China’s new foreign economic policy into
this revised version of his paper.
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growth of sales of industrial products from Asian developing countries
to advanced countries is especially heartening. Food production in the
developing countries as a whole has lagged well behind demand, and
from being large net exporters before World War II they are now large
net importers of food. Many of the non-oil exporting developing
countries have experienced very great problems with foreign trade and
payments in recent years. Incomes have risen less rapidly in developing
than in advanced countries in post-war years and unemployment is a very
serious problem in the developing countries.
Political independence is incomplete and unstable if it is not supported
by economic strength. It is the realisation of this that has inspired third
world countries to seek reform in the international economic system,
within the rubric of the New International Economic Order. China has
given full support to these efforts of the developing countries to build an
international economic system based on independence, equality and
mutual benefit. A clear statement of official policy can be found in VicePremier Deng Xiaoping’s address to the Sixth Special Session of the UN
General Assembly in April 1974.
It is notable that the ASEAN countries have not waited for the new
relationship of the NIEO to happen, but have themselves set about
building a new relationship to the international economic system. To this
end there has been strong growth, economic diversification, in
dustrialisation and export of manufactures from the ASEAN countries.
The concept of ‘self-reliance’ is discussed further below, but it is
appropriate now to note the concurrence of the Chinese government in
ASEAN’s attempts to achieve national economic growth through in
dividual and collective self-reliance. The proposals to increase intraASEAN trade, to establish a series of regional industrial projects and to
guarantee intra-regional supplies of key commodities are important
manifestations of the spirit of collective self-reliance.
The arrangements for trade in rice and petroleum exemplify collective
self-reliance. The ASEAN countries need huge quantities of petroleum.
In 1975, petroleum accounted for 89 per cent of the total fuel con
sumption in these countries. The Republic of the Philippines and the
Kingdom of Thailand spend over one billion dollars for petroleum every
year. In order to ensure a stable petroleum supply, the five ASEAN
countries set up the ‘ASEAN Petroleum Council’ to work out a
petroleum distribution plan for emergency use. The Republic of In
donesia and Malaysia will give priority to the Philippines and Thailand in
the supply of petroleum. In return Thailand agrees to give priority in the
supply of paddy rice to the other ASEAN members which are short of
grain. In 1977 Thailand supplied 1.2 million tons of rice to its partners,
of which Indonesia received seven hundred thousand tons and Singapore
took two hundred thousand tons.
The ASEAN dialogue with various western countries is another
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example of collective self-reliance. Self-reliance does not mean self
seclusion and a self-sufficient feudal economy. The circulation of
commodities on a world scale long ago broke down the isolation and
seclusion of economic systems in ancient times and linked all nations in a
unified economic system. It is beneficial and necessary for the
development of each national economy that all countries should carry on
economic and technical exchanges on the basis of respect for state
sovereignty, equality and mutual benefit, and exchange of needed goods.
The important change that has occurred in ASEAN policy is that the five
countries now stand united on issues that affect them within the world
economic system. During the last two years they have entered into
dialogue with Japan, the United States, the European Economic
Community, Australia and New Zealand. These dialogues have
strengthened the ties of the ASEAN countries with the advanced
countries, enlarged the scope of their export trade and helped provide
international capital and modern techniques to speed up the internal
economic development of these countries and regions.
Further evidence of the ASEAN countries’ determination to
restructure their economic relationships with the rest of the world is
provided by the recent diversification of their trade towards other
developing countries. One feature of the international economic system
in recent years has been the increase (from a small base) in the relative
importance of trade amongst developing countries. The share of trade
amongst developing countries in total world trade rose from about 4 per
cent through the late 1960s and early 1970s to about 6 per cent in 1977.1
The western industrial countries remain the ASEAN members’ main
trading partners, but Intra-ASEAN trade has been expanding, and
should increase steadily with the introduction of the preferential
arrangements. In addition, there has been a considerable diversification
of ASEAN trade and capital inflow towards the developing countries of
Western Asia.
The ASEAN countries, too, have been in the forefront of developing
countries seeking to achieve stable and remunerative prices for primary
commodity exports. They have been leaders in efforts to establish
commodity agreements for such commodities as tin and rubber, and
within the context of the NIEO proposals, of developing countries’
attempts to win support for the Common Fund and the Integrated
Commodities Program. Official Chinese policy is to support strongly the
establishment of these new institutions, in the belief that they can
become realities only through the unremitting individual and collective
efforts of developing countries.
To conclude this sketch of China’s approach on international
economic issues of importance to ASEAN, it may be useful to say
1 United Nations, Yearbook o f International Trade Statistics, New York, various years.
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something about official policy on political relations with ASEAN itself.
The importance that China attaches to friendly relations with ASEAN is
evidenced by the recent visits of Vice-Premiers Deng Xiaoping and Li
Xiannian to ASEAN countries and of many ASEAN leaders to China.
Although China’s political relations with Indonesia and Singapore
remain to be normalised and diplomatic relations to be established, there
is a general expectation that, sooner or later, normal relations will be
resumed. China’s policy is to support ASEAN’s repeated proposal for a
peaceful, free and neutral zone in Southeast Asia and more generally
their attempts to avoid Southeast Asia coming strongly under the in
fluence of one or other of the great powers. China believes that an
economically strong ASEAN will be in a better position to withstand
attempts by other countries to exercise hegemony in Southeast Asia and
for this and other reasons supports ASEAN’s attempts to accelerate its
members’ rate of economic progress.
China and the ASEAN members are all developing countries. The
ASEAN countries commenced many aspects of their modern economic
development earlier than China and they have made use of ways and
means that have not yet been tried by China. It is worthwhile for China
to study the rich experience of development in the ASEAN countries.
This can be expected to open the way for China to co-operate with
ASEAN members in areas of politics, economics, science, culture and
many other fields. Certainly China’s international economists are
determined to play their part in promoting co-operation in economic
development between China and ASEAN countries.
Here, general questions are raised about China’s foreign economic
policies in general as well as questions about China’s relations with
ASEAN in particular. It is now time to say something on this subject.
It is now well known around the world that the Chinese people under
the Leadership of Premier Hua Guofeng have started on a new Tong
march’: the modernisation of China’s industry, agriculture, national
defence and science and technology. To hasten progress, China is doing
what Chairman Mao Zedong had always taught: learning from the
merits of all nations and peoples the world over.
China has emerged recently from a period of very great isolation from
the rest of the world, associated with the height of political influence of
the Gang of Four. One aspect of the former unbalanced self-sufficiency
and lack of contact with the outside world was that progress in other
countries was underplayed in China and there was no effort to learn
from other countries.
That is now being remedied. China’s scientific researchers, now
allowed again to study overseas, have been very interested to discover
scientific and technical progress in many fields. For example, it has
become clear that much of China’s industry and agriculture is operating
on the basis of technology applied in the developed countries in the
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1950s. China’s scholars are applying much effort to bridging the gap of
scientific and economic knowledge of which they have recently become
aware.
Current interest in China’s foreign economic relations derives from the
question of whether socialist China’s basic approaches to development
have been reversed or changed in the recent past. Kojima2 has pointed
out that many scholars around the world had seen the Chinese model of
self-reliant development as being useful for many other developing
countries as well as China, and asked whether China was abandoning
self-reliance for an outward-looking policy. More generally, Higgins3
described how Chairman Mao’s views on development had been very
influential in the western world, especially amongst students and young
people. He described how China’s approach to development, including a
cautious attitude to capital inflow, imported technology and structural
change away from agriculture, had provided a distinctive alternative to
traditional western ideas, including its Soviet variants. He said that the
Chinese model resembled the new approaches to development, including
emphasis on meeting basic needs and self-reliance, that had come out of
the western world in recent years. Higgins, too, wanted to know whether
there was substance in suggestions in the western media that China was
now abandoning these very interesting approaches to development.
These are very challenging questions, and I shall try to answer them as
accurately as I can. One important point that should be recognised
clearly is that China is and will remain a socialist country, and yet
although its economic system differs from that in capitalist countries, it
also has much in common with all other countries. There are probably
more points joining than separating countries with different economic
systems. The future progress of the human race depends on us
recognising the important things that we have in common. In particular,
the results of research and progress in science technology and
management are part of the common wealth of mankind.
It is also important to understand that Chairman Mao is still very
important and very much respected in China. The line of direction of
Chairman Mao’s policies will always be maintained, but that does not
mean that the details of policies can be framed without reference to
prevailing circumstances. Chairman Mao himself said that the test of
truth was practice and the reality of the situation is what China is now
taking as the test of a valid theory.
On the specific question about self-reliance, this remains the main
policy, but this does not mean that China cannot engage in international
trade or import advanced technology and equipment. We recognise that
2 In discussion at the Tenth Pacific Trade and Development Conference.
3 In discussion at the Tenth Pacific Trade and Development Conference.
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the natural condition of each country is different and that the
technological levels of countries differ and that this provides objective
conditions for mutually profitable trade in the world.
There have been some important changes recently in the manner in
which China’s foreign economic policies are implemented, following the
cessation of the extreme isolation imposed by the Gang of Four. China
now accepts credits on a government to government basis, whereas
previously such transactions could be conducted only between banks.
Any such borrowings by China are made strictly on the basis that China
has the capacity to repay them. It is now possible for foreign
businessmen to invest in China under certain arrangements, whereas
previously this was not possible. The arrangements under which foreign
investment in mines takes place involves China repaying investors partly
in the coal, oil or other minerals produced in the mines. Payment for
plant and equipment can also be made partly in the products of the
investments. It is common international practice for projects to be
operated as joint ventures amongst investors from several countries and
China now accepts these arrangements.
This chapter represents the beginnings of what 1 hope will be extensive
contact and co-operation in research between international economists in
China and in other Pacific countries. The human world is really one and
our progress is interdependent and whereas some despotic regimes have
isolated their countries from the rest of mankind, this is not the case
today in China. As international economists, I hope we can meet the
challenge of today, which is to learn from and co-operate with each other
at the same time as we recognise the differences in the economic systems
within our various countries.
DISCUSSION
ROSS g a r n a u t opened the discussion: Many scholars outside China are
aware that there is much to learn from China about economic and
political organisation, about technology and about many other economic
matters. Scholars both inside and outside China are aware that their
isolation from each other has been very severe for a long time. One
consequence of this is that it will require some time and considerable
effort for us to understand each others’ views. We are at the beginning of
a long process of gradually getting to understand better the way we each
view the international economic system. I am confident that through this
process we will both learn to understand better the international social
and economic system as it is in reality.
I am very much aware of how much I do not know about China’s
economy and about the ways in which Chinese scholars view the world
economic system. As a result, it is not surprising that Luo’s paper
contains ideas that strike me as being unfamiliar, and which run counter
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to some of my own preconceptions about the way that things are. For
example, in some parts of the paper there seems to be an implicit
assumption that industrialisation is desirable in itself, and that the
performance of an economy can be judged to a considerable extent in
terms of its industrial growth. 1 myself hold a different view, that if there
are some countries, like Malaysia in ASEAN for example, which can
produce food and raw materials very efficiently, and if the people of
those countries can earn relatively high incomes and enjoy high living
standards without having a large industrial sector, there is nothing at all
wrong with those countries pursuing the non-industrial path. Australia is
somewhat in that position — Australia does not have the very large
industrial sector of many other countries of similar economic size,
because Australia exports raw materials and foodstuffs. I do not see that
as being in any way a bad thing.
Some of the statements about the desirability of self-reliance, and the
restriction of trade to a lesser role than would result from each country
specialising in world trade according to its comparative advantage, made
a similar impression on me.
I should not give the impression that Luo is always critical of countries
specialising in production and export of those goods which they produce
most cheaply. Luo sees advantages flowing from the ASEAN countries’
heavy involvement in foreign trade and recognises that the strong export
growth in some of these countries in recent years has led to improved
employment and general economic performance. But overall, I am left
with the feeling that Luo has in mind a more limited involvement in
foreign trade and in the international economic system.
1 should add that on those points with which I feel uneasy about Luo’s
prognosis for developing countries’ involvement in the international
economic system, Luo’s position would find support amongst many
western scholars of development. For example, many of our colleagues
at western universities can think of many reasons why it is undesirable
for countries to trade what they produce most cheaply for goods which
other countries produce most cheaply. This wariness about the type of
economy and society that results from intense involvement in foreign
trade is an integral part of ‘dependency theories’ of development. Some
elements of dependency theory have been nurtured by western scholars’
perceptions of what has been happening in China since the revolution. It
would be productive for Chinese and western economists to examine
together some of the points at which there are differences in their
respective ideas about the operation of the international economic
system.
While I am strongly aware of the benefits, especially for economic
growth, of free international trade, 1 am also aware of the possible links
between some aspects of the current international economic order and
the problems of unemployment, inequitable income distribution and
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corruption in government that are important in many of the developing
market economies of the world. From the little I know, it seems that
some of these problems are much less severe in China than in many of the
developing market economies. Dependency theories in the west tend to
say that these problems derive from involvement in the international
economic system, and to suggest that the problems can be avoided only
be greatly restricting involvement with that system.
I myself doubt that China’s apparently much better performance on
unemployment, inequitable income distribution and corruption in
government is the result of being less involved in foreign trade. At the
same time, it is clear that in some societies the combination of extensive
private business ownership and heavy involvement in the international
economy is associated with corruption in government that makes it
impossible for the nation’s relations with the external world to be
managed in a manner that is consistent with broad-based development.
In his concluding paragraph, Luo challenges us to join together in
seeking to understand these very important and complex issues. Chinese
and western economists with very different experience of these issues
have much to learn from each other. My own instinct is that the survival
and strengthening of socialism in China is consistent with heavy in
volvement in foreign trade, absorption of foreign technology and some
kinds of foreign investment, but not with high levels of some other kinds
of foreign investment. I look forward to future co-operative research
with scholars in China on these and many other matters that are clearly
of fundamental importance for us all. I am grateful for the beginning
that Luo has made.
SUEO SEKIGUCHI continued the discussion: Luo has outlined some of the
issues which arise in China’s relations with the international economy. I
will attempt to bring some trade matters into the session a little more
concretely. My comments relate successively to trade in food grains,
trade in oil and trade in manufactured goods. Developments in each of
these areas carry large implications for China’s trade with the ASEAN
countries, and for the ASEAN countries’ opportunities for exports to
third countries.

Chinese trade in fo o d grains

From the late 1960s through 1974 China exported a large quantity of rice
and imported wheat, taking advantage of the higher price of rice relative
to wheat in the world market in comparison with the relative production
costs. According to FAO statistics, Chinese exports occupied 20 per cent
of the world rice trade in 1974. The share increased to 25 per cent in 1975
and 22 per cent in 1976. Chinese imports of wheat represented 12 per cent
of world wheat trade in 1974 but the share declined to 7 per cent in 1975
and 4 per cent in 1976.
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The balance of trade in these two staple grains recorded $105 million
deficit in 1974, $274 million surplus in 1975 and $372 million surplus in
1976.
It is clear that the nation was close to self-sufficiency in the early
1970s. Western experts on China disagreed in 1976 on whether the nation
had achieved self-sufficiency in supply of the staple food grains. Taking
into consideration changes in stockpiles and the trade surplus, I would
judge that China lhad become self-sufficient.
It is possible that China will become a large net exporter of grains in
future. But strong emphasis on industrialisation could also turn China
into a large net importer. My tentative view is that China will not become
either a large net exporter or importer of these staple grains. The export
of rice seems unlikely to grow very much as the expansion of the land
suitable to rice-growing will become slower. However, wheat production
may increase in northern China. The nation will not become a large net
exporter because the industrialisation and the growth of income will limit
the increase in domestic supply and raise demand for these grains as
some demand shifts from other grains. China will not become a large net
importer because large numbers of people will still need to be employed
in agriculture. Considerations of national security and balanced
development of rural and urban areas will also lead the government to
maintain self-sufficiency as an important policy target.
Apart from trade in the staple grains, China is seeking to increase
exports of other foodstuffs. For example, within two plans promoted
recently between Chinese agents and groups of Japanese fishing and
trading companies, the companies are to provide large fishing boats and
technology to the value of $500 million each, which China will repay by
exporting fish.
Chinese export o f oil

According to the Japan-China Economic Association, China exported 8
million tons of petroleum in 1976, including 6.4 million tons to Japan,
0.5 million tons to the Philippines, 0.7 million tons in 1975 to Thailand
and 0.8 million tons to Hong Kong. Data on the value of petroleum
exports are not available for 1976, but it was reported that the value of
China’s petroleum exports was $760 million in 1975, which was 14 per
cent of oil production and occupied 11 per cent of total Chinese exports
in the year. China’s oil exports to Japan was the most important item in
the long-term trade agreement which was concluded last year and it is
considered that there is considerable scope for China to increase its
exports to some ASEAN countries as well.
The domestic demand for oil is estimated by a colleague at the Japan
Economic Research Center to reach 210 million tons in 1985 (US CIA
estimates 182 million tons) if China achieves the present 10-year
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economic plan (GNP equivalent growing at an annual rate of some 8.4
per cent). Annual production is estimated to be 260 million tons in 1985.
Thus some 50 million tons will be available for export, of which Japan
may buy some 25-30 million tons, although there is as yet no agreement
between the two countries.
It seems that oil, coal and metallic mineral resources will play im
portant roles in the 1980s in earning foreign exchange to finance the
enormous importation of plant and equipment to modernise the nation’s
industries. As the industrialisation accelerates, the domestic demand for
energy and metal resources will grow. In this context I would predict that
Chinese exports of energy and metal resources will play a transitional
role.
Export o f manufactured goods

China may be well endowed with natural resources, but the 900 million
population is the most important resource. In this respect the following
points should be emphasised. The skills of labourers and farmers are
improving as elementary and middle education spreads to rural areas.
Factory workers are well disciplined and their attitude towards work
seems very positive, at least in Peking. Thus labour-intensive
manufactured products will have strong international competitiveness if
the nation succeeds in overseas marketing. As the average wage is some
50-60 yuan per month (equivalent to some $40) and will not rise very
rapidly, it is very likely that the nation will become a large exporter of
labour-intensive goods.
It is difficult to predict what kind of products and how much or how
fast the Chinese export of manufactured goods will grow in the next few
years. Past trends do not help us in forecasts since the new approach to
industrialisation may generate new export goods. Textile products, folk
art goods and sundries now occupy important positions in China’s
manufactured exports. China-made clothes are increasing their share of
some parts of the Japanese market. It may take some years for the
Chinese manufactured goods to attract many consumers in western
countries: because the policy changes took place so recently there has yet
been too little advance in quality control, design improvement and
marketing.
In China today there is great willingness to introduce innovation in
business management. One device is ‘subcontract’ production of con
sumer goods under which China receives foreign investment which is
repaid in the goods produced in the new factory. China has already
received some European and Japanese investment in this form, although
it is still unclear how successful they are. This device is likely to have a
positive impact on export promotion in China, since centrally planned
economies are apt to neglect marketing. The possibility of receiving
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foreign direct investment has also been discussed. In this case, China
would receive majority foreign investment with explicit agreement on
phasing out the foreign ownership.
Let me summarise my comments on the prospect of the Chinese export
of manufactured goods. The government will keep control of foreign
trade and will no doubt have in mind the impact on the development of
ASEAN countries. But if China is to achieve the very rapid growth
drawn in the 10-year economic plan, the nation has to borrow large
amounts of capital from industrial countries and has to promote exports
of manufactured goods in order to repay it. It will thus be difficult to
avoid severe competition with some ASEAN countries.
An important task is to promote personal exchange between China
and Pacific Basin countries to avoid surprises and sudden conflicts. If
developed countries absorb more goods produced in ASEAN countries
and China, trade among China, developed countries and ASEAN
countries will expand rapidly. This will contribute significantly to
establishing more stable political relationships in the region.
Subsequent discussion focused mainly on the recent changes in China’s
foreign economic policy, with participants very interested in the extent to
which established policies had been changed and in the implications of
this for other Asian developing countries. Luo has incorporated replies
to some of these questions in the published version of his paper.
There was further questioning of Luo’s implicit view that it was un
desirable for a country to be heavily dependent on imports of foodstuffs.
The densely populated industrial countries of Europe imported high
proportions of their food requirements and this did not seem to cause
any special problems.
From the opposite direction, questions were asked also about the
extent to which recent changes in Chinese trade policies represented a
major departure from the policy of self-reliance. The ‘self-reliance’ of
China under Chairman Mao had been put forward, and accepted by
many outside China, as a desirable model for developing countries.
Would the authorities in China still hold up individual or collective selfreliance to ASEAN countries as a desirable model?
One participant went further in discussing the Maoist model of
development, and the extent to which recent policy announcements
represented a departure from that model. Chairman Mao’s thought
about economic development had been very influential in the western
world, particularly among young people and above all among students.
This was easily understood, since Mao’s approach to development of
fered something unique. The Soviet model in its fundamentals was not
very different from the mainstream western approaches to economic
planning, despite the fact that the strategies were meant to be pursued
within a very different political and social framework. The Soviet model
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depended on capital accumulation, technological progress and inter
sectoral structural change.
In contrast, Mao said that capital accumulation was necessary, but not
to the point of borrowing abroad extensively. Technological progress
was necessary, but not to the extent of importing technology. And inter
sectoral structural change was not necessary: the rural sector’s
population growth would be absorbed in the rural sector. Of course,
there was less confidence in foreign trade as an engine of growth in both
the Soviet and Maoist models than in western economic thought.
It was suggested that the Maoist approach bears a strong resemblance
to the new approaches to development coming out of the western world
— for example the basic needs approach and the emphasis on selfreliance in work at the Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation and at the In
stitute of Development Studies at Sussex. And now it seemed, at least
from newspaper reports, China was departing from this type of ap
proach: China wanted to trade, borrow capital and apply foreign
technology.
Away from self-reliance and specialisation according to comparative
advantage, one participant said that Luo’s statement on developing
economies experiencing slower growth than developed countries was not
true in general. It was dependent on the countries included in and the
period of time covered by the comparison, and did not hold for the
recent past.
One ASEAN participant was concerned at how China’s labourintensive production would be priced in international markets in the new
era of more rapid trade growth. In particular he drew attention to a
rumour that foreign joint enterprises in China would be given access to
subsidised labour as an incentive to investment in China.
Finally, an ASEAN participant responded to Sekiguchi’s comments on
possible competition between China and Thailand in world rice exports.
Much to Thailand’s cost, this competition had been relatively unim
portant in the past, as Thailand had restricted rice exports (partly
through increases in the rice premium) in times of buoyant world market
conditions. China’s shrewder marketing led it to increase sales at these
times.
Luo in reply welcomed the comments and questions. He described the
origins of China’s isolation and the personal isolation of scholars like
himself, which were the reason why Chinese and foreign scholars had
such far-reaching questions to ask of each other at this time.
Luo explained how China aimed to strengthen contacts with outside
countries and in particular to take a larger part in world trade. He also
explained how China aimed to do this without throwing away the main
policy of self-reliance and without changing many of the basic economic
relationships established in China by Chairman Mao as the founder of
the People’s Republic. Luo’s replies to questions on self-reliance policy
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and the continuing influence of Mao’s thought have been incorporated
into his paper above (p. 490).
Finally, Luo made it clear that although labour was abundant in
China, joint enterprises would have to pay the full wages of workers they
employed.

17 ASEAN’s Economic Relations with the
Asian Socialist Countries
JOHN WONG

/

IN T R O D U C T IO N

This chapter discusses ASEAN’s relations with the Peoples’ Republic of
China and the states in Indochina. The chapter concentrates on China
because the current political situation in Indochina has resulted in the
disruption of normal external economic contacts. China has already
established some significant degree of economic relations with the five
countries which today constitute the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations. In developing an overall relationship with ASEAN, China is
economically much larger (Table 17.1), has more potential and can pull
greater weight than the Indochinese states, at least in the foreseeable
future.
Table 17.1 Asia-Pacific socialist countries: some basic economic
indicators
China
Population (million) mid-1976
Area (1000 km2)
GNP per capita
$ 1976
Average growth 1960-76
Growth o f GDP
1960-70
1970-76

835.8
9597

Asia-Pacific socialist countries3
Vietnam
Cambodia
Laos
8.1
181

410
5.2
6.2
6.6

3.3
237

47.6
333

90
1.8
2.3
2.9

3 Admittedly, the population and GNP figures are based on estimates, since these socialist
countries do not publish official statistics. Besides, the concept of GNP, officially
followed in these countries, refers to ‘NMP’ or net material product. In the case of
China, Western estimates of Chinese GNP could considerably underestimate such ac
tivities as capital formation in the communes undertaken by various production teams.
Sources: The World Bank, World Development Report 1978, August 1978; and The
Economist Intelligence Unit, Quarterly Economic Review o f Indochina: Viet
nam, Laos and Cambodia, Annual Supplement, 1978 (London).
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Indochina was originally one of the components of the broad
geographical area known as ‘Southeast Asia’. China’s relations with
Southeast Asia — traditionally called Nanyang by the Chinese — date
back to the early centuries of the Christian era. Communist revolution,
however, has radically changed the economic systems of both China and
Indochina as well as altered the patterns of their external economic
relations, particularly vis-ä-vis the ASEAN region. It will be demon
strated in this chapter that relationships between these socialist countries
and the ASEAN states were full of problems, some of which are of a
structural nature and are likely to continue. But there are also good
prospects in the immediate future for enhanced economic relationships.
The ASEAN economies present a very sharp contrast to those of the
Asia-Pacific socialist countries in terms of structure and orientation. The
market economies of ASEAN are by nature very open and outward
looking in the sense of having a large proportion of their GNP derived
from foreign trade and foreign investment. The Asia-Pacific socialist
countries are, on the other hand, centrally-planned economies which, in
principle, do not rely on the market or price mechanism for allocating
resources. In the socialist economic system, foreign trade is in the hands
of a state monopoly with activities centralised as a part of the overall
state economic plan. In the extreme case, as in the so-called ‘Stalin
model’ of foreign trade, the socialist government is inclined to pursue the
goal of autarchy (or ‘self-reliance’ for China), thus often relegating
foreign trade to marginal activity.
However, the above theoretical stereotypes misrepresent the reality of
the way these two types of economies are actually behaving today, as
well as the direction in which they appear to be moving. While main
taining the basic principle of free enterprise, the ASEAN economies have
experienced increasing government participation in many areas and their
public sector as a whole is growing rapidly in relative terms. Some
ASEAN countries (notably Singapore and Malaysia) have also set up
state trading bodies to oversee the conduct of trade with socialist
countries. But the changes on the part of the socialist countries are even
more dramatic. The Asia-Pacific socialist countries have in recent years
considerably liberalised their foreign trade. China and Vietnam have
both gone on record as welcoming foreign investment in the form of
joint ventures. For China, foreign trade played a ‘very significant role
both in maintaining stability and in contributing to growth’, even at the
time when foreign trade was quantitatively small (Eckstein, 1977:233).
To developing countries, regardless of their economic system and
ideological basis, foreign trade serves to carry modern technology. If
there are fundamental differences between a socialist and a non-socialist
economy in terms of political and economic characteristics, the big
differences ‘are not so much in goals as in means and intensity of im
plementation’ (Holzman, 1976).
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The ideological distance between the ASEAN and the Asia-Pacific
socialist countries in the arena of foreign economic relations is actually
not as wide as it would appear on the surface. In fact, both share the
goals of achieving rapid economic growth in order to solve their domestic
poverty or to raise the standard of living of their populations. There are
clear advantages for both to use foreign trade and foreign investment to
maximise economic growth. In their common pursuit of economic
development, it is therefore possible that opportunities for closer eco
nomic co-operation could emerge.
II ASEAN TRADE WITH ASIAN SOCIALIST COUNTRIES IN
REGIONA L PER SPEC TI VE
As the former colonies (or something of a ‘semi-colony’ in the case of
Thailand) of Western powers, the economies of ASEAN before their
independence were highly integrated with the industrial metropolitan
economies of the West. Traditionally the ASEAN economies developed
as suppliers of raw materials to the industrial powers or as suppliers of
foodstuffs to other colonies which specialised in the production of in
dustrial raw materials. Consequently, the single most important feature
in the external trade relations of ASEAN today is its heavy dependence
on the industrial market economies, particularly Japan and the United
States (Table 17.2).
Table 17.2

Vietnam’s trade with ASEAN ($ million)
Exports to Vietnam
1974

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
Thailand
Singapore

—

0.4
2.2
4.7
216.7

1975
0.4
—

0.6
2.9
81.6

1976
—

1.1
0.1
1.0
15.8

Imports from Vietnam
1977
—
—
—
—

13.8a

1974

1975

1976

2.8
5.9
0.3
2.1
13.6

1.3
1.7
1.4
0.9
8.7

4.9
1.1
0.4
0.4
25.4

1977
—
—
—
—

4.4a

a 1977 covers January to June only.
Figures before July 1976 are aggregates for North and South Vietnam.
Sources: Citibank (Hong Kong), September 1977.
Asian Finance, November-December 1977.
(The author is indebted to Dr Frank Frost of Australia’s Parliamentary Library
for these sources).

Such a pattern of trade relations is often referred to as the colonial
legacies of dependency. Economically, the region’s high geographical
concentration of trade is closely related to and reinforced by the high
commodity concentration in the region’s exports. In 1975 the region as a
whole exported 83 per cent of the world’s traded rubber, 84 per cent of
its palm oil, 72 per cent of its tin, and 64 per cent of its coconut products,
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in addition to a high proportion of other primary commodities (Wong,
1979:Ch. 2). The preponderance of primary products in the export
structure of the individual ASEAN countries is still very much in
evidence today, despite years of diversification efforts. Hence, in 1975,
crude petroleum and petroleum products alone made up 74 per cent of
Indonesia’s total exports. In Malaysia, rubber, tin, palm oil, and timber
accounted for 60 per cent of her total exports. For the Philippines, sugar,
copper, coconut products and timber took up 61 per cent of her total
exports. Similarly for Thailand, rice, maize, sugar and tapioca together
constituted 49 per cent of the country’s total exports. Even for
Singapore, where manufacturing exports have grown rapidly, petroleum
and crude rubber still made up 37 per cent of total exports (Wong, 1979).
High commodity concentration is not a special ASEAN problem, but
one common to almost all the post-colonial economies depending on
primary exports. Suffice it to say that the geographic pattern of
ASEAN’s trade relations is very much a product of the concentrated
export structure itself. Since the region exports mainly primary products
while the industrial economies of the west and Japan happen to be the
world’s largest consumers of primary products, close trading ties be
tween the two groups are forged naturally. The high degree of trade
interdependence is further buttressed by the inflows to ASEAN of
capital and technology from the capitalist countries and also by the
access of ASEAN’s labour-intensive manufacturing exports to the
markets of these capitalist economies.
On the one hand, economic dependency has not been altogether
unfavourable to ASEAN. Unfavourable aspects have often been
overstated by some neo-Marxist economists. In fact, close economic
linkage with the advanced capitalist countries has been a major source of
the region’s high growth over the past two decades. On the other hand,
the present structure of dependence has rendered the open economies of
ASEAN vulnerable to the wide fluctuations of the international capitalist
system. Throughout the 1970s, the ASEAN economies have fully ex
perienced the ebbs and flows of the international capitalist economy,
from the commodity boom in the early 1970s, and the recession in the
mid-1970s, to the recent rising protectionism of the advanced industrial
countries. On balance, the consensus of the policy makers in the region is
still in favour of the adoption of measures that will diversify the region’s
existing economic relations with a view to reducing its over-dependence
on the capitalist industrial countries.
One of the most effective means to fulfil the objective of trade
diversification is, of course, the promotion of regional self-reliance
through greater economic integration, which has been the main thrust of
activities of the ASEAN organisation ever since its formation in 1976.
The other important means is closer economic ties with the socialist
countries.
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From the standpoint of the Asia-Pacific socialist countries, a higher
level of trade relations with ASEAN is also desirable in economic terms
as well as for geopolitical leverage. The long period of war had so
ravaged the economies of the Indochina states that they grew very little
from the early 1970s and in fact experienced a decline in GNP for 1974
and 1975. Subsequently, with the cessation of military hostilities in 1975,
the conditions of stability were too brief and the Indochinese states’
efforts at economic rehabilitation were soon beset with enormous
political and social problems. The disruptive factors included continuing
political tensions between Vietnam and Kampuchea (which resulted in
the military take-over of Kampuchea in January 1979), the worsening of
political conflicts between Vietnam and China, the mismanagement of
commerce and industry, as well as the poor performance of agriculture in
Vietnam. In the short run, there is an urgent need for the Indochinese
socialist states to restore normal economic relations with their ASEAN
neighbours in order to obtain such essential imports as rice and
petroleum products which they formerly obtained from China in the
form of economic aid. In the longer run, as Indochina has been
historically an integral part of the overall Southeast Asian economy,
closer economic co-operation between Indochina and ASEAN would
obviously be of mutual advantage.
During the past few years, the three Indochinese states, Vietnam, Laos
and Kampuchea, have suffered from sizeable trade deficits because they
have had to import large amounts of food and fuels to meet domestic
shortages while they have not yet recovered their normal export
capabilities.1 Of the five ASEAN countries, Singapore has been most
active in trade with the Indochinese states, particularly with Vietnam (see
Table 17.2). In fact, Singapore is now Vietnam’s third most important
trading partner after the Soviet Union and Japan. In 1977, Singapore
exported $25.9 million worth of goods to Vietnam, basically composed
of petroleum products and textile yarns; and imported $19.4 million
from Vietnam, 68 per cent of which was crude rubber alone (Singapore
Department of Trade, 1972). Apart from Japan, the main trading
partners for Laos are Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. Laos imported
rice and petroleum products, and exported tin and coffee. Kampuchea
has a similar geographic distribution of import trade, although it carried
out virtually no external trade between 1976 and 1977 (Economist In
telligence Unit, 1978).
The Indochinese states are likely to continue to rely on some ASEAN
countries for the supply of fuels and, until the rehabilitation of their

1 See, for example, ‘Vietnam lowers its grain target for 1978’, Asian Wall Street Journal,
30 Dec. 1978; ‘Red tape blamed for state of Viet economy’, Straits Times, Singapore, 28
Dec. 1978; ‘Vietnam’, China News Analysis (Hong Kong), No. 71, 15 Dec. 1978; ‘Viet
namese economic recovery lagging: U N ’, Straits Times, 10 Nov. 1978.
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agricultural sector, food as well. Even after their recovery, the Indo
chinese economies will probably stay close to ASEAN on trade in
these commodities. More generally, these small to medium-sized
economies, like ASEAN economies, are more complementary with the
capitalist economies of the west and Japan than with the Soviet bloc. The
affluent, diversified capitalist economies would have greater demand for
the kinds of primary products traditionally exported by Indochina. A
great deal of these primary exports would pass through ASEAN,
especially Singapore, for processing or handling. Barring an open
political confrontation, both ASEAN and Indochina would find closer
economic co-operation between them to their mutual advantage.
However, both the internal political situation of Indochina and its
external relations with ASEAN are currently (as of mid-1979) extremely
uncertain. Following its unification in 1975, Vietnam took a public stand
against the existence of ASEAN. In 1978, as relations with China and
Kampuchea worsened due to incessant border incidents, Vietnam began
to modify its early attitude of hostility towards ASEAN. In an effort to
normalise relations with ASEAN and to increase mutual understanding,
Vietnamese Deputy Foreign Minister Pham Hien visited various ASEAN
capitals in the summer of 1978, and his visits were later followed by the
ASEAN tour of Premier Pham Van Dong, scheduled to precede the visits
to ASEAN by Chinese Senior Deputy Vice-Premier Deng Xiaoping.
Dong’s ASEAN trip made some good impressions on the ASEAN
leaders as he repeatedly echoed ASEAN’s position on keeping Southeast
Asia as a ‘zone of peace, genuine independence and neutrality’ and he
openly pledged that Vietnam would not support any local insurgent
movement in the region or activity harmful to ASEAN.
On 3 November 1978, Vietnam signed a pact of friendship with the
Soviet Union, which not only drew Vietnam even closer to the
COMECON but also, as subsequent events showed, actually set the final
stage for Vietnam’s expedition into Kampuchea. Vietnam’s military
action in Kampuchea in early December 1978 seriously set back its at
tempted detente with ASEAN. The action shattered almost overnight the
credibility of Hanoi’s claim that it wished to maintain the regional
political balance. Above all, the Vietnamese intervention in Kampuchea
led to a military response from China in the form of a large-scale Chinese
military incursion into North Vietnam in February 1979 in the cause of
‘teaching Vietnam a lesson’. The official line of ASEAN was supposed to
observe strict neutrality over the Sino-Vietnamese conflict; but some
individual ASEAN states, particularly Thailand, which had already
experienced increasing spillovers of the military operations on its borders
with Kampuchea, seemed to display some tilting towards China. With
political and military strife continuing unabated in Indochina, giving rise
to the continuing exodus of refugees to the adjacent ASEAN states, it
would be very difficult for ASEAN to remain unaffected politically. But
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whatever ASEAN’s immediate response, some long-term geopolitical
consequences were bound to ensue.
In the short run, continuing preoccupation with political struggle
would obviously hamper the efforts of the three Indochinese socialist
states to rehabilitate their war-torn economies. For Vietnam, military
mobilisation had slowed down its progress towards integrating the South
and developing its new economic zones. For Kampuchea, the internecine
civil war would further ravage its economy and would probably develop
into a widespread famine towards the end of 1979. As for Laos, tension
in relations with China would increase. It would therefore take many
years for the political dust over Indochina to settle and for these socialist
states to resume the normal commercial ties with ASEAN, and even
longer for the two sides to realise some concrete form of development co
operation.
China’s economic relations with ASEAN are even more deep rooted
and firmly established because of the history, geography and past
migration in the area. For a brief period after the formation of the
People’s Republic in 1949, China tried to reorient her trade towards the
Soviet bloc. During the late 1950s, however, the direction of trade
gradually reverted to the ‘traditional’ pattern and following China’s
success in her First Five Year Plan, low-cost Chinese manufactured
goods began to flood the region’s markets. Since then, Peking has
painstakingly developed a pattern of trade with the third world countries
in which she exports rice and foodstuffs, traditional products and a wide
variety of labour-intensive manufactured goods, and then imports cheap
food (wheat), capital equipment and technology from the industrial
countries of the West and Japan. For years, China has been able to
maintain balance in her external trade, with the surplus from the
developing countries being adequate to cover the deficits with the West.
ASEAN is China’s most important source of trade surplus after Hong
Kong and Macao (Table 17.3).
Ill CHINA ’S ECONOMIC RELA TIONS WITH INDI VIDUA L
A SEA N COUNTRIES

ASEAN’s relations with China are actually the sum total of China’s
bilateral relations with each of the ASEAN countries. The pattern of
those bilateral relations has been the result of interaction between
historical forces, changes in the Cold War assumptions and shifts in the
regional political balance. Thus an overview of the bilateral relations is
indispensable for any serious evaluation of China’s emerging patterns of
political and economic relationships with ASEAN in the 1980s. Without
such a background, it would be difficult to understand, for example,
why the present Sino-Indonesian relations remain in an impasse or why
Sino-Singapore trade has been sustained on a pragmatic footing.
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Sino-Indonesian economic relations
Sino-Indonesian relations represented a classical case of politics taking
precedence over economics, with economic relations often tending to
fluctuate in response to the vicissitudes of political developments. After
periods of extreme swings, the overall Sino-Indonesian relations were
abruptly brought to an end in the wake of the Gestapu, the abortive coup
in September 1965. Indonesia was actually the first ASEAN country to
recognise the People’s Republic of China when it was proclaimed on
1 October 1949. To date, Indonesia remains the only ASEAN country
which has not normalised relations with China by restoring full
diplomatic links.2
The Sino-Indonesian trade agreement signed in Peking in November
1953 marked the formal commencement of economic relations between
the two countries. The Bandung Conference in April 1956 provided
another great boost to the rapid growth of the Sino-Indonesian
relationship, which resulted in President Sukarno’s first state visit to
China in September 1956. After a brief doldrum in 1958, marked by the
anti-Chinese riots in the Indonesian cities, Sino-Indonesian alignment
from 1963 onwards was at an all-time high, with the relationship
described as the ‘Peking-Jakarta Axis’, until its sudden rupture in
September 1965. The Gestapu touched off waves of anti-China and antiChinese feelings in Indonesia and shattered almost overnight all the
political and economic goodwill Peking had invested in this country.
Jakarta has delayed the return of Sino-Indonesian relationship to
normalcy for almost one and a half decades.
Before 1965, the development of Sino-Indonesian trade had followed
closely behind the political trends. Chinese goods began to reappear in
Indonesian markets in 1955, accounting for 1.6 per cent of Indonesia’s
total imports. By 1959, the Chinese share had jumped to 13.4 per cent,
far surpassing the 3.7 per cent of the Netherlands. A similar pattern was
evident in Indonesian exports to China, which rose from 0.6 per cent in
1955 to 5.9 per cent in 1959. The year 1965 marked another peak for
Sino-Indonesian trade, with a total turnover of $139 million and China
became Indonesia’s second largest source of imports, just behind Japan
(Wong, 1977). In addition, China’s aid program became important with
Peking offering generous interest-free loans to Jakarta to further their
mutual economic co-operation.2
The current Sino-Indonesian trade is basically a one-way flow of
commodities from China to Indonesia. In 1976, Jakarta recorded $131.8
2 Officially Singapore has not yet recognised China; but Singapore’s relations with China
for all practical purposes have been normalised.
3 In January 1965, China offered an interest-free loan of $50 million to Indonesia, and
on the eve of the Gestapu, 30 Sept. 1965, China committed two more big loans totalling
$150 million (Wong, 1977).
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million of imports from China, to which must be added some con
siderable amounts of goods of Chinese origin re-exported via Hong Kong
and Singapore.4 As shown in Table 17.4, rice has been the major item of
Chinese exports to Indonesia. At present, China is not importing
anything from Indonesia. Normalisation would obviously help Indonesia
to export to China.
Table 17.4

Indonesia’s imports from China ($ million)

Rice
Sugar and honey
Pepper
Textiles
Total

1976

1974

34.8
14.3
4.7
4.6

62.7
62.7
1.5
4.1

131.8

113.9

Sources: Biro Pusat Statistik: Irnpor 1976, Impor 1974 and Statistik Perdangangan Luar
Negeri (Foreign Table Statistics)

Si no-Malaysian economic relations

For over two decades until 1975 Sino-Malaysian trade was conducted
without diplomatic relations. For the greater part of that period, the
trade had been characterised by heavy political intervention, far in excess
of the level that might be expected to be inevitably present when a small
open market economy was engaged in trade with a large centrallyplanned economy in which the government monopolised foreign trade.
First, the UN strategic embargo on China following China’s in
tervention in the Korean War completely halted Malaysia’s (then
colonial Malaya’s) exports (predominantly rubber) to China and reduced
to a trickle the two-way trade between 1953 and 1955. By the time the
embargo was lifted in 1956, China had already established an alternative
source of rubber supply from Ceylon based on rice-barter arrangements
(Wong, 1975). The second episode was even more dramatic. Starting in
late 1956, China began to mount what is now known as her first ‘trade
offensive’ into Southeast Asia. For the first time Malaysia was flooded
with Chinese merchandise — toilet soap, fountain pens, sewing
machines, bicycles, clocks, household goods as well as textiles — all at
extremely attractive prices. This prompted the Malaysian government to
ban the importation of Chinese textiles and cement in 1958 as an anti
dumping measure, giving rise to a great deal of political acrimony on
both sides.
Then came the confrontation between Malaysia and Indonesia,
1963-5, which further aggravated the mutual political and ideological
4 While Singapore’s re-exports of Chinese products to Indonesia are officially not
reported, the re-exports via Hong Kong in 1977 amounted to roughly $90 million. (Hong
KongCensus and Statistics Department, 1977).
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antipathy between Malaysia and China, as Indonesia was then a close
ally of China. However, the trade was sufficiently robust to withstand
mounting political tensions.5
The turning point in Sino-Malaysian economic relations came in 1970
when Tun Abdul Razak ushered Malaysia into his new foreign policy era
based on the neutralisation of Southeast Asia. This development
coincided with more stable political conditions inside China in the
aftermath of the Cultural Revolution, as well as with the global trends
towards detente. The Sino-Malaysian trade was steadily freed of all
ideological and political influences (Wong, 1974).
Table 17.5

A. Malaysia’s trade with China ($ million)
Exports

Imports
Amount
1950
1952a
1958
1965
1968
1971
1974
1975
1976

6.2
8.9
14.8
33.1
57.3
45.2
137.8
148.3
134.0

Per cent of
total imports
2.5
2.8
4.5

6.1
6.3
4.1
3.9
4.1
3.5

Amount

Per cent of
total imports

Trade balance
for Malaysia

5.9
n.a.
16.9
n.a.
23.9
17.5
79.4
53.2
44.6

1.4
n.a.
4.1
n.a.
2.3
1.4
2.3
1.4
0.8

-0 .3
n.a.

+ 2.1
n.a.
-3 3 .4
-2 7 .7
-5 8 .4
-95.1
-8 9 .7

a 1952 refers to the pan-Malayan trade, i.e. Malaya and Singapore together.

B. Commodity composition of China’s exports to Malaysia

Food
Meat
Rice
Fruits & vegetables
Manufactured goods
Paper products
Textiles
Clothing
Machinery & transport
equipment
Others
Total

1976

1971

1967

1958

47.2

39.4

43.7

45.3

1.4
9.8
16.0

2.8
18.6
11.5
32.7

6.1

2.7
7.6
2.3

64.2
1.4

4.3
14.6
29.5

29.5
4.8
9.5
2.3

4.3
0.9

1.1

2.7
20.7
14.6

1952

—

46.0
32.0

5.6
14.7
1.9

27.4
3.5
3.3
—

4.5
15.6

4.3
26.8

2.8
24.0

2.4
20.3

—
8.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Sources: Malayan Statistics: External Trade; West Malaysia Monthly Statistics o f External
Trade, relevant issues; and Perdagangan Luar, 1975 and Perdagangan Luar,
1976.

5 For a more detailed discussion of Sino-Malaysian trade during the Cold War period,
see Wong (1974).
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The main features of the trade are summarised statistically in Table
17.5. The trade balance for most years has been in China’s favour. While
China’s exports to Malaysia are quite diversified, comprising foodstuffs
and various manufactured goods, Malaysia’s exports to China have for
years consisted of nothing but rubber which, for example, contributed 98
per cent of Malaysia’s exports to China in 1976.
Sino-Philippine economic relations
As a staunch anti-Communist ally of the United States, the Philippines
banned all forms of contact with any socialist country over the past two
Cold War decades. In 1956, the Philippines was one of the four countries
(together with South Korea, South Vietnam and Taiwan) which stood
firmly against the easing of the United Nations embargo on China (Far
Eastern Economic Review, 5 July 1956:29). In the 1950s, even the im
portation of small amounts of Chinese herbal drugs from Hong Kong
invoked the investigation of the Special House Committee on AntiFilipino Activities (Far Eastern Economic Review, 28 Aug. 1958:269).
Though the detente came late, it developed quickly. Following Nixon’s
announcement of his Peking visit, the Philippine government sharply
changed its former ideological foreign policy to one of ‘flexibility and
pragmatism’ (NEDA, 1975). In May 1971, the first trade delegation from
the Philippines attended the Canton Trade Fair and concluded a deal to
exchange 10,000 tons of Chinese rice for 3500 tons of Philippine coconut
oil (Wong, 1975b). Subsequently, in a series of diplomatic overtures
culminating in the state visit to Peking by President Marcos in June 1975,
the Philippines finally recognised China.
The two-way trade between China and the Philippines expanded
rapidly and China is now one of the Philippines’ ten biggest trading
partners (Table 17.6). During 1971-3, the commodity structure of SinoPhilippine trade was rather simple, with the Philippines selling only
coconut oil for Chinese rice. In recent years, the trade structure has
become more sophisticated. The Philippines now imports from China a
wider range of manufactured products, including producers’ goods and
petroleum products. Apart from coconut products, China also imports
from the Philippines increasing quantities of sugar, copper and other raw
materials. Diversification of the commodity structure has made the twoway trade less vulnerable to disturbance through random events.
Sino-Singapore economic relations
The most remarkable feature of Sino-Singapore trade relations is their
tenacious and enduring character. For almost three decades since the
Communist revolution in China in 1949, trade activities between the two
sides have been conducted under informal arrangements with no full
diplomatic basis. Even today, Singapore has pledged to be the last
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country in ASEAN formally to recognise China. Yet Sino-Singapore
trade had survived the challenge of frequent political intervention at the
peak of the Cold War, whereas in Indonesia and Thailand political
forces brought the trade to a complete halt. This suggests that there must
be some overriding economic rationale operating to sustain the trade.
Sino-Singapore trade during the period in which Singapore was a part
of Malaysia was subjected to the same sorts of political interruptions that
had characterised Sino-Malaysian relations during the Cold War period.
After the separation in 1965, Singapore was free to pursue her own nonideological approach to trade with a socialist country. Thanks to this
more open policy, Sino-Singapore trade doubled in less than three years
(see Table 17.7). With the exception of the Bank of China incident in
May 1969, Sino-Singapore trade has been conducted ever since with less
institutional constraint than China’s trade with any other part of
Southeast Asia. The trade has been assisted as well by the favourable
environment created by Singapore’s having the highest concentration of
ethnic Chinese in the region, with long-established trading ties with
China.
In recent years, Sino-Singapore trade has not grown as fast as
Singapore’s overall trade, so that its relative share has declined. For
years, Singapore’s exports to China comprised basically rubber and some
spices. With China poised to embark on the massive industrialisation
program, Singapore is aiming to increase exports or re-exports of capital
equipment to China, incuding oil rigs. An increase in Singapore’s exports
of non-traditional items will help to reduce Singapore’s currently huge
trade deficits with China.
Sino-Thai economic relations

Like the Philippines, Thailand was a late converter to detente in her
relations with China, but rapprochement also moved fast once the trends
became clear, especially after the fall of the Thanom regime in October
1973. Although Thailand did not recognise the People’s Republic of
China immediately after its formation as did Indonesia, Thailand did not
totally ban direct trade with China as did the Philippines until 1958 when
Field Marshall Sarit Thanarat took power after a military coup.
Nevertheless, direct Chinese exports to Thailand between 1950 and 1958
were small and erratic, partly because the overall anti-Communist
political atmosphere in Thailand at the time was not conducive to trade
with any socialist country and partly because most Chinese goods were
regularly re-exported to Thailand via Hong Kong or simply smuggled
into the country.6

6 For Sino-Thai trade prior to normalisation, see Wong (1973).
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Normalisation of political relations produced an almost immediate
impact on trade. Thailand’s rescission in December 1974 of Decree No.
53, which prohibited any direct trade with China, caused the longawaiting Thai merchants to rush into importing large amounts of
Chinese goods, including medicine, electric motors and sewing machines.
At the same time, Peking offered 75,000 tons of petroleum at ‘friendship
price’ to help Thailand through her energy crisis. China even purchased a
large quantity of Thai rice in 1975 when Thailand was having difficulties
in selling it, despite the fact that China was herself a large rice exporter.
As shown in Table 17.8, Sino-Thai trade has been expanding fairly
rapidly over the short span with the steady improvement in their political
relationship. Recently, the renewed political tensions in Indochina,
culminating in the Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea, seemed to draw
Thailand politically and diplomatically still closer to China for security
reasons. The economic ties between the two countries are expected to
strengthen in the favourable political climate. It is significant that
Thailand has great import needs for energy, and up to one-third of
China’s exports to Thailand are now made up of petroleum products.
I V THE ROLE OF CHINA IN THE PRIMA R Y-PRODUCT
ECONOM Y OF A SEA N

Over the long run, economic forces will assume increasing importance to
the successful growth of political relations between China and ASEAN.
With the political and ideological overtones largely removed by detente,
Sino-ASEAN trade relations must now be built on sound economic
foundations.
As indicated earlier, primary product exports still form the main
source of economic growth for the ASEAN region as a whole. To be
integrated more closely with the ASEAN economies, China needs to
meet their trade requirements by increasing her imports of primary
products from the region. The overall prospects for Chinese demand for
the region’s primary products seem to be mixed. China is already a large
and regular buyer in the rubber market, and is becoming important in the
copper market, while her demand for the region’s sugar, spices and
coffee is also expanding. On the other hand, China tends to compete
with the region in other raw material exports and is one of the world’s
foremost exporters of rice and tin, thereby competing with Thailand in
the one case and Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand in the other. Chinese
exports of petroleum products, both to ASEAN members and to Japan,
provide direct and indirect competition with Indonesia.
Nevertheless, there must be many other specific primary commodities
in which China is deficient and in which the ASEAN region has com
parative advantage. China shows substantial deficits in her world trade
in all primary commodities taken together (Asian Wall Street Journal,
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17 Oct. 1978). It can be seen from Table 17.9 that China is basically
deficient in the ten ‘core commodities’ for which UNCTAD called for
special trading arrangements within the rubric of the New International
Economic Order proposals. The deficits in these core commodities,
however, were more than made up for by China’s exports of other
primary products, particularly petroleum.
The structure of-China’s trade with the individual ASEAN countries as
discussed in the previous section also serves to show that, with the ex
ception of its exports to Singapore and Malaysia, there is considerable
concentration in its exports to other ASEAN countries. Thus, China’s
exports to Indonesia are dominated by rice, to the Philippines by rice and
petroleum, and to Thailand by petroleum. Both Singapore’s and
Malaysia’s exports to China have comprised almost entirely rubber for
many years. A similar commodity concentration prevails in the
Philippines’ and Thailand’s exports to China: sugar, copper and coconut
products in the Philippines’ exports and sugar and maize in Thailand’s
exports.
Clearly, the two-way trade between China and ASEAN is likely to
expand rapidly if, as is likely, there is a sharp increase in the demand for
each other’s primary commodities in the process of growth and if there is
a marked diversification in each other’s trade structure towards the
inclusion of more manufactured products.
V IMPLICA TIONS OF CHINA ’S NE W MODERN ISA TION DR IVE

Manufactured products will be a dynamic source of growth for SinoASEAN trade in the near future. In addition to the primary products, an
influx of a wide range of Chinese made manufactured goods, be they
labour-intensive consumer goods or medium-technology producer
goods, would no doubt greatly expand the trade. Conversely, there are
also prospects for ASEAN’s own manufactured goods, particularly
those produced in co-operation with the transnational corporations in
the region, being exported to China, the home of almost one billion
consumers, although with unsophisticated consumer taste. While
another Chinese export drive to ASEAN seems imminent, the prospects
of China as an alternative outlet for some types of manufactures being
produced in ASEAN should not be ruled out, particularly if China
continues its present momentum of economic growth and the present
liberalisation trends.
The prospects for manufactured exports in the future Sino-ASEAN
relationship immediately brings to the fore the issue of China’s on-going
drive to modernise her economy by the end of this century. Coupled with
China’s efforts to liberalise the economy and to stimulate foreign trade
and capital inflow, the new industrialisation program will have large
implications not only for ASEAN but also for the international economy
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in the 1980s. While Peking’s new policy to open up China may stimulate
the recession-prone capitalist economies, its likely impact on ASEAN is
uncertain and seems mixed.7
China’s new economic policies, both at home and abroad, have stirred
up serious concern in ASEAN. First, there is the spectre of the suc
cessfully industrialised China in the coming decade sending floods of
cheap labour-intensive manufactured goods into the ASEAN markets,
thus posing serious direct competition to the many local industries in the
region still trapped in the process of import substitution. Alternatively
China looms as an even more serious threat to the export-oriented in
dustries of the region in Third World countries markets. New op
portunities have appeared in recent years for some of the export-oriented
labour-intensive industries of ASEAN as such high performing
economies as Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan have moved into export of
more sophisticated skill-intensive products. But these new opportunities
could possibly be pre-empted by China, aided by foreign capital and
foreign technology in the form of ‘joint production’ (another term for
‘joint venture’).
There is some basis for ASEAN’s anxiety about increased competition
both in its home markets and overseas. ASEAN had experienced in the
late 1950s the onslaught of China’s trade advance, which gave rise to
serious trade disputes between China and Malaysia/Singapore and
which dissipated only with China’s domestic setback caused by the
excesses of the Great Leap Forward. As for competition in the overseas
markets, it may also be argued that China, endowed with a huge
reservoir of disciplined cheap labour, could well make use of western
technology to mass-produce a wide range of consumer products such as
electronics, textiles, shoes, plastics and toys at lower relative cost than
ASEAN.8
Second, ASEAN is also worried over the adverse effects of China
actively participating in the world economy and by her sheer size exer
cising greater political and economic influence in relation to the in
dustrial countries with which ASEAN has long established close inter
dependence. One case in point is the much publicised Sino-Japanese
economic ties, which have already had some effect on Indonesia’s oil
exports to Japan.9 Most ASEAN governments are rather concerned
1 There is certain optimism among some businessmen and economists that China’s new
econ< mic policy may become ‘a factor of considerable impact for the world economy’ or a
‘new frontier’ for western capitalism. See ‘China trade to aid economy of world, Swiss
Aide says’, Asian Wall Street Journal, 24 Nov. 1978; and ‘China’s takeoff could pump life
into listless US stock market’, Asian Wall Street Journal, 23 Jan. 1979.
8 Even the three more dynamic economies in Northeast Asia, namely Hong Kong, South
Korea and Taiwan, are getting worried over the potential competition from China.
‘China’s threat to economies of three countries’, Straits Times, Singapore, 9 Sept. 1978.
9 See ‘Indonesia: rethinking oil’, Asian Wall Street Journal, 1 Sept. 1978. Recently,
Japan had to reassure Indonesia that Japan would continue to rely heavily on Indonesian
crude despite the availability of Chinese oil, at least for the next three to five years, Asian
Walt Street Journal, 10 Feb. 1979.
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about the long-term consequences of the massive diversion of western
capital and western technology to China at the expense of other needy
groups of developing countries, including ASEAN.1"
Admittedly, a great deal of concern and fear on the part of ASEAN is
still speculative in nature. Furthermore, much of the conjecture seems to
be based on a static analytic framework. The balance of costs and
benefits to ASEAN arising from the emergence of an industrialised
China would be quite different if analysed in the non-zero sum game
situation of a dynamic regional economy, in which China’s gains are not
necessarily ASEAN’s loss. From this perspective, the opening up of
China can be seen as a positive factor in the world economy with the
resultant extension of economic opportunities. If the capital-goods
industries of Japan and the west are revived or stimulated as a result of
huge orders from China, new demands will also be generated for
ASEAN’s traditional exports such as rubber, tin and copper. A rapidly
industrialising China will also enhance China’s own import capacity for
the region’s primary products — rubber and copper in particular.
Similarly, the potential threat of competition from China’s
manufacturing industries to ASEAN’s counterpart could be overstated.
Abundance of cheap labour does not necessarily give rise to high labour
productivity or efficiency. When the first waves of Chinese manufac
tured products swept the markets of Southeast Asia in the late 1950s,
China possessed a number of advantages over her local competitors.
Industrialisation in ASEAN has progressed rapidly although in varying
degrees since then, whereas China’s own industrial growth, handicapped
by her preoccupation with internal political movements, has not ad
vanced much over the same period. Consequently, there has not been
much quality improvement in the Chinese manufacturing exports over
this period, particularly in respect of quality control, branding and
packaging. As a centrally-planned economy, China may well be effective
in mobilising the resources needed to mass produce certain products.
However, China may have some inherent disadvantages, if compared
with ASEAN, in adapting products responsively to rapidly changing
consumer needs. After all, China has yet to undergo a consumer
revolution whereas ASEAN has long been exposed to the ‘demonstration
effects’ of western capitalist society.
In any case, it is hardly possible, in the world of rising protectionist
sentiments, for any country even to start ‘dumping’ its products in a
foreign market without running the risk of immediate tariff and non
tariff retaliation. It is with this and the above in mind that the Philippine
Minister of Industry, Mr Vicente Paterno, remarked: ‘China has low10 Most ASEAN governments are worried over the possibility of China and Japan
forming some economic bloc. See ‘Asia worried over Sino-Japan ties’, Straits Times,
Singapore, 15 Dec. 1978; also 7 Nov. 1978 and 2 Dec. 1978.
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cost labour, yes, but I think they have to compete in the same way as
anybody else’ (Asian Wall Street Journal, 7 Feb. 1979).
As China continues to look outward under the present pragmatic
leadership, her political influence over Asia will spread. As her economy
grows at an impressive rate, trade with ASEAN will also increase. China
will increase her economic presence in the region in line with her in
creased geopolitical influence.

DISCUSSION
GEOFFREY H a i n s w o r t h opened the discussion: Wong has prepared a
summary paper which is mostly descriptive of the general evolution of
China’s bilateral trading links with each ASEAN economy. An intro
duction argues that trade is trade, and that ideological categories are
ambiguous and possibly of secondary significance — a line of argument
with which I disagree. A section providing a regional perspective argues
that ASEAN trade with socialist Asia can help to reduce dependency and
commodity concentration of ASEAN trade vis-a-vis Japan and that such
trade is equally as important to the socialist as to ASEAN economies,
without spelling either hypothesis out in much detail. A short section
describes China’s primary import needs. A final section discusses some
implications of China’s new modernisation drive, and it is to this topic
that I will address my main comments.
I do not have ready access to estimates of China’s likely foreign ex
change requirements in the years ahead needed to finance capital goods
and technology inflow, the spare parts and materials, the expenses of
Chinese students and agencies overseas and the other costs of stepped-up
involvement in the world economy in all its myriad dimensions. Nor do I
have ready access to the various projections of likely sources of finance
for such requirements, for example from increased tourism receipts or
from long-term borrowing. However, there have been many predictions
of foreign exchange shortfalls in the billions of dollars over the next
decade or two. This seems to many to presage an all-out effort in the
short run on China’s part to push a whole host of resource-intensive and
labour-intensive products on to world markets. These include the home
markets of ASEAN countries and those of the advanced industrial
countries (especially Japan and the United States) to which ASEAN
looks for markets for its own manufactured goods.
What is most worrisome for other countries in the region about the
present transitional phase in China’s external relations is the uncertainty
that is associated with it. The nature of its future involvement in the
world economy is difficult to predict because China is such a large and
autonomous economy, which need not necessarily pay close attention to
market economic calculus, and which is able to take a much longer view
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in deliberately establishing its comparative advantages. Insofar as these
depend upon scale economies and upon internalising industry-wide
economies, China is able to choose the labour-intensive products in
which it will specialise. Relatively small changes in China’s production of
particular products can then have a proportionately much greater impact
on the comparatively small economies of Southeast Asia.
Once China has ‘chosen’ her comparative advantage, however, the
problem will not seem so terrifying, so long as the nature of this in
volvement in foreign trade does not alter too erratically. Major problems
would arise if China used ASEAN markets as a residual dumping ground
with different packages of goods being released at different times,
depending on China’s short-term foreign exchange needs and on short
term domestic surpluses of particular commodities. ASEAN’s interest
would thus seem to lie in promoting consistency in China’s trade flows
rather than in raising protective barriers generally against China’s
manufactures, or in pushing for privileged access vis-a-vis China in the
markets of the advanced industrial countries.
There will be various constraints against China using Southeast Asia as
a dumping ground or pursuing erratic and disruptive competition with
ASEAN products in third markets. China will want to appear more
reasonable than the ‘imperialist nations’ and to outdo concessions of
fered by Japan, the United States and especially the USSR, as the latter
increases its involvement in the region. China may be prepared to
negotiate package deals, especially to secure access to strategic raw
materials. It may wish to develop specific complementation between
itself and ASEAN countries in manufacturing as well as in exchange of
primary products. And China may even seek to undertake foreign in
vestment in Southeast Asia, including the transfer of more appropriate
technology, especially as China develops capacity in selected capital
goods industries.
Table 17.9 in Wong’s paper points to some of the heterogeneity of the
Chinese economy. This means that there will sometimes be opportunities
to make sales to China in commodities which China herself exports.
Several different regions operate at different levels of development with
different demand patterns, and are separated from each other by great
distances served by a relatively congested internal transportation system.
China also has a very extensive coastline and many potential access
points for international trade. Some indication of the effect of this
heterogeneity and limited internal integration is provided by the fact that
for raw materials such as sugar, cotton and sisal, as well as such staples
as rice and soybeans, China is both a significant importer and a
significant exporter during the course of any calendar year. This is partly
a matter of seasonal variation. Sometimes it reflects simultaneous ex
ports from the south and imports into the north. It sometimes results
from product differentiation. And it is partly the result of special
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arrangements to meet the trading needs of particular countries at par
ticular times.
It could be argued that exposure even to a full flood of competition
from Chinese labour-intensive products may also assist ASEAN
producers to identify the commodities in which they have distinctive
competitive advantages, specialisation in which may be better than in
discriminate encouragement of undifferentiated labour-intensive pro
duction. The former course may be the surest way to secure on-going
productivity increase and provides a preferable alternative to ‘sweat
shop specialisation’ in which ASEAN countries would encounter ex
cessive competition from a wide range of low-income LDCs desperate to
obtain foreign exchange by any means available.
nancy viviANi continued the discussion: Wong says in his introduction
that he will concentrate on ASEAN/China economic relations because
the current situation in Indochina is in a state of disruption and because
China’s economic relations with ASEAN have been and will be more
important than Indochina’s. While Wong gives a brief resume of
ASEAN/Indochina trade and refers to the political factors inhibiting
Indochina’s expansion of economic relations, I do feel that he could have
gone into this a little more deeply. Before the present wars there were
some interesting indications of growing trade and even aid contact
between ASEAN and Indochina countries and an exposition of these in
the context of the likely future political balance between ASEAN and
Indochina, chiefly Vietnam, would have been helpful. It has been argued
that the industrialised countries may have to choose between China and
Vietnam in expansion of economic ties and it seems that they will choose
China.
However, for the ASEAN countries the realities of the strategic
situation are such that balancing their political relations between China
and Vietnam will require some balancing of their economic relations
also. 1 agree that economic relations with China will be more important
for ASEAN than those with Indochina but there will be special political
incentives for both ASEAN and Indochina to develop their economic
relations in future. In virtually leaving out Indochina Wong also totally
excludes the USSR. Perhaps the USSR is not an Asian socialist economy,
but Vietnam’s economic ties with the USSR through COMECON and
Russia’s place in the strategic and political situation would have argued
for its inclusion on these, if not on definitional grounds. Wong has
analysed this well in an earlier paper (1977b).
The second point that Wong makes in his introduction is that while
there are important differences in ideology between ASEAN and the
Asian socialist economies, their behaviour today and in the future in
dicates that the gulf in their foreign economic relations is not so wide.
Both sets of countries are pursuing economic growth in order to raise
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standards of living and both will employ foreign trade and foreign in
vestment for this purpose. He concludes that opportunities for economic
co-operation could therefore emerge since ideological preoccupations of
an economic nature will not be a substantial barrier. This seems to be
correct, but what I miss is discussion of the political and strategic
barriers to closer economic co-operation. For example, it seems likely
that Vietnam will want to resume the expansion of its economic contacts
with ASEAN now for both economic and political reasons, since it will
be seeking support from ASEAN in its dispute with China. While
ASEAN countries’ responses will vary individually, what is the likely
trend of responses, given what Wong has to say about ASEAN/China
economic relations and the need for ASEAN states to find some balance
between their political relations with China on the one hand and Vietnam
and the Soviet Union on the other?
In the second part of his paper, Trade in a Regional Perspective, Wong
emphasises the high geographical concentration of ASEAN’s trade with
the industrialised countries which is reinforced by its high degree of
commodity concentration in primary products. This pattern of trade
interdependence is reinforced by foreign capital, aid and technology
flows from the same sources and by the access of ASEAN labourintensive manufacturing exports to these markets. This high degree of
interdependence has brought benefits in terms of high growth and costs
in terms of vulnerability to fluctuations in the international system. The
response of the ASEAN policy makers, he says, is thus towards diver
sification of economic relations in two forms — in intra-regional co
operation and in economic ties with socialist countries. Wong then has a
brief look at ASEAN/Indochina economic relations and their prospects
concluding that ‘barring open political confrontation both ASEAN and
Indochina would find closer economic co-operation to their mutual
advantage’. For ASEAN there could be real economic gains and
geopolitical leverage, but Wong does not spell this out at all. He notes
that Singapore is Vietnam’s most important trading partner and that
Vietnam’s trade with the other ASEAN states is negligible. He also notes
that the Indochina economies are more complementary with the West
and Japan than with the Soviet bloc, but we have no assessment of how
Soviet bloc aid and trade through the COMECON connection may affect
Vietnam’s principal exports of coal and fish, or the small trade with the
ASEAN countries. Before the COMECON connection it seemed possible
that Vietnam, after rehabilitation, would emphasise exports of primary
products to Japan and the West and enter a light manufacturing in
dustrialisation phase. What now? In which areas would the Indochina
and ASEAN states be competitive and in which complementary? Does
the Soviet tie mean that aid and investment by the West in Vietnam will
halt, thereby removing a potential competitor for funds with ASEAN? It
may be as Wong says that closer economic co-operation between the
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Indochina and ASEAN states would be of mutual advantage, but is there
any basis in economic terms for saying it will take place? In political
terms it seems likely that both China and Vietnam will continue to seek
diplomatic advantage with the ASEAN countries and will be seeking to
express this through increased economic contacts. But the complexity
and instability in these relations may well militate against any substantial
expansion of economic relations.
Let us now examine more closely the two legs of the ASEAN economic
diversification strategy as described by Wong. One leg is closer regional
economic co-operation. My impression is that the outlook for a sub
stantial advance in this area is really rather uncertain. The second leg of
the diversification strategy is increasing ties with socialist economies and
again on economic and political grounds the outlook for a significant
advance here is uncertain. As Wong observes, the main effect of a
successful Chinese modernisation drive may be that ASEAN will in
tensify its trade with the industrialised countries. If this is so, what are
the implications for ASEAN as a regional body? ASEAN’s predominant
raison d’etre is the political one. Moves towards economic co-operation
within ASEAN may have both a cohesive and divisive impact on political
co-operation. This political co-operation has three important aspects.
The first is the resolution of intra-ASEAN disputes in a negotiated
framework rather than by disputation. The second is the presentation by
the ASEAN countries of a degree of united front in their negotiations
with their major economic partners where the geopolitical implications
of ASEAN’s location is likely to be its main leverage, as in their present
negotiations with Australia, and in the case of Japan and to a lesser
extent with the United States. The third important aspect of political co
operation is the co-ordination of ASEAN diplomatic stances, par
ticularly on the Indochina/China dispute, but also on other regional
political issues. This has been very important in the past and continues to
be the most important feature of ASEAN as a regional body. The way in
which ASEAN and Indochina come to an accommodation under the
shadow of China and the USSR is the most important long-run issue in
the sub-region. One factor in this is the degree to which Vietnam can be
brought into the sub-region in a constructive role. In the period 1975-78
important opportunities were lost — not so much by the ASEAN
countries whose diplomacy and economic advances were very skilful —
but by the United States and other regional powers who failed to provide
a political and economic framework in which these ties could be ad
vanced. Under pressure from China and rebuffed by the West, Vietnam
has entered an alliance with Russia and the Sino-Soviet dispute has
entered the region in a more substantial and dangerous form. The
present prospects for an amelioration in the situation are not optimistic.
The failure of the United States to normalise relations with Vietnam is a
major barrier and normalisation seems farther off than ever. The cutting
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of aid by Britain, Japan and Australia is counter-productive in terms of
the need to open rather than to reduce Vietnam’s political and economic
options. For ASEAN the attempt to expand economic relations with
both Vietnam and China has far more political importance than
economic importance since it will contribute to the emerging balance
after the wars. Quasi-confrontation by the western powers is a counter
productive course which will work against these long-term regional
objectives.
The general discussion continued some of the themes of chapter 16, and
in addition addressed the question whether a more outward-looking
China affected substantially the prospects for export-oriented in
dustrialisation in the ASEAN countries.
There was some discussion of the common view that the unem
ployment and income distribution aspects of modern China are sub
stantially more favourable than in ASEAN countries. The absence of
hard data made it impossible to resolve the issue.
One participant supported Sekiguchi’s description (chapter 16) of the
current industrial skills, management and workforce discipline in China,
which suggested that the expansion of labour-intensive exports could
proceed very rapidly if China chose to exploit its comparative advantage
in this area. The recent growth in industrial exports from Singapore,
Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines would be protected for several
years by superior design and marketing skills, themselves resulting partly
from links with multinational corporations, and these countries’ export
specialisation was likely to have moved from the most simple and labourintensive products by the time China was well established as an exporter.
But Indonesia was not so favourably placed. Workforce skills and in
dustrial organisation seemed to be very much more favourable to rapid
industrial growth in China than in Indonesia. If the expansion of exports
of labour-intensive manufactures from China turned out to be a major
feature of the emerging Chinese economic strategy, this could set back
for several years industrial growth in Indonesia.
What were the prospects of China placing strong emphasis on labourintensive manufactured exports? The early announcements of the
modernisation plans emphasised heavy industrial growth with large
foreign exchange requirements. These announcements appeared to have
little regard for China’s comparative advantage in labour-intensive
manufactures. For this reason, there were internal contradictions in the
plans, which were likely to manifest themselves eventually in debt ser
vicing problems. Sooner or later, the contradictions would be recognised
and at this point the expansion of exports from light industry was likely
to be given higher priority.
If and when this happened, the impact on Indonesia’s prospects for
strong industrial growth would depend on how it was managed. It was
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very important that China’s intentions be known well in advance by
ASEAN countries, so that they could adjust their own plans to the
realities of a world in which China was a major trading country. Above
all it was important for the ASEAN countries, and especially Indonesia,
that China avoided large and abrupt changes in trade policy.

18 Survey of the Issues
W. M. CORDEN

I INTRODUCTION
The task of summarising these conferences used to be performed by
Harry Johnson. He would whittle away at his carvings during the
conference, possibly take a few notes, and then brilliantly summarise at
the end, tearing down fallacies and turning intellectual confusions into
the latest Johnson synthesis. In accepting this duty I had forgotten what
is well-known: that Harry Johnson was the equivalent of ten persons,
and at least five would have been needed to do this particular job at
Harry Johnson quality in the time allowed for preparation. In any case,
it is impossible to summarise sixteen papers and 171 separate verbal
contributions (including introductions by speakers but not counting
chairmen’s opening remarks). My remarks here will be influenced more
by the verbal remarks than by the papers themselves, and will take into
account one or two undercurrents as well as the main issues.
The issues under discussion can be classified under three headings.
(1) Economic development and economic policies of the five ASEAN
countries seen as separate economies and separate policy making units.
(2) Activities, policies and prospects of ASEAN itself, seen as an
association of these five countries.
(3) The impact of outside countries on the ASEAN economies and the
relationship of the latter with outsiders. Under the first heading, the
discussion was mainly focused on trade and industrialisation issues. If
one were to classify the sixteen papers, one would put the five country
papers under the first headings, three papers (by Castro, English and
Yasuba) under the second, and six under the third, leaving Anne
Krueger’s theory paper and Ffrench-Davis’s paper unclassified. Of
course, the five country papers also contain much discussion of
specifically ASEAN association issues. I shall discuss the three main
areas of discussion in turn, and finally say a few words about the role of
Australian economists at the conference.
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THE FIVE ASEAN ECONOMIES

In the discussion of the five ASEAN economies the focus was on their
industrialisation and trade policies, and especially on the familiar ‘LittleScitovsky-Scott’ issue of import substitution versus export promotion.
An impressive amount of information is available on four of the
economies and much of this has been reviewed in the papers. There
appear to be considerable information gaps with regard to Indonesia. In
the case of Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand, one can broadly say
that policies are still substantially protectionist or import-substituting
(least so in the case of Malaysia) but that there has also been a
remarkable growth of exports of manufactures. Singapore and Indonesia
are the extreme cases at either end. Singapore’s policies are thoroughly
market-oriented, with hardly any deliberate import-substitution element,
while Indonesia does not have significant exports of manufactures and
(in so far as one can judge from information available) policies affecting
manufacturing are wholly import-substituting in their bias.
There was much discussion at the conference about the meaning of
‘export orientation’ or ‘export-promoting policies’. One could define an
export-promoting policy in a number of ways. First, one might define it
as a policy that is neutral in its bias. There is then zero home-market bias
in policies affecting manufacturing, but also zero bias towards ex
porting. This would be the result of free trade for manufactures, and
would also result from export subsidies that are roughly equal (in ef
fective rate terms) to tariffs and the tariff equivalents of quotas.
Probably this is the policy that most economists interested in the issues
advocate. Second, one might define it as a policy that is actually biased
towards exporting — for example zero tariffs and no import quotas
combined with positive export subsidies; or, alternatively, export sub
sidies provided at effective rates higher than existing tariffs or tariff
equivalents of quotas. The case for such policies would rest on some kind
of ‘infant exporting’ argument. Third, one might define it literally as any
export-promoting policy, such as export subsidies or concessional credit
for exporting, conceived in partial equilibrium terms. Import sub
stituting policies, such as tariffs and quotas, would then be taken as
given, at whatever level in relation to export subsidies. A country would
then be following an export-promoting policy if it provided some export
subsidies even when they were quite insufficient to offset the homemarket bias generated by tariffs and quotas.
All this refers to policies. In addition, and perhaps more important,
the growth of actual exports of manufactures depends on other factors,
such as the growth of an entrepreneurial class, changes in various
domestic policies that encourage enterprise and growth in foreign
markets. Changes in ‘export orientation’ would depend on all these
factors. One might argue that the expansion of exports of manufactures
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may be only the by-product of more fundamental forces that stimulate
growth. The interesting question then is whether the observed growth in
exports of manufactures from four of the five countries has been mainly
due to their export-promoting policies (however defined) or mainly the
result of these deeper forces, and whether the non-growth of exports of
manufactures from Indonesia can be blamed on the absence of exportpromoting policies or rather on fundamental forces that are, at present,
adverse.
There was some discussion at the conference of broader issues, going
beyond trade policies, but in general the papers on the five countries and
the discussion on them was focused on manufacturing and on trade
policies. Other than in Singapore, manufacturing makes up only a small
part of the GNP of the various economies, and that is especially true in
the case of Indonesia. There was relatively little discussion of issues
concerned with primary product trade. The conference touched upon the
deeper issues of the sources of growth and of non-growth, but in general
these seemed to be seen as outside its scope. Perhaps another conference
which is more development and rural-sector orientated, and less trade
and manufacturing-orientated, would be appropriate. Broad issues are
raised in the Anderson-Garnaut paper. But it is not concerned with the
sources of growth, it is concerned essentially with the description of how
trade patterns change over time as a result of growth — with an ap
propriate focus not just on manufacturing but also on natural resources.
These remarks must be qualified in two respects. First, there were brief
references to the growth problems of Indonesia. McCawley saw In
donesia’s problem not so much as one of import-substituting policies but
rather of a general excess of government regulations. Kreuger stressed, in
her more general paper, that one advantage of export subsidies over
import-substituting policies is that they are compelled to be more
market-orientated. This would also be the effect of a more general export
orientation of an economy. The second qualification concerns
Singapore. The paper by Chia and a number of the commentators
illuminated for me the sources of Singapore’s remarkable success. I
found the Singapore session one of the most interesting of the con
ference.
An issue of importance underlying the discussion of the five economies
is how much weight one should give to trade policies — especially to the
moderation of import substituting policies and to export promoting
policies — when one observes a country at the same time expanding its
exports of manufactures, improving its trade policies and accelerating its
growth rate. Is the improvement in growth primarily the result of the
trade policy changes? One might argue that when social attitudes, and
especially the attitudes of policy makers, change in a more sensible
direction, all sorts of policies change — these affecting foreign capital,
taxation policies, regulatory policies — and it is the package of all these
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changes that generates the acceleration in growth, including the growth
in exports. Trade policy changes may be only a part of the total story.
Thus, in India the extensive provision of export subsidies did stimulate
exports but did not generate a major growth process, because it was not
the result of a general change in attitudes.
Ill

THE MO TI VA TION A ND PR OS PEC TS OE A SEA N

I turn now to the discussion of specifically ASEAN issues, i.e. issues
concerned with the Association as such. The papers and the discussion
dealt primarily with trade policies and industrialisation, but first
something must be said about broader matters, as these were also
discussed, if briefly.
It is necessary to understand the origin and motive of ASEAN. After
some negative remarks, especially from Healey, the right focus was
obtained with comments by Narongchai. ASEAN, he stressed, should
not be judged primarily, if at all, by its achievements in the field of trade
and industrialisation policies, but rather by its contribution to the
maintenance of peace among countries which had previously been close
to war with each other on several occasions (see the discussion in
chapter 3).
Participants of European origin or with European experience should
understand this. The motives for ASEAN are essentially the same as
those that underlay the establishment of the European Economic
Community. Old enemies wish to be friends, countries wish to get
together and maintain close contacts partly in response to external
military or perceived economic threats. The motives are essentially
political, and the politicians feel that economic measures can achieve
some of their purposes. All this sounds quite reasonable, though it is
possible that some of the political aims may be achieved at significant
economic cost. Some conference participants wished this political trade
off to be made more explicit, and others argued that developing coun
tries could not afford the luxury of the economic costs or the loss of time
of key policy-makers and administrators which is involved when regional
organisations engage in over-ambitious activities. Here some of us were
heartened by Castro’s account of the modesty and ‘trimness’ of the
ASEAN secretariat. Krause set out very succinctly his view of the limits
of what ASEAN should aim at. Consultation rather than central
decision-making would be the characteristic. Kasper pointed out that the
model should be much more that of OECD than of EEC, the former
being an organisation that engages in research of common interest, and
that, above all, provides a facility for frequent consultations and ex
change of experiences by officials of member countries. It is clear that
there is scope for all sorts of useful measures that ASEAN can take
which would improve the flow of trade and information between
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member countries, and which need not have any trade-diverting effects.
Such measures may include harmonisation or co-ordination of some
policies. They were referred to in Castro’s paper, but might perhaps have
been discussed more fully at the conference.
The main discussion of ASEAN policies concerned trade and in
dustrial issues — the establishment of trade preferences and the ‘five
projects’. In reading the various chapters I seem to have been endlessly
reading about these celebrated projects. Yet concern with these projects
is only a small aspect of ASEAN if one sees it in the broad ‘Narongchai’
way. The position seems to be that nothing much — except talk and some
studies — has happened so far with regard to the projects. The trade
preferences appear to be fairly meaningless. I shall not try to summarise
the various points of view advanced in the discussion, but rather will try
to classify positions and bring out underlying differences of approach.
First of all, there were those who saw ASEAN as a prospective
customs union and felt that the preferences and projects were part of a
move in that direction. They criticised ASEAN on any of three grounds:
(a) nothing significant has so far happened in the direction of moving to
a customs union; (b) nothing really could happen, because it is in
conceivable that there could be an area of completely free trade which
includes both Singapore and Indonesia, hence the idea of a customs
union is unrealistic; (c) nothing should happen, because a customs union
is inevitably inward-looking and it would be a pity if countries which
were currently outward-looking shifted in an inward-looking direction.
Against these criticisms it can be said that the establishment of a customs
union is not really the intention. All that is desired is to make some
modest moves in the direction of more intra-ASEAN trade. My own view
is closest to (b), though this is not a reason for criticising ASEAN. The
establishment of a free trade area (i.e. without a common external tariff)
seems unlikely because of the trade deflection which would arise if
Indonesia, and perhaps some other countries, maintained high pro
tection relative to outsiders while Singapore remained free trade. Goods
from outside would tend to flow into Indonesia via Singapore. The
establishment of a customs union with a fairly high common external
tariff seems unlikely since it would raise input costs and so inhibit the
exports of manufactures of those countries that have now marched
vigorously along the ‘export orientation’ road.
A second issue is the role for government initiatives in the choice of
projects and industries. The various project proposals represent
government initiatives, even though private enterprise is to be involved.
Some conference participants worked from the presumption that
government initiatives in detailed industrialisation decisions usually have
adverse effects. This is a matter of basic philosophy derived from a
variety of empirical experiences and perhaps also of intellectual fashion.
When one thinks of the disastrous Anglo-French Concorde venture one
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cannot be enthusiastic about inter-governmental initiatives. But it is
possible to have economically-sensible government initiatives, as can be
found in the history of Japan. Big issues are involved here. In favour of
ASEAN project decisions it was argued that any major private enterprise
project inevitably involves public decisions with regard to infrastructure,
tax arrangements, and so on, so that public decision-making in this area
is unavoidable. My own view is that the ASEAN countries would be
wisest to leave industrial development to private enterprise — as they
have explicitly reaffirmed — and that the common projects are only
worth pursuing if private enterprise expects to find them profitable
without undue public assistance.
A third issue has to do with economies of scale and regional projects.
Is the ASEAN economy large enough to allow significant scale
economies to be attained that cannot be attained within any one ASEAN
country? Would it not be better to aim at the even larger world market?
A fourth issue is an all-pervading one in economic policy discussions.
Should economists advocate or support second-best policies, or should
they stick only to first-best policies? The question is what the alternative
is to ASEAN-wide projects. This involves, to some extent, a political
judgment. If the alternatives are mainly (third-best) protectionistinward-looking policies for each country (other than Singapore), then
ASEAN-wide projects may be preferable, trade creation and costreduction effects probably outweighing trade diversion. But if the
alternatives are (first-best) outward-looking policies, with further ex
pansion of exports of manufactures to the wide world, and with In
donesia perhaps also moving in this direction, ASEAN home-market
oriented projects may have a net adverse effect. Given that some of the
ASEAN countries have already moved in an outward-looking direction
with very successful results, it would seem a pity if this trend were
reversed. It was stressed by ASEAN economists that such a reversal was
not intended, so that the discussion was really just concerned with
possibilities.
In these discussions one cannot help noticing how much easier it is for
outsiders to advocate first-best policies and to ignore political con
siderations. Such advocacy may well be a proper role for economists and
a desirable role for outsiders. In Australia we have benefited from
Kasper’s arrival from Germany and involvement in Australian debate.
He makes no concessions to historic Australian prejudices and
assumptions and does not lean over backwards — as some of us do — to
see the points of view of interest groups and confused non-economists,
or to make allowance for the protectionist tradition.
/ V RELA TIONSHIP WITH OUTSIDE COUNTRIES

The paper by Helen Hughes put ASEAN prospects in a world per
spective, and I found this very valuable. She is at an advantage in being
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able to draw on the tremendous information resources o f the World
Bank. We must await further promised empirical research to get a clearer
picture o f the extent o f the rise in protectionism in the developed world.
Some participants at the conference felt she was too sanguine, but this is
clearly an empirical matter. It is undeniable that barriers against some
products, notably textiles, have been and are high, and the expansion of
exports of labour-intensive products by developing countries has been
handicapped by these barriers. It is also true that, in spite of all this,
there has been a considerable expansion in these exports, not only ab
solutely but as a share o f the OECD market, and this has continued since
the great world recession. In her emphasis Helen Hughes was probably
over-reacting to the exaggerated arguments put at numerous conferences
and in papers on the New International Economic Order. But the
discrimination against some labour-intensive imports is patent — and I
am particularly aware of the bad Australian case.
Three outside countries have a major actual or potential influence on
the ASEAN region — the United States, Japan and the People’s
Republic of China. I deal with each of these in turn.
It is a remarkable feature o f the conference that there were hardly any
references to the United States. Even the discussion on the KrauseSeguchi paper was mainly concerned with the faults o f Japanese, rather
than American investors. I do not recall any anti-American remarks, not
even innuendos. Perhaps this reflects the exceptional niceness of the
three Americans present, or that there were so few Americans present.
More likely, it is some indication of the declining importance and general
visibility of the United States, notably in relation to Japan. It may be a
useful generalisation — relevant at the conference for Australians and, in
ASEAN in general, for Japan at present and in the future for both Korea
and the People’s Republic — that the less visible a particular people and
its government and corporations are, the more popular they are likely to
be.
The visibility of Japan’s company executives in the ASEAN region was
a matter for some discussion. It is obvious that criticisms of Japan are
the result of her successful growth and her importance as a trading and
investment partner of the ASEAN countries. Possibly it is also true that
her economic isolation has been reduced before her cultural isolation. In
any case, the Republic of Korea and the People’ s Republic of China may
be able to derive some lessons here. With regard to the contributions at
this Conference coming from Japan, I was impressed by the amount of
solid study of the ASEAN region being pursued in that country. In
cidentally, there was some interesting discussion of the Kojima
Hypothesis concerned with the different characteristics of Japanese and
US investment, and with the possible normative implications of this
difference. I have not been able to analyse this, but would like to make
one comment. The development of generalisations, speculative
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propositions and hypotheses in the Pacific region is to be welcomed. For
too long, economists in Japan, Australia, and elsewhere have tended to
mull over the theories of Europe and the United States, instead of
developing ideas themselves derived from their own environment.
A major event of the conference was the presence of Mr Luo from the
Academy of the Social Sciences, Peking. It is the first time that a scholar
from the People’s Republic has attended a Pacific Trade and
Development Conference. For Mr Luo, as for me, it was the first con
ference, and we both learnt a lot. 1 wish particularly to welcome Chinese
economists like himself to the international community of scholars. The
prospects of a vigorous expansion of international trade on the part of
the People’s Republic is a matter of great importance to the ASEAN
countries. The issues are discussed in Wong’s paper. It is particularly
important that the People’s Republic bear in mind the possibly adverse
effects of her export expansion in labour-intensive products on com
peting nations as well as on import-competing producers in countries
that are primarily importers of these goods. Expansion in particular
product fields should not be too sudden, and preferably the expansion
should be spread over a wide range of products. There is much to be
learnt from the experience of Japan here. It is important that in
formation about Chinese export plans and about industrialisation
developments should become widely available in some detail to the
outside world, so that producers and consumers in other countries can
plan well in advance to adjust to the likely effects of Chinese trade ex
pansion. I hope that this is a message that Mr Luo can take back to
Peking.
V THE AUSTRALIAN CONTRIBUTION
Only one of the papers referred significantly to Australian trade policies
(the Anderson-Garnaut paper) and Australia is not an important trade or
investment partner of the countries of the ASEAN region. Hence, there
might not seem much reason to discuss Australia in this summary, but
the fact is that this conference happened to be held in Australia and a
high proportion of the participants (42 per cent) were Australians. They
did not hesitate to express themselves forthrightly in the usual Australian
way and some of their comments were framed in a manner which
suggested that they had forgotten they were addressing an international
conference. They took for granted the assumptions that most Australian
economists make and the background experience that they have. This
was particularly so when they were criticising protectionism in ASEAN
countries or ASEAN policies that looked like becoming protectionist.
More generally, it was perhaps a little odd to hold a conference analysing
ASEAN policies in Australia. But there will be a counterweight at the
Eleventh Pacific Trade and Development conference in Seoul, which will
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provide opportunities for analysing protectionism in Australia, New
Zealand and the United States. Australian economists can then benefit
from the criticisms of a phalanx of Korean economists. There is always a
tendency for economists from country A to be vividly aware of the
political constraints and national attitudes that make it difficult to alter
economic policies, such as protection, in country A, but to make naive
and blunt recommendations for country B, ignoring the fact that similar
constraints may exist there.
It should be appreciated that most Australian economists — and
certainly all attending this conference — have been opposed to
Australian protectionism. Some have written vigorously in criticism of it,
and as a result of being residents of one of the developed world’s most
protectionist nations, are vividly aware of the disadvantages of
protection. On the whole, they have been better at studying and
measuring protection than at persuading their politicians to reduce it.
When they warn ASEAN countries of protectionist dangers involved in
certain ASEAN lines of thinking they are doing so with this background.
They wish to warn other countries of the follies which they have failed to
persuade their own decision-makers to adjure. When Gruen points out
that recent trends in Australian protectionism are not ‘so bad’, he is
simply pointing out that policies to which he and others have been op
posed (and which he had some role in getting improved) have not become
so much worse as he had thought, and may even have moderated a little.
The latter is always a surprise in a conservative country. He is not
denying that the record is basically bad from the point of view both of
Australian consumers and of foreign suppliers of labour-intensive goods.
Finally, Arndt touched on the Australian-ASEAN dispute on airlines
policy. This issue was not seriously discussed at the conference but was in
participants’ minds since negotiations in Jakarta were in progress during
the first two days of the conference. Here, I would only comment that
the new Australian airlines policy is simply another case of Australian
protectionism, and should probably be analysed in the same way as
protectionism in general should be analysed. A serious research paper on
the subject is waiting to be written.
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